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Some Recent Progress in Diseases of

the Nervous System.''

By Talbot Jones, M. D., of St. Paul.

THERE is scarcely a saying that has a more general

acceptance, and one withal more, trite than that

medical science is advancing with rapid and steadily

increasing velocity. It arrests the attention and challenges

the admiration of every thoughtful physician. There can

be no differences of opinion that new facts are almost

daily discovered, and a new impetus given to medical

thought and discovery.

Restless activity, unwearying research and patient inves-

tigation meets the beholder at every turn. The multi-

plication of specialists in medicine, though not without

attendant evils, has stimulated research in various fields,

and, through their collective investigations, the sum of

medical knowledge has been greatly increased. Every

appHance that humanity can suggest or ingenuity devise

is now employed to control disease or prevent it.

Investigations made in experimental physiology and

morbid anatomy have been so fruitful of results, as to

almost mark an epoch in recent medical progress.

Man is now no longer content to pursue the beaten

paths of his predecessors ; he brings to his aid the micro-

scope, the chemist's retort, the thermometor, galvanism, the

•The report as Chairman of the Committee on Diseases of the Nervoufl System,

to the Minnesota State Medical Society, 1883.
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sphygmograph and even spectrum analysis is made to aid

him in his eager search after truth.

Perhaps in no single department of investigation has

greater success been achieved than in that of diseases of

the nervous system. We have thought that it might not

be without interest on this occasion to note some of the

advances that have recently occurred in this important

branch of medicine. In England, on the continent of

Europe, and in the eastern section of our own country,

diseases of mind, nervous diseases and electro-therapeu-

tics, occupy a position of commanding importance ; not

so in Minnesota. Some of the ablest minds in the pro-

fession are devoting themselves exclusively to investigations

connected with neurology and psychiatry, but it is gen-

erally admitted, that in the northwest these subjects excite

but comparatively little interest, and their importance is

underrated. Your committee, therefore, has thought, that

a paper on some recent progress of diseases of the nerv-

ous system would be timely, and it is hoped it will be the

means of arousing more interest in this important depart-

ment of medicine. The subjects will be rather hastily

treated of, and we shall reserve for the last that which is

perhaps of greatest importance.

Dr. Duchenne long ago directed attention to what he

called siib-aaite anterior spinal paralysis, which was char-

acterized by the loss of power, with retention of sensatio^i

in the hmbs, and followed by rapid wasting of the mus-

cles. It differed from all acute, general or diffuse spinal

paralyses, which had heretofore been observed, and inva-

riably, but slowly progressed to a fatal termination. The
ultimate anatomical lesion, as in infantile paralysis, was
an atrophy of the cells of the anterior cornua. In pro-

gressive vuiscular atrophy, both the wasting muscles and

paralytic phenomena is due to the shrinkage of nerve cells.

Carter, of Liverpool, has recently published the histories

of four cases of this hitherto hopeless malady, cured by
the hypodermic injection of strychnia, the internal use of

phosphorous, and Charcot's white-hot cautery applied along
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the spine. Other observers have since confirmed Carter's

success.

Closely allied to this subject is that oi infantile paralysis.

For a long time much obscurity attached to this disease,

as may be inferred from its name, which implies a morbid

condition of the spinal cord observed in children only.

Recent investigation, however, has revealed the anatomical

lesions of the disorder, and it is now known that the same

disease is not infrequently observed in the adult—the mor-

bid anatomy of both apparently being identical. As the

same form of disease, then, is encountered in the adult, the

term infantile paralysis is now no longer appropriate, and

the term poliomyelitis anterior acuta, first proposed by

Kussmaul, expressing as it does, the seat and character of

the disorder, is the one probably by which it will be sub-

sequently known.

Recent investigations in morbid anatomy have shown

that in infantile paralysis the anterior nerve-roots undergo

a change, both at their emergence from the cord, and at

their termination. They become thin, translucent, atro-

phied, and their peripheral endings show more or less

degeneration. The changes, however, of most importance

are observed in the cord itself. Without the aid of the

microscope no morbid alterations are discovered, but this

instrument shows that certain sections of the cord, espe-

cially well marked in the dorso-liimbar and cervical

enlargements, the nervous substance have undergone

inflammatory softening, separation of nerve cells, and the

presence of granulation corpuscles and free nuclei. The
multipolar nerve cells in the anterior horns of the gray

matter are shrunken, many of them markedly atrophied,

and all in a state of atrophic degeneration. Coincidently

with these changes there occurs a decided hyperaemia of

the cord—most of the blood vessels being distended to

twice their former caliber, with more or less serous

exudation into the substance of the marrow, and a

hyperplasia of the neuroglia. The cord is not uniformly

affected by these changes ; they occur only in certain
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areas or patches. The softening may be observed on

one side only, but in some cases on both. This atrophic

degeneration is not always confined to the anterior horns

of the gray matter, but may extend to the adjacent

antero-lateral or even posterior columns. The muscles

supplied by these nerves undergo a marked change.

Individual muscular fibers may disappear, and^ most of

them become degenerated ; fat-cells and granules appear,

and there is a marked proliferation of the connective

tissue. These facts regarding the morbid anatomy of

poliomyelitis anterior acuta have been acquired in recent

times, for in no systematic work on practice, unless writ-

ten within the last year or two, will any description be

given of its pathology. Athetosis, allochiria and pseudo-

hypertrophic spinal paralysis have recently been added

to the list of nervous diseases, and for a description of

which we search general medical treatises in vain.

One of the most important articles that has appeared

for years is a paper of DaCosta and Longstreth [American

Journal Medical Science), who after an exhaustive investi-

gation of the subject, have arrived at the conclusion that

all the morbid processes, embraced under the generic term

of Bright's disease of the kidney, are directly due to ante-

cedent structural changes in the great abdominal ganglia

of the sympathetic. The nature of this nerve change is

akin to, if not identical, with fatty degeneration. They
show that the neural change is primary and causative

;

the alterations in the kidney being secondary.

Localization of cerebral lesions has been largely studied,

and has attracted great attention during the last decade,

and very decided advances have been made in this sub-

ject, which still continues to engross the attention of the

medical profession. Our increased knowledge is due to

investigations in morbid anatomy and experimental physi-

ology', and also to clinical observation. The important

investigations made by Fritsch and Hitzig, in 1870, by
electrization of the cerebral hemispheres in the lower

order of animals gave results of capital importance.
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These experiments, which at once attracted great attention

to the subject, were quickly followed by those made by

Ferrier, though the latter's were far more comprehensive

in scope, and valuable in their results. Other workers

soon began to labor in the same field, and the result of

the investigations of Broca, Schiff, Vulpian and others is

now well known to the scientific world. Owing to the

fast accumulating knowledge with regard to localization

of cerebral lesions, it is highly probable, if not reason-

ably certain, that the day is not far distant when this

subject, taken from the domain of speculation, will become

one of the most exact sciences of our art ; and then the

skillful physician will be able to determine with as much
certainty the nature and seat of cerebral lesions, as he

now does morbid states of the lungs or valvular disease

of the heart.

A few years since, Ord, Mahomed and other English

physicians directed attention to a certain curious form

of disease, characterized by more or less diffused swelling

of the entire body, but especially prominent in the lips,

tongue and eyelids. Its most characteristic feature, how-

ever, was a cretinoid state supervening in adult life m
women. In this country, thus far, there have been but

three cases reported. In the cases examined the speech

was deliberate and slow, hearing impaired, and the men-

tal observations abtuse. The finger ends became club-

shaped, and the bodily temperature was below the normal.

The swelling of the body did not pit on pressure, as in

advanced cardiac or renal disease, and there was an

absence of albumen in the urine.

The thyroid gland was always markedly atrophied,

and in many cases had disappeared. From the swelling

of the body, mental decay, thyroid atrophy and change in

facial expression. Sir Wm. Gull, who first described this

disorder, came to regard it as a disease closely allied to

a form of imbecility long ago recognized in Italy and

Spain, and known as cretinism. The disease is slowly

progressive, confined to adult life, chiefly observed in
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women, and most frequently seen in those who have borne

many children. With regard to the etiology of myxocdema,

the name by which this curious disorder is now known,

little positive can be said, though Allan McLane Hamil-

ton in a recent able article {Medical Record, Dec, 1882), has

apparently proven that the true seat of the disorder is in

the deepest recesses of the sympathetic nervous system.

Charcot, Vulpian and others {Arch, de Ne^nvlogic)

have lately directed attention to certain skin eruptions,

which appear in cases of locomotor ataxia. These erup-

tions may be ecchymosis, papulae, or maculae, but are

not observed in every case of tabes, nor indeed in a

majority of cases. The eruptions are not observed before

or during a paroxysm of pain, but immediately after, and

appear over the seat of greatest pain and follow the

course of the spinal nerves. They vary in size from that

of a split pea to that of a silver half-dollar, and often

resemble the spots which result when the skin is severely

pinched. Strauss regards these eruptions of frequent

occurrence in ataxia, and ultimately connected with mor-

bid alterations of the posterior columns of the spinal

cord. He thinks they are reflex phenomena (irritation of

the vaso-dilators). While on the subject of posterior

spinal sclerosis some interesting investigations recently

made by Tuczek may be mentioned. He had the oppor-

tunity to study an epidemic of ergotism, and found in

many of the patients tabes dorsalis was produced artifi-

cially by this drug. All of the cases showed symptoms of

ataxia, paraesthesia, pains, incoordination and complete

absence of tendon-reflex. Post-mortem examination in

four cases showed sclerosis in the posterior root-zones,

though no change was observed in the columns of Goll.

Dogs were now fed on ergot, to see whether or not the

disease could be produced artificially. They grew rapidly

thin, showed signs of incoordination, but on being killed

no lesions were found in the cord. Other recent prog-

ress connected with this subject are some observations

of Vulpian {Riviic dc Medecine, 1882), wherein he shows
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that in certain cases of locomotor ataxia, epileptic phe-

nomena are observed. In the cases reported the subjects

had attacks of loss of consciousness, right side hemiplegia,

aphasia and laryngeal constriction, all of which symptoms

subsided when decided tabes made its appearance.

The pathology and physiology of the cortex cerebri

used to be, and to many physicians and students is

still regarded as a terra incognita. The inherent difficul-

ties to the study of this subject has heretofore appeared

almost insuperable, hence, but little additional information

has recently been acquired concerning its functions*

Important investigations, however, have lately been under-

taken by Prof. Goltz of Strasburg, who experimented on

the cerebral hemispheres of dogs, by means of White's

boring machine. His general conclusions are as follows

{American Journal Insatiity)

:

1st.—The hypothesis of circumscribed centers for

special function in the cerebral cortex is untenable. 2nd.

—There is no area of the cortex exclusively concerned

with sight, hearing, smell, taste or touch. 3rd.—It is

impossible by any circumscribed lesion of the cortex to

produce permanent paralysis of any muscle, or remove

it from the influence of the will. 4th.—The vital mani-

festations, which we regard as indicative of intelligence,

feeling, emotion, instinct, are not dependent on function-

ally differentiated cortical regions. 5th.—Destructive lesions

of the frontal regions of the hemispheres cause defects,

which differ in certain respects from those caused by
lesions of the occipital regions. There differences depend

probably on simultaneous lesions of the conduction tracts,

which lead to the crura. Removal of the anterior regions

shows itself in clumsier movements, and reduced tactile

sensibility ; removal of the hinder lobes, more distinctly

affects sight and other specialized senses. The general

intelligence is also somewhat more affected in destruction

of the hinder lobes.

The etiology of pernicious ancsniia, which is essentially

characterized by a rapid and progressive diminution in
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the number of corpuscles, with symptoms of profound

annsmia, is still involved in much obscurity. While the

cause, whether nervous or myelogenous, is still sub judice.

Dr. King has lately ably advocated the idea that the

etiology is to be sought for in lesions of the sympathetic

system, while Little maintains, that, the primary cause is a

change in the vaso-motor region of the ganglionic system

—the alterations in the blood being secondary.

Brigidi, it may be remarked, actually found in one

case of pernicious anaemia, a lesion of the coeliac plexus.

Only the briefest resume can be given of the progress in

static-electro therapeutics during the last year. It is gen-

erally employed, and often with conspicuous success, in cer-

tain varieties of palsy where other forms of electricity have

failed, as in hemiplegia, in the so-called irritable spine, and

in subacute rheumatism. Dr. Morton, of New York, has

used it with benefit in diphtheritic paralysis, Bell's paralysis,

muscular atrophy, neuritis, angina pectoris, anaesthesia, etc.,

though he found it unsatisfactory in locomotor ataxia.

We now have occasion to speak of a subject, which

in our humble judgment is by far the most important

yet alluded to, and it is here the most brilliant advances

have been shown. The investigations in cerebral syphilis

mark an epoch in recent pathology. When we remember

the great antiquity of syphilis, it having been described

according to good authority in Chinese systems of medi-

cine, 4,500 years ago, it is truly surprising that its ravages

in the nervous tissue should have received their true

interpretation only within the last twenty years, and that

the greatest progress and most important additions to

our knowledge of its pathology and symptomatology has

occurred during the last decade. Indeed, it is only

since the former date, that syphilitic lesions of the cere-

brum have had nosological existence.

The far-reaching, and beneficent effects of these dis-

coveries are all the more important, since of all the

organic lesions affecting the meningeal or cerebral tissues,

those due to the syphilitic poison are by far the most
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amenable to amelioration and cure. Until within a recent

period our knowledge of the affections of the nervous

system caused by syphilis was fragmentary and imper-

fect
;

yet much has been learned in the last few years.

Owing to recent researches made by Virchow, Yraven,

Ricord, Lancereaux and many others, a syphilitic neo-

plasm of the brain may at the present time be determined

with as much accuracy as a lesion due to sclerosis, or a

non-specific tumor. The specific lesion may be situated in

the cerebral parenchyma, in the membranes, the dura-mater,

or the internal surface of the cranium, under the form of

tophus with more or less abundant osteophytes, or as

characteristic osseous cicatrices. Wherever situated it

manifests itself chiefly as gummata, tumors, patches of

softening or thickenings. Chronic interstitial indurations

may develop tough adhesions of the dura and pia mater,

and increased consistance of the brain. In chronic

inflammation of the dura mater, sometimes infiltrated

with osseous products, the affection usually takes the

form of external or internal pachymeningitis.

Increased thickenings of the membranes may result in

firm adhesions to the cranium and subjacent meninges.

Various retractions produced by chronic meningitis occur,

with exudation of connective tissue products, causing

strangulation and partial atrophy of the cranial nerves at

the base. Meningeal syphilis may take the form of syphilo-

mata. In their minute structure, these tumors appear

either rounded prominences, composed of soft infiltrations,

reddish, consisting of spindle and stellate cells, or as round

cells, with neuclei distributed through the tissue of the

part, or irregular neoplasms of a gray color disseminated

throughout the new-formed connective tissue. These syph-

ilomata vary in size from that of a pea to that of a hen's

Qgg. To the naked eye they differ in appearance from

the neoplasm of fibro-cellular tumors or tubercle
(
Wargner,

Arch. f. Heilk., 186j). According to Reinfleisch syphil-

omata develops in the brain at the expense of the lymphatic

sheaths, and along the blood-vessels, and they produce
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spots of softening by compression of the vessels and arrest

the circulation. A great number of cells may be densely

packed in an interspace, forming an alveolar arrangement.

The neoplasms contain capillary blood-vessels, but some-

times they are dry and yellowish, and undergo a cheesy

transformation. They may undergo liquifaction and result

in the loss of substance, or the formation of a cavity.

There may be thickening of the ependyma and small foci of

fatty degeneration in the ventricles, which become enlarged,

(Rosenthal). According to Charcot, syphilomata rarely

occur in the cerebral parenchyma.

A favorite side of this gumma is between the two layers

of the dura. The gumma nodules may develop on the

convexity or at the base of the brain; when in the latter

situation, they may fill up all the interspaces around the

pons, crura and chiasm. They may give rise to hemorr-

hagic softening, partial sclerosis or incomplete liquifaction

of the cerebral substance with which they are in contact.

The brain is softened near the indurated spots, through

defective nutrition from impeded flow of blood in the

diseased vessels. Specific meningitis may accompany cir-

cumscribed cerebral inflammation or " may follow in the

train of syphilitic tumors."

Westphal has observed syphilomata in the white sub-

stance of the optic tracts, the pons, pituitary gland and the

cerebellum. It is only within the last few years that any-

thing was known of the effects of specific disease on the

blood-vessels of the cerebrum. Science is indebted chiefly

to Heubner, of Leipzig, who in 1874, first recognized and
explained the importance of syphilitic neoplasms that

develop in the arteries of the brain. The arteries thus

affected and thickened, hard, almost cartilaginous in con-

sistance, lose their transparency and assume a grayish or

whitish-gray color. The changes thus wrought are due to

the deposition of granulation tissue in the tunics of the

vessels, their starting point being in the intima or between

the elastic layers of the intenal coat and endothelium.

According to Heubner, this process is not specific in its
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nature since the cells are similar in structure to those of

certain sarcomata and gliomata.

Owing to the interposition of cells, the endothelium

becomes thickened and the interposed cells become com-

pressed and flattened, and fusing, become giant-cells. The
lumen of the vessel is pncroached upon and its caliber

diminished by one-fifth or one-third. Small round cells,

probably derived from the vasa vasorum, produced by

irritation, now appear, or they may first be circular. These

changes are observed chiefly in the larger arteries at the

base of the brain. No disease of the veins has yet been

noted. This new-formed tissue develops towards the

center of the vessel, and obstructs the blood current, as the

vessel's longitudinal axis is diminished. Rosenthal {Diseases

of the Nervous System) remarks that the obstruction thus

produced may give rise to thrombosis cerebral softening

and endarteritis. Syphilitic endarteritis may cause com-

plete stenosis of the artery, or multiple thrombosis, and

emboli, and result in grave disturbances of nutrition and

circulation. Many vessels may be involved and in various

degrees. The small ones may rupture with apoplectiform

attacks ; may contain microscopic aneurisms, or may
become completely obliterated.

The distinctions between syphilitic endarteritis and

atheroma are these : In the latter the caliber of the

vessel is seldom diminished ; in the former the lumen

is lessened to a degree that may cause stenosis ; in the

latter only a few vessels are involved, in the former a

large number; in the latter calcification may ensue,

never observed in the former, and finally the latter is

incurable, which is not always true of the former.

But this paper, which we know has taxed your

patience on account of its unreasonable length, must be

brought to a close without anything being said of recent

discoveries in central myelitis, post-paralytic chorea, the

hereditary forms of tabes dorsalis and other diseases

;

or mentioning some recent progress in neural therapeutics,

physiology and electricity.



Medico-Legal Relations of Epilepsy,

By Jas. G. Kiernan, Chicago, Illinois.

THE position which the law holds respecting epilepsy-

is, like that which it holds on any individual psy-

chosis, a most doubtful one. Epileptics are the insane

to whom the absurd right and wrong dictum of the law

does most injustice. An epileptic may perform an act

apparently premeditated, and may appear to know the

exact legal consequences of his act, and yet the act be

the direct result of the disease. Even in some of the

lower mental states, there is an apparent premeditation,

which, to the law lords, would, from their a priori ideas

and dicta, appear inconsistent with the real mental con-

dition. In a case reported by Spitzka,* a patient, who
was absolutely unconscious, and was held by three persons,^

his wife holding his head to prevent him biting at the

others, was seen " to put out his tongue, hke a tentacle,

to feel where a portion of his wife's hand was available

for biting." This man was in a condition of complete

unconsciousness, yet there were, as will be seen, skilfully

coordinated automatic movements. When epilepsy is

spoken of in connection with homicide, the first idea that

strikes the amateur alienist is, was the act committed in

a state of epileptic mania ? for this and epileptic dementia

are the only forms they recognize. This is something

strange, as an old attendant soon learns to recognize the

various mental disturbances of epileptics. In my early

studies I obtained hints from one, which were more

in accordance with the dicta of modern science, than the

ordinary text-books.

Calmeil, long ago recognized that the epileptics, whom
he regarded as not yet insane, were impressionable and

excitable. Esquirolf cites the case of a Swabian peasant

•Mediciil Ueconl, Dec. 31, 1883.

t Maladies Mi-ntales. Tome II.
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who became epileptic, at the age of eight, continued

epileptic till his twenty-fifth year, when the epileptic

attack was replaced by an irresistible homicidal tendency

preceded by an aura, during which the patient recognized

his imperative conception as illegal, but irresistible. He

demanded restraint when he felt the aura coming on.

Renaudin* showed, that a temporary paroxysmal insanity

replaced the epileptic paroxysm. Billodf reported cases

similar to that of Esquirol, and agreed with Renaudin.

GriesingerJ says, that striking psychical phenomena occur

before the attack. During the attack there is, in many

cases, a sudden obscuration or suspension of consciousness.

The patients execute combined movements of varied

character. After the attack incoherence may result, which

lasts for several days. Paroxysms of mania, or a degree

of blind fury and violence, sometimes occur. He evidently

had noticed, but not demarcated intervallary cases, for

he speaks of " an intermittent mania alternating with

epileptic attacks." Morel|| speaks of a case in which

violence, dreamy mental states and imperative acts

appear and disappear with great suddenness, which he

called masked or larvated epilepsy. Falret§ says, "A
remarkable phenomenon, which frequently complicates

the incomplete epileptic attacks, or the interval between

two perfectly developed attacks, deserves mention. The

patient seems to have come to himself; he enters into

conversation with persons who surround him; he performs

acts which appear to be regulated by his will, and seems

to have returned to his normal state. Then the epileptic

attack recommences. As soon as it has ceased, and the

patient has recovered his reason, it is found that he has

not preserved any recollection either of his words or acts,

said or done in the interval of the two attacks. Under

the designation of petit vtal intellecttiel, Falret describes

a condition, which may continue for several hours or

* Annales Medico-Psychologiques, 1850. Tome I., p. 479.

t Ibid, p. 611.

t Mental Pathology and Therapeutics (Wood Edit.) p. 288.

II
Tralte des Maladies Mentales, 1860, p. 480.

§ Archives Generales de Medecine. Tome XVI, 1860
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days after the post-epileptic stupor has disappeared, dur-

ing which the patient is sullen, irritable and unable to

fix his thought or will. Under the designation of grand
mal intellectncl, an analoguous condition of greater dur-

ation with alternate stupor, or furious excitement is

described. Hammond' reports cases tending to corrob-

orate these views of Falret, and like cases are reported

by Delasiauve,^ Hanshalter,' Arthaud,* Baillarger^ and

Castelnau.** Howden' reports a case, where the epileptic

psychical phenomena were of religio-erotic type. Thorne ®

reports the case of a man, in whom mental phenonena

would from time to time take the place of fits. In these

states he would seize a knife and declare he would kill his

children. At another time he would steal. Echeverria, *

Hughlings Jackson,'" Weiss," W. A. F. Browne,'^ LeGrand

du SauUe," Dagonet,'* Orange,'' Kerlin,'* Hoffman," San-

key'** and Dickson" have reported cases belonging to the

same category. Witkowski,^ however, claims that " the

existence of the psychical equivalent has not been satisfac-

torily established." Had I Dr. Witkowski for just two hours

in the Ward's Island Asylum, I would soon convince him of

this. His reasoning is in the highest degree forced. He
concludes that many cases, not epilepsy, are included

under that term. Such an argument is the argument of

the dilettante, and is inconsistant with a knowledge of

1. Diseases of the Nervous System, 1876.

2. Tralt6de I'Epilepsle, 1854.

3. Du Delire EplUptique.

4. Gazette Medlcale de Lyon, 1867.

5. Annak'S Medico-Psychologiques, 1873.

6. De I'Etat Mentale des Epileptiques au Point de Vue Medico-Legale.

7. Journal of Medical Science, January, 1873.

8. St. Bartholomew's Hospital Reports, IbTO,

9. American Journal Insanity, 1873-74.

10. West Riding Asylum Reports, 1875.

11. Allgemeine Zeitschrift fuer Psychiatrle, 1878.

12. Journal of Mental Science, October, 18e8.

13. Traito de I'Epilepsie.

14. Traitfe de Maladies Mentales.

15. Cited by Tiike, Psychological Medicine.

16. Alibnistasd Neurologist, 1882.

17. Allgemeine Zeitschrift fuer Psychiatrle. Band XIX.
18. Lectures on Mental Diseases.

19. Medicine in Relation to Mind.

20. Allgemeine Zeitschrift finer PBychiatrie. Band XXXVII.
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the literature to which Dr. Witkowski pretends. It is

difficult to see in what the described cases of psychical

equivalent differed from true hereditary epilepsy ; as most

of them were. Doctrinaire teaching of this kind is absurd

in science. " I don't believe it is, therefore it is not, and

if it seems to be, somebody else has made a mistake,"

is the sum and substance of Witkowski's argumentation.

Falret* has given the following classifications : Those

cases in which psychical phenomena of temporary char-

acter, precedes, accompany or follow the epilepsy. Those

cases in which psychical symptoms occur in paroxysms

independent of the convulsive or vertiginous phenomena.

Sauetf includes Falret's petit and grand mal intellectuel

under acute post-epileptic insanity, which he defines as

insanity immediately consequent on a fit, and taking an

acute course. This is subdivided into simple post-epileptic

stupor, complicated, perhaps, by dreams, psychical phe-

nomena or confused illusions or hallucinations or talking.

Post-epileptic morbid conditions of fear and fright, either

simple or complicated, by delire raisonfiante or great

excitement : Post-epileptic moria (flight of ideas) closely

simulating acute mania ; the patient being more irascible,

treacherous, malicious and violent, than the acute maniac.

He also describes the other states under chronic pro-

tracted epileptic insanity.

HughesJ states that there may be ante, post or sup-

plemental paroxysms of maniacal automatism, in which

acts apparently volitional, but without free or voluntarily

directing will, are performed, and these acts may be

violent or incendiary, or otherwise destructive and crimi-

nal as well as harmless. Garimond,|| Defossez,§ DelasiauveTf

and Luys** express similar opinions,

Spitzkaft adopts the following classification : The

* Archives G6uerale8 de M6decine, 1859—60.

t Archiv fuer Psychiatrie. Band V. and VI.

t ALlKNiST AND NeDBOLOGIST, p. 545. 1880.

II
Annales Medico-Psychologiques, Tome I, 1878.

§ These de Paris, 1878.

TTTraitedel'Epilepsie.

Maladies Mentales.

tt Insanity j Its Classification, Diagnosis and Treatment.
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epileptic psychical eqtdvale^it, which replaces the attack.

The acute post-epileptic insanity, which follows the attack,

or its psychical equivalent. The pre-epileptic insanity,

which precedes the outbreak of a convulsive attack or its

equivalent, and increases up to the time the paroxysm

explodes. The inten<allary epileptic insanity, which occurs

between the paroxysms. A similar classification is adopted

by Sommer.*

These attacks may vary in duration from a few hours

to weeks, and in character from a single act of violence

to a long continued manical attack. A crime resulting

from epileptic psychical phenomena may be preceded by

a feeling of depression, may be accomplished with com-

parative deliberation, and, as Bucknill and Tuke,t Falret^

and Echeverriall observe, there may be a motive mixed up

with an insane condition. It may be followed by excite-

ment. The patient may lose all consciousness of the

same until a return of the insanity, when he may
remember the circumstances of the crime, of which he

was ignorant, during the period of sanity. It is unneces-

sary to allude to the fact that epileptic attacks are often

extremely slight. As one patient, whom I propose to dis-

cuss, committed a crime in a prison, it might be well to

inquire what psychoses are ordinarily found among con-

victs. Perhaps the most valuable contribution to this

subject is that of Heimann.§ He found that many of

the insane criminals coming under his observation had

been epileptic during childhood, and that many were not

regarded as either epileptic or insane until long after

their first crime, when the full history of the case was

obtained. Kirnl has had very similar experience.

The question of feigned epilepsy and its causes is a

question naturally germane to this subject. Independently

of the epilepsy feigned to escape the legal consequences

• • Arohlvfuer Psyohiatrle. Band XI.
• top. cLt.

top. cit.

II Op. clt.

§ Allgemelne ZeitBchrlft fuer P«ychiatrle, Band XXXVII.
TT Allgemelne Zeltschrift fuer Psychiatrie, Band XXXVI.
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of crime or incautious contracts or marriages, there are

<:ases in which, as shown by Dr. C. Macdonald,* a

criminal feigns epilepsy to enable others to commit crime.

The type of the epilepsy alleged to have been feigned, the

existence of dilated and mobile pupils, on which stress has

been laid by Dr. L. C. Gray,t the presence of relaxed

spincters, the peculiar contractions of the fingers in the

palm of the hand will furnish sufficient evidence as to

the truth or falsity of the patient's statments, when con-

trasted with the history of the case. A curious case

•came under my own observation, where the son of a

hysterical mother, so persistently feigned epilepsy to

secure her sympathy, that he was at length committed

to the New York City Asylum for the Insane, where his

feints were detected and he^as discharged as not insane,^

and his peculiarities accounted for by the statement that

he was " t bad boy," under which term the superinten-

dent comprehended the affective insanity of youth.

It may be of historical interest here to note, that

(according to Notes and Queries, 1881.) "Cranke is the.

character name of one who feigns epilepsy," and the

case cited in that periodical is that of Harman, the

cranke of 1567, "Finding, so to speak, the game becoming

very hot, in consequence of his being detected doing

this for money, ' he toke a skoller,' and was pulled over

the water to St. George's Fields. Overtaken and ques-

tioned he damned himself over and over again if he had

any more money about him ; but, as it happened, he had

plenty and had to produce it. He lived he said, *in

Maister Hilles, his rents, having a pretty house well

stuffed.' Hilles' Rents was near to one of the beer gar-

dens and within sight of the place where, about thirty

years after, Shakspeare's Globe Theater was built. The
cranke was soon in the comter and bridewell ; here his

true character was made known ; he was stripped and

* American Journal of Insanity.

t American Jonrnal of Neurology and Psychiatry, 1S82.

\ Dr. A. E. Macdonald has stated (Journ^of Insanity, 1880-81.) that a case of
feigned epilepsy never eame under his observatron in the Asylum. He had forgotten
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was afterwards whipped at the cart's tail through London
to his own door." It should, however, be remembered

that the adjective cranky was, and is used, by many of

the Scotch, Scotch-Irish and Northumbrian English to

denote the display of emotional or mental peculiarities.

The circumstances of the first case were as follows

:

A convict named Hayvren murdered another convict

named Salter. The deceased and the prisoner were, as a

rule, good friends, but the prisoner is reported by one

witness to have said "that he would never go to Kings-

ton, and that he had stabbed Salter because Salter wanted

to send him to Kingston, and that Salter would never call

hmi insulting names again." The convicts entertain a

dread of being sent to the penitentiary at Kingston, but

it does not appear that there was any intention, nor had

Salter any power to send the prisoner there, nor was it

shown that the prisoner was called "insulting names."

The murder was committed openly in presence of a num-

ber of witnesses. Hayvren had convulsive attacks of some

kind during childhood and youth. Although the patient

himself had been a criminal, of a low grade, from his

youth up, his family are very respectable people. The
deed was committed with a knife made out of an old file,t

a kind of weapon very common, at least in the United

States, among convicts, work-house men and other crimi-

nal and semi-criminal classes under confinement. It

appears from the evidence that the prisoner had abundant

opportunity to commit the homicide under more favora-

ble circumstances ; that " the prisoner stood perfectly still

for a minute after committing the deed."

Dr. H. Howard, of Montreal, was the first medical

expert called. He testified that the first thing which

struck him was the prisoner's peculiar epileptic pallor.

He at once saw the prisoner was an imbecile. From pri-

vate friends, public and police reports, he found the man's

t Allhougli Ihirt was urgL-d, as au fvlOeuce of (jreuieditaliou one )uiudred,

each kniveB were taken Iruiu tht convicls after Ilajvren's execution, and it was
]iroveu ttitit tiie possessiua ul them by the couvictd was known tu the jail authuri-

lles.
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conduct to have been very bad. He found the prisoner

to have been an habitual inebriate from youth ; constantly

in prison, and, lastly, sentenced for five years to the peni-

tentiary ; while in the Montreal prison, previous to his

removal to St. Vincent de Paul, he attempted to escape

through a sky-Hght, by means of a small cord, which

broke, causing him to fall a distance of thirty feet. It

was natural for the man to try and escape from prison.

The insane in lunatic asylums all over the world try

every day to escape, and very frequently succeed. But

the means employed for the end prove the fool. No
inteUigent man of the size and weight of Hayvren would

venture his life with the piece of small cord which he

used. In the infirmary of the penitentiary, while under

medical treatment, he requested the nurse to take a club

and strike him with it on the back of the head. One
witness said that he (Hayvren) confessed to him, that he

did premeditate it ; but, such a confession from an insane

man must be taken cum grano sails. Insane persons not

only accuse others, but themselves of impossible crimes

But if Hayvren did, from some supposed injury of

which he was the victim, premeditate revenge upon Sal-

ter, it would be no proof that the murder was not an

unpremeditated, uucontrollable, impulsive act, an impulse

called into existence at the moment by the appearance

of Salter, so there would be no connection whatever

between the premeditation and the act. Again, if he

did premeditate the act, and was in the passage waiting

and watching for Salter, with the intention of pouncmg
upon his victim, that would not prove that he was not

insane, or that he could control his insane desire ; on

the contrary, it might be a still stronger proof of his

insanity, that under the circumstances in which he was
placed, he would do an act from the fearful consequences
of which it was impossible for him to escape. Every
day there are examples in lunatic asylums of insane per-

sons committing crimes, that they have premeditated.

Premeditation is no more a proof of a man's sanity, than
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is the right and wrong test which has so long disgraced

the statute books. If the knowledge of right and wrong

be the test of insanity, then one-third at least of all those

in asylums all over the world should be set at large, and

if giving an intelligible answer to a question be a proof

of sanity, then a still greater number should be discharged.

Hayvren made a poor attempt at committing suicide,

showing that like all insane persons, he was a moral

coward, he wanted to die or thought he did, as when he

wanted the nurse to strike him on the head. Then
when the kind-hearted acting warden went to him for

the knife after the homicide, he actually tried to get

that officer to shoot him, all only positive proof, that

like all insane persons, the man was a moral coward.

The Rev. Father Knox, who obtained the knife from

Hayvren, testified that when he saw the man in his cell

he was a raving maniac. Psychologically there was not

much to be observed. He spoke but little, and that

little did not show intelligence. He said " there was

something alive in his belly," and asked the doctor to

cut it out.

In reply to the question " Did he sleep ? " he answered,

"No, he could not sleep." He complained of being tired;

he wished to sleep. The keepers in charge told Dr.

Howard he was seen every half-hour and, whenever

spoken to always answered, showing that he did not

sleep. Insomnia is one of the most marked symptoms

of insanity. He was very nervous and excitable, picking

up bits of thread, and dividing every fibre. His face and

body were ana2mic
;

perspiration was pouring from every

pore, cold and clammy ; his pupils were dilated and

sluggish in action; locomotion was normal. His pulse

was a hundred and ten ; temperature 93.8'' ; respiration

thirty-six. The radial artery could be seen pulsating.

The motion of the abdominal aorta was clearly visible

when he stood, sat or laid down, this was the something

alive in his bowels, which he wished removed. Five

days after. Dr. Howard's examination was continued.
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His pulse was one hundred; temperature, 92.4°; respir-

ation, thirty-six ; cardiac sounds at base normal, at arch

of aorta, something like a bellows sound ; apex of heart,

first sound, strong; second, weak; the abdominal aorta,

abnormal. These are frequently found in an epileptic

neurosis, but they may be early symptoms of aneurism.

Here, however, was an abnormal state of the vascular

system, caused probably by a fall from the roof of the

prison; but whatever the cause, it might suffice to pro-

duce, at least, functional, if not organic, derangement of

the mental organization, to account for the man's actions.

It is easy to understand what havoc such a diseased

vascular system might produce upon such a mental

organization. Dr. Howard found motiHty normal ; but

the patient was partially analgesic. This is one of the

unfailing symptoms, always to be found in the insane :

it can never be feigned, no more than can temperature,

which is always below par in the insane, unless in case

of complications.

Dr. Howard did not hesitate to declare Hayvren a

man of unsound mental organization. He was intellect-

ually and morally insane. If he did kill Thomas Salter in

the manner in which he is said to have done, he killed

him while laboring under an insane epileptiform, uncon-

trollable impulse, for which he was not responsible. His

mental aberration was due to three causes : Heredity

;

to his being an inebriate from his youth up, and third,

it had been aggravated by his fall from the roof of the

jail, previous to his having committed the crime of which

he is accused.

The use of instruments, though here justifiable, it

must be confessed looks something like clap-trap. Many
of these statements must strike the alienist reader as

being too positive, and some of them as being even

slightly contradictory or fanciful. For example, the fact

that the prisoner attempted to escape from the prison by
such imperfect means is not inconsistent with sanity.

Many desperate criminals are known to have attempted
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escape by similarly imperfect means. The evidence given

by the witness that the prisoner said he premeditated the

murder is, as Dr. Howard claimed, no evidence that the

murder was not committed during an epileptic state, but

at the same time it is a very suspicious circumstance

where the burden of proof certainly lies on the insanity

theor>'. As Dr. Howard claims, an epileptic may pre-

meditate a homicide and yet carry out that homicide at

a time, and under circumstances which could not fail to

show the homicide was then unintentional, and the direct

outcome of an epileptic explosion.

Dr. Howard's statement, that all insane persons are

moral cowards, is certainly not to be proven. Had he

said many epileptics, he would have been nearer the

truth. The statement about analgesia being always a

symptom of intellectual insanity is demonstrably erro-

neous. The statement that the man was an imbecile, and

the assignment of the amount of intelligence Dr. Howard
gives to the prisoner, are however, not necessarily incom-

patible. Dr. Howard, like Drs. Nichols and Ray, holds

that imbecility is a result of teratological defect ; insanity,

a result of pathological defect. They, therefore, classify

the primary monomania of the Germans with the imbe-

ciles, as imbecility of the first grade, both being equally

insane in the sense of the law.

Dr. Howard may have positive reasons for saying

that in his opinion the temperature of the chronic insane

is always below par; this has not yet been established.

That in certain cases it is, cannot be denied, and this is

undeniably the case with epileptics and paretics. Among
certain insane and certain neurotic subjects temperature

may fall very low. Lowenhardt* reports two cases of

insanity in which the temperature was at various times

87.5° F., 89.6° F. and 90.5° F. ; these were cases of

maniacal excitement. Mendenhallf cites a case of demen-

tia in which the temperature was 90.5° F. Zenker]: has

• Alljremelne Zeitachiin fuer Psychiatrie, 1868.

t Metlical Record, June 4, 1881.

X Allgemelne Zeitschrlft fuer Peychialrle, 1875.
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studied nine cases of insanity where the bodily heat was

found to sink easily; it fell in three cases as low as

90.6° F., and in one instance as low as 87.06° F. Bech-

terew* has reported two cases of progressive paresis in

which the temperature was 93.2° F. and 86.9° F.,

respectively ; one senile lunatic in whom the temperature

was 87.8° F. Ulrichf has reported one case of progressive

paresis in whom the temperature was 91.3° F., and one

melancholiac, whose temperature was 83,4° F. TiUingJ

has had under observation a primary monomaniac, with

.a temperature of 89.6° F. ; a melancholiac, with a tem-

perature of 82.4° F., and two progressive paretics with a

temperature of 83.3° F., and 81.5° F. respectively. Ire-

land|l has had under observation an idiot, with a tem-

perature of 82° F., and like cases reported by Hebold.§

Phenomena of this kind, from what is now known of the

action of the nervous system on temperature, are nothing

more than might be expected. It may therefore be

admitted, that a patient having a temperature below 96°

not in collapse, may be assumed to be suffering from

some neurosis, presumably of a psychical kind.

Some things are to be noticed in his evidence in

favor of the theory of the prisoner's epilepsy: 1st.—The
peculiar pallor observed by Dr. Howard. 2nd.—The
existence of neurotic symptoms, low temperature and

analgesia. 3rd.—The convulsive attacks during childhood

and youth. 4th.—The patient's standing still after the

attack. 5th.—His violence coming on after the compara-

tively calm manner in which the crime was executed.

Dr. Angus Macdonald, after having read Dr. Howard's

report and examined the prisoner, testified that he entirely

agreed with Dr. Howard, that the prisoner was insane

when he committed the crime.

Dr. Edmond Robillard testified that he was the

Government Inspector of Insanity at the Montreal Jail.

• Archiv luer Psjcliiat.iie. Baod XII.

t Alienist and Necrologist, April, 1883.

X Detroit Lancet, January, 1883.

II
Journal of Mental Science, April, 1882.

§ Alienist AND Neukologist, April, 1883.
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When he examined the prisoner, the latter was nervous,,

uncomfortable, and reluctant to converse. He said he
did not suffer from headache. During the two or three

first visits, his pulse was agitated and he was in perspira-

tion ; at the end of each examination his pulse would
fall to seventy or seventy-two, and the perspiration would
all cease, as if the fright was over; at each visit he
told Dr. Robillard he was all right, except that he had
something in the abdomen which pained him. The mus-

cular system was that of a strong man. He discovered

aortic dilation ; the prisoner's respiration was eighteen or

nineteen, and natural. All the perspiration had been

caused by fright at the sight of a stranger ; on being

asked why he killed Salter, he always answered "I do

not know," and could not be brought to speak on this

question very much. At another examination he was
asked if he knew Salter was dead, and he answered he

did not know. He came to the conclusion that the pris-

oner was a man with greatly perverted morals, who
would do anything to attain his objects. He did not

see any symptoms of epilepsy. The prisoner could dis-

rjinguish right from wrong. Dr. Robillard was of opinion

that half the epileptics become insane. Uncontrollable

impulses are very rarely met with in imbeciles or idiots.

An epileptic does not remember what he does during

one of these uncontrollable impulses. He believed that

prisoner was perfectly conscious of his act, but that inmie-

diately after, he became greatly excited, and this fact moved

his dormant impulses. The prisoner was neither an imbecile

nor an idiot, but the muddle in which he passed ihe

greater part of his life made of him a most depraved

character. Dr. Robillard would not have sent hiiu to-

an asylum, as insane after his examination. He had

great respect for the opinion of Dr. Howard, but did

not accept certain of the latter's theories respecting the

nervous system. He did not make any examination for

partial analgesia. He found the prisoner had an aneurism.

He agreed with Dr. Howard, that intellectual and moral
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insanity are the same, but did not believe that mind

was the product of the body. The prisoner was a

man in whom all the noble attributes of man were

wanting.

Dr. Pominville testified that he had seen the pris-

oner almost daily in the penitentiary, but had not

noticed any mental derangement ; the prisoner was taci-

turn and morose, but that was not extraordinary. He
was debased morally and mentally, like most of the

convicts, the results of vice. He knew right from wrong,

and was responsible for his acts. He was cool and col-

lected after the^ murder, and seemed to be looking in a

looking-glass at the slight wound, that he had inflicted

on his throat. Dr. Pominville stated he had not made

a special study of mental science ; had paid attention to

ordinary diseases ; had never seen, and would not know
how to use the sesthesiometer referred to by Dr. How-
ard; was not shaken in his belief by the evidence of

Dr. Howard ; could not speak as to the partial analgesia.

Dr. Howard had not used these instruments when he

pronounced twenty-five convicts in the penitentiary insane.

He (Pominville) had solicited a specialist to examine them.

He had not followed the progress of psychiatry and did

not wish to pronounce an opinion on what was termed

"uncontrollable impulse," but did not believe any such

thing occurred in the prisoner's case. In answer to a

question by the Court, said that he thought that on the

day of the homicide the prisoner was sane and knew

right from wrong, although at the very moment the act

was committed he might not have thought of either;

both before and after the deed he was perfect.y sane.

Dr. Vallee testified that after hearing all the evidence,

he was of opinion that the prisoner was sane at the

moment he committed the deed, and perfectly able to

distinguish between right and wrong. A man whose

temperature is at ninety-five and two-thirds must be suf

fering greatly. At Beauport Asylum the epileptic maniacs

are considered the most dangerous. In epileptic insanity
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the impulses are momentary ; the acts are automatic,

violent and without motive. An epileptic never remem-

bers the acts he has committed. Imbeciles are subject

to uncontrollable impulses. In court the prisoner, as a

rule, manifested a great indifference, but, when pointed

remarks were made, the prisoner paid greater attention.

Dr. Vallee had studied medicine in Paris, under Charcot-

In London he had attended St. Thomas Hospital. He
had been physician of Beauport Asylum for two years.

There are insane people, who appear sane to every one

except alienists. Insane people are sometimes endowed

with cunning. Dr. Vallee's views as further given by him,*

are as follows : No matter how marked the depression

of temperature, of itself it does not constitute a symp-

tom of insanity. Dr. Howard arrived at the conclusion

that the prisoner struck the blow while under a fit of epilep-

tic mania ; and, consequently, could not be held responsible

for his act. Admitting this hypothesis, the fit must have

been epileptic dizziness or masked epilepsy. Now, the

unsettled state of the mind, the obtuseness of ideas, the

confusion of memory, are essential characteristics of such

attacks. Nothing analogous can be detected in Hayvren

;

on the contrary, everything indicated most clearly that

his crime was designed beforehand. He chose his vic-

tim, fixed his hour, and, after striking down Salter,

explained his reason for so doing: "You'll never call me
C—S— again."

Dr. William Gardner testified that he had practiced

for sixteen years, and is Professor of Medical Jurisprudence

at McGill College. Dr. Howard has the reputation of

knowing his specialty very well, but of holding extreme

views. There were no facts in the evidence to warrant

the opinion that the prisoner was an epileptic, maniac

or imbecile, but he was certainly stupid, and of a low

order of intelligence. From the evidence he has heard

he would not have made such a diagnosis as Dr. How-
ard's, but had he done so would consider the prisoner a

* Canada Medical Record, November, 1881.
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fit subject for asylum treatment ; he himself would not

have sent him to a lunatic asylum. He was of the

opinion that prisoner could distinguish between right and

wrong. It is possible to be partially insane. Insomnia

is not a symptom of insanity. He was of opinion that

all the isolated symptoms combined would not constitute

insanity. In all his experience and reading he never

knew of a case where the temperature was so low, except

where death was impending. He never had been con-

nected with an insane asylum, but had treated about

thirty insane patients.

Dr. Charles Cameron testified that he had practiced

for eight years, five of which he passed in the Montreal

General Hospital ; was Professor of Medical Jurisprudence

at Bishop's College. He had heard the evidence of Dr.

Howard, but was still of opinion that the prisoner was

sane. He had heard nothing to prove that the prisoner

was incapable of distinguishing right from wrong. He
agreed with Dr. Gardner on the subject of low temper-

ature ; the lowest temperature on record is 92.2°. As
a supplement to Dr. Cameron's evidence the following

expression of his views should in justice be taken :* "A
man must be the measure of himself; his mind must be

the standard of comparison by which to determine his

sanity or insanity, responsibility or irresposibility. The
only safe way in such cases is to compare the individual

with his former self."

Such is the evidence given in the case. The state-

ments of Dr. Vallee respecting the unsettled state of

mind, obtuseness of ideas, confusion of memory, are true

as regards many of the epileptic psychoses, but they are

wanting just where they are needed, in many of the

psychic equivalents of an epileptic attack. Even the

circumstances of a psychical equivalent are sometimes

seemingly clearly remembered. Nasse,t for example,

reports cases where epileptics recollected hallucinations

• Canada Medical Record, December, 18S1.

t Zeitschrift fuer Anthropologie, 1825, I.
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occurring during the attack, and similar cases have been

observed by Horring.* Now these seem to indicate the

occurrence of consciousness during the epileptic attack,

but such recollections are really the result of a different

cause and one which gives rise to the so-called delusions

of memory. As Meynertf has pointed out, these remem-

brances have the following pathogeny. An epileptic attack

occurs in consequence of an arterial spasm of a hemisphere.

It may readily happen that this spasm may only occur in

part of a hemisphere. When this spasm proceeds to the

extent of complete occlusion, collateral hyperaemia will

result, engendering an irritation ; a pronounced contraction

of a vessel leading to a diminution of pressure in collateral

branches. These phenomena do not produce an halluci-

nation, but the hyperaemia in question may produce a

delusion of memory at the time the hallucination occurs,

by causing the subjective sensation to receive such colors

that the sensorium retains the imprint of it. Now, while

this is not a true memory, it approaches so closely to it

that, differentiation by an unskilled observer is impossible.

HughesI has reported cases in which consciousness has

been seemingly preserved in its entirety, which may per-

haps be explained in like manner as the remembrances of

the hallucinations.

As elements of differential diagnosis, the value of the

psychical phenomena, cited by Dr. Vallee, is therefore

but very relative.

Dr. Robillard's statement that impulses are rare with

imbeciles, using the latter term either in the sense of Dr.

Howard or the ordinary sense, is not in accordance with

the views held by alienists. His testimony that the pris-

oner was nervous and disinclined to converse, and was so

frightened that his pulse and perspiration were affected,

disposes of the theory that the prisoner was a hardened

criminal, who would commit a crime in a reckless, brutal

manner. No reckless, hardened criminal would act in

• DieEpllepsie. Tai-bingen, 1859.

t Jahrbaecher fuer Psychlntrie, Band III.

t Alienist and Neurologist, July, 1881.
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such a manner, and no sane criminal of any other type,

would have committed such a desperate crime for such a

more than dubious motive. What Dr. Robillard means

by saying " the prisoner was perfectly conscious of his

act, but became immediately, excited and that roused his

dormant impulses," can not well be determined, but it is

obvious Dr, Robillard was endeavoring to explain some

psychic phenomena of the prisoner to his own satisfaction.

There is here then, first a crime performed with great

calmness, then great excitement, and then very great

stupidity ; but it may well be asked : Does not this cor-

respond ideally with certain epileptic phenomena? The
meaning of the paragraph, "The muddle in which the

prisoner passed the greater part of his life made of

him a most depraved character," is very obscure. Per-

haps it alludes to the prisoner's intoxication. It was

obvious Dr. Ro'billard did not make a thorough exami-

nation of the prisoner, or he would have determined the

same analgesia found by Dr. Howard.

According to Dr. Pominville, the prisoner was cool

and collected after the murder, but was taciturn and

morose naturally, and was debased morally and mentally,

whatever that may mean. He evidently did not believe

that the prisoner premeditated the act, or he would not

have said that the prisoner at the time of the act never

thought of wrong or right. If he did not weigh the con-

sequences of the act, it was not premeditated ; and by this

evidence the theory that the act was more than impul-

sive, receives a severe shock. It must be remembered in

weighing the value of the statement that " Dr. Pominville

never saw any evidence of mental derangement in the

prisoner," that in Canada, as in the United States, poli-

tics determine appointment to medical positions in jails,

and that as a rule, mental derangement is not first

noticed by the jail physicians, but by the keeper, who,

having an extended experience with malingers, puts the

burden of proof on the illness theory, and naturally

requires tremendous evidence to make him believe that a
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convict, ill physically or mentally, is not feigning. Hay-
vren, however, was placed in the infirmary soon after his

attempt to escape. While there, he asked the infirmary

nurse to strike him in the head, and made so many other

strange requests to this man, who at first thought he was

joking, but finally concluded that the man was mad.

Dr. Gardner appears from his testimony to consider

the man of a low order of intelligence but not an imbe-

cile, although even from the stand-point of a low order

of intelligence he is very stupid. How this differs from

imbecility, I cannot determine. Dr. Gardner's reading

respecting temperatures did not embrace the Journal of

Mental Scietice, nor the Allgemeiiie Zeitschrift fuer Psychi-

atrie, nor the Medical Record, or he would not have

made the statement that death must be impending if such

a temperature existed.

The same remark will apply to Dr. Cameron's corrob-

oration of his evidence on this point. As to Dr. Cam-
eron's statement that " a man must be the measure of

himself," etc., a little reflection will show, that while this

is true in a very limited sense, considered as an absolute

rule, it is a failure. The primary monomaniacs are always

monomaniacs, and the imbeciles are always imbeciles.

The attempt to compare them with their former selves is

an absurdity. This idea of change of character being an

absolute rule is an enormous hindrance to progress and

has caused not a little injustice in forensic psychiatry.

Dr. Cameron, in his editorial comments, seems to have

forgotten that there is such a thing as an epileptic coun-

tenance, pupils and a pallor peculiar to epileptics, and

that a sound and scientific diagnosis of epilepsy might be

made on this evidence, although the patient was never

seen in a " fit."

Taking into consideration the facts, that this patient

presented an epileptic pallor, that he had a convulsive

disorder during childhood and youth, that the alleged

motive was baseless, that immediately after the crime he

was at first cool and collected, standing perfectly still for
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a minute, and then markedly and violently excited, so

that aninteUigent observer (the Catholic Clergyman) claimed

that the man was maniacal, and the subsequent stupidity, the

presumption that the crime was the offspring of an epileptic

psychosis seems fully justified. The alleged calling of

names was probably hallucinatory. The prisoner's state-

ment, that his aneurism was something alive, which needed
cutting out, was not necessarily a delusion. In a man of

his intelligence, the supposition that it might be a para-

site, was a not unnatural one, and the belief that it needed
cutting out, was fully in accordance with many popular

ideas on surgery. The prisoner was found guilty and exe-

cuted. The brain presented the following features : The
sylvian fissure was united with the first frontal gyrus;

there was a junction of the inter-parietal with the parieto-

occipital and first temporal fissures ; an extension of the

calcarine fissure into the scissura hippocampi ; a union of

the collateral and calcarine sulci, and there was a fusion

of the first frontal gyrus, so that there appeared to be four

frontal convolutions arising from the ascending frontal or

anterior central gyrus. These findings were teratological in

character, and indicated imbecility, in the sense of Dr.

Howard.

A patient now under my charge has the following

history: His grandmother's mother and sisters were
subject to "fainting spells" from their twelfth year.

During his childhood and youth, he had these " fainting

spells," but nothing further. His first attack of grand inal

occurred at the age of nineteen, while on guard at Fort

Yuma, Arizona, and exposed to an intense solar heat. The
attack was preceded by an hallucination of a beautiful

woman, who placed herself in very lascivious positions

before him. This hallucination produced a seminal ejec-

tion, which was followed by the grand mal. For several

years this hallucination has preceded an attack, and
remained until the patient was placed under potassium

bromide, when the hallucination was replaced by another,

of a devil darting a trident at him, which reached his
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forehead, when he became unconscious. While under this

treatment, he had attacks of post-epileptic insanity. On
one occasion, just previous to an attack, he was very

irascible, and engaged in a heated political discussion.

During this his face suddenly became pale, his pupils dil-

ated widely, and for a moment his face had a blank

expression. He seemingly recovered from this, and pur-

sued his opponent in the argument, with open clasp-knife,

which he held by the blade, making several stabs at

the latter with the handle. This excitement disappeared

suddenly, and it was found that the last thing he remem-
bered was the political argument ; the rest was blank.

He said he believed that he had been very irritable just

previous to the argument, this irritabilty resulting from

an indefinable dread. The patient has been placed under

ergot, conium, and amyl nitrite. Has been ordered cold

sitz-baths and cold sponging, and has been prohibited

meat diet. Under this treatment the convulsions and

psychical phenomena have failed to appear. It will be

obvious that the circumstances, which show the mental

phenomena to have been of ajite and post-epileptic nature,

are such as would be ignored by the average observer.

The stabbing with the handle, in lieu of the blade, was

purely accidental, dependent on the way the knife was

seized. It might have been just as easily seized by the

handle, and the opponent dangerously wounded. If this

had occurred, how hard it would have been to convince

a jury of the prisoner's irresponsibility for his act. He
w^as irascible on account of his epilepsy ; the excitement

of the political discussion caused an apparent anger, and

by a less intelligent observer than his opponent (his em-

ployer), the preceding symptoms of his violence would have

passed unnoticed, more especially if his disease had been

unknown. Much might be said here about the hallucinations,

which, like Spitzka,* I regard as of cortical origin, but

this would be scarcely consistent with the title of this

article.

• Journal of Nervona and Mental Disease, 1877.



Congregate and Segregate Buildings for

the Insane."'

By R. S. Dewey, M. D., Kankakee, Ills.

IN the following pages I have sought, without entering

into consideration of details in building plans, to dis-

cuss the general questions involved in the two systems of

construction of asylums and hospitals for the insane, known

as " congregate " and " segregate."

These two contrasted types of building are character-

ized on the one hand by concentration, and on the other

by separation of the different parts of an institution, and

of the different classes of patients.

Each style has its advantages, and the " congregate "

style has the great advantage of mainly occupying the

field at the present time; having met with general ap-

proval and adoption in the United States ; and being

considered, if I may so speak, " orthodox," while a sus-

picion of " heterodoxy, " in some degree, attaches to the

idea of segregated- construction in the minds of many

whose opinions are entitled to weight.

Each style of construction, too, has its disadvantages

;

and it will appear from what is here advanced, that, in

the opinion of the writer, the disadvantages of the congre-

gate and the advantages of the segregate system are

likely to become more apparent as time goes on; new

conditions are encountered, new questions press for solu-

tion, and wider experience is obtained in the vast and

complicated problems involved in the management of the

insane. For segregated styles of construction, while they

offer in some directions greater difficulties, present com-

pensating advantages in allowing of closer adaptations and

• Read before the Conference of Charities, Louiaville, Ky., Sept., 1883.
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widei variations to meet the multiplicity of wants and

conditions, while the evils of scattering buildings and

patients, admit of being surmounted to a great extent by
the newer appliances of intercommunication and oversight,

which the inventive genius of the day is developing, and

many of those evils are proved by experience to have

been overrated.

The congregate system represents one view of the

insane, the segregate another. The former in effect treats

the insane, as all needing the same or very similar sur-

roundings; all equally in need of closest seclusion and

confinement; all requiring uniform regimen, regulations and

restrictions.

The latter inquires after the individual, and is solicitous

to procure for every patient each and all the privileges he

is capable of enjoying with safety, and of removing none

of the prerogatives of sanity, which it is not clearly proven

the condition of the individual precludes.

Neither of these systems or ideas can be logically

carried out to its absolute limits. In each of them, there

is good and truth embraced, and no institution exists, or

could exist, which would exemplify fully the complete

supremacy of either idea. But as in other human affairs,

a golden mean is to be sought, established, and put in

practical execution.

The reader is doubtless familiar with the main charac-

teristics of each system; the " congregate," "corridor" or

" Kirkbride " construction as represented by most of the

hospitals and asylums for the insane in this country. The

central building with its wings branching to right and

left, for each sex, in sections and cross sections ; consti-

tuting practically one mass or close group of buildings, so

arranged, that all the occupants are to all intents and

purposes under the same roof. And on the other hand

the 3egregation or scattering of buildings, whether, as in

the " pavilion " plan, all connected by one common pas-

sage way, or, as in the "block" plan, having either the

"corridor" arrangement of wards, or day rooms and dor-
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mitories, but consisting of larger or smaller groups of

separate "blocks" or buildings, more or less complete in

themselves ; or again as illustrated in the " detached ward,"

or popularly named "cottage" plan, where the buildings

are, nearly as possible, like an ordinary house, vary among
themselves, are quite distinct from each other, often

widely separated in their location, and arranged in a

manner corresponding more to the domestic idea of archi-

tecture.

Of these two systems, the former or " Kirkbride " plan

has heretofore very largely met with favor, and is for

certain purposes, perhaps, the best possible form of build-

ing ; but there has been an increasing tendency, in the

past few years, to separate in disconnected or detached

buildings the different parts of the asylum, and especially

to provide for different classes of the insane, or forms and

degrees of insanity, some mode of construction varying

according to the condition and needs of each. These

opposite tendencies toward " congregate " and " segregate
"

forms may each be taken to represent an essential ele-

ment, like the centripetal and centrifugal forces in nature,

and are probably both required for the attainment of a

final stable equilibrium, though at times acting with a

disturbing force, and just as changes and collisions continue

in the natural world, while gravity, through the agency of

the above forces adjusts the relations of matter; even so

in the realm of mind, where the progressive and conser-

vative forces are perpetually at work, each with its own
defects and excellencies; the establishment of truth is

attained through debate, contest and the friction of oppos-

ing ideas, which in their encounter each destroy the errors

of the other, while all that either possesses of permanence

and excellence remains unharmed.

In the comparison adopted "centripetal" clearly stands

for "congregate," and "centrifugal" for "segregate,"

and as gravity controls the motions of atoms and worlds,

so will the certain supremacy of enlightened charity

determine the dominion of each of these two principles,
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in the final development of the best attainable asylum.

The origin of this tendency to the breaking up of insti-

tutions for the insane into more various parts is, in my
opinion, a reaction against the undue ignoring in times

past of their most important function, viz : close adapta-

tion to the needs of the inmates, not only in the buildings

themselves, but in the organization and administration of

the asylum. And in speaking of the needs of inmates

being ignored, I do not refer to an intentional denial of

these needs, but rather to the fact, that the complexity,

diversity and even contrariety of the requirements was so

great, and the public lack of knowledge and apathy so

profound, that a quarter of a century of earnest endeavor

is but just bringing in the dawn of a happier day for the

victims of insanity.

The original ruling motive in establishing institutions

for the insane was not so much benevolence toward the

unfortunate, as simply a desire for relief from a burden,

and a hinderance to public comfort or prosperity. Here

were m.asses of people presenting themselves incapable of

self-care or maintenance, many of them dangerous, most

of them forbidding and fearful in their aspect, supposed

to be quite hopelessly afflicted ; even at one time gener-

ally regarded as under the possession of the devil. Some
sort of an abode must be provided for them, not only to

shelter, but to securely confine, and this must be found

with as little attendant trouble and expense as possible.

It was scarcely suspected that the condition of the insane

could be improved, and they were only exceptionally and

rarely thought of with any solicitude ; not that there were

not always here and there philanthropic souls that remem-
bered these outcast and oppressed ones "as bound with

them," but in general they were regarded as beyond the

reach of any redeeming influence, hardly possessing the

attributes of humanity, and might with one voice have spoken

in the words of Shylock to his adversaries :
" Have we not

eyes, hands, organs, dimensions, senses, affections, passions?

Are we not fed v/ith the same food ? Warmed and
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cooled by the same winter and summer? If you tickle

us, do we not laugh ? If you poison us, do we not die ?

If you wrong us, shall we not revenge?" This fact 'of

the great general similarity and correspondence; in spite

of insanity, between sane and insane, has never been suffi-

ciently appreciated. The almost universal notion that

insanity reverses all the conditions of sanity, instead of

simply modifying or holding in abeyance natural activities,

has been more mischievous in its effects on the progress

and improvement in the management of the insane than

any other one cause. It has naturally led to a reversal

of the ordinary conditions of life, both in buildings and

administration of institutions, whereas the accumulation

of experience in the insane tends to show that, with cer-

tain restrictions and precautionary measures, all that the

majority, especially of the chronic insane require, is an

abode as near the domestic ideal as circumstances will

allow. But in the first establishment of hospitals for

insane, or " mad houses" as they were called, no special

obligations to these unfortunates was thought of. It was
simply attempted to be rid of them as easily as possible.

Hence institutions for the insane sprung up as a part of

the machinery of the State for reheving a public need.

The buildings were made massive and stately from an
external point of view, as befitted the dignity of the

State, and the honest pride of the people of the locality

where they were erected. The external features were
unfortunately more thought of frequently, than the com-
fort or welfare of those who came to occupy the buildings.

The " centripetal " tendency predominated, as the center

buildings put up usually amply illustrated, and not all the

simphcity and frugality that the officers who occupied

them could show, would serve to remove in the public

mind,.,at times, the impression that their mode of life was
lordly and extravagant, from the mere effect of the out-

ward stateliness and elegance of their abode. The running

of this part of the machinery of the State was regarded
in the same light as the "running" of the other
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"machines," only of less consequence; and, of course, it

was to be expected that a " crazy " machine would be

more or less "deranged " in its operations. Thus the little

and base ambitions of those who were capable of seeking

emolument or profit in the places that an asylum affords,

or of playing the political game of bargain and sale upon so

poor a commodity as the madness of their fellows, were

allowed to feed upon misfortunes which were regarded

with indifference and believed to be incapable of alleviation.

Need it be said that under conditions such as these, the

places of confinement for the insane were at first desti-

tute of almost every requisite for proper care and burdened

with every hindrance to just or skillful treatment, to say

nothing of the absence of sympathy and all the more
kindly and refining influences? Is it not plain that the

mutual action and reaction between the miserable insane,

so miserably kept, and their miserable keepers must have

been destructive to every better feeling?

But the gradual spread of enlightment and humanity, of

"Sweeter manners, purer laws,"

and the recognition of insanity as a disease and a mis-

fortune simply, led to the consideration of individual

nature and necessities, and to a demand for the special

environment and accommodation appropriate in every

given case. It was gradually seen and has been coming

continually into clearer view, that the evil conditions exist-

ing among the insane in institutions were in part the

outcome of evil management and not necessarily a part of

insanity. The long overlooked distinction began to be

insisted on between institutions existing only for the public

accommodation or convenience of free humanity ; or to

exemplify the glory and supremacy of the State; and

institutions which were administered as places of confine-

ment and control for human beings, who yet had no

necessary voice in the management, and moreover from no

fault of their own, were the forced inmates—dead, further-

more, in the eye of the law, and bereft by disease, in a
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greater or less measure, of their power to act or judge

rationally. It came at last to be understood that the most

radical difference existed between the administration of an

institution for the insane and that of any other institution

whatever ; that difference consisting in the obligation and

necessity of dealing justly and humanely with persons held

and controlled without their own consent, whose legal rights

and reasoning power at the same time were dethroned

by disease, and hence in the construction, a more simple,

plain and substantial architecture has been gradually sought

and introduced, and in the administration more emphasis

has been given to that which is the sole cause of the

existence of the institution, viz. : the best care of the

patients.

Partly in consequence of the failure to reach and

enforce the above principle, partly from other causes,

these institutions began to give trouble and have con-

tinued to give trouble up to the present time, though a

series of most important and beneficient changes have

been gradually wrought out, notably the assumption of

the care of all the insane by the State, and the remark-

able advances made under the direction of ably philan-

thropic medical men in curative treatment, sanitary

regulation and wise and humane administration
;
yet trouble

has continued to accompany the management and care of

the insane. Scarcely a single institution has escaped. Now
in one form, now in another, attacks have been made

;

accusations have been brought ; storms of personal and

public indignation have raged, and though often shame-

lessly unjust, these various charges have found a ready

echo and a hearty sympathy among the masses of the

people, who, on the one hand were profoundly ignorant

and indifferent to the condition of the insane, yet on the

other were, for causes that cannot be entered into in the

limits of this paper, full of prejudices against institutions and

easily affected by sensational and often baseless stories.

Thus asylums and the men concerned in their manage-

ment have suffered both justly and unjustly ; but all the
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turmoil raised and the contumely heaped upon our asylums,

from good and from evil motives, have tended to bring

into prominence one point, viz : that the condition and

needs of the individual inmate were worthy of a better

and fuller recognition than it had yet been possible to

give them, and the law of humanity, so far as these accu-

sations had any measure of truth, was newly enforced and

illustrated, which ordains, that that which belongs to the

individual man or to the class of men (however seemingly

impotent in themselves and incapable of asserting their

rights), shall never be ignored ; never taken away by
other men, or by the State itself, either through omission

or commission without disaster, reacting upon the authors of

the wrong, and often blindly, also, upon all who happen to

stand in the path of the resistless process of readjustment.

Through the above means, as much as any other, the

"centrifugal" or "segregating" tendency grew up. It

represents among other things, the view that every indi-

vidual inmate of any public institution is entitled to be

considered upon his or her merits in all that affects the

person, and it is this which brings into sharp prominence

the difference between the two principles of congregation

and segregation, of individuality, and (if I may coin a

word,) " institutionality "—and the greatest problems that

public charity presents to-day relate to the decison of the

question between the personal needs of the inmates and

the harmonious, efficient and economical working of the

institution as a whole.

In the time when the insane were, by the general pub-

lic view, regarded with equal ignorance and aversion, it

was scarcely thought or recognized that differences existed

among them. They were all considered equally unsafe
;

perverted in every thought and feeling, incapable of nat-

ural activity in any direction. Hence the requirements to

be met by an institution in its building arrangements and

administration must be all, nearly or quite the reverse of

what ordinary, sane humanity requires, and they would

be the same for all.
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A close similarity was supposed to characterize all the

insane, and they were all considered, for all practical pur-

poses, equally distinct from the rest of mankind and totally

" upside down " in their entire make up. Natural "feelings,

senses, affections, passions " were scarcely credited to

them, and even to-day there are few, except those who
give special attention to the subject or are much in con-

tact with the insane, who have any realization how closely

the vast majority of them resemble the sane portion of

the race, in all that pertains to ordinary every-day life,

and except for some deficiency or some perversion of a

limited mental area, are influenced by the same motives,

and (with the throwing around them of a few safeguards)

are adapted for the same surroundings as the mass of sane

people in an equivalent station in life. Of course there

are violent and hopelessly perverted lunatics, but they are

in my opinion, less than one in ten of the whole number,

and under judicious, skillful and liberal asylum management,
but a small part of that percentage even, will show their

worst characteristics and tendencies. Moreover, the end-

less variety and complexity of character among the

insane are equal to, if not greater than in sane and well

regulated humanity, make it evident that very great vari-

ations in domicile and style of living are necessary for the

best results with different classes, while with the insane, as

with the sane (only vastly more so), there are a thousand

harmless eccentricities and vagaries, which, with varying

resources for meeting them, give no trouble ; but which
make life well nigh intolerable for all concerned when a

uniform and monotonous method is adopted for all.

How vast, for instance, are the differences in treatment

and surroundings required by chronic, harmless mania in

a healthy subject, and suicidal melancholia with refusal

of food; by acute delirious mania and terminal dementia;

mild melancholia, and hysterical mania ; the neurasthenic

state and idiopathic insanity. General paresis, monomania
alcoholic insanity ; suicidal and homicidal mania, each

present their special perplexities. Again, when the
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classes into which the insane naturally fall, of private and

pauper, recent and chronic, criminal and innocent,

inebriate and epileptic, dangerous and inoffensive, are

taken into account, will any one deny that great variation

in styles, arrangements, location and surroundings of

buildings are required to meet appropriately the wants

of hundreds in any one institution, in which all or nearly

all these varieties are to be provided for, and that an

elastic adjustment with regard to privileges, employment
and all the details of daily life will be needed ?

The " rectilinear," " congregate " or " Kirkbride " form

of construction has heretofore been called into requisition

to meet all these wants. The idea of this construction

was originally taken, perhaps, from the manner in which

a cloister is built. The features of seclusion, strict over-

sight, concentration of all needed appointments in compact

shape, and resulting convenience, safety and economy
were appropriate to a considerable degree, and especially

for recent and highly manical or violent cases of insanity,

and the provision of hospital facilities, which this type of

building secured to the disease insanity, was a great

step in advance. This model was improved upon and

brought gradually to completness by the labors of suc-

cessive physicians, architects or humanitarians, notably

by Kirkbride, who combined in himself the excellencies

of all these professions, and to whom be all honor for

the incalculable benefit derived from his life-long labors

for the insane. The linear model is, for a small number

of insane persons—say not over 125 of each sex, need-

ing close medical attention, and strict confinement—more

admirably calculated than any building that has yet been

put in operation. But the unexpected and unprecedented

increase of insanity has led (as has heretofore been pointed

out by Mr. Wines, of Illionis, the accomplished expert

in all matters pertaining to public charity), to the enlarge-

ment of buildings on the above plan, until to-day, 700

or 800 patients on an average are confined in the congre-

gate asylums of the country, taken together.
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When such numbers are brought together in them,

the defects of a building of this kind for universal use

become apparent. It may be argued, that such large

asylums should not be built, and I am not one to dis-

pute the assertion ; but the actual state of affairs must

be met, rather than any condition of things we might

prefer, and no one familiar with the subject would claim

that any of the large and populous States of the Union,

could be induced in the future, as they never have been

in the past, to provide a sufficient number of asylums to

accommodate only two hundred or three hundred in each,

and provide enough of them for all their insane. And
this is mainly on account of the expense, which is the

first defect I will mention, as well as obstacle to the

universal use of the "linear" plan. Scarcely any State

in the Union could support the expenditure for full pro-

vision of the linear type, as the following figures will

show : According to present information, every State

with 1,000,000 inhabitants, has, or in the near future will

have 2,500 to provide for, or one in at least every 400 of

the population, and at the average expense of ;$ 1,000,

which is a reasonable per capita cost for every congregate

asylum, 82,500,000 would be the necessary appropriation

for the first cost of buildings alone, or ;$ioo,ooo for every

100 patients provided for, and this figure would be greatly

exceeded if each asylum was built only for 250, since

the outlay for the "plant" is almost as great for that

number as for 500. On the other hand very good and

substantial detached buildings, generally two stories in

height, and corresponding more to the house plan, have

been erected for sums varing between ;^200 and $^Q)0, but

on an average for about one-third the cost of the con-

gregate asylum per capita.

Another defect, which is observable in the linear type

of building, is the total dissimilarity which it presents to

any other form of building, to which its occupants can

ever have been accustomed previous to entering it. A
fact which hinders homelike adaptation to surroundings.
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and impresses with something Hke strangeness and artifi-

ciaHty all whom it is sought to domesticate beneath its

roof, and in connection with this, the objection of same-

ness of internal arrangement and monotony of daily

experience, need to be taken into account. Indoor life

spent in a single long hall having barred windows and

locked doors, with parlor, bedroom, closets, dining room,

etc., all concentrated within its limits, is a reversal of

natural and healthful conditions of life. The type of all

domestic dwellings is totally different. These have an

upstairs and a downstairs, doors with latches, windows to

open, a kitchen and a pantry, a family room with stove

or grate, a variety of bedrooms, and a door yard of their

own, and as many of these things as can be safely

secured for the insane are to be diligently sought. The
corridor arrangement brings into a close and often irrita-

ting contact, all who occupy the same ward, and though

one ward may be exchanged for another, all are practi-

cally alike, the difference being in degree not in kind,

whereas with varying states of certain cases and for

many insane persons, totally new and different surround-

ings are often of the greatest service in benefitting or

curing the patient, while the ceaseless restlessness of

some is quieted by frequent changes. The value of change

in surroundings, in short, which we all appreciate for the

sane, is not less, but rather more desirable for the insane.

The distinction in these things is one which is very hard

to define, but scarcely any one, whether patient or visi-

tor, ever sees and experiences the two without fully

realizing that distinction, and it is, perhaps, after all the

concomitants of the detached ward or "cottage," as much
as anything in its construction which render the differ-

ence the most striking. The absence of the public insti-

tution air, and of some prison-like features, the sense of

something familiar, private and simple in the house and

its surroundings, the greater industry as well as freedom

to which the inhabiting of these dwelling seems decidedly

to predispose. Again the variety among the buildings
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themselves, both in internal plan and in location, affords

greater strength and security for those who need it;

remoteness and seclusion from noise and disturbing influ-

ences for those who require this, and supplies graduation

in every particular according to the needs of the patient,

in medical and moral treatment, in employments, in

amount of restrictions, in number of single rooms and
associate dormitories, in food supplied, in recreations and
in all associations. Furthermore, the increased risks and

dangers that had been prophesied ; escapes of patients or

severe casualties ; unfaithfulness or abuse on the part of

attendants, after a somewhat extended experience, fail to

present themselves.

All the above is one way of saying that there is, in

smaller detached dwellings, more opportunity for a natural,

domestic or homelike environment than in a large, con-

gregate asylum. The "home" idea is to be as far as

possible encouraged. It should be the standard set up to

be striven after, however far below it we may fall,—for the

true idea of home embraces all that can be conceived of

contentment, comfort, cheerfulness, peace and plenty,

while the asylum is itself a visible sign of defect, short-

coming and destitution in these particulars. To many
public institutions the name of " home " is given. It is

employed with a most praiseworthy motive, yet it often

serves, after, all to emphasize the essential difference

between a home and a charitable institution, since the

latter exists for those who are deprived of a home of

their own, either through poverty or from defect and dis-

ease. The institution ought, nevertheless, to secure as

many as possible of the features of a home. Yet the

problem to-day is to combine in the highest attainable

degree the individual care and kindness, contentment

and geniality which belong to a home, with the economy,

safety, order and mechanical perfection, which are neces-

sary in an institution. In these two things are represented

the respective ideas of "congregation" and "segregation,"

of centrifugal and centripetal force in the realm of charity.
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That institution, like that individual character, is the best

which possesses most highly and in the greatest perfec-

tion the largest number of opposite good qualities : frugal-

ity and liberality ; finished details, yet complete unity and

adjustment of all the parts ; kindness, geniality, generosity

;

even indulgence in non-essential matters ; firmness, vigilance

and unrelaxing integrity, wherever a principle of right is

involved. It is in the line of "segregation" that the

homelike qualities lie, of " congregation " that the insti-

tution virtues are found, and the equilibrium between

these is what all are working toward. A more beautiful

order is to be evolved in matters of public benevolence,

in the same manner as the worlds are formed by the

resolution of nebulae, and the administration of charity

to-day is emerging in all departments from a nebular con-

dition, by labors such as this conference, and the men
and women composing it, together with multitudes of

others the world over, are proposing to themselves and

energetically carrying forward.

As the central sun controls every system of worlds,

so is a central and indisputable control necessary in every

institution. That control must give as much as it takes,

must find an exact and appropriate sphere for each and

every subordinate part, neither unjustly abridging nor

giving unduly to any person or part.

Now, while control and supervision of a certain kind

is easier in a congregate asylum, on the other hand, if

unnatural and unfamiliar conditions, which it necessitates,

can be replaced by such as are more natural and in

accordance with the better inclinations of human nature,

less control and repression and supervision will be

required.

The building or buildings occupied for an asylum, in

their form and arrangement, make just as much difference

in the comfort, welfare and contentment of the occupants,

as the same elements do in the abode of a privite family.

And although great comfort and happiness are often found

in the most ill-arranged houses, and on the other hand,
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peculiar miseries are often harbored within the most

admirably-appointed residences (and hence, even the

form and type of building is of less consequence than

the spirit which pervades it), yet at the present time as

a means of influencing the occupants of asylums in a

desirable and excellent direction, the importance cannot

be overestimated of the reaction upon them of a form of

abode, which tends to foster their best impulses toward

freedom in the right directions ; cultivate the sense of

accountability ; appeal to sentiments of manliness and

honor, and especially secure an atmosphere of domestic

and social well-being and well-doing—things to which

average humanity, sane or insane, never loses its

susceptibility, but which it is more difficult to call forth

in the close and artificial surroundings of a " linear

"

asylum, than in the precincts of a dwelling, which has

an individual and private character of its own. The con-

gregate asylum must be managed in every part as one

institution, with strictness and uniformity ; while many
variations not injurious to discipline and promotive in

themselves of welfare, contentment and domesticity are

admissible in distinct and separate buildings. Further-

more the ready intercommunication and supervision, which

the telephone places within our reach, simplifies the diffi-

culties to a considerable extent, and electric lighting,

cooking by gas, etc., also do away with objections which
have had deservedly a considerable weight.

Again great institutions, which exist in one compact
mass, are prone to militate by the very fact of their

magnitude, against the careful consideration of humble
personal needs, and this is a tendency against which
those concerned in their management have to contend.

Such institutions are, almost of necessity, conducted on a

wholesale, instead of a retail plan, and when the unfor-

tunate insane pauper comes in and asks to have his

little personal needs and wishes considered, it is Hke
the inexperienced rural visitor to the city, who goes
into some great wholesale grocery house, and asks for
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a pound of sugar, and one of coffee, and a quar-

ter of a pound of spice. It is highly inconvenient

to weigh out these commodities in small parcels, and
there is apt to be much merriment among the clerks and
salesmen at such a demand, as they refer the innocent

stranger from one to another. So there is something
exceedingly incongruous in a large close asylum, in the

request of one patient to have his little personal wishes

taken into account ; a meal served at an odd hour, to

keep his trunk in his own room, to be allowed his purse

in his own pocket ; for a dog or a cat or a bird to be

permitted in the ward, and yet we all know that it is

just such little personal privileges or comforts that make
life agreeable, and the vast majority of insane people do
not differ in appreciation of these matters from ourselves.

Now consider an institution which possesses a number of

different buildings for its patients ; which has an infirmary

ward for the sick and delicate ; a parole ward for

those who can be trusted ; a refractory ward where all

who need it can be more securely kept, and all of these

separated and under different and specially adapted

regulations, it will be seen that some patients can have

a little change in their pockets, occasionally one can

have a bite " between meals " if the doctor thinks best

;

even a dog or a "harmless necessary" cat can be kept in

a building with a door yard and a basement, without

demorahzing the entire establishment. I do not say

that some of these things cannot be done in a close

hospital, but that they are vastly more difficult in the latter,

I do say from experience of both.

And it is according to the spirit of our institutions, to

give even the insane pauper his just due; to supply him

with the commodities which his individual condition re-

quires, in small parcels ; to provide for all reasonable needs

and requests of the least as well as the greatest pensioner

upon the bounty of the State. This is, at least, the senti-

ment of our laws and the desire of our people. The

State, however erring, its agents permits no injustice or
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partiality, but proceeds upon the theory of ideal and

poetical justice for all, requiring this to be as nearly

attained as human imperfections will admit. Hence, more

is often expected than is, or can be performed, and

censure unstinted often falls, whether undeserved or

merited, upon those who assume these difficult responsibil-

ities ; while the difficulties encountered, and the vast,

almost incalculable benefit which every institution, even

if not ideally perfect, gives by succor to the insane,

and relief to their families, by kind and careful custody,

remain almost unappreciated. But hence, also, there is

a never failing stimulus toward perfection, exceedingly

great.

Separated or detached buildings for the insane in the

United States have only come into use, to even a sHght

extent, at a comparatively recent period. An urgent pop-

ular call has been kept up for them for many years. The

example of some foreign asylums and methods adopted

began long since to be cited, in which cheaper and more

homely structures were thought to render the insane more

comfortable, and equally as secure, as in our especial type

of linear asylum, and a demand for " cottages " for the

insane was commenced and has continued. It may be

admitted that this was, in some sense, an unthinking

demand, and the popular clamor had an element of igno-

rance in it, but it had also an element of strength, because

it had a truth in it, and this truth was that the insane

did not all require the same surroundings or the same

kind of a dwelling, but that there were great varieties and

a vast diversity of needs represented among them.

Another element was powerful in demonstrating that a

new type of house was needed and could be employed for

the insane. The immense number to be provided for,

caused an overflow from various as*ylums into any cheap,

simple, temporary buildings that could, by any means, be

appropriated to their use and remodeled farm houses, dis-

used factories and schools as well as wooden barracks

temporarily provided, were appropriated to their use.
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Finally numerous disastrous conflagrations led to the

occupation of various odd and out of the way buildings,

and the surprising thing about the use of all these was

that the insane seemed to like them better and to be more

comfortable often in the merest wooden shed then they

had been before in the well built, completely and even

elegantly furnished " corridor " of the three or four story

main building, and while more of contentment was

obtained, there was no counteracting increase in expense

or danger—so that many such buildings meant to be only

temporary were retained and fitted up for permanent use.

Thus the force of " segregation " came into marked

operation, and is at the present time moving to considera-

ble modification of asylums already built, and to the selec-

tion of plans embracing detached buildings for the insane

in many States, as for example in the fitting up for per-

manent occupatian of the barrack erected at the Southern

Illinois Hospital for the insane, after the destruction of

one wing by fire ; the recent adoption of plans for new insti-

tutions with detached buildings, both in Indiana and Ohio,

as well as addition of provision of this kind to a large

number of older institutions in all parts of our country.

Now to briefly recapitulate—the line of thought

which it is sought to present in the foregoing pages, is

somewhat as follows: "1 '^'^^

1. Institutions for the insane were at first only* fi^"^

for public relief and without the idea of ben^fit'to'

insane. , * i < > |>.|

2. It has always been a too general impression

the insane were essentially different from the\Sftp^/n

everything; instead of the fact being recognized .^Uiiftt'Hney

possess natural traits and activities, which are however

modified through the agency of disease, wrongly directed

or held in abeyance ; and this mistake has been very

mischievous in its effects upon the provision for them,

preventing the supplying of a natural and domestic abode,

adapted to the varying severity of different degrees and

kinds of insanity.
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3. The essential difference between an institution for

the insane and all other institutions ; in confining and con-

trolling those who are held as prisoners, without being

guilty of any offense, and who are entitled to the utmost

privileges and consideration of their wants, without pos-

sessing in the eye of the law or in the exercise of reason,

the ability to enforce their claims, was long overlooked,

but has come to be more fully appreciated.

4. Gradually insanity has come to be recognized as

a disease, hospitals have been founded, mainly for curative

treatment, and the congregate asylum has been developed

;

admirable for its purpose, but not adapted for universal c
application to the entire body of the insane. f'

5. Finally the infinite variations among the insane, ^.'

in the manifold forms of the disease ; in the degree of
•"'•

reason and self-control possessed by different individuals S,

or characterizing different groups of the insane as a whole
;

—

•

in the various classes of private and pauper, criminal and \
innocent, epileptic, inebriate, etc., are beginning to be more C
fully understood by the public and the medical profession, ^
and a variety is being introduced in the erection of build-

ings, as to location and internal arrangement, by which
an appropriate environment for each and all is sought to

be attained, while at the same time the opinion gains ground
that the domestic or "segregate," as contrasted with the
" congregate" or " institution" idea, should prevail for a large

proportion, in providing for them economical and substantial

buildings,with as much of the house-like and home-like

character as in each instance the fact of insanity would
permit.

^



On the Insanity of Doubling with Fear
of Contact.

SULLA PAZZIA DEL DUBBIO CON TIMORE DEL CONTATTO
{MISOFOBIA, RUPOFOBIA, ecc.)

By Professor A. Tamburini, Italy.*

HAMMOND in rS/p, and Verga in 1880, have desig-

nated, the former under the term mysophobia, and

the latter under that of rupophobia, a particular men-

tal disturbance, which, though not insanity properly so-

called, as it wants the true characters of delirium and

hallucinations, and the patient always preserves entire con-

sciousness of her own state, yet constitutes a true and

proper psycopathic state, consisting in the fear of being

contaminated by touching objects which the patients

regard as dirty or nasty ; for this reason the affection has

been called the " insanity of contamination, or melan-

cholia with dread of filth" {inatiia contaminationis). Melan-

choly with filth dread.

—

Russell. Vide Alienist and Neu-

rologist, 1880.

The cases reported by Hammond to the Neurological

Society of New York, in 1879, were ten in number ; but

he gave only a minute description of three, as typical

cases, and these were all of women. In the first

case the characteristic phenomenon was an imperious

desire to wash the hands, in which occupation the patient

spent a great part of her time; the fear of being polluted

produced great anxiety and suffering, and though she

recognized the complete absurdity of her fear, still it

tormented her in the most painful manner through every

hour of the day.

In the second case the fear of contamination was

•Translated by Joseph Workman, M. D. , from the Reviita Sperimentale di Frenl-

alria, Anno 9, Fascicolo ], 1883. Reggio-Emilla, Italy.
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even more intense and grave, and the patient washed

her hands more than two hundred times daily.

In the third case, which was rather less grave than

the preceding, the patient could not, on entering the

house of the physician, be induced to touch even the

door knobs, so greatly was she in dread of contamination.

The treatment adopted was simply symptomatic : the

bromides, opium and tonics.

After Hammond, a case of mysophobia was described

by Seguin, 1880. It was that of a lady of eighteen years,

who had menstruated regularly ; she was of excellent

character; a maternal uncle had suffered under senile

dementia; a brother was hemiplegic, epileptic and imbecile;

an uncle had died of cancer in the nose. Three years

ago, after having suffered under leucorrhea, she was
seized with the fear of having cancer in the nose, and

on this account she was continually washing, through fear

of infecting herself and others. She washed her hands

carefully every five minutes, remained in the bath an hour,

used a dozen of towels, and spent an hour in dressing

her head ; she avoided touching plates, doors, etc., and

she constantly wore gloves ; she stood a long time in the

middle of the room, to avoid touching persons or objects.

She suffered from sleeplessness, headache and pains in

the dorsal region ; there were no hysterical symptoms,
nor any hallucinations, etc. She admitted the absurdity

of her fears, and all the more since a distinguished

specialist had assured her that her nose was quite sound,

yet she could not free herself from the ungovernable

necessity of continual washings. Seguin prescribed pro-

hibition of permission to wash at her pleasure, opium,

cannabis indica and iron. After about three months of

treatment she was much improved, but I predicted a
relapse, or a change into a more grave psychosis.

Russell in the same year described another case quite

typical, in a man of forty-seven years. It occurred in a phy-

sician, who, being rich, did not follow his profession; a sister

had committed suicide ; a brother was a man of eminent
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genius. The first symptoms dated from a day on which

one of his brothers died suddenly in his arms. This

impressed him deeply; he began to be sad and sleepless,

and very soon to fear that his hands were always dirty,

so that he washed them continually and avoided touching

any object whatever, because he feared they would be

more dirtied. When he went to bed he commenced his

preparations at ten p. m., and he did not enter his bed

until two hours after midnight, being all the time occu-

pied in washing, whenever he had to touch anything, and

on every occasion he washed three times, and used more

than twenty towels ; in the morning he took up three or

four hours in dressing. He acknowledged fully the

absurdity of his fears, but they were stronger than him-

self, and he was constrained, despite himself, to perform

the absurd acts. He was placed under treatment in Dr.

Russell's institution ; the bromides, opiates and tonics

were administered ; the moral treatment consisted in

inciting him to lessen daily the number of his washings;

appealing to his reason and his power of will, for absolute

prohibition, made his state worse. Under this treatment

he improved, but he determined to leave the establish-

ment too soon, and immediately on return to his own
house he fell into even a worse state than before. Having

returned and remained a long time under the treatment,

he was freed from his fears, and he made the tour oi

Europe ; it appears that he has not relapsed. Dr.

Russell defines the case as a form of melancholy.

Dr. Shaw, 1881, reports another case, in a boy

of fifteen years, who feared that by touching any objects he

would be poisoned; he therefore avoided touching any

thing or person whatever, and finally, even his own

clothing, and when he could not help doing so, he

washed his hands ; he did the same ten or twelve times

before going to bed, using as many towels. His physi-

ognomy had somewhat a dull expression, yet he would give

a full account of himself; he could not, however, explain why

he feared that the objects he touched could poison him.
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He frequently suffered from pains in the head, sometimes

in front and sometimes behind. He belonged to a

decidedly neuropathic family, and his maternal grand-

parents had suffered psycopathic disturbances. Dr. Shaw
does not state what treatment he advised, but he ex-

pressed the opinion that more grave mental disorders

would be developed in this boy.

The cases described by Verga under the name of

rupophobia, are four in number, three were of women,

and one of a boy of fifteen years. The most grave case

was that of a lady of thirty years, in whose family there

had not been any cases of mental disease ; the mother

died of cancer. Fourteen days after her third labor, this

patient became strongly impressed on hearing that a

relative had touched a corpse ; from that time forward

she felt the necessity of washing every object which that

person touched, and of continually washing her own hands

when she touched any thing, were it even belonging to

her own person, e. g., her own hair.

Having become again pregnant, she felt this mamia

still more urgent ; she knew the absurdity of it, but it

was too powerful for her ; if she tried to restrain herself,

or if others prevented her running to the water, she had

oppression of breathing, palpitation of the heart, dizziness,

headache, noises in the ears, and they had to let her

have her way. Verga advised tonics, and in its proper

time hydropathic treatment ; in fact, in the following sum-

mer, she underwent this treatment at Oropa, and she felt

much relieved, but instantly on returning to her home she

fell back into her first state.

The second case, also grave, was that of a youth of

fifteen years, belonging to a family in which cases of

mental and nervous diseases had been abundant ; the boy

had a rather scrofulous constitution, but a clear mind,

musical habits and a great memory. For some time at

the first he was constantly on his knees, from religious

scruples ; afterwards he was taken with a dislike to all

objects ; he made no end of cleaning and recleaning his
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hands, the plates, forks, spoon, and even the keys of the

piano-forte before running over them with his hands. He
sometimes urinated in bed. Hydropathy was prescribed,

but the result is not known.

The third case was that of a young lady who had

separated from her husband; she was very extravagant;

she had conceived a real abhorrence of a person who had

tried to win her hand, and she entertained a hatred of

everything that had been touched by him, so that one

day she heaped them all together in a room and set fire

to them, with great risk of burning the whole house.

When Verga called on her, he never could go in a carriage,

for she would have been assailed with the fear that the

hated individual, or some one accustomed to be near him,

might have been in it a little before.

The fourth case was that of a famous poetess, who
could never begin or end any work, however simple and

neat, without washing her hands, which she kept con-

stantly gloved, because of her strong dislike to touch

anything with her bare hands. Verga regards the affec-

tion as an anomaly of the sensibility and instincts, and

he thinks hydropathic treatment is indicated.

In the cases yet described we find the following

characteristic and important facts :

1st. That side by side with a fixed idea which is

accompanied by fears more are less distressing, and an over-

powering impulsion to certain acts, consciousness of the

absurdity of such acts usually remains complete.

2nd. That in all there is an almost absolute impotence

of the will, not only to control the absurd ideas, but also

an irrestrainable tendency to those acts.

3rd. That in almost all the cases there was a very con-

spicuous hereditary predisposition to psychopathic disorders.

4th. That of ten cases, «even were in females, and two

in boys, in the period of puberty. The patients in general

belonged to the cultivated and respectable class.

Not only as regards these characteristic traits of the

malady, but also from many other points of view, of which
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I shall speak hereafter, and above all from the accurate

and eloquent description, written by the patient herself,

of her own inmost sufferings, the following case, which

has passed under my clinical observance, appears to me
of very great importance :

History.—The subject was a lady of thirty-three years, wife

of a physician ; she had a maternal aunt who died in para-

lytic dementia ; a maternal cousin suffered from morbid

excitability. Her mother was affected with grave squa-

mous herpes on the hands, a disease with which the

patient herself was affected in her infancy. A brother

died of tabes abdominalis. Her menses appeared at six-

teen years, but the quantity was always rather scanty,

and the process was often preceded by violent pains. In

other respects her physical constitution was sound ; her

character good, mild, but somewhat obstinate ; her educa-

tion and training careful ; some hysterical disturbances

observed. At the age of twenty-three she married and

left her own country, to take up residence in a small

district, which, as she wrote, being "sufficiently dirty,"

made a sad impression on her. Having become pregnant

she suffered during the first half of gestation from great

sleeplesness, and other not well determined nervous dis-

turbances. It was at this period she began to show
the signs of that mental disturbance, which now so

greatly afflicts her. Whenever she saw patients with

cancer, scabies, sores, etc., coming to consult her husband,

and from the little attention they gave to cleanliness,

"really filthy," as she said, she found a painful impression,

a true loathing, which, by degrees begin to generate the

idea that "all the objects touched by them had been

polluted," therefore, when they entered the house she kept

her eyes on the objects touched by them, and after

their departure caused the things to be thoroughly washed
and rubbed. It appears that these fears were increased

by certain words spoken to her by a physician of the

country, who told her he caused the eggs and cheese

brought to him in lieu of fees to be washed ; one of her
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servants too had told her that she had caught the itch

by contact.

In the last days of her pregnancy she underwent

fright from strong shock of an earthquake (1870) ; labor soon

followed, which required the aid of the forceps. Early in

the puerperal stage she had the twofold grief of seeing

her infant severely affected with sclerema, and of being

obliged to stop lactation after having commenced it.

Strong uterine pains followed, and the existence of a

uterine displacement was discovered, from which she suf-

fered for two years.

Having become a second time enceinte^ she was freed

frorii those troubles ; but in her seventh month of gesta-

tion, one day (1873) a sister-in-law, uttering a scream,

fell fainting into her arms, because a rat had got under

her dress. Our patient was strongly impressed by this

misadventure, and signs of threatening abortion were

given. The house in which she then resided was new,

but unfortunately it was infested with many rats, and she

frequently saw the traces of their fseces and urine. A
thorough loathing of these animals, and the fear, that

every thing was befouled by them, began to tryannize

over her; because of which she continually, through the

day, caused the furniture to be rubbed clean, and had

it covered with cloths in the night. She was safely

delivered, but the infant died on the thirteenth day follow-

ing. This death grieved her very much, and she fell into

such a state of melancholy, that for six months she would

not go outside the house; she thus writes: "during my
puerperal period, I had the misfortune to see in the

house a great many rats, and one day I found one

crushed in a pantry ; the sight produced such a repug-

nance, that for two months I would not taste flesh

meat." Fearing now, that the rats might fall into the

water, she kept it in corked-up jars, which she took care

to have well covered over, especially through the night.

At this time she showed hysterical disturbances, and it

appears she was also cataleptic.
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During a third pregnancy, she underwent severe

mental sufferings, in consequence of the serious illness,

first of her son, and then of her husband; both of

whom seemed to be at the point of death, and during

their sickness she fatigued herself both day and night.

Towards the end of her pregnancy she labored under

grave nervous disturbances in the form of agitation, and

tremors especially in the night. Her labor was, however,

normal. After some time (1875) she changed her district,

but to find herself in another, still more dull and cloudy,

where she suffered severe neuralgias in the head and ear.

Here again, she had entered a house in which rats

abounded, and in which she followed not only the before

mentioned measures of precaution, for the cleaning of

objects and the safety of the water, but she also began

to feel the overpowering need of washing her own hands

everytime she touched any thing, and she desired that

her husband, her son and the servants should do the

same. Having been advised, with the view of freeing

herself from her neuralgia and her fears, to go back to

her early home for a time, she did so, and found her-

self quite well ; on her return to her own residence, she

found the house well-cleaned, and for some months, she

did not suffer her former disturbances. But too soon, the

neuralgia in the head and ear returned, and also the fear

of being befouled by the urine of rats, which fear this

time assumed proportions greater than before, obliging

her to wash herself very often ; to run from time to time

to ascertain whether the chest that contained her linen

was well-locked, and to put to the wash every new
dress.

In 1879, having returned with her husband to her

own county, some hope was at first entertained, that she

might be freed from her troubles; but although the rats

no longer appeared in her new residence, her fears still

overpowered her, indeed, they became even stronger, and

forced her to new and more strange acts, such as fasten-

down the bed coverlets with pins, lest the rats might get
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in, doing herself the washing of her personal linen and

those of the bed she slept on, etc., etc.

Through the whole day she did little more than wash-

ing her hands, and urging all the family to do the same.

Her friends often urged her to restrain herself, but she

would then begin to weep and evince despair, so that

they let her have her way. " It was not a desire," she

writes, " but an imperious necessity, of which my reason

and will disapproved, but which must be satisfied. Then,"

she adds, " there arose in me a great confusion, so that

I often doubted whether I actually had washed, and why
I had done so ; and every day, though I wrote only

briefly, I covered more than fifty pages of letter paper
;

but I ended by not believing even my own writings."

Afterwards the doubt came that, instead of having washed

in her own basin, she had washed in those of other

persons of the house, and then every time she washed

in her own basin, she made certain marks with charcoal,

etc., which should remain as evidences that she had not

washed where she feared ; but she very soon began not

to place reliance in these marks, and she frequently broke

the basins in which the others, especially her husband,

washed. Finally, everytime she merely heard dirty things

mentioned, though she did not see them, she felt con-

strained to wash herself. Things having reached this

pitch, so exceedingly painful, not alone to herself, but

also to the rest of the family, she was advised to go

under treatment in an asylum, which she actually did,

but following there her wonted course of life, she left it

in a month in the same state ; indeed, her fears and

morbid tendencies were still worse, so that she would no

longer tolerate in the house the chest in which she had

put away all her under clothes, which she did not wish

to wear, and she wept bitterly for this, though, at the

same time she said she was ashamed of havbig wept.

The family having been advised by a physician not to

humor her in her desires, but to oppose them even by
violence, she realized the most grave consequences. " I
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then," she writes, " began to see enemies in all my dear

ones, to think that I was illtreated by them, and that I

received insults from them, for example, that they had

washed in my basin, and had used my towels, etc., and

it was then the thought came to me of keeping my bed-

room door always locked, in order that no persons might

enter." She had reached such a dread of her friends,

that when she merely heard the voice of any of them,

she was taken with palpitation, and choking in the

throat.

The family then decided on leaving her to do as she

pleased, but the morbid symptoms ever increased in

intensity, and to such a degree, that the tenor of her

daily life was reduced to that condition which she has

herself described in the following abstract from her his-

tory, which is the most typical description that could

possibly be given of this singular malady :

The moment I awoke (about five a. m.) my first thought was to

observe whether all was locked, and as 1 wished, and having awaked my
husband, I desired that he would enable himself to tell me whether all

was really closed. He assured me all was so, telling me that my own
sight, being good, ought to show me that all things were as I wished them.

I replied that it was too true, I could not believe my own eyes. Having
risen and washed himself, he went out, and the servant brought me my
cofiee, but she did not enter the room, for I would not permit it. I came
out of bed, opened the door just a little, and she poured the cofiee into

a cup and departed. I then locked the door and drank my cofiee, after

which, I washed myself, because I believed that in opening and closing

the door, I had befouled myself, and I put the soap into the cup, as a

remembrance of having washed.

I then put on my under-dress, fastening it well, pining and stitching

it around my person, lest that during the day. I might lose anything.—And
as i was doing such things, I would say to myself: I have lived so many
years without doing these ridiculous things, and why am I now obliged

to do them? 60, having put on my clothes I washed again, in order to

make the bed, selecting soap of a difierent color, and writing on it with a

pin: waahed at such an hour to ma]{e the bed. If for example, whilst I was
making the bed, 1 heard sweeping in the other rooms, the broom came
into my mind, and I thought it a dirty object, and though I had not

touched it, nor even seen it, yet I was forced to wash me. And so if I

heard the fruit-seller on the street calling out his fruits or herbs, which
he wished to sell, I was forced to wash myself, through fear of having

touched these things, and yet I said to myself, these fruits are on the
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street, therefor^ I do not see them or touch them, and I will not wash my-
self. Afterwards would say to myself, is it perhaps because 1 have no
water, that I do not wash? But, afterwar(l8, I know not by what, I was
forced to wash, otherwise, 1 would have no peace. I have often counted

that I washed myself twenty times for making' the bed alone. 1 pinned

the bed all over, for ex;imple with ninety or oue hundred pins, to prevent

the rats <rettinf^ into it.

"Havinjr at last linished with tlie bed, which in pinning, and in wash-
ing myself, took up at least three hours. I put on ray frock and dressed my
hair; and before leaving the chamber. I went round it ever so many times?

to assure myself whether the drawers, etc., were all locked, and being

insufficiently convinced by my own eyes, that every tiling was as I wished,

I tried all again, and carried with me certain proofs of the security.

"I left the tliaraber about mid-day. locking carefully the door, and I

examined. many times whether it was locked, I then went to the dining

room, and there I examined the sideboard and then the pantry, to see if

they had been locked; after this I proceeded to dress my sister's hair, and
then both of u? went to wasli under the tap in the dining-room, where we
must have soaps of difierent color from those I hnd in my chamber, in

order that I might be sure that we were not still in my bedroom, and

while we were washing, 1 often asked my sister, if we were really

in the dining-rooui.

"While the family were dining, I every now and then arose to go and

see whether my bedroom door was locked, and I shook it very strongly,

asking my parents if it was indeed locked. They replied tliat it was. but

notwithstanding this, I would have them to rise from the table and go
and try it. Then we would return to dinner, and I would say to my par-

ents, weeping: What a fatality ! I have good sight, a strong memory,
and yet I cannot persuade myself that all is locked as I wisli. They and

my husband entreated me to have faith in them, for, loving me dearly^

they were incapable of telling me an untruth, and they exhorted me to

change my course, and then both they and I would be happy. I replied

that any such change was impossible, because I was dargged to the

precipice by a force superior to that of my own will, were 1 even certain

to die in the act.

'•The dinner of my parents being finished about four p. m., I went to

wash the vessels in my room,—the pitchers, basins, etc., not permitting

this to be done by the servant nor any others of the family, who must
stand aside, and see that no one should come where I was doing this

work. After this, I would examine many times, and try again whether

every thing was locked, and again lock my bed room door.

'•Our own dinner-hour was about seven p. m., and before eating, my
husband and the children, and my mother who was in our company, and

myself all washed our hands, and then dined. 1 mention here, that I had

then to go many times to see wiiether my bedroom door was locked.

Dinner being over, I went to my bed chamber, intending to go to rest at

ten p. m.

"I tlien washed my hands in c«'der to unpin the bed, and I washed

again in order to undress myself. I then looked around again to see
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whether all was well-locked, and if the towels were properly placed ; if

my dress was properly hunof up, and as I repeated these observations

many times, I took up much time ; then I washed my hands again, and

my arms and foce, and ofot into bed towards midnight.

''I have to observe that my husband must not come to bed before me,

nor enter the chamber before I was in bed. He washed his hands, and

undressed himself, for I would have it so, before entering the room ; then

he washed his hands and his face again, before getting into bed ; and

putting out the liglits, I begged of him to look whether the drawers, etc.,

were locked. Sleep gave a truce to my anguish, and I had rest for about

five hours.

"Those days in which I did my washing, and those which 1 chose for

ironing, "etc., were giomi d^ infe7-7io, both because I feared I should not

succeed in doing my prefixed work, and because of the numerous hand-

washings whilst 1 was ironing, etc., for I was forced to wash myself every

time any tiling dirty came into ray mind.

We now add that for a long time she had worn only

a few articles of linen and other clothing (which she

always washed by herself), and that these were reduced

to a state almost of rags, and whilst she had so great a

dread of dirtiness, and such necessity for frequent wash-

ings of her hands, she never made general ablutions of

her person ; on the contrary she wore her under-clothes

a long time very dirty, as no other person, though very

poor, but of sound mind would have done.

Being no longer able to bear so very painful a life,

she was advised to betake herself to our asylum, which she

entered on the 2nd of June, 1881. On her entrance

she presented the following conditions :

Prese7it state.—Constitution weak, color pale, nutrition

defective, cheeks hollow, physiognomy contracted as that

of a suffering person. Type of cranium brachycephalic

(ceph-index 88.5); cranial volume normal (m. m. 530);

bregmatic region depressed.

Functiojis of relation.—Motility, quite normal. As to

sensibility, she has the sense of smell extremely exquisite,

so as to detect odors unperceived by others, and to prove

to her nauseous and emetic, and she is able to reproduce

the olfactive impressions. She, however, asserts that she

has never had olfactory hallucinations, e. g., of the urine

of rats, and she also says that when she has been thinking
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of the dirt and urine of rats, it was not a disgusting

sensation that drove her to wash, but merely her own
idea of filth.

As to tactile sensibility, this, in common with the

electric and dolorific, is exquisite ; muscular sensibility

alone is somewhat obtuse. The other senses are normal.

As to subjective sensations, she never had formications,

nor paraesthesia of any sort, unless frequent shiverings

and a continual sensation of cold, even in the hottest

period of summer. She assures us that when she was
obliged to wash so often, it was not because she found

in her hands the sense of viscidity or dirtiness, nor

itchiness or any other tactile sensation which incited her,

but it was her own idea, and the fear of dirtiness that

came over her and forced her to these acts.

Dolorific sensations she has not experienced even in

the gravest periods of her malady. In those times she

was seized with a distress, a tightness and oppression in

the epigastrium, which lasted a long time, and was
accompanied by a painful feeling in the crown of the

head. These painful sensations were exacerbatic during

her menstrual periods. She has also frequent pains in the

lumbar regions, which radiate to the front of the abdo-

men and descend to the knees.

Vegetative functions.—Sounds of heart normal; she has

frequently experienced fastidious sensations in the heart,

but objective examination has never revealed any anom-
aly ; under emotions, however, she has palpitation, and

distress in ascending stairs.

As to the digestive functions, her appetite is very

poor, she eats very little ; she has on the contrary, intense

thirst ; the intestinal functions are very irregular ; some-

times constipation and again diarrhea, and frequent abdom-

inal pains. Is obliged to void urine very frequently.

Ever since she has been gravely affected with her

aberration, the normal secretion of sweat has been

absent; but her hands are always cold and clammy.

Menses always abundant, sometimes menorrhagic ; they
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usually continue from seven to nine days, and are always

accompanied by a sense of weight in the epigastrium,

nervous disturbances, especially in the exacerbations of her

psychical distress. She has never suffered from uterine

pains.

She is often sleepless, and she passes many hours

of the night constantly dominated by her doubts and

fears.

Psychical finctions.—As respects her mental state, it is

as exhibited in the historical details and in her own
description hereinbefore given. She reasons well on

everything ; analyzes perfectly all that has passed and is

passing in her mental life ; she recognizes the erroneous-

ness of the ideas and fears by which she is dominated

;

she knows they are superfluous, futile, ridiculous and mor-

bid, but despite all her efforts to drive them away, and

her strongest determination to employ all her will force

to drag herself from such morbid acts, she fails, and is

forced, even whilst blushing over them, to accomplish them
every moment, and is afterwards tormented by the doubt

of not having done them properly. She asserts that she

is herself the best proof of the non-existence of freedom

of will, because her fixed ideas overrule her, though she

has full consciousness of them, and they are contrary and

superior to her will ; as are the insensate acts performed by

her in relation to those ideas, She is compelled by a

most potent fatal force, for which she can give no reason,

but against which her will struggles in vain to fight, and

now at last she needs fight no more.

The affective faculties appear sufficiently normal, very

strong towards her husband, rather less so towards her

children and the others of the family. At certain times,

however, the thought of being unable to attend to her

duties as a mother and a wife, and of being the cause of

so much unhappiness to all her family, is to her a source

of desperation and even of aversion to life.

Her inmost character is susceptible and somewhat pre-

tentious, she evidently evinces a basis of morbid egoism,
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which frequently renders her unreasonably exactive, and

deaf to all that does not tend to the satisfaction of her

own strange requirements.

The psychometric examination made by the distin-

guished Dr. Buccola, in the early period of her residence

in the asylum, gave, in twenty-five experiments by acoustic

stimuli, a mean of o. 119; by tactile stimuli in thirty-five

experiments, a mean of 0.154; and by visive stimuli, in

sixty experiments, a mean of 0.195, figures which show a

perfect integrity of perceptive aptitude.

Course of the malady.—The patient entered the estab-

lishment disposed to try every means to obtain a truce to

the moral sufferings that affected her, and willing to

undergo any manner of treatment.

The results of the physical examination being as stated,

we promptly took into consideration the state of nutrition

and sanguification, for she was manifestly wasted and anae-

mic, and the digestive functions were seen to be abnormal.

A tonic and restorative treatment was ordered, with gen-

eral cold bathing. Bromide of potassium in ascending

doses was administered inwardly.

As to the moral regime appropriate to her peculiar

morbid tendencies, we found her disposed to break the

compact with them and to do every thing to frame a new
life, by adopting habits altogether new and regular. We
contended ourselves, however, with a graduated regulation

of them, and so we proceeded restricting by degrees the

quantity of water to be left at her disposal. But, perhaps,

the change of her surroundings and her deliberate sub-

mission to the governing will of the establishment, ren-

dered this process more easy. It was only when the

quantity of water was brought down to the minimum that

she had much to contend about. " I found that anguish,"

she writes, " which the richest one on earth must realize

when he finds himself all at once reduced to poverty."

Yet she ended with contenting herself with even this

small quantity.

By little and little progressively improving in her phys-
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ical state, not only did the fear that all objects that were

dirty no longer arise in her, nor consequently the ten-

dency to wash often, but she could look at dirty objects

without, as she assured us, the desire of cleaning herself

arising in her mind ; from time to time her undercloth-

ing was brought to her, which she had not put on for

years, and she now had no difficulty in wearing it. Her
appetite constantly improved ; indeed, in the beginning of

her treatment it was truly voracious, but it afterwards

became normal. Nutrition notably improved, the subcu-

taneous fat became obviously abundant ; the physiognomy

became open and serene ; her aspect became almost un-

recognizable. The other functions became regular ; .sleep,

normal ; the tendency to palpitation and anguish ceased
;

the intestinal functions, very regular ; secretion of sweat

was re-established, and the continual sensation of general

coldness passed away. Only in the menstrual periods did

she experience a reverse, but this became continually less

intense and durable.

After six months of treatment, that is, at the end of

November, her physical and mental state was so very

satisfactory as to warrant the hope of at least a durable

improvement. She herself, however, thought she felt quite

well, gave no other name to her state than that of im-

provement, not cure. " Rest assured," she wrote to her

friends, " that I am both physically and morally much
improved. * * * * yiy improvement is real, for in

examining myself I find that I have reacquired such force

of will as will render me capable of driving away the

tortures of the past. My doubting has properly disap-

peared, and consequently also the fear of being persecuted

by you. How many times, when recalling the past, does

it appear to me impossible that I should have been

capable of seeing enemies in you. And I would bitterly

reprove myself for it, did I not know that it was disease

which made me think in such a way."

Nothing better certainly could have been desired than

such reasonableness and firmness of purpose ; and when,
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on the 30th of November, she was restored to her family,

who wished to comply with her strong desire to return

to them, and had fitted up a new residence in which she

would no longer find herself in her former surroundings,

all full of water-taps and pumps, and above all with pain-

ful remembrances,—everything gave the hope for, at least,

a long duration of so happy an improvement.

When she returned to the family she appeared to have

completely lost every morbid idea and every strange

habit. But only a few days had passed when now one

and then the other of her old tendencies came back.

She heard the milkman on the streets crying his milk,

and the fruit-seller his fruit, and she felt the necessity of

washing herself; yet at the first she was able to restrain

herself for a time, but afterwards her wonted fears and

ideas again presented, and she relapsed into the same

fear of dirt and the same acts as formerly ; indeed, with-

in the latest dates it appears they are more grave, for on

merely being reproved for her fear of dirt she runs to

wash, and any occupation whatever, besides that of wash-

ing and obliging others to do the like, fatigues her and

tires her mind. She now lives almost continually shut up

in her chamber, into which no one is permitted to enter

excepting her husband late in the night. She occupies

herself with nothing but her continual washings. She
reads not, she writes not, she will see nobody ; she cares

not for her children. She speaks very little to others of

the family, and she often talks to herself in a low voice,

hardly moving her lips. Continual fears and doubts per-

secute her. To this are to be added notable physical

wasting and some excesses of evening fever.

From the description of this case it is evident that it

represents a classic type of that morbid form which Ham-
mond has named mysophobia, and Verga, rupophobia.

But if we analyze the description given by these and

other authors herein cited, which corresponds so exactly
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to ours, it is easy to believe that we have now in hand a

form never before noted or described, but that, as Buccola

has observed in his fine work on " Fixed Ideas," myso-

phobia or rupophobia is no other than the " insanity of

doubting with delirium of the sense of touch," described,

in 1875, by Legrand du Saulle, who merely collected into

one delineation the cases before described by Falret, Sr.,

under the designation of " Malady of Doubting," and

those described by J. Falret under that of "Partial Alien-

ation with Fear of Contact." These forms then belong to

the great category of those psychical affections which

have been contradistinguished by the Germans (Krafft-

Ebing, 1867), by the very expressive word Zivangsvor-

siellmtgen, which, having no exact corresponding equivalent

in Italian, may be denominated "fixed ideas," or con-

strained, impulsive affections, so well studied by Griesinger,

Berger, Krafft-Ebing, Meschede, Westphal and recently

by Buccola, Claus and Wille.

That the cases of mysophobia or rupophobia are

identical with the " insanity of doubting with tactile

delirium," illustrated by Legrand du Saulle, is readily

understood when we recall the general traits of the de-

lineation of it furnished by him in his work, in which, in

addition to various cases observed by himself, he cites

many others, met with in medical literature, or communi-

cated to him by others, and even one case described by
Esquirol, which was truly typical.

In this malady, which is characterized in all its stages

by the full consciousness which the patients have of their

morbid state, there is a primary period which is ordi-

narily distinguished by the spontaneous, involuntary and

irresistible production of a certain series of thoughts on

indeterminate, theoretical, and sometimes ridiculous sub-

jects, without either illusion or hallucination. This series

of thoughts is exhibited in inquiries and questions by the

patient put to himself, by a sentiment of profound and

constant doubting, a species of monotonous, obstinate and

oppressive rumination over the same ideas, and sometimes
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a mental representation of certain images which awaken

persistent pre-occupations.

A unique exterior effect of this inward conflict is the

necessity of frequently repeating certain acts, on which

they evince doubts that are never satisfied. They are,

therefore, in a state of continual hesitation ; they are un-

able to divert the incessant worry of their thought, which

withal never reaches any definite result; they are unquiet,

impatient and always involved in a conflict that is des-

tined to prove fruitless. Hence they become gloomy,

susceptible, egotistic and exactive. They have no con-

fidence in themselves, they test numberless times what

they do, they negative their own words. They read and

re-read what they write, and for every act performed by

them they take numerous precautions. The ideas by

which the mind is tyrannized vary according to the per-

son, their education, and their surroundings, etc. With

some the questions are continually on metaphysical ob-

jects (the so-called metaphysical insanity), as, on the

existence of God, the creation, the general and funda-

mental theories of physics, mathematics and other sciences,

and sometimes on futile and inconclusive subjects. With

others there is a necessity to multiply all objects they

see or think of (insanity of calculation); m others again

the sole doubt is that they have not done something

right—for example, that they have not counted their

money correctly, or have not made a good choice of

something, etc., etc., and this obliges them to repeat the

same act over and over; or the doubt and pre-occupa-

tion may be whether events shall be realized which are

not even possible (insanity of doubting, properly so-

called). In the first period, in which we have observed

some truly typical cases, a few of which have been com-

municated by Buccola, the patients ordinarily conceal

their trouble from all persons, and confide only in the

physician or some very intimate friend.

In the second period, which is usually initiated by an

uncontrollable desire to reveal their sufferings in long
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details, the malady is characterized essentially by the

fear of touching certain objects, lest they should be

dirtied, poisoned or in any other way injured. They
avoid contacts, and protect their hands with gloves, hand-

kerchiefs, etc., if obliged to touch the feared objects ; there

appear palpitations, anguish, cold sweats and sometimes

convulsive phenomena, which may even eventuate in syn-

cope. The patients call this their crisis. This fear often

originates from an instinctive aversion or loathing to-

wards certain animals, as rats, cats, dogs, etc., and the

dread of the last named may even reach the pitch of

real terror, from the idea recalled by them of canine

madness, and it commonly forces the patients to all those

acts which have been characterized as mysophobia, as in

a case described by Morel, 1866, in which the woman,
through the fear that every object might have been con-

taminated by the froth from a rabid dog, not only took

care not to touch, but would not bring into contact with

her person any fabrics unless such as were fresh from the

manufacturer. And in another case even more typical,

described by Marce, as far back as 1862; that of a young

female peasant, who through this fear, every time she

touched any suspected object, passed whole hours in

washing her hands with soap, and if the members of the

family would not do the same, she would not venture

either to touch or approach them. By little and little her

delirium so much increased that she ended by regarding

as dangerous, not only the contact of objects, but their

very exhalation.

These strange and characteristic acts by such persons

are accompanied by continual monologues and doubts,

whether the washing may have been sufficient, whether

every trace of dirt has disappeared, whether they have

again touched dirty objects, etc., etc.; and not content

with their own affirmations, they seek for assurances from

others around them, and oblige them to repeat those

stereotyped phrases which alone have the power of mo-

mentarily satisfying them.
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But with all this they are never really convinced and

satisfied, for the doubt always reappears with equal force

and intensity.

They admit the absurdity of their fears, and they cast

on themselves frequent invectives, because they have not

strength to govern themselves. They are, therefore, in a

continual and painful inward conflict that sometimes

prompts the idea of suicide, which, however, they never

commit because of the irresolution enslaving their minds.

Another doubt that frequently assails them is that of

"being insane;" and then they worry the persons around

them and the doctor with demands that they shall re-

assure them, and whilst they all the time only repeat

that they are in the enjoyment of perfect integrity of

their own reason, yet they will give no peace until they

have obtained the most explicit and assuring replies.

These psychical disturbances are most frequently ac-

companied by physical symptoms, as sense of pain, of

epigastric distress, sometimes a true aura with deep

hysteralgic radiations, and sometimes through the whole

cerebro-spinal nervous system, with headache, backache,

sleeplessness, anorexia, palpitations, hyperaesthesias, spasms,

sobbings and faintings.

The deportment of these patients is in strict accord

with the ideas and overpowering wants which dominate

them. There is not an act of their lives, not a move-

ment of their bodies, but is intimately linked with those

ideas. Legrand du Saulle had already noted that the

patients who felt impelled to continual washing of their

hands, though they spent whole hours in making their

toilet, all to preserve them securely from contact with

feared objects, yet were dirty in their persons, did not

change their linens, and ended by being clad in a i^w

squalid rags.

In this period remissions are frequent, especially from

change of surroundings ; some times there are real phases

of complete suspension, which may last for months, or

even years. But ordinarly, after one of these phases.
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more or less long, which may have inspired so many
hopes, from the very shghtest cause, and very often

because of return to the old surroundings, all the mor-

bid phenomena reappear with their primitive intensity.

The exacerbations often coincide with the menstrual

periods.

In the third period of the malady the phenomena are

yet worse ; and they become permanent. The patients,

appreciating with perfect consciousness their situation

and the strange anomalies of their acts, lose every

instinct of sociability, shut themselves up in their house

or their own chamber, and live only in their own fixed

ideas and fears. But the circle of ideas is limited, and

it becomes rather confused, whilst the sufferings increase

;

the patients are the prey of continual agitation, they

neither read nor write, they pass the greater part of

their time in the midst of timorous irresolution and

vague apprehension, which hold them in a state of almost

complete inertia ; they are readily tired, even with speak-

ing to others, and they make frequent soliloques in a

low voice, or merely moving their lips in a faint whis-

per. But despite these symptoms, which might appear

to indicate a complete debilitation of all the mental

functions, they never, or almost never, fall into true

dementia, and their state remains quite unchanged, even

through long years, until the end of their very sad

life.

It is easy to perceive that this picture of the so-

called "Insanity of Doubting, with Tactile Delirium,"

perfectly corresponds to the case herein described by

us, and to those treated of under the names of " myso-

phobia," " rupophobia," " mania of contamination, etc,"

by Hammond, Verga, Russell and others ; with this

difference, that in these last cases, as in our own also,

the first period,—that which has been called the meta-

physical,—is ordinarily wanting, whilst in many other

cases described precisely by Griesinger, Westphal, Ber-

ger, Marchal, etc., under the names of " metaphysical
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insanity," " the insanity of the why-so, arithmetico-mania,

etc." the second period is wanting,—that of fear of

contacts, and their strange and impulsive related acts,

—

and the disease is permanently characterized by the

single phase of the morbid picture delineated by Legrand

du SauUe. But that which is never wanting in every

case, be the disease limited solely to metaphysical ideas,

or solely to fears and impulsive acts, or be it mixed with

both, is the state of doubt that invades and holds the

mind of the patient in a continual anxiety and agitation,

and that is, therefore, the characteristic, constant fact in

all these morbid forms.

We have said that these diverse cases all belong to

the great category of the so-called fixed or impulsive

ideas, so well illustrated by the German authors, and

recently by our Buccola, also. We should be extending

our article to too great length were we but to summarize

the studies of the authors who have more or less recently

treated of this important subject. We shall, therefore,

limit ourselves to the mention of only the principal ones.

Of the results arrived at by the various German
clinics, especially Griesinger, Meschedes, Berger, Miiller,

Strieker and Westphal, in their studies on these singular

anomalies of ideation, we may consider Emminghausen

and Krafft-Ebing, in their recent treatises, as faithful

interpretors in relation to the classification and nature of

these affections.

With respect to the classification, Emminghausen, who
places the fixed ideas in the class of the " partial anoma-

lies (hyperactivities) in the course and association of ideas,"

distinguishes three principal groups :

1st.—Fixed ideas in interrogative form, or a morbid

necessity to put questions ; which comprehends the manias

of the " why-so (perche)," and the first stage of the

insanity of doubt (Legrand du Saulle).

2nd.—Fixed ideas of multiplication, or the morbid

necessity to calculate : Arithmo-mania, insanity of calcu-

lation.
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3rd.—Fixed ideas, with painful hypotheses ; which

form comprehends : Agoraphobia and all the analogous

forms of fears, and the second stage of the insanity of

doubt, which Legrand du Saulle has especially described

under the appeltative of " delirium of touch."

Krafft-Ebing places the disease of fixed ideas in the

class of the " degenerative psychoses, " beside the

" primordial psychoses " in form of " systematized deli-

rium," and he institutes between these two groups a very

interesting parallel, which it is here opportune to introduce:

1st The constitutional origion—especially hereditary

—of the malady,

2nd.—The primitive development of the morbid ideas,

from the inconscient, without any affective basis.

3rd.—Their importunity and tyranny over the mental

activity.

4th.—Their chronic advance, sometimes remittent,

sometimes progressive, but most frequently stationary,

without ever reaching perfect recovery.

5th.—Their almost never terminating in a state of

mental debilitation.

The essentially differential characters of the two groups

are as follows

:

1st.—That whilst in the systematized delirium the

ideas are, from their nature, delirious, on the contrary,

in the fixed or constrained ideas, we have only simple

formal alterations of the process of ideation.

2nd.—That whilst in delirium the morbid ideas are

speedily received and assimilated by consciousness, on

the contrary in the fixed ideas, these remain always more

or less completely, as strange, intrusive, and opposed to

consciousness, which, however, is quite lucid, and also

opposed to the reason and will, which are dominated by
them. Hence, arises the state of pain and anguish to

which the patients are a prey, and this state proceeds,

in part, exactly from the sad consciousness of the formal

disorder of ideation, in part from the nature itself of the

fixed ideas, almost always painful (and sometimes dangerous
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to themselves and others), and in great part from the

impossibiHty of driving away the ideas, and the acts to

which they impel.

In these cases, according to Krafft-Ebing, the following

facts, on which he especially insists, are characteristic :

1st.—The original morbid psychical excitability, because

of which certain even futile exterior impressions leave a

deep and lasting trace.

2nd.—The exaltations of the fancy, by reason of which

the images and ideas persist with morbid tenacity in the

field of consciousness.

3rd.—The increased activity of the association of

ideas, from which the most distant relations immediately

recall the morbid ones.

4th.—The enfeeblement of volitive energy.

5th.—The spontaneous organic origin of the ideas

themselves, which come forth as if projected from the

bottom of the inconsient.

6th.—The coincidence of their first appearance with

somatic disturbances or causes (menstruation, pregnancy,

the puerperal state, self-abuse, protracted virgils, neural-

gias), or with psychical causes (mental sufferings, misfor-

tunes, etc.), causes all, and always, of neurasthenic

action ; observing, however, that it is some exterior event

that furnishes the point of departure and the occasional

momentum of the anomalous ideation.

Krafft-Ebing concludes that from the spontaneous and

organic mode in which the fixed, constrained ideas arise

in the mind, they constitute the most clear demonstration

of the mechanism of inconscient psychical life.

Buccola, in his beautiful and profound study on fixed

ideas, after having very exactly exhibited the studies of

various authors on this subject, and after making clear

the physiological conditii^ns that determine the formation

and duration of ideas in consciousness, comes to the

conclusion: that in order to explain the genesis of fixed

ideas it is necessary to admit, that these, through a

morbid excitement that falls on the central psychical
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apparatus, possess a very high degree of intensity, whilst at

the same time, the associative processes are only partially

accomplished, and the attention reaches its highest grade

of concentration, the ultimate limit of the inhibiting fac-

ulty; and he concurs in the idea of Westphal, who
considers the morbid affection of fixed ideas as an abor-

tive systematized delirium, that is, as pathological mental

representations which have not reached the point of deli-

rium.

After Buccola, VVille has accurately studied this sub-

ject, and has, above all, insisted on the necessity of

distinguishing the cases in which the contents of the fixed

idea are natural and intelligible, from those in which they

are absurd and insensate, and on the physical disturban-

ces, which are wont to accompany this malady, as he had,

with much frequency found states of anaemia, disturbances

in sleep, augmented excitability of the cardiac nerves,

abnormal sensations in the epigastrium, in the head, and

the articulations, etc. ; but all these are symptoms that,

however frequent, cannot be held as characteristic of the

malady. He also admits the passage of the fixed ideas

into true melancholic systematized deliriums.

Recently Ball also has been engaged in the study of

these morbid forms, but rather trippingly culling its flow-

ers ; first in an article on intellectual impulses, next in a

lecture on the insanity of doubting, he has reported a few

cases which enter more or less into the morbid delinea-

tion drawn by us. He distinguishes the patients thus:

1st.—The metaphysical, those in whom the morbid pre-

occupation turns on the most grave sentimental problems.

2nd.—The realistic, those whose preoccupation relates

to questions more or less trivial, requiring no elevation of

thought.

3rd.—The scrupulous, those who always doubt them-

selves and their own acts and, therefore, overhaul and

repeat them continually.

4th.—The timorous, those who are always fearing

to compromise themselves even in the most simple acts.
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5th. The calculators, those who must be continually

multiplying.

6th.—Those who fear the contact of exterior objects.

For this form Ball disapproves of the name, delirium of

touch, which would better apply to tactile hallucinations

than to an emotional deUrium, as he calls it, which fre-

quently coincides with the insanity of doubting, without

necessarily making a part of it.

In all these cases he notes that a common character-

istic trait is that of intellectual inquietude, which causes

the malady to resemble, in the intellectual sphere, lype-

mania in the affective sphere. Other common characters

are : the co-existence of consciousness with delirium ; the

constant absence of hallucinations ; the cravings of the

patients to have their doubts removed by the affirma-

tions of others.

But when Ball is required to give an idea of the gen-

esis of these singular affections, he finds no better terms

for defining it, than a certain sort of cerebral pruritus

(brain itch) which nothing can satisfy ; and he says that

the repetition of the same thoughts, the same questions,

and the same acts, is an organic phenomenon which is

ever bringing back the same impressions.

More recently still, since this memoir was communi-

cated to the Medical Congress, at Modena, Luys, in a

work on pathological obsession, has turned his attention

to this subject, explaining the genesis of the phenomena

detailed, by the morbidly prevulent action of the " cere-

bral automatism." In this work, however, (to which we
shall return hereafter), he places fixed ideas, properly

called, along with persistent hallucinations and the deliri-

ous ideas that arise from these, which, if they have, in

common with the first, persistency and fixity, yet consti-

tute a psychological fact of a very different nature.
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HE frequency of paretic dementia among women, as

compared with its occurrence among men, is given

by various investigators as follows :

T
Boyle, " Recherches sur les Maladies Mentales

Calmiel, " De la Paralysie,"
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"

at Prague, and at Stephansfield,

Luys, Maladies Mentales (higher classes only)
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Krafft-Ebing, " Lehrbuch der Psychiatric,'
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Buccola, Riv. Sper. di Fren., Anno VIII.

Regio, La France Medicale, 1882,
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Stearns, Hartford Retreat Report, 1882,

Fisher, Boston Lunatic Asylum Report, 1882,

Spitzka, "Insanity
; Its Classification, Diagnosis

and Treatment, .....
Schiile, " Handbuch der Geisteskrankheiten," .

J. P. Gray, Utica, N. Y., Asylum Report, 1882,

Voisin, " General Paralysie des Alienes,"

Mendel, "Die progressive Paralysie der Irren."

SdiVid^r, Archives fuer Psychiatrie, i?>ji,
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Clouston, Report Royal Edinburgh Asylum, 1882,

Seppilli, Riv. Sper. di Fren., Anno IX.,

Verga, Archives Italiano per la Mai. Nervosa, 1881,

Burman, West Riding Asylum Reports, Vol. I.

Sheppard, " Lectures on Madness," .

The average proportion calculated from these thirty-

nine authorities is about one to eight. Doubtless fuller

reports from European and American Asylums, would

show very wide differences between them in their ratios.

Neumann,* from not having seen a single case, denied the

existence of paretic dementia among females.

Sankeyt states, that the liability to this psychosis is

in the following order: Males of the lower classes, males

of the upper classes; females of the lower classes,

females of the upper classes. He inclines to the belief

that sexual excess plays a part in the production of the

disease, but the cases cited by him, show that there

were, in addition to the sexual excesses, great vicissitudes.

Sheppard| agrees as to the liability, but is not certain

about the sexual excess. Dicksonjj favors the views

of Sheppard and Sankey, but considers emotional men-

tal strain as the great cause. Blandford§ concurs

in this. Bucknill and Tuke,!^ take nearly the same

• Lehrbach der Psychiatric, ISSO.

t Lectures on Mental Disease.

\ Lectures on Madness.

II
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ground. Luys* favors Dickson's statement, and says,

that in existing social condition, the males lead a

much more active life than the females. The social

freedom of the male allows him to indulge in physical

and intellectual excesses of all kinds, while females are

limited in these respects, living more at home, and not

being subject to mental and emotional overstrain. I do

not think this point well taken, as the emotions pre-

ponderate in women, and even though carefully housed

and cared for, nearly every woman has to bear at cer-

tain periods, considerable tension of feeling, more probably

in proportion to her possession of other mental qualities,

which confer endurance.

The researches of Buccola,t Tamburini,t Seppilli.t

Vergaf and Regis,t tend to show that among the

rural classes the affection is markedly less frequent in

females, than is the case among the civic population,

and is much more frequent with the hand-to-mouth,

the trading and speculative classes, Adhere the wife takes

an active part in the business, than among the classes

where she is confined at home. Ashe and Lalor find

paretic dementia rare among the female Irish in the

south of Ireland ; and the greatest proportion, of females

to males in Ireland, was that given by Stewart, the

superintendent of the Belfast Asylum. Griesinger and

Austin agree in general with Luys. Mickle, Mendel,

Spitzka, Kiernan and Voisin's results tend in the same

direction. It would appear from the suggestions of

Krafft-Ebing, Seppilli, Buccola, Boyd and Danillo,J that

there is a marked relationship between the menopause

and paretic dementia. The mental disturbance of this

period, predisposing to the psychosis ; but when we
reflect how extensively the climacteric figures in medical

literature, as a cause for every form of insanity and
other diseases, it cannot be charged with specially

inducing paresis in preference to other psychoses ; then,

•Maladies Mentalee.

top. cit.

% Aliexist and Neurologist, Jan, 18S3.
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again, this period is as liable to be coincidental, as

causative.

The prevalent type is the quiet form, which may
account for the infrequency of its observation by some

authors. The contrast between the Connecticut asylums

is probably to be accounted for in this way, as the one

having the fewest female paretics is tenanted by a

lower class of females than the other, many of whom
come from the rural population ; but the discrepancy is too

great to be thus fully explained. Seppilli found about

one of the ordinary to three of the quiet type. One
of the latter kind recently died in this hospital, and

some peculiarities in her case justify its publication:

Kate M. (Case No. 238), age thirty-seven, Irish, mar-

ried ; was admitted April 12, 1883. Very intemperate

before insanity was noticed by friends. October, 1881,

furor appeared and lasted three weeks. She remained at

St. Joseph's Hospital, in Chicago, till mania abated, when

a remission occurred, lasting till December 25th, 1881
;

when, family state, she had "cramps" which lasted a

week. She was sent to Detroit (Michigan) State

Retreat, where she remained until the latter part of July,^

1882. Little was elicited concerning the last remission,

except that she was errabund. The first remission, friends

claim, was complete. Just prior to entrance here, delu-

sions of persecution were observed. Exhibited marked

paretic symptoms, tremulous oral and lingual muscles, from

the day of admission. Speech drawling, tremulous, felt

extremely well and self-satisfied ; had unsystematized

delusions of grandeur; gave little or no trouble till Aug.

30th, 1883, when hemiplegia followed a convulsion, and

next day she died without having been roused from

stupor. It was ascertained that her father had died of

<• consumption of the bowels," and that her mother, at

the age of sixty, died paralyzed ; also that Kate had

never borne children, nor had she ever menstruated.

Any hereditary predisposition denied.

Post-mortem, eight hours after death : Uterus, very
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small, resembling that of a child of sixteen ; left ovary,

atrophied ; os tincae, imperforate ; vagina patulous and

large. A third nipple well developed below left breast.

The brain weighed thirty-nine ounces after prepara-

tion in solutions for microscopical examination, hence,

weights as here given have a relative value only. I am

sceptical as to any importance attaching to absolute brain

weights, and of late years, often omit weighing until the

tissue is hardened. Cerebellum weighed four and three-

fourth ounces. Each hemisphere weighed within a few

grains of sixteen and three-eighths ounces ; the left side, then,

can be considered under weight. Cholesterin, abundant,

especially in occipito-basilar regions. Right antero-poste-

rior diameter of medulla slightly less than left. Isthmus

weighed an ounce. Vermis of cerebellum warped toward

left side, causing left aspect of the organ to appear larger

than that of the the right. Cortex did not pull with pia,

loose from medullary substance as noted in some cases

by Spitzka. But in many parts of parietal and occipi-

tal regions, the pial adhesions were sufficient to bring

away the outer layers of cortex, imparting the ragged

ulcerated appearance to which Rindfleisch called atten-

tion. Heterotopia found in anterior parietal region.

Cortical pial adhesions occurred in the lowest extremity

of right occipital lobe, with connective tissue prolifera-

tions filling widened sulci. This condition was extreme

at base of first frontal convolutions on both sides, fibrous

trabeculae clubbed and twisted, extended downward from

pia covering four to five square inches ; filling interstices

left by shrunken gyri and atrophied gray substance.

In the white substance, external to the right lobulus

cuneus, a cone shaped area of yellow softening, with

apex curved forward was found, measuring one inch

in length, tapering from three lines in diamater. It

was apparently the colloidal necrobiosis of a throm-

bosed terminal branch of the posterior cerebral artery.

The gelatinous contents of the cone were mixed with

detritus of the degenerated blood-vessel. Sections
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microscopically examined afforded views of kinked and

distorted vascular channels often twisted glomerularly.

Knobbed vessels were frequent, and perivascular spaces

more so ; some clear, others dotted with granular masses.

Evidences of capillary stasis, general and decided, while

dark bodies, resembling embryo connective- tissue cor-

puscles, abounded. No well defined Meyncrt "spider-

shaped cells " were discovered. The ganglionic elements

were shrunken and their processes illy defined ; a few

large nerve cells with granule contents were observed

lying in clear spaces, as though contracted from areas

they once filled. Sclerosed patches abounded in the

sections examined. With the exception of the lesions

in the bregmatic region, the post Rolandic parts were

mainly involved. The ventricular endyma was nodulated

in parts, affording Spitzka's " ground glass " appearance.

Comparatively few healthy ganglionic bodies were dis-

cerned in over a hundred sections taken from different

parts of the cerebrum.



Borderland Psychiatric Records—Pro-
dromal Symptoms of Psychical
Impairment.

By C. H. Hughes, M. D., St. Louis.

Lecturer on Nervous Disease, St. Louis Medical College.

CCpAZZIA DEL DUBBIO."—In 1878, F. C, aged twenty

»- years, began to complain of palpitation of the heart.

Soon, thereafter, he took a notion that it hurt him to

look at things, saying that the mental action, excited by

what he saw, hurt him, and that whenever he closed his

eyes a web formed over them, so that he had to open

them again for fear the web would become permanent;

consequently, he would alternately open and close his

eyes all day, and at night, too, when awake. He con-

stantly kept rubbing his head also, from before, back-

v/ard, with one hand, while with the other he continually

kept a handkerchief before his eyes, rubbing and wiping

them. He insisted that he was not insane. Ophthal-

moscopic examination revealed nothing abnormal within,

and careful scrutiny of the eye without, discovered no

foreign substance or disease of the eye externally.

His general appearance was fleshy ; bowels were some-

what sluggish ; his general movements were slow, and

he did not sleep enough without hypnotics. His appetite

was good ; he disclaimed masturbation, and was more chilly

than he ought to have been for the season and weather.

He was a country boy and had been rather studious.

No hereditary insane taint was confessed by relatives,

but the father was markedly neurotic ; his mother died

of phthisis. He has since given more satisfactory evidence

of his insanity to the writer's mind, but he remained in

the above condition about eighteen months at least.
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Epileptoid Psychoses.

A. B., aged twenty-nine, is a merchant, tall of stature,

broad chested, robust and of temperate habits as regards

alcohol or tobacco indulgence. He is unmarried. His

countenance is florid
;
pulse, full ; bowels, regular; appetite

variable and he sleeps poorly.

He feels an uneasiness in company, which is not

natural to him; imagines his words come back to him.

The eustachian via-urae were shown to be pervious on

inflation. He has twice of late, in the darkness, seen sub-

jective flashes of light in which everything about him ap-

peared dazzlingiy brilliant.

His mother was a very nervous woman. The case

came under our observation two years ago. He remained

in statu quo for some time, but under the use of bromides

and the wearing of colored glasses, the disordered sub-

jective sensation disappeared.

Urinary analysis revealed nothing significant in either

of these cases. Neither of these patients are under

medical treatment at present.

M. E. T., of Jefferson County, about seven years ago

received a left parieto-temporal fracture from a violent

blow with a cane, in consequence of which he was obliged

to take his bed and remain in it for ten or eleven days.

He says he was never comatose or unconscious from the

blow. A habitually rapid pulse, constant headache and

muscae volitantes followed. When he came under my
observation, he also complained of frequently seeing a

green spot before his 'eye, which gradually widened until

he could see nothing else ; he would then get dizzy and

have to lay down. This subjective perception used to

appear every day or so, " like the ague. " He has had

chills since and always has this same visual hallucination

when the chill comes on. After the phenomenon passes

off, he is nauseated and constipated. Tendinous knee re-

flexion could not be elicited after repeated trials.

The symptoms in this case are all on the left side.

He has there increase of temperature, impairment of taste,
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numbness, impaired vision and exaggerated tendency to

hcemorrhage on slight injury to the left side, as from the

scratch of a razor or the prick of a pin.

About four days after being struck he felt a roaring

in his head, which persisted for several weeks. About

two weeks after the injury he became suddenly incapable

of motion, and was simultaneously overcome with intense

pain in his head. He remained in pain and incapable of

motion for two days. There was also severe pain in the

left shoulder. He could get about on crutches in about

two weeks after this injury, and in two weeks later, alf

these motor and painful symptoms passed away. Up to

March, 1867 (date of case-book record), he would feel

very hot at times and numb, as though frost-bitten in the

left side of head and ear. All symptoms disappeared

after a few months of treatment, and were kept abeyant

for one year thereafter. The patient has reported no re-

turn of symptoms. He received cephalic galvanization

and the bromides and arsenic with occasional courses of

quinia.

Morbid Delusive Aversion,—Verdiphobia, mania con-

taminatiofiis, (" Toxi phobia, Mysophobia, Rupophobia,

Pazzia del Dubbio.")

In January, 1882, S. A., a slender but somewhat delicate,

auburn-haired youth of fourteen years came under observa-

tion, suffering with facial choreaic movements and slight left

ptosis. He had been tenderly and indulgently, and

probably luxuriously reared. His mother and father were

nervous and mentally somewhat peculiar, from a psychi-

ologist's standpoint, though not sufficiently singular to

attract general attention or comment. The mental capacity

of both parents was good—the business capacity and

financial success of the father being above the average

of his neighbors— his business now being that of a

financier, but, after a severe business stress, he had him-

self been temporarily deranged, according to the statement

of his son.
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The habits of this youth were very studious, he being

apt and advanced at school above his companions at the

time this affliction befell him, and his moral sensitiveness

was excessive for his years. He became interested in

religious matters, and began to question the unsinfulness

of some of his actions, which are not regarded as viola-

tive of the decalogue, or usually considered improper. In

short, his mind at this time, had become overwrought

from over-study—too little sleep possibly—together with

neglect of physical recreation.

At the season of the year when the potato vines were

infested with the potato bug, the youth accompanied

some of the hands into the field, and saw them put

"Paris green" on the vines to kill the bugs. At this

time, also, a toy pistol was fired off close to his ear

by a companion, producing a profound shock, and some
cerebral disturbance. A short time after this incident,

when potatoes were brought on the table, he took a

morbid aversion to them, fearing they were poisoned

and would not eat them. This aversion soon extended to

those who had handled them, and to the clothing of

those who had handled either the potatoes from the field

or the Paris green. He importuned his parents not to eat

the " poisioned" potatoes and avoided contact with them.

Straightway he began the customary self-ablution process,

so peculiar to these patients, which he performed every

time, shortly after rising from the table, and after touch-

ing a member of the family. From a fear of potatoes,

this delusive morbid aversion, passed to a fear of every

thing that was green. The green wall-paper, table covers,

book covers and carpets, were all regarded as poisonous,

and his time was spent in avoiding these colors and in

washing away imaginary contamination. He would wash

his hands after handling any thing, that any of his family

had touched, even letters and papers received through the

mail. Paris green or arsenic were pigments in all green

colors, he thought, and it could not be reasoned out of

him. It was volatile, too, for he had read the reports of
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the Massachusetts State Health Board, on that subject,

and they proved it in regard to green wall-paper, because

they showed that people were poisoned by sleeping in

rooms which were papered with green wall-paper.

This boy was not melancholic. He enjoyed him-

self at play, and with the sights of the city, whenever

nothing occurred to excite his morbid dread of green.

Under the dominion of this delusive, morbid aversion,

this young man was in constant misery, wherever there

was any thing green, except the green fields or plants.

Our efforts at treating him were unsuccessful, because,

unfortunately, the wall-paper, carpets and some of the table

covers of our house had green shades in them. On
other subjects, this boy's reasoning was rational enough,

and he was bright and observant; but his conviction be-

came intensified, his suits of clothing from home having to

be cast aside and his trunks sold. He found something to

keep alive the morbid feeling in the colors encountered by

him, wherever we placed him in the city. Under such cir-

cumstances we continued our efforts to treat him but a short

time. At the end of two months of fruitless endeavor, we

advised that he should be consigned to the care of Dr. Ira

Russell, of Winchendon, Mass., hoping that at such a distance

from home and the knowledge of our profitless experience,

would enable the doctor to do him more good than we had

done. Dr. Russell had seen him at our house, however,

which was an embarrassing circumstance, and may have

interferred with his perfect recovery there. We have lately

seen this youth, and the delusion, though in less demon-

strative form according to the statements of father, still

persists. The boy would not approach the writer for fear

of contamination, and the writer considered it untherapeu-

tical to insist on taking the boy's hand. These are the

cases where "hands off" is the soundest therapeutics.

This record must terminate here for the present, as

we have not time to add to it. The subject shall again

engage our attention and be amplified from our case-

book, in which are many cases illustrative of limited and
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circumscribed mental implication, some of which have

gone on to what would be generally recognized as

insanity, and some of which have been cured. We use

the term " borderland," in deference to Mr. Ball, who
not long ago entertained us with a charming lecture on

the subject, and to common medical opinion, since Forbes

Winslow gave the profession his excellent treatise.

Nevertheless, the last case may be certainly classed

among the limited or partial insanities. The perverted

reasoning of no lunatic was ever more obstinate or

unchangeable. This case is probably the beginning of

the end of complete cerebral break-down.

The last case can hardly be classed among the

" insanities of doubting," for it was a positive conviction.

Nor do we think the term is a sufficiently compre-

hensive appellation, for the majority of these cases

are not doubtful, but positive. On none of the

most realistic ideas of their minds are these patients more

firmly convinced, than they are in regard to the reality

of their delusive misconceptions. From our study of the

last case, that boy would have fought to the death in

resisting imaginary contamination, if he thought he coul'd

not have washed it away, and his distress was so great,

at times, that he earnestly threatened to take his life to

escape his misery. The first and last related cases are

instructive as serving to demonstrate how a single mor-

bid idea, as well as a delusion rationally reached, may
dominate mind.

They have analogies in other forms of mental aber-

ration which alienists might profitably recall, in reason-

ing upon the morbid possibilities of the mind.

The second and third cases we have placed among the

epileptoid psychoses only conjecturally, and for want of a

better place for them. The initial epileptoid movement

in the second case probably beginning in the corpora

quadrigemina, and in the third case starting at the color

center, if there be such a center in the brain, and the

writer thinks there is good reason to believe there is.
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Cases like F. C. and S, A. would be categoried by our

Italian and French conferers, possibly as belonging to the

insanity of doubting and touch, but they appear to be

characterized not so much by morbid doubt as by morbid

conviction. The first is an unique case—a real insanity

of touch. The second also is an insane conviction, a

true mania on the subject of being poisoned, and many
of these phobias, though limited to a single subject, should

be regarded as true ntanice contaminationes. So that we
conclude, that some of these cases are really only morbid

fears of the possibility of contamination or defilement

—

(mysophobias), while others are confirmed delusive convic-

tions—fixed morbid aversions to things and persons that

might defile by contact ; true, but limited insanities con-

cerning the touch of certain objects or persons.
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By E. C. Spitzka, M. D., New York.
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T^OTWITHSTANDING the industry of numerous
-^ ^ physiological investigators, and the voluminous

registrations of pathologists, the evidence so far accumu-

lated in reference to the functions of the cerebellum is

vague and contradictory. The same, it may be urged,

does to a certain extent apply to other of the great

cerebral center. But here the difficulties in the way of

experimental research are enhanced by the deep situation

of the parts and the difficulty of producing limited injuries,

difficulties not met with in the case of the cerebellum.

And in the other instances, pathological injuries are rarely

limited in their extent and their collateral effects to the

center whose functions they are supposed to hamper,

while with cerebellar lesions, the conditions of topograph-

ical limitation are generally complied with. I believe

that the elucidation of the functions of the cerebellum

must rest upon its demonstrated anatomical connections,,

rather than on its reaction to experimental and patho-

logical injuries. And as in the case of every other center,

a study of its anatomy in the adult human brain is

advantageously premised by a brief review of its relations

in lower animals.

The great anatomical preponderance of the cere-

bellum in man is a late acquirement ; its connec-

tions and its masses have been successively apposited

on a very simple rudiment in the embryo. The chron-

ological course of this apposition is a rather faithful

reproduction of the phylogenetic phases (if such a

term be permissible) observed in a series ranging froni
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the urodelous batrachia to man. The erroneous statement

is to be found in the physiological text-books ; as well

as in certain semi-anatomical, semi-metaphysical treatises,

that the cerebellum preponderates in lower animals, and

becomes reduced in higher ones. Whatever guage of

comparison be adopted, the absolute size of the organ,

or its weight, relative to the body, or to that which

constitutes the only approximatively constant element in

the cerebro-spinal axis, the area of a transverse spinal

section at the level of the foramen magnum, or its com-

plexity of structure, it is found that the highest development

exists in man and the anthropoid apes ; the next highest in

the elephant, cetacea and seals, and thence, it is less in the

descending scale of vertebrates. As the scale is passed

upward the cerebral-overlap more and more conceals the

•cerebellum, and the latter, therefore, becomes invisible in

man and animals near man in their zoological or intellect-

ual position ; but that is not due to a lesser development

of the organs in those animals. The cerebrum being ab

initio, a more massive organ than the cerebellum, and

both increasing together, say, at the same ratio in

relation to the bulk of each, there must be a greater

increase of the cerebellum at each stride made ; hence,

the progressively greater concealment of the cerebellum,

notwithstanding the increased growth of this organ, as we
pass up in the scale. The cerebellum, coarsely speaking,

consists, in man, of a middle portion or vermis, two large

hemispheres, and several lesser lobules of which the ton-

sillcs and floccnli are the most important. All these

lobes are covered by gray substance, the cortex cerebelli,

and this cortex is arranged in richly corrugated folds,

each of which is entered by a detachment of white fibers

from the large central mass of the organ.

Within the white mass are several ganglia, bearing a

similar relation to the cortex cerebelli as that borne by
the corpus striatum to the cortex cerebri.* Two of these

•There Is, however, this embrj'ological difference: The cerebral ganglia are
cut-offs, as it were, from the same gray mass which constitutes the cortex; the
cerebellar nuclei are importations dragged Into its substance by afferent fibers.
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are large and well-marked in each half of the cerebellum

;

one Ij'ing in the white mass of each hemisphere is from

the denticulations of its contour known as the nucleus

dentatus ; the other situated in the white mass of the

vermis, and immediately above that base of the cere-

bellum facing the fourth ventricle, is known as the

nucleus of the ventricular* roof : nucleus fastigii. The
main structural elements are, therefore, a higher ganglionic

expanse, i. e., the cortex of the hemispheres, vermis, flocculi

and tonsillae, the lower ganglia or miclei doitata and

fastigii, and a white substance interpolated between these

gray structures. All of these elements have important

connections with other portions of the brain and certain

cranial nerves ; it is, hence, important to distinguish

between them. The important fiber-masses connected

with the cerebellum and entering its white substance,

constituting processes of the latter as it were, are: 1st.

—

The processus e cerebelli ad cerebrum of older anatomists,

the brachium conjtmctivuin of German anatomists, and for

which, as it corresponds to the anterior peduncle of the

cerebellum, I adopt the brief and expressive designation

of Wilder : Praepedunculus. 2nd.—The processtis ad pon-

tem or brachium pontis, for which I adopt from the same
source the term pontibrachium. 3rd.—The auditory nerve

root. 4th.—The restiform column. 5th.—The trapezium.

All of these tracts except the first and second are afferent to

the cerebellum. About the last nothing definite is known.

The first and second are efferent as far as the cerebellum,

but afferent as far as the cerebellum is concerned. The
important fact is thus seen, that, taking the brain as an

entity, all the cerebellar tracts are centripetal as far as

known, and a direct motor innervation can be entirely

excluded from the functional possibilities of this organ.

The restiform column is chiefly derived from the

posterior columns of the spinal cord through the remark-

• De facto the cerebellum constitutes a roof for the fourth ventricle. Morpho-
logically, It is, however, a spurious roof, nnd a secondary one; the real roof, is

continued under it from the valvula as a membraneous expanse; the atrophic doi.-al

part of the medullary tube

.
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able decussation which is mediated through the ohvary

nuclei, described by Meynert. This derivation has been

questioned by Flechsig, a scepticism, which, to my mind,

is incomprehensible. Few things are clearer than this

connection. It is supported by the well-known fact that

the olivary nucleus gains in size and complexity in strict

parallelism with the cortical folding of the cerebellum.

In addition to this, the restiform column owes much of

its mass to the direct myelo-cerebellar tract [directe

Kleinhirnseite7istra7igsbah7i). The fibers of the restiform

column go to the cortex of the cerebellar hemisphere.

Derived as these fibers are from the columns of Clark

through the direct lateral myelo-cerebellar tract on the

one hand, and the posterior columns* of the spinal cord

on the other, developing centripetally under pathological

circumstances, we must look upon this tract as one con-

veying molecular oscillations determined in sensory end

organs to the cortical expanse of the cerebellar hemi-

spheres. The precise area where the restiform fibers

abut, is the dorsal surface of each hemisphere. A small

portion passes to the interior of the nucleus dentatus,

according to Stilling. On the inner side of the restiform

column proper, and reckoned by many as a division of

that fasciculus, is a centripetal conducting tract, knowa
as the inner division of the posterior peduncles. It seems

to consist almost exclusively of fibers running in the

ideal continuation of the column of Burdach, and recog-

nized by Flechsig as a distinct tract in the embryo.

Flechsig fails, however, to localize it accurately, as he

fails to discriminate topographically in other parts of the

oblongata in his great work. The fibers of this tract go
in part or altogether to the nucleus fastigii (according to

Stilling). It is not positively ascertained whether they

are connected with the fibers of the posterior column.

In area, the fasciculus represents only a fraction of the

area of the column of Burdach; but this is not, as

•There Is a want of clearness among authors on this head, even extending to as

recent a text-book as that of Schwalbe.
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Flechsig seems to infer a reason for doubting a con-

tinuity. The greater portion of the column of Burdach

decussates through the oUves before the origin of the

fasciculus is reached. Thus, while the lateral mvelo-

cerebellar tract represents a direct uninterrupted com-
munication between the sensory periphery and the

hemispheres of the cerebellum, the decussating fibers

of the column of Burdach, an interrupted projection

of the same periphery in the same cortical expanse, the

inner division of the cerebellar peduncle represents an

interrupted (?) non-decussating tract to the nucleus fastigii.

The auditory nerve root sends fibers to both the

nucleus dentatus and nucleus fastigii, in man more to the

former. The fibers do not generally pass uninterruptedly

from the nerve to the cerebellar nuclei, but are inter-

rupted in the auditory nuclei, some decussate within the

oblongata, some within the white substance of the cere-

bellum. One fact cannot fail to strike the observer as

noteworthy, namely, that the fibers passing from the

auditory nuclei to the cerebellar ganglia are far more

numerous than those of the auditory nerve itself. This

relation reminds one of the one existing between the

great mass of the anterior half of the corona radiata and

the diminished bulk of the continuing pes pediaiculi, and

points imperatively to an important connection existing

between the internal ear and cerebellum. The trapezium

joins the restiform column on its entry into the cere-

bellum ; its fibers appear to me to be derived from the

tegmental fibers of the oblongta ; its development is

centripetal, and the fibers abut in the vermis and nucleus

fastigii.

In addition to these fasiculi which project the gen-

eral sensory periphery and the auditory end apparatus

in the cortex and ganglia of the cerebellum, authors

describe a slender bundle from the pneumogastric nerve

coursing to the flocculus. I have confirmed the existence

of a direct cerebellar root of the sensory division of the

trigeminus. The main tracts connecting the cerebellum
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with the higher centers are the prcepedunculiis and :he

pontibrachiiun. There* is a third tract whose relations have

not been clearly unraveled, but which merits a close study

from its presumable relation to visual co-ordination It

connects the cerebellum, and especially its vermis with

the corpora quadrigemina through the valvule of Vieus-

sens. The praepeduncular tract runs from the nucleus

dentatus to the nucleus tegmenti decussating with its

fellow tract of the opposite side. The pontibrachium

originates in the lateral edges and ventral face of the

cerebellar hemispheres, and is continued to the cerebrum

in the pes peduncidi.

Now, all the functional relations of the cerebellum are

clearly expressed in these anatomical relations, and a

supporting commentary is derived from compai'ative

anatomy. The vermis cerebelli is the only lobe represented

in reptiles, and is also the predominant feature represented

in the brains of marsupial mammals. Here the transverse

fibers of the pons are defective ; those of the trapezium

and the external arciform division, as well as the inner

auditory root, are present and enter it. The vermis is

really a cerebellum of low grade, perfect in itself; it is

connected with nerve tracts of low organization, that is,

such as are frequently interrupted by ganglionic matter,

like the inner detachment of the post-pedunculus. The lat-

ter is well developed in lower animals, while the restiform

column is absent or rudimentary. With higher develop-

ment, the general sensory periphery and the auditory

apparatus attain a more extensive projection, and this

projection grows step by step with the cerebrum itself.

Meynert has correctly pointed out the close, mutual

relationship existing between the dimensions of the cere-

bral and the cerebellar hemispheres, and the number of

anfractuosities of their dentate nuclei. The cerebral hemi-

spheres, the cerebellar hemispheres, the dentated nuclei

of the cerebellum and the olivary nuclei, hypertrophy in

*No extensive relatiou seems to exist between the columns of GoU and the

cerebellum. Tlirough the so-called sensory decussation of Meynert, this tract

passes to the cerebrum via the stratum intermedium.
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parallel order as we proceed upward in the scale of

mammals.*

It is well known, that the cms cerebri contains those

fibers which through the posterior part of the internal

capsule convey sensory impressions to the cerebral cortex.

These fibers can be derived only from two sources : The
columns of Gollf through the piniform decussation and the

stratum intermedium, and the transverse fibers of the

pons, which are known to become longitudinal and event-

ually join the pyramidal fibers of the crura, after an

interruption by gray substance. Since the restiform

column derived from the sensory tracts of the cord is the

only tract of lower derivation ending in the cortex of

the cerebellar hemispheres and the transverse fibers of

the pons, the only tract originating in that same cortical

area, the restiform column, the transverse fibers of the

pons and a part of the pes peduncnhis, can be^regarded

as a connected system of fibers carrying sensory impres-

sions to the cerebrum, and this after a temporary deflec-

* from this general law there is au interesting deviation which, however, is

actually a strong support of the conclusions above stated. In the porpoise, with a
highly developed cerebrum, and cerebellum, the olivary body is not proportionately
well developed. The posterior columns are different fiom any other mammal'
studied by the writer. This shows, first, that there is an interdependence-
between the }i08terior columns and the olives; and secondly, that it is to

be referred to the general atrophy oi the cutaneous sensory end organs la

these animals. A transitional condition of things is found in the sea-lion.

Collaterally I may refer to the interesting topographical relations of the decus-
sations in the isthmus. Taking the altitude of the great tracts as presented
in tl e transverse section, the area of the Trai)eziuni is most dorsad, the stratum Inter-

medium lies just ventrad of this, but sinks below the level of the fibres of the inter-

ollvary decussation, and most ventrad of all, we find the iiyramidal tract. The decus-
satioiis of these tracts follow this law, that the most ventral tract decussates mobt
caudad, the most dorsal tract, most cejjhalad. Passing caudo-cephalad we have,^

first, decussation of the pyramids; second, of the stratum intermedium (Oliven-

zwischenschicht Flechsig); third, of the olivary fibres; fourth, of the trapezium

.

With this, it is obsei ved, tliat the angle at which the fibres decussate becomes more
reduced as we gocephalad. In the ca.se of the porjjoise and seal, where, with a

diminished cutaneous periphery, we find the olives reduced, while the cerebellum is

luxuriantly devfloi)ed, the part played in the architecture of the cerebellum by the

olivary fibres. Is .supjilan ed by that of an enormous audito'y nerve, and possibly by
the direct lateral in> elo-cerebellar tract. Kolion's case of micr(jcephaly shows that

the olive is a station of centripetal tracts, for it was well develoited with a rudiment-
ary cenbrum. In its earliest form the cerebellum seems to be a species of trigeminal

accessriry nucleus.

tThis tract is interrupted in the nuclei of the posterior columns, and singularly

enough the supranuclear segment—that is the stratum Intermedium degenerates

downwards, while the iiifranuclear segment—the column ol Goll degenerates-

upwaids. See American Journal of Neurology and Psychiatry, November, 18S3.
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tion of the current in the cerebellar cortex. Probably a large

portion of those fibers of the pes, representing this tract,

go to the lenticular nucleus, as was surmised by Meynert.

The auditory-nerve* root connected with the dentated

nucleas, the praepedunculus originating in that nucleus,

the ganglion tegmenti into which the praepedunculus

enters and certain fibers passing thence, either through a

thalamic interruption or the corona radiata directly to

the cortex, constitute a parallel system destined to con-

vey impressions originating in the auditory end organs to

the cerebrum, after a similar temporary deflection. Now,

what can be the object of this deflection? There is a

direct tract from the sensory periphery of the body

carried through the column of Goll and the stratum inter-

medium. Why should a luxuriant development of an

interrupted by-tract be so prominent a feature of higher

development, if interrupted tracts are less perfect as a

rule than direct ones? The valvular cerebellum of the

reptiles shows no marked relations except to the inner

division of the auditory nerve root. The cerebellum

simulates an accessory auditory nucleus, as it were, and

as the only spinal fibers entering the reptihan cerebellum

are derived from a column corresponding to the internal

division of the post-pedunculus, we observe that already

in this primitive stage with only the vermis, and that

poorly represented, the cerebellum constitutes a meeting

point for impressions originating in the auditory and the

tactile end organs. This is carried out as the leading

principle of the systematic architecture of that higher

cerebellar organ found in man. The hemispheres, with

their dentate nuclei, repeat the relations of the vermis and

its fastigial nuclei, in this, that both auditory and spinal

fibers meet there. They are brought into association

by fibers radiating from the cerebellar cortex to the

dentate nuclei. In other words, the cerebellum is a

field where the impressions of touch and position are

•The auditory nerve encroaches on this field and changes the relation in higher

forms. This is a significant fact in view of the close position of the tactile organs of
the head, and the otolith aac la some invertebrates, where this sac is basi-antennal.
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associated with those of time and space. Its main

object must therefore be the fusion of these sensations,

or their co-relation in some way, for the benefit of

the cerebral hemispheres. It consequently assumes the

position of an informing depot to the great head cen-

ter, the cerebrum. Thus, on strictly anatomical grounds,

the older view abandoned by many as uncertain, contra-

dicted by some experimental physiologists and apparently

by pathological experience, merits renewed consideration
;

the view that the cerebellum is not the center for, but

the informing depot for the finer co-ordinations. It would

be unphilosphical to attempt to study the function of

the cerebellum, without bearing in mind that per se this

organ can do nothing. Whatever molecular oscillations

are determined within, its ganglionic substances must

pass to higher centers for translation to skilled motor

reaction.

If this is so, some may ask, Why is the cerebellum

a special cerebral segment, for all the sensory tracts

concerned in its building up, might just as well termi-

nate in the cerebral cortex directly ? The answer to

this is, that the position of the associating ganglion of

the auditory and tactile impressions was primarily

determined by the positive and primitive termination of

the auditory nerve-root, and as in the progressive

development of nerve centers, increase in functional

capacity is marked by increased apposition of structures

to the primitive organ, all associations of a kindred

nature become localized there. In this there is some
similarity to the cerebrum. Just as the cerebellum may
be considered at least in its higher form as a luxuriant

hypertrophy superimposed on the auditory ganglion, so

the cerebrum is known to be a supplantation of the

olfactory lobe.

I have deemed it opportune to call attention to the

anatomical relations of the cerebellum* as eluci-

•NOMENCLATCBB. ProfcEBor Wilder proposes to call the anterior, middle and
posterior peduncles of the Cerebellum pr;c-, inedi- and p jst-pedunculus. In the same
communcation he suggests Pontibrachinni for the older term Brachium pontis. But
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dating its functional role, and as showing that in

excluding this or that function on the strength of nega-

tive pathological experience, due attention has not been

paid to the fact that, after all, the cerebellum is but a

by-tract for impressions conveyed by other channels, and

that only the finest co-ordinations of movement, with

regard to space and time, are on anatomical grounds to

be connected with the cerebellum. It may be very confi-

dently asserted that a fine musical ear, the sense of

rhythm and of time, and the ability to perform any fine

feats of equilibrium, are not possible without an intact and

well-developed cerebellum.

COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS k SURGEONS,

the Pontibrachinm and the Medi-peducculus are identical. The principle of nomen-
clature exhibited in Pontibrachium being sujerior in every sense to a merely topo-

graphical one, I would propose the following: Tegmkntibrachium (Spitzka. PiK-
pedunculus of Wilder; anterior peduncle or crus, proct-ssus e cerebelli ad cert brum,
Bracbium conjuuctivum of older anatomists. Pontibrachium (Wilder). Medi-
pedunculus of the same author; middle peduncle or crus, Bracliium pontis of older

anatomists. MyELOBRACHiuM (Spitzka). Post-pedunculus of Wilder, equivalert to

internal peduncular division plus restiform column of older anatomists.
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T
By Isaac Ray, M. D.,

Author of " Mental Pathology," " Mental Hygiene," etc., etc.

O the question, What shall become of a man's pro-

perty after death ? the law of our own and of every

civilized people, in recognition of what was deemed by

the old jurists as a jus naUirale, replies, that he may dis-

pose of it himself before he dies, under some limitations

required by a regard for the rights of others. It only

requires that when exercising this right he should be of

sound mind; and this leads to the inquiry, What is meant

by a sound mind ? At first blush this would seem to be

a strictly medical question, and, so regarding it, the phy-

sician considers it as a matter of health or disease, of

normal or abnormal condition. The jurist, on the other

hand, ignoring entirely the physical element implied in

the question, considers it solely as a matter of mental

capacity. As in cases that come into ligitation both

parties urge their views as the proper guide to the

ultimate dicision, discrepancy and conflict must naturally

follow. Much of this diversity of views arose on both

sides, undoubtedly, from a very imperfect knowledge of

the subject matter itself, as the slightest examination will

show.

From the earliest times the law has recognized insanity

as a disturbing element in human conduct, and allowed

it to modify, more or less, its administration of justice.

Therefore, the question of questions on this subject is,

how far, and in what manner, this disturbing influence

really extends. To answer this question, resort has been

[Editokiai, Note.—This contribution of tlie deceased alienist ia so far superior

to that of the average present utterances on the subject of testamentary caimcliy, that

no apolo^ Is needed lor giving It wider circulation than it has yet before had. We
give it space, however, at ihe request of, ami for the benefit of, several subscribers

who are lawyers.]
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had of two sources of instruction. One is, that observation

of the insane which any one may make in the ordinary

walks of hfe. While we admit that much may possibly

be learned in this way, yet it is no less certain that

impressions thus obtained are quite unreliable for any

practical purpose. A very few cases only can come under

the cognizance of any individual, and the notice taken of

them must necessarily be hasty and superficial. The

more demonstrative symptoms only will arrest the atten-

tion, while the less obvious, though, perhaps, more

significant, may be overlooked altogether. Neither in

this way is there any element of progress. No amount

of attainment leads to fresh attainment. It lives and dies

with him who makes it. Observers more sagacious than

Shakspeare and Walter Scott can scarcely be expected.

And yet the current ideas respecting insanity are chiefly

derived from this source.

The other source of information is that where insanity

is studied as a disease, in the spirit and methods of a

scientific inquiry. Here not a few only, but all its phe-

nomena are observed. Its various phases, as presented

from day to day, from month to month, and from year

to year, in the different grades and stages, are carefully

studied, with the abundant facilities afforded by the

modern hospital for the insane. The study of the physio-

logical and pathological laws by which it is governed, of

the ancestral defects in which it originates, and of the

adverse influences by which it is developed, throws light

on the character of each individual case, without which

we can scarcely avoid mistake.

Ideas derived from this quarter have always determined,

to some extent, the rules and practices of the English law,

not, however, without great resistance, especially in

modern times. The classification of mental diseases, the

terms and phrases found in medical books, were freely

adopted into the civil law, with such practical consequen-

ces as they would naturally suggest. The psychological

relations of the different forms of insanity were but little
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considered by the ancient physicians, and, of course, they

could furnish the lawyers with little aid in the work

respecting it which fell to them. Indeed it could not

have been otherwise, for their means of learning about

insanity were hardly better than those possessed by the

world in general. Their ignorance of anatomy and phy-

siology led to the crudest theories on the nature of

disease, and their observation of its phenomena was

directed by a false pathology, rather than by any methods

of exact and patient inquiry. The only advantage they

possessed over others in the study of insanity, consisted

in the more close and continuous observation of individual

cases which their professional, duties required. Through

the whole mediaeval period, and long after the revival of

learning, medical writers were content to abide by

the notions of Celsus and Galen, and these were all they

could offer to aid their law-giver in the administration

of justice. By this aid, such as it was, the latter under-

took to say how far and in what way insanity modifies

the legal consequences of human conduct. To simplify

<-he process, they found it convenient to consider the

disease in its different forms, or, more correctly speaking,

in its different grades of apparent severity. The first sys-

tematic attempt of this kind was made by Lord Coke,

who recognized four descriptions of persons as being non

compos mentis—viz : idiots ; those who, by sickness, grief

or other accident, have wholly lost their memory and

understanding; those called lunatics, who have sometimes

their understanding and sometimes not ; and lastly, those

who by their own vicious act, have deprived them-

selves for a time of their memory and understanding,

such as drunkards. Rude as this classification is, it

has some semblance of correctness; but, like the more

elaborate rules and tests of more recent times, it labors

under the defect of being difficult of application. It

affords no help to settle the question whether, in a

given case, tlie person concerned belongs to either of

these classes. Regarded as a scientific formulary it is
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quite defective, because it ignores completely some well-

recognized forms of mental disease. Many years after-

wards, Lord Hale, availing himself of the more advanced

medical knowledge of his time, corrected this defect in

some degree, and ventured upon some rules tor the

settlement of the practical question. But, with all their

defects, and in the face of the better knowledge of our

times, the doctrines of these men still govern, in a con-

siderable degree, the decisions of English and American

courts.

Unquestionably, they reflected and confirmed the pre-

valent sentiment which regarded the last will and testament

as an instrument too sacred to be easily disturbed. And
we know, as a matter of fact, how jealously it has been

guarded from all assaults, and especially from such as

were directed against the mental competence of the

testator. Let us now examine the decisions of the courts

in the new lights shed upon the subject by the progress

of medical science during the last two centuries, for

within that period have occurred the two great discoveries

of the circulation of the blood and of the functions o:

the nerves. And the same period has witnessed thf

establishment of multitudes of hospitals for the insane,

affording opportunities for the clincal study of the disease,

and for the observation of the ways, manners, conduct

and conversation of the insane never enjoyed before.

In that form of mental disorder called acute mania, in

which the mental movements are continuously strange,,

wild and incoherent—madness without method—the testa-

mentary incompetence of the patient has never been

questioned. Indeed, the condition is one in which we
should hardly expect any disposition to make a will, and
I am not aware that such a one has ever been offered

for probate. Lord Coke, you observe, speaks of a de-

scription of lunatics who have sometimes understanding

and sometimes not. This statement has reference to a

phenomenon once supposed to be a very common occur-

rence— I mean that of lucid intervals, as they are called.
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So common were they thought to be, that in every case

of alleged insanity, the question of a lucid interval was

always raised as a matter of course. In fact, the practice

has not yet entirely ceased. The idea is, that in most

insane people reason returns at intervals, and with it their

original competence and responsibility. The law not only

supposes the probability of such a period, but the party

availing himself of the plea of insanity was obliged to

show—even though the burden of proof may not always

have been put upon him directly—that there was no lucid

interval. Considering how small a foundation this whole

doctrine of lucid intervals has, it is difficult to account

for its prevalence. Unquestionably, it sometimes happens

that an insane person comes to himself, manifesting his

natural propriety of conduct and conversation, his memory
and perception apparently clear, the cloud returning after

a few days as dark and dense as before. Exactly how
far the mind in this condition is free from the influence

of disease we never can know. Considering, however, the

suddenness of the change, the brevity of its duration, and

the long continuance of the disease when it occurs in chronic

cases, it is not likely that the mind is restored to its

normal degree of clearness. It must be borne in mind,

also, that, as described by distinguished legal authorities,

such intervals are of very rare occurrence. I have not

seen more than half a dozen cases in all my experience.

Ail nervous diseases are subject, more or less, to a certai?i

law of periodicity, by reason of zvhich at intervals their

regular course is changed, and other incidents come and

go in a certain order of succession. The change thus

produced may sometimes amount to an entire disappear-

ance of the signs of disease. This phenomenon is not

unfrequently witnessed in the early stage of acute mania.

Within the first month there may occur a rather sudden

cessation of the manifestations of disease, in which the

patient is calm, quiet, talks and behaves sensibly, though,

if closely observed, there will be found some indistinctness

of memory and confusion of thought, especially with
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Teference to the circumstances of the attack. This con-

dition has often been confounded with lucid intervals,

especially by lawyers, who find it difficult to see a dis-

tinction which can be visible only to the long-praticed

observer. To the common eye, any remission in which

the patient is tolerably calm after being violent, and

.answers a few questions rationally, seems like a lucid

interval.

Admitting, as 1 do, that a valid will may be made in

the lucid interval, it is likely that some shadow of disease

may rest upon it, that any testamentary act during that

period should be very closely scrutinized. Some qualifi-

cations for the act are required not otherwise needed. It

should be shown that changes in the circumstances and

conditions of those whom the testator is disposed to benefit,

(having occurred when he was incapable of understanding

and appreciating them,) were brought to his knowledge

and comprehension, since such things would naturally

affect the dispositions of the will. Because it must be

borne in mind that the past, for months or years, may
have been a complete blank, or filled with strange and

deceptive images. In short, we may conceive of a case

where every testamentary qualification was possessed ; but

certainly the fact must be of rare occurrence, and difficult

of proof, I know of only one case reported of a will

made in what was called improperly a lucid interval, and

established, that of Cartzvright v. Cartwright, i Philimore,

90. The testator was in an asylum, and so severe was

the grade of her disease, that she had restraint on her

limbs at the moment when she called for pen, ink and

paper in order to write her will. This she did at last

after writing one on several pieces of paper, which she

tore up and threw into the grate, and walking up and

down wildly, and muttering to herself The will was

established, the court deciding that it was made during

.a lucid interval, on the strength of the internal evidence,

as it made a natural and consistent distribution of her

property. This fact the court considered conclusive proof
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that a lucid interval had taken place. The result may
have been right ; but it was reached by a sort of logic

known as reasoning in a circle. The correctness of the

will proves the interval, and the interval being proved,

makes the will valid. Had the court, ivJiile squarely admit-

ting the insanity of the testator, declared that the character of,

the act showed that she was still rational enough to make a

valid ivill, it would have uttered good sense and good science.

Here we see the binding influence of the old law as

expounded by Coke. It being proved that the testator

was a lunatic, she was necessarily non compos, and could,

become otherwise only by recovery or a lucid interval.

This influence has not yet entirely lost its force, for I

observe that lawyers are not content with proving com-

petence sufficient for the act in question, but also labor

hard to prove also perfect soundness of mind. In a case

that came under notice two or three years since, an

attempt was made to void the contracts of a person

recently deceased, on the ground of insanity. It was

shown that the transaction—the sale of coal lands—was

just and fair in every particular; that he obtained a price

pronounced by his neighbors and advisers to be a fair

one ; and that he sold, then and there, without waiting

for a prospective rise in value, simply because he needed

the money. That he was a lawyer in full practice, a

leader at this bar almost up to the day of his death, and
all the while the trusted counsellor of several large cor-

porations—all this needed no proof, for it was seen by

everybody. And yet, because of the admitted fact that

this man had always been remarkably eccentric in his ways

and manners, week after week was spent in endeavoring

to show either that he was or was not technically insane.

If the administration of the law has for its object the

promotion of justice among men, we may venture to say

that the means it used in this instance were signally

irrelevant.

Farther examination of Coke's classification of the

non compos mentis, furnishes fresh proof how little help^
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it gave the medical jurist in settling the questions that

came before him.

" One class," he says, " consists of those who, by

sickness, grief or other accident, have wholly lost their

memory and understanding." The word wholly is

probably used inadvertently, because it would refer to

persons in the very last stage of dementia, whose acts

would scarcely become matter of ligitation; whereas he

had in mind, no doubt, a numerous class, who, while

moving about among men, and taking some part in the

affairs of life, are, nevertheless, laboring under cousiderable

mental infirmity. We have reason to think that this class

was meant to embrace the subjects of senile dementia, of

the weakness of old age, and of the damage inflicted by
paralysis and other cerebral affections. His allusion to

grief and accidents implies, probably, a mistaken notion

he had conceived respecting the cause of the mental

affections. Taken as a whole, this class, unquestionably,

has always furnished the courts with a greater amount of

litigation than all others put together, in the matter of

wills. The more exact and well-defined are our notions

of mental capacity, the more foundation they have in close

personal observation of this class of persons, the better

will be our admiration of justice. Much of the apparent

conflict in the adjudication of their cases has arisen, I

think, from a faulty appreciation of the mental qualities

chiefly concerned ; and therefore I invite your attention,

for a moment, to this point.

Old age is usually accompanied by a certain enfeeble-

ment of the mental as well as the bodily powers. This

-condition does not imply unsoundness or incompetence.

It merely means a diminished power of endurance ; an

incapacity for those long-sustained efforts once compara-

tively easy ; more difficulty in grasping obscure and remote

relations. The mind has lost none of its characteristic

tastes, and none of its fondness for its accustomed pur-

suits ; but it is satisfied with easier tasks and welcomes

longer intervals of rest. The only mental faculty obviously
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involved in this condition is the memory, especially of

recent incidents, even while old ones are well retained.

The forgetfulness of young people comes from carelessness

and a predominant interest in other thoughts. With the

aged the new impression, however vivid at first, fades

from a lack of power in the brain to retain it. It must

be quickly and frequently repeated, before it will endure.

So far the change may be considered as the normal result

of old age, and destitute of any legal consequences.

Occasionally, indeed, in the closing years, the mind dis-

plays even more than its wonted vigor and brilliancy. It

was these exceptional instances that led the poet Waller

to say

:

"The soul's dark cottage, batterei and decaj-ed,

Lets in new light through chinks which time has made.'*

Sometimes the change here described proceeds stilt

farther, and induces a condition that is abnormal, ending

in senile dementia. The memory becomes less and less

tenacious ; the perceptions less exact and clear, one persons

or thing being mistaken for another, and their relations

misunderstood. Then the judgment—that is, the power of

discerning the relations of cause and effects, of distin-

guishing between the specious and true, of taking in the

remoter considerations germane to the case in hand, of

weighing and rightly appreciating conflicting claims—loses

its vigor, and is easily led astray by false lights. And so

the process of decay goes on, until it reaches its utmost

Jimit in virtual extinction of the mental powers. Now
what we would like to know is, the precise point at which

testamentary capacity ends ; and this, of course, is beyond

our reach. As to the effect of this condition, both in its

earliest and its latest stage, there can be no diversity

of opinion. It is during the intermediate stage that it

gives rise to obscurity, doubt, conflicting evidence and

abundant litigation.

To arrive at a correct decision, we must first understand

what are the intellectual powers necessary to testamentajy
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capacity. In the first place, the memory must be active

enough to bring up to mind all those who have natural

claims on the bounty of the testator; to make him aware

of the nature of his property, its location, the incumbrances

upon it and his debts. If he makes bequests in certain

sums of money, he should know with some degree of

exactness the value of his property; and if he has made
previous wills, he should be aware of their contents.

Whether he actually had such a memory will generally

be determined, for the most part, by the circumstances

of the transaction. In most cases evidence is given respect-

ing the general condition of the memory as manifested in

the ordinary discourse, and this, coming, as it does, in a

loose, detached, fragmentary manner, from persons usually

unaccustomed to observe mental phenomena closely,

requires to be carefully and intelligently examine. The
lapses of memory exhibited by all old people must be

distinguished from that utter loss of memory that no effort

can retrieve, even for a moment. The former is chiefly

in regard to recent things, which are readily brought back

to mind and are retained for awhile. The latter embraces

old as well as recent incidents, impressions customary as

well as casual, ideas the most as well as the least familiar.

The old man who is constantly mislaying his specta^ples,

forgetting the face of the person to whom he was intro-

duced the day before, and marching up the broad aisle

of the church with an umbrella over his head, may be

found, when his attention is specially directed to a sub-

ject, to remember its prominent points, understand them

well, and govern himself accordingly.

Let it be observed, in this connection, that many of

those old people so forgetful of passing events and so

careless of little proprieties, need only to have their atten-

tion fixed on the matter in hand to display no lack of

memory or understanding. If, on the other hand, a person

has utterly forgotten the events of his earher age; if he

cannot tell his own age, or the year of our national

independence, is unable to tell how many six and six
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make, and has forgotten whether his estate is in lands or

houses or stocks, he surely has lost his testamentary

capacity.

The mental infirmity most often the source of testa-

mentary' incapacity, is impaired judgment. To make an

equitable distribution of his estate among those connected

with him by blood or affection—such a one I mean, as he

would have made while confessedly sound—implies on the

part of the testator a variety of considerations that cannot

r.afely be overlooked. He should be able to appreciate prop-

erly the nature of their claims, their present and prospective

necessities and the favors they have already received

;

and all this, not to mention other considerations, requires

a nice discrimination, and the powder of looking before and

after. If the bequests indicate any deficiency in these

respects, it certainly furnishes ground of suspicion.

There is a large class, you observe, still unprovided for

m the schedule of Coke. I refer to that of persons neither

idiots, lunatics, nor the victims of sickness, grief or old

age—persons having by nature a deficient mental endow-

ment, and embraced under the general appellation of

imbeciles. The wills of such persons often come into dis-

pute, and though their disposal is determined by the same

principles as those last referred to, yet they give rise

to a larger range of speculation and doubt. In the one

case, the question on which the result may depend is,

How much mental power has been lost? while in the other

the question is. How much was ever possessed ? The
difficulty of the question is increased by the fact that in

many, if not most imbeciles, there is much inequality in

the strength and development of the several mental facul-

ties. The same person may be shrewd, even sharp, in

some transactions, dull and foolish in others ; at one

moment uttering a pithy remark, at another leaving no

doubt of his native simplicity. With shrewdness and folly

thus displayed side by side, it is not strange that different

observers are sometimes very differently impressed by what

they witness. One who has sold him a gun or a fishing-
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rod, or made for him some little article of use or ornament,

and listened to his comments, is ready to pronounce him

about as sensible as the generality of men. Another who
has witnessed his conduct in affairs requiring some prudence

and judgment, is strongly impressed with the depth and

breadth of his simplicity. And this is a specimen of the

evidence heard in our courts, when they are called to

adjudicate in cases involving the persons or property of

simple-minded people. It is also a lamentable fact, that

the disposition to form positive conclusions on the strength

of a partial, one-sided observation, is about as common
among men of some culture as it is among those who are

without pretensions to any. Until mental manifestations

are better understood, we shall continue to witness these

strangely conflicting conclusions in litigation involving the

interests of imbecile persons.

To meet this state of things, the first thought was to

fix upon some arbitrary, specific standard of mental power,

by which the minds of imbeciles should be measured. I know
of only one that has survived the test of experience, and

even that is seldom offered now. It has been said with

some show of authority, that to make a valid will one must

have capacity sufficient to make a contract. Had these

conditions been reversed, and the proposition been, that as

much mind was required to make a contract as to make
a will, it would have had as much support in the nature of

things as the other, and that is none at all. Until we are

satisfied as to the exact amount of mind necessary to

make a contract, this measure will scarcely help us, even with

the estimate I once heard given from the bench, that it

is as much as is required in the ordinary business of life
;

which must remind us of that venerable measure of size

with wnich we are all familiar, " As big as a piece of chalk."

The only rule founded in reason and justice is, sufficient

mind for the occasion. I hardly need to suggest, that to

distribute a large estate equitably and judiciously among
a considerable number of persons and institutions, must

require a stronger and wider exercise of mind than would
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be needed for the disposal of a small estate among the

few legally entitled to a share of it. And as much may-

be said of a contract involving many contingencies, as

compared with one disposing of a few acres of land.

Thus far, it will be seen, the elements of testamentary

capacity are strictly intellectual, pertaining to the pure

reason. A testament, however, is not always the product

exclusively of the understanding. The moral part of our

nature—the sentiments, affections and emotions—may be

as potent an agency in its production as the intellectual.

Hopes and fears, attachments new and old, a sense of

dependence, a chronic habit of submission and deference,

assiduous attentions, crafty insinuations—these may greatly

prevail over the most obvious claims created by the

law of inheritance. Inducements of this character are not

excluded by the law. All that the law requires in feeble-

minded people is, that they be not excessive, calculated

to drive the mind from well-chosen, well-matured arrange-

ments, and divert the course of property into channels

it would not otherwise have taken.

In examining these cases, we must never forget that

both the intellectual and the moral faculties may have

been concerned in their production, because, if either of

these factors are left out of the account, we are greatly in

danger of being misled. Nor must we forget, while investi-

gating their respective agency, that they may act with

some degree of independence of each other. The same

person who thinks correctly and sensibly so far as he goes,

may readily yield to inducements strongly presented to his

feelings. In a case lately tried in Massachusetts, this

distinction was so sharply and so pertinently made, that it

may claim a moment's attention. A man, never married,

confessedly feeble-minded, and under guardianship, con-

cluded to make his will, which he did without urging or

hindrance from any quarter. In this he bequeathed his

property—;S200,ooo—to various charitable institutions, and

to a few intimate friends from whom he had received much
care and kindness, completely ignoring his sisters, for the
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reason, as it appeared in evidence, that they took no

notice of him and were wealthy enough already. In mak-

ing the will he was aided by a lawyer of the highest

moral standing, and the whole transaction was free from

suspicious circumstances. Two or three years afterwards,

while in company of certain persons whose relations to

him gave them much influence over him, he became so

much excited by their reproaches and solicitations, that

he called for the will and drew his pen through his signa-

ture. The will was offered for probate; but the judge

declined to approve it, and an appeal was made to the

Supreme Judicial Court, in which a trial ended in the

establishment of the will. The jury virtually said the will

was a rational act, rationally and calmly done, with mem-
ory and judgment sufficient for the purpose ; but the

revocation was done in a moment of passion, excited by
the suggestion of others, and too strong for his feeble mind

to resist. The verdict of the jury was approved by the

court.

The question of testamentary capacity in feeble-minded

people is generally connected with that of outside influence.

Sound-minded people may and often do ask advice in the

final disposition of their property, and the result is, very

likely, all the better for it. Such advice may be needed

all the more where the mind is weakened by nature or

disease ; but when obtained, it is always, and very justly,

viewed by the law with suspicion, and the dominant ques-

tion is, whether or not the testator has been subjected to

what is called Jtndue influence—because, sound or unsound,

strong or weak, his will must be his own will, and not

another's. If the influence is such, that the wishes and

the interest of other parties, rather than the testator's,

are represented, then the law supposes that the will is

really not his will. In order to establish the fact of undue

influence, however, a foundation must be laid by first prov-

ing the fact of mental deficiency. The attempt is some-

times made by lawyers, aided by physicians, to reverse

the process. Unless the testator has clearly manifested
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some mental unsoundness by his previous acts, the proof

of undue influence should be strong enough to be unmis-

takable. It often happens that no such can be shown

;

that up to the moment of the making of the will, no

indications of feebleness, of delusion or wandering have

been witnessed. I do not say that even under such cir-

cumstances undue influence may not be exerted. When
we consider the enfeebling eftect on body and mind of a

long last illness, of the many infirmities that often attend

this period, and of the utter prostration of the will pro-

duced by pain and a sense of complete dependence, we

can scarcely conceive of conditions better fitted for the

exercise of an undue influence over testamentary disposi-

tions. The courts of our time have become quite familiar

with a certain class of cases presenting these traits. An
old man marries a young woman, and within a year or

two dies, leaving a will greatly in her favor, much to the

disappointment of relatives who would otherwise have

received the whole of the estate. These cases are exceed-

ingly embarrassing, for we are often left without any clew to

guide us to a rightful conclusion. We are sure it is such

a will as the testator would not have made in the vigor

and flush of health ; while we hesitate to say, under the

conviction that a man has a right to do what he pleases

with his own, how far a sense of gratitude for kindness

and service may be allowed to shape his decision. Fortun-

ately, perhaps, it frequently happens that some circum-

stance sheds a little light upon the case, enabling the jury

if not to decide according to its legal merits, yet to do

what, in their rude estimate, "is about right."

You observed, no doubt, that Coke, in his classifica-

tion of mental disorders, ignores entirely a form of the

disease which is far from being very rare. The reason

was, probably, that it seemed so partial in its operation

—it left so much of the mind free, apparently, from its

influence—that it was not supposed to impair the person's

responsibility for civil or criminal acts. Nearly a hundred

3-ears went by before it was first formally recognized by
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Lord Hale, as well as another hundred years after him

before the law began to take it into the account as an

element of excuse for human delinquency, or regard it as

a claim on its protection. I refer to what is now called

partial insanity, in which a person while entertaining some

notions having no possible existence in all other respects

talks and acts like other men. How to meet the difficul-

ties, suggested by this form of mental disease, was a

problem entirely beyond the reach of this luminary of the

English law; and he passed it along to his successors,

many of whom, even to this day, have been as unwilling

as he to give it any practical effect in the administration

of justice. The light shed upon the nature of disease, and

especially of insanity, by our better methods and oppor-

tunities of study, has not been utterly disregarded; and

though we are too often obliged to witness the display of

the old ignorance, rather than the new knowledge, yet the

time is coming, it is to be hoped, when the law will be in

entire accordance with science.

It is somewhat curious, that up to the present century

we hear nothing of partial insanity, strictly so called, in

civil cases; and in criminal cases, where it was sometimes

offered in defense, it scarcely received a respectful hear-

ing. The common idea that the monomaniac had still

reason enough left for all practical purposes, protected his

testamentary privileges ; and generally, it may be sup-

posed, the rule worked np injustice. Had the courts been

brought face to face with a will the manifest offspring of

a gross delusion, they might have refused to sustain it. It

is hardly conceivable that they would have approved a

will devising a large estate to the building of a railway

to the moon (though hardly more of a folly than many
exclusively mundane that have been built), however pru-

dent, sagacious and intelligent the testator may have been

in the ordinary affairs of life. It was not until 1828

that this question of the legal effect of partial insanity on

the testamentary capacity was squarely met and rightly

decided. I refer, of course, to the case of Deiv v. Clarke,
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which came up for final adjudication in one of the EngHsh

Ecclesiastical Courts, Sir John Nicholl presiding. The
matter in issue was the validity of the will of a London
surgeon, who bequeathed the bulk of his estate to

his nephews, leaving only a life interest in a small

portion of it to a daughter, his only child. The testa-

tor had, for many years, very creditably practised his

profession ; and though regarded by his patients and many
others as eccentric and irritable, was never suspected by

them of laboring under any kind of mental derange-

ment. On the other hand, it appeared that he had always

entertained the strongest aversion towards this daughter,

describing her to his friends and strangers as prone to

all manner of vice—as a perfect fiend, an imp of Satan

—charging her even with impossible crimes. His treat-

ment of her was almost incredibly savage, not only

compelling her to perform the most menial offices, but he

would often strike her with his clenched fists, cut her flesh

with a horse-whip, and once when she was only ten or

eleven years old, he stripped her naked, tied her to a

bed-post, and after flogging her with a large rod inter-

twisted with brass wire, rubbed her back with brine. It

appeared that there was no cause for this extraordinary

antipathy. The girl was described by all who knew her

as amiable and docile in her disposition, and perfectly

correct in her deportment. Against this will the judge

pronounced an exhaustive and most elaborate judgment,

untrammelled as he was by the precedents of the common
law, and inspired by the larger spirit and freedom of the

civil law. Remarkably well informed on the nature of

insanity, he discussed its effect on the mind of the testa-

tor with a sagacity never before witnessed in a court of

law, reaching to the conclusion that the mental disorder

was fatal to the validity of the will. Against the doctrine

there announced, novel and unprecedented as it was, no

voice of dissent has ever been raised. It is one of the

few things in the medical jurisprudence of insanity which

mav be considered as established.
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Sir John Nicholl, be it observed, was careful to restrict

the operation of the principle to the case before him.

The mental disorder was sufficient to vitiate, not any will,

but the will in question. Had the testator bequeathed

his property to his daughter, he would probably, have

established the will, insane as he was. The insanity

would have been no bar to a natural and proper distribu-

tion of his estate ; and so, I apprehend, the matter is

now generally regarded. The objection arises only when
the distribution is not deemed to be natural and proper

by various relations, who find it for their interests to

destroy the will. The principle being settled that insanity

does not necessarily impair a man's capacity to make a

will, any more than it destroys his power to do many
other things as well as ever, its effect ought not to be

determined by any arbitrary rule, but rather by that

judicious consideration of the various circumstances of

the case which is founded on correct views of the nature

of insanity and the ordinary motives of human conduct.

In accordance with these views, a case was adjudicated

in the Court of Queen's Bench, in 1 870, Banks v. Good-

felloiv, L. R. V. Q. 549, Chief Justice Cockburn delivering

the opinion of the court. Here a will was established,

notwithstanding the testator was proved to have enter-

tained some gross delusions, for it was obvious that these

delusions could not possibly have influenced the disposi-

tions of the will. These two cases, I presume, have

settled the rule of law in regard to the effect of delusions

on testamentary competence, and thus, happily, brought

the law of the land into harmony with the laws, physio-

logical and pathological, of the mental constitution. And
let me say in this connection, that the effect of mental

impairments on the testamentary power is not to be

estimated solely by their demonstrative symptoms, for it

may be greatest when scarcely seen by the world at

large. I have never met with worse wills than some
made under such circumstances. I have known a will

made shortly after an apparently slight attack of paralysis,
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pre-eminently absurd, irrelevant to any worthy purpose,

and almost if not quite impracticable of execution. And
yet the testator seemed to have completely recovered,

and continued his ordinary pursuits till prostrated by a

second attack.

Wise and proper as the doctrine may be, generally

stated, that a delusion should vitiate any testamentary

disposition made under its influence, cases can easily be

imagined where it would be exceedingly embarrassing to

determine the exact range of its application. We readily

admit that the will of a man disinheriting all his heirs-at-

law—brothers, sisters, nephews and nieces—in the belief

that they have been attempting to take his life, should

not stand. But supposing this delusion referred only

to a single relative, the rest of them being properly

remembered, I think we should hesitate to break the will

for that reason alone.

In pursuing the progress of thought on this subject,

we meet at last one of the extravagances of opinion,

which, coming from men of commanding mtellect, pro-

duce surprise, if not admiration. Lord Brougham declared

on one occasion, that partial insanity, however limited

apparently, as well as the more general forms of the

disease, should vitiate all the patient's civil acts. He
regards the mind as a single, indivisible potency, and

consequently that any impairment of it must be absolute,

not partial. On this theory, of course, there is no place

for the practice of dividing and subdividing the mind,

some portions becoming unsound, while others remain

sound. Lord Brougham's doctrine is not without warrant,

certainly, in the prevalent metaphysical theories of the

last century, and, accepting them, it would be easier to

reject it with feelings of wonder and surprise, than to

refute it. If inconsistency would furnish a conclusive

argument against it, it may be found in the statement he

once made, that a man might be so unsound as to be

regarded by his Maker as irresponsible for criminal acts,

while he might be justly held responsible by his fellow-men.
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And here we see the injustice that might be commit-

ted by making insanity, abstractly speaking, incompatible

with testamentary capacity; for if we say that a man
who disinherits his heirs-at-law under the delusion that

they have attempted to poison him, is thereby 7ion com-

pos, how shall we answer the question whether his will

should be approved, even if he had bequeathed his

property to those heirs-at-law, notwithstanding his delu-

sions?

The effect on testamentary capacity of extraordinary

beliefs, fanciful projects, or bequests for impracticable

purposes, is frequently not very easily determined. Such

things are suggestive of insanity, and the event has

sometimes been made to turn on nice distinctions between

insanity and eccentricity. In these cases the proper line

of inquiry must depend on the circumstances of each

particular case, and the decision should be governed

more by the dictates of common sense, than any arbitrary

rules of law. In some cases there can be little difficulty

in arriving at a satisfactory conclusion. If a man noted

for some oddities of thinking and acting, but otherwise

correct and shrewd, believes that Brandreth's pills are a

certain cure for all diseases whatever, and that everybody

who would take enough of them would live to a good

old age, this notion would hardly vitiate a will making

unexpected and unjust bequests having no connection

with and tracable in no way to it. If, on the contrary,

he had devoted a considerable portion of his estate to

the maintenance of a fund for supplying the poor with

Brandreth's pills, this, certainly would be a good reason

for breaking the will. Take another case. In Massachu-

setts, lately, an elderly gentleman in failing health, and

with divers nervous ailments, was induced to try the

movement cure, and came at . last to conceive the most

exaggerated notions of its medical efficacy, though it

never helped him much. Indeed, some of these notions

almost, if not quite, amounted to delusion. In this state

of mind he made his will, by which he appropriated a
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great part of his estate to the estabUshment of an asylum

for nervous invalids to be treated by the movement
method. I have no hesitation in saying that that will

was the offspring of a morbid nervous condition, if not of

delusion, and therefore not to be established. Whether

certain mental manifestations are indicative of insanity or

only eccentricity, is a point not always easily settled

;

and no splitting of hairs on the question will prove so

satisfactory as the exercise of a Httle common sense. In

many of these cases where, apparently, the mental twist

is very limited and of doubtful character, a close scrutiny

of the conduct and conversation will show here and there

traces of a more extensive influence, thus shedding

additional light on the matter in hand.

In presenting the subject of testamentary capacity in

the way I have, it was for the purpose of giving to the

pathological element the prominence it rightfully deserves,

and which consequently ought to secure it a controlling

influence in disputed cases. And let me say, in conclu-

sion, that the administration of justice in this particular

must often be imperfect, until the light of medical science

is freely admitted and used,—not the light that has

traveled down to us from the times of Coke and Hale, but

that which we owe to the progress of knowledge during

the present century—greater, far greater, indeed, than

that of all other centuries together.



The Opium Psycho-Neurosis.—Chronic
Meconism or Papaverism.

By C. H. Hughes, M. D., St. Louis.

TN therapeutics as in surgery potent agencies for good
-- when opportunely and skillfully employed, are capable,

when injudiciously used, of doing great harm. The sur-

geon's knife or cautery may either kill or cure. The

blade is much the same whether wielded by surgeon or

assassin, but the result—how different ! The soothing and

tonic constant electric current is but a minimization and

regulated dosage of the lightning.

Its indiscriminate use may and does wreck as well

as repair. Alcohol, which sustains and saves in so many

states of profound depression and exhaustion, destroys

also by the irreparable changes its abuse causes in the

brain and viscera.

And opium, the "king of pain," and so estimable an

agent in many morbid states, obeying the same inexorable

law, if too long and unwisely employed, becomes a very

"king oi, terrors," seductively leading its unwary victims

with delighted and enchanted feelings into realms of ulti-

mate mental sufferings, where reigns the demon of

despair. Link by link the " devils chain " of their thral-

dom is forged, such as Coleridge's desperate pen has so

painfully portrayed; a slavery from which, unaided by the

physician's art, there is no escape.

Of late years such terms as iodoism, bromism, ergotism,

plumbism, alcoholism and morphinism have become familiar

terms in medical nosology, as indicative of morbid states

of the system induced by excessive quantities too long

used of either of these medicinal agencies, constituting the

basis of the respective designations of these diseased

conditions.
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Synonynius with the last we may with equal propriety

use the term meconism or papaverisni, to designate that

alterated state of the nervous system, which results from

the prolonged and excessive use of opium. Opium nar-

cosis being probably the best term for designating the

poisoning by a single overdose of the drug in contradis-

tinction from the netiro-psychosis which is gradually devel-

oped by prolonged and gradually increased indulgence in

the poison. A gradual mental change undoubtedly occurs

in most opium habituates, as well as the most decided

mental aberration—mania and imbecility—which some-

times ultimate from opium excess. The propriety of

employing the term opium mania, however, is extremely

doubtful, since the insanities it causes, are not specific and

peculiar forms. It more often causes moral, emotional

and impulsive perversion, than violent intellectual derange-

ment except in its extreme stages, and the form of mental

perversion is not materially different from the character-

istic mental derangement to which the affective insanities

belong.

The term, opium mania, as applied to the irresistable

appetite or habit of indulgence is not a proper designa-

tion. The insanity is not in the appetite, but in the

conduct of the individual which has grown out of the

effect of repeated indulgence superadded in many cases

to an undoubted hereditary neuropathic factor, which

makes insanity a possibility under any excessively pro-

longed vicious indulgence.

In most of these cases the habit of indulgence becomes

resistless, long before any such change of character as

entitles to the designation of mania, appears in the victim

of opium, the opium in some instances even subduing or

deferring a threatened outbreak of mania or melancholia,

like a spree or "bout of drinking."

In many constitutions a somewhat characteristic deli-

rium, in which specters of various kinds often appear^

results from opium, especially in such as are known to

inherit a neuropathic constitution, which is as much
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entitled to be called delirmni a papavere, as alcoholic

delirium is to be called delirmni or mania a poiu, but

neither form of delirium constitutes insanity as ordinarily

or properly understood. Still, I believe, when either small

quantities of opium or alcohol cause marked delirium, the

fact is good evidence of latent psychopathic tendencies.

The man who gets wildly drunk on a few drinks of whis-

key, or keeps awake all night, seeing with closed eyes

visions innumerable on a minimum dose of opium, has a

morbidly impressible cerebrum more likely, than the aver-

age healthy brain, to respond more markedly and perma-

nently to the ordinary causes of mental overthrow.

Hallucinations, especially of sight are quite character-

istic of opium delirium from slight acute poisoning, but

they are not especially prominent in the established more

or less chronic insanity, induced by long indulgence.

The terms oinomania and methomania have been

employed as well to shield the vicious and' immoral drinker

who has no disposition and never had, to refrain from

drink, as to designate the real and undoubted dipso-

maniac, whose ancestry, having dowered him with the evil

heritage of an unstable nervous organism, are largely

responsible for his weakness.

Opium ^takers are similarly misunderstood. Some of

them are self-made and some are predestined like dipso-

maniacs. Some drinkers abandon alcohol for opium.

Some exchange the one for the other alternately. Some
are to be pitied, others are to be blamed for acquiring the

habit. Some, were they to remain exempt from opium, or

alcohol indulgence, would tenant the lunatic asylums out of

which their vicious indulgence alone keeps them, by
satisfying, for a time, their morbid cravings, and thus diver-

ting from other erratic and insane courses.

There are persons among those who take opium, as

there are among those who take alcoholic beverages, who
become tardily poisoned and enslaved by it, and those

who fall speedily under the power of the drug. De Quincy

confessed to eight years of happiness from opium, before
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he felt its terrible pangs, but sooner or later most organ-

isms are impaired by it.

The case of the distinguished Lord Wilberforee affords

the most notable instance on record where adherence to

very small daily doses of opium, not sufficient to be felt

as a stimulant, were persevered in for many years without

apparent injury to the health, though he never could aban-

don the habit ; and an exceptional instance of a centen-

arian, was found in New York, who had taken opium in

large quantities for half a century, without impairment of

his physical or mental vigor.

A long-lived opium eater lives at Manchester, New
Hampshire. He began in 1849 with minute doses, but slowly

increased them until now he consumes a pound of the

extract a month. Unlike most slaves of the drug, he is

ver}- fat, and has not become mentally a wreck. Certain

of tKe English opium eaters have retained such excellent

health, as to lead some physicians, from slender premises,

to claim that opium eating, apparently, was not necessarily

deleterious.- I have known of one instance, where a person

took half a grain daily for six months without increasing;

but these are rare and exceptional in the largest expe-

rience.

I know also a lady, who for thirteen years took

anodyne doses of morphia, dosing out the quantity each

day herself, and repeating it sometimes as often as six

times a day till relief came, who on the advice of her

physicians, Drs. Laidly, Lemoine and others, six years

ago, abruptly discontinued its use, without suffering

much inconvenience and finding after ceasing its use,

that she suffered less than formerly. The long use of

opium in moderate quantities regularly has diminished

hypersesthesia. It was not usual for her to take a

second or third dose daily, she only sometimes did so. Her
physicians say she has a uterine fibroid.

There may undoubtedly be found, exceptional cases of

habitual alcoholic indulgence for many years, without ap-

parent harm to the organism. But it has not been proven
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that the descendants do not suffer in impaired nerve sta-

mina ; on the contrary, insanity, idiocy, epilepsy, hereditary

inebriety, and other forms of nervous disorder are the

common congential entailments of prolonged alcoholic indul-

gences. Similar disorders of the nervous system also,

but more especially chorea, hysteria, and various intellec-

tual eccentricities in the offspring, may have their starting

point in the acquired nerve degeneracy of parents who

have indulged long in opium. The data are too

meagre on this point to make its further discussion

profitable, but, I feel safe in saying, from what I have

observed of chronic opium poisoning, during the

past ten or twelve years, that its effects on the organism

of the habituate and his descendants are not usually so

profoundly structural as those of alcohol.

Marked changes in the brain substance of chronic

alcohol habituates which are recognized by all competent

authorities have not yet been demonstrated to exist

in the brains of opium eaters. The increase and final

shrinkage of interstitial tissue has not been found among
the chronic opium poisoned, as they have been discovered

in the braifis of chronic alcoholics. Yet there are doubtless

changes in intimate nerve structure, to be found in the

brain and due to opium, quite as characteristic as those

caused by the long continued excessive use of alcoholic

beverages, though, as yet, undemonstrated.

The dominion of opium is much like that of alcohol.

There are those who by reason of a perverted system,

founded far back in ancestral disease, take to this

drug, after having once felt its effects, as an aquatic

animal seeks water. There are others who, after long in-

dulgence and gradual damage to their system come by

degrees to feel the need of it as they would of an

anodyne or an ansesthetic for neuralgia. The gratification

of the desire, after the morbid state of the system is

established, is as natural as the withdrawal of the hand

which, unaware, gets into the fire, and almost as instinc-

tive in some persons after a certain time of use. The
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disordered brain and sympathetic system cry out for help,

and any relief in whatever shape it may come is welcome.

The victim of opium will, in a case of necessity, take

alcohol in lieu of his favorite drug and the drunkard will

exchange his accustomed drink for opium. Anything in

the shape of a stimulant, will, for the moment, suffice so

that it be in sufficient quantities to appease the morbid

feeling, deaden sensibility or give a temporary tone to the

unstrung system.

Unfortunately the victim of these diseases knows of no

succor outside of the original source of his disease. It is

our duty to afford that relief.

It is our final purpose in this paper to briefly discuss

meconism w^ith special reference to its management and

cure.

The parallelism between opium and alcohol ceases in

the comparative ease with which the latter, and difficulty

with which the former may be abandoned. Self-reforma-

tions of drunkards, though not so frequent as we would

like to see them, do often occur. The chronic opium

eater never reforms himself unaided by medical help, and

when he says he is reformed or cured, his assertion should

be verified by close observation, before being accepted

as truth.

At least I never knew of any one shaking off the

thraldom of opium without medical aid. DeQuincy says

he finally did, but admits having falsely stated that he

had, on several previous occasions, given it up when he had

not. It is doubtful if he ever did.

After some months of indulgence in the use of opium,

depending upon the rate at which the quantity daily

consumed is increased, certain morbid changes in the

function of the glandular and nervous systems appear.

The liver and bowels become torpid, the stools dry, the

skin grows sallow and dry, and in the case of females, I

have seen the mammae lose their hemispherical shape,

shrink and become so small and conical, with the nipple

pointing upwards, as to excite the attention of the patient
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and her female friends. Coincidently with this change in

the mammae, and the progress of the habit, husbands have

told me of the failure of all sexual desire on the part of

their wives, and some men have confessed this failure of

themselves. I have also seen the testes atrophy.

After each fresh dose, a preternatural brilliancy and

transparency of the conjunctiva is manifested in some,

especially in young persons who have not long taken the

poison, followed, after the excitation stage of the drug has

passed, by a dreamy look and somnolency, passing often

into fitful sleeps in the midst of important occupa-

tions.

In nearly all chronic and excessive opium eaters whom
I have known, an entire or modified indifference to the

graver concerns of life and the ordinary daily affairs of the

individual are manifest, combined with a certain unnatural

imperturbability of temper, affability and complacency of

disposition, and unnaturally impulsive and emotional dis-

plays, so lortg as the impression of the poison is regularly

maintained ; irritability of disposition and restlessness appear-

ing only when the appetite is irregularly or inadequately

gratified. But they are not persistent in any passion except

in the pursuit of opium. The moral sense is generally

blunted, especially in reference to the gratification of the

morbid appetite, but a sense of shame and degradation

also abides with many, in consequence of their resistless

thraldom.

Any subterfuge or plea to get the drug is resorted to

;

a simulated neuralgia, diarrhoea or toothache, a cephalal-

gia, or cough, or pleurisy, in the hope of securing a

prescription containing an opiate. These cases in hospitals

become adepts, sometimes, at feigning disease for their

purpose. They have a powerful motive for becoming

acquainted with the symptomatology and nosology of

painful affections for the relief of which opium is a sine

qua non.

The poison of opium after a time undoubtedly paralyzes

the sexual appetite and many of the baser passions, such
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as anger, malice, revenge, envy, etc., while for a time,

at least, it exalts the better feelings. Stimulant doses of

opium impel less to motor activity than alcohol, and the

movements are better co-ordinated while the intellect

remains longer stimulated and secondary prostration is less

extreme in the early stages of papaverism.

Alcohol more frequently excites conflicting emotions,

often violent and pugilistic, while the psychical impressions

of opium in the beginning of the habit, are always pleasant,

if positive insanity be not excited or unsound and fitful

sleep be not caused by it.

It is a singular fact in connection with the poison of

opium, that while it often exalts the better feelings, and

makes its victims kind-hearted and well disposed towards

mankind, it should obtund the moral sense and the con-

science. I never knew one of its victims to be at all

scrupulous about the means he or she would employ to

get the drug, and I have found them in general to be

unreliable in all that pertained to their appetite.

The morbid changes which take place in the nervous

system in consequence of slow opium poisoning are rather

inferable from symptomatic evidence than demonstrable

by discovered pathological changes of structure, and they

appear not to be so great or permanent as those of

alcohol. Recovery takes place sooner after long use of

opium than after confirmed inebriety and is generally more

permanent. Alcohol is undoubtedly more destructive to

the blood vessels and structure of the brain, and to the

structure of the stomach and liver than opium. I never

heard of a consumer of pure opium dying of apoplexy or

cerebral softening, though laudanum drinkers and mixed

inebriates do.

Laudanum drinkers are mixed cases, and their post-

mortem lesions would not be particularly instructive.

Precisely what microscopic changes take place in the

cells, meninges or neuroglia of the brain, if any, from

chronic meconism, have not been demonstrated.

Here is an unexplored but very difficult field in neuro-
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pathology, for the reason that deaths directly traceable

to chronic meconism are difficult to determine.

The kidneys in gradual meconism in the early stage

secrete more water and salts as the excretory function of

the skin becomes more paralyzed, and in some cases I

have detected excessive quantities of albumen, but opium

eaters often die of dropsy. It would be premature to

assert that Bright's disease may result from meconism,

but I have seen cases in which these conditions co-existed.

It would not be unreasonable to expect this degenerate

change in the kidney structure in long continued opium

poisoning, though the effects of the drug appear mainly

in altered function of organs.

In most cases the albumen secretion, when found, has been

transitory. Only repeated post-mortem observations and

careful microscopic research will reveal the definite and

invariable lesions of opium if there are any.

The withdrawal of opium has revealed in different

persons almost every conceivable lesion, from cancer,

neuralgia, gastralgia, cephalalgia, gallstones and other pain-

ful affections and psychical suffering preceding its use, to

ulceration of the bowels, insanity, convulsions and dropsi-

cal affections which had not existed before.

A druggist in the interior of the State had convulsions

and delirium, when he suddenly and greatly reduced or

stopped taking opium; they ceased when his physician

restored the accustomed poison. He finally died of dropsy.

An actor who consulted me, fell over unconscious

•during a performance, in consequence of his suddenly

withholding his thirty-grain daily dose of morphine.

One of my patients at Fulton died of intestinal

ulceration, notwithstanding she got opium regularly, nitrate

of silver, turpentine, nutriments, tonics, and a nutritious and

unirritating diet. Another in this city, whom I saw a few

times, but who was not under treatment for opium poison-

ing, died of cardiac dropsy and general anasarca ; she

used thirty grains of morphine, hypodermically, a day.

Dr. Elsworth Smith had been attending her.
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A medical gentleman came to me for treatment, say-

ing he had been taking a grain a day in two half-grain

doses ; his symptoms soon showed that he had not told

me the truth, for he became quite insane without any

further reduction ; after upwards of six grains daily of

morphine were restored to him, he recovered. I subse-

quently learned from a physician who had before attempted,

but failed to cure him; that he had been taking eight

or ten grains daily. A number of other persons mostly

medical men have come under my care as " very moderate

partakers of opium," when in fact they had used enor-

mous quantities and went through an attack of insanity

in consequence of the too sudden withdrawal and decep-

tion.

Some time ago I saw at St. Luke's, with Dr. Prewitt

and others, a patient whom I knew had too suddenly

withdrawn his opium, from the pecuhar mental state he

w^as in, and restored him to sanity by gradually restoring his

opium. A case of hystero-mania and emotional insanity

recovered in two months after being cured of opmm.
The insanity was evidently caused by the opium. She

had previously been successfully treated by a very skill-

ful physician of St. Joseph, for a chronic and painful

uterine affection, rendering anodynes necessary.

A case of periodical maniacal excitement from a dis-

tance, caused by sciatica, the abortive and poisonous

effect of opium and previous malarial poisoning, recovered

under treatment of all three conditions, but on his return

home and re-exposure to malarial poisoning, he relapsed and

died from the injudicious attempt of his druggist

to treat him by my prescriptions, which at certain stages

of treatment consisted in part of very large doses of

aconite and gelseminum, quinine and chloral.

A patient in a neighboring State, who recovered, found

himself afflicted by the return of an old gastralgia, and a

cough that had never appeared before.

Sequelae of this kind often present themselves to tax

our skill and ingenuity, in devising anodyne substitutes
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for opium as well as plans of treatment for the cure of

painful maladies, from which opiates must be excluded.

Opium holds its victim no less firmly but with less

speedy fatality than alcohol.

Of the vices, habitual and excessive use of alcohol or

opium, it is difficult to say which is the most detrimental.

Many a drunkard has abandoned alcohol for laudanum

and valerian and made in consequence, for a brief time,

a more agreeable and useful member of society, but it

was but the exchanging of a miserable reality for an

agreeable delusion. The delusion proving in the end a

snare and a mocker.

The imperious character of the thraldom of opium, in

the advanced stage of the habit, has an important medico-

legal significance, which it is the duty of physicians to

understand.

The friends and family of an opium habituate are most

familiar with the degrading character of the slavery of

the mind and nervous system which opium entails. They

realize how lost to the family circle as a real member of

the household he or she has become, and whether it be

father or mother, sister or brother, it is but natural that

they should strive to reclaim that which is lost, or if not

lost, at least estranged in many of those familiar mental

traits with which are blended family love, esteem and

reverence. Wholly inexperienced and ignorant, and taking

counsel of their desires for what they regard as the wel-

fare of the stricken one, well meant but unwisely devised

obstacles to the successful gratification of his habit are

contrived.

If the victim of the habit happens to be an old man
who has a will to make and an estate to devise, he may,

after successfully circumyenting the irritating opposition

of his kindred, through the assistance and connivance of

a designing or ignorant servant, unduly remember the

latter and unjustly pass over the claims of the former. I

was once called upon to give my opinion in such a case

involving a bequest of many thousands of dollars.
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In obscure cases of chronic meconism, the diagnosis

is easy enough if we have opportunity to enforce, for a

time, a deprivation of the drug. Thirty to sixty hours

without the accustomed opium will suffice to fully reveal

the uncontrollable morbid restlessness or ill-at-ease feeling,

the indescribable malaise and undone and relaxed state

into which these unfortunates fall when their artificial

daily support is withheld. Then follows the darting pains

in the joints and back, and the pains and aches in the

arms and legs ; in fact, almost everj'where the general

hypercesthesia of the skin ; what DeQuincy called (not

very scientifically) the ''electric condition."

The colliquative diarrhcea, at first often quite bilious,

the foul tongue, feeble pulse, sense of constriction in

the epigastrium, nausea and vomiting, the profuse, cold

and clammy perspiration, the extreme sensibility to cold

and sound, anorexia and loathing of food, subsultus

tendinum, abdominal and muscular pains, borborygmi, in-

somnia and delirium, present an indescribable picture of

suffering (if no medical aid is at hand) when the opium is

withdrawn. Medical men know not what they do when
they suddenly and entirely take from an habitual user of

opium the drug to which he has become enslaved. No
cruelty could be greater and no man with much experience

with the pitiable victims of this terrible slavery could

advocate such a plan of management. No physician who
has ever tried the total withdrawal or abrupt weaning plan

with the sufferer under his own eye, day and night, could

advocate its repetition, that is, when the quantity taken

has reached three or more grains daily and the habit has

lasted from three to six months or more. I doubt, if even

a grain and a half daily could be abruptly withdrawn from

a feeble patient who had not taken more, without peril.

The tyranny of opium is bad enough without a tyrant

physician to "minister" to its enthralled subject. "What-
soever ye would that others should do unto you do ye even

so to them," is the sacred duty of the physician in

treating these most pitiable of all of the slaves of morbid
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appetite, unless it be the dipsomaniac. Medical men of

violent therapeutic proclivities, who advise abrupt abandon-

ment of all opium, overlook the fact that a shattered

nervous system is to be reconstructed, which never was,

perhaps, strong ; a system in which the Vis medicatrix

Naturae is not and may never have been very strong ; a

system in which nutrition is and may have been for a

long time below par. To throw upon such a person the

painful burden of entire withdrawal, is to unmask a

battery of Horrors which many constitutions can not

endure.

It is culpable malpractice and unpardonable cruelty

to so treat ^n opium victim. At this stage, if the com-

plete withholding of the drug be further persisted in,

insanity or convulsions may result, or neuralgia that can

not be borne, or fatal heart failure.

The prompt rising and falling of the pulse as opium

is restored or withdrawn is quite characteristic, and it is

quite singular how a full dose of opium repeated at short

intervals and increased as rapidly as seems safe, will

arrest the gravest symptoms, just as chloral and valerian

will arrest hysteria. In fact, with the undoubtedly real

disease which opium engenders, its sudden withdrawal

reveals some involuntary simulations of the gravest mal-

adies.

We sometimes in general practice, encounter patients

who, having indulged for a long time secretly in small

quantities of opium, attempt to break off the habit, and

being ashamed to confess it, send for a doctor in the

midst of their distress, expecting him to afford relief with-

out knowing the cause.

In one or two instances, years ago, when I knew less

about meconism than now, I was much surprised at the

tolerance of opium and the promptitude with which this

agent relieved and dissipated what appeared to me to be

most alarming symptoms in certain patients, never sus-

pecting that I had unwittingly restored a needed and

accustomed prop to the system.
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It sometimes happens that patients who for the first

time stop their daily opium are alarmed at their enteric

symptoms and, mistaking them for cholera morbus, are

really ignorant of their real cause.

Patients after stopping opium have told me before I

gave them anything to relieve their feeling, that they felt

as though they were completely broken up and would "just

fall to pieces,' that "they must die," etc., not seeming to

appreciate the real cause of their misery.

It may be that sudden deaths of soldiers on the march,

of sailors at sea, and other persons there and elsewhere,

where opium could not be had by those secretly habituated

to its use and suddenly deprived of it, has been due,

sometimes, to the deprivation ; and I have no doubt that

some sudden deaths in hospitals and asylums are some-

times due to this cause.

To medical men the question : To what extent may an

opium habituate be suddenly deprived of opium and what

are the invariable consequences of such deprivation, is an

important and unsettled question. But one thing is certain,

complete, sudden deprivation is generally hurtful and

unwise.

While ordinarily it is not safe to take away opium at

once and completely, yet many a poor wretch has had

to do without it, after being reduced to the alms-house

;

and many violators of the law have gone to jail and been

totally deprived of it, but these are most usually among
the irregular users of the drug.

If sudden death, probably from the cause not being

suspected, has thus resulted, it has not in these persons

often been attributed to this cause.

Not all insane asylums supply the drug to those made
insane by it, though opium was a chief reliance before

bromide of potassium and chloral, for insomnia, etc., and

of course much used.

These unfortunates deserve our sympathy; and whether

the sudden deprivation kills or not, it certainly inflicts

tortures which have to be seen to be appreciated, and
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all physicians who encounter the victims of this poison,

should invoke for them the charity of gradual reduction,

whether they find them in the asylum for the insane, the

alms-house or the prison. If it be inhuman to deprive

them of food, it is no less cruel to suddenly take away

all opium. The gradation of reduction should be accord-

ing to the strength and undoubted recuperating powers

of each individual, looking well to the function of food

assimilation. As we would be treated ourselves so we
should treat the unfortunate opium slave. We should

reason from ipurselves, well, to the patient, sick.

I would not at once withdraw and persistently withhold

even a grain daily dose of morphine from one long

accustomed to its use, for what Burns said of toothache,

more fitly describes the suffering of one suddenly bereft

of all his opium :. "It is the hell of all disease." When
DeQuincy came to record the pains of abandoning opium

he said :
" I am arrived at an Iliad of woes."

The causes of meconism are many, among actors and

professional men especially.

DeQuincy's overdrawn picture of the pleasures of

opium, notwithstanding the assurance which he couples

with the "beatific vision" of the "immoital druggist"

who was the unconscious minister of celestial pleasures,"

that, " nobody will laugh long who deals much with

opium," and the final farewell he bids "to happiness, to

smiles and laughter, to peace of mind, to hope and tran-

quil dreams, and to the blessed consolations of sleep," is

largely responsible for the spread of this insidious curse

and disease.

Aside from this, the generally known anodyne and nar-

cotic properties of opium have led the brain weary, the

heart burdened, and the conscience smitten in all walks and

conditions of Hfe, to resort to it. Its Lethean charms have

soothed to rest and sleep the wounded in spirit and the

broken-hearted ; the weary and the heavy laden with the

burdens of life's cares and sorrows, all unconscious that

its concealed venom would at the last " bite like a serpent
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and sting like an adder." To the medical mind, whose
mission it is to soothe and heal both mental and physical

pain, it is a sad reflection that a Nepenthe, so charming

as that of opium, should be capable of entailing sorrow

so much greater than it soothes. When one considers

how opium impairs the sensual appetite it seems singular,

at first view, that so many prostitutes use it. They
probably take to its use, for the reason they give, viz :

—

To relieve the iediuvt and emmi of their lives, and in the

beginning, to supplant the sense of shame and feeling

of abandonment which comes to many of them, and to

temporarily obliterate the painful memory of better days.

The most frequent cause of chronic meconism is prob-

ably the often and unauthorized renewal by patients

and druggists of physicians' prescriptions containing opium

or its salts, and this leads to two practical suggestions

:

1st. The importance of concealing from certain

patients upon whom the drug makes a pleasing impression

and on whom we are obliged to use. it long, as in melan-

cholia, some surgical procedures, etc., the cause of their

exhilaration.

2nd. The necessity of forbidding the renewal by

druggists of such prescriptions without our order, and of

some legal enactment to enforce our wishes.

No physician's prescription containing opium or any

other poison ought to be re-filled ad libitum without the

physician's renewed directions ; opinions of courts that

these directions are bona fide, the absolute property of

the patient, to be used as often and on whom he may
wish, to the contrary notwithstanding.

Under such ruling a quack may take an eminent

physician's prescription and put it to the basest of uses.

Treatment.—In treating chronic meconism it is of the

utmost importance in the very beginning, to become as

thoroughly as possible acquainted with the patient's

idiosyncrasies and tendencies to disease. It is essential

also, to ascertain for the relief of what disease, if any,

the use of opium or morphine may have been resorted
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to, in order that a proper plan of treatment may be

devised for the pre-existing disease, should it be found

persistent, on the withdrawal of the habitual anodyne ; a

state of things not invariable, though not common.
Quite frequently those gastrodynias and other not

profoundly organic, but painful affections, which have led

to the use of opium, are found on its withdrawal to have

disappeared, the long abeyance in which the painful

affection has ^een kept, having accomplished its entire

subjugation. If they return we must treat them.

In incurable affections like cancer, and the last stages

of phthisis and the very aged. I should not attempt to

entirely withdraw opium, but simply to so regulate its

employment as to least impede the secretory and

excretory functions, and I believe the opium poison to

be positively antagonistic to the rapid progress of scrofula.

I have never yet seen a confirmed meconophagist (if

it be lawful to coin such an expression) who began

opium in early hfe, and was a victim of progressive

scrofulosis.

After ascertaining the patient's physicial condition, it

is of great importance to find out if there exists any

latent hereditary tendency to insanity or the allied

neuroses.

If it be satisfactorily ascertained that the patient is

quite healthy and free from inherent predisposition to

profound cerebral disease, the process of reduction may
be at once begun by cutting off two-fifths or less, of the

daily dose of morphine, and substituting for each grain

of morphine withdrawn at least two grains of quinine, and

for each grain of opium or its equivalent in laudanum,

one grain or less of quinine ; but in any case not giving

less than twenty grains of quinine daily during the

patient's waking hours.

In cases where twenty grains of morphine have been

daily consumed, after reducing the daily allowance to

ten or twelve grains, it is best to wait a few days, usu-

ally, before proceeding further, taking care that the
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patient eats, exercises and sleeps well, and that the

quantity of quinine substituted be sufficient to supplant

the morphia withdrawn.

When the further reduction is begun, say in three or

four days, it should be commenced and should proceed at

the rate of one-half to five-eighths of a grain of morphine

daily, and cautiously continued until the last atom is with-

held ; and this should be at first taken off one of the

doses (not from all the doses), from the dose least relied

on by the patient for his daily support.

The elixir of the valerianate of ammonia, combined as

occasion may require, with drachm doses of the fluid

extract of valerian, will come into requisition in two or

three-drachm doses, two or three times a day, so soon as

the gradual reduction is begun ; in some cases the vale-

rianates may be deferred for several days, or dispensed

with at first.

In the beginning they should be used as sparingly as

possible, as they will invariably be required in large

quantities towards the end. The patient should take

exercise, and in the morning a sponge bath, with bay

rum or whiskey, rubbing the chest and limbs daily, and

at night before retiring, a valerianated hot bath.

The case will not progress far before chloral, in from

thirty ^to fifty-grain doses will be required at night, if

the hot baths do not sufficiently tranquilize.

Bromide of potassium and bromide of ammonium,

repeated in full doses, with some muriate of ammonia and

the compound syrup of the hypo-phosphites in full doses,

several times during the afternoon and evening, and an

ounce and a-half of whiskey or half an ounce of tr. vale-

rian at bed-time, may do for a while in the beginning.

The extract of malt, in one or two tablespoonful doses,

will always be a valuable aid at meals ; to this, pepsin,

pancreatin and bismuth may be added, if desired. The

diet should be highly phosphorized or some proportion

of iron and phosphorus daily given in the food, if the

s}'rup of hypophosphites is not prescribed.
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When the inevitable nausea appears, the diet must be

mainly lime-water and milk, orange and lemon ices, and

ice cream, strong coffee and cream, or hot beef tea with

a few drops of creosote, or such other nutriments and

medicines combined, as may be acceptable to the

patient's stomash.

Epigastric counter-irritation, of course, will not be

amiss, and for this purpose the chloroform liniment

answers better than mustard. 1 have often had the

patient wear a plaster, of equal parts of picis burgund.,

extract of belladonna and ten or fifteen drops of oil of

black pepper, over the stomach, and where there is

spinal tenderness, over the spine also.

In the process of reduction no backward steps should,

if possible, be taken ; to this end when the patient tells

you, " You are going too fast ; that he must have more

opium ; that he will die if he don't get it," the cannabis

indica in from xx. to Ix. m. doses, combined with the

ammonium, bromides and valerianates, tr. cinch, comp.,

once, twice or thrice a day, usually suffices to relieve

the patient, with the hot baths and supporting diet.

Cannabis indica must not be continuously used for

many days without intermission, but Hoffman's anodyne,

the aromatic spirits of ammonia with the carminative

and aromatic spirits, or an occasional half-drachm or

drachm dose of chloroform in the yelk of an ^gg, should

be made to take its place at times.

In extreme cases the patient may be allowed an

occasional half-ounce or less of paregoric, with the full

dose of tincture of camphor and Hoffman's anodyne
added. Aqua camphora and aqua menth. pip., may
be given ad libitum.

The best wines and malt liquors are of great service

in many cases, especially at bed-time. I have given a

pint of ale or beer and two or three drachms of tincture

of lupulin, with the effect of sending the patient to sleep

sometimes, but not often.

No remedies in the materia medica sitpplement opiiim like
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quinine and camiabis indica, and as auxiliaries to the

withdrawal of opium, chloral, valerian and the bromides,

can seldom be dispensed with. In fact all of the calma-

tive neurotics and reconstructive haematic tonics may be

usefully employed by the skillful physician, excepting,

perhaps, atropia or belladonna, which should not be used

in chronic opium poisoning during the progress of the

withdrawing process. It seems to let the patient down

too precipitately, by neutralizing the little opium in the

system. The recommendations of Bartholow and others

in regard to belladonna in these cases, I do not approve.

Quinine is seldom rejected by the patient who has

habitually used morphia by the mouth. It is best to

give the quinine undisguised. So effectively does it sub-

stitute morphia in some cases, both in effect and taste,

in the early stages of withdrawal, that the patient does

not for many days discover that he has taken less than

his usual quantity of morphia.

In withdrawing opium, we should make it an invariable

rule to conceal from the patient the precise amount of

opium daily withdrawn and not to disclose to him the

precise day on which he is free. It is better to surprise

him a week after his emancipation with the announce-

ment of his freedom, than at the precise moment. When
the consciousness of a whole week's freedom from the

tyranny he has been under for years breaks in upon him,

it is a tower of strength to him. Most of these patients

have so often made the attempt themselves and failed,

that they generally grow skeptical of ever being free.

For the pains in the limbs which sooner or later are

sure to appear, the anodyne rubefacients readily suggest

themselves, viz. : chloroform, aconite and opium liniments

;

volatile, turpentine, and capsicum Imiments, cosmoline and

camphor, massage ; but nothing equals sulphuric etherpoured

on the parts and allozued to evaporate freely, except it be

electricity, either Galvanism or Faradism, but preferably

the former. It acts like a charm in every case. Hot
clothes give great relief in some cases.
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For the inevitable diarrhoea, the terebinthinate emul-

sion and aromatized castor oil should be first employed.

After a few days the nitrate of silver and creosote, or

carbolic acid,—»nd finally camphor and astringents. A
diarrhoea of short duration is salutary and natural. A
capiscum and camphor pill has been of great service in

some cases,—two gr. each, four times a day.

The cardiac palpation often encountered, is, like the

diarrhoea, to be treated on general principles. The
bromides generally relieve it, but digitalin, valerian and

nux vomica may be added to them.

The irritable stomach and emesis, never absent in the

latter stages of withdrawal, call for creosote, Hme water,

etc., as has already been indicated, but champagne and

strong coffee will often answer in their stead.

Much more might be said concerning the treatment

of chronic meconism, but our object has been rather to

outline its management than to write a treatise.

Chronic meconism is no longer an opprobium medicoriim.

It requires for its successful management only constant

watchfulness and the judicious use of such resources as

are abundantly found in neuro-therapeutics. It is surpris-

ing with what little real suffering, a patient who has tried

so often in vain to relieve himself, can be conducted

through the successive steps leading to the abandonment

of this powerful drug, if it be not too precipitatively done.

The desire to abandon opium is usually so great with

most of its victims, that institutions for the cure of the

habit are not absolutely necessary, though they are great

aids to weak-willed people, and when properly conducted

by thoroughly competent medical men, fertile in knowl-

edge and resources, should be encouraged by the profes-

sion, as a great amount of personal attention is needed

by each patient. The best institution, however, is a

thorough knowledge of the resources of our art, and

skill and patience to apply them. A plucky patient may
even be successfully treated at his own home, but in

general these cases require to be under the constant eye
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of a physician, who can encourage them by promptly

relieving distressing symptoms and judiciously regulating

the withdrawal of the drug. Here, as in other diseases,

the greater skill, experience and judgment of the physi-

cian, the better it will be for the patient. We have

reached a stage in neuro-theraphy where chronic meconism
must take its place with variola malaria and venereal,

among our conquerable foes.

We have helped to forge the chains of opium; it is

gratifying to be able to unshackle its pitiable victims.

We can free them by the methods mdicated, and by
electricity. From the beginning to the end of treatment,

the constant galvanic current should be employed from

five to ten minutes, twice, daily, through the head (and

down the spine, if needed) systematically and locally,

according to the irritability and pain, and hot baths at

bed-time, should be often given when convenient, vale-

rianated if desirable.

The head will bear a descending constant current of

six small cells (Mcintosh) for one minute. In some cases

a much stronger current will be agreeably borne, and

with great benefit. The current may be applied longer

and stronger, down the spine and to the painful extrem-

ities. To the limbs static or Faradic electricity may also

be used.

The fluid extract of coca and the concentrated tinc-

ture of avena sativa, if relied upon exclusively, will prove

to be a delusion and a snare. When cures are reported

as performed by them in aggravated cases, the physician

has generally been deluded by the misrepresentations of

his patient.

What the wise man said of all men, is certainly true

of many opium eaters in regard to the abandonment of

opium, when they are not constantly under the eye and

control of their physician, especially if reliance is placed

upon a single remedy. The medical man who relies

solely on erythroxylon coca, leans on a broken reed, and

he who thinks any tincture of oats, however concentrated
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and however valuable as a nutrient? tonic, will without

other aid cur^ these patients, is deceived. The best

reliance outside of the pharmacopoeia, after electricty, is

in hot baths, and to be constantly in the open air.

Addendum : The above is an outline of the author's

views and experience on the subject, at various times

expressed before the St. Louis Medical Society, but

especially as to the main points of treatment, in a paper

read before the aforesaid Society in May, 1878. Subse-

quent experience has but confirmed the therapeutical

procedures advised in the foregoing paper. The paper

is given to the profession as a probable final contribution

to an interesting and not yet sufficiently discussed sub-

ject, especially in its therapeutic, medico-legal and patho-

logical aspects, as the author's engagements are now of

such a nature as to preclude his devoting that special and

undivided attention to the management of meconophagism,

which many of these cases require, and which can really

be best given in many instances by physicians who set

apart their homes and their whole time to this subject.

Among the hereditary consequences of meconopha-

gism, which ought to have been noted in the preceding

text is the arrest of stature which is sometimes shown in

the exceptionally stunted growth of members of families

conceived and born after the habit has become confirmed

in the mother especially.
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CONTINUED.

TN the present paper it is proposed in acceptance of the
-*- request of the Committee, to make a few additions to

the "Report on BibHography" pubhshed in the October

number of the Alienist and Neurologist. The additions

to be made are certainly not few, and it is intended that

in making these additions, the researches of the reader

in the Hterature of psychiatry shall be aided as much as

possible.

GENERAL PSYCHIATRY.

Since the October number of the Journal appeared,

there have been issued from the press, works on the gen-

eral subject of insanity by Clouston and Krapelin. A
work by Mascka, on "Forensic Medicine," is certainly the

best contribution to this subject which has appeared for

a number of years. Krafft-Ebing's work on " Criminal

Psychology," is a valuable guide to those engaged in the prac-

tice of forensic psychiatry. Smeth^ and Sutherland^ have dis-

cussed the classification of insanity. Sexual perversion

in its criminal as well as morbid aspects, has been dis-

cussed in a monograph by Bernhordi. Von Speyr has

written a valuable monograph on " Alcoholic Insanity
;

"

Grilli, one on " Insanity in Soldiers
;

" Lombroso, one on

"Love in Insanity," one on "Genius and Insanity," and one

on " Criminal Man ;" Morselli, one on the "Clinical Method

of Diagnosis in Insanity," and in conjunction with Buccola,

one on " Primary Monomania ;
" Rambosson, one on " Ner-

vous and " Mental Contagion ;

" Couton has written a

monograph on "Sexual Perversion;" Buckham's work on the

" Medico-Legal Relations of Insanity," also deserves

attention.

1. Annul, de I'Academ. de Med., BruxfUes, 1882.

2. Medical Time^ and Gazette, Sept. 8, 18^2.
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SPECIAL PSYCHOSES.
Epileptic Insanity has been analyzed by Roab, ^ Yellow-

lees,- Helming,^ Frankel,* Freyer, ^ Botkin,*^ Platonoff,^

Baker,^ Mickle ^ and Wildermuth.^" Impulsive insanity,

by PohU^ and Green. ^'^ Circular insanity, by Tonini,^^

Kiernan^* and Kahlbaum.^^ Moral insanity has been dis-

cussed from a standpoint favoring its existence, by

Wright,^^ Kiernan,^'' Goldsmithi^ and Ribaud,'^ and from

an opposite standpoint, by Hay-" and Elwell.^i Primary

monomania has been discussed by Morselli, Buccola,

Kiernan-'^ and Bjornstrom.^^ Paretic dementia has been

discussed from various standpoints, by Baillarger,-* Dorr,-^

Camuset;-^ Regis,'^"^ Obersteiner;-8 Mabille,^^ Bechterew,3o

Negresco,^' Legrand du Saulle,'^- Andrusski^^ and Ball.^*

Communicated insanity has been discussed by Parsons,^^

1. Wiener Med. Woch. , No. 36-7, 1883.

•2. Journal of Mental Science, Oct., 1883.

3. Diss., Halle, 1883.

4. Allgemeiue Zeitschrift fuel Psychiatrie, Baud XL, Heft 1.

5. L'Encepliale, No. 4, 1883.

6. Arlihiv Fsilihatiii, etc.. No. 2, 1883.

7. Arkhiv Psikhatrii.letc. , No. 2, 1863.

8. Britlsii MedicalJournal, September 29, 1883.

9. British Medical Journal, Septen ber 29, 1883.

10. AUgemeine Zeitschrift fuer Psychiatric, Band XL.
11. Jahrbuecher fuer Psychiatric, Band IV.

12. Journal of Mental Science, October, 1883.

13. iirchiv. per la MalatticNervoso, July, 1883.

14. Detroit Lancet, December, 1883.

15. Irrenfreund, No. 10, 1882.

16. Alienist and Neurologist, October, 1882.

17. Detroit Lancer, October, 1883.

18. American Journal of Insanity, July, 1883.

19. IlPisani, 1882.

20. Journal of American Medical Ass ciatior, October 22, 1883.

21. Detroit Lanci t, October, 1883.

22. Detroit Lancet, October, 1881.

23. Hygiea, October, 1883.

24. Annates Medico-Psyehologiques, July, 1883.

25. Diss., Bonn, 1883. i

26. Annales Medico-Ps3'chologique3, July, 1882.

27. L'Encephale, No. 4, 1883.

28. Wiener medlzinische Wochenschrift, No. 33, 1S83.

29. Annales Medico-Psychologiques, July, 1883.

30. MeschdunanodnojaKlinika, No. 8, 1882.

31. These de Montpellier, 1883.

32. Gazette des Hopitaux, September 11—25, 18S3.

33. Arkiv Psikhatrii, etc., No. 2, ItiS.J.

34. L'Encephale, No. 30, ISSi.

35. Alienist and Neurologist, October, 1883.
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J. T. Montgomery' and Rambosson. Delirum grave has been

analyzed by Binswanger •^ and Majorfi. ^ Acute Idiopathic

insanity has been discussed by Gnouck.* Melancholia

agitata has been discussed by Schiile.'' Melancholia

attonita, by Bechterew.'' Early dementia in young

hereditary lunatics has been the subject of a paper by

Gouthier." Transitory insanity has been discussed by

Krafft-Ebing^ and Silvio.'' Phthisical insanity, meaning

the type of cases grouped by Clouston, under that title,

has been discussed by Green."* Sexual hypochondriasis

has been discussed by Loundes.^^ Congestive mania,

which seems to be an ordinary type of acute mania, is

discussed by Legrand du Saulle.'-' Doubting insanity is

discussed by BalP^ and Cabarde." Puerperal insanity is

discussed by Erlenmeyer.'^ Insanity in children has been

analyzed by Clevenger.*^

ALTIOLOGY.

Traumatism in its relations to insanity is the subject

of papers by Brower'" and Wherry.^^ Paralysis agitans

has been discussed, as regards its relations to the causa-

tion of insanity, by Parout'*^ and Peeters.'^ Post febrile

conditions as a cause of insanity have been discussed by
Kirn.-" The climacteric as a cause of melancholia has

1. American Journal of Neurology and Psychiatry, November, 1883.

2. Charite Annalen, VI.

3. Archiv. \.\ix la Malattie Nervoso, July, 1883.

4. Irrenfreund, No. 2, IBS".

.1. Ibid.

6. Meschdununodnoja Klinika, No. 4, 1882.

7. These de Paris, 188.'?.

8. Irrenfreund , No. 8, 1883.

9. Archiv. Ital. per la Malaitie NervoBO, September, 18S3.

10. Journal of Mental Science, October, 1883.

11. Brititli Medical Journal, September 29, 1883.

12. Gazette des Hopitnux, July 15, 1883.

13. L'Encephale, No. 1 aud2, 1882.

14. Centralblatt fuer Nervenheilkunde, 1882.

1.'). American Jouruid of Neurology and Psychiatry, November, 1882.

16. Alienist and Neurologiet, October, 1883.

17. British Medical Journal, April 13. 1883.

13. Annales Medico-Psychologiques, Sepieoibt r, 1883.

19. Bull, de laSoc. deMed. Ment. Belgique, 1882.

20. Allgemeine Zeitsclirirt fuer Psychiatrie, Band XL, Iliftl.
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been discussed by Krakauer.^ Cerebral pressure as a

cause of insanity has been discussed by SchuUer.- Lead

as a cause of insanity has been discussed by Clark,^ and

as a cause of paretic dementia, by Camuset.* Rheuma-
tism as a cause has been the subject of a paper by

Heinlein.^ Alcohol as a cause of insanity has been dis-

cussed by Moeli,*^ and as a cause of paretic dementia, by-

Dorr^ and Camuset.*^ Syphilis, in its relations to paretic

dementia, has been discussed by Obersteiner^ and Neg-

resco.^° Variola as a cause of paretic dementia has been

discussed by Mabille.'^ High temperature, in its aetiolog-

ical relations, is the subject of papers by Deecke^- and

Victor.^^ Misuse of chloroform has produced acute hal-

lucinatory psychoses, according to Svetten. Idoform

has produced insanity in a case reported by Seeligmiiller,^*

whose results confirm those previously reported. Onanism

has produced a species of melancholia in two little girls,

aged four and ten, according to Zambaco.^^ Heredity in

its relations to insanity has been discussed by McBride,^^

Spitzka,'^ Madigan,^^ DeMontyel'^ and Ball,-" and in

relation to paretic dementia, by Regis,-^ Rey-- and Ball.-'^

Female diseases in relation to insanity have been

1 Allgemeine Zeitschrift fucr Psychiatrie, Band XL, Hett 1

.

2. AUgemeine Zeitschrift fixer Psychiatrie, Band XL, Htft 12.

3. Journal of^Mental Science, October, 1883.

4. AnnalesMedico-Psychologiques, September, 1883.

5. Aerztl. Intell., Xo.30, 1883.

6. Charite,Annalen, J. V^III.

7. Diss., Bonn, 1883.

8. AnnalesMedico-Psychologiques, September, 1883.

9. Wiener medizinische Wochenschrifi, No. 21, 1882.

10. These de Montpellier, 1883.

11. AnnalesMedico-Psychologiques, September, 1883.

12. Journal of Insanity, July, 1883.

13. Zeitschrift;fuer Psychiatrie, Band XL, Heft 1.

14. Berliner klinischesWochenblatt, No. 19, 1882.

15. L'Encephale, No 1 and 2, 1882.

16. Alienist and Neurologist, October, 1883.

17. Ibid, July, 18S3.

18. American Journal of Neurology and Psychiatry, November, 1SS3.

19. L'Encephale, No. 4, 1883.

20. Ibid.

21. Ibid.

22. Annales Medico-Psychologiques, September, 1883.

23. L'Encephale, No. 4, ^883.
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discussed by Ellen Powers, • Peretti- and Vedeler.i Fright

as a cause of insanity has been discussed/ and its

relations to grave delirium, demonstrated in one case by

Binswanger.'' General aetiology has been discussed by
Arndt. Phthisis as a cause of insanity has been dis-

cussed by Clark, "^

COMPLICATIONS.

Female diseases have been shown by Goodell,^ to be

producible by psychical disturbance. Ear diseases have

been found in a number of cases of insanity, by Fiirst-

ner.'^ who believes that they only modify insanity, and

may be even produced by it. Othaematoma has been

discussed by Madigan,^ who believes it to indicate a

grave prognosis, and to be of central origin. Eye diseases.

Borysiekiewicz"^ has confirmed previous researches as to

the relation of eye disease to the psychoses. Bone

degeneration has been been discussed by Neumann,^^

Wigglesworth,^- Mickle,^- Yellowless^^ and Ley,'- who con-

firm previous results, to the effect that insanity does pro-

duce trophic changes in the bones. Glycosuria—DeWolf'^

has discussed insanity and glycosuria, and Hughes'^melancho-

lia and glycosuria, and Turner'^ typhomania and glycosuria.

SYMPTOMA TOLOG V.

Delusions and hallucinations have been discussed by

Siemens,' "^ Jugels,'" Lechner,'^ Gautier de Beauvallon'^ and

1. Dl8B., Ziierich, 1883.

2. r.erliner klinisches Wochenb1att,'No. 10, 1883.

3. Norsk Migazin luer Laejevidenakabens, 3, Band XIII.

4. Alienist and Neurologist, October, 1883.

5. Cliarite Ann lien, Jahrgang, VII.

C. .lournal of Mental Science, October, 18S3.

7. Meiical and Surgical Rei>ort, November 10, 1883.

8. Zeitsclirift fuer I'tychiatrie, XL, Heft 1

.

9. Alienist and Neurologist, October, 1883.

in. Centralblatt fuer Augenbeilkunde, 1873.

11. Diss., Halle, 1>S3.

12. British Medical Journal, September 29, 1883.

13. Journal of the Americiin Medical Abtoriation, Decuiiber 8, 1883.

H Weekly Medical Keview, October 20, 1883.

1.'. Medical and Surgical Keporter, Scptirnber 10, 18S3

16. Neurologleches Centralblatt, No. 2(i, I8SJ.

j7. Bulletin de Soc. Med. Ment., 1882.

18. Orvosi Hetilap, No. 20, 1883.

19. These de I'arie, 188.3.
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Kiernan.^ Paretic apoplectiform and epileptiform attacks

have been discussed by Bechterew.^ Pulse and respiration

of the insane, by Ragosin^ and Grashey.'* Symptoms of

psychical recovery, by Guillemin.^ Memory among the

insane, by Bounaud.^ Cerebral localization in relation to the

psychoses has been discussed by Lewis,'^ Ross/ Mickle,
''

Beach," Horsley,' Wigglesworth,^ Shattleworth"^ and Ire-

landJ Stupor has been discussed by Kowalewsky. ^

Psychic symptoms of the vesanias, have been discussed

by Gereute, Suicide among the insane has been the

subject of a paper by Clements.^

TREATMENT.

Iodoform in insanity has been discussed by Eckel-

inan.^° Untoward effects of hyoscyamine, by Schiile.^^

Baths in insanity, by Millet.^'- Treatment of bed-sores, by
Reinhardt.^^ Oophorectomy in insanity, by Tauffer^^and

Lafenauer,^* who regard it as at best, useless. The use

of seclusion in insanity has been discussed by the Med-
ical Times and Gazette,^^ and the American Psychological

Journal}^ Chloral hydrate has been discussed by Ren-

ecker.^'^ Education in the prophylaxis of insanity is

discussed by Adriano.^^ Paraldeyde is discussed by Guge.^^

1. Americau Journal of Neurology and Psychiatry, November, ]883.

2. Mfschdunanodnoja Klinika, No. 8, 1883.

3. Diss., St. Petersburg:, 1833.

4. Archiv iuei P8ychiatri^, Band XIV.
5. These de Montpellier, 1883.

6. Thesede Paris, 1883.

7. British Medical Journal, '.September 29, 1883.

8. Arkhiv Psikhatrie, etc., No. 2, 1883.

9. These de Paris, 1883.

10. Allgemeine Zeitschrift fiier Psychiatrie, Baud XL, Heft 7.

11. Ibid.

12. L'Encephale, No. 2, 1883.

13. Allgemeine Zeitschrift fuer Psychiatrie, Band XL.
14. Orvosi Hetilap, No. 21, 1882.

15. Septembers, 1883.

16. July, 1883.

17. Allgemeine Zeitschrift fuer Psychiatrie, Band XI.
18. Archivio per la Malattie Nervoso, 1883.

19. Zeitschrift fuer Therapie, August, 1883.
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Acetal as a hypnotic, by Berger,i Hiller,- Stottenkoff *

and Peretti.^ Jamaica dogwood, Rey.-^

FORENSIC PSYCHIATRY.
Simulation of insanity by the sane and insane is dis-

cussed by Siemens;*^ by the sane by Fritsch;" and

Krafft-Ebing, whose case became insane from simulation;

mimicry among the insane, by Bonnaud.^ Criminal luna-

tics, by Siemens,^ Orange,^" Sommers,ii Zier,i- Lellorain,^"^

Motet/* Frankel,!** Krafft-Ebing^e and Deckman.^' Child

murderers, by Moreau. Legal status of dements and

imbeciles has been analyzed by Jastrowitz.

ASYLUM MANAGEMENT.
Insane colonies have been discussed by Lione.!*^ Minor

details of asylum management, by Clarke,'^ Schlager,-"

Hurd,-^ Schafer^'- and Fischer.-^ Rey-* discusses the asy-

lums of Austro-Hungary,

ALCOHOLISM, MECONISM, ETC.

Delirium tremens. Bumm,-'' has found glycosuria and

albumenuria to result from delirium tremens. Roulet-^

1. Kreslauer aerztliche Zeltschrift, March 24, 1863.

2. Deutsche medizinische WochenBchrift, No. 8, 1883.

3. Centralblatt fuerXerven., N0.6. 1833.

4. Irrenfreunr], No. 5, 18&3.

5. Annales Medico-PsychologiqueB, September, 1883

6. Archiv fuer Psychiatrie, Band XIV.
7. Wiener medizinische Presse, No. 38, 1883.

8. Thcae de Montpelller, 18&-5.

9. A llgemeine Zeltschrift fuer Psychiatrie, Band XL.
10. Journal of Mental Science, October, 1883.

11. AUgemeine Zeitschrift fner Psychiatrie, Band XL.
12. Friedreich's Bla-ttei, Heft 2.

13 These de Paris, 1883.

14. L'Encephale, No. 4, 18S2.

16. Allf-'emeine Zeitschrift fuer Psychiatrie, Band XL.
16. FrlPilreich's BL-ctter, Heft 2, Seite 100.

17. AUgemeine Zeitschrift fuer Psychiatrie, Band XXXIX.
18. Arkhiv I'sikhatni, No 2, 188.J.

19. Journal of Mental Science, October, 1883.

20. AUgemeine Zeitschrilt fner Psychiatrie, Band X.

21. Alienist and Neurologist, October, 1883.

22. Ibid.

23. Ibid.

24. Op. Cit., 1883.

25. Berliner kllnische Wochenschrlft, No. 25, 1883.

26. Wiener medizinsichesBlatt, ho. .53, 1882.
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discusses alcoholism. Hereditary alcoholism, or a con-

dition in which the nervous system predisposes to alcohol-

ism, is discussed by Geudron/ Rowlet^ and Comtesse. ^

Dipsomania is discussed by Lasegne- and Ball.^ Inebriety,

by Regis,* Crothers,5.«'''S'9 Hughes,'" Wright'^- ^- and How-

ard.'^ Meconism is discussed by Burkhart,'* Landowski,^^

Tambaco,"^ Blanche,^" Obersteiner'^ and Madigan.'^ Chloro-

formism is discussed by Svetten.-° Etherism is the subject

of a paper by Legrand du Saulle.-' Absinthism is dis-

cussed by Gauthier."

1. Centralblatt fuer Gesimdheitspflege, No. 8, 1883.

2. Archives G^nerale de Medicine, September, 1883.

3. L'Encephale, No. 3, iaS2.

4. Ibid, No. 2.

5. Alienist and Neurologist, July and October.

6. Medico-Legal Society Proceedings, 1882.

7. Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease, April, 1882.

8. Quarterly Journal of Inebriety, January, 1882.

9. American Journal of Medical Sciences, July, 1882.

10. Alienist and Neurologist, January, 1882.

11. Alienist ar.d Neurologist, April, 1882.

12. Detroit Lancet, 1882—83.

13. Quarterly Journal of Inebrietv, July, 1883.

U. Zeitschrilt fuer Psychiatrie, Band XL. , Heft 2.

15. Progres Med., No. 35, 1882.

16. L'Encephale, No. 2, 1882.

17. AnnalesMedico-PsychoIogiques, September, 1883.

IS. Brain, October, 1882.

19. American Journal of Stimulants and Narcotics, Vol. I.

20. "Wiener medizinischePresse, No. 47, 1882.

21. Progres Med , No. 35, 1883.

22. Annales Medico-Psychologiques, September, 1883,
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NEUROPATHOLOGY.

Charcot on Aphasia.—These lectures, previously-

unpublished, have been reported [Gasz. degli Ospitali) by
Dr. Rummo, with the consent of the author. Aphasia is

divided into four varieties, depending upon the elements
of which speech is composed. Two are motor, and two
sensory. The motor forms of aphasia are : first, loss of

memory of the processes used in articulating; and, sec-

ondly, loss of memory of the processes used in writing

—agraphia, or aphasia of the hand. There is no paraly-

sis ; other kinds of movement are performed without
difficulty. The motor memory for those special move-
ments is alone destroyed. The sensory forms of aphasia

are : first, visual aphasia or loss of memory for written

signs [zvord-blindness of Kussmaul) ; and, secondly, audi-

tory aphasia or loss of memory for spoken words (ivord-

deafness of Kussmaul). Prof. Charcot has had the good
fortune to see the two motor forms and the visual

absolutely separate and uncomplicated. One patient was
unable to speak, although he could read, express himself

in writing and understand what was said to him. One
instance of pure agraphia was observed. The patient

could speak, read and understand what he heard. Another
patient could speak, understand what was said, and,

though able to express himself in writing, was unable to

read, and it was only by retracing the characters that

he was able to spell out even what he had himself

written. The cases of word-deafness that have been
recorded have been very rare, and the author does not

think that they are at all conclusive. In regard to the

localization of the visual center, experimental research is

put aside for two reasons. In the first place, it is not

safe to argue from dogs and monkeys to men; in the

second place, the results obtained by different investigat-

ors are at variance ; Ferrier, for example, placing this

center in the pli coiirbe (angular gyrus), Munk in the occipi-

tal lobe. The center for the motor memory of articulation

is fixed by necropsies for right-handed persons in the

foot of the third left frontal convolution. One case is
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on record in which the island of Reil was alone affected.

The motor memory for writing is ascribed by Exner to

the foot of the second left frontal convolution. The visual

and the auditory memory for words are seated respectively

above and below the horizontal branch of the fissure of

Sylvius ; the visual center being in the pli coiirbe, the

auditory in the first temporo-sphenoidal convolution. It

may be added that the author and Pitres are prepar-

ing a work to establish their view, that all the motor
centers of the cerebral cortex are grouped in the two
vertical convolutions respectively in front of the fissure

of Rolando and behind it; namely, the ascending frontal

and the ascending parietal. It should be mentioned that

hemiopia or more of less ijarrowing of the field of vision

usually accompanies word-blindness (loss of memory of

written signs); a fact generally unobserved. Hemiopia
is, therefore, sometimes due to a cortical, and not to a

basilar lesion or affection of the optic tract. It may be
added that the honor of having sown the first germs of

the theory of word-blindness and word-deafness is

assigned to Broadbent. Although that author did not

coin special names for these disorders of speech, he and
Bastian must be considered forerunners of Kussmaul
and Werniche.

—

London Medical Record.

Nervous Coryza.—Dr. Joseph Hertzog relates the

case of a young lady, of nervous temperament and family,

who nearly every day had paroxysms of sneezing. The
nasal mucous membrane became swollen and the nose
was obstructed ; there was a serous, and sometimes a

purulent discharge from the nostrils, lachrymation, and
diminution of smell ; flushed face, frontal headache, aural

tinnitus, and burning sensations in the throat and external

-ear. The entire attack lasted two or three hours, and
was usually shortened in its duration if the patient placed
her back to the fire. During the menstrual periods the

attacks were more severe. Nothing abnormal was to be
discovered in the throat or nose during the intervals

between the attacks. A weak soda solution into the

nostrils was ordered with good effect. The author
observed the same condition, which he denominates
rhinitis vasomotoria, in a child two years old. And when-
ever the child took a nap in a hammock in the garden,
it would be awakened by a strong fit of sneezing accom-
panied by a nasal discharge, lachrymation, and all the
other symptoms of severe coryza. The attacks lasted
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about two hours, and did not occur if the child was put
to sleep in the house. Dr. Hertzog regards the affection

as a vasomotor neurosis, and thinks that it arises in

individuals of nervous disposition in consequence of some
peripheral irritation, which, by reflex influence, excites

the vasomotor nerves of the nasal cavity to greater

activity. As a consequence, there is increased afflux of

blood to the parts, giving rise to swelling of the mucous
membrane and increased secretion. The author states

incidentally that hay-fever is also a nervous coryza, and
that the asthma accompanying it is of reflex origin. In

addition to the commonly employed remedies, the author
recommends the vasomotor remedies, aqueous extract of

ergot (9 to 13 grains per diem, in pill form), atropine, and
especially Fowler's solution (3 to 10 drops three times a
day). Other drugs may be used, as quinine, cannabis

indica, iron, zinc, bromide and iodide of potassium, and
the salicylic preparations. Sea-baths, cold water applica-

tions, and electricity may sometimes be of service.

—

Allgemeine medicinische Central-Zeituug, October 24, 1883.

—Abstract from New York Medical Record, Dec, 1883.

Chloral Somnambulism.—In the Practice of the
Editor.—Among the singular and exceptional effects of

chloral in neurotic subjects, the writer has lately observed
the active development of a phenomenon long latent in a
patient under treatment for a cerebro-spinal affection.

The patient in early life was a somnambulist, having often

performed various feats of sleep-walking in boyhood, and
once having fallen down stairs. His sleep-walking pro-

pensity has been abeyant for thirty years and more,
until within the past few months, when, under the use

of a thirty-grain night-draught of chloral hydrat. and
bromide of potassium, or under chloral hydrat. alone in

similar doses, the propensity has invariably returned.

The patient would get up an hour or so after appearing to

go to sleep under the choral, take off his shirt and walk
to the bath room and other places, go back to bed again,

and fall into a profound sleep for a short time, to repeat

the process in an hour or so. The shirt performance has

been invariably repeated whenever chloral has been given,

and the other somnambulistic acts are always about the

same. The patient has cerebral arteriole hyper?emia with

vertiginous sensations, unsteady gait, femoral hypera;sthe-

sia unilateral, the latter especially when sitting down, and
other evidences of unequal intracranial blood pressure,
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the intellect not being disturbed. This case and others

like it, serve to confirm the view that somnambulism is

caused by incomplete sleep, or sleep of the brain only in

part, /. e., a comparative quiescent, perhaps anaemic state

of limited areas in which sleep is perfect, while an imper-
fect wakefulness, and greater vascular activity persists, as

in the wakmg state, in other portions of the cerebrum.

Tumor of the Pons.—Prof. Fischel lately presented to

the St. Louis Medico-Chirurgical Society- a small tumor
taken from the anterior portion of the pons Varolii.

The patient, aged twenty-nine, had been ailing two or

three weeks with a continuous headache. He was pale

and cachectic when the doctor saw him, five days pre-

vious to his death. He said that he had continuous pain

over the entire head, and his physician said he had a

malarial trouble. The stomach was irritable, and vomiting
frequent. There was no tenderness in the region of the

stomach ; the tongue was clean ; there was desire for

food, but inability to retain it. The patient did not suf-

fer from any want of sensibility, or suffer mentally ; his

mind was clear. He did not go down to business, but
his affairs were reported to him daily, and given due
attention. This irritability of the stomach, which the

doctor was unable to ascribe to any stomach trouble,

made him suspicious. The temperature was normal. The
pulse was between sixty and seventy. Prof. F. thought
it was more serious than malaria. The cause of the

trouble was not diagnosed, and till two days previous to

death there was little change. The pulse and temperature
remained normal ; the stomach continued irritable. Forty-
eight hours before his death he became comatose, and
remained so till he died. There was no apoplectic attack.

No paralysis was found. The white matter at the base
of the brain exceedingly soft, pultaceous. It simply fell

apart if touched. The ventricles contained a great deal of
serum. On cutting through the pons the tumor was found.
The substance of the pons seemed normal. The tumor
was imbedded in it, but came out easily.

NEUROTHERAPY.
Progress in Neurotherapy—The therapeutic value

of the salts of nickel has been investigated by Dr.
DaCosta, of Philadelphia. Of the chloride, bromide,
acetate, sulphate, and phosphate, the sulphate and bromide
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proved the most useful. In obstinate diarrhea excellent

results were obtained from one to two-grain doses of the
sulphate four times a day. In one such case, associated

with valvular disease of the heart, it succeeded after other

remedies failed. The tonic effect so much spoken of was
not marked. It is slightly sedative and anoydne and was
found serviceable in chronic catarrh of the stomach. The
bromide was found to allay headache, convulsive move-
ments, and to act satisfactorily as a sedative to the

nervous system. In epilepsy it acted quite as well as any
of the potash bromides, and in one instance it succeeded
after the others had failed to afford any relief. It lowers
the temperature and reduces the pulse slightly. Five to ten

grains were sufficient to produce the desired effect. The
value of rhus toxicodendron as a remedy of the greatest

certainty in rheumatism, has been brought to the notice of

the profession by Dr. Gifford, of Indiana. He prefers the

freshly prepared alcoholic extract, which he gives in small

doses night and mornmg.
Dr. Flint has recently tried oil of wintergreen in rheu-

matism in Bellevue Hospital. He gives ten drops several

times a day in flax-seed tea or milk. The results have
been better than with salicylic acid. Among the remedies
for sea-sickness proposed from time to time, may be men-
tioned the hypodermic injection of from one-third to
one-half a grain of acetate of morphine, which Mr. Vin-
cent, of the Cunard Royal mail service, claims is by far

the most useful of all remedial measures. A substitute

for morphine has been discovered in a leguminous plant

called piscidia er>'thrina, which grows in the volcanic soil

of Jamaica. It takes its name from its property of nar-

cotizing fishes—a property taken advantage of by the

natives. Its properties have been investigated by M.
Landowsky [Gaz. Hcbdom, August 31, '"^l). He used the

alcoholic extract of the bark, the administration of which
in forty-minim doses, was followed by a calm sleep of

twelve hours. The advantages claimed for it are, that it

does not cause headache, or malaise, and does not con-

stipate. Paraldehyde, the new hypnotic, has been made
the subject of investigation. In physiological action it

strongly resembles chloral. A dose of forty grains pro-

duces quiet refreshing sleep for from four to seven hours.

It strengthens the heart's action, gives rise to no
unpleasant symptoms, and it is believed that it will to a
large extent take the place of chloral.
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A case of chorea which resisted all other remedies,

was shown recently, at the medical clinic of Prof. Da
Costa, cured by hyoscyamine. The drug was given ter die^

in doses sufficient to produce very slight characteristic

effects, beginning with gr. one-two-hundredths. The latest

remedy for the relief of neuralgia, says the London Lan-
cet, is hyperosmic acid. It is administered hypodermically^

in the strength of one per cent, solution of the acid.

Billroth injected the above remedy, between the tuber-

ischii and trochanter, in a case of chronic sciatica, and
within a day or two the pain was relieved and eventually

disappeared.—Abstracted from Canada Lancei.

Surgery among the Insane.—Schuele has discussed

[Allg. Zeitschrift fiier Psych. Band xxxiv.) surgery among
the insane. Depillation occurred automatically in anses-

thetical idiots or induced by delusions. One patient tore

out the hairs of his beard singly, in the supposition that he
would become an angel and receive for each hair a feather.

Cephalhsematomata frequently occurred in consequence of

blows on the head. Not rarely, nails, broken pieces of

glass, and needles were pushed under the scalp. One
melancholiac drove a nail through his temples. Others
tore out eyelashes, or rubbed sand into the conjunctivse.

In consequence of continuously rubbing his eyes with his

arm sleeves, one patient was attacked by double-sided
iritis, cataract, and finally complete amblyopia. Another
pushed long, sharp-pointed splinters into his ear, till otitis

interna, and at last deafness, set in. One hallucinated

patient cut his tongue off at the root, with an extremely
dull pocket-knife, the edge of which was notched. The
enormous wound gradually healed by granulations, which
pushed themselves so far forward, that at last speech
became intelligible. One patient tore a living toad to

pieces with his teeth and swallowed it. Glass was swal-

lowed often, without any damage. The faeces in one such
case looked as if they were covered with trachyta. One
chronic maniac tore, during one night, several yards of a
thick woolen carpet off, and swallowed the same in continiio.

Coprostasis was the consequence. With the aid of fingers

and long forceps the corpus delicti appeared, gradually
unrolling itself, like a huge ribbon. In another case the
two-third ctm. thick and fifteen ctm. long spoon-handle
was swallowed. Some months later some small pieces of
it, thickly covered with blood, made their appearance in

the faecal discharges. There was much haemorrhage,
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accompanied by colicky pains. A year and a half later

the rest of the handle was extracted from the bottom
of a large abscess in the ileo-csecal region. The wound
healed without leaving a fistula. The gravest injuries of
such character generally healed far more favorably than
in the sane who have met with similar accidents. The
nipples were frequently cut off by females. Very often

injuries were inflicted on the genital organs and the anus.

One patient extirpated his testicle, having lost the other
in a battle. Others again amputated the penis. One
female idiot pushed a comb so far and with such force

into the vagina, that its teeth penetrated the rectum and
rectal mucous membrane. Most injuries were committed
during the night.

Barium Chloride.—This drug is much used by cer-

tain neurologists, for purely empirical reasons. Dr.

S. Ringer and H. Samsborg, have found {British Medical
Journal, August ii, 1883,) that : barium chloride resembles
digitalis markedly in its action on the circulation. It

retards pulse-rate, increases length and force of the

cardiac systole, causing ultimately systolic arrest, decreases
arteriole caliber, and increases blood pressure. All these

effects continue when the circulatory system is freed from
central nervous control, and must therefore be due to

the direct action of the drug on the heart. The excised
heart was arrested in full systole by feeding it with

blood containing barium chloride. The local application

of a dilute solution of the salt, caused local spasm at the

point of application. It was impossible to affect the

caliber of the vessels through the nerves apart from the

direct local action. The therapeutic value of barium
chloride yet remains to be determined. The drug is

clearly a very powerful one, and in this respect is widely
separated from its chemical analogue, calcium chloride.

As to the direction in which clinical observation should

extend, a clear indication is to be found in the digitalis-

like action of the drug.

Treatment of Exophthalmic Goitre.—From upward
of seventy cases, and fortified by the observations of

Von Dusch, Eulenburg, Meyer, Erb, and others, Dr.

Chvostek regards the rational employment of galvanism
as the most important part of the treatment of Basedow's
disease. He recommends the ascending constant current

applied to the cervical sympathetic, on each side, one
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minute or less, to the spinal cord (the anode at about
the fifth dorsal spine, the cathode high up in the cervi-

cal region) ; through the occiput (one pole at each
mastoid process), and in certain cases also through the

temples, for one minute or less, and weak, the patient

feeling but slight sensation. Local galvanization of the

thyroid gland for about four minutes, the current to be
reversed at the end of each minute. The applications

should be made every day if possible. Good results

were obtained. In the most severe cases cure or marked
improvement being recorded. In three cases death
resulted from excessive ansemia or complications.— Cen-

tralbl. fuer klin. Med.

An Acid Solution of the Hypophosphites.—Dr.

George S. Gerhard, of Ardmore, Pa.
(
Phi/adelphia

Medical Times, November 3, 1883). R Calcii hypophosphite,
Potassii hypophosphite, Sodii hypophosphite, aa gr. j.; Quini-

ne hypophosphite, Mangani hypophosphite, aa gr. ^.; Ferri

hypophosphite gr. ^., Strychnina; hypophosphite gr. y^-Q,

Glycerini minim iij., Liq. acidi. hyposulph. minim ij., Aq.
ad. f. 3j. "The hyposulphurous acid prevents the precip-

itation of at least two of the salts (those of iron and
manganese)." The solution is clear, slightly fluorescent,

and pleasantly acid. It increases the desire for food, and
agrees with the most sensitive stomach.

ANATOMY

Semi-decussation in the Optic Chiasm.—Deutschman
has recently [Archiv fuer Ophthalviologie, Band XXIX.
Haftel I,) reported a case, which seems to confirm the

view that there is a semi-decussation of the optic nerve

in the chiasm. The patient was an inmate of a local

hospital for the insane, who had lost one eye forty years
before, the other remaining intact. There was found on
autopsy atrophy of optic nerve on the injured side, and
atrophy of both optic tracts. The optic nerve degenera-
tion close to the chiasm was not complete. It was
partial in both tracts, being more marked in the tract on
the opposite side. The most decided atrophy was in the

optic nerve on the injured side in the inner, upper, and
supero-temporal segments, and less so in the lower and
infero-temporal segments. The most marked degeneration
was on inner side of the left optic tract.
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CLINICAL NEUROLOGY.
Masked Epilepsy.—A treatise on this complaint, by

E. Hjertstrom, is reviewed in the Nordkist medicimskt
Ar/civ, vol. XV., No. 8. The author defines masked
•epilepsy as a form of acute relapsing mania—or of mania
becoming chronic through relapses— without convulsive
seizures, but to which an epileptic character is imparted.
His principal object is to offer an explanation of the
•disease from an anatomical and physiological standpoint.
Basing his conclu;-ions upon Nothnagel's investigations and
the opinions of Meynert and others, Hjertstrom assigns

as the cause of the psychical phenomena in the latter,

spasm of the nutritive vessels of the cortical layers, pro-
duced by an irritation of the vaso-motor center. All the

symptoms can be explained by the pathological condition
of the cerebral vessels during the paroxysm—but particu-

larly the loss of consciousness, or amnesia, which is more
complete in proportion to the severity of the spasm. The
alternation of psychical symptoms and convulsions is

regarded, in accordance with Nothnagel's theory, as due
to the co-ordinate and yet independent relation subsisting

between the vaso-motor and the convulsive centers, the

minimum of irritability at the latter point being considered
to exceed the minimum of irritabihty at the former.

—

N. V. Med. Joiirnal.

PATHOLOGY.
Relation of the Nervous System to Aneurism.—

As the result of the careful clinical observation of a

number of cases of aneurism, Dr. Botkin came to the

-conclusion that in these cases certain parts of the nerv-

ous system had become diseased, and that the diseased

condition of the arterial wall, which led to the produc-
tion of the aneurisms, was a secondary result. With
a view to ascertain whether injury to nerve-trunks affect

the structure of the vascular tissues, Levascheff under-

took the following investigation

:

The sciatic nerve of a dog was exposed close to

its exit from the pelvis ; and, in order to keep up
irritation of the nerve-fibers, a thread, soaked with a

dilute acid (sulphuric) or saline solution, was drawn
through the nerve. In this way, a continual stimulation

was kept up; and, whenever the effect was about to

pass off, a new thread was drawn through a part of the

nerve on the peripheral side of the former injury. The
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process was repeated' for months. For comparison, the

sciatic nerve on the opposite side was exposed in a

similar manner, but no thread was placed in it. This

method was adopted, as the simple section of the nerve

produced sensory and motor paralysis, which interfered

with the result. After a certain time, the blood-vessels

became dilated and pulsated strongly, and there was a

rise of temperature. The dilatation of the blood-vessels

seemed to be due chiefly to the stimulation of the vaso-

dilator nerve-fibers, and not to paralysis of the vaso-motor
fibers. Subsequently to these hyperaemic changes, the

sensibility of the limb underwent a marked change.

After two to three days, the dog raised its leg, kept it

in a semi-flexed position, and carefully prevented it from
coming into contact with anything. Touching or handling

the limb even gently gave rise to pain, and the increased

sensibility was chiefly in the area supplied by the ante-

rior crural nerve ; while, in the region supplied by the

sciatic nerve, the sensibility was normal or diminished.

This hyperaesthesia occurred in all the successful experi-

ments, i. e., in those where the nerve was strongly

stimulated, but where there were no signs of paralysis.

The hyperaemia increased until the second or the fourth

day, and afterwards remained nearly constant for three

to four or five months.
After this irritation of the nerve-trunk had been kept

up for many months, the dogs were killed, and the blood-

vessels examined microscopically. In sections of blood-

vessels, where the nerve-trunks have been stimulated for

a comparatively short time, there are marked structural

-alterations in the tunica adventitia. Numerous new blood-

vessels—vasa vasorum—have been developed. These
vessels are greatly dilated, and filled with blood-corpus-

cles. In some cases they penetrate into the middle coat,

so as to push its layers asunder. Thus, openings are

formed in the middle, and it may be also in the inner

coat. The number and size, of these newly formed
vessels vary in different parts and in different layers of

the same blood-vessels. In later stages, the vessels in

the media become surrounded with fibrillar connective

tissue, which contains a greater or less number of cel-

lular elements. Thus, greater and greater structural

defects occur in the middle coat ; the muscular fibers

disappear here and there ; and the substitution of con-

nective tissue for muscular tissue proceeds from without
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inwards, but not necessarily in an uniform manner.
Gradually bundles of muscular fibers come to be sur-

rounded with connective tissue, and the muscular fibers

finally disappear. One might not inaptly compare the

process to a kind of cirrhosis of the middle arterial coat.

In the final stage, almost all the muscular tissue disap-

pears, and its place is taken by connective tissue, which
at first contains numerous cells and blood-vessels, but

these also gradually disappear. The inner membrane of

the vessel ultimately becomes affected, and appears to be
united with the adventitia, while the folds of the elastic

lamina may disappear. The first structural changes were
observed in from six to eight months, while the highest

degree of generation occurred after eighteen months or

two years. The blood-vessels of the opposite limb were
quite normal after these periods.

These results are most important, as being the first

definite experimental proof of the influence of the neiv-

ous system on the structure of the blood-vessels. They
seem to be due to stimulation of the vaso-dilator nerve-

fibers, causing dilatation of the blood-vessels, and also of

the vasa vasorum, which latter seem to be the starting

point of the subsequent changes which occur in the

arterial walls. When the stimulation is continued, new
vasa vasorum are formed, which penetrate the middle
coat and become surrounded with cellular elements, which
ultimately form connective tissue. This, in its turn, dis-

places the muscular fibers, until the inner coat is reached,

and thus the nutrition of this coat suffers.

These experiments show how the various processes

which lead up to the formation of an aneurism take

place. The production of the aneurismal dilatation itself

will largely depend upon the pressure to which the vas-

cular tissues are subjected by the blood-pressure from
within ; and this in its turn, depends upon the well-

known nervous factors. Not only were these structural

alterations observed, but here and there in the course of

the vessels there were dilatations comparable to aneurisms.

These experiments afford a solid basis for future observers,

and clearly prove that marked structural changes occur
in blood-vessels, as in certain other tissues, after injury

to the nervous system ; and they go to show that some
aneurisms at least—perhaps those of the cerebral vessels

—are really nervous in their origin.

—

Bntish Medical
Journal.
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Symptoms and Post-Mortem of Lesion of the
Sympathetic in the Neck.—Abstract of a case reported
by Drs. Samuel Gee and John Abercrombie in " St. Bar-
tholomew's Hospital Reports," Vol. XVIII., 1882.

A boy aged four years and seven months, had ptosis

of the right eye, right hemiplegia, right pupil about one-
half the size of the left and absent knee phenomenon.
Later the right pupil did not dilate so fully under
atropine as the left. Two weeks later the leg became
paralyzed also, and persistent fever developed ; the tempera-
ture, however, not rising above 100°. One month after the
paralysis of the left leg there were pains in the left

shoulder and arm, and non-expansion of the chest, res-

piration being wholly diaphragmatic. A strong induced
•current was needed to obtain action of most of the leg

muscles, though all acted fairly well to the constant cur-

rent ; cutaneous sensibility of the legs was diminished
;

movements of the legs caused priapism. About three

weeks after this both pupils responded to light, and con-
tracted to the same size under eserine

;
patient could

not move his legs and did not feel the prick of a pin
;

the sphincters acted involuntarily; the head was held
carefully and a little to the left, and he did not lie on
the left side as formerly. During sleep the head per-
spired profusely. After another week, he perspired only
on the left side of the face, though both sides perspired
after an injection of pilocarpine; the temperature in the
right ear was three degrees higher than in the left. Death
ensued about ten days later.

Pathological appearances : In the upper part of the
right pleural cavity were two irregularly lobulated, rounded
masses, bulging into it at the apex from the vertebral

column, of a yellowish-white color, spotted with purple
and very soft on section. On examination of the vertebral

column, a similar groiuth, continuous with the above, zvas

found, apparently attached to the right side of the bodies

of the lower cervical and iipper dorsal vertcbrcs. The
inferior cervical sympathetic ganglion on the right side

coidd Jiot be found. Within the spinal canal the growth
was found on the inner aspect of the bodies of the same
vertebrae on their right side only, pushing the cord for-

ward and to the left. Here the growth was more purple
than elsewhere. At this point the cord was small, was
very soft throughout, and on section it was seen that the
gray matter was very pale and ill-defined. The growth
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proved, on microscopic examination, to be an alveolar

sarcoma. Examination of the cord showed that in the

cervical enlargement on one side the gray matter was
healthy, on the other side there was a marked swelling

of the large motor cells ; in many instances neither their

nuclei nor processes were visible. The most obvious
changes below this region were turgescence of blood-
vessels and increase of neuroglia corpuscles. This case
was very naturally mistaken for Pott's disease, during the
life of the patient. The enterprising Neiv York Medical
Record gives the case more at length, with comments.
Vide Record, Jan. 5th.

Microscopical Examination of the Sympathetic
Ganglia in a Case of Exophthalmic Goitre, by Dr.
William E. Hughes : The cervical ganglia were to the
naked eye enlarged and grayish, but not hard. On
microscopical examination, they were found densely
infiltrated with small round cells, which pushed the ner-

vous elements apart and pressed upon them. The tubules
were compressed, distorted, and in some places destroyed.

In some places they were infested with a pseudo-mem-
brane of small round cells, looking as though there might
have been a slight inflammation of the tubules. The
cells were in places indistinct, shriveled, and compressed,
their nuclei not discernible; in other places they were
granular, with indistinct nuclei ; in other places they were
crowded with brown pigment cells and granules ; and,
finally, some of them had entirely disappeared. The walls
of the arterioles were thickened. The lymph spaces
were dilated.

In the semi-lunar gangla the cells were indistinct, tak-

ing staining very poorly, and some of them seemed to

have undergone a slight amount of peculiar hyaline
change. The nuclei and nucleoU took staining well, and
were perfectly distinct. The structure was otherwise
normal. There was no infiltration of cells, nor any
enlargement of the vessels. The supra-renal capsules
were normal.

Spinal Lesions in Ergotism.—Tuczek {Archiv. f.
Psych.) reports 15 cases of spasmodic ergotism which came
under his notice during an epidemic of the malady, all of
which presented symptoms of spinal disease. The most
frequent symptom was absence of the patellar tendon
reflex. This was observed in every case. Other symptoms
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were paraesthesiae, ataxia, diminished sensibility to pain,,

&c. These symptoms showed themselves months after the
acute intoxicant stage, when the patients were in a con-
dition of marked cachexia. In four of the cases (one was
only nine years old, another sixteen) a post-mortem •

examination was made, and in all there was found
sclerosis of the external division of the posterior columns.
Pathologically, the cases differed from tabes solely in the
rapidity of the development of the morbd process. He
finds an analogy to the appearance of tabes in ergotism
in acute primary disease of the posterior columns in

exceptional cases of pellagra, lepra, absinthe-poisoning,
scarlet fever, and diphtheria.

—

Brain, January.

A Case of Aphasia, with integrity of the third left

frontal convolution, but with damage of the subjacent
white matter, is recorded in the Gaz. Medicate de Paris,.

November 24th.

PSYCHIATRY.

Early Symptoms of Paretic Dementia.—Dr. W. B.
Goldsmith {^Archives of Medicine, August, 1883) comes to

the following conclusions: i. That the striking and
characteristic group of symptoms ascribed to the disease

by Calmeil in 1826, and having greatest prominence in,

most text-books, since, is to be found only exceptionally
in the cases of to-day at the time when the diagnosis is

most important. 2. That physical and mental symptoms
usually appear nearly synchronously, so that the physician

has the presence or history of both to aid him when
called upon for a diagnosis, and it is probable that most
of those who report cases of paretic dementia without
ment,al impairment are not sufficiently expert to recognize-

a moderate degree of dementia. 3. That thdr observations
agree with those of most writers m making defective

articulation the most frequent and characteristic early

motor symptom. 4. That changes in the pupils and dis-

orders of gait are less frequent and have less value in

diagnosis than is usually ascribed to them, and that givers

pupillary changes are no more frequent in one stage of
the disease than in another. 5. That the patellar-tendon
reflex is found markedly supra-normal in nearly twenty-five

per cent, of paretic dements, and that the presence of
this symptom is of strong corroborative value in diagnosis,

though its absence has none, and that no peculiar condition
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of the patellar-tendon reflex can be associated with any
given stage of the disease. 6. That hallucination or im-
paired function of the special senses is very rare as an
early symptom ; hallucination (auditory) havmg been
noticed first in but one case, and impaired vision but
once in a syphilitic case. The diminution in the sense of
smell, which Voisin thinks very frequent in the early

stages, was not noticed in any of my cases, though it

may have been present and escaped attention in some, as

slight failure is difficult to recognize. 7. That it is of

great importance in the case of a patient showing mental
symptoms to inquire carefully for a history of convulsions

or loss of consciousness, as these were the first motor
symptoms in twenty of my cases.

Self-Recognized Insanity.—Dr. Morandan DeMont-
yel {Archives de Neurolcgie, July, 1883,) concludes: That
by the term "self-recognized insanity" {folic avec con-

scieiice) is meant the mental state of that class of patients

who having meditated on their psychic troubles, analyze
them, and then recognize their morbid nature. This
condition is found at the outset of all the vesanias, and
of a large number of cases of paretic dementia. It is

met with sometimes in the course of paretic dementia,
in melancholia often, and acute mania very frequently. It

is relatively rare at the termination of the vesanias. Self-

consciousnes of insanity is sometimes a constitutent element
of mental alienations, sometimes merely super-added. It

is a constitutent element of hypochondria, agoraphobia and
impulsive insanities. It is super-added on mania, lype-

mania, erotomania and allied states. The insane who
recognize their insanity usually belong to the intelligent

classes of society, and have an insane heredity. Paretic

dements are conscious of mental defect at the outset, but

rarely during the course of the disease. The epileptics

are not conscious.

Self-recognition of insanity may be complete or

incomplete. Tlie first is most frequent. Consciousness is

most frequent in general insanity than in partial insanity.

The first class are, as it were, spectators of mental troubles

whose morbid nature they recognize, but which they are

powerless to prevent. The preservation of consciousness

in stupidit}'- (melancholia with stupor and stuporose

insanity) is an argument in favor of the clinical existence

of this form. Semi-consciousness is usually present in

partial insanity. Hallucinations and megalomaniacal ideas
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are rarely if ever recognized as of a morbid origin, by
the sufferer from them. While most of de Montyel's con-

clusions are justified, he has failed to differentiate

hypochondriac ideas of being insane and cases of

healthy conceptions, from the condition designated as

self-recognized insanity.

Late Recoveries from Insanity.—Dr. Giraud [Anna/es

Medico-Psychologiques, March, 1883,) cites several long

lasting cases of insanity, in which he claims recovery

occurred. The first cited, a case of thirteen years' dura-

tion, is said to have bejen a case of chronic mania, but the

history of the patient subsequent to discharge is not

given. The second case of chronic mania, of eight years'

duration, has not returned to the asylum, but details of

after life are wanting. The third case, of eight years'

duration, gives much the same history. The fourth case,

of sixteen years' duration, has been fifteen years out of

the asylum, and conducted himself well. The fifth case

of fourteen years' duration, was a case of remittent

mania in a woman, which evidently ceased at the meno-
pause. The sixth case seems to be a similar one of ten

years' duration, but recovery is, even on Dr. Giraud's

admission, not clearly shown. The seventh case was of

eight years' duration, but the evidence of recovery is

doubtful. The same remark applies to the eighth and
ninth cases of equal duration. The history given in any
of the cases is markedly deficient, and judging from it the

majority of these patients were simply quieted down by
the regular asylum life. Certainly the cases will not
stand a critical examination as to their bearing on
recovery of chronic insanity.

Insanity and Diabetes.—Snell {Psychiatrisches Cen-
tralblatt, Band XXXVII.) and Cotard {Annales Medico-
Psychologiques, 1878,) call attention to the fact, that

mania and melancholia may alternate with glycosuria.

Santos {Annales Medico-Psychologiqiies, 1880,) states that

diabetes sometimes alternates with insanity. In many
cases of diabetes there exists a specific mental disturbance
characterized by depression, and occasionally leading to

suicide. The irttensity of the symptoms is directly

proportionate to the amount of sugar in the urine.

Later in the course of the disease the patient sinks into

a state of quiet apathy, talking to himself, but is without
delusions ; this condition often lasts until death. Madigan
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{Jojn-nal of Nervous and Mental Diseases, April, 1883,)
reports several cases of insanity in which glycosuria
alternated with maniacal symptoms. In the cases of cir-

cular insanity, sugar was present in the urine during the
sane interval and melancholic stage. Dr. J. Turner [Med-
ical and Surgical Reporter, September 15, 1883,) reports a
case in which the disappearance of glycosuria was followed
by typhomania, from which the patient succumbed. Hughes,
Medical Revieiv, October 20, 1883, maintains that glycosuria
and melancholia more often alternate or co-exist than has
been generally supposed and records a case.

FoLiE A Deux.—Dr. G. Lehmann [Archiv fuer Psy-
chiatric, Band XIV.) describes a case of this kind in two
sisters, daughters of a neurasthenic mother ; themselves
neurasthenic, who became insane. The first suddenly
manifested decided nymphomaniacal tendencies at the time
of menstruation, accompanied with auditory hallucinations

and illusions of taste and smell, leading to refusal of
food, depression and attempts at suicide. A younger
sister accepted the delusive ideas of her sister, was
attacked by aural, olfactory and gustatory hallucinations,

and deplored her misfortunes, but was also nymphomani-
acal. The suppression of the menses, which occurred at

the onset of the psychosis was treated with success in

both cases, as regards the menstruation ; but while the
younger sister recovered, the elder remained a chronic
case. It is obivious that the tendency to imitation so
common in hysterical females, played a part in determining
the insanity of the younger sister. The influence of
imitation in the production of such cases, has been
pointed out by Hughes (Alienist and Neurologist,
July, 1883), and DeMontyel {LEncephale, No. I., 1883.)

Acute Insanity from Lead Poisoning.—Moli {Charite

Annalen, Jahrgang VIII.) has had under observation a
twenty-eight year old painter, who, at the outset of an
attack of lead colic, became anxious and excitable, and
cried out that he was going to be killed. He had visual

hallucinations of bugs flying around. He had also tactile

illusions, which led to the delusion that he was being
burnt up, for which reason he wanted water thrown over
him. He recovered after fourteen days' anti-saturnine

treatment. Three years, after, he had a second attack, in

which he complained of seeing giants attack him, and
had the same emotional disturbance, tactile illusions and
therefrom resulting delusions as before. He recovered
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after the same period of anti-saturnine treatment. Moli
claims that these psychical phenomena are due to vaso-
motor phenomena, caused by the pain of lead colic, and
not directly due to lead.

Delusions of Memory.—Meynert [Jahrbuecherfuer Psy-

chiatrie, Band IV.) cites the case of an otherwise sound man,
who had the delusive remembrance of having seen a cleared

space in a forest in which grew a flower. This was
based on a hallucination, v/hich was remembered as an
actual perception. Meynert and Buccola [Revista di

Filosofia Scientifica, II., F. 6.) believe that the hallucination

which is remembered as an actual perception, results from
an irritation which produces contraction of an arterial

vessel leading to a diminution of pressure in collateral

branches and resultant hypersemia. When consciousness
is regained the subjective sensation is reproduced in such
colors under the influence of the hypersemia, that the

sensorium preserves the impression if it and the hallu-

cination remains as a remembrance of an actual perception.

Recovery from Insanity of Twenty-One Years'
Duration.—Dr. Howden [Jo7irnal of Me?ital Science, July,

1883,) reports the case of a man who entered the Mont-
rose (Scotland) Asylum, in i860. He was then in a deep
condition of delusional melancholia. Two years after

admission it was reported that he was demented and that

"he rarely speaks." In 1864, he was "quite demented
and dumb." In 1868, although seemingly in the same
mental condition, he had begun to assist the attendants

in house-work. In 1870, while suffering from colic or

toothache he spoke ; he relapsed into his usual condition

on recovery. In April, 1875, he began and continued to

speak in a whisper for several months.

Hallucinatory Dyspncea.—Dr. Benj. F. Westbrook
{Arch, of Med., December, 1883,) notes this phenomenon in

women of a neurotic tendency. The sensation of suffoca-

tion is genuine and intense. The patient sits up in bed,

with anxious face, laboring for breath. But the face and
mucous membranes show no signs of cyanosis, and the

heavmg of the chest, with free expansion and contraction,

shows that there is no obstruction to respiration. Percus-
sion and auscultation give no signs. The distress has its

origin in disturbance of some higher center, the medulla
being stimulated from above. The central disturbance is

referred, in consciousness, to the periphery.
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Annual Greetiiig —The Editor and Collaborators

greet the readers of the Alienist and Neurologist with

hearty wishes for a happy New Year, with thanks for

faithful support by earnest contributors and prompt-pay-
ing subscribers. We have neither lamentation nor adula-

tion to record, nor promises, except that we shall endeavor
to continue faithful in our work ; and as for that, let the

dead past bury its dead, and if aught in these pages has

contributed to the advancement or glory of medicine, let

it live only because it may be esteemed fit to survive

among the fittest. The work of the Alienist is only fairly

begun. Much more remains to be accomplished in its chos-

en field than has yet been done for the advancement of

psychiatry and neurology, and though the Medical press

and others in the profession have encouraged us by
their applause, "let not him that putteth his armor on,

boast as he that putteth his armor off." The true

psychiatrist can be neither an optimist or pessimist.

His observations of mind reveal how feelings may sway
the judgment, and he yields neither to melanchoUa nor

grandiose illusions in estimating the outcome of his enter-

prizes. There is a place and a reason for the continued
existence of the Alienist and Neurologist, as the past

four years of its probationary existence has verified, and
it will continue its endeavors to fill its place acceptably
and without giving just cause for honest censure or re-

proach.

How Many Senses Have We?—Sir Wm. Thomp-
son's recent announcement of his belief in a " possible

magnetic sense," suggests again the inquiry which, doubt-
less, has often before arisen in the minds of many, how-

many senses have we?
The senses of sight, touch, taste, sound and smell, are

conceded. To these have been added the senses of heat

and force, and now the magnetic sense. But if sight,

taste, sound and smell, are anything but special touch
perceptions due to special neural peripheral adjustment in

the organism, then a muscular sense, a space sense, a
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pain sense, a pleasure sense, a self sense or a sense of

individuality and self identity, have at least equal claims

to recognition, and we think better.

By reason of the self sense man knows he is, without

the philosophic sophistry

—

cogito, ergo sum, which would
be as logical if reversed—I am, therefore, I think.

Through the self sense comes the early practical recog-

nition of meiiDi long before the logical faculties are suffi-

ciently developed to enable the mind to 'distinguish and
compare with the teiun. The self sense may be lost, like

the senses of seeing or hearing, while all the intellectual

faculties remain intact, performing apparently normal
functions ; as in some states of cerebral automatism and
other psychical states, possibly those of hypnotism and
trance. Some conditions of insanity appear as if only

the self sense was lost. The self sense is an organic

axiom, as necessary to physiological mental existence as

the axiom in logic is to sound reasoning, and more neces-

sary to existence than any of the ordinarily recognized

five senses. A sane man can neither be reasoned into

nor out of the consciousness he possesses of his person-

ality. He feels it and knows it, as he feels and knows
that he sees, when is sight is unimpaired. He realizes

the fact just as the logical sense accepts an axiom as

true, which underlies all other truth, and which can not

be proven because it is beyond proof—a deeper truth

than reason can reach, except to build her superstructure

upon it as unreasonable truth, or truth which can not be
reasoned out — unreasonable, but not unknowable. Sir

William Thompson is perhaps right. There is doubtless a

magnetic sense and an electric sense, and a psychic

sense, as well as a force sense and a heat sense, and a

self sense, and a space sense. Sir William probably has

more senses than he has yet dreamed of in his philo-

sophy, notwithstanding he is the distinguished professor

of mathematics in the University of Glasgow. We prob-

ably all of us have more senses, if not more sense, than

we have been generally accredited with possessing, but
the magnetic sense will hardly come in as the seventh.

The space sense has before been described. The mag-
netic sense may come after it, and after it we name the

self sense. What next. Sir Wilham ?

Evidently we must overhaul and rearrange the senses,

or we shall have too many of them. Taste, sight, hear-

ing, smelling, pain, tactile, pleasure, heat and space
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sense might all be regarded as modifications of the sense

of touch ; then we would have the touch sense, the self

sense, the power sense (or force and self power), the

logical sense, the psychic sense, the muscular sense and
the electro-magnetic sense. If we are going to increase

the number of our senses, let us be logical and liberal!

What say you. Sir William ?

The Death of Dr. Thomas S. Kirkbride, the

venerable and distinguished alienist, and physician-in-

chief of the Pennsylvania Hospital for the Insane, occur-

red at Philadelphia, in his native state of Pennsylvania,

on Sunday, the sixteenth of December ultimo. He died

at the ripe age of seventy-four years. At the time of

his death he was the physician-in-chief of the Pennsyl-
vania Hospital for the Insane, over which he had pre-

sided, with singular fidelity and efficiency, for the past

forty-three years. The good work of that noble institu-

tion will remain a monumental record of his philanthropic

and professional worth, that will keep his memory fresh

for years to come. It was his sole mission to save lost

minds, and right nobly did he fill that mission, as the

thousands who, having entered the Pennsylvania Hospital

for the Insane with reason dethroned, and left it with

reason restored, have attested, and still bear witness all

over this broad land and even in foreign countries. Dr.

Kirkbride took his medical degree at the medical depart-

ment of the University of Pennsylvania, in 1832, and
amply sustained, in the just fame he has achieved as a

true and noble physician and philanthropist, the honor
bestowed by his alma mater. He was an ex-president

and one of the original founders of the Association of

Superintendents of American Hospitals for the Insane, the

oldest national medical organization in the United States.

He was associated in the formation of this body, with

Bell, Brigham, Stribbling, Awl, Woodward, Ray and
others, all now numbered among the distinguished dead,

and with Earle and Butler, among its distinguished

living founders. There were but thirteen original found-

ers of this society, all of them honored in their day, and
many, like the one now departed, have become immortal.

The rules and regulations for the government of

employees of the Pennsylvania hospital for the insane,

prepared by Dr. Kirkbride, have been put in practical oper-

ation in most similar hospitals in this country ; and the

influence of Dr. Kirkbride's two books, the earlier and
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smaller one on the " Organization of Hospitals for the

Insane,' the later and larger one on " Hospitals for the

Insane," like his well-written and sagacious annual reports,

will be more or less felt through all coming time. Dr.

Kirkbride did not write much, but he wrote opportunely
and always well, and he wrought in the same manner and
always for the welfare of the insane. The influence of

his example over the younger alienists was always an
inspiration to nobler work, and the new superintendents

of the country made pilgrimages to Philadelphia. It was
the true superintendents' Mecca, who, with moslem-like
faith, went annually to this institution, and found new
hope for the unfortunate insane, through the humanitarian
suggestions, skillful devices and judicious prescriptions of

the now dead alienist. Dr. Kirkbride is dead, but in the

hearts of his confreres and in the esteem of humanity he
still lives, through his good and enduring work.

We gratefully acknowledge our indebtedness to the

departed for many instructive courtesies and valuable

suggestions freely given us in our time of need, in the

past, when the burden of a large hospital was upon us,

and we were young and inadequately experienced for so

grave a responsibility.

Sane Logic and Insane Premises.—In illustration

of a fact noted by Locke, that the insane often reason

right from wrong premises, and a fact confirmed by abun-
dant observation, we extract from the public press a

recent noted illustration :

The Delusions of a Sox of Hon. Wm. M. Meredith.

Annexed to the inquisition which finds insane William Meredith, son

of the distinguislied jurist, V^illiam M. Meredith, who was Secretary of the

Treasury under President Taylor, is liis own written]and sworn argument
in defense. It analyzes the testimony of the witnesses to his insanity, and

granting the delusions to which he is subject, accounts for them on scientific

ground. The hallucinations of Mr. Meredith, as the doctors have found

them to be, dated back to 1877, and began in England, where he had been

for the two years previous. Mr. Meredith's insanity consists in his claim of

hearing constantly the voices of mvisible enemies—chief among them are

two men unknown to his friends, Hellman and Whitney by name. These
persons, he says, work upon iiim by electric devices ; andjn some letters to

his friend, William P. Tathman, he states his position most clearly. The
first letter is dated from Clifton Heights, January 2, 1878, in which he says •

" The reason why other people can not hear them is that the dogs have

established a special connection with me by means of some secret invention

in electricity. The connection is certain. They pump something into my
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lung^s so that I can hardly breathe, and sometimes make me shake as if 1

had the palsy."'

On the20lh of the followino: October he proposed a remedy, as follows

:

" [ write to inquire whether you would have any objection to consult

with Prof. P^dison in regard to the horrible persecution I am uii(lero:()ing,

and the means of avoidinor it. A scientific secret, which I believed to be a

combination of electricity and ventriloquism, is held by a rascally crew of

thieves and murderers, and enables then) to violate my person and my
mind incessantly."

The six yeais since Mr. Meredith's return from Europe liave been spent

at Clifton Heights, the houses of his friends in Philadt Iphia, and a hotel

at Suffolk Park. Since April last he has been at Dr. Kirkbride's. A letter

from his last place of residence sets out an ingenious argument for his

sanity. It is that in all known cases of delusions of the kind, the hearing

of the voices has grown intermittent, under treatment, and finally ceased.

With him they are incessant and increasing, from which he argues his

sanity. His sworn argument exhibits a graceful turn of composition, rare

subtlety of argument, and decided powers of analysis and satire. The first

flowing period conclude;-:

"Ptrsecuted by enemies, kidnapped by friends, and with ali the doc-

tors against me, I appeal to you, a« the minister of God, for justice."

He then admits the presence of his so-called delusions, and supporting

his electrical ideas, asks :

" In view of the wonderful discoveries constantly being made in the

hidden powers of nature, especially the telephone, and considering also the

increasing knowledge and activity of the criminal classes, can you say upon
your oaths that I am laboring under a delusion?"

Mr. Meredith is 4G years of age, a bachelor, and a member of the bar.

The strongest witnesses, except experts, to his insanity, said of him on oath :

" His mind is superior even to his father's on any oilier point." There is

little or no bitterness between him and his friends in the controversy, into

which the question of money matters does not enter, except formally.—

Phil. Times

Glycosuria and Melancholia.—Notwithstanding
the long recognized association of ha^patic and gastric

disorders with melahchoHc forms of mental derangement,
dependent often upon co-existent atonic nerve conditions,

it is only of late that a somewhat intimate relationship

between the latter and glycosuria has been noted. In
some of. these cases the glycogenic function is disturbed,

co-existently, at others alternately with mental aberration,

and more notably in connection with the depressed forms
of mania, sufficiently often, it may be justly remarked, to

justify an examination of the urine in all cases, especially

of atonic melancholia. Two years ago the editor saw a
gentleman of middle age, who after an unusual business
strain became affected with diabetes mellitus. His physi-
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cian was skilled and experienced, and found this condition
existing. After several months of treatment, though the
diabetes improved, his melancholy persisted and became
aggravated. A course of treatment embracing cannabis
indica, codia, arsenic, strychnia, and the hypophosphites,
vv^ith some electricity and change of air and surroundings,
caused both the melancholia and the glycosuria to disap-
pear, the latter however had been most excessive when
the melancholy was less.

Snell and Cotard, as early as 1878, and Santos more
recently {Annales Medico Psychologigues, 1880), and still

later Madigan {Journal Nerv. and Merit. Diseases, April,

1883), have noted that insanity and diabetes alternate.

In the September 15th number of the Philadelphia Med.
and Stirg. Reporter, Dr. Turner reports a case in which
the disapperance of glycosuria was followed by fatal

typhomania.
There are probably more of these cases than have been

hitherto suspected, and the clinical lesson of the light thus
far thrown upon the subject is to search for the definite

relationship betv/een glycosuria and states of marked
mental depression and mania.

Without entering at this time into discussion as to the
existence of a diabetic center in the medulla, the clinical

phenomena and the satisfactory results of treatment tend
to confirm the idea of an intimate relationship between
nervous depression and glycosuria. The influence of agen-
cies that conserve, recuperate and tranquilize the nervous
energies tend to prove this, such as the bromides, chloral,

opium, cannabis-indica and galvanism, the latter especially
when applied to the occipital regions, by a descending
cerebral current from the cortex down through the
medulla, thence to the dorsal spine and through the liver.

Sensationalism, ill regard to Insane Hospitals
on the part of medical journals which ought to know, and
are presumed to know whereof they speak, whenever they
discuss asylum methods and management, are reprehensible.

They unjustly damage the reputation of our hospitals for

the insane, imperil the welfare of their inmates and cause
misery and distrust among the friends of the patients and
in the public mind generally. Nothing better need be
expected of a daily newspaper whose prosperity depends
upon the daily sensation it serves to its readers, but a
scientific medical journal is supposed to speak editoriallv

with the rigid candor of
fact^^LEGE OF PHYSICIANS k SHRRFON"
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A late editorial in one of our (nost estimable medical
exchanges, well-designed but misleading and unfounded
in fact, calls forth the following rebuke on the subject of

the imprisonment of sane people in our asylums for the

insane, the bugbear of the modern sensation-monger. We
venture the assertion without fear of successful contra-

diction, that 710 absolutely sane peison is ever consigned to

an American Asylum for the insane. The sensational

terms immured, incarcerated, etc., we ignore altogether, as

having no significance as applied to a residence in a

modern hospital for the insane.

People who are insanely drunk, or transiently insane

from narcotics or epileptic accesses or hyperaemic condi-

tions of short duration, or the anaemic states following

tardy convalescence from certain fevers are sometimes, and
justly, sent to asylums, and certainly and very properly

retained there some time after their insanity has passed

away. But it is doubtful if any really sane person is, in

these days, ever committed to our public asylums and
kept there for sinister purposes. There are persons of

extremely unbalanced nervous organisms, known to every

practical alienist, who, under the salutary restraint and
surroundings of asylum life, appear sane enough to visitors,

and who, during a trial in court, where their right to liberty

is in question, may even then act like sane people under
the stimulus of judicious restraint, but who, when once
again free from the restraint they need and are back
among the scenes and causes of former morbid excitation,

show their mental infirmities plainly enough.

It is to be regretted that the salutary influence of the mod-
ern asylum over the insane mind, in giving the latter the

appearance of sanity under restraint, should have become a

means of prejudicing people against these useful institutions.

The medical profession should protest against hospitals

for the insane being designated as prisons, and their

medical officers as turnkeys and keepers.

Asylum Mismanageuieiit.—Whenever a negligent

attendant in an insane asylum leaves a patient in the

bath to be scalded, or in any manner abuses a patient,

the cry of asylum mismanagement at once goes forth

from the medical and secular press. Now, while there

ought never to be either abuses or neglect in asylums

for the insane, or crime in communities, they do occur

under the best of management. The careless, the insub-

ordinate and the criminal may be found under the best
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of governments, and in the best of institutions. x\buses and

neglect ought to be exceptionally rare in asylums, and

statutes should be expressly framed to protect the help-

less insane from neglectful or brutal attendants, and most

rigid discipline and careful oversight should be exacted

of asylum superintendents ; but neither omniscience over

the hearts, omnipotence over the passions and mental

movements, or omnipresence to prevent the exceptionally

impossible, should be expected of them. Let a law be

framed in every State, for the abuse of the insane in

and out of asylums, and for such negligence on the part of

those who assume to take immediate personal care of them,

as may result in preventing avoidable harm to them ; and let

States pay attendants on the insane not grudgingly and

parsimoniously, but hberally, discountenancing alms, have

methods of providing for these helpless creatures, wher-

ever such prevail. While holding superintendents to a

reasonable accountability for executive oversight, and pay-

ing them liberally, the State should have special penal enact-

ments for the punishment of those employees who neglect

or abuse the insane, conspicuously posted in all suitable

places in asylums. The law on the subject of criminal

carelessness as it probably now is in Ohio, would enable

the superintendent of the Dayton Asylum to prosecute

and imprison the attendant who lately left a patient

alone in the bath tub to scald himself with hot water,

and it ought to be done, to the fullest extent of the law.

To simply discharge such an attendant, is too light a

penalty.

The Xew York Medical Journal, Dec. 8th, in

connection with a complimentary reference to the success

and merit of this Journal, for which we return our thanks

and reciprocal expressions of good opinion and good will,

remarks : that Dr. Hughes had unusual difficulties to

contend with in establishing his Journal, mainly in the

form of ungenerous criticism at the outset, and refers to
" an ill-natured remark made by a writer in one of the

journals, to the effect that the appearance of the second

number was doubtful."

The Alienist and Neurologist has not been at any
time conscious of what its editor regarded as unusual

difficulties. On the contrary, we have felt from the very

beginning that we have been unusually well sustained.

The journal that predicted the premature demise of the

Alienist has itself died, de mortuis nil nisi bonum. The
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"little unpleasantness" that prompted the fatal prognosis
has passed away. The editor of the dead Journal, we
are happy to say, still lives. One of the gentlemen who
criticised the name we had chosen for the christening of

our bantling is interested in a journal of a similar name.
Psychiatry and neurology have now six journals in

this countr}'-, each doing good woik in its way, and we
wish them all success. There are none too many for the
field.

The New York Medical Journal speaks a good word
for four of them, in which we heartily join, and expresses the

opinion, which can not be gainsaid, that: " Neurology and
psychiatry must undoubtedly be classed among the

special departments of medicine in which the best work
has been done in this country of late years." In this all

candid, observant minds, will concur. The neural path-

ology is destined to reign over a vast domain of territory

in medicine not yet acknowledged by the profession.

The Neiu York Medical Journal only shows its

liberal appreciation of the direction of medical progress,

in its reference to, and comments on this subject.

The Kansas City Times, the brightest of stars in

the firmament of Western journalism beyond St. Louis,

and brilliant rival of our own great dailies, though seldom
open to just criticism in its estimate of men and matters
of the day, is somewhat at fault in regard to the scope of

the Alienist and Neurologist.
The aim of our Journal is to inculcate sound views

respecting the nature and relations of mind in its scientific,

clinical (medical) and forensic (legal) aspects. The law-

yer, the theologian, the philanthropist, the practicing

physician, the scientific student of man in his nervous
organism and relations to his fellows and surroundings,

and the man seeking to be generally well-informed, will

all find "psychiatry" a subject of interest to them. The
terms do not mean simply healing. The alienist is not
simply devoted to the cure of brain and nerve diseases,

but to the study of the mind, brain and nerves in health

and disease, with special reference to their relations to

society, to law, and their improvements and treatment.

Psychiatry and neurology express a great deal. The
terms are more comprehensive than " mental and nerve
disease," and alienist and neurologist signify more than

mere physician to treat brain and nerve disease, though
mind-healing is the chief meaning of the term psychiatry.
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We hope the Times will hke our name better after it

becomes more famiHar with its sound, and its full meaning,
and we thank it for its friendly notice. Following is

the quotation to which the above answer refers :

Why would it not be better to choo?e a name for a mafjfHzine tliat

would be more easily understood by the ^reat mass of readers. Dis-

eases of the mind and nerves, siirelj-, can be expressed in simpler
words, and then •• Psychiatry " to express iiealinof; but this is a matter
of taste, whether one unintelligible to ordinary readers should be used
or two simple ones which all can understand. This is a quart*^rly

journal devoted to scieutitic, clinical and forensic psychiatry and neurol-

ogy, or in other words, to the cure of brain and nerve diseases.

Miscoiicdptioiis of the Term Moral Insanity.
—One of the expert witnesses is reported in the official

report of the Guiteau trial, as having said :
" Moral

insanity is wickedness," " there is no such word as
moral insanity in science," etc., and yet he conceded
that insanity might be a perversion of the emotions and
instincts, without perversion of the intellect, without
delusion (pages 1031 and 1032), He seemed under the
impression that simple devilment without cerebral dis-

ease, was regarded as moral insanity by alienists, whereas,
moral insanity, as defined by Prichard, referred to derange-
ment of the moral faculties as contradistinguished from
the intellectual, without perceptible derangement of the
reason—a distinction made by the mental philosophers of
Prichard's time, and still recognized in metaphysics.

It is not strange that our gynecological friends should
sometimes have psychical misconceptions. This is clearly

An extra-uterine mental fcetation, speaking gynecologically,
one of the "higher revelations/' of the speculum, perhaps,
but not of the clinical study of psychiatry.

The Medic i)-Liegdl Society.—The i-Q/th Regular
Meeting of this Society was held at Mott Memorial Hall,

No. 64 Madison Avenue, on Wednesday, January 9th,

1884, at 8 o'clock P. M. The business of the evening
consisted chiefly of the Inaugural Address by President-
elect Clark Bell, discussion of paper of Dr. J. G. John-
son, on " Concussion of the Spine in Railway Injuries,"

and the Annual Banquet, which took place at the Hotel
Brunswick.

Monument to Ray and Kirkbricle.—We hope
the citizens of Philadelphia and the medical profession of
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America will not permit the year 1884 to pass without

erecting a monument to commemorate the names and
attest the country's appreciation of these noble benefac-

tors of mankind in the department of psychiatry.

"Our Continent."—We are pleased to see that Dr.

Brinton, the well-known editor of our esteemed con-

temporary, the Philadelphia Medical and Surgical

Reporter, has become engaged in a new literary enter-

prise, a weekly literary journal recently started in

Philadelphia, and entitled Our Cofiiitient.

* The Minor Treatment of Insane Patients."—
The article in the last October number, so entitled, was writ-

ten by Dr. Henry M. Hurd, of Pontiac, Michigan, the name
of the author having been inadvertently omitted from

the manuscript by the author.

Veratria for Tremors.—Dr. Bazile Feris' remedy
for tremors of various diseases, especially those of alco-

holism, consists of one milligram (one sixty-fourth gr.) of

Veratria every hour till four doses are taken daily for ten

days or more.

Dr. M. J. Madigan's paper on the Insanity of
Guiteau, in reply to the views of General Elwell, is

unavoidably crowded out, but will appear in the next
issue.

Prof. Leicle.sdorf, of Vienna, the eminent psychol-

ogist, has received the Cross of Knighthood of the

Order of Francis Joseph.

Dr. John E. Darby,—Prof. Materia Medica and
Therapeutics, Cleveland Medical College, Cleveland, O.,

says: "Having given Bromidia a fair trial, I take plea-

sure in adding my testimony as to its being a safe,

reliable and efficient hypnotic.''

Cain of old slew his brother Abel, and disclaimed
being his brother's keeper. The later Kafie has slain his

able brother endorsers (ethically speaking), and keeps
them before the public in " Living Death." For this the

New York County Medical Society expelled this Kane.
The new code could not stand the "Living Death." He
therefore left the society quietly and penitently, and
shamelessly probably, and with absolute certainty, to join

the other quacks, who have impossible sure cures for

opium habitues at their own homes.
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Shall the Index Medicus be Discontinued ?—
Five years' publication of the Index Medicus has proved
conclusively :

1. That the mere cost of production (per annum) is not less than

f5,000.

2. That the maximum return from subscriptions, at $6 per annum,

has not exceeded $3,600.

3. That the increase of eubscriptions during the past two years has

been merely nominal.

4. That the limited circulation permits no material return from ad-

vertisements.

Since there are scarcely 600 subscribers to whom the Index Medicus is,

or geems to be. a necessity, the question to be determined is whether there

remains a sufficient number of subscribers who are willing to continue

their subscription at the requisite increase of price.

The editorial preparations requiring an immediate decision, subscrib-

ers are earnestly requested to respond without delay to the questions

submitted below.

F. Leypoldt, publisher, 31 and 32 Park Row, New York,
asks of the profession the following questions : i. If the

future subscription price of the Index Medictis is fixed at

$\o per annum, are you willing to renew your subscrip-

tion for 1884 at that rate? ii. Should not 500 subscribers

renew at $10, will you be one of 417 subscribers who are

willing to renew at $12?
Please answer these questions and send to the pub-

lisher by return mail.

Dr. J. K. Baudny, Prof, of Nervous and Mental
Diseases, Missouri Medical College, says :

After a tliorough and continued trial of Bromidia, at St. Vincent's

Asylum, 1 can cheerfully certify to its great therapeutic value and purity.

Its effects are much more rapid and efficient than the ordinary chloral

mixtures. The Sisters In charge of the wards, after using the Bromidia

and comparing its effects with the ordinary chloral mixtures used so long

as a hypnotic, claim great superiority for the former. Its success has been

proved where the other, in similar doses, has failed. The purity of the

chloral and the extracts of cannabis indica and hyoscyamus which it con-

tains, together with the small dose of the remedy which is required, make
it almost invaluable to medical practitioners, who are guaranteed a pure
and efficacious remedy in the use of Bromidia. They are not left at the

mercy of pharmacists, who sometimes dispense inferior if not adulterated

preparations of chloral \7e could not for some time be induced to try

the remedy, entertaining some prejudice against all such preparations.

But experience in its use requires us, as a matter of justice, most emphatic-
ally to indorse the preparation, after an extended and impartial trial. In
fact, we expect in future to use Bromidia exclusively.
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The Post-Graduate Medical School, of New
York, will occupy, February 1st, a new and larger build-

ing, with a hospital attachment for clinical instruction,

which is embraced in the curriculum.

The Newest Treatment lor Neuralgia is a la
per cent, solution of hyperosmic acid, administered by
subcutaneous injection.

"The Quarterly Compendium of 3Iedical
Sciences," edited by D. G. Brinton, M, D., and Joseph
F. Edwards, M. D. (;^2.50 per annum), is a valuable exhibit

of medical progress.

"The Alienist and Neurologist," edited by C. H,
Hughes, M. D., of St. Louis, is intended for general prac-

titioners rather than the specialists, and most admirably
does it serve the wants of those.

—

Medical World.

Torrections.— On page 86, for "via urea" read
*^ vice auris ;" on page 88, for " poisioned," read "poisoned

;'^

on page 90, for " Mr.," read "M;" on page 91, for " con-
ferers," read " co7tfreres.'

CORRESPONDENCE.

To THE Editor :

I have read the able reply of Dr. James H. McBride
to my article in your April number, with much instruction

and sincere pleasure, it is a forcible presentation of his

views as to the insanity of Guiteau, and a fine specimen of
pointed and legitimate discussion.

Yours truly,

Clcvelajid, Oct. 3, 1883. J. J. Elwell.
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Cook County Insane Asylum, Chicago.—Dr. S. V,
Clevenger, its special pathologist, analyzes in the last

November nuniber of the Chicago Medical Journal and
Examiner the statistics of his asylum for the past twenty
years. The records were kept in olden times in a very
imperfect manner, but upon Dr. J. C. Spray's accession

to the superintendency in 1878, decidedly improved, as

well as has everything else about the place. The total

admission figures up to about 3,500, many of whom lived

in the asylum ten years and over. As far as could be
ascertained, of 2,470 recorded : Recovered, 330, Improved,

401. Unimproved, loi. Sent to State Hospitals, 429.
Died, 620. Not stated on the old books as to disposition,

70. Remained in hospital August 15, 1883, 519.

The final mean tabulation, considering the fact that the

better class of patients were sent to State Hospitals,

stands thus : Improved, 48.6 per cent. Unimproved,
5.6 per cent. Died, 33.8 per cent. The remainder omitted

as uncertain.

Appointment of Dr. Lett.—Dr. Stephen Lett, late

Assistant Medical Superintendent of the Asylum for

Insane, Toronto, has received the appointment of Medical
Superintendent of the " Homewood Retreat," Guelph, Ont.

The distinguished Dr. Joseph Workman, former Superin-

tendent of the Toronto Asylum, is the consulting

physician.

Appointment of Dr. Chenault.—Dr. Robert C.

Chenault, a former Superintendent of the Eastern Lunatic
Asylum at Lexington, has been reappointed to the super-

intendency of that institution.

State Emigrant Asylum, Ward's Island, New York.
—Dr. Alexander Trautman, late Assistant Superintendent
of Wisconsin, has been appointed Medical Superintendent
of the State Emigrant Asylum at Ward's Island, N. Y.

Resignation of Dr. Josselyn.—Dr. Eli E. Josselyn,
late Assistant Physician at the New York State Lunatic
Asylum, Utica. has resigned, to engage in private practice.
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Dr. J. Marion Sims.—But a short time ago, while

hastily visiting New York, we received a kind message
from Dr. Sims, asking us to meet with his friends that

evening, to honor Sir Wm. MacCormack. The heart that

is now still was then all aglow with fraternal warmth and
beat hopefully for further usefulness in the great profession

its owner so nobly adorned.

He was looking forward to an early departure for

Europe, where he had a large clientele as well as at

home, and where during the past two years he had spent

most of his time. The skies of France and Italy

were congenial to him, and his skill was as much in de-

mand in Paris, Rome and Brussels, as in New York. The
French, Belgian, Spanish and Portuguese governments had
bestowed upon him, high honors, in recognition of his skill,

which he bore with modest grace and dignity ; and the

profession and people alike, there as well as here, attest-

ed in many ways their appreciation of his benefactions to

mankind. He had operated in most of the great capitals

of Europe, and in London, so that his hand, when abroad,

did not forget the cunning and skill acquired at home.
His visits abroad were not vacations. His brain was never

idle there.

The New York Hospital for Women, begun in 1853,

and securely founded in 1858, through his suggestion and
industrious efforts, remains a grand and enduring monu-
ment of his zeal, while the speculum which bears his

name, with his recorded operative procedures in pereneal

surgery peculiar to women, will commemorate his genius

to all time.

He was in great measure the founder of American
Gynecology, and he taught it to the savants of Europe.

In 1866 he published, in London, his " Clinical Notes
on Uterine Surgery," which was published the year fol-

lowing in New York. The other most characteristic of his

contributions were on " Silver Sutures," "Intra Uterine

Fibroids," " Ovariotomy," " Microscope in Sterility," and
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.a characteristic paper defending Dr. Long's discovery of

anaesthesia.

His writings were not voluminous, but they were al-

ways fertile in discovery and suggestiveness, impressing

the profession with his genius. His address before the

many learned bodies that had honored him, were always

forcible in logic, instructive and elegant.

He was an ex-president of the American Medical
Association, of the American Gynecological Association,

and an honorary and active member of many other med-
ical bodies ; among them the New York Academy
of Medicine, the County Medical, the Pathological, and
the Neurological Societies.

Dr. Sims was young-looking for one of his age, he
having been born in Lancaster County, South Carolina, on
the 25th of January, 18 13. He died of heart failure, on
the 13th of last November, the autopsy revealing athero-

matous depositions in the coronaries and carotid, and
ifibromyocorditis of the inter-ventricular septum, with ven-

tricular dilatation, and left hypertrophy. There were par-

ietal and pulmonary plural adhesions, the result of a pneu-

monia contracted about two years ago, and sequelse of

chronic renal, and haepatic congestions.

He was an American nobleman , chivalrous, cordial

and magnetic in contact with his fellows. His private

and professional character was v/ithout stain, and he was
the surgical benefactor of woman. Earnest, impulsive,

and often personally incisive in controversy, he sometimes
offended, but his courage to undo a wrong was equal to

his vigor and eloquence of speech, and this added to the

general appreciation of his true manhood.
He has gone from us forever, but his fame and good

name abide with us forever, to the glory of medicine and
for the perpetual welfare of woman in her direst calam-
ity, whose benefactor he, above any other in our profes-

sion, was.
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Expert Testimony.—Dr. Wio^ht's paper to the New York Medico-

Legal Society, and the report of tlie Committee thereon :

The Committee premise that tliey have ttiouglit it well to incorporate

their own views and suggestions with those of Dr. Wight, in order, if

possible, the better to define tlie duties of a medical expert, to show more
clearly what knowledge is necessary to a competent export, and provide a

remedy for certnin evils of our medical expert testimony.

According to Dr. Wjirht, an expert is "one who has special knowledge
to impart under oath, for the enlightenment of Court and jury." To this

the Committee add that this knowledge must be and is in many cases

not within the power of men of ordinary talent, as often there may
arise questions which only extraordinary ability can answer—e. ^r., cases

of nervous affection in medical science.

When, therefore, a physician is called to testify as an expert, he is,

or sliould be, called solely on account of his special knowledge, by
which tlie Court or jury will be enlightened and guided to a proper

conclusion on questions of medical jurisprudence.

This is the only object of the medical expert, and he should not

appear in Court to support a particular uiedical theory advanced by one

or the other of the parties before the Court.

The ('Ommittee claim that the present method of obta,ining medical

expert testimony is defective. Hence the many verdicts contrary to

common sense and scientific accuracy.

Such i-5 the opinion of Dr. Wight, as follows: "The greatest

trouble is with the medical expert. The chief cause is that in this

/ountry we have no legitimate medical profession. Learned, able, con-

scientious physicians we have, but they are a melancholy minority in

the great froth-ocean of practitioners. In the United States there aie

nearly a hundred coUeoes, a majority of wliich are only chartered doc-

tor factories. To tliem tlock every year green young men, many of whoiu
could not write a sentence of correct English if the salvation of tlieir

souls depended on the eflbrt, who obtain certificates from easy-going

practitioners, listen to miscellaneous lectures for twice fourteen weeks,

and are graduated as doctors. The schools compete with one another

by the ease with which they induct them into a learned profession.

And this is not the worst of it; in most States an enterprising fellow,

who fails as a minister, lecturer on phrenology, schoolmaster, or tin-

peddler, is allowed to put out his shingle as a doctor, and he is pretty

sure to get fools to employ him, for he has cheek, brass, push, pre-

tension and the audacity of ignorance. From such a heterogenous

crowd parties in litigation find experts to testify to anything they

desire."
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The results of medical expert testimony in many recent cases have
thrown no special light upon medical jurisprudence, because of the

incompetency of physicians who appeared therein as medical experts.

The evil is not with the science itself, but with its would-be high

priests.

Quack experts are the bane of trials, and their testimony poisons
justice. It has been well said that one who thinlis he knows, but
don't- know is a genuine dunce against whom the very gods contend
in vain. His presence everywhere is a calamity; his presence on the

witness stand as an expert, is a judicial misdemeanor, a menace to jus-

tice, and a crime.

The knowledge necessary for a competent medical expert is not

in the power of every physician. The great extent and liberality of
n-.edical knowledge that must be found in every competent medical

expert, is the companion of only superior ability added to long experi-

ence. The mere possession of a diploma and a license to practice the

healing art do not presuppose knowledge or ability.

For the protection of personal rights, all men are declared equal

before the law, but this does not fix the measure of knowledge, nor

can it ever make a genius of a dunce.

If a man is a doctor he has the privilege of appearing as a med-
ical expert, no matter how feeble his intellect or small his experience.

This is wrong. No one should be allowed to take the witness stand

without giving satisfactory proof of thorough and special experience in

the department of medical science on which he seeks to testify. Time
does not allow, nor is it within the province of your Committee to

discuss in all its branches the nature of the knowledge the medical

expert should have.

t^assing from the general to the particular, the Committee then

proceeds to consider the scope of knowledge necessary in cases of

mental aberration, and quote the language of Dr. Wight, that : " The
most difficult field for medical experts is that of mental disease. There

is no subject on which the Courts need more enlightenment; none on
which trustworthy enlightenment is more difficult to be found. No
small rule of medical science or of assumed law should be used to

measure the wide realm of mental aberration ; the difficulties to be
encountered in such cases are immense. The human mind is not

easily fathomed, either in its normal or abnormal state. The greatest

intellects of the world, Plato and Aristotle, Leibnitz and Des Cartes,

Kant and Hegel, Locke and Sir VVm. Hamilton, have labored in vain

to make a satisfactory philosophy of mind. The achievements of man-
kind in science and art, in commerce and statesmanship, in literature

and industrial works, are beyond ordinary comprehension. If then we
cannot measure the products of the human brain in its health in action

how shall we apply a petty test of legal fiction to the shoreless chaos

of its mighty evolutions in disease.''

What an extent of knowledge : what an experience of mankind

;

what a detective skill this subject requu'es ! He who would pass upon
the sanity or insanity of a deceased testator, the responsibility of a
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criminal witli liis delusions and hallucinations, to what extent reason.'-

prevails in a person under alcoholic influence ; lie, who would do thia-

must have a liberal and unprejudiced mind, deep and thorough knowl-
edge of the many and wondrous avenues of ttie passions, a keen and
intimate knowledofe of liuman nature; liis must be the s.iofacity to dis-

tinguish theft from kleptomania; he must know what influences, if any,

eccentricities or insanity liave upon a person's will; he must have that

rare and delicate power—discriniination—that quality which mark^ and
severs gi'eat from ordinary intellects. He should be able to tell us,

why John Randolph, mentally diseased as he was, never became a
maniac, why Lord Byron, a victim of life-long hallucinations and super-

stitions, preserved his great and wonderful genius. He should know the

dividing line 'twlxt genius and insanity; lie should be able to run the

boundary between functional derangement and organic disease; and
above all he should have the courage to confess the limit of his-

attainments.

Such knowledge is^not in the power of every physician. " In this

entangled field no man should be an expert simply because he is

a doctor," as Dr. Wight, says: and the learned author shows the
depth of his reflection in adding, that even representatives of asylums, and
especially those of long experience, labor under one difliculty, and need
a word of caution. They are so accustomed to mental diseases, that

they lose a fine sense of mental health, and thus may lack a full

appreciation and presence in mind of the normal condition to which in

the exercise of sound judgment a new and complicated case of aberra-

tion must be referred for comparison. An astute lawyer may embarrass

or even confound them by asking for a definition of sanity.

Such is the knowledge, which a medical expert in cases of mental
disease, should possess, and on reflection it will be found tliat in all

the other departments of medical science, tlie same thorough and
searching knowledge is necessary. No wonder then that with sucb
requisites, and with our want of means to separate the dross from the
gold, the competent from the incompetent medical expert, that so mucb
ignorance of medical science, as often undetected as not, appe:irs upoik

the witness stand, and no wonder tliat the average juryman, to whomr
we cheerfully accord an inclination for justice, confused by technicalities

and conflicting statements, given with all the dogmatism and assertive-

ness peculiar to empirics and sciolists, no wonder that in his bewilder-

ment, the juryman casts his vote for so many strange and unreasonable

verdicts, and it seems as If a maudlin piety, rather than an even-handed

justice, had decided the case.
'• The habit," says Dr. Wight, " of allowing parties in litigation to

select their experts beforehand, for their ascertained favorable opinions,

and to bring them into Court as partisan witnesses, Is a desecration of

the temple of justice."

This is very true; for, while a party has this privilege he will use
it, and if he cannot find pliysicians of ability, experience, erudition

and authority, to support this theory, he will produce men of inferior

capacity, of no medical experience and still less medical knowledge.
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with narrow-minded views, and who reason from the particular to the

general. These men, glib of speech, confident in assertion, and " cun-

ning offence," testify oracularly and with all the gravity of a solon;

they merely escape the penalty of perjury, because in lieu of a falsified

fact, there is ouly an expressed opinion. Add to this the temptations

and degree of an honorarium, and you have the expert as he now
appears.

What do such men know? What can they Ijnow of the wondrous, com-

plex and incomprehensible movements of the human mind, of the many
and strange afflictions to which flesh is heir? Yet, do they not, almost on

the spur of the moment, solve problems which have taxed the greatest

intellects of the world, and which, after years and a lifetime of study,

they have given up in despair? Do they not, with all the pomp of a

well-settled conviction, dechire this man a victim of delusion, that one

ho|jeles--iy insane, another merely eccentric, another insane but respon-

sible, and so on throughout the many fields of medical science? For

them there is no terra incognito in all the realms of psychology. The
testimony of such is as sensible and useful as the work Lord Macaulay

planned, wlien but a few years past his infancy. He then sought to

write on four pages of foolscap, a history of the world from its

creation.

While litigants have a right to furnish their own expert testimony,

medical experts will be ever subject to the harsh criticism and con-

tumely of the public, and in many cases not without reason, since

their illy-disguised partisanship has invited it.

[This right cannot be denied them, but the Court can debar

incompetent pliysicians from testifying as competent experts.

—

Ed.]

Those medical experts who really have that superior and special

knowledge with which to enlighten the Court or jury, and the

reputable members of the medical profession, owe it to themselves and

society that the quack expert now infesting our Courts be driven

therefrom, and that it be no longer a common belief that medical

expert testimony is a commodity to be sold to the highest bidder.

The immense good to be derived from proper and competent med-
ical expert testimony, and very often its great neceessity, should not

be defeated by carelessness and indifference.

The Committee does not agree with Dr. Wight, that :
'' When a

judge admits a quack expert to testify in his Coiu't, he makes him-
self responsible for the public scandal." [This Joukxal does.]

The responsibility does rest with the judge, as he has the means of

excluding :in incompetent medical expert, by inquiries as to his experi-

ence, if objection is raised by counsel to witness's expert capacity;

and there is further remedy, as the Committee suggest, in the Legisla-

ture.

The Committee further urges that while the medical expert is

called by either of tlie parties before the Court, even in the case of men
of superior ability and eminent fitness, there will be a partial, prejud-

iced testimony, of no real value or authority. The medical expert

called under the present system, is there to prove the theory maintained
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by the party calling bini; and to support it. his whole testimony will be

<3irected. not only on account of the relation created by the retainer

between iiim and the party callino^ him. but also on account of personal

diofnity and self-respect.

[This is an unjust and untenable slander on the true medical

expert, who gives liis opinion and secures his fee before be testifies,

and who often gives an opinion which cannot be used, because it is

adverse to the interests of the party seeking it.]

Let us suppose, as often happens, a distorted statement of facts

presented to the medical expert, ou which he is asked to predicate

his opinion; afterwards a new and true statement of fucts is given;

they call for a different opinion; he knows not which his true. Is it

likelj' he will change his opinion which had previously gone forth to

the public? No. The specter of stultification is forever haunting him

;

his reputation for consistency and wisdom is at stake. Will he not

turn and twist all his answers to support the opinion he had pre-

viously given forth?

[This is an unwarrantably low estimate of the honesty of true

experts. The true expert knows he has nothing to do with the issue of a

cause.]

The Committee would have the medical expert independent of

both the Court and the parties before it; he should occupy the same
relation to the Court or jury, in matters of medical jurisprudence,

that the judge holds in matters of law. [So he does.]

"The position of a medical witn^^-ss testifying as an expert is

much more like that of a lawyer than that of an ordinary witness

testifying to facts. The purpose of his sei-vice is not to prove facts

in the case, but to aid the Court or jury iu arriving at a proper

conclusion from facts otherwise proved."—Buckman's case, Supreme
Court of Indiana.

This is the proper position for a medical expert, and the true

expert will take no other, whether appointed by the Court or selected

by parties to a suit. But we do not concur iu the report of the

Committee endorsing Dr. Wight, that: "in no case should the inter-

ested parties to a suit be allowed to employ experts; and in turn,

experts should be ]irohibited, under severe penalties, from receiving

any fees from litigants."

[Such reflections on science are unwarranted by the conduct of

the really reputable and learned in the ranks of medicine, and come
with bad gi'ace from a physician. As well treat all women as

though they were of easy virtue, because a certain proportion of

them are prostitutes.

—

Ed.]

Dr. Wight then continues: "It would be well for medical soci-

eties organized on a sound basis to designate those who are especially

learned and skilled in particular departments of medicine and surgery,

as proper experts in those departments, and from time to time fur-

nish a list of such to Courts in their locality. Laws that may be

needed to carry out a plan of this kind ought to be speedily

enacted."
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[This recommendation would not so likely secure the men of best

repute, as the popular society wire-worker—the familial", complaisant

and suave caterer to the medical crowd.

—

Ed.]

The Committee recommend to be forwarded to the Legisla-

ture, a law to the effect that a body of medical experts be chosen

by the Judge of the Court of Appeals in full convention; that these

experts be selected from a list of surgeons and physicians to be

recommended by the medical profession in the manner that seems

best to the Committee; that each physician or surgeon so recom-

mended must have at least ten years' practice as such, exclusive of

hospital service, and that he must have spint at least five years in

the active practice and discharge of duties pertaining to the specialty

in which lie is presented as liaving expert knowledge ; that to these

medical experts so chosen be referred all questions of medical juris-

prudence, arising in our Courts ; that counsel have a right to submit,

in writing, to these experts, any questions pertaining to the matter

before them; that these experts report thereon to the Court, and

give, in writing, botli their answers to, and the questions submitted;

that a compensation by salary or fee be affixed by the law for their

services; that in either case the compensation should be liberal and
such as would amply repay any physician or surgeon for any loss

of practice he might sustain thereby, or for time spent in such ser-

vice; that as far as is practicable, the above body of experts em-
brace and relate to every branch of medical jurisprudence.

The Committee have not the presumption to think that any
scheme of theirs will secure an entire uniformity of opinion among
medical experts. While human nature is fallible, and the human mind
limited, so long will there be a diversity and contrariety of opinion,

not only among medical experts, but among all classes of experts

and all manner of men. However, your Committee believe that the

above-suggested plan will remove many of the evils of our present

medical expert testimony, and prevent the wholly unnecessary and
inexcusable diversity of opinion and contradiction which exists therein.

It will exclude and drive far from the witness stand the incompetent
and impudent quack, and liedge our Courts and trials with a barrier

that will resist and ever defeat the attempts of ignorance and effrontery.

In conclusion, the Committee say that the whole subject of expert

testimony deserves tlie utmost attention and the fullest and freest ex-

change of views, and they crave pardon of the Society for the length

of their ^report.

John E. McIntyre, Chairman.

John Shrady, M. D.

Types of Insanity. An illustrated guide in the study of the physical
diagnosis of Insanity. By Allan McLane Hamilton, M. D.

This is an attempt to illustrate Insanity by photograph, descriptive

text, and the hanawriting of the insane. Such attempts, however imper-

feitly or unsatisfactorily done, are commendable, and this manner of

studying should be encouraged, until a greater degree of perfection in
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descriptiveness of tlie physiognomy and other physical characteristics

of the insane shall have been attained, than has been reached in the

present brochure and atlas.

The difficulties in the photographic features of the author's work, as

Dr. Hamilton himself realizes, are great. The worlv before us is the

author's first attempt in this line, and therefore clialleuges charitable con-

sideration. To cat(3h the expression of insanity in all its varying shades

of typical expression, were a task far beyond the photo^^rapher's art.

It is doubtful if the artist's brush were not better for the purpose, to trans-

fer to canvas the insane expression, the work of the artist being unob-

served. One of the most difficult things in the work of human photogra-

phy is to get the sane subject who is to be taken, to look natural. Many
proofs have to be taken often, and great pains, by skillful instruction, are

requisite to catch the varying expression of the "human face divine" (or

diabolic). This same difficulty has been encountered by Dr. Hamilton's

artist in catching the natural features of insanity. He has succeeded only

partially, a few of the faces being reasonably typical, but none of them
decidedly so, except plates one and eight, being respectively illustrations

of chattering idiocy, and driveling dementia, typical extremes of mental

vacuity. The crayon shading has probably marred ratlier than improved

the facial lineaments secured through the camera alone.

Plate third resembles more the face of some of the feeble minded we
have seen in schools for this class, than of acute melancholia atonita in

general.

The majority of chronic melancholias we have seen have pre-

sented a difierent expression from the face in plate four, but they were not

seen by us through a camera.

Plate fine will do for one of the many facial expressions of acute

dementia, but it is by no means the most common, and in it the dishev-

eled hair, like the same sign conjoined with the driveling saliva in plate

seven, indicate more than the facial outlines.

The old man in plate seven needs only a shillalah, and to be shown in

other surroundings, to pass for the picture of a sane lunatic about to

engage in a rovv at "Donnybrook Fair;" nevertheless, as an expression of

somewhat purposeless insane passion, it might pass.

Dementia, plate eight, might pass for meditating melancholia, or

meditation not melancholic. The first glance at this photograph recalled

to mind a picture we orice saw of Napoleon at Elba. He was in a bad

fix at tl)at time mentally, somewhat "bulldozed," if we maybe allowed

the expression, but not at all demented.

Plate twelve may do for a representation of great expectations and

profound hopefulness, but it is not especially typical of ii. sanity, probably

as typical however as any photographer can catch of the varying facial

expression of general paralysis, but this plate is intended to represent a

stage In this disease of dementia and stupidity; sudi faces, however, may
not Infrequently be seen outside of lunatic asylums.

Conceding the extreme difficulty of catching the correct features of

mental aberration in but nine representative photographs, and thanking the

author even for this imperfect attempt at accomplishing the almost impos-
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Bible,we are obliged to pronounce the plates before as as delusive. A detect-

ive would hardly succeed in picking out from the crowd of persons

who people a city, the lunatic from the sane ones, by these photo-
graphs.

The printed text of Dr. Hamilton's book is much more accurate

than his types, and the specimens of handwriting given are also of more
value. The sphygmographic tracings are of interest, but by no means
conclusive; as the author states, "absolute indications cannot be relied on,

as the result of sphygmographic examination."

The text bears the mark of the student, rather than of the savant in

psychiatry, and we are glad to see the subject studied in so diligent a

manner. The book will be of service to the profession in inspiring fur-

ther interest in a subject too long neglected by the great majority of

medical men. And while some of the author's precepts must be taken

cum grano salis (those, for instance referring to the pupil and pulse in mel-

ancholia, and to the subject of salivation in insanity, and the pupil of melan-

cholia), the book as a whole will prove instructive and valuable to the general

practitioner, and as such we commend these clinical studies of Dr. Hamil-

ton, hoping that in the next edition the author will extend and amplify

his descriptions, improve and increase the number of faces, taking rather

groups of varieties of mental aberration rather than so-called types, which

can never be well expressed in the reproduction of a single face, of each

kind of mental disease. The real features most of all lacking in these

plates, and the most impossible to secure, is the face of the lunatic photo-

graphed when sane, and placed in juxtaposition for comparison, the true

test of insanity, except in its exceptional forms of teratological descent,

being the comparison of the individual with his former self; and even in

marked cases of hereditary insanity this test is valid, except in extreme

states of congenital idiocy, for the later and last states of these is far

worse by comparison than their first, their very early history rarely re-

vealing marked deviation from the usual standard of normal mental

activity.

We question the propriety, in the fifth chapter, of putting an abstract

of the laws relating to the commitment of the insane, though Mann and
Ray have done the same thing, in the shape of an appendix. Such laws

are scarcely entitled to be called types of insanity, though some of them
border on this subject, notably those of Illinois. A body of lunatics could

hardly have desired provisions more insanely unjust and unwise, than

those in the latter State, which require a jury trial for a question of men-
tal disease, before laymen, to decide whether an individual whose life or

future sanity is impeiiled by the delay, and may be, postponement of

such a trial, should receive the treatment his malady requires.

Electricity in Medicine and Surgery. By Geo. C. Pitzer, Prof, of the
Theory and Practice of Medicine in the American Medical College
(Eclectic), of St. Louis.

This is a small work of 138 pages, largely made up of extracts from
Bartholow, Rockwell, Morton. Geo. Henry Fox and others of the regular

practice in this country, but containing nothing from the European masters

in electrology, and no reference to them.
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The book has many illustrations of batteries and electrical apparatus
in common use, but is really very incomplete in this respect.

A large part of the book is a duplicate of different familiar instrument
makers' advertisements and cuts.

The author is evidently a novice in electro-therapy whatever his pre-

tensions may be. He "appropriates practically to therapeutic purposes"
the absurd notions of a cerfciin Dr. A. W. Tipton, of which this is a sam-
ple :

" If I find a spinal irritation, say in on(! or more of the cervical or dorsal

vertebra;, and at tlie same time a stomach affected with chronic dyspepsia,

accompanied with constipated bowels, I will work over the inflamed or

irritated spine with my positive pole, because I know from the irritation

that there is an excess of the electro-vital fluid in the part, making it

improperly positive, and with my negative electrode I will, at the same
time treat over the stomach, bowels and liver, because I know from the in-

action of these organs, that there is a lack of vital force, a deficiency of the

electro-vital fluid there, and that consequently they are too negative.
" If desirable to produce sedation, or quiet nervous excitement in a

part, or relieve nervous irritability in weak and feeble persons."' he " Would
apply the positive pole of the Faradic machine to the diseased, excited, or

irritable part."

The author knows nothing ot the tranquilizinjr power of constant gal-

vanism, apparently, or of the principles which should govern its application,

and the selection of curi-ents in the real removal of morbid conditions,

except in electrolysis. That knowledge of the nervous system so essential

to the proper use of electricity as a therapeutic agent, determining the

choice and direction of currents and the kind of electricity to be used, is

ignored by the author.

The real demonstrated and demonstrable therapeutic power of the

galvanic current to contract or dilate vessels tlirough vaso-motor influence

seems not to be known to the autlior. On the whole the book is misleading

and dangerous to the novice in electro-neurology, who alone will buy it,

tending to make tiie ignorant bold without knowledge, in blindly using the

most powerful agency in nature. The author has gone beyond his depth

in attempting to write a book on the subject.

A detail of cases he reports; and an inquiry into the rationale of his

treatment would have been as far as the author is entitled to go with the

limited knowletlge of electro-therapy at his command. To become an

author under such circumstances is to become a blind leader of the blind

with the usual result.

But to be an author now-a-days is not expected to be an authority. The
book is quite eclectic in selecting from sources other than the author's school.

A Dictionary of Medicink. Including, general Pathology, general

Therapeutics, Hygiene, and the Diseases peculiar to Women and
Children. By various writers. Edited by Hioliard Quain. M. D.,

F. R. S., Fellow of the Koyal College of Physi'-ians, and Physician to

the Hospital for Diseases of the Chest, at Biorapton, etc. In one
large 8vo. volume of 1834 pages, with 138 Illustrations. Half mor.,

price, $8.00. Sold only by Subscription

This work is primarily a Dictionary of Medicine, in which the several

diseases are fully discussed in alphabetical order. The description of
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each includes an account of its etiology and anatomical characters; its

symptoms, course, duration and termination ; its diagnosis, prognosis, and

lastly, its treatment.

General Pathology comprehends articles on the origin, character and

nature of disease.

General Therapeutics includes articles on the several classes of reme-

dies, their modes of action, and on the methods of their use. The articles

devoted to the subject of Hygiene, treat of the causes and prevention of

disease, of the agencies and laws aflFecting public health, of the means of

preserving the health of the individual, of the construction and manage-
ment of Hospitals, and of the nursing of the sick.

Lastly, the Diseases peculiar to Women and Children are discussed

under their respective headings, both in aggregate and in detail.

D, Appleton & Co., New York, are the publishers. The neurological

articles are of a high order of merit, by well known names in neurological

science. The list of contributors embraces the names of: .William

Adams; William Aitken ; T.Clifford Allbutt; H. Charlton Bastian ; G.F.

Blandford; W. H. Broadbent; Brown-Sequard; T. Lauder Brunton

;

Thomas Buzzard; W. B. Carpenter; the late J. Lockhart Clarke; J.

LangdonDown; M. G. Echeverria ; Robert Farquharson ; Uavid Ferrier

;

W. R. Gowers; Jonathan Hutchinson ; Sir William Jenner; the late Ed-

ward Meryon ; Robert Southey ; T. Granger Stewart ; J. Batty Tuke

;

besides a host of the most eminent names in general mciicine and surgery,

such as, Spencer Wells, Pavy, Erasmus Wilson, Murchison, Latham,

Stephen Mackenzie, Granger Stewart, Sir James Paget, Sir Wm. Mac-

Cormick, the Foxes, and more than we have space to mention.

The illustrations are all appropriate, and add largely to the easy

understanding of the various texts, and the articles are all terse and clear.

Altogether the book is without a rival in the English language. It

is a condensed encyclopcedia, and, in our judgment far superior in prac-

tical utility to Ziemssenn's, and not surpassed by Chambers'. It is the best

book of its kind ever published.

The Archives of Pediatrics is a new candidate for special profes-
sional favor. Published ac Jersy City, N. J., and devoted to the
diseases of infants and children, not to the healing of boys alone,
as its name would imply.

Its prospectus states that: "original articles, clinical lectures, etc.,

have been promised during the year by the prominent writers and

teachers on this specialty in this country and Europe." Referring to

the rapidly increasing literature and facilities for studying the diseases

of early childhood, " the object of the Archives of Pediatrics will be

to impartially review and encourage scientific research."

''The Archivts is the only medical journal in the English language,"

the editors think, " which is published exclusively in the interest of

the profession, i c, without advertisements." This is a singular

reasoning, especially when so many of the advertisements whicli

appear in medical journals are exclusively interesting to physicians.

We hope the editorial head, in exclusively pediatric matters, will be

found to be more logical.
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Dks Malaixes iMkxtales kt Nkrveuse (Mental and Nervous Diseases.)
By Dr. E. Billod. Paris, G. Massou, 1882.

Dr. Billod is an old asylum superintendent, who has been, since 1843,

prominently before the world of alienists. This is a collection of his

works, arranged in clironological order only, and in consequence there are

some curious contrasts. Side by side, with an article on Hallucinations,

may appear something dift'erent. Dr. Billod denies that lucid intervals

exist,—a denial whose justification would be dilliciilt, and which has
resulted in a vicious system of classification. For example: In discuss-

ing melancholia (iypemania) he makes seventeen varieties, based entirely

on single psychical symptoms. Later on it is found that Dr. Billod has

rejected all classification. He makes the astonishing statement in one
place that "' disease is a new force introduced into the economy." It must
be evident from this that Billod has been, or is, a disciple of the school of

Heinroth. As an illustration of the phases through which the mind of an

alienist may pass the book is of decided interest, but its scientific status is

not of the first rank. The book has the not infrequent ftiult of French
works—a defective index.

The Kansas City Medical Kecord, No 1., Vol. I., came to us as

we go to press. Drs. Fulton and Halley are the editors. This journal

presents a promising, enterprising and ambitious appearance, like the

flourishing and aspiring young city on our western border, in which it

is published. In make-up the Kansas City Medical Record has very much
the appearance of tiie New York Medical iZecorrf, but the title page is marred
by the advertisement of '" Malarial Shield Bitters," which are put on the

market by a wholesale and retail liquor dealer, of Kansas City.

The Record is attractive and metropolitan-like, which pleases the

Kansas City doctors. It is good-looking, like its editors, which will excite

the envy of the brethren in the Future Great city of the Missouri valley.

A Study of the 10th Census.—The Increase of Insanity in the United

States, its Causes and Sources. By Foster Pratt, M. D., Kalamazoo, Mich.

A Paper read before "The American Public Health Association," at

Detroit, Mich., November 15th, 1883. This paper states that the chief

increase found among immigrants is in the foreign born,—1-8 of the

population,—producing 1-3 the insane, 1-3 the paupers, and 1-3 the

criminals of the United States; the several States are powerless to arrest

the rapidly growing evil; Congress, alone, has the power to so regula'e

immigration as to keep out the defective and criminal classes, and pro-

tect each and every State; the native born children of foreigners out-

number the older native white element, in the Northern States and Terri-

tories, by 1,500,000; the hereditary tendencies to insanity, found in these

native children of foreign parents, corrupting native blood, in the

Nortii; native whites, in the North, therefore, produce a larger proportion

of insane than native whites in the South.

The ANAi.ECTic,a monthly periscopic summary of the progress of med-

ical science. Edited by Walter S. Wells, M. D., formerly editor of (-luarterly

Epitome of Practical Medicine and Surgery, and Epitome of Braithwaite's

Retrospect, etc., is announced for 1884. The puipose of this new journal is
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as set forth upon its title paoje, to present a repertory of the most valuable

selections of a practical character to be found in current medical literature.

The new journal h.ss our best wishes.

Possible Cerebral Origin of the Symptoms usually Classed under
"Railway Spine." By G. L. Walton, M, D. This is an intelligent and

plausible attempt to locate the morbid conditions of" railway spine "with-

in the encephalon, and those who are not disposed to concur with the

author in toto nevertheless accept his conclusions inpartibus.

A Contribution to the Clinical Study of Typhlitis and Perityphlitis.

By William Pepper, M. D., LL. D., Provost and Professor of Clinical

Medicine in the University of Pennsylvania. Extracted from the Transac-

tions of the Medical Society of the State of Pennsylvania for 1883.

Introductory Address, delivered before the Medical Class of Part-

mouth College, August 1st, 1883, by Louis Elsberg, A.M., M. D., Professor

of Laryngology.

Relation of Eye and Spinal Diseases. By A. Friedenwald, M. D., Pro-

fessor of Diseases of the Eye and Ear, College of Physicians and Surgeons,

Ealtitnore.

Report of Fred. H. Wines, Secretary to the Illinois State Board of

Public Charities, respecting the Tenth Annual Session of the National

Conference of Charities, at Louisville, Ky., Sept. 24—28, 1S83.

Contribution to the Physiology of Parturition. Illustrated by the his-

tory of a case of labor during Paralysis, by A. C. Bernays, A. M., M. D,, M

.

R. C. S., Engl., etc.

Past, Present, and Future. Introductory Lecture to the Fifty-First

Session of McGill Medical Faculty. By Joseph Worliman, M. D. (McGill.

'35), of Toronto.

Medico-Legal Society of the City of New York —Constitution and
By-Laws. Officers, Committees and Members, and List of Donors and Con-
tributions to the Library, to December 31, 1882.

Two Cases of Brain-Tumor. R. B. Mitchell. M. B., C. M., Assistant

Physician, Royal Edinburgh Asylum.

The Drunkard and his Responsibility. By Henry P. Stearns, M. D.,

Hartford. John Hopkins University Circulars, Vol. II., No. 24.

A Clinical Note on the Propagation of Insanity. By H. M. Bannister,

M. D., Kankakee, 111.

Nerve Stretching, for Traumatic Tetanus and Sciatica, with Remarks.
By J. G. Carpenter, M. D , Stanford, Ky.

New York Medico-Legal Society.—Sixth Inaugural Address of Claik
Bell, as president, pronounced January 9th, 1884. Shows this society to

be in a very prosperous condition.

Our Insane Neighbor; His Rights and Ours. By W. W. Godding,
M. D. Author of "Two Hard Cases."

Statistical Tables of Medico-Psychological Association. Adopted 1883.

The Meteor, for December 25, 1883.

Locomotor Ataxia. By Philip Zenner, M. D., Cincinnati.
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ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTIONS.

Contribution to the Study of Cerebral
Localizations and Gliomata.*

(WITH A PLATE )

APHASIA, AGRAPHIA, RIGHT HEMIPARESIS, GLIOMA OF THE
CEREBRAL CORTEX IN THE MOTOR ZONE.

By a. Tamburini, M. D., Italy,

Director of the Peychiatrio Institute of Reggie,

—A>-D—

V. Marchi, M. D., Italy,

Pathologist of the same Institnte.

'"P^'HE case which we now undertake to illustrate seenis

*- to us of some interest, both from the point of view

of cerebral localizations and that of new formations in

the texture of the brain. Both these subjects are as yet

so far from having reached their perfect development,

that any contribution whatever of clinical and histopath-

ological observations cannot fail to be of some use towards

their more exact knowledge.

Case.—N. C, a woman of thirty-eight years, married,

entered the asylum of Reggio on 7th June, 1882. There

were no hereditary antecedents of mental or nervous dis-

eases in her family. Her father, however, as it would

* Translated by .Ioskph Workman, M. D., Toronto, from Rivista Sperimental

di Freniclria e di Medicina Legale, Anno IX.—Fasclcolo II , III., 1S83.
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appear, died of some scrofulous affection, her mother of

pulmonary tuberculosis, and a brother and sister of tuber-

culosis. The patient has always been robust. She has

had one child, and her pregnancy and confinement were

favorable. She is handsome, and it appears that she has

led a rather loose life, being much addicted to venereal

pleasures. It was suspected that she had been affected with

syphilis, but no traces of it are observed on her person.

For some months previous to her present malady she

complained of general weariness, wandering head pains,

and a state of disquietude, which prevented her from at-

tending, as before, with good-will, to her domestic affairs.

About three months prior to her entrance into the asylum,

one morning, shortly after rising from bed, she suddenly

fell to the floor with loss of consciousness and convulsed

movements, which affected especially the upper limbs, and

above all, the right arm and the face, which was drawn

towards the left. In about half an hour the convulsive

movements ceased, and she passed into a state of coma.

The accesses were repeated many times through the day.

On the following morning, feeling better, she arose, but

she was siezed with new accesses, which continued very

numerous for the four succeeding days, so much so that

from ten to twelve were counted in a single night. The
attacks then became less frequent, but she was obliged

to keep in bed, especially because of severe headache,

and a variety of symptoms which cannot now be accu-

rately related, because of the defective information

supplied by her relatives, and by the medical report. In

the latter, however, the diseased state of the patient was

diagnosed as cerebral meningitis, which was treated with

leeching, cold ablutions to the head, revulsives, etc. One
fact appears certain,—difficulty in speaking was observed.

This was exhibited in the fact that she was obliged to

stop in her discourse because of her inability to pro-

nounce certain- words, which she said she could not

express. She remained in bed and under treatment for

about a month. Then, though the difficulty of speech
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still remained, she felt able to rise, but at this time men-
tal disturbances supervened, which rendered her entrance

into the asylum necessary. Her character had changed:

she was restless, talkative and desirous of constant move-

ment, running here and there without definite object.

She had lost affection for her family, and had become
irritable to such a degree that she broke into passions

from the slightest cause, and she frequently spoke inco-

herently. Finally, an unreasonable attempt to escape from '^
her house and her city, decided the family on placing her C
in the asylum, C^;

Present State.—On her entrance (June 7th) she was p i

found to be a woman of robust physical constitution, of C'

regular osseous development, well nourished, and of fair —

-

muscular development. Her skin was of pale yellow "^

color. The cranium well formed, of brachiocephalic type o-
(cephalic index 84), circumference 542 mm. (20.7 in.) O
The psychical examination shows especially disorder in ^
speech and writing. In the middle of a sentence she O.
suddenly stops, being unable to pronounce certain words, (t-

most usually substantives, but sometimes also adjectives. C

She becomes unquiet and distressed. If various words ^
are spoken to her in order to find the one she has wished

to use, she replies negatively until the one she intended -

to utter is given. She then repeats it promptly and

hurriedly. If only the first word, or the first syllable of

those which she wishes to utter, is given to her, she often

succeeds in pronouncing them, and sometimes she succeeds

even when a word is given with the same termination as

that of the one she requires, especially if it chances to be

a proper name—as that of her husband or son. She
assures us that she has a clear idea of what she wishes

to say, but when she is on the point of expressing it she

finds it impossible, do what she will, unless she is aided

by the words from other persons.

At certain times after this disorder had become ag-

gravated, she was unable to express herself except in

monosyllables, though well understanding what was said
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to her, and monosyllables only being used, or if she suc-

ceeded in speaking she mispronounced the words.

There is an analogous disorder in her writing. When
she is requested to write her own name she thinks a long;

time before commencing. She then draws one or two

letters, and stops, and either proceeds no further or writes

letters different from those she should write. She assures

us that she recollects very well the form and the number
of the letters requisite for the writing of her own name,

but when she is on the point of acting she is prevented

from doing what she wishes. The like is also observed

when words are given her to copy : after the first letters

she halts, and she frequently writes one letter in place of

another. When she is made to write one by one sev-

eral letters given to her, she almost always succeeds,,

though with some difficulty, and after taking up much
time.

As to the rest, no traces of delirium or of hallucina-

tions are observed in her mind ; she is merely seen to

be in state of disquietude, in consequence of which she

would wander about without definite purpose ; it seems

that she has no exact idea of the place she chances to

be in, or of her relations with the external world ; her

affections, however, are still preserved, and she gives

attention to what is said to her.

Motility is diminished in all the right side of the

body, especially in the right arm. In the first days of her

residence in the asylum walking was accomplished pretty

well, with exception of a little hampering in the right leg.

In the upper limbs, however, the muscular force is dimin-

ished on the right side (25 kilog. on the right, and

30 on the left), and the ability to make certain of the

more complex movements is defective ; the paresis, how-

ever, yet permits the patient to execute with the right

hand, though with effort, the motions necessary for writ-

ing. It is also noticed in the face that the right side is

somewhat drooping, whilst the left labial angle is drawn

outwards ; the tongue deviates slightly to the right. The
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pupils are symmetrical, but slow in response to the action

of light and to distances.

The tactile and thermic sensibility is equal on both

sides ; the dolorific, as well mechanical as electrical, is

diminished on the right. The electro-muscular contrac-

tility is diminished on the right (contraction of closure on

the right 106, on the left no). The visual sensibility is

normal on both sides ; the acoustic is diminished on the

right.

The patient complains of intense pain in the head,

especially on the left side. Methodical percussion on the

head aggravates the pain, localizing it in the middle part

of the left parietal region.

The sounds of the heart are normal, but the first is

rather prolonged at the apex ; the pulse is small and fre-

quent ; the respiration normal ; the temperature some-

times a httle above normal (37 and 37.7—98.6 and 99.8

F.). The digestive functions are regular; and so is the

discharge of urine and faeces. The sleep is regular.

Progress of the Disease.—On the third day (June lOth)

after admission, she was taken with vomiting and prostra-

tion and intense aggravation of the head pain.

She remained in bed one day, and then these disturb-

ances passed away.

June 15th. The vomiting returned severely, with aggra-

vation of the head pain, of which she complained very

much
;

general prostration, intellectual torpor and tend-

ency to slumber were noted. The difficulty of speech

was much increased ; she answered only in monosyllables,

and very slowly, to questions put to her, and then fell

into torpor. The pulse was small and hardly percept-

ible.

i6th. Feeling herself better she tried to rise, but her

strength failed, and she fell into a state of syncope, which

lasted about a quarter of an hour. She then revived,

complaining of a feeling of general malaise and severe

left headache, and fell into a state of somnolence. She
had no vomiting. The embarrassment of speech was
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augmented. She was no longer able to repeat neatly the

words given to her.

17th, The vomiting returned with continual head pain

and somnolence, etc.

22nd. For two days past the vomiting had been ab-

sent; but it now returned with great severity, throwing

the patient into a state of grave prostration, which went

on augmenting still more. In a few hours the aggrava-

tion increased; the temperature rose to 38,3 (loi F.); the

pulsations, small and hardly perceptible, reached no; the

state of stupor was complete; there was involuntary dis-

charge of urine and faeces. Resolution and general

insensibility soon followed, and then stertorous breathing,

etc., etc., and death.

The phenomena described in this case, which had at-

tracted our attention, as best adapted to aid us in estab-

lishing the diagnosis of the seat of the cerebralaffection

now met with, were the hemiparesis and the accompany-

ing aphasia and agraphia. The cotemporeity of these

three facts led us promptly to admit a cortical lesion of

the left hemisphere, as it is generally in lesions of the

cerebral cortex, and more precisely in those of the so-

called motor zone, that alteration in speech and writing

is found associated with hemiplegia. The latter two

facts permitted us also to institute a more precise limita-

tion of the lesion in the cortical motor area.

The aphasia appeared to us to appertain to one of

the varieties of amnesic aphasia, that in which, according

to Kussmaul, association of words with the idea is im-

peded. The patient was in fact no longer able to express

her conceptions with the related word-, so far at least, as

regarded substantives, and sometimes adjectives also ; but

she could articulate them as soon as she heard them

pronounced in whole or in part by other persons. The

case was not, therefore, one of ataxic aphasia (Kuss-

maul), nor of motor (Charcot), nor verbal paralysis (Tam-

burini), for the ability to articulate words was yet com-

plete ; it was not the typical form of verbal amnesia, that
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is, in which speech is completely canceled from the

memory ; the words corresponding to the idea were con-

served in the treasury of memory, but they could not be

awakened in consciousness by the mere origination of

the idea ; it was necessary for the awakening of the im-

mediate recall of them, and hence for effecting the re-

lated verbal expression of them, that the memory should

be aided by hearing the word sought for pronounced by

other persons. At certain times afterwards, of great ag-

gravation, this assistance was no longer sufficient ; the

word pronounced before her could not be repeated by her

;

only monosyllables were then uttered by her; the amnesic

aphasia became also ataxic, that is, there was also verbal

paralysis.

Now, this form of aphasia, which is the most frequently

met with, is at present, by universal consent, held to be

dependent on lesion of the third frontal convolution,

especially of the left side, and precisely in the foot of

this convolution and the adjacent part of the ascending

frontal convolution, »which is more especially the motor

centre for the muscles that serve in phonetic expression

(the face, Hps, tongue, etc.,) and these were, in fact, in-

cluded in the lesion, as there was also facial right liemi-

paresis.

The agraphia, or better to say, in this case, the dis-

graphia, because the ability to write was not totally im-

peded, appeared then as belonging to that variety called by

Kussmaul ataxic agraphia, in which the patient, though

still able to write some letters side by side, does not

succeed, or only with great trouble, in forming with them

an entire written word, or, at the most, only his own name,

and even this often in a deformed way ; but he is not un-

conscious of this incapacity, as is the fact in amnesic

agraphia ; on the contrary, he perceives it, and he is

pained by his incapacity to put into writing his own
thoughts. Exactly this was verified in our case. Now,
though nothing is yet known with certainty regarding the

region of the cortex, which should be the centre for the
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motions in writing, yet this much may be asserted : 1st.

That the center of co-ordination of written words, though

intimately connected with that of spoken words, since

both forms of expression are frequently affected together,

should have a distinct seat for itself (Marce, Kussmaul),

because it is not rare to meet with the lesion isolate.

2nd. That the cases observed by Exner render it very

probable that, as the co-ordinating centre of speech (the

foot of the third frontal) is found in immediate contiguity

with that for the muscles (facial, lingual, etc.) which act

in the expression of words (the inferior portion of the

ascending frontal); so, also, the co-ordinating center of

writing should be found in immediate contiguity with that

for the movements of the hand, which is the executive

organ of writing, and hence, as this center is situate in

the middle part of the ascending frontal convolution,

the centre for writing may be found in the foot of the

middle (second) frontal convolution, which is immediately

continuous with the ascending frontal. The fact of the

paresis of the arm, which indicated a lesion exactly in the

middle part of the ascending frontal, was consistent with

this localization in our case.

The right hemiparesis, which was least in the leg, and

greater in the arm and face, whilst it did not permit us to

exclude the idea that both the central convolutions might

be affected, yet, being found associated with the agraphia,

it rather gave preponderance to the belief that the frontal

ascending, only, was affected, chiefly in its middle and in-

ferior portion, together with undoubted participation by

the inferior, or third, frontal, and probably by the middle

(second) frontal.

The absence of any sign of verbal deafness and blind-

ness, for the patient understood quite well all that was

spoken to her (though the sensibility of the left ear was

a little lessened), and she was able to read printed and

written words, warranted us in excluding any participation

whatever in the morbid process by the temporal convolu-

tions, lesion of which is wont to accompany the so-called
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sensorial aphasia (Wernicke), or the verbal deafness (Kuss-

maul), also, participation by the inferior parietal or by

the angular gyrus, which has been found affected in a

few cases of verbal blindness described with exactitude by

Magnan, Dejerine, Chaiiffard, Reilly and Chantemesse.

The diagnosis of seat then localized the lesion in the

cortical substance of the left hemisphere, and precisely

the motor zone in correspondence with the ascending

frontal convolution (especially in its middle and inferior

portion), and with the third frontal, and probably the foot

of the middle second frontal.

This diagnosis of seat was confirmed by the fact of

the head pain localized in the left side, and which was

more exactly hmited by means of the methodical percus-

sion, to the left middle parietal region.

Finally, in confirmation of the cortical seat of the

lesion, there were : \sX. The cotemporeity of the intel-

lectual disturbances with the lesion of motion, speech, etc

2nd. The manner in which the affection originated, that

is, in the form of convidsive access (epileptiform), which

was more conspicuous in the right arm and face (epilep-

sia Jacksoniana), and was followed by paresis of the

convulsed parts, as is most frequently verified in paralyses

of cortical origin.

Coming next to the nature of the lesion, and taking

into account the manner of its origin with phenomena of

• irritative character (epileptiform convulsions, cephalaea,

signs of meningitis, etc.), which were followed by

phenomena of a destructive character (paresis of motion,

of speech, etc.), which became always more aggravated,

we were led to admit that the morbid process had been

initiated by an inflammatory state of the cortex, probably

accompanied by extravasations, and followed by a process

of degeneration and softening of the parts primitively

affected.

The autopsy came in confirmation of the diagnosis of

seat, and the macroscopic examination also confirmed the

diagnosis as regarded the morbid process.
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AUTOPSY.

The Cranium.—The skull is of normal weight and thick-

ness ; slight left fronto-parietal twist ; vascular sulci deep.

Cerebrum.—Dura mater of normal thickness ; adherent

to arachnoid in middle part of the internal margins of the

hemispheres. Arachnoid and pia mater atrophied ; in the

latter, which is reduced to a very thin web, only very small

minute vessels are seen, unless in the posterior part, where

the veins appear dilated and turgid. The pia mater is

readily detached from the cortex without abrading it.

There is then seen a notable flattening of the con-

volutions of both hemispheres, especially the left, except

in correspondence with the central convolutions, which,

instead, appear very large, spread out, and pressed to-

gether, with almost total disappearance of the sulci,

which are made evident only with much trouble. In

the middle part of the left hemisphere, an extensive

area of softening is seen, which is even fluctuating

;

this area is largest in correspondence with the foot

of the middle second frontal convolution. The entire

area of softening, which is differentiated from the other

parts of the cortex by its whitish-red color, includes,

(as may be seen by the annexed figure) : a small por-

tion, in its middle and external parts, of the superior

(first) frontal ; the foot of the middle (second) frontal,

and a portion of its middle and anterior part : the'

third frontal, or inferior convolution, a small portion of

the upper part and a portion somewhat more extensive

of the middle part of the ascending frontal, where the

superior (first) and middle (second) frontal originate, and

all the inferior part of it. The chief point of soften-

ing, corresponding to the foot of the middle frontal,

and to the middle part of the ascending frontal, appears

to be formed of a very soft, fluctuating, semi-trans-

parent texture, of gelatinous aspect and consistence
;

through the first stratum of this, another, deeper, is

transparent, of a dark red color, and it feels under the

touch more fluctuating.
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On cutting into the superficial stratum there is discov-

ered under this region, in the body of the convolution, a

small cavity with reddish-yellow walls, formed of a mem-
brane richly vascular and suffused with transformed blood

of a rusty red color, and hence possessing the characters

of old apoplectic cysts. On cutting deeper into the con-

volution under the small cavity, the white substance of the

convolution is reached : it appears somewhat sclerosed and

presents in its center another small cavity, about the size

of a pea, having the same characters and color as the

preceding one. Cutting still deeper and penetrating into

the white substance of the centrum ovale, it is seen that

this part is softened, and of reddish-white color. This

zone of softening of the medullary substance extends for-

ward as far as the point of the frontal lobe, and backward

as far as the bottom of the ^ascending frontal, consequently

the softening is limited to the medullary substance belong-

ing to the frontal lobe.

On examining the third frontal convolution, it is seen

that the gray substance in it is reduced to a very thin

stratum, hardly distinguishable, very soft, and of gelatin-

ous aspect, and that the white substance under it is also

fluctuant and of gelatinous consistence, being continuous

then with the softening of the medullary part of the whole

frontal lobe. The convolutions also of the insula (of Reil)

appear softened.

There is no apparent alteration in the para-rolandic, or

in the internal convolutions of the hemispheres, nor in.

those of the other lobes.

The lateral ventricles are dilated, full of fluid, and

poorly vascularized.

The optic thalamus, and in great part the corpus stri-

atum, are notably softened, and this softening extends to

the lenticular nucleus. The Sylvian artery on the left is

reduced to a very slender trunk, which is easily torn.

In the cerebellum and the rest of the encephalon there

is nothing worthy of note.

Examination of the spinal cord could not be made, as
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we were unable, for special reasons, to complete the

autopsy.

The autopsy therefore, as we have said, served to con-

firm exactly the diagnosis made of the seat, and to explain

the several facts of lesioned functionality so neatly limited

in this case. In fact the lesion of the ascending frontal

convolution, which was least in its upper part (the centre

for the movements of the limbs—arms and legs), greater

in the middle part (the centre for the movements of the

hand), and in the inferior part (the centre for the move-

ments of the face) gave the reason for the hemiparesis of

the whole of the right side, more conspicuous in the arm
and face. The extensive lesion of the third frontal con-

volution (the centre for the motor memory of language)

explained the amnesic and ataxic aphasia ; finally, the

lesion in the foot of the middle (second) frontal, just in

front of the centre for the movements of the hand, might

explain the agraphia, and serve at the same time to

confirm the idea that in this point the centre for the

movements in writing has its seat.

We had, therefore, fallen upon one of those cases

which, in a very typical manner, illustrate how much ex-

perimental and clinical physiology have demonstrated with

regard to cerebral localizations.

Finally, the extensive fine softening, of gelatinoid

consistence, the apoplectic cysts, apparently of old date;

the limited sclerosis surrounding these, confirmed our path-

ogenic conception of a primitive irritative process in the

cortex, accompanied also by extravasations with succeed-

ing softening of the affected part.

If, however, this was all we were permitted to derive

as to the nature of the morbid process, from the macro-

scopic examination, the histological examination of the

diseased parts had in reserve for us other facts, which it

was not before possible to perceive, but which were yet of

very great interest.

Microscopic Examination.—The histologic examination

of pieces was made by means of lacerations and sections.
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using the various methods of coloring (carmine, haematox-

ylon, etc.) best adapted to distinguish well the structure

and form of the several elements. In examining most dil-

igently any of the points of the diseased cortical region,

by means of delicate lacerations, it was seen that the

texture of them was composed almost exclusively of large

cells, of variable size, from 17 to 28 micro m. m. of irregularly

rounded form, sometimes oval, sometimes triangular, and
sometimes fusiform, with finely granulated contents, and

presenting in their interior, as well toward the center of

the cellular body as towards its periphery, oval or rounded
nuclei, very variable in size and number, from i to 12.

These nuclei were finely granulous, but more transparent

than cellular protoplasm. From the contour, and especially

from the angles of the body of these cells, some prolonga-

tions went out, varying in number from i to 8, and even

more. These appeared rigid, transparent, homogeneous,.

and above all, notably long ; those rather large at the point

of origin went on becoming always more slender as they

went further from the body of the cell. In their course

these prolongations, unramified, or only occasionally ramify-

ing dichotomously in the vicinity of their origin, were very

irregular: some of them bent at an acute angle at some
point in their length; 'others, on the contrary, had a tor-

tuous course, zigzag or spiral, but most frequently they

formed, by their numerous foldings, a sort of irregular

interlacement around, and also at some distance from,

the cell from which they had their origin. Proceeding

with the examination towards the deeper part of the

diseased region, that is, towards the medullary sub-

stance, the same elements were again found in great

abundance, but with some difference. The cells, irregu-

larly rounded or oval, had a less diameter than those

previously described, and the prolongations, for the greater

part, did not present the thickness and length of those

before mentioned ; on the contrary, they were shorter, more
slender and flexible, but more numerous—so much so that

many of them, from their form, the characters and disposition
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of their short, very slender and crowded prolongations,

resembled the normal cells of the neuroglia. Finally, pro-

ceeding still more deeply into the part under examination,

so as to enter into the medullary substance of the frontal

lobe, cells were again met with, of various diameter, some
globose, broad and granulous, containing a single nucleus,

others smaller and purely granulous, having in general

few prolongations, or being quite unprovided with these

{which might very probably depend on the traction

made in lacerating, in order to isolate these elements)

;

such cells were found intermixed with the nervous fibres,

and meshed into a rich fibrillar netting.
(
Vide plate,

Fig. I., b.

On examining the pieces in fine sections, previously

hardened in the bichromate, and after various colorings,

as before mentioned, the above-described elements were

seen in great number in the more superficial parts of the

cortex, where they were closely packed and as it were

enmeshed in the interlacement formed by their own pro-

longations ; their number gradually decreased as they

proceeded towards the deeper strata in the medullary

substance. The examination of the sections further

showed, in the superficial and middle strata of the

cortex, the presence of nervous cells, few in number

and rather distant from one another, furnished with their

prolongations and having throughout the characters of

perfect normality, [Vide plate, Fig. I., a.)

The blood vessels of the regions included in the

lesion, presented notable alterations ; they appeared

numerous, tortuous, much ramified and very little resist-

ing; the perivascular sheaths of the larger capillaries and

of the arteries of small and medium calibre appeared

much dilated, and they contained a notable quantity of

small, rounded, granulous cells (lymphoid cells).

It is lastly to be noted that the special elements above

described, forming almost in totality the superior strata

of the affected convolutions, were found in greater

quantity, and were more voluminous and robust around
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the vessels ; the cells most characteristic among the

above named, surrounded the perivascular sheaths in great

quantity, and formed with their prolongations an inter-

lacement that surrounded the sheath itself.

From this histological finding it is seen that all that

part of the left frontal lobe which appeared in the form

of a softened gelatinous texture, was in greatest part

formed, more towards the surface, less towards the deep

part, of special cellular elements, which do not exactly

correspond to the type of any of the cellular elements

that are physiologically metf with in the cerebral texture
;

but which, nevertheless, in their rounded form, their

granular contents with several nuclei, their long, slender

and numerous prolongations, remind us of the cells of the

neuroglia
; and this similarity becomes still more evident

the farther we proceed from the superficial into the deep

parts, with the pieces under examination ; for in the

deeper strata these elements diminish in number and
volume, and instead of them we find those cells which in

their volume, form and character of the prolongations,

much resemble the normal cellular elements of the

cerebral connective. It also appears that these elements

were very numerous and more voluminous in the vicinity

of the vessels, behaving in this in the same manner as

Golgi has demonstrated with respect to the normal

elements of the neuroglia ; and lastly, in the superior

strata of the affected region, rare nervous cells were met

with, but they were of quite normal aspect.

The characters, therefore, presented by these special

cellular elements, their becoming, gradually as we
descended from the more superficial to the deeper strata,

always more like the normal connective cells, their mode
of behaving as to the vessels, and the important fact

that they were more numerous in the more superficial

stratum of the cerebral cortex, where normally the con-

nective elements are found most numerous, and finally the

fact that the nervous cells appeared scarce (perhaps

because of their separation from one another by the
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abnormal development of the neoform elements), but

normal, lead us to hold that the above named elements

represent a neo-production of cotinective nature, developed

from the stroma (neuroglia) interposed among the

nervous elements, which stroma has thereby undergone

an enormous development both in its quantity and

the robustness of its cellular elements. We have there-

fore a gliomatous neo-production,—a cerebral glioma.

It is well known that Virchow has designated by
the term gliomata those neoformations that are developed

from the interstitial stroma of the central nervous

organs, that is, the neuroglia, which he has described

as a soft, amorphous and finely granulous substance, in

which are found disseminated m great numbers, cellular

elements of rounded form, with finely granulous contents

and large granular nuclei, wherefore gliomata would be

constituted of rounded, lenticular, fusiform or stellate

elements, scattered in a granular substance, which is

amorphous in the fresh state, but reticulate in hardened

pieces. Since, however, the studies of Deiter.%, Jastrowitz,

Boll, and especially Golgi on the connective of the

central nervous organs, have modified the ideas of the

constitution of this texture, our conception of the intimate

constitution of gliomata ought to be somewhat modi-

fied.

It has in fact resulted from the studies of Golgi,

especially, that the connective stroma interposed among
the nervous cells and fibres, as well m the cerebrum and

cerebellum as in the medulla spinalis, is constituted

:

in the gray substance of cells of irregularily rounded

form, provided with a thick hedge of very fine pro-

longations, partly granulous, partly homogeneous and

splendent, and frequently ramified ; in the white sub-

stance, of cells with flat and wide body, which is

continued into a great number of fine, long prolonga-

tions that but rarely ramify ; and finally to these

prolongations pertains the principal, if not the exclu-

sive part, in the formation of the interstitial stroma.
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Resting on the principle that the structure of neoforma-

tions always takes imprint from the structure of the tissue

in which they originate, it follows as a consequence that

gliomata should be essentially characterized as cellular ele-

ments analogous to those which form the basis of the

normal connective of the central nervous organs.

In fact, the study of the two cases of glioma of the

brain, observed by Golgi in 1871, and afterwards excel-

lently illustrated by him, have fully confirmed this idea,

and have authorized the decision that by true gliomata we
ought to understand those neoformations which are mainly

constituted of radiate cells, that is, tvith multiple prolongatiojis

analogous to those zvhich form the connective stroma of the

central nervous organs.

Later studies by Bizzozero, Simoji and Fenoglio have

fully confirmed this principle.

Bizzozero, confirming the observations of Golgi, draws

from them laws, important to pathology, on the relations

between the structure of tumors and the nature of the

tissues in which they originate.

Simon has illustrated two cases of cerebral glioma, one

of the right cerebral hemisphere, completely constituted of

connective cells with multiple prolongations (Dieters), or

arachniform (Jastrowitz) : the other of the ependyma of

the left lateral ventricle, containing a great number of

connective feathery cells, and analogous to those found by

Boll in the optic thalami, the white substance of the

medulla spinalis, etc.

Fenoglio has illustrated two cases of cerebral tumor

belonging to the collection in the laboratory of Prof.

Bizzozero, one of which is a particular form of true glio-

ma, constituted of different varieties of the typical form

of the cells of the neurogha; the other, being, on the

contrary, a typical case of sarcoma, afforded the author

occasion for confirming the ideas of Golgi, not only as to

the intimate constitution of gliomata, but also as to the

difference in structure between glioma and sarcoma, on

which subject we shall treat hereafter.
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From this manner of viewing the constitution of

gHomata, Klebs widely differs ; in sixty-four cases of

tumors in the central nervous apparatus, observed in the

Anatomo-Pathological Institute, of Prague, he met with

thirteen of glioma, which he considered as a hyper-

plasia of the whole cerebral texture, that is, as well of

the elements of the neuroglia as of .those properly

called nervous, in which he seems to have found the

characters of proliferation ; he, therefore, prefers to desig-

nate these neoplasms by the name neurogliomata.

Kumniel and Hartdegen have since approached near

to these views. The former found in a gliomatous hyper-

trophy of the pons and the medulla oblongata, in addi-

tion to an augmentation of the volume and the number

of the connective elements, also an augmentation of

the nervous elements ; and the latter seems to have

found, in the lateral ventricles of a new-born child,

multiple neurogliomata, which he denominates ganglio-

cellular gliomata.

Meyer and Beyer have also confirmed the views of

Klebs, in an important study of two cases of parenchy-

matous inflammation of the medulla spinahs and the

frontal lobe, in which the histological analysis showed

such a neoformation of the different constituent elements

of the nervous tissue as to constrain him to regard it

as a form of transition from parenchymatous inflamma-

tion to glioma.

The idea recently sustained by Witowski is in unison

with these views. He holds that the neurogha repre-

sents a tissue, not of a connective, but rather of a nerv-

ous nature,—a very complex question and subordinate

to another still much discussed, as to the embryonal

origin of the diverse elements constituting the nervous

tissue.

The case which we now publish goes to confirm,,

on the contrary, the principles established by Golgi

with regard to the constitution of gliomata, and it pre-

sents such important analogies to the first of the two
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cases described by him, that we think it here oppor-

tune to reproduce its chief heads.

This case of Golgi was that of an epileptic idiot,

the history and objective examination of which are

wanting. At the autopsy, the convolutions limiting the

fissure of Rolando (the ascending frontal and parietal)

were found isolately elevated and swollen, as compared

with those around them, and as if they had undergone

a colossal enlargement. Under the touch they pre-

sented an extraordinary softness and a quasi fluctuation.

This apparent enormous enlargement of the convolutions

was produced by a soft, semi-transparent gelatinous

tissue, of a hydrangia red color. At points it covered

the two internal thirds of the grey substance, between

which and the tissue itself no precise boundary could

be established ; at other points it occupied the whole

of the grey substance, gradually passing from the gela-

tinous tissue to the white substance. This tissue ap-

peared, on histological examination, to be formed of

cells with irregularly rounded body, of the size of 15

to 25 micro m. m., having one or more rounded nuclei, and

furnished with innummerable filiform, very long pro-

longations, which were partly rigid, partly flexuous, and

for the most part not ramified, or only dichotomously

so ; they were larger at their point of origin, and more

slender in the rest of their length. There were also

discovered rounded, nucleate cells, which, from the small

number of prolongations, or even the absolute want of

them, brought to mind the characters of the embry-

onal cells of the cerebral connective. Finally, cells per-

fectly identical with the gangliar or nervous cells were

seen.

Though the case described by Golgi, as may be

seen from the details, resembles ours very conspicuously,

under macroscopic examination, yet between the two

there are differences worthy of note, with respect to the

characters of the fundamental histological elements of

the neoformation. These are in fact, in the cases of
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Golgi, as may be still better shown by comparison of

the figures pubHshed by him and by ourselves, much
more like the elements of the normal cerebral connective.

On the contrary, in our case they differ from those of

Golgi in the greater irregularity of form in the cellular

body, the greater number of the nuclei, the less number

of prolongations, and above all in the greater length and

robustness of the prolongations. Whilst, however, it is

beyond doubt, that of the different elements which

normally constitute the cerebral tissues, those to which

the elements of the neo-production in our cases are most

similar, are exactly the connective, it is further to be

observed that the gradual passage from these cellular

forms to those evidently connective, as discovered in

proceeding from the more superficial to the deeper parts

of the neo-production, their abundance in the more super-

ficial strata of the cortex, their behaviour with respect

to the vessels, their disposition in relation to the other

elements constituting the cerebral tissue, as shown in fine

sections, which, as may be perceived by comparing the

respective figures, present great analogies in the two

cases,—all these are facts that prove the connective

nature of the elements in question.

On searching among the different cases of glioma that

have been described, we have not been able to find any

description of the elements presenting a notable analog>'

with those related by ourselves as constituent of the

neo-production in our case.

In the cases alone of Fenoglio before mentioned, we
have found something analogous mentioned. In the

glioma examined by him, he found, in addition to the

cells characteristic of the neuroglia, some others of oval,

or of irregularly polyhedral form, with finely granulous

protoplasm, and presenting a pretty large nucleus, which

was ordinarily provided with various nucleoli, from the

periphery of which th6re were given out two, four, six or

more pale prolongations, consisting of a substance more

homogeneous than that of the body of the cell, and
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generally furnishing only some rare ramifications, which

often appear ribbon-shaped. These cells, however, differ

from the elements described by us, in their volume,

which is much greater ; in fact, they had a diameter vary-

ing from 45 to 120 micro m. m.

Fenoglio appears rather doubtful as to the nature of

these cells, but he concludes on holding them to be

hypertrophied cells of the neuroglia, and he regards

this fact as very interesting, because it shows how the

cells of the neuroglia may be pathologically altered.

Now, the cells described by us, which have much
similarity to those observed by Fenoglio, though differ-

ing from them in their smaller volume, whilst they are

yet more voluminous than the normal cells of the

neuroglia, would appear to represent a primary stage of

that pathological alternation (hyperplasia) of the con-

nective cerebral cells, of which the elements observed by

this author would represent a yet more advanced stage.

In the cases of Meyer and Beyer also, among the

various histological elements described by them, some

are found which present some similarity to those met

with by us, and which the authors themselves recognize

as of connective origin. But as we have before said,

that the similarity between the cases described by Golgi

and our case, consists in the macroscopic finding, we
think we should call special attention to this fact.

In both cases, in an almost identical region of the

brain, there was observed, in the macroscopic examina-

tion, a soft, fluctuating, gelatinous tissue, which rendered

the affected convolutions so voluminous as to be called

quasi elephantiasal. This character of enormous enlarg-

ment of the regions in which the glioma, instead of

appearing in the form of a localized tumor, presented in

a diffuse form, has been noted by the majority of other

observers : Klebs, indeed, uses the very expression ele-

phantiasal, to indicate this diffuse enlargment of the

cerebral substance, which characterizes the gliomatous

parts, and Kiimmel more recently, in describing the
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glioma already mentioned, of the pons and the medulla

oblongata, observes that the strata of the affected parts

is comparable to elephantiasis, and he prefers to denom-

inate it gliomatous hypertrophy. Gerhardt also, in his

recent work on " Glioma, " insists on the expansive, diffuse

nature of the gliomatous tumefaction, which he denomi-

nates tumor of superposition. This character seems to

us of great importance in the appreciation of the macro-

scopic findings in autopsies. The soft, gelatinous, and

more or less fluctuating appearances of certain parts of

the cerebral cortex, especially when of a red or hydrangia-

red color, as was the fact in our case and in that of

Golgi, and still more when accompanied, as in our case,

by the presence of old hemorrhagic foci, might promptly

lead to the idea of a softening of the cerebral tissue,

due to that necrobiosis of the elements, which often

accompanies apoplectic foci, an alteration to which, as

being rather common, much importance might not be

attached ; whilst, on the contrary, we should fall

into grave error did we fail to recognize the

not very common affection of gliomatous neo-pro-

duction in the brain. Now, the fact of the tumefaction of

the convolutions, which is proper, as it would appear

from the majority of the cases observed, to the gliomatous

neoformation, and which is not verified in necrobiotic

softenings, may be a character of great value in prevent-

ing our being led into error. We therefore think it

opportune to call attention to this fact, in order that

whenever in autopsies, especially in the cerebral cortex,

a notable tumefaction of the convolutions is found

associated with a gelatinoid softening of the tissue, the

histological examination of the parts may not be for-

gotten, as there is a great probability that the case may
be one of cerebral glioma.

Another fact which we think merits attention, is

that of the two hemorrhagic foci found by us in the

neo-production. This fact has already been noted by

other observers, as frequentl)' to be met with in cerebral
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gliomata, and in the case of Fenoglio also there was

observed in the deeper, dark red part of the tumor, a

hemorrhagic focus, with other hemorrhagic points scattered

here and there, as they have also been found described

in the cases described by Meyer and Beyer.

This depends on the great vascularity that gliomata

generally present, in consequence of which they have a great

tendency to congestions and a rapid increase of volume,

with grave disturbance of the cerebral circulation, so that

they are very liable to hemorrhages, so much so indeed

that it is not always easy to distinguish macroscopically,

especially when they have the characters of the apparent

softening above mentioned, hemorrhagic gliomata from

simple cerebral hemorrhages. This remarkable vascularity

was noted in our case also, in which the microscopic ex-

amination showed the vessels in correspondence with the

neoplasm to be numerous, tortuous, much ramified, and

having the perivascular sheaths greatly dilated and full of

lymphoid elements. In the case illustrated by Golgi

also, it was noted that, besides the remarkable hyperaemia

of the meninges lying on, and adherent to, the glioma-

tous cortical area, as well of the different strata of the

neoformation as of the surrounding cortex, there was

an abundance of blood vessels with thickened walls, and

turgid with blood. This great vascularity in our case

explains the presence of the two hemorrhagic foci,

which nothing would authorize us to regard as primitive

and antecedent to the neoformation, whilst, on the

contrary, everything leads us to hold them as secondary

occurrences proper to the neoplasm.

We do not believe it necessary to delay long on the

differential diagnosis between the neo-production studied

by us, and other possible cerebral neoplasms. The neo-

plasm which is most frequently confounded with glioma is

cerebral sarcoma. But this confusion must be much more

likely to occur could we avail of no other characters as

our basis of distinction, than those described by Virchow

for the neuroglia and gliomata ; he goes so for as to
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declare " that the distinction of gliomata from sarcomata

presents such difficulties that the establishment of the

group in which to place the cerebral neoformation is, in

most cases, altogether arbitrary. " And in truth, the

characters given by him for gliomata, as tumors constituted

of rounded cells, immersed in a finely granular substance,

and not presenting any essential difference from those of

sarcomata, must, as a necessary consequence, have led

to the impossibility of an exact distinction. But since

the studies, before mentioned, of Golgi, on the intimate

structure of the cerebral connective, and on the constitu-

tion of gliomata, it remains established that whilst the

histological characteristic of glioma has, as we have

several times said, been given by the cellular type proper

to the interstitial connective of the brain, that for

sarcoma is, on the contrary represented by elements

which have their type in the embryonal connective, that

is, by rounded or fusiform cells, situate in a more or less

abundant, granulous, or fibrillar, intercellular substance.

From this it has followed as a consequence, that many
neo-productions have, in the past, been attributed to

gliomata, instead of sarcomata. The two cases ofFenoglio,

already mentioned, have served to confirm the correctness

of a distinction, which has been established by Golgi

between glioma and sarcoma. And this distinction, when
brought to bear on the characters herein set forth, of

fundamental elements of the neo-production in our ca.se,

authorizes us to completely exclude the idea that it could

be one of sarcoma.

The like may also be said respecting the so-called

neuro-glioma of Klebs, of which we have already made
mention. The neo-production in our case was constituted

essentially of those special elements which we have

demonstrated as proceeding from proliferation of the

neuroglia. The nervous elements did not present any

sign of participation in the neo-productive process ; they

were indeed scarce, probably because of the consider-

able development of the neoplastic elements, but they
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presented themselves in their perfectly normal characters.

There was not, therefore, anything that pointed towards

that hyperplastic process of all the constituent elements

of the cerebral tissue, which, according to Klebs,

should be the characteristic of neuroglioma ; and indeed

whilst our case comes, as we have before intimated,

in full confirmation of the views of Golgi, it is, on the

other hand, antagonistic to the ideas published by Klebs

on the constitution of ghomata, at least as a general

law.

It remains now to consider whether the interesting

histological finding met with in our case, is, or is not,

confirmatory of the pathogenic conception which we have

before enounced, with regard to the morbid process which

must have taken place in the case. It is certainly modi-

fied in so far as the characters of a secondary degenera-

tive process in the parts affected are wanting, the whole

being on the contrary, but a neo-productive process.

Nevertheless, the pathogenic conception formulated by us

remains, on the whole, confirmed, and indeed with the

minute alterations discovered, we are enabled to explain

fully to ourselves, the course of the disease and its phe-

nomena. In fact, the gliomatous proliferation met with in

the convolutions of the motor-area, suffice to demonstrate

to us the existence of a formative process, which is as

much as to say, an irritative one, which we admitted in

our case as the first pathogenic fact.

This conception respecting the pathogenic process,

besides being admitted for neo-productions in general, is

especially admitted for gliomata, of which Virchow has

written thus :
" The name glioma is appropriate when the

neoformation, being also of inflammatory origin, acquires

the durable character and form of a tumor;" and, as we

have noted, Meyer and Beyer have endeavored to show

the derivation of the gliomatous neoformations met with

by them, from parenchymatous inflammation of the nerv-

ous tissue.

This irritative nature of the process was clearly proved
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by the numerous, tortuous, greatly ramified vessels, with

dilated perivascular sheaths, full of lymphoid elements,

and above all by the fact that the neoform elements

were more numerous and robust exactly in correspond-

ence with the blood vessels. Now this irritative process,

proved by the characters and nature of the neo-produc-

tion met with, explains to us the phenomena of irritative

character (epileptiform convulsions, cephalaea, etc.) with

which the affection commenced.

The succeeding compression of the cortical nervous

elements of the affected region, produced by the abnormal

development of the interstitial connective elements, explains

to us the phenomena of the impeded functionality of the con-

volutions, that is, of motility, and the phonetic and agraphic

expression of ideas, of which the affected convolutions

are evidently the centers. This impediment should not,

and could not, attain to a complete abolition of the func-

tions, for, as we have before seen, the specific functional

elements, that is, the ganglion cells of the cortex, though

scarce and distant from each other, because of the abun-

dance of the interposed neo-produced elements, did not

present any alteration in their structure.



WAS GUITEAU INSANE ?

A REPLY TO DR. ELWELL'S REJOINDER.

D

By M. J. Madigan, M.D., Brooklyn, N. Y.,

Formerly Assistant Physician In the New Torli City Asylum for the Insane.

R. Elwell, in his analysis of Dr. Spitzka's paper,

starts out by claiming that he is not committed to

the doctrine that the "really" insane (that is, those who do

not know right from wrong, in the legal sense,) should be

punished, but that he does stand committed,

On the other hand, to the punishment of that large class of alleged

insane, thrown to the surface as the emergency requires, for whom the

defense of irresponsibility is so constantly interposed in courts ofjustice

—

composed of the weak-minded, the evil-minded, those more or less

disordered in mind but still know right from wrong, the " odd " and the

^'singular" people; and, lately have been added to these, the eccentric;

and still later {Lancet), " those of bad memory," have been made to swell

the list. This is tlie class whose position as to responsibility is here under
discussion; and these are the persons who are spoken of in this article as

the insane, and not those who come under the rule of the English judges.

It is scarcely astonishing that such views should be

regarded by the greatest forensic alienist of the age,

Krafft-Ebing (elegantly denominated by Dr. Elwell
" a German doctor who speaks Dutch "), as showing
*' transplendent ignorance," of psychiatry ; but even this
" transplendent ignorance " scarcely prepares us for the

statement that

:

The rule of responsibility, as found in the criminal code of Germany^
is substantially the same as the knowledge of right and wrong in England
and America, the German rule being that " there is no criminal act when
the actor, at the time of the offense, is in a state of unconsciousness or
morbid disturbance of the mind, through which the free determination of
his will is excluded."'

Do all lawyers of the English-speaking countries agree
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with Dr. Elwell ? To give a just idea of the legal

doctrines on this subject, it is best to pass in review

the circumstances under which this right and wrong test

was officially promulgated. Sergeant Ballantyne,* a

British lawyer, known wherever English is spoken, says

that :

This test was promulgated after the acquittal of Macnaghten, for the

murder of Mr. Drummond. The judge presidinir at that trial, Chief Jus^tice

Tindal. of the Court of Common Pleas, was made for the position. Sound
law and substantial justice were sure, as far as human power could prevail,

to be administered under his presidency. ,It required a judge of this

caliber to coutrol the violent indignation against the accused. Sir W.
FoUet prosecuted, and the late Lord Chief Justice, then Mr. Cockburn,

defended. The facts were easih* proven, and the only question at issue

was whether .the prisoner, at the time of the crime, was of sound mind
The onus of showing the contrary practically devolved upon the prisoner'a

counsel. Macnaghten had been treated as a lunatic, and appears to have

imagined that Sir R. Peel was bent upon his destruction, which he

intended to prevent by the assassination. There was no ground what-

ever for even the belief that Sir R. Peel knew him. In a case somewhat
similar, Ersklne made a most masterly argumentative speech upon the

different phases of insanity. Cockburn, in his defense of Macnaghten,

had the advantage of this great advocate's treatment of the subject This

did not detract from one of the most masterly arguments ever heard at the

English bar. The facts just stated were fuUj' proven. Before the evidence

was concluded the Chief Justice appealed to Sir W^. Follet, who admitted

that he must submit to a verdict acquitting the prisoner upon the ground

of insanity, which was accordingly pronounced. A storm of indignatloa

followed. •• Mad or not, the prisoner ought to have been hanged." Such
was no uncommon expression, and a general denunciation of mad
doctors and lawyers was frequently iieard. This outcry resulted in a very

singular and unprecedented proceeding on the part of the House of

Lords, which fortunately has never been repeated. It called upon judge*

to express their opinions upon the law applicable to insanity in criminal

cases. It seems to me sui-prising that they did not point out that such a

proceeding was extrajudicial, and that their opinions could only properly

be given upon certain facts arising before them in their judicial capacity^

and that what was asked of them was to make a law in anticipation of

facts that might hereafter arise. The same proceeding also might be

adopted in relation to any subject, civil or criminal. However, the judges

went and sat in solemn conclave, but as might be expected, being called

upon to found abstract opinions with no facts to go upon, they have not

greatly assisted the administration of justice. The important point pro-

pounded by the judges seems as follows : "The only ground on which

an alleged lunatic is entitled to un acquittal is that he did not know the dif-

ference between right and wrong in the act he comniitt<'d."
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If they had proceeded to say upon what grounds

the question was to be determined, some benefit might

have arisen from their opinions. (Judge Maule refused

to sully the ermine by bowing to mob spirit, as voiced

in the House of Lords, and did not agree with the

other judges, taking his stand on the law as promulgated

before these dicta.) The judges say that:

•' Although a person may in a particular matter act under an insane

delusion, and act in consequence thereof, he is equally liable with a per-

son of sane mind." This seems to mean that unless the delusion de-

stroyed knowledge of right and wrong, to be discovered and proved
independently of the admitted delusion, he must be considered sane. If

these dicta are to be received as law, then a totally different principle

governs civil and criminal cases, and a person incapable of making a will

or executing a deed, may, nevertheless, be liable to be executed for the

commission of what, in a sane man would be a crime. Tt is not difficult

to presume that the insane often know they are doing wrong ; and, in-

deed, the cunning that in many cases attends their acts indicates

that they do; but assuming one of the qualities of the sane human
mind to be self-restraint, and supposing this barrier has been removed
by insanity, ought the sufferer to be held criminally liable for his acts, al-

though evidence existed that he was conscious of the difference be-

tween right and wrong? It would be dangerous doctrine to declare be-

cause the sense of right and wrong had disappeared, a criminal should
be deemed irresponsible, yet, on the other hand, an utter lunatic may
possess a sense of right and wrong in many actions of his life.

He then cites the case of the lunatic who concealed

his delusion from Erskine, and says

:

He was admittedly a lunatic, but certainly if he had been charged with
a crime it might fairly have been contended that he knew the difference

between right and wrong. A civil act is destroyed by proof that the per-

son performing it was at the time subject to mental delusion upon one
subject, although in every other perfectly reasonable. The only principle

upon which this rule can be founded is that the mind is one and entire,

and if diseased it is impossible, whatever may be the external signs, to

say to what extent, and in what direction, the disease extends. If this be
good reasoning, surely it is equally applicable to the mind of a person
charged with a crime. I cannot think that where an insane delusion is

clearly proved, although numerous facts may be brought forward to show
that the lunatic distinguished, up to the time of the offense, the difference be-
tween right and wrong, he ought to be consigned to the gallows. The
gout that has taken possession of a man's toe suddenly leaps to his

heart. When a man believes himself to be the Saviour, how is it possible
for human skill to tell what thought or opinion is likely to control any
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act of his life? The law must yield to the dispensations of Providence,

however much prejudice and paeeiou may seek to sway its adminis-

tration.

Lord Chief Justice Cockburn, up to the time of his

death, held similar views. Judge Blackburn, as evidence

of the fallacy of the right and wrong test, recently cited

the following case

:

A woman who had been more than once insane from excessive

lactation, had again suckled a babe for more than two years. She had

under her care a fifteen-year-old girl, of whom she was very fond.

The family were miserably poor. One night, this woman deliberately

cut the child's throat. She then went to her own child, to whom she

was greatly attached, who looked up on hearing a noise, and said

:

•'What are you dohig?" She replied, "I have killed Olivia, and I am
going to kill you." The child flung her arms around her mother's neck,

and said :
" No, I know you would not hurt your little Mopsy." The

woman dropped her child, went out, and said to a neighbor "I have

killed Olivia and was going to kill Mopsy, but when the little darling

flung her arms around my neck I had not the heart to do it."

Lord Blackburn, commenting, says :

She knew right from wrong on the definitions in the Macnaghteu

case. She did know the quality of the act, but he felt it was impossible

to say she should be punished, and therefore charged the jury that

there were exceptional cases where the accused did know right from

wrong, yet was iiTesponsible.

In this case the woman had pretended to recover

from her depression to secure opportunity for the homicide.

In State vs. Pike, Chief Justice Perley, of New Hamp-
shire, instructed the jury :

That they should return a verdict of not guilty, " if the killing was
the oflspring of mental disease in the defendant ; that neither delusion,

nor knowledge of right or wrong, nor design, nor cunning in planning

and executing the killing, and in escaping or avoiding detection, nor

ability to recognize acquaintance, or to labor or transact business, or

manage affairs, is, as a matter of law, a test of mental disease; but

that all symptoms and all tests of mental disease are purely matters of

fact to be determined by the jury.

Judge Doe said :

A striking and conspicuous want of success has attended the efforts

made to adjust the legal relations of mental disease. It was for a long
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time supposed that men, however insane, if they knew an act to be

wrong, could refrain from doing it. But whether that suspicion is

correct or not is a pure question of fact; in other words, it is a medical

supposition—or, a medical theory. Whether it originated in the

medical or any other profession, or in the general notions of mankind,

is immaterial. It is as medical in its nature as the opposite theory.

The knowledge test, in all its forms, and the delusion test, are medical

theories introduced in immature stages of science, in the dim light of

earlier times, and subsequently, upon more extensive observations and

more critical examinations, repuciiated by the medical profession. But

legal tribunals have claimed these tests as immutable principles of law,

and have fancied they were abundantly vindicated by a sweeping de-

nunciation of medical theories, warning that this aggressive defense

was an irresistible assault on their own position. In this manner opin-

ions purely medical and pathological in their character, relating entirely

to questions of fact, and full of errors, as medical experts now testify,

passed into books of law, and acquired the force of judicial decisions.

Defective medical theories usurped the position of common law princi-

ples. Whether the old or the new medical theories are correct, is a

question of fact for the jury. It is not the business of the court to

know whether any of them are correct. The law does not change with

every advance of science, nor does it maintain a fantastic consistency

by adhering to medical mistakes which science has corrected. The

legal principle, however much it may formerly have been obscured by

pathological darkness and confusion, is that a product of mental dis-

ease is not a contract, a will, or a crime. It is often difficult to ascer-

tain whether an individual lias a mental disease, and whether an act

was the product of that disease ; but these difficulties arise from the

nature of the facts to be investigated, and not from the law; they are

practical difficulties to be solved by the jury, and not legal difficulties for

the court.

If the tests of insanity are matters of law, the practice of allowing

experts to testify what they are should be discontinued; if they are

matters of fact, the judge should no longer testify without being sworn as

a witness and showing himself qualified to testify as an expert. If it is

necessary that the law should entertain a single medical opinion concern-

ing a single disease, it is not necessary that that opinion should be a cast-

off theory of physicians of a former generation.

In State vs. Jones, Judge Ladd, on the right and

wrong test of responsibihty, claimed that

An interference with the province of the jury and the enunciation of

a proposition which, in its essence is not law, could not, in any view

safely be given to the jury as a rule for their guidance, because, for

ought we can know, it may be false in fact.

Judge Hughes, of Ohio, Judge Hornblower, of North

Carohna, and Chief Justice Agnew, of Pennsylvania, hold
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similar views. It will be seen that this test is flung

to the winds by the more enlightened judiciary. Ac-

cording to the test promulgated by Judge Elwell, the

unfortunate woman already mentioned, would have been

hung, as, since being more or less disordered in her

mind and knowing right from wrong, she was only
" alleged " to be insane. Fortunately for the interests of

science and of the insane, it was not given to Dr.

Elwell to blow away the scientific conception of insanity

by the use of the word " alleged. " He might with equal

propriety speak of the "alleged structure of the brain,"

of the "alleged" position of man in nature, and his

opponent of the " alleged existence of the soul.

"

Second. I, like Dr. Spitzka, did believe that Dr. Elwell's

foot note was intended as an advertisement for Dr.

Elwell's book, and the most impartial judge would have

this opinion strengthened on reading the dozen or more
fulsome press notices scattered through that work under

the guise of foot notes. His paper and Dr. Spitzka's do

not come under the same category. Dr. Spitzka's was

historical ; devoted to a trial in which he himself had

been a prominent actor, and for the purpose of demon-
strating the falsity of certain misrepresentations made of

his share in that trial : here the personal element could

not be avoided. Dr. Elwell's paper was casuistic, and
in such a paper the personal element was out of place.

Third. It is difficult to believe that a medical man
could cite approvingly the statement of Dr. Ordronaux

concerning the disagreement of science and law, and

approvingly endorse the statement that the layman and

physician were on a par as regards their knowledge of

mental pathology. That the rules of law should not be

applicable to medicine is not astonishing, nor would

a scientist regret this. Law is hide-bound by precedent;

medicine scorns precedent as precedent; medicine welcomes

all truth ; law, such truth as can be fitted into formulae.

Legal minds, of the better class, have endorsed the statement

of an eminent English judge, that law must fit itself to
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science, not vice versa. Dr. Spitzka was wrong in say-

ing that Dr. Elwell was a mere echo of Dr. Ordronaux.

Their arguments are the same ; both are nativistic in tone,

in the mean sense which nativism in science implies

;

both oppose moral insanity from a fear of conse-

quences, but here Dr. Elwell strikes out in a new path.

Dr. Ordronaux feared the doctrine of moral insanity

because of its tendencies to induce belief in the super-

natural. Dr. Elwell fears it because of its tendencies to

destroy belief in the supernatural. Which is difficult

to ascertain, since alienists who are members of the Cal-

vinistic denomination, of the Arminian denominations,

of the Roman Catholic Church, and others who are

agnostics—all believe that there is a psychosis of which

moral manifestations are the most plain and obvious

symptoms. As an argument in science, fear of conse-

quences is an absurdity ; and in the present instance, a

double absurdity—Dr. Ordronaux's fears offset Dr. Elwell's

fears. As has been very well said by Dr. H. M. Bannister,*

of the Eastern Illinois Hospital for the Insane:

There is an uuworthy tendency, from which even scientific men are

not entirely free, to apply to all questions where the general welfare seems
in any way liable to become affected, the rule of expediency, and to avoid
expressing apparently dangerous truths, and even to suppress them as far

as possible.

This is equally in point as to the theology introduced

into medicine by the editor of the Lancet, who is not

regarded as an alienist anywhere. Dr. Elwell accuses Dr.

Spitzka of innovation in introducing the doctrine of

moral insanity, and of beHeving that insanity results

from congenital conditions. I need not tell the readers

of the Alienist and Neurologist that in all the works of

the fathers of psychiatry these ideas are to be found.

Although innovation is frequently a sign of progress, it

is Dr. Spitzka who, Hke Drs. Hughes and Godding, has

cleared away errors which have obscured the teachings

of Rush, Prichard, Esquirol, Morel, Ray and Griesinger.

* Journal of Nervous aud Mental Disease, lb77, p. 645.
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Dr. El well cites iippiMvinfrly the statements of the

editor of the Medical Rccor,! that Guiteau's cross-exami-

nation was proof of his s;inity. and as proof that his

conduct during the \\ii<>lc- trial showed evidence of able

generalship. Dr. Shr;u!\ is not known to the profession

as an alienist, nor was lie present at the trial. Guiteau's

conduct impressed ver\- ilifierently one who is admitted

to be an alienist, \\lu> w.is present at that trial, and

another alienist who was not. Dr. McBride,* superin-

tendent of the Wauwatosa Asylum, shows that Guiteau's

conduct at the trial was no evidence of sanity, and

liy citing the following case :

Mrs. ('rocker, H well-ediK'uted huly. who bad studied law, a resldenr

of Milwaukee for many years, bur latterly a resident of Washington, D.C.,

because of certain dift'erenees borweeu herself and her step-mother, came
from Washingfton to Milwaukee, appointed an interview with tliat lady at

a lawyer's office, and withour any immediate provocation, shot at her. Ar
the outset of her trial, she pleailfd insanity, claimiiiir that the shooting

was in obedience to a eomnitiiul re^vived at night from her dead father's

spirit. She insisted that at the rime of the shooting she was insane,

exhibited much interest in tlie rrial. and suggested to the attorneys ques-

tions to be put to experts. Upon tiie witness stand, she claimed that

she was insane at the time of the shooting, and underwent a long

cross-examination without vontradicting herself. She was acquitted on
the ground of transitory mania, and set at liberty, but was soon after

arrested for another ollVnse. and upon trial, being declared insane, wa.s

committed to the Wauwatosa Asylum, where she now is. She was
undoubtedly insane at the time of tlie crime, the insanity having ex-

isted for years previous. Slie now states th.at the plea of insanity at the

time of the first trial was false, tliat she did not entertain tlie delusion

mentioned, and only entered that plea to escape punishment. There is no

doubt that her statement is true, and that her pretended delusion that she

was induenced to commit the deed through the command of her father's

spirit, was feigned. Such a delusion would be inconsistent with lier other

mental symptoms; it is totally unlike those she is known to entertain, and

a belief in the communication wirh -i)irits is one which she is now, and

alwaj's has been, prompt to ridicule. She is slirewd and intelligent, but

entertains many wild and extravagant; ambitious like those of Guiteau,

but intellectually she was hi? superior.

The "able generalship" of Guiteau impressed Dr.

Hughesf as decidedly insane conduct, as witness the fol-

lowing citation from his paper on Guiteau:

• Alienist and Neurologist. t>.iol>er. 13d3.

t Alienist and Neurologipt. "•^••I>'»r, \-ii-l.
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Seeking to be cleared of the insane crime throug'h the plea of insanity,

not because he is insane ; h€ viororousl.v denies insanity, but because, legrally,

his inspiration will be so reo-arded by the jury, and so ruled to be by the

court, through providential guidance, even though he plead the cause of

his insanity himself. A lawyer boldly facing judge and jury, and, not by
mimicri' of madness as a sane man would, but by vehement and ingenious

speech as coherent as he is capable of making, seeking to establish his

insanity by proof and precedent! Y"et, thojgh knowing by experience

the necessity for proof, and what constitutes evidence in law, omitting all

evidence of every form of insanity known to the law. of which he is by
profession an exponent, and endeavoring to establish his case upon his

•own testimony alone, in his own behalf, unable to discern what, in his

best mental estate was quite f;imiliar to him through experience at the

bar. that such testimony was of no value. The delusional thralldom of

this morbid mind is here most apparent. Was there ever a more insane

act and action than Guiteau and his insane plea of " spiritology and

Abrahumic insanity, not craniology," in the late serio-comic performance

at the Capitol? How the insane incongruity of the man and his act, and

his morbid disharmony with his surroundings could escape expert detec-

tion, and fill to make its impress on the Government medical witnesses, as

it dill not fail to do upon others, seems most strange.

A case like that of Dr. McBride is reported by Dr.

Burr:*

The patient, like Guiteau, committed a sudden, but premeditated

homicidal attempt, which had an ostensible motive. He took precautions

for safety after the crime. He laid claim to inspiration, and had at one

time attempted to establish his own insanity in order to secure a pension.

He was intensely egotistic, had an exaggerated sense of his own import- '

ance, wrote profusely, and had followed unsuccessfully the profession of

lecturing. He was visionary, expansive, and showed a lack of good
business judgment. He became erratic and perverted at an early age.

The higher mental faculties were much below the noi-mal standard for the

individual; and. like Guiteau, he reasoned logically, though from false and

inadequate premises. In consequence of this homicidal attempt, he was
sent to the Poutiac (Michigan) Hospital for the Insane, where, becoming
restive under detention, he contemplated effecting his release by taking

the life of the superintendent of the asylum. He procured and concealed

in his stocking a sharp-pointed steel husking-pin, and laid a plan for the

murder. Unless he was previously discharged, this was to take place on

or after the first day of April, at which time his conscience, to use his

own expression, " would be clear."

The dermatological question raised by Dr. Ehvell has

no bearing on the case, although Dr. McLane Hamiltonf

* American Joui-ual of tlie Medical Sciences, July, 1883.

t Official Record, p. 1174.
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did say that " the skin of the chronic insane person has

a dry appearance," and that Guiteau's skin was both

well nourished and diseased *

Mr. Scoville's conduct in offering Guiteau a partnership-

was one of those manoeuvres which relatives of insane

people use to induce them to engage in regular employ-

ment when the family are not all willing to send them to

an hospital. Dr. Elwell, as a lawyer, knows very well

why Mr. Scoville did not testify. It was contrary to

legal ethics for a lawyer to testify in a case in which he

is engaged as attorney. Reed was not an attorney in the

case when he testified, and his subsequent entrance into

it was not regarded by Judge Cox as a violation of the

legal standard of ethics. Dr. Elwell deliberately accuses

Dr. Rice of attempting fraud in trying to confine Guiteau

as a lunatic in an hospital for the insane. He had previ-

ously denied that any one "thought of having him (Guiteau)

shut up in a lunatic asylum." At this point I cannot

help alluding to what seems to me to be a very pecuHar

procedure on the part of Dr. Elwell. In the April num-

ber of the Alienist and Neurologist he says

:

Dr. Spitzka, the defendant's chief and most important medical

witness, says: "He found his skin was in a healthy condition; found his

appearance perfect ; his eyes perfectly healthy. No change of habit, of

life or thought."

He now claims that this last clause was not put into

Dr. Spitzka's evidence by him, but was a quotation fromi

Dr. Hughes. If so, it was in a decidedly queer place, for

up to the time of this last explanation I regarded it as

intended for a quotation from Dr. Spitzka's testimony, and,

under the circumstances, it could not be otherwise under-

stood.

As to the question of heredity. Dr. Elwell states that

Dr. Rice swore positively that Guiteau's father was not

insane. Dr. Ricef saw Guiteau's father only when suffer-

ing from hepatic atrophy. He swore that Luther W.
• Official Record, p. 1173.

t Official Record, p. a-iO.
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Guiteau manifested delusions, but that he saw no evidence

of intellectual aberration other than could be accounted

for by the hepatic" disease. It is evident that Dr. Rice

refused to express an opinion on an impure case. If so,

he must be conscientious and careful, and all claims that

he was guilty of fraud in his diagnosis of insanity in

Guitean's case are libelous.

Dr. A. McFarland,* one of the leading alienists of

Illinois, who saw Guiteau's father in health, would have

testified that the latter was insane, but was excluded from

the witness stand by one of those rules of law to which

science won't conform, to the disgust of Drs. Elwell and

Ordronaux. A paternal uncle of Guiteau died insane in

the Bloomingdale Hospital for the Insane. According to

Dr. Elwell this does not mean anything ; according to

Dr. Ray,t it is of considerable significance, for

The uncle or aunt rather than the parent may be the connecting
link between grand-parent and grand-child.

In the history of this uncle (dated 1829) it is stated

that he had a strong hereditary tendency to insanity.

This record was offered in evidence, and excluded on
the objection of the District Attorney, who had obtained

a copy of it three months before the trial. Had this official

not pretended to be desirous of doing full justice to the

prisoner and to wish that if insane he should not be

punished; had he contented himself with simply claiming

to do his duty to the Government, this conduct, with his

mutilation of the prisoner's letters^ and his suppression of

the stenographer's notes§ of his first interview with Gui-

teau, might be defended, as resulting from narrow views

of professional duty. Under the circumstances they look

suspiciously like a conspiracy to hang a' man whom this

official regarded as insane. Like the editor of the

Alienist and Neurologist, I have been informed that

* Official Record, p. 1717.

t Mental Pathology.

\ Official Record, p. 11-20, Vol. I.

§ Official Record, p. 731, Vol. I.
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the hereditary taint of insanity came into the family from

the paternal grandmother, who had periodical gloomy
spells. She also brought consumption into the family. It

was proven at the trial that two of the sisters of Guiteau's

father were insane ; that his brother Abraham was weak-

minded and dissolute, and one of the other children died'

in infancy. It was decided in an Illinois court that this

evidence proved that insanity was hereditary in the

Guiteau family. Of the next generation .five individuals

are known to have been insane ; the daughter of Abraham
Guiteau; the daughter of one and the son of the other

of the two aunts mentioned ; the son of another uncle*

now residing in New York, has periodical insanity. As
to the mental status of another member of this generation

the following verdict, rendered, in part, on evidence ad-

mitted, and in another part on evidence technically

excluded at the Guiteau trial, speaks for itself:

We, the undersigned jurors, in the case of Frances M. Scoville, who-

is alleged to be insane, having heard the evidence in the case, are satis-

tied that the said Frances M. Scoville is insane, and is a tit person

to be sent to a state hospital for the insane; that she i> a resident of

the county of Cook, in the State of Illinois ; that her age is forty-six

years; that her disease is of about six months' duration; that the disease

is with her hereditary ; that she docs not manifest homicidal or suicidal

tendencies, and t^iat she is not a pauper.—B. P. Reynolds, M. D., Cliarles

G. Muller, Jefferson Farmer, C. R. Capron, J. J. Jennings, il. S.

Hovey.

John W. Guiteau, the elder brother, is decidedly anom-

alous in his mental make-up. Guiteau was born of a

mother suffering from a nervous disease at the time of her

pregnancy with him. Of the two children born after Gui-

teau of the same mother, one was deformed and the other

died in infancy. The half-sister of Guiteau has exophthal-

mic goitre. If there be not a morbid heredity in this family

where shall we find it?

Dr. Elwell lays stress on legal rules. The inquest in

the case of Mrs. Scoville was conducted on legal principles.

There was no element of prejudice against insane homicides

• i^merioan Journal ofNeurology and Psychiatry, 188i, p. 276.
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in the case, and a jur>' deoid.'il ili.it insanity was heredi-

tary in the Guiteau family,

I have already spoken (A ilic validity of the Medical

Record's psychiatrical criticisms. I now come to something

on the part of the journal cited by Dr. Elwell as an author-

ity, which I leave my readers to characterize. The Medical

Record (p. 65, October 22, iSSi . s.i\s

:

It is wortby of note that despite lii? eccentricities, the uniform story

of his life is that nobody thought him insane.

This was written after the inierview of Senator Logan

and numerous others had appeared, but before the trial

had begun. The Record had n.> evidence before it of an

official character, and what evidence there was contra-

dicted the Record' s statement uvliich by the way no alienist

would make).

On turning to the offici.il record it is found that Dr.

Rice^ proposed to commit Guiteau to an insane hospital

;

that the Rev. H. N. Burton"-' thought him insane; that

Mr. F. L. Union,' a freethinker, who met him at Paine

Memorial Hall, thought him ins.me; that the Rev. Nor-

wood Damon,* who saw him at the same time, thought

him insane; Mr. Olds'* thought him insane; Hon. C. H,

Reed'"' regarded him as insane: his brother" and sister*

thought him insane ; Mr. Amerling'' looked upon him as a

lunatic; Senator Logan^'' ga\'e his opinion that he was a

lunatic; Mr. Moss,^^ who saw liim in a crowd of office-

seekers at the White House, hooked upon him as a lunatic;

Dr. Neil, ^- who met him at Coknnbus, Ohio, on his lecture

tour, believed him to be insane: Fernando Jones/-^ an

old trustee of the Jacksonville I lospital for the Insane,

Ills., had him released from confinement for a petty

offense, on the ground of ins.uiity : Chas. B. Farwell,^*a

leading Chicago merchant, testified that Guiteau was insane;

and the like testimony was given by Mr. Burroughs,'"' Mr.

Daniels'*^ and Mrs. Parker.^' No}es"^ (who by the way did

1—Offlcial Record, p. 3-25; 2— lb., i.. Si.i: .;—lb., p. 35S; 4-Ib. p. 3H8; 5—lb.,

p. .373; 6-Ib.,p.396; 7—lb.
^ p. 477; 8—lb., p. 486; a-Ib,,p. 415; 10-Ib

, p. 447;

11—lb. .p. 458; 1-2—lb., p. 715; 13-Ib. , p. .il-J; 1-1—lb., p. 7S5; 15—lb.
, p. 481 ; 16—

lb., p. .508; 17—lb., p. 725; IS—Cited in 'J«f. lUvl Cases, p. 100.
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not, the Medical Record, December 3, 1S81, to the con-

trary notwithstanding, testify in the case), in a letter to

Guiteau's father in 1868, expresses the same opinion; and

the same opinion is expressed by Guiteau's father,^ with

the addition that if he had money enough C. J. Guiteau

should be put in a good state hospital for the insane. The
editors of two Chicago papers,^' ^ basing their opinion on

their previous knowledge of Guiteau, stated that they re-

garded him as a lunatic.

The fact that laymen regard a man as sane is no evi-

dence
; vice versa, it raises a suspicion, to be confirmed or

not, on hearing their reasons. This evidence without the

reasons is cited in the present case only to illustrate the

value of the chief alienistic authority cited by Dr. Ehvell.

The Cabinet, including Mr. Blaine, sent a telegram* to the

United States Ministers in Europe, stating that the assassin

was a lunatic ; this was signed by Mr. Blaine, who in an

interview published in the Herald;' stated that the assassin

was a lunatic; he denied, on the stand, ever looking upon

Guiteau as a lunatic ; what such a self-contradiction would

ordinarily be designated, I leave to the reader to judge.

Dr. Elwell has insisted very strongly that

Law and medicine never confronted each other in a com t of justice

or elsewhere with an issue so momentous, witnessed bj' the intelligent

people of two continent? as excited spectators; never did law make
greater demands upon the resources of medicine; such requisitions were
never more fully and promptly met, by so many and so able representative

men of the profession; never was testimony given under weightier and
more solemn circumstances ; and finally, never has a great profession been

80 triumphantly vindicated from tlie clamor, general distrust and odium
into which medical expert testimony had fallen—when insanity was inter-

posed as a defense for crime—and completely lifted out of that quagmire

of sentimentality, fatalism, "moral monstrosity" and wickedness, called

moral or emotional insanity, into which it had fallen.

At the very outset of this question thus raised it

1. Official Record, p. 1733.

2. Chicago Dally News, July 4, 18S3.

3. Evening Journal, July 3, 188".

4. This telegram was published in the leading American and European
papers, and when cited by Dr. Spitzka on the stand (Official Record, p. 1001) was
not shown to be erroneous by the proeecution.

5. Herald, July 4, 1881.
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might be shown to even Dr. Elwell's satisfaction, that the

majority of aUenists in the United States and elsewhere,

regard the verdict in the Guiteau case as not warranted

by the evidence. With two exceptions, both in Great

Britain, every European aUenist who has discussed the

case regards Guiteau as a lunatic. The expert testimony

given is, however, a more legitimate subject of criticism

and analysis, since knowledge that an alienist regards a

criminal as sane is only of interest when it is known
why such an opinion has been expressed. Dr. Spitzka*

has already cited some of the evidence. Concerning the

evidence so cited an English medical journal, which has

alienists among its editors, says :

If this report is an accurate one, the answers of tliese witnesses, upon
whose evidence the man was hanged, are simply amazing ; and one can

only wonder where and how the prosecuting- counsel contrived to find a

group of persons pretenduig to a knowledge of insanity who could make
such statements as the following: "I do not know what an irresistible

impulse is. That is something I do not understand. I cannot conceive of

an irresistible impulse." " People who are known as eccentric ... or

illy-balanced {sic) are not as liable to outbreaks of insanity as those who
are more steady and staid in habits and character." "The existence of

insane cousins, uncles and aunts, would have no bearing whatever on the

question as to whether there was any hereditary tendency in a family."

" There is, 1 think, no difference between an illusion, a delusion, and an

hallucination." "I never knew a case of hereditary insanity where the

disease itself was transmitted. Disease is never transmitted." It is diffi-

cult to believe that this report is correct, but if it be correct, and if the

criminal was convicted on this evidence, it would be as erroneous to speak

of his being executed as to speak of his victim in the same terms. We
repeat, that if he was convicted on such evidence as this, his death was
not an execution, but a murder.

Further quotations from this evidence will enable the

reader to judge whether Dr. Elwell's eulogy of the

testimony for the prosecution is justified. The first

authority cited by Dr. Elwell is Dr. Fordyce Barker, who
seems to be an omniscient expert since he has testified

as an expert on toxicology. That he was an alienist

was not suspected until the Guiteau trial ; he is known
only as an excellent authority on obstetrics. He refused

• Medical Times and Gazette, September 8, 1883.
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to examine Guiteau ;* admitted on the stand thai he

was coached by the prosecution as to his answers lo the

questions on the direct examination.! He sent, .iccord-

ing to Dr. J. P. Gray,t to the Utica Asylum, a woman
whom Dr. Gray found on her arrival to be pcrlectly

sane. These circumstances are necessary to a full compre-

hension of Dr. F. Barker's evidence, he bciiij^ an

eminent scientist accordintj to Dr. Elwell,

Dr. Barker was asked :

Q.—What is insanity? A.— It is a disease cliaracteii/e«l I'V perver-

sion of the mental faculties, or of the emotions and instinots. <i.—Will

you explain how a person can be insane without delusion? A.—A per-

son may have the exercise of all the mental faculties, but by disease have

hie emotions so perverted from tlie normal or healthy action of these

emotions and instincts as to destroy tlie power of his will to leuidate his

own conduct.

5

Just how such evidence as this can be cited as " lifting

the medical profession from the quagmire of moral or

emotional insanity " may be apparent to Dr. Elwell ; it

certainly is not to me. If there is stronger testimony

to be found anywhere to the existence of mural insanity

it has escaped my notice.'

After his response to the last question Mr. Barker

was asked

:

Q.—Is that moral insanity? A.— It is sometliin^ very diflerent.

Q.—What is moral insanity? A.—Moral insanity is wickedness. It is a

term which, in medical science, is not found as describinir a form of in-

sanity. It is a term loosely used to excuse or palliate crime, wlii.h on anj'

otlier theory would be inexcusable.

After this decided incus a non Inctudo Dr. H.irker's

" scientific " evidence might be left to the deliberate

judgment of my reader, but that just here l^r. Bonhgli's

statistics on moral insanity, cited so confidently by Dr.

Elwell, require analysis. Among the authorities cited as

read by Dr. Barker on the witness stand was Bucknill

• Ollicial Rccoivl, )>. ifrj:}

t Ollicial Heror.l. (i. lir.'.i.

: OiUcial Kccor.l. p. I«41, Vol. 11.

§ Ollicial Hic.r.l, \>. lOli).
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and Tuke's work on " Psychological Medicine." In that

work there are twenty references to moral insanity,

which these two alienists regard as a specific form of

insanity. They cite,* as the most lucid description of

moral insanity they have met with, that given by Crichton-

Browne : f

Moral insanity is of frequeut occurrence in early life. The intellectual

faculties unaffected by it remain entire and unimpaired. The patient is

perfectly capable of perceiving, knowing and judging. He cherisbes uo

delusion. He cannot, in the ordinary and legal sense, be pronounced in-

sane, yet he is, to all intents and purposes, of unsound mind, and as much
requiring guidance, restraint and treatment, as the most furious maniac.

He suffers from entire perversion of the moral principle, from the want of

every good and honest sentiment. He is actuated by impulse, or by the

most seltish. depraved and cruel motives ; he presents, in short, a perfect

picture of a desperado and ruffian. The existence of moral insanity, like

the existence of everything else, has been called into question, and there

are not lacking those who will recklessly commit the moral monomaniac
to the scaffold or penitentiary.

There now are these authorities ; two or three cited

by Dr. Barker, who are usually considered alienists, who
use the term moral insanity in the Prichardean sense, and

out-Prichard Prichard. Maudsley| will make a fourth

authority ; Prichard§ a fifth ; Lockhart Robertson[| a

sixth; AmsdenT[ a seventh; Wigan** an eighth; Woodsft
a ninth ; Manley|;{; a tenth, and Crawford§§ an eleventh.

These eleven English alienists use the term moral insanity

in its Prichardean sense. It is obvious that if Dr.

Barker did read Bucknill and Take he has a very

treacherous memory. Bonfigli states that there is but

one English alienist who accepts the Prichardean doctrine.

So far there have been unearthed eleven, and- the num-
ber might probably have been doubled by a little more

* Psychological iMeJicine, p. 244, ed. j878.

t Journal of Mental Science, p. 314, 1860.

X Pathology of the Mind.

§ On the Various Forms of Insanity.

II
Essay on the Moral Management of Insanity.

IT Cited by Bucknill and Tuke op. cit.

** Duality of the Mind.

tt Lancet, Oct. 26, 1882.

XX Journal of Mental Science, Oct., 1882.

§§ Cited in Psychological Medicine.
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extensive search. An additional instance of Bonfigli's

accuracy is found in the fact that he has quoted Bland-

ford, from the Journal of Mental Science, as one authority,

and Blandford, from the text-book of the latter, as

another. While Bonfigli's article has eluded Dr. Spitzka's

research it certainly seems to be a production to be

used with caution, since the authorities, whom Bonfigli

has failed to discover, outnumber the ones he found nine-

fold. Dr. Elwell states that to the doctrine of moral

insanity, as enunciated by Dr. Hughes, there is no legal

objection. Why then did Dr. Hughes consider that this

type of moral insanity had been denied at the Guiteau

trial by the thirteen eminent experts of Dr. Elwell ?

Why did he use such language as this ?

—

Whether, in order to establish the prisoner's insanity, experts shall

assert the existence of a form of insanity so plain that only the incapable

or dishonest experts would deny it. or whether they shall deny the

existence of forms of mental aberration, not the most common, j-et plainly

•demonstrable, is likewise important to the fair fame of Psychiarty *

As Dr. Hughes has here stated, it is of interest to

ascertain whether an expert be capable of per\^erting

facts to suit his purpose. If the prosecuting experts, in-

cluding the one just cited, did pervert facts, Dr. Spitzka'sf

alleged statement is fully justified.

In his direct testimony Dr. A. E. Macdonald;}: .stated :

As long as his sister testified in his favor he made no interruption

whatever.

On cross-examination he was asked

:

Q.—Was not the fact, testified to by his sister, of his raising the ax
against her the strongest point in his favor?

A.—1 do not think now that any one fact, testified to by his sister, if

true, was a stronger evidence of insanity than the others. That fact,

^mong others, would be as strong, perhaps, as any.

Q.—Did he not contradict that insanity when it was stated ?

A.—Yes, but he had contradicted it before.

This witness also stated that Guiteau did not interrupt

• Alienist and Neurologist, Jan, 1SS2.

t This statement was not made by him, and Judge Cox more than once rebukea

4he District Attorney for stating that Dr. Spitzka made It.

t Omclal Record, p. 1466.
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Dr. Spitzka,* but suppressed the fact that he did not

interrupt Dr. Barker either.

Dr. Macdonaldt stated that

:

If a man commanded a hill to be removed into the 6ea, and believed

that, since the Bible said so it would do so, it was an evidence of insanity
;

but thought that the conduct of a person who commanded disease to

depart from a sick person, if based on sincere belief, was not evidence of

insanity.

The first statement had no bearing on the case. The
second bore upon the sanity of Guiteau's father.

The following testimonyj is compatible only with

ignorance, or a lack of integrity. In the first case, the

man is not an expert and has no right to claim to be

:

Q.—Now is it not trus that bodily diseases can pass hy inheritance

from father to son 'i

A.—No, sir.

Q.—Is it not true than any diseased or disordered condition of the

blood may pass from parent to child ?

A.—it is true of all diseases, as I have stated it to be of insanity, that

the effect or predisposition may be transmitted. The disease is not in

any case transmitted.

He further states that the "predisposition to phthisis, cancer, gout
and syphilis, is transmitted, but not the disease itself."

It appears that this witness was ordered§ by

Hie official superiors, the New York City Commissioners of Charities

and Correction, to place his semces at the disposition of the Government.

To do full justice to Dr. Macdonald, this evidence

should be compared with his testimony in the Grappotte

case. In the Grappotte casejl Dr. Macdonald testified

that

He had never known a lunatic to change his purpose when he
had formed one, unless prevented by some one else. Men really insane

• This was not tn:e, as the most dramatic interruptions were made by Guiteau
when Dr. Spitzka testified; thus, he denounced the moral depravity and moral mon-
strosity; and that he did not interrupt this witness more, was due to the fact that

in his opinion Corkhill (an especial aversion) 'had received a severe blow. He in-

terrupted Dr. Barker's testimony less than that of any other witness.

t Official Becord, p. U53.

t Official Record, p. 1459.

§ Official Becord, p. 1425.

II American Journal of Neurology and Psychiatry, Vol. I., p. 173.
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do not recoo^nize their insanity, and hence do not conceal it. The chief

and leadino^ chaiacteristic of melancholia is delusion, and not depression;

de|>ression is only a bodily indication. Further on he says that depres-

sion is an aftection of the mind, considered as distinct from the brain.

He had never known or lieard of insane persons transacting business, even

of a routine character.

In the trial of Conroy, in which a bogus defense of

insanity was raised, this witness, while the general tenor

of his testimony was properly against that plea, yet as

usual, it partook of the nature of special pleading. Being

asked b}'- counsel for the prisoner, whether such-and-such

eminent authorities did not declare in favor of transitory

insanity, he admitted the fact, and added that all these

authorities were dead and buried long since, their teach-

ings supplanted, and that science had made great strides

since their demise. Science has undeniably made vast

strides since the days of Pinel and Georget, but the

sense in which Dr. Macdonald seems to understand prog-

ress, is in the direction of the abolition of the doctrine

of hereditary transmission of several recognized forms of

insarvity besides transitory mania, and of the necessity

of studying the development of the human mind at all.

The ideas as to progress of the leaders of psychiatry are

somewhat antagonistic to those of Dr. Macdonald. Nor
is it easy to learn where Dr. Macdonald discovered that

Krafft-Ebing, Mendel, Maudsley, Lombroso, Pick, Brush,

Tamassia, Reich, Essenbeck, Schwartzer, Silvio and Kiernan

were dead. They seem, to judge by the literature of the

present day, to be very lively corpses. But supposing, for

the sake of argument, that they were dead, unfortunately

for Dr. Macdonald, the only I'eal authority whom he

could cite against them, Casper, is dead, dead indeed,

very long ago, and the gentlemen who have undertaken

to edit the successive editions of his works have

abandoned his views on this point. It is clearly evident

from the testimony of this expert just cited, that his

views arc fitted to suit the side he is engaged by.

The expert for the prosecution, whose testimony

deserves special mention for its frankness, is Dr. A. McL.
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Hamilton, who, on the direct examination, stated that

there was n.- hereditary type of insanity,* but admitted

a Httle later that such a type of insanity called " primare

Verriicktheit," did exist, and " was very rarely manifested

by a deliberate crime of any kind—a deliberate attack."

It is " usually one which was symptomatized by a violent

explosion o\ temper and some violent performances of a

deed."-:- He also states that there were congenital types^

of insanity. He agreed with Dr. Spitzka that the influ-

ence of mesmerism in producing insanity was very doubt-

ful. i; He stated that:

III e\«ry detail the definitions g-iven by the German and Austrian

alienists. Sander, Schiile, Krafft-Ebluof, Meynert and Kirn, of " primare

Verriiclvtlieit;"" by Pasternazlci and Andrusski, of Kussia. of the

same psychosis: by BJornstrom and other Scandinavians, of '' primJir

forrycthet;" those given by Dagonet and the French masters, of " mo/io-

7nanie si/st-matisee;'' those by Buceola, Morselll, Silvio and Tonnini and

the Italian alienists of "passia sisteniatizza prhnitwa,^'' differ most decidedly

from the conception expressed by Dr. Hamilton on the witness stand.

Tliat the Atlantic has hot proven an insuperable barrier to the trans-

mission of correct views, is shown by the papers of Burr, Fenn. Spitzka

and Kleriuxn. The first describes a typicial case of primary monomania

(prlm;ire Verruckthelt) and the third, in the first systematic article

published on the subject in the United States, described the assaults made

by primary monomaniacs in words prophetic of Guiteau's crime, while

the other two have cited cases strongly supporting the doctrine; a

doctrine held by most of the American alienists.

Moral insanity was a term used by Maudsley and

others for "the exculpation of acts committed as the result

of ungo\ernable anger and lust,"|| and stated that

If insane people know the nature of their acts and the consequences

of them, and if they cannot control themselves, they should be punished

tiie same as sane people.^r

He admitted also that Guiteau was eccentric** and

that eccentricity differed from insanity in being a con-

dition 'which existed from birth. He admitted also that

* Onicial Kecord, p. X\"'i.

t omcial Record, p. 1175.

: OtVicial Keord, p. 1193.

§ OtUfial Kecord, p. 1212.

11 Omcial Kecord, p. 1202.

T omcial Record, p. 1202.

" ()rli,-i*l Kecord, p. 1176.
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Guiteau's head was asymmetrical*. His diagram of

Guiteau's head directly contradicted that furnished by Dr.

Kempster, In justice to Dr. Hamilton, it should be stated

that, on further investigation, he appears to have changed

his views on " moral insanity," for he speaks of moral insan-

ity occurring in children, in his recently published work on

"Types of Insanity." He also stated that Guiteau, in jail,

was perfectly quiet, perfectly self-possessed. He offered

the experts every chance to examine him. Dr. Hamilton

said he believed Guiteau to be playing a part in court, be-

cause his manner was different. This was a common state-

ment of half of the experts for the prosecution, while the

other half swore Guiteau was sane, but not feigning. It

must be obvious to anyone that an insane man would act

just as Guiteau did
;

quiet under seclusion ; excited in

a crowd. Every expert for the prosecution admitted that

there was no attempt at feigning, in the jail, before them.

Dr. Hamiltonf would not consider it insanity

If a man lost his will and reasoninoj power and was unable to dis-

tinguish right frona wrong, from the use of alcohol, drunkenness being

excluded from consideration. Further on he admits that chronic alcoliol-

ism is insanity.

J

Dr. Kempster§ gave the following reasons for considering

Guiteau to be feigning

:

"When people came upon the stand with whom he was formerly

acquainted, he greeted them pleasantly as good fellows, unless they had
something to say reflecting on what he considered his^|honor as a gentle-

man; then he immediately attacked them. So long as the testimony was
given with reference to the proprieties of life, he was perfectly quiet, but

when any improprieties in his life or conduct were brought forward by
witnesses, he objected, sometimes in a very abusive and insulting manner,

and the one particular feature " to be " observed in the court-room is his

demeanor when lie speaks of his inspiration, liis so-called delusion." He
then "immediately assumes a condition of excitability, which does not

appear at any other time; pounds the table with his tist; elevates his

tone of voice, and appears to be somewhat excited; as soon as he gets

through making his remarks on the subject, he immediately subsides,

picks up a newspaper or pen, and resumes the work he was engaged at

• Official Record . p. 1173.

t Official Kecord, p. 1186.

t Official Record, p. 1187.

§ Official Record, p. 1565.
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before his outbreak. That is entirely inconsistent with any furm of de-

lusion in an insane person with which I am familiar. An insane man who
becomes excited remains excited for some time, and does not subside as

soon as the exciting cause of the manifestation has been removed."
" While appearing to read the newspapers and books with which he had

been supplied, he did not in fact read them ; his eyes were wandering

up and down the page, and he was paying keen attention to what was going

on, sometimes looking around or over his book, but whenever any re-

mark was made from the stand which did noi suit him, he instantly,

dropped the paper and began his denunciatory expressions which have

characterized his behavior from the begiiming, and which, in my opinion,

is inconsistent with the acts of an insane man."

He also stated that insane persons did not often have

an acute memory.* He mentions collateral heredityt in

his asylum reports, only because it was required by Wis-

consin law. He| also states that disease is never inher-

ited, and saysil that

Delusions under which violent acts are committed by the insane are

of slow growth. For a time the individual may be able to recognize the

delusions, but as disease of the brain progresses he reaches a period where

he no longer recognizes the delusion, and the ideas then present them-

selves to the mind of the individual with the force of a terrible reality,

and under that reality he carries out the object he has in view. The in-

sane delusion of a divine command from God comes to an insane person

like a flash, and the act performed is almost as instantaneous as the com-

mand.

In your experience with insane, have you ever met with an insane

man who paraded in public, insanity, under which he claimed to have

committed his crime, as an apology for its commission ?l

No, sir.

He testified also that Guiteau displayed the same ex-

citement about his "delusion" in the jail as in the court.

He was asked

:

Q.— Is it not true that insane people often deliberate and plan

and practice prior to committing acts of violence ?

A.—Not in my opinion, sir, especially those who have a divine com-

mand to perform.^

* Official Record, p. 1566.

t Official Kecord, p. 1570.

X Official Record, p. 1534.

li
Official Record, p. 1537.

§ Official Record, p. 1539.

IT Official Record, p. 1564.
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He was then asked :*

Q.—Suppose it to be true In the case of Freeman that his attention

was called to the subject of slayino^ his child by the matter of Abraham
and Isaac, and there getting the idea of slaying his own child, and thought
about it and endeavored to shake it off—thought about it for from twenty-

four to twenty-six hours, most of the time talking to his wife about It,

and. eight hours before the deed was committed had fully made up his

mind to slay his child ; that he went and got a knife, sharpened it, and
went deliberately, at the end of eight hours, and actually slew his child,

—Would these facts furnish any evidence to your mind that the man was
acting under an insane delusion ?

A.—They would be indications, to my mind, that he was acting under

an insane delusion.

Dr. Kempster was one of the delegates to Section Ten,

which passed the following resolution, at the International

Medical Congress of 1876:

It is not only not impossible for the insane to simulate insanity for

any purpose, in any but its gravest forms of profound general mental

involvement, but they actually do simulate acts and forms of insanity;

for which there exists no pathological warrant that we can discover In

the real disease affecting them.

Guiteau's conduct, as described by Dr. Kempster, is

not inconsistent with insanity. In insane men who become
excited from an external cause, the excitement does

sometimes subside when the cause is removed. They do

sometimes resent aspersions on their honor. They do some-

times, while apparently reading, pay close attention to

what is going on. The statements about insane delusions

of inspiration, on p. 1537, '^''^^ ^^ statement made about

the Freeman case, contradict each other point blank. My
readers can draw their own conclusions as to the validity

of such testimony.

Another witness, the superintendent of a large private

asylum in the West, would have (so he stated to more
than one person) testified to Guiteau's insanity were it

not against his interest.! This witness liberated, by
his testimony, a clearly insane man, from the Elgin

(Illinois) Hospital, and made the latter an attendant in

• Official Record, p. 1579.

t Mr. ScoviUe offered to prove this.
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liis own hospital, where, being a sufferer from sexual

perversion, he indulged in mutual masturbation with

one of the patients. This witness* testified that intense

egotism is not very often associated with insanity, con-

tradicting not only every European authority, whom he

elsewhere contemns as being foreigners, but most Ameri-
cans, and among them a prominent deceased alienist. Dr.

Tyler,t who says :

We all know that with the insane, self becomes the central point of
interest>—the important consideration and authority. * * * We all

know how soon it is that his relations to every person and thing:, are more
or less changed by the different estimation in which he has unconsciously

grown to hold himself. Upon any subject within the circle of his disease,

fact and external circumstances show little or no influence with him. His
convictions come from his own personal laboratory. They are original

;

sometimes they are strictly intellectual results ; often they grow from mor-
bid emotion. But they are coined by him and not received from another.

And they are ultimate authority to him. No sane man is ever half so

sure of any most palpable truth as an insane person is of the infallibility

of his own convictions. " I know it is so," and upon this he rests without

a shadow of doubt. "I know it is so," and this is more to him than all

the facts and logic of the universe. Because his own opinions are not re-

ceived or are even scouted, never leads him to distrust or examine them
or even for a moment disturbs the ineffable complacency of his belief.

Dr. StearnsI was another expert, who, like A. McL.
Hamilton, possessed great frankness. He stated that

Patients undoubtedly insane, who commit acts which would be a

crime in a sane person, have afterward attempted to conceal what they

had done, and denied that they had done it.

Dr. Stearns also contradicted Dr. Gray as to Guiteau's

language respecting inspiration. He did make the state-

ment which contradicts the assertion he first made, that

:

He did not know of his own knowledge that where persons clearly

insane, kill another, they sometimes plan, plot, deliberate, practice and
get ready for it.

In his article on Guiteau|| he stated that

:

The love of notoriety has little, if any, influence with the insane.

* Official Record, p. 2537.

t American Journal of Insanity, 1865.

\ Official Record, p. 1367.

II Archives of Medicine, June, 18s2.
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Persons whose braius are so mucli diseased are not in any condition to be
influenced by it.

Dr. Hughes* has well said, in this connection :

Exactly, his egotism was a delusion of itself. In confirmation we
quote one of the most experienced of American alienists, Dr. Chiplcy.f

» Instances have been referred to where the motive seemed to be a desire to

excite public interest and curiosity, and to obtain notoriety- 1 am disposed,

however, to re<»-ard such cases as examples of real insanity. I do not

think that any sane person would sacritice his social position, and other-

wise injure his prospects in life under the influence of such a motive, and
that for 11 purpose yieldint; no advantage whatever. A deliberate sacriflce

of substantial interests, for a position generally considered as damaging,

if not odious, and one which can by no possibility minister to the welfare

of the subject, is of itself an evidence of unsoundness of mind.

Dr. Gray's evidence as regards heredity, etc., was an

exact echo of that of Drs. Kempster and Macdonald. His

report to the District Attorney is a brief resume of his

testimony on the stand. In it he says, concerning Guiteau,

that:

His preparing his book for a large circulation and sale is evidence of

vanity, and the belief that he could get oft" from punisliment for murder,

by taking advantage of the political agitatiun in the Republican pariy;

and the fact that it would be considered a political crime; and, ;i!so, his

preparations in procuring the weapon, and every detail connected with it:

all his conduct; the change of purpose from time to time, as to the time

and place of killing : his provision for his personal safety ; everything,

indeed, iu detail, down to the final act of killing, are the deliberate work
of a criminal intent. There is no phase or characteristic of insanity asso-

ciated with it at any point, and certainly no evidence of impulse or

pressure or guidance of any will, human or divine, except his own. His

working himself up to it, his waiting for a good chance ; these are strong

evidences of criminality, and utterly against any claim of being under an

insane delusion of a pressure or influence from a Divine Power. If insane,

as he claims, he would not recognize iiinisclf as under delusion. All ids

personal aspirations were blasted; liis vanity was wounded; then the idea

came to him of making away with the Presitlent, whose fiiilure to recog-

nize him had accomplished this. It came upon him first as an impression

and was entertained. This is the rationale of the development of crime
;

lodge the impression and entertain it, and it will ripen into action. It

startled him at first, but the more he thought over it—the more he accus-

tomed his mind to the contemplation of the crime, the easier it became

He spent two weeks at this—no flash of a divine inspiration—but, a deliber-

• Alienist and Neurologist, October, 1882.

t American Journal of Insunlty, April, 1868.
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«te contemplation. After failing to get any reply, or even any notice of his

letters to the President, he settled his mind thoroughly in the intention

{'• My mind was thoroughly settled in the intention.") The claim of inspira-

tion—the influence of the political situation—all that came afterwards, and
was an excuse formed in his mind for the act. How to excuse himself to

himself, and how to justify himself to the world : his vanity did not allow

him to think of revenge and oblivion; what he wanted was revenge and
notoriety. To my mind this is the whole of the crime.

Dr. Gray, on cross-examination,* stated that a lunatic,

who had been under his observation,t had adopted plans

for concealment of a crime which he had committed.

The following case, reported by Bluthardt,J confirms

Dr. Gray's case, and may with propriety be cited "at this

point

:

June, 1882, Dr. B. examined P., a hebephreniac, then imprisoned

for disorderly conduct, who was quiet and seemingly harmless, and sent

him back to the Bridewell, to await trial for insanity. He was placed in

the same cell with C, who, when put in the cell, was drunk and ugly
The crowded condition of the Bridewell required two men to sleep in a

bed two feet wide and eight feet long. C.'s condition gave him a notion

that he was entitled to most of the bed. The result was a quarrel, in

which P. was too weak to take an active part (C. was a burly fellow, six

ftet high) ; so he nourished his resentment until C. was asleep, and then

sated his spite with C.'s blood. C, to replace a leg cut otl' in a railway

accident, wore a wooden stump, shod with iron, and attached to a sort of

splint which ran up to the thigh, and made a convenient handle, the iron

ferrule at the bottom giving the weapon frightful efficacy. P. rose stealth-

ilj', and with the wooden leg's iron end struck C. on the head, which
produced unconsciousness, and then made the murder a barbarous mutila-

tion. L., a deputy turnkey, whose duty it is to marshal men to breakfast

in the morning, at six o'clock came to the cell occupied by P. and C. He
encountered P. in the doorway, who said there was no occasion for

inspecting the cell, as everything was all right. At this insubordination

L. dragged P. into the corridor, and entering tlie cell, found C. lying on
the bed as if asleep. Closer inspection, however, showed that he was
dead. The skull was battered open, the brain protruded from a large gap,

and the eye was completely obliterated. The stump had recently been
cleaned off" with a rag. In a bucket were hidden blood-soiled bed-clothes.

P. replied to all questions as to his motive for the murder, at first with
mere vacuous looks, but subsequently denied that he had killed any one,

or even seen a dead man. He said that the blood which disfigured his

hands and face came from his nose, which had bled during the night. He
was a tall, slim twenty-year old boy, whose face had a demented expres-

sion, except for an occasional gleam of cunning, which showed he was not

* Official Record, p. 1253.

t Report of the Utica Aflylum for 1870.

\ American Joui-nal of Neurology .ind Psychiatry, August, 1883.
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so demented as he looked. Insane he was, certainly, but the itory of the-

bleeding nose and the unwillingness to talk were evidence that the boy-

bad at least a partial conception, of the enormity of his crime and the-

expediency of feigning insanity. That he was insane and feigning insanity

was clearly evident to even newspaper reporters and to the jury which

subsequently tried and found him insane.

Dr. Spitzka, on the witness stand, avowed the author-

ship of a communication in which he stated that

:

Isaac Ray would have turned around in his grave if he could have

heard some of the evidence given by the latter-day experts.

Without claiming as much as this, there would, na

doubt, have been heard from that alienist, of whom
American psychiatry is justly proud, some very vigorous-

English, on hearing Dr. Gray's testimony just quoted, for^

in his discussion of the case of Trimbur,* Dr. Ray says

:

Men wlio have been much conversant with the insane in hospitals—

not moaning those whose knowledge consists in having seen many thous-

and patients—need not be told that sometimes, for one purpose or another,

they make a show of being more insane than they really are. Many of the

insane do certain things as well as ever they did. They plan, contrive, an-

ticipate, in furtherance of a special purpose.

Dr. Dewey,t in a recent article, says

:

Other lunatics plan and execute their crime deliberately, methodic-

ally and skillfully, alleging some fantastic reason for its justfication.

Insane persons are met with who feign insanity in some other form in the

hope of escaping the consequences of their crime.

As "preparing his book for a large sale prior to the

crime was evidence of vanity," and therefore a motive for

the crime, the government brought witnesses to prove

this preparation. Dr. GoddingJ says about this procedure

:

The President of the United States to be sacrificed to give an impetus

to this inspired work! Why this is in a dream of the nightl No, in the

broad dayligiit of the nineteenth century. Did the prosecution forget for

the moment that this was a sane man when they proved this motive?

Dr. Gray agreed with, or rather, originated, this idea

• American Journal of Insanity, October, 1874.

t Amoriran Journal of Insanity, July, 1882.

\ Two Uard Caeea.
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of the prosecution. Whether his idea or Dr. Godding's

is most consistent with the truths of psychiatry I leave

my readers to judge. That Guiteau expected the stal-

warts—Grant, Conkling, Arthur, etc., to assist him there

can be no doubt. Was this inconsistent with a delusion

of inspiration? No. God, even to a lunatic of Guiteau's

capacity, uses means, and this was one of them. Would
a sane man believe that men who had barely shown him

the ordinary courtesies of politicians would support him

against the rage of a people frenzied by a wanton

assassination, and run risks of at least political death for

a mere acquaintance ? It is true Guiteau looked upon

them as great friends of his ; but what sane man would

expect as much from friends as Guiteau did from men
barely polite to him, for political reasons, transmuted, in

the alembic of his mind, into friends ? To accept the

sanity of such a belief on the part of Guiteau requires

the supposition of an enormous egotism and great stupid-

ity, such as can hardly co-exist with sanity. " His

preparations in procuring the weapon,"—what were these?

He borrows money and buys a pistol "with a white

handle, to look better in the museum of the State

Department."* Is this inconsistent with insanity? "His

changes of purpose," all detailed fully and freely by him-

self: these, regarded as the actions of a sane man, are

inexplicable, as the vagaries of a lunatic are easily under-

stood. He won't remove the President at one time

because the night is hot, and at another because Mr.

Blaine is with him ; and at another because it might kill

Mrs. Garfield who is with the President, and whom he has

no authority to remove. Except the last, all the other

changes of purpose are inconsistent with sanity. The last

is perfectly consistent with insanity. The statements of

Dr. Gray that " Guiteau's working himself up to it and

waiting for a good chance, being strong evidences of
• Judge Porter's cloeing address brings out so strongly the insanity of this pro-

cedure as to deserre quotation (Official Record, p. 2323) :

'
' Does he suppose that the

Deity really wanted to have his name glorified by havlne a pistol with a white ivory
handle rather than a pistol with a brown handle, deposited in the State Department,
to commemorate a political assaaslnatlon ?

"
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insanity," are, by his own admission, already cited, demon-
strably erroneous, even if the facts cited from Drs. McBride,

Ray, Dewey, Bluthardt and Burr did not prove this. " If

insane, as he claims, he would not recognize himself as

under delusion." This has been shown by De Monteyel.

Hostermann, McBride and others, to be an error, even ig-

noring the cases where, as even Dr. Gray has admitted, an

insane man feigns insanity ; but Guiteau's claim is very

different from any of these, as the analysis by Dr. Hughes,

already cited, shows ; and Dr. Gray's interview with

Guiteau,* on this point, is strong evidence in the same
direction.

Q —You say that your defense is insanity? A.—Yes. that is ray

whole defense ; insanity, inspiration, and the work of tlie Deity.

I thin asl<ed iiim :

Q.—Upon what grounds, in your mind, did you put the Isilling' of the

President? A.— I considered the removal of the President a political

necessity. Q.—How can you show it a political necessity ? A.—if you
will read the papers in May and June you will see the political situation.

Q.—But I do not see that this created such a necessity? A.—If you will

reiiil the communications which I pi epared for the public, and which the

District Attorney has kept, you will see how I have explained it ; and

that I there claim that I am not respon-ible for murder. Q.—What do you
saj- in regiird to the question of insanity ? A.— I do not claim to be insane

as a medical man would judge—what is ordinirily called insanity—but

legal insanity. Q —How would you define the kind of insanity you assert

as a defense? A.—It is insanity in a legal sense, an irresponsibility, be-

cause it was an a^t without malice, and was a political necessity. I do

not think it would be murder without malice, as I have shown in the New
York Herald of October 6. 1S81. Q.—How did you come to think of in-

sanity as a defens'- ; when and where did it occur to you? A.— I knew
from tlie time I conceived the act. if I could establish the f:ict, before a

jury that I believed the killing was an inspired act. I could not be held

r< sponsible bf^fore tl.e law. (He paused a moment and then added) : You
may add this, that the responsibility lies on the Deity, and not on me, and

that, in law. is insanity Q.—How can this appear in evidence as a fact

?

A.— I see that, but I think I can answer it. Suppo-e you take it down:
Th.it if the jury acecij's this as my belief, and if the jury believes

as I believe, that the removal of the President was an Inspired

act, and therefore not ray own act, they are bound to acquit me
on the ground of insanity. I have looked over the field carefully.

Q.—You were two weeks cogitating and thinking this over? A.—

I

was two weeks before I made up my mind as to the political necessity,

and determined tt^ take the first chance at him. I came to this blowly.

• Report 10 the Dibtt let Attorney.
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Q.—You now put in political necessity. A.—I did not think one way or
tbe other, just at first, as to the political necessity. This came out of the

contemplation of the political situation. Q.—Still I do not see how you
could arrive at this as a defense? A.—I knew if I could establish that tlie

act was one of inspiration it would be a complete bar. After I read this

over to him he said : Put in after inspiration " by Deity." Q.—Did you
think it out in words in that way ? A.—I don't know that I thought this

especially in words, but I knew this was the law. This is fundamental
law, and tbe idea runs through all. Q.—I ask you again, can you state

just when this idea of the defense of insanity first came up in your
mind? A.—I can't state just when it came up in form, but it was
latent, as a part of my general knowledge on the subject. I want you
to put in the idea that it was the Deity, for this is my only defense.

I read to him the question that I had taken down the day before, as

follows: I knew from the time I conceived the act if I could establish

the fact before a jurj' that I believed the killing was an inspired act, I

-could not be held responsible before the law; that the responsibility

was on the Deity and not on me, and tliat, in law, is insanity. I asked

him if he had anytliing to say to that now more than he had yester-

day? He said that he did not like the first part, and wished it was
out. 1 told him I took it down word for word as he gave it to me,

and that I had then read it over to him. He replied :
" That is so,

but now I wish it was struck out." I said :
" It was in answer to my

question: 'How did you come to think of insanity as a defense;

when and where did it occur to you?"' He replied: " Yes, I re-

member it; but I would like to modify it by saying that I had no
particular thought as to the effect of my act. The only point in my
mind was to execute the Deity's will." I read this over to him, and
he then said: "1 would like to explain that part in regard to my first

answer, because I don't like to have it appear as though it had been

calculated beforehand as a defense ; as though I had prepared

for tlie deed and then deliberately carried it out." While saying

this he got up and walked about the room. He then said: "The first

part of that don't look well." I said: "It's just as you gave it."

" Yes, but I don't like it," he returned. I then said :
" I still fail to

see how you can show that as a fact ; and insanity is not a theory ; it

is a disease—a fact as much as relates to any disease." To this he

said: "I will put in my book in evidence of my belief, and that will

come in as a fact in the case, as I there claim inspiration."' " Yes,"

said I, "but you have already declared that your religious ideas, in-

cluding the inspiration and the Second Advent doctrine, you got from

your father
;
you admitted to this before and it was the teaching also of the

Community. How is your book on this subject inspired more than any

sermon or any other book on religious duty or faith?" A.—Because I

wrote it under inspiration, and to save souls. Q.—But you said that you
were started on it by the Rev. Mr. Kittredge, who made some remarks in

a sermon on this subject, and you then determined to study it up, and went
to a library and looked up authorities, and then wrote on the Second

Advent. Now, where is the special inspiration in all this? A.—No one
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before had ever fixed the date of the second coming at Anno Domini '70»

the destruction of Jerusalem. Then I have claimed it as a spiritual com-
ing, not a physical. Q.— I fail to see any inspiration in that. A.—R*>ad

my book, and especially the revised edition, which the District Attorney

took, and you will see how I put it.

Is not Dr. Hughes' analysis and judgment on Guiteau's

plea of insanity fully justified, as viewed from the state-

ments of this interview? Is this the plea of an insane

lawyer or the feigning of insanity by a criminal? Is the

reasoning here displayed that of a man of great ability ?

or, is it not, as Dr. C. F. Folsom* has said, "very like the

reasoning of a lunatic?" Does a delusion of divine in-

spiration always come as a flash ? Every alienist must

admit that a delusion of a divine inspiration might origi-

nate like any systematized delusion in what Dr. Orangef

calls an insane process of reasoning. Dr. GoddingJ says

as to this question

:

But not taking sides—appearing only as amicus eurice, it would have

been his (Dr. Gray's) duty to point out to the jury wherein the inspiration

developed in the chronic insane differed from those which Dr. Gray

described, and which come as the controlling delusion in acute types; and

also, to show wherein the actions and reasoning of such insane persons

differed widely from the cases cited; and that in the chronic forms of

insanity such deliberation and arrangements for safety are by no means

unknown, and that a so-called "reasoning maniac" often plots and studies

and arranges the minutiae of his plans.

Is the concluding clause of Dr. Gray's statement justi-

fiable? Is it not decidedly peculiar conduct for a lawyer

to scheme a murder for the purpose of attaining revenge

and notoriety ; to plan an escape on the grounds of

"legal insanity—not medical;" and then to denounce, on

all occasions, all who say he is insane ; to be frank with

the prosecuting attorney; to tell him all about his lurking

and deliberation; all particulars of his life; to assist that

officer to cross-examine his own witnesses; to "feign" in

the court-room, and to abstain from ''feigning'' before the

experts? Is this conduct, even assuming Dr. Gray's ideas

• American Law Review, February, 1882.

t Journal or Mental Science, October, 1883.

J Two Hard Cases.
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about revenge and notoriety to be true, reconcilable with

sanity ?

It is a significant circumstance and one strongly indic-

ative of the factors which led to the appreciation of

expert testimony on the part of the " prosecution," that

the honorarium voted to pay the four leading " experts

for the prosecution" was distributed in such a way that the

the largest share fell to the expert who most boldly contra-

dicted what had been previously regarded as the dicta of

science, and the smallest to the one who had been unfor-

tunate enough to make a few admissions in consonance

with the science of to-day, and to that extent sustained

the insanity of Guiteau.

{To be Continued.)



Pathology in History—(The Family of

Augustus).''

By J. SouRY, M. D., Italy,

PSYCHOLOGY, applied to history, has for its object

*- the discovery of the laws of moral and intellectual

phenomena ; and these laws, as those of all the other

sciences, seem to be indubitably reducible into others, of

which these are but particular instances. To resolve a

phenomenon into its elements, to decompose, in their turn,

and reduce these elements into other simple principles, is

what is called the explanation of a fact. The explana-

tion, as is readily seen, is only approximative ; the true-

ness of it remains always subordinate to the extension

and delicacy of our means of investigation,—more is

impossible.

It is therefore unnecessary to dissimulate that the

explanations of science being incomparably more exact,

and above all more arbitrary than those of common
sense, they are, and must always be, incomplete. The
factors of the problem which escape us are too numerous,

and when we ascend from the sciences relatively simple,

• This article, by Dr. Soary, appeared in Le Temps aad L' Encephale , in Septem-
ber, 1881. We have found it in tiie Italian of // PUani, as translated by Prof. Salemi-
Pace, of I'alermo. Whether it has sulTered, or has been improved, by the change of

vesture, we are at present iinal)le to judge. If, however, the original exhibited as

many phraseological peculiarities and rhetorical aflectalions, to say nothing of the
numerous and utterly puzzling obscurations of logical and chronological order, as

are now presented in its Sicilian garb, the distinguished Professor should have
incurred no censure had he exercised a liberal iliBcretion in transforming it into

a less unnatural form, and thus have rendered its perusal by foreigners a less per-

plexing tusk. We shall, however, do our best to follow the author through his

details ol the miseries and atrocities of the descendants of the so-called Great Angus-

tut, for which he seems to have been largely indebted to Jacoby, who, in his turn, no
doulit. drew his facts very largely from Suetonius, a Honian historian of the time of

Adrian, by whom he was banished from the Court, and was thus afforded a better

opportunity for the composition of his celebrated work, " The Lives of the Twelve
Caesars." It would most probably have been more fortunate for the momoriesof
Adrian's antecessors, had he been more lenient lowards their relentless and most
minute biographer.—Traju/ated by Joskpii WoaxMAN, M. 1).
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as, e. g. mathematics, to the sciences of life and of mind,

the dark forest into which the meditator enters becomes

instantly inextricable. These facts being admitted, as it is

the first gift of the philosopher to be sincere, it is right

to recognize the fact that historical psychology, among
the very numerous causes of mental phenomena, suc-

ceeds in determining some of them with precision,

and that the laws of the science of mind are not at all

more arbitrary than those of meteorology or of physi-

ology.

Historical psychology, for example, holds, that, as a

general fact, the prolonged exercise of power, of absolute

royal power, by weakening the moral force in man
(that bridle which restrains our passions, tempers our

desires and controls our instincts,) reduces the mind to a

state of irritative enfeeblement, in which it is no longer

master of itself, but yields to all the suggestions, and

obeys all the impulses of the cynical and cruel beast

which is at the bottom of human nature. In other words,

the habit of power, by rendering more direct, and hence

more easy and instantaneous, the transformation of ideas

into acts, reinforces the reflex action at the expense of

the activities of the moderating centres. This irritative

feebleness is a true neurosis of these centres, a Hemvmngs-
Neurose, as the Germans call it; the spectacle which a

mind so affected presents to the psychologist, is very

similar to that of the exaltation of reflex action which is

observed by the physiologist after decapitation of an ani-

mal.

First.—Let us, for the present, apply these psycho-

logical data to the family of Augustus, that is, to a

family that under the influence of an external cause,

—

power,—fell, in the period of three generations, from a

state of normal psychical health into the most frightful

moral and intellectual degradation.

Octavius (Augustus) descended indeed, on the female

side, from Julia, the minor sister of Julius Caesar; but the

statements made by some historians of the epilepsy and
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the depravity of the dictator should be accepted with much
caution.

Fatigues and excesses of every sort probably had pro-

duced the two fits of which Suetonius speaks : at all events,

the disease, not having been congenital, could not be

transmitted to the infant nephew of the sister of Caesar. (?)

Out of thirty-five known members of the family not one

has been stated to have been affected with neurosis. It

may therefore be admitted, that in the antecedents of

Augustus no psychical anomalies existed ; he himself,

notwithstanding his forty-four years of rule, appears to

have, up to a certain point, escaped the pathogenetic

influence of absolute power.

We note however that, according to Paul Jacoby,

Augustus suffered from a well-known nervous affection,

that of writer's cramp ; Suetonius also tells us of the means

by which he remedied this trouble. Now, one of the

causes of cramps and convulsions consists exactly in a

state of debilitation of the moderating centres of the

reflex actions. Here, therefore, we have in Augustus

himself, an affection of the nervous centres, a character-

istic disturbance in the manifestation of the superior

activity of the encephalon. But it is unnecessary to exag-

gerate, and Jacoby is too severe on Octavius' (Augustus).

That he may have been vile, perfidious, cruel, libidinous,

to as great a degree, or even greater, than Lepidus or

Antony, imports not; the conqueror of Asia inaugurated

in the world a new order of things, and only ages have

comprehended the solidity of his political and social

edifice.

In the book of Jacoby, the description of the diseases

of Augustus is, on the other hand, excellent, as is also

that of his complexion and temperament, but above all, of

his likeness, which the erudite and acute psychologist has

been able to turn to account so justly, that no archaeolo-

gist or historian by profession could have excelled him.

The perpetual moderation which Augustus imposed on

himself in the midst of honors, the incessant conflicts
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which he sustained against his instincts, the care he took

in observing, moderating and conquering himself, preserved

him from the dangerous giddiness of absolute power,

and the Romans celebrated the goodness and clemency

of Augustus.

Under favor of this discipline the ego of Augustus was

invigorated, instead of weakened, since the interior bridle

was strong. But as if he had exhausted the power of

this ego by the force of restraining it, we find in his

descendants a much weaker capacity of resisting those

passions which beset the minds of the great. One is

therefore led to beheve that the descendants of Augustus

inherited a mental constitution already debilitated, and

struck with the latent state of degeneration.

It is sufficient to mention Julia, the daughter of

Augustus and Scribonia, to arouse in all persons the

recollection of the most cynical depravity that ever

astonished the world. Haughty, proud, intolerant of all

restraint, yet Julia, together with so solid and brilliant an

education, had examples of chastity, and honorable ex-

amples, in the house of the Palatine, where she passed

her infancy, between Livia and Octavia. And yet Julia,

by her shameful excesses, scandalized even that age. She
was one of those women of whom romancers are wont to

boast the force of character and the strength of the passions.

Jacoby, at this point observes with reason, that the Ro-

mans (better psychologists than such romancers usually are)

justly gave the name of impotentia to this unchaining of the

passions, this frenzy of vice which felt no restraint, and
which, in reality betrayed the impotence of the will, an

enfeeblement of personality, which was entirely a prey

to the contrary and tumultuous movements of the in-

stincts and the phantasy, an enfeeblement which alienists

observe in the commencement of almost all the disorders

of the sensibility and the intellect. The powerlessness to

govern our instincts is not a proof of force, but the

certain sign of exhaustion and congenital feebleness of

character.
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It would seem that Augustus was father to both

JuHus and Drusus Anticus. It is known that Livia, the

wife of Tiberius and Claudius Nero, and aheady the

mother of Tiberius, was pregnant with Drusus,

when she had to procure a divorce in order to

espouse Augustus. Not to speak of the manner in which

Augustus always treated Drusus, a thousand other cir-

cumstances confirmed this suspicion. Never did two
brothers less resemble each other than Tiberius and

Drusus ; the former was a true Claudian, the scion of a

race superior to that of the Julii ; but he was of a pride too

inflexible to bend to the command of the public passions,

and to condescend to the tastes of the vulgar. Tiberius

was the grandest administrator and the most profound

politician, not only of Roman, but of universal history.

Perhaps this solitary thinker, this sad and taciturn genius,

whom historical advocates, in the manner of Tacitus,*

have calum.niated, as if in rivalry, and whom the human
family has cursed, as it curses all those who have

despised it, did more than Augustus in the founding of

the empire.

On the contrary, Drusus Anticus, the favorite of

Augustus and of the Roman people, was gay, eloquent,

amiable and benevolent. Like all the princes of the

race, he was liberal ; he took the part of the " dynastic

opposition," thus conciliating to himself, at a cheap

price, the favor and votes of the multitude. Drusus had

not alone the character, the inclinations and the tastes of

Augustus ; all his likenesses and those of his descendants

present, with those of Augustus, the same family resem-

blance. Jacoby has observed an additional peculiarity

:

Augustus had weak and slender legs ; now, Drusus died

in consequence of a fracture on the leg ; his sons Ger-

manicus and Claudius also had weak and slender legs ; his

nephew Caligula was often unable to walk or to stand

upright ; and Nero, his grand nephew, suffered in like

manner. From the psychopathic point of view, Drusus

• We protest that in this, aa In someof tne other mistaken judgments, we do
not at all agree with Mens. Soury (editor of // Pi»anx) .—W

.
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Anticus, not less than Julius, showed some symptoms of

degeneration, though of a different sort. Only three of

his numerous children survived, and we shall see what a

miserable existence was theirs. But Drusus also had

hallucinations, a fact of no small significance. History

has preserved the record of a vision which he had in a

forest of Germany, where a woman of greater than

natural size appeared to him.

Let us pass to the second generation of the family of

Augustus. We shall speak first of the children of Julia,

and afterwards of those of Drusus Anticus.

By Vespasian Agrippa, Julia had the two Caesars,

Caius and Lucius, who both died young ; next she had

Agrippina, who was styled " the Grand," and became the

wife of Germanicus, and then Julia and Marcus Agrippa

Posthumus. The son which she had by Tiberius died

in infancy. By Drusus Antiocus (who was the son of

Mark Antony, the triumvir, and Octavia,) she had Ger-

manicus, Claudius and Livilla.

Never were princes of the blood more tenderly

cared for than the Caesars, Caius and Lucius. Augustus
loved them with that tenderness which excites the jeal-

ousy of mothers. He already discovered in these brilliant

youths, his successors, the future masters of the Roman
Empire. It was noble in him, who was so simple, if he

really did it, that he ventured to condemn the vanity and
haughtiness which they inherited from their mother, the

proud Julia.

At the age of eighteen, Caius was sent to the East,

to earn the title of imperator. Armenia, where some
disorders had broken out, offered to the youthful pro-

consul laurels easy to be gathered. Caius went forth,

with his young wife, Livilla, the sister of Germanicus,
and a whole court of nobles belonging to the high Roman
aristocracy, as companions of his princely pleasures.

The influence of power, flattery and feastings, very
soon broke down the enfeebled powers of this handsome
and tender young man. Morbid heredity was manifested
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in him in a very curious manner : devoid of the power of

conquering himself, he was unable to resist the first blows

of adverse fortune, and he fell under the first shock, never

to rise. Having been wounded, but not badly, in an

encounter, Caius abandoned himself to a complete prostra-

tion, laid aside his proconsular dignity, and retired into

Syria ; he preferred, as he said, to live in a corner of the

world, to returning to Rome. Stupor and imbecility ex-

tinguished the last spark of moral sensibility : he died,

not from poison, but undoubtedly from a traumatic

tetanus, an accident which, in certain circumstances, may
result from a very slight wound. Indifference and a moral

insensibility carried to the highest point, have been noted

by Jacoby, who does not hesitate to pronounce here the

words—moral idiocy.

The young Lucius Caesar, the brother of Caius, died

at the age of seventeen
;

Julia, the granddaughter, of

Augustus, who was called JuHa the Second, to distinguish

her from her mother, drove still farther than her brother

the fury of luxury and infamy, which came to her in the

blood of the Julii. Not content with wallowing in her

turpitude, it seems that, like her mother, she also had

conspired against Augustus ; she was therefore exiled.

Her brother, Agrippa Posthumus, was a sort of ferocious

beast, a §tupid beast, incapable of anything good, an

idiot, subject to fits of maniacal fury, which ended in his

destruction.

There remained Agrippina,—Agrippina the Grand—the

Roman idea of a strong woman, a chaste and virtuous

wife, the mother of the nine children of Germanicus,

This picture of Agrippina, which is found in Tacitus, has

its fellow in that of Germanicus, and this one is about as

true as the other. That Agrippina, living always in the

midst of camps, in the forests of Germany, was a chaste

and faithful wife, is not a marvelous fact. But the

widow of Germanicus sometimes lets it be seen that she

had in her veins, at least some drops of the blood of the

two Julias. What imports us to observe, is that the
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impotence of which we have spoken, that inability of self-

government, of restraining the disordered movements of

her own sensations, never appeared so manifest as in this

haughty, arrogant, ambitious and really unbridled virago,

who lighted the fire of discord and hatred in the imperial

family and the state, who urged her sons into absurd

adventures, and dared to set herself at the head of the

legions ; in short, so destitute was she of reason and

prudence in her savage impulses, that Tiberius put an

end to her by banishing her to an island, where she was

left to perish of hunger.

As to Germanicus, the son of Drusus Anticus, and

grandson of Augustus and Livia, it would seem that he

escaped the effects of morbid heredity. Admitting this,

there would be no need for surprise, since it sometimes

happens that heredity skips over one generation, or over

some members of a generation. Thus, whilst heredity

seems not to have fallen on Germanicus, yet in his

relatives it fell upon his aunt, his brother Claudius, his

sister Livilla, his cousins Caius, Lucius and Agrippa

Posthumus; his cousins Agrippina and Julia,- and their

children and descendants. But who can say what might

have happened had this son of Drusus lived longer, and

the morbid germ that he certainly carried within his

organization had been developed? What is known of his

character is not very discordant with what was to be

expected in the grandson of Augustus, the son of the

hallucinate Drusus, the brother of the dissolute and

criminal Livilla, the cousin of Agrippa Posthumus, the

father of the epileptic Caligula, and of the incestuous

Drusilla, Julia and Agrippina ; finally, the grandfather of

Nero

!

O, but the liberalism of Germanicus ! the republican-

ism of Germanicus ! the goodness of Germanicus ! the

generosity of Germanicus ! How many virtues have not

the people accorded to their favorites ! It would be tedious,

according to Tacitus, whose hero nevertheless Germanicus

is, to narrate the slaughters ordered by him, and the
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decimations of the legions—all whilst weeping over them.

Germanicus was, in fact, a man capable of shedding

tears over the victims of the executions ordered by him-

self. He was a grand comedian, an artist of consummate

ability ; he excelled on the stage. Agrippina and her

children almost always represented a part in these

theatrical scenes, for which the forests of Germany
served as decorations. Accordingly, on the occasion of

a meeting of the legions, she is seen, surrounded by her

women, flying from the camp, carrying her son in her

arms. This boy, brought up among the legions, already

wore the hose—the caliga—of the soldiers. In short,

antiquity does not present a more complete type of the

political intriguer, the hberal prince, and the popular

pretender, than Germanicus was. And, as if he must have

exhausted all the favors of fortune, he died in the flower

of his years, before the exercise of power had dissipated

the illusions of the worshipping crowd. From the blaze

of his funeral pyre the hero seemed to fly up to the gods,

and his death was an apotheosis.

Second.—The Emperor Claudius, the second son of

Drusus Anticus, and brother of Germanicus, next to his

kinsmen Caius, Caligula and Nero, was the most notable

example of the rapid physical and moral degeneration

that appeared in the family of Augustus. Here also,

Suetonius abounds in all the details which the psycholo-

gist can desire. The great objection ordinarily made
against this sort of studies is, as is well known, the in-

sufficiency of recorded facts. If it is difficult to write

the biography of a contemporary, what an excess of

boldness must prompt to the undertaking of that of an

ancient ! We are not to suspect that the historians of

antiquity, especially the biographers, were not excellent

psychologists. There is not a clinical lecturer on mental

diseases who puts into his illustrative model of a lunatic,

and his notes and observations, so much care, exactitude

and penetration, as did Suetonius in his " History of the

Twelve Caesars." It is difficult to imagine to what extremes
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he was impelled by his taste for those minutiae and

intimate particulars, which are always important to the

psychologist.

The diagnosis in this case is not difficult or doubtful.

Claudius was a species of idiot, affected with congenital

imbecility ; the scrofulous aspect of this microcephalus was

remarkable. That pigmy head, retreating from the chin

and forehead, and wabbling on that ugly body, the legs of

which bent under it, and rendered his gait tottering ; that

thick round neck (as in several of the members of the

family of Augustus), wrinkled by convulsive stretchings;

that intolerable stuttering; those hands, agitated by

continual tremors; that almost paralyzed right arm; the

continual flow of saliva, which frothed on his lips, half

opened by a stupid, wicked laugh; mucus hanging from

his nose, which was inflamed by fleshy tumors at the

internal angles of the eyes ; everything, in short, announces

in Claudius, a poor degenerate creature. Enfeebled in both

body and mind, by various diseases, from his very infancy,

he suffered, through all his life, intolerable pains in his

stomach. And just what he was physically, that was he

morally, if one may be permitted to continue this mode of

speaking, since there is not in man two beings, but only

one ; the spirit is but the body under another aspect.

Like other imbeciles and idiots, Claudius was a most

disgusting glutton ; he was obscene too ; he was passionately

fond of every sort of shows and games ; without any provo-

cation he would burst into violent anger, real fits of mania;

he was in the habit of cramming his stomach until his

senses were lost, and then, swollen as an ox, with meats

and wine, he fell into a state of stupor; he was then

carried to bed, where he lay with open mouth, snorting
;

to relieve him his uvula was tickled with a quill. Next

to his mania for judging, his strongest passion was that of

gambling and shows. This, as Jacoby observes, is a very

common sign of imbecility. Claudius was delighted with

the sight of tortures, punishments and executions ; not that

he was cruel : he merely had, I repeat it, the passion for
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striking shows, and just as are idiots and imbeciles, and as

was his cousin Caius Csesar, he was utterly devoid of

moral sensibility. In the like manner Claudius was not

avaricious,—he loved gaming solely for the emotions it

excited in him.

His intelligence, in other respects, was far from

being extinct; it broke out occasionally in sudden and

unexpected flashes, which reminded of the origin of

this strange Caesar. He was not devoid of either culture

or knowledge ; some historical books were known, which,

with his scribes, he had composed. Whatev^er part he

may have had in editing of them, posterity is not

consoled by having lost them. The good (!) Claudius

was not quite so bad as the epileptic Caligula, or that

monstrous beast, Nero, with whom the race of Augustus

ended.

Without doubt he was more clever than the majority

of those who, under Tiberius and Caligula, treated him

as the lowest of imbeciles. Kept far away from court

during the reign of Tiberius, he returned to Rome under

Caligula. In the palace he was the buffoon of the

prince and his favorites. Caligula even vented on him

his wicked wrath, scoffing and cudgeling him.

Claudius delighted in judging,—in sitting on the

tribunal. "Not content," writes Jacoby, "with his own
tribunal, he interfered also with those of the consuls and

of the praetors." In his passion for judging he laid hold

of all the processes of the city, leaving nothing to the

other judges to do ; he refused to grant any vacancies

to the tribunals, and he sat in judgment on the very

days of the nuptials of his two daughters. His tribunal

was in one of the prettiest parts of Rome. The advo-

cates and litigants treated him as they would not have

treated any other magistrate; the accused and those

who were dissatisfied with his decisions, heaped invectives

on him, and insulted him to his face ; the advocates

dragged him by his dress and forced him to remain in

the tribunal when he wished to adjourn. Others seized
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him by the leg whilst he was coming down the steps

from the bench, so that the poor Claudius tumbled down
the stairs.

At home the good Claudius was no less despicable than

in the tribunal. What was called his principality, was

in reahty the reign of his women and freedmen. How-
ever capable he might be of good counsels, and what-

ever very just political views he often might have, the

real direction of affairs usually escaped from his hands
;

and not he, but his women and libertines gave commands,
awarded favors, and gave sentence of penalties and

punishments. Here is an example, out of so many
others, of the impudent and gross method in which he

was cheated : A plot was formed for the destruction of

Appius Silanus ; Messalina and Narcissus took the parts

between them. " One morning, before daylight," says

Suetonius, " Narcissus, with an air of consternation,

rushed into Claudius' bed-chamber, and related that he

had just seen in a dream, Appius attempting his life.

Messalina, feigning surprise, added that for several nights

she had had the same dream. An instant after, Appius

was announced, the watch having by express order, been

fixed for that hour. Claudius, persuaded that he had come
to put the dream into execution, ordered him to be seized

and put to death. In the morning he related the whole

matter to the senate, and thanked his freedman for having,

even in his sleep, watched over his safety.

It is known that in the face of Rome and the world,

whilst Claudius was at Ostia, Massalina espoused Caius

Silius,—and that this union of the wife of Caesar was

publicly announced, was registered in the acts, and con-

secrated by the auspices and a solemn sacrifice. Further,

Massalina persuaded the poor Claudius to confirm the

contract, and Claudius complied. He was made to believe

that it was a contrivance to secure him from some danger.

In fact there is no appearance of his having known what

he did, as he showed himself highly irritated when he

learned at the same time of the excesses of Massalina and
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her marriage to Silius. At any rate he was so little con-

scious of what took place around him that a short time

after the execution of Massalina, he asked, when sitting

down to table, "why the Empress had not come?"
Suetonius relates that Claudius sent invitations to

dinner, and to play with him at dice, to persons he had
caused to be put to death the evening before.

What is sometimes called moral personality, or conscious-

ness, underwent, in Claudius, strange eclipses, and in certain

moments became even extinct. As it happens in dreams,

he fatally obeyed the suggestions, counsels and desires

of those around him, and the last to speak had always

the best of it. As the mere sport of numberless errors,

the feeling of terror in Claudius immediately followed an

order for an execution, and this by virtue of a phenomenon
of cerebral automatism, which is observed in epilepsy,

idiocy, dementia, and generally in all states of mental

enfeeblement.

We are enraged when we think that this Caesar, ruled

through life by slaves and freedmen, was above all the

instrument of the hatred of two furies, such as Massalina

and Agrippina.

So, further, whether it was suggested to him, or arose

spontaneously, every idea that became fixed in his mind,

reigned tyrannically in this miserable intelligence, which

was powerless to react. Like nearly all imbeciles that fall

into dementia, he was incapable of correcting any false

idea or dehrious conception that ruled him, by means of

other antagonistic ideas.

With Britannicus and Caligula we reach the" third

generation of the Augustan family, Britannicus, son of

Claudius, was, like his cousin Caius Caligula, epileptic.

Here is a likeness of this young prince, drawn by

Jacoby, from a cameo and an authentic bust by Firenza.

It will justify the ideas which may be formed from reading

Racine :

" These two hkenesses produce a singular impression.

The puffed lineaments, a certain indefinable son\ething in
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those vacant eyes, as if without pupils, an air of stupor

and sadness spread over the phsiognomy, the broad large

cranium,—all remind us of the aspect of chronic hydro-

cephalus; and the quality of the marble chosen for the

bust, a livid white, which seems slightly translucid, still

more confirms the impression. At all events it is undoubt-

able that these two likenesses, bwt especially the bust,

carry the evident imprint of something morbid, pathological,

and principally in the nervous and intellective sphere,

which perfectly accords with epilepsy and that profound

psychopathic disturbance with which Britannicus was

affected."

Caius Caligula, the son of Germanicus, brother of

Claudius and Agrippina, son of the Grand Julia, " was

not," says Suetonius, *' sound either in body or mind."

The picture- of him, left to us by this historian, is

horrific :

" Caligula, tall of stature, had a pallid complexion, an

enormous body, limbs and neck extremely slender, eyes

sunken, temples hollow, forehead broad and retreating,

hairs thin, the crown bald, and the rest of his body very

hairy. His countenance was naturally frightful and

repulsive, and he tried to render it still more so, by

practising before a mirror every possible means of terror

and fright. Sleeplessness especially excited his nerves, as

he could not lie more than three hours, in unquiet slumber,

disturbed by terrifying visions. Once he dreamed that the

sea talked to him. In this way, tired of watching in bed

the greater part of the night, he would sit up, or walk

about under vast porticoes, looking and wishing for day."

Epilepsy was congenital in Cahgula; besides the fits

of the grand nial, he was nearly always under the

influence of epileptic vertigo. The importance of such a

neurosis in the diagnosis of morbid heredity, is manifest.

Caligula was an epileptic on a throne, an epileptic master

of Rome and the world ! A priori, one might almost

write the history of such a reign. The well-known

psychical disorders observed in the majority of these
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patients, should be in this case merely exaggerated, and

should assume monstrous proportions. But in Caius, as

in many hke him, we must be compelled to note dissimula-

tion, a gloomy and deep character, sudden outbursts of

anger, often without cause, extreme mobility, variableness

of tastes, humor and sentiment; the morbid fancies of a

reinless imagination, useless cruelties, and above all, an

avaricious wickedness, which very speedily changed into

sanguinary ferocity. Add now to these symptoms the

ordinary cortege of strange and frightful hallucinations.

The beginning of the reign of Caligula gave birth to

many hopes. As a true son of Germanicus, this young
prince in the first months made a show of liberalism that

seduced the unsuspicious ; but afterwards, secretly, in the

basement of his palace, as before at Caprea, Caligula in

his orgies committed indescribable excesses. " He was,"

as Racine said of Nero, " a born monster, only that as

yet he dared not to declare himself."

Nothwithstanding all the remedies he took " to purge

his brain," the fits of his malady became worse and more

frequent. One fine day he was seized with an attack of

acute mania, such as is observed in the course of epilepsy,

and to those who had not been able to penetrate the

mysteries of such an organization, he appeared suddenly

to become another person. " Hitherto," says Suetonius,
*' I have spoken of a prince : I shall now speak of a

monster." In reality he was the same man, who had lost

the power of dissembling any more ; the last remaining

bands of the broken-down machine were torn. The
epileptic then appeared in all his brutalism, in the midst of

instruments of torture and burning coals ;
" videbam apud

Caitim tormenta" wrote Seneca, " videbam ignes." Capital

executions, exquisite and refined punishments became the

favorite accompaniments of his banquets, and the very

spicings of his orgies. Caligula did not otherwise want

genius ; his wickedness was ingenious, his malice infernal,

his cruelty ironical, and often humorously piquant. It is

known that he would make a consul of his horse Incitatus !
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In his implacable and cold rabies against the human

race, in that acrid voluptuousness which he tried in out-

raging all that men are wont to respect, he loved to dress

himself (this Roman Caesar) as an oriental monarch, a

play-actor, a woman. He was seen in a painted tunic, or

a vest of transparent silk, with the sandals of a woman

on his feet and bracelets on his arms. " Very often," says

Suetonius, "he appeared with a golden beard, holding

a thunderbolt, a trident, or a caducus in his hand,—the

insignia of the gods."

In his morbid necessity of vexing and mocking all

persons, in the very middle of a public show he ordered

the awnings that protected the spectators from the rays

of the sun to be taken down. If by chance he, who was

bald, met anyone on the streets with the head covered,

he would order his neck to be shaven. In order to have

the pleasure of predicting and producing a famine, he

closed the public granaries of Rome. It was his custom

when he condemned a son to death, to have the father

also killed, through mercy, as he affirmed, that he .might

thus save him the grief of mourning for his son. Such

were the doleful jokes of Caligula. Being once displeased

with a verse in a comedy, he commanded to be burned,

on the very stage, not the comedy, but the author of

it. An old praetor, absent on leave, for his health, at

Anticyra, requested from him permission to remain there

longer. Caligula ordered his veins to be opened, assert-

ing that blood-letting would cure him. Junius Priscus,

being put to death, as the possessor of a large fortune, it

was found that he was really poor. " This man has,

cheated me," exclaimed Caligula, "and has died inno-

cent."

He ordered the death of a certain person ; the tribune

charged with the execution was deceived, and he killed

another citizen. " It matters not," said Caligula, " this

one deserved just the same." Having ordered to be laid

before him a list of the most heavily taxed Gauls, he

condemned the richest of them to be put to death ; one
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Julius Sacerdos, was found on the list. Though not rich

Caligula did not omit to have him slain with the others,

"just because of his name," said the Caesar.

In order to raise money, he sold at public auction, at

enormous prices, his jewels, furniture, slaves and the freed-

men of his house. An aged praetor, Aponius Saturninus,

having fallen asleep at one of these sales, Caius told the

auctioneer to attend to the movements of the sleeper's

head, as he evidently had the intention of bidding up.

The unfortunate old man found on awaking that he had

bought thirteen gladiators for nine millions of sesterces.

Caligula was killed in his 29th year. The head of his

only daughter, Drusilla, who had shown all the signs of

precocious ferocity, was broken against the wall.

But what must we say of Agrippina, the sister, wife

and mother of emperors ? The savage pride, the cun-

ning and the violence of this woman were the fitting legacy

from her mother; but the great Agrippina was ignorant of

incest. The activity of the neuropathic virus deposited

in this family was not yet exhausted. Nero had to make
even his own mother wonder; Nero had to make the

wife of Claudius shake with fear. But the hereditary

antecedents of this histrionic monster, with whom the

race of Augustus terminated, were very complex. Nobody
doubts that he had inherited from his mother the basis

of his nature ; though, he must have inherited from his

father Aenobarbus Domitian, vices and anomalies of every

sort, from which the Domitian family, not less than the

Julia-Claudian, suffered. " From the union of a Domitian

with a sister of Caligula, nothing but a monster could

be born." If this answer of the father of Nero to those

who congratulated him on the birth of this son, was

really given, it should testify that even at that time there

was a very clear knowledge of the effects of selection and

heredity in man.



MIGRAINE.*

By C. H. Hughes, M. D., St. Louis,

Lecturer on Nervous Diseases, St. Louis Medical College.

MIGRAINE, or megrim, is ordinarily the periodical

protest of cerebral overtax in the acutely exhausted,

comparatively young, brain of a mildly neurotic, subject.

It belongs especially to the time of life—from early

puberty to middle manhood—when emotional disturbances

—fret and worry—most violently agitate and accompany'

the intellectual movements, and when the latter are most

active and impulsive. It is a temporary disequilibrium

between waste and repair in the higher cerebral cen-

ters, a comparative neuratrophia from mental overstrain

which expresses itself in slightly neurotic subjects, like

the outcry of an oppressed or famished nerve in neu-

ralgia. It is not denied that it may be precipitated

by other conjoint causes than cerebral overstrain, espe-

cially such as contribute to congest the head by excit-

ing disequilibrium in the systemic circulation ; but an

hereditary tendency to weaken under a certain degree

of overstrain on the part of the cerebral vaso-motor sys-

tem, and the co-existence of that strain, which can not

be resisted, constitute the essentials of an attack of

migraine.

Migraine usually expresses itself unilaterally, because

one hemisphere—and that on the left side, the driving

hemisphere, as Ferrier terms it—gives out first, the hemi-

sphere to which the heart's blood goes most directly.

Migraine is periodic, but not equi-distantly so, because

a certain stage of exhaustion must be reached—longer in

some individuals than in others, and longer in the same per-

son at certain times and under certain circumstances than

* Read before the St. Louis Medical Society, .January l'.>, 1884.
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others—before the mental machinery resists further goading

and the outraged brain asserts its right to rest.

The migrained cerebrum, in refusing thus to be driven

to further work, prescribes its own proper therapeutics in

the involuntary rest which the mind is forced to take from

accustomed labor and emotional commotion, which is worse

than labor. The timely recuperation which comes of this

repose sooner or later re-establishes the normal equilibrium

of recuperation and disintegration, and a re-accumulation of

psychical force takes place ; a sense of restored mental vigor

is again felt by the patient, and eager impulses inspire him

to expend it, and he goes along again normally, for a while,

expending only the daily accumulations of cerebral force

until the more or less nervous temperament of the megrim

victim leads, sooner or later, to draught on the reserve

nerve force of the cortex and to its final and rapid ex-

haustion, with a repetition of the previous experience as its

sequel. With the lowering of the brain tone from overtax,

the cerebro-spinal dominion over the sympathetic nervous

system diminishes ; vascular excitations and contractions

within the cerebrum, followed by vaso-motor paralysis and

dilatations of vessels, and the meningeal pain of distension

and pressure, and increased, tumultuous and rapid psychical

activity, somewhat like that in the early stage of intoxi-

cation, follow. Thoughts come thick and fast, till soon

the cerebral exhaustion is complete. Sympathetic influ-

ences pass downward to the stomach; nausea and emesis

frequently follow, and the bowels sometimes move freely.

The co-existence of nausea followed by vomiting, and this

by sleep and final relief, has given to megrim the synonym

of sick-headache ; the headache is not dependent upon the

sick stomach, but the nausea is due to the sickness in the

head. Megrim is a very sick headache, but in another

sense. If the vomiting continue long enough, the hemi-

crania will, of course, cease with the cessation of the

vomiting ; but, to make the vomiting effective, the stomach

should be washed out with lukewarm water till it is empty

of all solid contents, and then hot water, of at least 115°^
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F., should be given, in from four to six-ounce draughts,

every hour or two, till about twelve to sixteen ounces are

taken. This may be made more acceptable by flavoring

with some agreeable tea-leaves or herbs, the commercial

tea from China being often acceptable if not made over

strong, and given without cream or sugar. If there should

be a loathing for hot drinks along with the usual antipathy

to food, then cooling draughts may be given, impregnated

with five drops of creosote, or half a drachm of aromatic

spirits of ammonia, or carbonic acid water, or peppermint

water and a little bromide of potassium. The preferences

of the stomach, as thus indicated, should be respected.

The hyperaesthetic special sensations all tend to secure

that conservation of brain force so essential to the patient's

speedy restoration, and their suggestions should be fully

heeded in our management of this affection.

Nature, in these sensations, hints strongly at the rational

restorative therapy, and such hints to the wise physician

should be sufficient. Every movement increases the bodily

discomfort ; hence the patient asks to be let alone—to be

undisturbed.

The hot, aching eyeballs and hot, painful head, sug-

gest evaporating lotions, the best of which are the ethereal

for the head, and laudanum-and-water, of proper temper-

ature to evaporate readily, for the eyes, for ether is painful

if it gets between the lids. The sensitive retinae and

troubled vision demand the exclusion of light; the morbidly

impressible centers of audition make sounds painful and,

in aggravated cases, unbearable. The salivary secretion is

sometimes increased—more often, altered and disagreeable.

To heed nature's demands in these regards is to give the

brain, as well as the sensitive centers and channels of audi-

tion and vision, the much-needed repose that leads to

restoration of exhausted power which has tracked the

parts it has forsaken with marks of irritabihty. The gen-

eral listlessness and brain-weary feeling which the patient

reveals as the painful feelings pass away (if the usual

tendency to sleep then does not come on or is interfered
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with) demand further brain rest, and our therapy and sur-

roundings for the patient should promote rest until an

apparently complete restoration follows each attack.

The intervals of freedom from nervous headache should

be prolonged by a course of tranquilizing neurotherapy

calculated to promote and maintain the nerve stability and

by a moral prophylaxis. To this end the patient should

be made well acquainted with the nature of his trouble

and the essentials to avert its recurrence.

He should have a mild, unirritating course of constant

cephalic galvanization in the interval, repeated daily, or

every other day, until he has passed the time of several

attacks exempt from them. A full dose of ammonium or

potassium bromide, 30 to 40 grains, and a minimum dose of

arsenious acid, should likewise be given nightly, for many
months, in many cases, and as often as three or four times

a day for several days preceding the time of an expected

attack. Bromide of potassium, in forty-grain doses, three

times a day, is of special service, if the patient is brought

fully under its influence when the first ocular disturbances

appear, as they do in many of these cases. Guarana may
be used to advantage at this time, and subsequently during

the attack, but it has not given me the happy results

others have ascribed to it. The digestive and assimilative

processes are never to be lost sight of, nor any other

physical condition calculated in any manner to embarrass

the mental movements—to directly or reflexly irritate the

brain or to compromise its normal daily nutrition and

nightly rest. Besetting sins and moral and physical vices

that tend to organic or nervous exhaustion should be

inquired into and remedied by discontinuance.

During the attack of migraine the bromides, if the

stomach can be made to retain them, are always service-

able, and I give them in large quantities of peppermint-

water and minimum quantities of creosote.

In the constitutional treatment of migraine, plenty of

pure fresh air and sunlight and a nutritious and digested

or digestible and easily assimilated dietary are the best
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tonics. Spinal and epigastric sinapisms are also of value,

and anodyne rubefacient liniments, as of chloroform or

camphor and the volatile liniment, with turpentine, capsi-

cum and oil of peppermint or wintergreen,

A predisposition to attacks of migraine is sometimes

awakened by anaemic, cachsemic, or toxaemic states of

blood, which especially interfere with normal nerve nutri-

tion in the neurotically inclined. In the first state of the

blood the anaemic reconstructives should be mostly fer-

ruginous ; in the second, ferruginous and specific ; in the

latter, mainly specific, conjoined with good food easily

appropriated by the system, which is indicated in all

impoverishment of blood. Quinine and arsenic in ma-

larious districts, whether the patient have the usual

visible malarial symptoms or not ; mercury and potassic

iodide in syphilitic migraines (such subjects do have

migraine as v/ell as the specific, constant cephalalgia)

;

iodide of potassium and iodine in the migraine of lead

workers ; iodine and iron for the scrofulous. Strychnine,

arsenic and cod-liver oil are seldom contraindicated in

the anaemic, though the stomachs of many patients revolt

at the oil, and it had better not be urged on them.

Many subjects of migraine, however, are not anaemic, and

some are actually habitually hyperaemic, so far as the head

circulation is concerned, and their life habits are such as

to keep up an exalted cerebral blood pressure ; and,

though migraine is to such the most fortunate circum-

stance that could happen them in putting periodical stops

to their overwork and excessive worry, and enforcing

resting spells at times in their over-active careers, they

often finally die of grave cerebral affections after they

have reached the period when excessive keenness of

sensibility, emotional and sensory, ceases. But migraines,

like constitutional neurasthenics, are often also long-lived,

and not especially liable to grave cerebral disease.

The mistake that has been made in the medical con-

ception and consequent management of migraine consists

in its having been regarded as a zvant rather than as an
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over-draught of cerebral power and consequent abrupt col-

lapse in those who, fortunately, are prone to this collapse

from exhaustion, short of destructive cerebral lesion.

These patients become cerebrasthenic before brain struc-

ture gives way, while others not so hereditarily inclined go
on till stopped by apoplexy or aphasia, etc. Subjects of

migraine are usually among the milder class of the neurot-

ically endowed, and they do not often have, or congenitally

entail, the graver neuroses.

In consequence of this mistake, a coercive tonic plan,,

so called, but often more stimulating than tonic, has been

thought generally the best, whereas the majority of mi-

graines require repression and regulation of their nervous

forces ; the maintenance, by corrective restraint medication,,

of a judicious equilibrium in their mental movements, so-

as to balance daily the cerebral waste and repair. They
need to be taught and medicated so as to stand life's

frictions, so as to give their brain a reasonable chance for

rest and repair, their stomach a fair opportunity to do its

work and answer the encephalon's prayer for daily sus-

tenance. They need a physician to constantly advise and

regulate them, as they need an attorney in their business

affairs to keep them safe from financial shipwreck in

many of their ventures.

The business maxims, " never to postpone for to-morrow

what ought to be done to-day," and " never to wait for

the next train, if by any possibility the train that has

gone can be caught," should be modified to read, what

ought to be done to-day, only without violence to your

organism, should be done ;" and if to-day's train can-

not be made without overstrain to the system, which

may be the beginning of a subsequent breakdown of the

cerebro-spinal system, wait for the next train and save

yourself.

Migraines, in their best physiological condition, are

mentally active, and prone to overwork under business

stress. They are ambitious and restlessly inclined to con-

stant endeavor, and seek occupations that readily lead to-
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final overstrain, for wljen they are busiest they are most

happy.

The rational indications for preventing recurrences of

attacks of migraine are repressive cerebral restraints and

reconstructive medication. To this end the occupation of

the patient should be regulated by his physician, and not

alone the consequences of injudicious overwork treated.

The nervous center should be tranquillized and the nerve-

capital and brain-force economized during the longer or

shorter interval between the attacks.

The patient's brain-power should never be squandered.

The victim of migraine cannot afford to be prodigal of his

mental power: if he does, the end of his prodigality will

be husks, and he will sooner or later realize that he has

unpardonably sinned against nature. It will be fortunate

for him if, in his repentance, he seeks and finds a physician

who, instead of goading, by a stimulating treatment,

represses, conserves and regulates his powers.

Migraine, with melancholic complication some time pre-

ceding or following the attack, justifies opium and aloes, or

codeine and aloin ; but in the habitual management of fre-

quently recurring attacks it is a most pernicious practice to

use opium freely enough to subdue the pain, and the same

is true of the free use of whiskey. Nature needs healthy

rest, normal restorative tranquillization, and prolonged,

healthy, refreshing sleep ; not the enforced and fitful,

dreamy somnolency or profound stupor of narcotics. If

sleep does not come in due season with the administration

of bromide of potassium or ammonium, chloral may be

given in a thirty or forty-grain dose, largely diluted, when

the night-time comes on, or when the vomiting and nausea

have about ceased. The bromides are good remedies for

the precursory restlessness and fidgets ; so also the tran-

quiUizing warm bath, if that be at the time convenient to

the patient, so that he will not be too much disturbed in

being put into it. Valerian-root added to the bath is of

value in the hysterical. Under this treatment the tin-

gling sensations and temporaiy numbness disappear. Hot
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pediluvia, bottles and sinapisms to the feet, also to the

spine or stomach, are serviceable in arresting temporary

vital prostration. The baths and the bromides serve also to

tranquillize the heart and relieve the head, by diverting the

blood from them to the feet, for while the carotids are full

the radials are small, and the peroneals and tibials are

smaller. I have known the hemianopsia, which is a sub-

jective phenomenon, due to encephalic sanguineous press-

ure, to disappear during the bath and to be averted by

the bromide treatment preceding the coming on of the

attacks ; Hkewise the photopsia and photophobia.

Contrary to the statements of Latham and others, that

bromide of potassium is more serviceable during the

attacks than in the interim, I affirm that, if properly em-

ployed, so as to secure a restful state of the nervous

system and a tendency on the part of the cerebrum, when

not actively employed, to seek repose, its effect is decidedly

beneficial in prolonging the intervals and shortening the

attacks, and finally, in preventing the recurrence of the

latter altogether. To accomplish this end, the bromide

must not be given to sanguineous saturation ; and, to be

enabled to rely on the smallest quantities of this salt, gal-

vanism must be conjointly employed, and with persistent

regularity, if bromism is shown either in eruption, or im-

paired motility, or cerebral stupidity.

The temporary cerebral hyperaemia of migraine is

induced by defective vaso-motor innervation and consequent

paralysis of control over the caliber of the cerebral vessels,

which are thus allowed to produce a painful degree of

cerebral distension.

The turgid brain even robs the face of blood, and the

pupil contracts, not only because the retina is hyperaes-

thetic, but because of irritation of the ophthalmic ganglion

and the origin of the third nerve in the gray neucleus in

the floor of the Sylvian aqueduct.

It is astonishing how descending cephalic galvanization,

or galvanization over the cervical sympathetic center and

under the ramus, and through the head, from the os frontis
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over the eye to che occipital spine, will cause these symp-

toms to disappear by the restoration of tone to the

vaso-motor system within the head ; but, to make the relief

permanent, sleep must follow, and rest absolute to the brain

as tired nature demands, and recuperation from the exhaust-

ing causes that precipitated the attack comes in the course

of nature's benignant vis medicatrix, assisted by our art.

These conclusions are not conjectural, but based upon a

success in the management of migraine that has not dis-

appointed, and have been satisfactorily verified in the

writer's own person also.

The view of Wilks and others respecting the eradication

of migraine is too discouraging and unjustifiably hopeless,

due to neglect of suitable management in the interim of the

attacks, just as frequently recurring hysterias are thus too

much and too often neglected. One of my patients, for-

merly (eighteen years ago) a two-days victim to migraine

prostration every fortnight, now and for fifteen years past

has only occasionally (once or twice a year) a reminder in

the return of the boring sensation over the eye or on the

temple, which a prompt electrization and a drachm of bro-

mide of potassium in peppermint-water cause to disappear.

The rest of the treatment he has learned himself: it is to

cease going so fast with his work for the time, and take

more rest for a few days, and not to fret because he can-

not accomplish the work of two days in one.

I have encountered a form of migraine that sustains a

relation to ordinary migraine, or migraine major, similar to

that which petit mat bears to the gratid mat, 'or epilepsia

gravior, and it might justly be termed hemicrania minor or

mitior. It sometimes follows, like epileptoid, the graver

malady, and sustains the degree of relationship that the

simple vertiginous seizures do to the convulsive attacks, or,

like the epileptiform disease, it may precede the haut vial

of megrim.

The case just referred to is an illustration: a patient now

under observation had for eighteen months periodic attacks

of photophobia, slight photopsia and confusion of vision,
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cold feet, increased heat, and sense of fulness and slight

pain in head, associated with general uneasiness and indis-

position to exertion, lasting for several hours of a day in

each month—sometimes oftener, if she used the sewing

machine to excess in making her own clothing, always a

source of worry to her. The attacks no longer recur since

the adoption of the treatment indicated for graver cases

—

the more moderate use of the sewing machine and the rele-

gation of her best dressmaking to other hands. The making

of a stylish dress is sometimes a great strain on a woman's

mind. Migraine being self-limited in the duration of its

attacks, as it is in its final recurrences, passing away with

advanced age, if it does not develop into a graver malady,

much of its former therapeusis has been misleading because

the attacks have passed off pending the administration of

certain drugs, which at best have been of secondary value.

Such are valerian, camphor, hyoscyamus, asafoetida, Hoff-

man's anodyne, ether, etc. An attack may, however, be cut

short with chloroform and camphor, or, preferably, chloral

and bromide of potassium ; but the sleep which follows

should be a prolonged one, and the patient should awake

refreshed and in condition to receive, and must have

adequate nutriment to compensate for his exhaustive ex-

perience. If he does not, another attack will be likely to

recur soon, unless the foregoing hints as to intermediate

treatment are put into practice, and this the patient will not

always acquiesce in ; but migraine, in the intervals of the

attacks, should be managed very much like the successful

treatment of epilepsia. While relief during the attacks is

desirable, it is all-important to the well-being of the patient

to prevent their recurrence by intercurrent management.

The extemporaneous character of this paper precludes

a full discussion of the asserted alliance between migraine

and epilepsia; but there has been demonstrated no real

pathological kinship between these two maladies of the

nervous system, and the asserted connection between them

cannot be shown clinically, unless in exceptional instances.

True migraine victims comparatively seldom become epi-
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leptics in later life, and the coming on of an attack of

epilepsia or epileptoid and migraine are essentially different,

the one being sudden, with momentary loss of conscious-

ness, often with an aura, frequently in the night, but more
often just on awaking from sleep in the morning, and often

followed by headache ; the other approaching gradually,

never with loss of consciousness, generally preceding sleep,

or passing away with it, or reheved by it, and never com-

ing on after a profound sleep, as epilepsia so often does.

The general therapy of the two being quite similar

proves nothing except that neurotic tranquillization and the

balancing and conservation of force are equally valuable

therapeutic procedures in each of these neuroses, and that

tonicity imparted to the cerebral vaso-motor system, as by

the minimum doses of nitro-glycerinc, mild cephalic, de-

scending galvanism, etc., is equally efficient in warding off

the tendency to recurring exhaustion, which in migraine

appears to be in the cerebral vaso-motor system, while in

epilepsia it appears to be primarily in the psychical or

psycho-motor area of the brain, with secondary and rapid-

ly following vaso-motor paralysis.

The hyperaesthesia of migraine and the anaesthesia of

an attack of epilepsia are as opposite as consciousness in

the one, and the absence of it in the other. Headache is

the sign essential of the one, while it is the sequel rather of

the other.

The occasional beneficial effects of volatile inhalants and

stimulants internally in the beginning of each, to postpone

an attack, are due to their prolonging nerve .tonicity, and

preventing the vascular intracranial movement upon which

the diverse phenomena of the two different morbid condi-

tions depend. To abort epilepsia, nitrite of amyl, camphor,

and the pungent ammonium salts must be inhaled in the

very beginning of the aural stage ; they are more or less ser-

viceable at any time during an attack of migraine, except

the amyl nitrite, the latter, which is the inhalant par excel-

lence in epilepsia, often aggravating an established sick

headache.
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An epileptic subjected to the cerebral-vascular con-

dition of migraine, vaso-motor exhausion,—the arteriole

spasm and relaxation, would always have epilepsia. There

is an additional factor in epilepsias which is absent in

the brains of migraines, viz : a tendency to further mor-

bid movement, reaching to unconsciousness and convul-

sion, founded in the organic constitution of the cerebral

texture. Neither of these conditions belongs essentially

to migraine, though, when the epileptic diathesis co-exists

with recurring migraine, the transition is easy and natu-

ral into confirmed epilepsia.

NoTK.—Th« foregoing paper was hastily written, incompliance with a promise
toprfsent the writer's views on the subject, inasmuch as they had been requeFted

for publication. It was hoped that the discussion which might follow tlie reading w
the paper would have eniibied the author to elaborate his views, by answering objec-

tions which mightbe made to them, but ihe hour of arljournnient having arrived at

the conclusion of the reading of the paper, discussion was deferred, and the two n«xt
subsequent meetings ol ihe Society were occupied exclusively with business matters.

This occasion is taken, therefore, to add that what Ihe writer uud>-istands a»
migraine, as ordinarily seen, is a condition of somewhat precipitate brain lire In

persons usually of slight neuropaihic tendency, as contradistinguished from the

more chronic—more comi)lete and more tardily reached form of brain exhaustion

which we see in neurasthenia and cerebrasthenia.

The intermittent hemicrania, or "sun pain," which seems only to remain with

the paiient while the sun is in tiie horizon, going away at night to return the next

day, and so continue, may have malaria for its cause, since arsenic and the antl-

periodlcs cure it; or it may be that each day's mental effort is sufficient to induce
enougli vaso-motor exhaustion to excite migraine in a brain constantly on the verge of

exhaustion, which only sufficiently recuperatps at night to admit of reliet from pain,

but not to bring about sufficient repair for the strain of the succeeding day. But
most of these cases have been found amoiig the malarioiisly infected of malarial

regions. It is* not to be ilenied also, that true ))eriodic migraine is sometimes
associated with grave cerebral lesions, as with cerebellar disease and tumors and
Other lesions ol the cerebrum and insanity, thouuh ordinardy it is not. The writer

has seen it so complicated, and relieved by measures which diminished intracranial

arteriole distension and pressure.

A singular case ot migraine which, until very lately, recurred every ten or four-

teen davs in an overworked lawyer under the writer's professional care, Is associated

with completely lost patellar tendon-reflex phenomena, every effort having failed

to evoke it.

It is not intended in the foregoing paper to deny the inflnence of sick states of

the stomach in i)recii)itating, by transmitted irritation and interference with cerebral

nutrition, attacks of migraine in the predisposed.

What is intended In the foregoing paper is to describe migraine as the writer

has ordinarily observed and understands it.



Inebriety Associated with Imbecility.

By T. D. Crothers, M. D., Hartford, Conn.

Superintendent Walnut Lodge.

I
BEGIN with this fact, that inebriety is not an artificially-

provoked appetite for alcohol, but that it is a distinct

defective development in many cases, and a neuroses, with

special causation and symptomatology.

The demand for alcohol is often a symptom of a late

stage of this neurosal disease. These facts are supported

by clinical studies, and may be considered as fully es-

tablished.

A comparison of the clinical histories of many cases

will indicate three quite prominent aetiological conditions^

under which nearly all cases may be grouped.

1. Inebriety, from injury both physical and psychical,

including all that most complex class of reflex irritations

—

mental contagions, and the many states which come from

anaemia, neursesthenia, etc.

2. Inebriety, from all degrees of heredity, and from

alHed diseases, direct and indirect.

3. Inebriety, as an expression of defective develop-

ment, arrested and perverted growth, marked by asymmetry

of physical and mental powers. Degenerations that are

confined to certain limits, and do not appear, except from

a special study.

Often these conditions are seen together: then the diag-

nosis is distinct. But in cases coming under the last group

alone, much obscurity and difference of opinion may

exist, depending on the expertness in gleaning facts, and

the accuracy of the observer.

My object is to group some of the facts associated

with this condition, which may be termed grades of

imbecility, that have a special tendency to develop

inebriety.
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Where heredity is not prominent, I have been led to be-

Heve that defective surroundings and training are most

potent causes.

In some cases weak and backward children of very

slow development, or the opposite, where extraordinary

precocity is seen, are traceable in a large degree to the

surroundings; in others, no connection is apparent.

I think a large class will be found where the arrested

growth of some brain centers has not appeared in early

Hfe, but on the advent of the use of alcohol, became

prominent.

The use of alcohol was both an expression of this

defect and an intensifying cause in developing it.

The following case will illustrate some general charac-

teristics that mark these obscure inebriates, and show a

line of physical causation where wicked instincts were

supposed to reign :

John Brown came under my care as an insane inebriate

needing constant restraint and watching. There was no

history of heredity, and in early life he was very back-

ward, and of slow brain power. At twenty-four he grad-

uated with some honor, as an orator, at college. Two
years after, was admitted to the bar ; and ten years later,

came to me as a chronic inebriate. From various sources

it was ascertained that in early life he had exhibited great

uncertainty of judgment and control over himself. He
was dull almost to stupidity, up to puberty. The strong-

est trait he exhibited was acute jealousy, and a savage

disposition to revenge injuries, real or fancied. After

puberty he was very egotistical, and when convinced that

he was not what he boasted of being, set about to accom-

plish it, exhibiting great powers of memory and intellectual

activity.

He would boast of being the best scholar, and when
laughed at for his stupidity would apply himself with

great energy for weeks, and out-strip all his class ; then

relapse into great lethargy. Thus, all through college

and professional life he was strangely impulsive ; at times
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seeming to show great force of character, followed by-

states of abject weakness. When aroused, his adherence

to a line of conduct or thought was fanatical, and passed

all bounds of reason. As a politician, he was combative

and excitable, and without tolerance or charity for anyone

who differed from him. His zeal was offensive, and

injured the cause he sought to promote. As a church

member, he was involved in foolish conflict continually.

As a lawyer, he was equally impulsive and unreasoning,

having only one view, and pressing this to its extreme

limits.

His appetite had been always irregular from childhood.

Dyspepsia came on soon after puberty ; and nothing but

excess, followed by severe pain, seemed to have any influ-

ence in checking the dyspepsia, and even this was soon

forgotten. Inebriety grew out of this condition and the

ill-nourishment and the irregularities of Hving. The year

before he came for treatment, he exhibited marked crim-

inal tendencies, and was full of delusions of persecution. He
had a well-laid plan for avenging his fancied wrongs, but

was restrained in a station house from enacting a fearful

tragedy. After, his memory was not clear, and he was in

a state bordering on dementia for some days. This was

an outline of a long history, which I think was one of

defective development and imbecility from the start. The
early dullness and precocity, and the later impulsive

irregularity of mental action, and want of normal control

of the brain functions, pointed clearly to this condition.

A defective brain force and want of judgment appearing

all along his career, showed that inebriety was merely an

expression of this degeneration, which originated at birth.

When admitted for treatment he was delirious, and

criminal in his motives and talk. Had he committed

murder the defense of insanity would have been doubtful

to a jury, because no delirium tremens could be shown;

and a general consistent course of life and recognition of

his surroundings was apparent. In the defense only his

impulsive irregularities of mental action and conduct, that
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were out of harmony with existing ideas and events^

could have been pressed as evidence of defective brain.

The same line of action and conduct, when in defense of

truth, and in the natural order of events, would only be

evidence of his sanity, to a court or jury. No estimate of

his mental state could be obtained, except from a careful

study of all his histor>'. No doubt many indications would

have been found of the presence of a degree of imbe-

cility in childhood, with hints of the explosion in inebriety

later.

It is in this twihght region of infancy and childhood,

that are found the keys which unlock and explain the

strange blending of sanity and insanity that marks so many
cases in after life. Often these cases come to us without

any history of early life. They are found to have asym-
metry of both body and mind, and to exhibit great extremes

of mental character and force ; also perverted and ungov-

erned appetites, and very great irregularities of living

and activity. These and other indications show a probable

imbecility early in life, that was unnoticed.

When the early history of such cases is obtained, in

almost ail instances, these conclusions are fully verified^

In the study of a number of cases of inebriety in the

period of childhood, I have found many of them possess-

ing great mental power and genius in early life, which

suddenly subsided when inebriety appeared.

Among this class are the prodigies at school and college,

the boy orators, and the young men who embark in busi-

ness projects that only mature men dare to engage in

—

young men who suddenly come to the front in responsible

positions, and become leaders full of promise. In personal

appearance they are always below the position and sur-

roundings which they occupy. After a short, fitful career

of promise and failure, they disappear, and are inebriates-

full of egotism and general degeneration.

A case of this kind was, at twenty, a daring, successful

Wall street operator; then went down into an abject ine-

briate. Another case was a stump-speaker at eighteen
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years of age, and was employed in the presidential canvass.

Two years later, he was a low inebriate and barkeeper. A
third case, carried on a large iron manufacturing interest,

with phenomenal success, at twenty years of age, then

became an inebriate and destroyed the concern. The

history of all these cases showed imbecility from infancy,

that was unnoticed.

No less prominent are the phenomenal school and col-

lege boys, who excite great admiration and promise for

the future, then lapse into inebriates, and disappear.

Another class deserve mention, who soon after puberty

exhibit great religious emotion, join the church, enter into

the preparation for the ministry, or go into the missionary

field. For years they are shining examples of zeal and

fervor, and although mere boys, are thought to be giants

of religious growth. Then they disappear, and are heard

of no more, except in asylums and hospitals.

Another class are proverbially bad in impulse and

instinct from childhood, and use alcohol from the earliest

opportunity, and long before maturity are serving out

sentences for crime. Sometimes the criminal impulse is

more prominent than the inebriety, and vice versa.

Imbecility is present in all these cases. A malforma-

tion of brain centers, an asymmetrical development and

growth, is apparent in their conduct and character. It is

a condition of pathological change that must come from

congenital causes, as well as surroundings.

Many of these cases are called moral insanities, where

paralysis of all the higher brain functions is prominent.

Inebriety is only a later expression of this state, and

another mark of imbecility which either precedes or fol-

lows it. In some cases imbecility appears in childhood,

in feebleness of mental powers, slow growth, or of unstable

brain force ; appearing very sensitive to light, sound, and

surroundings.

They either develop a great indifference to all condi-

tions of life, that excite apprehension of idiocy, or show

extreme nervous agitation and suffering from, changes of
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food, climate and surroundings. They have weak eyes,

and chorea symptoms, are emotional and change from

the sHghtest cause. At puberty great changes take place :

long before manhood inebriety comes on, and the causes

of drink are not adequate to provoke this disorder in most

cases.

In a case now under treatment : The first five years of

life, he was thought to be nearly an idiot. The next ten

years he was impulsive, passionate and irritable. He was

placed in a store, and developed a very miserly dis-

position. At thirty he was wealthy, dishonest, and at the

head of a large business, living in the most miserly way,

and very temperate ; with no friends, and no motive, ex-

cept making money. He suddenly failed, and drank to

excess; and was a constant inebriate from this time. His

early history showed a degree of imbecility that would

most naturally develop inebriety.

Some of these cases of weak intellect in childhood, by

careful training become very healthy, reputable people in

manhood, but they may be said to have a predisposition

to lapse into inebriety or other diseases with but slight

exposure.

Many cases which I have studied have exhibited, early

in life, mental disturbances, such as delirium from slight

causes, nightmare, sleep-walking, convulsions and insomnia

from the slightest apparent conditions. This was the sub-

stratum upon which inebriety would spring up from the

least exposure. I am convinced that in these cases of

defective and retarded mental growths, or perversions of

health and normal brain force in childhood, the present

methods of education are most disastrous to their future

welfare. In some cases the culture of the school, college

and university, has been more certain bankruptcy to the

victim than if brought up in the lowest ranks of life, simply

because the weak, unstable nerve organization, is strained

beyond its capacity ; instead of being strengthened, it is

made unfit to bear any shocks or storms that come. My
experience indicates that a large number of inebriates are
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the outgrowths of an extreme education, pursued along

unphysiological lines, and based on a weak, imperfect brain

and nervous system.

Inebriety, insanity, and a host of diseases are the penal-

ties for this unnatural culture of unbalanced brains and

nerve organization.

Where these varying degrees of imbecility are not

recognized in early life, and are unprovided for in proper

training and education, the result will be inebriety, and all

grades of partial and complete insanities, that are such

stumblingblocks to juries and courts and the average

intelligence of to-day.

The inquiry often comes up in the study of inebriety,

whether the imbecility of the patient is due to degenera-

tions which have come on since alcohol was first used, or

conditions which existed before. The answer is often very

clear, and the imbecility is traced to childhood in a large

number of cases. Had it been recognized, it might have

been neutralized and guarded against. In other instances

alcohol produces the most profound degenerations from

the beginning ; changes of character, conduct and mental

force, etc., leaving a thin mask of his old individuality

that covers up his real state from ordinary observation.

The relations of imbecility to inebriety are very inti-

mate, and may be recognized before inebriety appears, in-

dicating a field of prevention that is at present unknown.

If the general practitioner can understand that the stupid

or choreic boy, or the precocious and unstable brain force

of childhood, are the hints of the future nerve storms and

diseases that will appear in inebriety or insanity, he will

become the teacher of preventive medicine, with more

power than the ablest trained specialist of modern times.

To the student of inebriety the discovery of imbecility

in early life varies his prognosis, and reveals the more
hopeless condition of the victim.

To the scientific worker all these obscure grades of

imbecility opens up a realm of psychological interest,

of which inebriety is only one of its many divisions.
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The more inebriety is studied the more positive its

physical causation appears, and, like the landscape seen

from the mountain top, widens and comes out into definite

forms and shapes as we approach it.



Moral (AfTective) Insanity — Psycho-
Sensory Insanity.*

By C. H. Hughes, M. D., St. Louis,

Late Superintendent and Physician Missouri State Lunatic Asylum and Lecturer on

Nervous Diseases, St. Louis Medical College.

THE real question in every discussion of moral insanity,

is not whether there exists in the mind of its victim,

any illogical reasoning based upon a false premise of wrong

and morbid feeling, but whether the feelings or impulses

are so primarily and chiefly and paramountly affected as o
to overshadow all other evidences of mental derangement ^
that may exist in the individual, and give the distinguish- y^
ing character to his disease, as depression of feeling gives ^-^

to melancholia (which Prichard regarded as a form of ^
moral insanity) and exaltation does to general paralysis, "^ "

determining the nature of delusions, if they subsequently Z^

develop; fearful, dreadful, in the one case; hopeful and -<

grandiose in the other.f Some cases of moral insanity ^-

are more typically free from appreciable reasoning aberra- '^^

tion than others; some appear to be entirely so, just as »^
some cases of the general paralysis of the insane are all ^
grandiose delusion, while others are complicated with delu- ^
sions of dread and persecution, and other states of lypemania. d

Prichard's cases in illustration of what he meant by ^o

moral insanity, were not all equally free from the sem-

blance of delusional derangement, and some alienists who

have controverted the doctrine of moral insanity, have done

so by seeking to show that Prichard did not understand

himself and the meaning of his own definition. Bland-

ford has analyzed this author's cases with this object, and

* This paper, except the ca^es which will appear in a subsequent number, is

the hitherto unpublished remainder of the paper from which the abstract, precU

presented to the International Medical Congress, at London, August, 1881, was
made. Vide Alienist and Nburologist, Vol. Ill, No. I. Read before the New
York Medico-Legal Society, April 9th, 1884.

t It is not meant here to deny that melancholia and the delirium of grandeur,

may not co-exist in the same person; on the contrary they do sometimes, as clinical

observation proves.

r
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so did Mayo,* before Blandford's criticism appeared. But
illustrative cases speak plainer than definitions of insanity,

a subject universally acknowledged to be extremely

difficult, and by many psychiatrists asserted to be
impossible to define. Georget, Pinel, and Esquirol, before

Prichard, described inanie sans delire, inatiie satis lesion de

Ventefidement and folie raisonnante, and Prichard, in illustra-

tion of what he termed moral insanity, introduced into his

book their descriptions.

The vulgar idea of moral insanity (and this view has

been adopted by some alienists, but without warrant from

the founders of the doctrine,) is that it is always and

only a form of immoral manifestation without disorder of

the reason, which certain weak-minded and excessively

sympathetic psychologists have sought to extenuate by

supposing the co-existence of exculpatory mental disease,

whereas Prichard said "the varieties of moral insanity are

perhaps as numerous as the modifications of feeling or

passion in the human mind," characterized by " excite-

ment or the opposite state of melancholic dejection."'

" Propensities,"! he said " are so nearly allied to passions

and emotions that they are generally referred to the same

division of the faculties or of mental phenomena ; both are

included by metaphysicians in the ethical or moral

department of the mind as contradistinguished from the

intellectual."]:

Prichard, referring to the cases of inanie sans delire, or

/olie raisonftante, described by Pinel, confesses that they
" failed for a long time to produce conviction " on his

mind, but he became persuaded that Pinel was correct

in his opinion, and states that "Esquirol had assured him

that his impression on this subject was similar." M.

Esquirol, though his great work, " Des Maladies Mentales,"

bears indubitable evidence of his conviction of the reality

of this form of mental derangement, at one time enter-

tained strong doubts of the existence of insanity without

• Croonian Lectures, 1&'>4.

t TreatlBe on Insanity, p. 24, 1867.

t Treatise on Insanity, p. 19.
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appreciable intellectual error or delusion, but when con-

vinced, as every one must be who will open himself freely

to conviction, without any mental reservation as to the

necessity of co-existent intellectual aberration, he candidly

confessed his error without endeavoring, as medical writers

of his day did, as Prichard complains, to reconcile the

phenomena of affective aberration with preconceived opin-

ion respecting the nature of insanity, " by assuming, on

conjecture, the existence of some undetected delusion,"

an assumpton unwarranted in the ordinary nature of in-

sanity, because the disease, even when it finally displays

itself in well marked delusion, is characterized in its ear-

her stages by morbid changes of feeling and conduct, not

based upon delusive reasoning, but laying the foundation

for the subsequently-developed delusions. But even if

unappreciable, but theoretically probable, intellectual aber-

ration exists in moral insanity, the doctrine must stand.

" There are madmen in whom it is difficult to discover

any trace of hallucination, but there are none in whom
the passions and moral affections are not disordered, per-

verted or destroyed." Esquirol records that in all his

forty years of study and observation at Salpetriere and

Charenton, and in his private practice, he had seen no

exceptions to this fact. The candor of Esquirol and

Prichard are worthy of commendation and emulation. But

it does not require, at this late day, the genius or experi-

ence of an Esquirol, to discover among the insane, those

whose insanity is chiefly one of character.

A politic, but unscientific objection to the term moral

insanity, relates to the disfavor with which the plea of

moral insanity as a defence for crime is received by the

courts and populace.

It is considered dangerous to the moral welfare of

society, and tending to defeat the ends of justice, to

recognize a form of mental disease which, in some of its

features, sometimes counterfeits depravity and crime. To

recognize insanity under such circumstances would be,

as Mayo might say, "at great expense of public good," a
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consideration which biased his judgment on the subject and

the book he wrote, and which has Hkewise obscured the

judgment of most of his cotemporaries and followers down
to the present day, who have thought fit to deny the

existence of insanity of conduct without appreciable intel-

lectual derangement.

This objection, while worthy of consideration as to the

propriety of so designating this state of mental aUenation

under certain circumstances, without a full explanation of

its real nature, lest we should jeopardize the imperiled wel-

fare of a really insane person on trial before a prejudiced

and frenzied populace, clamorous for vengence, whether

the victim be mentally diseased or not, is not entitled to

much weight in a scientific discussion when truth alone

is sought. The same objection might be urged to any

form of mental disease under the same circumstances,

since the plea, under the name of "insanity dodge," of

insanity in any form, has become so obnoxious, through

the lax rulings of courts admitting as competent, incompe-

tent expert testimony, that the rights of the really in-

sane to its protection are in jeopardy whenever this de-

fence is interposed, in many communities.

It might be profitable for us to acquaint ourselves a

little more at length with Prichard's own words, to convey

his understanding of the meaning of this term. In his

preliminary remarks (p. 15) after referring to "affections of

the understanding or rational powers, " he says :
" but

there is likewise a form of mental derangement in which

the intellectual faculties appear to have sustained little or

no injur>', while the disorder is manifested principally o}

alone in the state of feelings, temper or habits. In cases

of this description the moral and active principles of the

mind are strangely perverted or depraved ; the power of

self-government is lost or greatly impaired ; and the

individual is found to be incapable, not of talking or

reasoning upon any subject proposed to him, for this he

"will often do with great shrewdness and volubility, but of

conducting himself with decency and propriety in the
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business of life. His wishes, and his inclinations, his

attachments, his likings and dislikings, have all under-

gone a morbid change, and this change appears to

be the originatiiig cause, or to lie at the foundation of

any disturbance which the understanding itself may seem

to have sustained, and even in some instances to form

throughout the sole manifestation of the diseased

On page 16, he defines moral insanity to be " a morbid

perversion of the natural feelings, affections, inclinations,

temper, habits, moral dispositions and natural impulses,

ivithoiit any remarkable disorder or defect of the intellect or

knowing and reasoning faculties, and particularly without

any insane illusion or hallucination."

Referring to the first and third divisions of insanity

adopted by Heinroth, he says his definition comprehends

all the modification of feeling or affection which belong to

the first division as well as the disorders of will or propen-

sity, which constitute the third department of that writer.

Heinroth's first kind of mental disorder consists of,

says Prichard, disorders of the moral dispositions.

The first division consists in disorders of passion, feel-

ing or affection (of the Gemiieth), or moral disposition.

This has two forms.

Heinroth's first form was: i. Exaltation, or excessive

intensity; 2. Undue vehemence of feehng; 3. Morbid vio-

lence of passions and emotions.

Second form: Depression, simple melancholy, dejection

without delusion of the understanding.

Heinroth's third division comprises disorders of the

voluntary powers or of the propensities, and of will.

Heinroth's first form was : Violence of will and of pro-

pensities ; Tollheit, or madness without lesion of the under-

standing.

His second form embraced weakness, or incapacity of

willing, and moral imbecility. (See pp. 18 and 19, Prich-

ard's Treatise for the verification of the quoted language.)

On page 20, beginning chapter H. of his work, Prich-

ard again defines moral insanity with the quahfication
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that " // soinciinies co-exisis linth an apparently unim-paired

state of the intellectual faculties."

" Persons laboring under this disorder are capable of

reasoning," he continues (p. 22), "or supporting an argu-

ment upon any subject within their sphere of knowledge*

that may be presented to them ; and they often display

great ingenuity in giving reasons for the eccentricities of

their conduct, and in accounting for and justifying the state

of moral feeling under which they appear to exist. In

one sense indeed their intellectual faculties may be termed

unsound ; they think ayid act binder the influence of strongly

excited feelings, and persons accounted sane, are, binder

such circumstances, proverbially liable to error, both in judg-

metit and conduct!'

The varieties of moral insanity, he says (p. 24), " are

perhaps as numerous as the modifications of feeling or

passion in the human mind. The most frequent forms

however, are characterized either by the kind of excite-

ment already described " [referring to his preceding

descriptions], "or the opposite state of melancholic

dejection." "The faculty of reason is not manifestly

impaired, but a constant feeling of gloom and sadness

clouds all the prospects of life." (Ibid. p. 24.)

" There are many individuals living at large, and not

entirely separated from society, who are affected in a

certain degree with this modification of insanity. They

are reputed persons of a singular, wayward, and eccen-

tric character. An attentive observer will often recognize

something remarkable in their manners and habits, which

may lead him to entertain doubts as to their entire

sanity ; and circumstances are sometimes discovered, on

inquiry, which add strength to his suspicion. In many
instances it has been found that an hereditary tendency

to madness has existed in the family, or that several

relatives of the person affected have labored under

other diseases of the brain. The individual himself has

been discovered to have suffered, in a former period of

life, an attack of madness of a decided character. His
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temper and dispositions are found to have undergone a

change ; to be not what they were previously to a cer-

tain time ; he has become an altered man, and the differ-

ence has, perhaps, been noted from the period when he

•sustained some reverse of fortune, which deeply affected

him, or the loss of some beloved relative. In other in-

stances, an alteration in the character of the individual

has ensued immediately on some severe shock which his

bodily constitution has undergone. This has been either

a disorder affecting the head, a slight attack of paralysis,

a fit of epilepsy, or some febrile or inflammatory disorder,

which has produced a perceptible change in the habitual

state of the constitution. In some cases the alteration in

temper and habits has been gradual and imperceptible,

and it seems only to have consisted in an exaltation and

increase of peculiarities which were always more or less

natural and habitual.

" In a state like that above described, many persons

liave continued for years to be the sources of apprehen-

sion and solicitude to their friends and relatives. The
latter, in many instances, cannot bring themselves to admit

the real nature of the case. The individual follows the

bent of his inchnations ; he is continually engaging in

new pursuits, and soon relinquishing them without any

•other inducement than mere caprice and fickleness. At
length the total perversion of his affections, the dislike,

and perhaps even enmity, manifested towards his dearest

friends, excite greater alarm. When it happens that the

head of a family labors under this ambiguous modifica-

tion of insanity, it is sometimes thought necessary, from

prudential motives, and to prevent absolute ruin from

thoughtless and absurd extravagance, or from the results

of wild projects and speculations, in the pursuit of which

the individual has always a plausible reason to offer for

his conduct, to make some attempt with a view to take

the management of his affairs out of his hands. The
laws have made inadequate provision for such contin-

gencies, and the endeavor is often unsuccessful. If the
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matter is brought before a jury, and the individual gives

pertinent repHes to the questions that are put to him, and

displays no particular mental illusion,—a feature which

is commonly looked upon as essential to madness,— it is

most probable that the suit will be rejected."

Moral Insanity is insanity of conduct, feeling or impulse,

or all combined, without such appreciable intellectual de-

rangement that it zuould be recognized as insanity zvithout

the display of morbid feeling, impulse or conduct. It may,

as EsquiroJ thought, include delire partielle, and undoubt-

edly does in many cases, and still be entitled to be

designated moral insanity, because of the predominance

and overshadowing and overmastering character of the

aberration of the moral faculties over the faculties of the

understanding.

It expresses itself rather in action than in speech,

though it may utter itself in both, but unlike pure intel-

lectual mania, which is often only recognized in the pa-

tient's language, it never expresses itself alone in written

or spoken words.

Before the time of Pinel or Prichard, morbid changes

in the appetites, propensities and feelings were recognized

by medical nosologists. The morosities or morbi-pathetici

of the older nosologists embraced them. A little later,

Rush, in this country, also described some of them.

Since Prichard wrote his essay on moral insanity

many terms have been invented to designate varieties of

affective aberration, thus contracting the morbid area

over which he extended the term in his discussion of his

subject.

In the discussion of his subject he refers to some
that already existed, as certain forms of melancholia,

satyriasis and nymphomania, nostalgia and erotomania,

characterizing the two latter as disorders of sentiment.

The folic raisonnante, or reasoing mania of Pinel, he also

referred to, and justly included, under the term moral

insanity.

We now have varieties of moral insanity designated
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as emotional insanities, and the various destructive manias,

which are characterized by impulse rather than delusion,

as the homicidal, suicidal, kleptomaniacal and pyromanical

impulses, so-called, which, when delusion is not prominently

present really belong, like some varieties of lypemania, to

the class of affective aberrations, as some forms of melan-

cholia without delusion do. Some varieties of prinicere Ver-

ruecktheit or congenital moral aberration, might likewise be

classed where Prichard placed them, among the moral in-

sanities. Some of the limited or monomanias belong to-day

where Prichard placed them, notably some of the recorded

instances of motiveless morbid impulse to destroy and

steal, and to do other acts at variance with the unprovoked

natural impulses of the human mind, though the majority

of the monomanias or limited maniacal displays, undoubt-

edly have delusion associated with them after they have

reached that stage when we are willing to recognize

them as insanities.

From the foregoing and other considerations well

known to observant alienists, it is obvious that the term

moral insanity is no longer so essential to designate

certain forms of real affective aberration, for which there

was once no other satisfactory name, except that of

reasoning mania, and through usage of the best and

most observant writers, even of those who recognize this

form of insanity, as they of necessity must, because, since

it is founded in clinical fact, they have not failed to see

it, the term has become somewhat more restrictive than

formerly. Some have sought, and now attempt, to erase it

altogether, and in seeking to do this, think they may
expunge the disease from the imperishable records of

clinical psychiatry. But this is impossible. It matters

not materially what becomes of the name. It may
ultimately even become politic to abandon it, though the

time is not yet for such abandonment. Yet the clinical

fact will remain. Its indubitable features, under any and

every christening, will be plainly recognized by the true

cHnician in psychiatry; and they should be, for the
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welfare of the most pitiable, but often least commiserat-

ed, because less understood, of all the pitiable victims of

mental disease, may depend upon their being recognized.

As the practical student of mental disease in all of its

protean forms of manifestation, asks, " What is the form

and meaning of this term moral insanity?" he is com-

pelled interrogatively to answer, as one of the earlier of

Prichard's English critics did, by asking, " What insanity is

not moral ? " and if the earliest indications of approaching

insanity are moral, as pointed out even by Mayo, in his

" Elements of the Pathology of the Human Mind, " where

is the logic in denying the possibility of its existence without

the co-existence of appreciable intellectual aberration ? Its

existence is confessedly recognized and conceded as the

earliest indication of approaching insanity, but although

the person be morbidly deranged in his moral faculties,

the insanity must not be conceded till the theoretical

perceptible lesion of the reason appears ! How unreason-

able ! How inconsistent ! How unscientific ! How un-

medical ! How absurd ! not to recognize mental disease,

which is confessedly apparent, until certain other symp-

toms appear, which shall bring the disease within

the pale of preconceived and ideal boundaries, on the

line of which we have written or rather have permitted

the law to write its criterion of responsibility ! Reason

and observation unite to impel the recognition of this plain

clinical fact in psychiatry, while prejudice and poHcy, or

the erroneous association of immorality as its invariable

accompaniment and characteristic, are permitted to Ob-

scure perceptions of plain medical truth.

If co-existent epilepsia, delusion or congenital imbe-

cility can be proven some will concede the existence of

moral derangement, and name it something else. If they

do not find these or other morbid conditions affecting the

intellect they explain it away by suggestions of " innate

viciousness," "defective education," or even "hysteria,"

though the latter is sometimes one of the gravest of neu-

rotic disorders and an important link, often, in the chain
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of neuropathic descent, and a precursory condition of

unmistakable delusional aberration.

Why make the recognition of one form of mental dis-

ease depend upon the co-existence of another? This is

not the rule in the diagnosis of mental maladies. To do

this is to confess ourselves handicapped by an unwarranted

skepticism in regard to the existence of this disease which

we do not permit to embarrass us in the study of any

other.

Moral insanity presents two plainly recognized clinical

aspects.

1. Those cases in which there is neither a perceptible

hallucination, illusion or delusion of the special senses
;

and

2. Those in which delusions exist, but constitute a

secondary and minor feature of the tout ensemble of

morbid phenomena.

It is not denied that imperative conceptions or morbid

impulsions exist in many of the morally aberrated. They
are indeed quite characteristic of this form of mental

disease. Nor is it denied that delusive feelings exist as

well as impulses. It is in the delusive feelings as contra-

distinguished from delusions associated with special sense

perceptions, and what Mayo called notional delusions,

that the foundations of the subsequently-developed delu-

sions of the morally aberrated are laid, which often

appear as these cases progress toward universally recog-

nized intellectual aberration, and the natural termination

of progressive insanity in dementia.

Having cleared away the mists of obscurity from

Prichard's definition by letting him describe, instead of

others for him, the types of mental disease which he

meant to include under his definition, it now only

remains for us to narrate some of our own confirmatory

cases.

Preliminary to their introduction it will not be amiss

to select a few cases from Mayo, which, while they serve

to prove at least the possible existence of moral insanity,
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also answer to establish the mental bias of one of

Prichard's most vigorous critics, whose analysis of Prich-

ard's cases has repeatedly been imitated but never

surpassed, and whose power of analysis was only equalled

by his unconscious prejudices.

SOME OF MAYO'S CASES IN ILLUSTRATION OF HIS OBJECTION

TO MORAL insanity:

Case I.
—

" The Honorable Mr. Tuchet, put to death by

a pistol-shot ; the marker of a shooting-gallery. The act

was sudden, and there was no apparent motive ; but it

was not performed under any semblance of delirium. Mr,

Tuchet was eccentric, and he was blase. He fancied

that he desired to be hanged ; at the gallows he would

probably have thought differently ; and he was reckless

and brutal enough to give himself a chance of his fate

at the expense of the life of a fellow-creature. I have

noticed him since, in the criminal department of Bedlam,

insouciant and indifferent enough, but certainly not insane

in any sense of the word that would not entirely disinte-

grate its meaning."

Case H.—"A nursery-maid, placed in Bethlehem Hospi-

tal, 1846. A trifling disappointment relative to an article

of dress had produced in her a wayward state of mind.

She labored at the time under diminished catamenia.

An object to which she was generally much attached

came in her way, namely, the infant whom she nursed ;

and she destroyed it, as a fanciful child breaks, in its

moodiness, a favorite doll. No fact more nearly ap-

proaching to delirium than the above was stated in

exculpation or excuse at the trial. But Dr. Prichard's

work on "The Different Forms of Insanity, in Relation

to Jurisprudence," was published in 1842 ; and, by 1846,

juries had learned to convert the uncontrolled influences

of temper into what he terms Instinctive Insanity. As
an instance of this class of cases, in which the judicial

authorities came rightly to a very different conclusion, I

will quote to you the following one from Sir Woodbine
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Parish's last work on Buenos Ayres. Having spoken of

a certain wind occasional in that climate, which in some

persons produces peculiar irritability and ill-humor, almost

amounting to a disorder of their moral faculties, he pro-

ceeds as follows :

Case III.
—

" Some years ago, Juan Antonio Garcia,

aged between thirty-five and forty, was executed for

murder at Buenos Ayres. He was a person of some
education, and rather remarkable for the civility and

amenity of his manners ; his countenance open, his dis-

position generous. When this viento norte—this peculiar

north-wind—set in, he appeared to lose all command
over himself; and such became his irritability, that during

its continuance he was engaged in continual quarrels and

acts of violence. Before his execution, he admitted that

it was the third man he had killed, besides being en-

gaged in various fights with knives. When he arose from

bed in the morning, he told Sir Woodbine's informant, he

was ' always aware at once of its accursed influence upon

him ; a dull headache first, then a feeling of impatience

at everything about him. If he went abroad, his head-

ache generally became worse ; a heavy weight seemed to

hang over his temples. He saw objects, as it were,

through a cloud, and was hardly conscious where he

went. He was fond of play ; and if, in such a mood, a

gambling-house was in his way, he seldom resisted the

temptation. Once there, a turn of ill-luck would so

irritate him, that he would probably insult some one of

the by-standers ; if he met with any one disposed to

resent his abuse, they seldom parted without bloodshed.'

The relations of Garcia corroborated this account, and

added, that no sooner had the cause of the excitement

passed away, than he would deplore and endeavor to

repair the effects of his infirmity. ' The medical man,'

says Sir Woodbine, ' who gave me this account, attended

him in his last moments, and expressed great anxiety to

save his life, under the impression that he was hardly to

be accounted a reasonable being.' 'But,' he adds, 'to
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have admitted that plea would have led to the necessity

of confining half the population of the city when this

wind sets in.' I quite agree with the conclusion which

this remark implies, as to the fate of Garcia, says Mayo,
He was himself aware of the murderous instinct to which

he was liable, and of its exciting causes. Surely, when
such knowledge is in the possession of the delinquent, he

must be made responsible for the non-avoidance of

exciting causes."

Case IV.—" M. Georget gives a case, which may be

usefully contrasted with the above as to its claims on the

plea of insanity. Hypolite Mendic, a non-commissioned

officer in the French service, had gradually become
morose, capricious, and brutal in his conduct, so as to

excite the disgust of all his companions. This ends in

disobedience of orders, and such violence towards his

commanding officer as to render him liable, on trial, to

the sentence of death. The trial proceeds, with the

customary anxiety of the medical witnesses to make out

a plea of insanity ; and the tendency of the court, observ-

able indeed in all M. Georget's reports, to give the

criminal the benefit of the most careful inquiry into ex-

tenuating circumstances, and at the same time to protect

the public against that plea, when overstrained. The
symptoms of this case wanted the acuteness of character

which alone tended to palliate the crimes of Garcia

;

but, in the course of Mendic's trial, one weighty fact was

made out—namely, that before his outbreaks he was

subject to an epileptiform seizure, out of which he

emerged into the wayward state above noticed. This

might fairly justify an hypothesis of delirium, as present

at those paroxysms. If judgment was overpowered in

Garcia, it was suspended in Mendic.

Mayo concludes case four with the following reflection,

which indicates how questions of consciousness and re-

sponsibility constitute with him pre-established criteria of

mental aberration, whereas it is the duty of the physician

to determine first the question of mental disease, and
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after that the degree of consciousness and of responsibility-

associated with or dependent upon it. "There are shades,

of distinction in the amount of man's presumed responsi-

biUty to society, which should be indicated by corre-

sponding shades of punishment when offences come ; but,

in all cases, consciousness is presupposed as a condition

of responsibleness ; so that a disease affecting conscious-

ness renders the agent, so far forth, unfit in kind as well

as in degree, to become an object of punishment." Cer-

tain phases of irresponsible insanity undoubtedly exist in

association with consciousness, while unconscious auto-

matism may be self-induced by certain persons neuro-

pathically endowed, while in a state of responsible sanity.

But the degree of insanity should determine the responsibil-

ity, not the degree of responsibility the question of insanity.

Case I, he characterized as simply one of brutal

recklessness, because the act was not performed under

any semblance of dehrium, though it was " sudden and

without apparent motive," and the perpetrator was-

remorseless, perfectly indifferent to the crime of having

killed without motive or provocation, an inoffending person

who had done him no harm, and was " eccentric and blase'''

Brutal recklessness explains, to the mind of Mayo all of

the conduct of this man, who, " without the semblance of

dehrium," " fancied that he desired to be hanged." The

crown thought otherwise, and confined him in Bedlam.

Case II, he regarded as one of hysteria and temper,,

as if there could be no insanity in hysteria or temper

displayed in killing an infant to whom one is much

attached, and because of a trifling disappointment which

the infant could have had no hand in causing. This

was a natural and rational act, as natural as for a
" fanciful child to break, in its moodiness, a favorite

doll
!

"

Case III, he would have conceded to have been one

of insanity, " but to have admitted that plea ivotdd have

led to the necessity of confining half the population of the

city when the wind set in."
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Case IV.—" One weighty fact was made out, namely,

that before his outbreak he was subject to an epilepti-

form seizure, out of which he emerged into the wayward
state above noticed. This might fairly justify an hypothesis

of delirium as present at those paroxysms," says Mayo.
Saving clause

!

Thus have all subsequent objectors to moral insanity

blindly reasoned under the unconscious bias of previous

hypotheses or the impolicy of its recognition, even those

who have not mistakenly regarded moral insanity as invari-

ably a form of very immoral insanity, or who do not demand
that before insanity shall be recognized it shall appear in its

unconscious forms. If the hypothesis of delirium can be

sustained the insanity will be conceded, but why not

recognize the insanity without the hypothesis ?

Consciously or unconsciously, they reason it is not wise

to recognize forms of insanity in which there appears a

degree of responsibility; hence such insanity must not be

accepted as an observed fact in science.

But what has the question of responsibility to do

with a question of disease ? and what if science should

find a form of mental disease in which responsibility does

really exist ?

The fear of the church once deterred men from utter-

ing the convictions of scientific discovery. Now it is

the fear of public policy.

In the present day, as in the past, society has nothing

to fear from the honest discriminating disclosures of true

science. Society will remain as secure from the encroach-

ments of crime with moral insanity boldly proclaimed as

distinct from voluntary viciousness, as the church is un-

harmed by the universal acceptance of the doctrine of

the rotation of the earth on its axis. The foundations

of the teachings of Pinel and Pnchard are as securely

laid in mental pathology as those of Galileo are in the laws

of astronomy, and they will become as universal. Possibly

this disease may bear some other name, but the morbid

mental condition of moral insanity is a basis fact in
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psychiatric symptomatology which cannot be reasoned

away.

Delusion is comparatively exceptional, while perverted

feeling is never absent in mental disease. Some of the

features of moral insanity are psychically typical of all

insanity with intellectual derangement. Why then seek to

exclude moral insanity from recognition because intel-

lectual derangement is not apparent, but if present, only

inferentially so in certain cases ? As well might those who

believe in the existence of moral insanity deny the reality

of delusional insanity where derangement of the affective

character might not be discernible to confirm the delu-

sion. But psychiatric science gives us no warrant for

thus seeking to reason out of existence any of her facts.

On the contrary she shows by clinical confirmations un-

mistakable to the faithful student of mental pathology who

"does not suffer his perceptions to be blinded to the truth

by theoretical preconception and misconception of the

improbable and unproveable invariable unity and harmony

of the mental operations under all circumstances of health

and disease of mind, how psycho-sensory or preceptional

mental aberration may precede or co-exist with psycho-

reflective or conceptional insanity.

She not only shows the reason to be primarily or

chiefly touched by disease, but "the wishes, inclinations,

attachments, likings and dislikings " morbidly changed,

''and this change appears to be the originating cause or to

lie at the foimdation of any disturbance zvhich the under-

standing itself may seem to have sustained, and even in some

instances to form throughout the sole manifestation of the

diseasey^^

Let us then, like the true artist, study and copy, not

ideally fashion nature. Fancy pictures of imaginary sanity

are the more fatally misleading when skillfully painted by

the hand of a master in psychiatry, and have sent many
an undeserving lunatic to the stake and the gallows. Vic-

tims enough have been thus executed to counterbalance

* Prichard on Insanity, p. 15, Bell's Library, Philadelphia; Edition, 1837.
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in all probability, the blunders of ignorance in finding

insanity where none existed.

The unthoughtful populace may applaud when they are

misled by inconsiderate or pliant pseudo-science, as they

approve the counterfeit resemblances of spurious art;

but if we would have our pictures of mental disease

endure the test of time and our names as discriminating

observers survive with them, its every phase must be faith-

fully painted, regardless of any theoretical notions we
may entertain of the supposed nature of mind or the

imaginary demands of public interests or policy, with strict

fidelity to nature. It is no part of the physician's prov-

ince to adjust the phenomena of mental disease before

admitting its existence, to the supposed exigencies of

society or state polity. No question of expediency should

be permitted to obscure even the faintest feature of real

disease presented to the mind of the physician, notwith-

standing such questions may totally eclipse the judicial

vision whenever directed to certain (to them, inexplicable

and dangerous,) phases of mental aberration. The true

physician will diagnose real disease in whatever form it

may be presented, regardless of such irrelevant considera-

tions.

Note to conchide fo7irth paragraph on p. ji2.—Questions

of responsibility belong to Law
;

questions of disease, to

Medicine. Law may find responsibility and testamentary

capacity, where we physicians find disease, and it has

found both co-existent with, sometimes much and sometimes

little, disease of brain affecting the mind, but its conclu-

sions do not change the facts of pathology. It is our

duty to find out the facts, and so far as practicable in the

nature of mental disease, to enlighten Law as to the bear-

ings of our facts on the legal question of responsibility, but

not to be blinded by it so that we can no longer see

disease where it exists.



SELECTIONS,

NEUROTHERAPY.

Progress in Neurotherapy.—It is gratifying to this

Journal to observe the growing appreciation of neurological

methods in therapeutics, and we note with special pleasure

the progress in this direction displayed in the pages of

our city contemporary, The Weekly Medical Review, as its

frequent extracts /rom current neurological literature, evince.

The number for February 7th contains an interesting

cut and description of Dr.^Mortimer Granville's pemitetir,

which we here briefly present through the cou tesy of our

enterprising contemporary. Many of our readers have

for some time been familiar with this instrument for

vibratory neurotherapy,
E, in the figure, shows

the connection with the

battery. A regulates the

length of the vibration,

and B, C and D, are

appliances which only a
study of this instrument

itself will render perfectly

clear
;
pressure on F sets

the percuteur at work.

Other vibrators accom-
pany the instrument be-

sides the one seen in situ.

Dr. Granville began his

observations using clock-

work, instead of electric-

ity, but for office work he

prefers electricity, and

uses the clock-work only

at the patient's house. Dr.

Granville uses the percu-

teur in locomotor ataxia,

some cases of chorea, for

the relief of cerebral and

cerebro-spinal irritation and distress, and to elicit energy

from torpid centers ; and he claims that in no case should
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nerve stretching be resorted to without having previously-

given vibration, in some form, an intelligent application.

His theory is that the mind is the nervous organism in

function ; that the function of nerve structure is exhibited

by vibration, and that pain is one form of disturbance of

that vibration, and that the diminution of pain by the

percuteur is effected by a restoration of that equilibrium,

by establishing either a synchronous or a harmonious
vibration of the disturbing element.

" The hypothesis of dissolution, by Hebert Spencer,
and applied by Hughling Jackson, to the elucidation of

morbid phenomena, receives pointed illustration in the

pathognomic symptom, so-called, of locomotor ataxia.

The patient cannot preserve his equilibrium, but begins to

reel when his eyes are closed, being unable to stand, or

walk, without the assistance of the sense of sight. Why
is this ? I reply because the automatic function of

balancing the body and maintaining the erect posture, has

been learnt—as all functions which are performed by the

co-ordination of muscular movement must be learned before

they can be relegated to the domain of sub-consciousness,

and become automatic—by sight ; and the ataxic subject

is reduced by dissolution to the position of a child just

learning to stand and walk. He has lost the nervous bases

of the organized movements which are essential to the per-

formance of these muscular acts automatically. The rec-

ords are either isolated from the current of energy, or

obliterated so far as the active vitality of the cells or

molecules composing them is concerned, although the

germinal points of the latter are not, perhaps, destroyed,

and recovery is possible ; or those elements of the brain,

or cord on which the lessons have been impressed are

atrophied, and the records are finally effaced.

"The infant fixes its gaze steadily upon some object

when it first tries to stand, and it is by the aid of sight

it at length succeeds in balancing the weight its lower
limbs have to carry and its vertebral column has to hold
upright. The process by which the child learns first to

stand and then to walk is identical with that by which
the tight-rope walker learns to perform his feats of equi-

poise. In both cases the gaze is centered on a fixed

object, and the muscular sense trained to control the

movements of the body so that the direction of the line

of sight may not be disturbed. When the child has once
acquired the power of standing^ the so-called 'muscular
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sense ' is able to balance the body without the aid of

sight, and under normal conditions, it is as easy to stand

or, so far as muscular action is concerned, to walk with

the eyes closed as open. When, however, disease of a

paralytic type assails the organism, the most recently

acquired faculty is the first to be lost. This rule of

denudation, from the surface downwards, governs, as we
know, the demoralization of character in brain disease,

and the disorganization of function throughout the system.

In the particular manifestation of disease called locomotor

ataxia, the power of balancing the body by the muscular

sense is lost, and the subject unconsciously falls back on

the method of performing the act of standing which he

adopted when first learning the process."

Without sharing Dr. Granville's enthusiasm over the

percuteur, because in our hands it has not proven equal

to either galvanic, Faradic or static electricity in the really

organic neuroses, it may nevertheless find a permanent place

in the therapy of hysterical neuropathic simulations
;
pos-

sibly it may supplement in certain other psychical states,

the' use of electro-therapeutic methods, but it can never

supplant them. At least such are our present convictions,

from a faithful trial and comparison of the percuteur.

COTOIN AN'D PaRACOTOIN IN DiARRHCEA OF THE InSAXE.—
Albertoni concludes {Archivio Italiano per la Malattie

Nervosa, 1883) that unlike any other known drug, cotoin

and paracotoin produce an active dilatation of the abdom-
inal vessels. This action of cotoin is unique. Salvioli

showed that opium increased the blood-supply of the

intestine, and Mosso that chloral had the same effect on

the kidneys. The dilatation caused by chloral and opium

is not active, but rather paralytic, depending upon vessel

paralysis. Chloral and opium diminish blood-pressure.

That cotoin should cause active dilatation of the abdom-
inal vessels only, and have no influence on others, is in

accord with what is known of the influence of other sub-

stances. Mosso has called attention to this subject; and

Albertoni demonstrated {La Sperlmentale, 1881) that

atropine, in certain doses, while causing dilatation of

peripheral vessels, induces contraction of cerebral vessels,

and that both are contrary and independent, Cotoin is

indicated in the diarrhoea which often occurs in various

psychoses. It is certain that in the diarrhoea of the insane

defective absorption plays a notable part. In simple

chronic intestinal catarrh, in the diarrhoea of wasting and
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cachexia, and in atonic diarrhoea, cotoin gives the best

results. In the intestinal catarrh of drunkards, and in

the accompanying hepatic cirrhosis, it has not been of

much service. In the diarrhoea of phthisis it is very
valuable if intestinal ulceration does not exist. It is very
useful also, in the diarrhcta complicating pellagra, which
certainly depends on intestinal rheumatism. In the diarrhoea

of dentition it is of great service. In ulceration of the

intestine, and where there exists a hyper^emic condition

of the intestine with liability to haemorrhage, it is contra-

indicated. Albertoni recommends large doses, 15 to 20
centigrammes (2.3 to 3 grains). These are well borne,

and cause no unpleasant symptons. It may be given in a

wafer, or suspended in mucilage, which is the best if the

stools be frequent, as absorption is easier. His formula

is—Cotoin, 40 centigrammes (6 1-2 grains); bicarbonate of

soda, I gramme (15.4 grains); water, 100 grammes;
glycerine, 20 grammes. The solution made by heat, is not

perfect ; the bottle must therefore be shaken before the

dose is poured out. He also gives it with bismuth, in

mucilage. It is very useful in the night-sweats of phthisis.

Paracoto bark and paracotoin have the same physiological

and therapeutical effects as coto bark, but less active.

Cotoin has no influence on the peristaltic action of the

intestine, nor has it any direct astringent effect ; its antiseptic

and antimycotic properties are very feeble ; it does not

prevent decomposition of the urine. It possesses a special

action on the intestinal epithelium, stimulating its nutrition

by its power of causing active dilatation of the abdominal
vessels. When the function of the epithelium is disturbed,

absorption is impeded, and food, etc., remains in the in-

testine, only to be expelled by diarrhoea. In intestinal

catarrh, epithelium is thrown off in great quantity ; the

denuded mucous membrane allows matter to pass as

through a filter. Cotoin does not cure all cases of

diarrhoea, and is not always indicated ; but if its rationale

be borne in mind, and it be only given in suitable cases,

it will prove a most valuable remedy in diarrhoea.

Nasal Nerve Elongation and Stretching.—Abadie
{Annales d' Oculistique, May-June, 1883) cites the case of

a lady, aged thirty-five, who ten years before lost the right

eye from glaucoma. Iridectomy had been done, but the

result was unfavorable. The similar symptoms began in

the left eye, and when Abadie saw her the glaucomatous
condition was present. He sclerotomized her, but, after
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a week had elapsed, pain and increase of tension returned.

He then iridectomized, but in three weeks the symptoms
returned. He then stretched the nasal nerve. An in-

cision was made perpendicularly to the course of the

nerve, extending from the pulley of the superior oblique

to the tendon of orbicular muscle. When the nerve was
uncovered it was seized by forceps, and stretched so

vigorously that it broke. The wound was then washed
with a boric acid solution, and a simple dressing applied.

The next day all pain ceased ; in three days tension was
normal, and vision began slowly to improve. Four months
later, tension remained normal, and the vision was still

improving. Abadie has since performed this operation

eight times wath encouraging results. Care must be taken

in making the incision to avoid cutting the nerve before it

is laid bare. Badal performs the operation on the external

nasal nerve in the following manner: After dividing the

skin and muscular layer with a bistoury, the subjacent

cellular tissue is dissected away with two strabismus hooks,

and then scraping along the periosteum from below upward
with one of the hooks, the vasculo-nervous bundle is

pulled out. The vessels are then separated from the

nerve to avoid unnecessary haemorrhage. The nerve is

then stretched as may be necessary. The stretching or

laceration of the nasal nerve seems well adapted to various

cases, and like iridectomy, is capable of combating various

conditions. Abadie prefers laceration of the nerve to

simple stretching, for the following reason: The nasal

nerve is very deUcate, and hence, to exert an efficacious

traction which will really modify nervous conductibility,

laceration is necessary. The nerve is seized with flat,

smooth forceps, and drawn out ; as it elongates it is

seized with another pair of forceps, and thus stretching

it till it ruptures.

Death following Nerve Stretching. — Westphal

{Centralbl. fur med. Wiss.) has recently described the case of

a man, aged 30, who had chronic motor paresis of the

lower Hmbs, with contractions, heightened reflex excita-

bility, increased knee-jerk, disturbances of sensibiHty. The
latter affected chiefly the sense of temperature, over legs

and buttock, and were very variable. Energetic stretching

of the right crural nerve caused immediate transitory dis-

appearance of the knee-jerk, and rigidity of the side

operated on ; followed by permanent incontinence of urine

and feces, flexion with rigidity in the lower limbs, and
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greater inability to move, gradual increase of the symp-
toms, intercurrent right-sided hemi-anaesthesia and ataxy,

and death, three days after the operation. Diseased spots

in the brain, pons Varolii, and medulla oblongata;
diffused sclerosis of the spinal cord in the cervical and
dorsal regions (most intense mid-dorsal), and multiple foci

of degeneration in the right half of the lumbar region,

were found post-mortem. Here there existed chronic

cerebral degeneration, in spots, with diffused spinal degen-
eration.

EsERiNE Sulphate in Tetanus.—Dr. T. Layton (New
Orleans Medical and Sjirgical .Journal, January, 1883)
reports a case of tetanus occurring in an eleven-year-old

boy, following, after an interval of three weeks, the wound-
ing of the sole of the foot with a splinter. Chloral,

potassium bromide and cannabis indica, were employed
without benefit. Eserine was then administered, in doses

of I -64th grain every hour. The child took a full adult

dose of eserine sulphate every hour for several days, and
not only were there at no time symptoms of poisoning,

but the beneficial action of the remedy was apparently

manifest. There was never the least contraction of the

pupils. On two occasions the pupils were dilated ; at all

other times they responded to light in a normal manner.

It was not noticed that eserine sulphate increased either

the secretion of tears and saliva, or defecation. The child

recovered perfectly. A similar case has been recently

reported {Gaillard's Medical Journal, Feb., 1884) by Dr.

F. B. Norcom, of Chicago, in which a child of a similar age
recovered from tetanus under the use of the same drug.

Electricity in Insanity.—Dr. Tigges {Allgemeine

Zeitschrift fur Psychiat., Band XXXIX.) has endeavored
to affect the sympathetic system in the insane by placing

one pole of the galvanic battery to some one of the

cervical .sympathetic ganglia, and the other pole on the

continuation of the sympathetic nerves or upon the

transverse processes of the cervical vertebrae, on the

arm, or one electrode was placed on the first cervical

sympathetic ganglion and the other on the occiput.

Marked effects were produced on stuporous insanity or

on melancholia attonita, in this way. By the use of the

constant current in hallucinations no very decided, results

were obtained ; the anode placed in the auditory canal

and the cathode applied to the neck, had a soothing effect

;

and when reversed, an exciting effect was observed.
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Kairin. — Dr. C. G. Comegys (Louisville Medical

Herald, Feburary, 1884) thus records his experience with

kairin, the new antipyretic :
" I have employed it in my

hospital and private practice in all forms of fever, and

among men, women, and children, with the same happy
results. My largest observations, however, have been in

cases of typhoid and typho-malarial fevers. I have had

but a single opportunity of trying its qualities in pneumonia,

and that in a child in its fourth year. Its power in re-

ducing a fever four degrees in from one to two hours I

have repeatedly seen, at the same time reducing the

respiration and pulse proportionately."

EsERiNE IN Insanity.— Dr. Eschle {Neiirologisches

Centralblatt, May 15, 1883) states that he has had very

satisfactory results from eserine in mania, and in such

cases of paretic dementia as were not liable to apoplectic

attacks. The drug's action is very similar to that of

hyoscyamine, though its effects are not so transitory.

Dr. Eschle injected .001 gram to .0015 hypodermically.

The use of the drug is always attended by alteration of

the digestive functions. One maniac was quieted by an

injection of .0025 gram, which dose was attended by
vomiting, and pretty free catharsis effects not produced by
the smaller doses cited.

SiALORRHCEA IN THE Insane is often a very disagree-

able compHcation. Among the measures prescribed for

its relief is atropine. Dr. E. Duiat [Giornale Internazionale

de Science Med., July, 1883) has had very good results

from the hypodermic use of one to three milligrammes

of this drug. Belladonna is an old and good remedy for

excessive salivation.

Family Colonies for the Insane have been found of

most benefit in the case of incurable insane. Helweg
{^Hospitals Tidende, Band IV., 1883) is of opinion that in

certain curable cases similar colonies would have beneficial

results.

NEUROLOGY.
Cerebral Center for the Iris.—Bechterew [Archiv

filr die gesamvite Fhysiologie, Band XXXI.) concludes :

First, that fibers which preside over the contraction of the

pupil, are not to be found either in the optic tracts or in

central terminations in the corpora geniculata and corpora

quadrigemina of mammals, or in the corpora bigemina of
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birds. Second, while these fibers begin in the retina and
run in the optic nerve, they enter behind the chiasm
directly into the central gray matter surrounding the
cavity of the third ventricle, and run toward the nuclei

of the oculomotor nerves, whence they return in the trunk
of these nerves toward the periphery. Third, throughout
their entire course in the central gray substance these
fibers, which preside over the contraction of the pupil, are

uncrossed. Fourth, each eye possesses an independent
reflex band, which runs through the optic nerve, the

corresponding half of the central gray substance, the
nucleus and trunk of the oculomotor nerve on the same
side. Fifth, between the reflex fibers of the sides there is

a connection, by means of which the one-sided reflex

action can be carried to the other. This connection is

maintained by commissural fibers between the two ocu-
lomotor nerve nuclei. Sixth, the centers for the reflex

contraction of the pupils do not lie at the bottom of the

third ventricle, nor behind the corpora quadrigemina, but
are in all probabilty, located in the nuclei of the oculomotor
nerves. Seventh, there are no centers for contraction of

the ocular muscles in the bottom of the third ventricle.

Eighth, the changes in the ocular position, which, together
with general motility disturbances (disturbances of equili-

bration and forced movements), always appear after irrita-

tion or destruction of the region of third ventricle, are

exactly similar to changes in position of the eyes after

destruction of the semicircular canals, or olivary bodies of

the medulla oblongata. This only proves that this region,

like many others just mentioned, exerts an influence upon
the entire sphere of motility, including the eyes. Ninth,
the centers for the eyeball voluntary movements must be
located in the nuclei of the nerves innervating the
ocular muscles, since static changes in eye position are

only produced by destruction of these nuclei, or of roots

proceeding from them. Tenth, the localization of a center
for accommodation in the region of the floor of the third

ventricle is finally settled. Eleventh, the dilating effects on
the pupil, of painful irritation, is not by means of the fibers

of the sympathetic nerve, but occurs independently through
stoppage or hindrance of the light reflex. Twelfth, the

so-called reflex pupillary rigidity, is caused, in all proba-
bility, by such pathological processes as interrupt the path
of the light reflex in its course from the optic chiasm to

the oculomotor nucleus.
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Optic Nerve Decussation.—Marchand {Archiv fur
Ophthalm. B. XXVIII.) has had under observation a number
of cases which support the theory of the decussation in the

chiasm. In one case of optic nerve atrophy successive

microscopic sections were made of optic chiasm, nerves, and
tracts, which showed that a portion of the atrophic nerve

fibers, which at first ran in the upper region of the chiasm,

and afterward in the middle region, were uncrossed. An-
other portion passed gradually to the opposite tract, and
here appeared in the inferior region of the tract, and toward
the inner side. The narrow border zone in the upper
region of the chiasm, which at first appeared at the external

border, next the uncrossed bundle of fibers, and gradually

spread over the upper region of the tract of the same side,

did not correspond to any atrophic zone of the other side.

There must, therefore, be a system of commissural fibers,

not distinguishable from the uncrossed bundle of fibers.

In Marchand's opinion it is certain that the uncrossed

bundle contains the fibers for the outer half of the retina
;

but it may be assumed, from the shape of the visual

defects, and from the by no means rare occurrence of a

zone of transition between both halves of the visual fields,

that the region of the macula and that part of the retina

;

between it and the papilla receive fibers from both optic

tracts. It is evident that the fibers which supply the

lower part of the retina do not necessarily run in the

lower half of the tract and chiasm. If there were com-
plete destruction of the tract, the hemiopia would be
complete ; but it is different in partial destruction of one
tract. If the fibers in the optic tract ran crossed and
uncrossed through the entire cross-section, then large

defects of any size of the tract would be constantly followed

by entirely similar defects of the visual field, for there

would be the same number of fibers destroyed on the one
side as on the other. This is opposed, however, both by
anatomical investigation and the nature of the optic

defects.

Return of Tendon Reflex in Locomotor Ataxia.—
Dr. G. M. Hammond (New York Jotirnal of Neroous

and Mental Diseases, July, 1883) reports the case of a

young man, who, about ten years ago, came under the

care of Dr. Anderson, with chancroid, or a chancre of the

glans penis, without secondary symptoms. The patient

had two children perfectly healthy. He had been a

drinker for several years, and in 1882 had an attack
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of delirium tremens. There was no bladder paralysis, but
partial loss of sight and defective memory existed. Dr.

Anderson administered potassium, iodide and corrosive

sublimate. The patient was sent to Dr. Hammond, who
applied the actual cautery to the spine, Faradaic and
galvanic electricity. From this time the patient began to

improve, and at the present time is apparently in normal
health ; he walked perfectly, could jump on to a car,

while in motion, and could stand with the eyes closed

;

tickling of the feet was felt distinctly, and tendon reflex

had partially returned. This was the only case in which
Dr. G. W. Hammond had known the tendon reflex to return

even partially. In the disscusion of this paper Dr. W, A.
Hammond said that during the past ten months he had
treated a similar case in which the tendon reflex had
markedly returned, especially in one knee, and most of
the ataxic symptoms had disappeared. Dr. Putnam said

that one or more cases had been reported by Baerker, in

which tendon reflex had returned. Schuster had reported
a case, also seen by Erb, in which the patient recovered
from the ataxic symptoms, and in which, after death,

characteristic lesions of locomotor ataxia were found.

Three cases have occurred in the practice of the editor

in which the lost knee-jerk has reappeared. They will be
made the subject of extended record, later.

Cerebral Crossed Amblyopia and Hemianopsia.—
Grasset {Ophthalmic Reviezu, March, 1883) discusses thir-

teen published cases of crossed amblyopia and hemianopsia
in cerebral lesion, in the light of Charcot's explanation and
the explanation modified from it by Fere. He rejects

Charcot's scheme, since according to it, hemianopsia could
only be produced by a lesion of, the optic tracts. Fere's

scheme does not explain the facts of crossed amblyopia.
At no point of his schematic figure is there any point of
union of the external and internal nerve fibers of the
same eye. Grasset proposes a new explanation for these

cases : The theory of the chiasmatic semi-decussation is

not apparently contradicted by the facts ; lesion of the

optic tract behind the chiasm causes hemianopsia. Hence,
I, the internal fibers at the optic nerves decussate in the
chiasm, while the external fibers continue straight on. 2,

the external fibers decussate behind the chiasm (near the

tubercula quadrigemina) in such a way that decussation is

there complete for all the optic nerve fibers, and in each
internal capsule all the fibers coming from the opposite
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eye are found united. But when a lesion exists in the

cortex, for example in the occipital lobe, bilateral hemi-

anopsia results, as in lesion of the optic tracts, A decus-

sation of the external fibers of each retina is necessary to

explain this, and then each hemisphere contains the

homonymous fibers of the two eyes ; hence, 3, the ex-

ternal fibers undergo a second decussation beyond the

internal capsule before reaching the convolution, so that

each occipital lobe contains the external fibers of the eye
of the same side, and the internal fibers of the eye of the

opposite side.

PSYCHIATRY.

Attempted Murder of a Physician by an Halluci-
nated Lunatic.—Dr, Legrand du Saulle [Gazette des

Hopitaux, October ii, 1883) has had under observation

an hallucinated lunatic with delusions of persecution, who
attempted to kill the health inspector of the French
shipping. The would-be homicide was illegitimate ; his

ancestral history was not obtainable. Details of his life were
meager. He had changed from one occupation to another.

He was naturally of a saturnine disposition. To rid him-

self of his depression he drank freely. In 1878 he believed

himself poisoned, and in consequence entered a hospital.

At this time he accused a hotel keeper of persecuting

him; later he believed himself the victim of a conspiracy

on the part of this hotel keeper, and followed the latter

in the street with criminal intentions. He then heard
noises in his ears, and invisible persons worked on him
with little machines, compelling him to alter his lodging

to avoid them. Later on he heard voices saying aloud

what he thought and did. As he had a mirror in his

room he believed these to be reflected sounds, and
removed the mirror, but the sounds did not cease. He
claimed that once some one tried to shoot him with a

revolver, and others spied upon him, torturing him physically

and morally. He was worked on by the telephone, the

microphone and by electricity, in all sorts of ways. Once
a voice told him to throw himself out of the window,
but he refused to do this till he had unmasked his

tormenters. In 1879 he was sent to a hospital for the

insane, and improved so much that, strange to say, it

was deemed safe to discharge him. On being discharged
his former habits were resumed, and his old troubles
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reappeared. A voice told him to buy a knife, and he did

so. Feeling the need of protection he placed himself under
the aegis of a deputy with whom he was slightly ac-

quainted, who wrote to a police prefect that C. (the patient)

was a decided lunatic. In December, 1880, Dr. du Saulle

examined him and certified that C. then had the scheme
of killing a policeman. In consquence C. was again sent

to a hospital, from whence he escaped in April, 1882.

For a long time he remained quiet, temperate and worked
hard. September, 1883, he again became intemperate,

and his delusions and hallucinations resumed their sway;
and, fearing poison, he believed himself doomed to starva-

tion. September 25, 1883, not having eaten anything for

four days, he was feeble and broken down. He felt that

his head had been electrified, and walked up and down
without knowing where he was going. He heard a voice

saying, " Kill yourself!" but he said, " Why should I kill my-
self? the guilty kill themselves. Why give my persecutors

the satisfaction of my suicide?" Then the voice said, "If
you don't wish to kill yourself, kill him !" At this time
the rain was pouring down, and he saw a man under an
umbrella, at whom he fired twice. He read in a news-
paper soon after, that he had shot a physician, to whom
he wrote an anonymous letter stating his persecutions.

He went to an infirmary near a police station, and asked
for meals and a bed. One of the assistants refused him
these without an order. He then went to a magistrate

and accused himself of his crime. When examined he had
olfactory hallucinations. In Dr. du SauUe's opinion the

alcoholic intemperance only increased a pre-existing in-

sanity. It must be obvious that the case is of much
medico-legal importance.

Insanity from Scarlatina.—Of insanity caused by
scarlatina, Mendel [Deutsche medicinische Wochenschrift,

March, 19, 1881); Krapelin {Archiv far Psychiatrie, Band XI,
Heft I.); Schulz [Archiv fur Psychiatrie, Band II, 721);
Rabuske [Deutsche viedicinisclie Wochenschrift, October 13,

1881) ; Krauss {Zeitschriftfir Psychiatrie, Band XII) ; Spitzka

[Journal of Neurology a)id Psychiatry, Volume I.) ; Prichard

[Gaillard's Medical Jo2irnal, Volume XXXV.); Weber
[Medico- Chirurgical Transactions, Volume XLVIII.) ; Thore
[Afinales Medico-Psychologiques, 1850, p. 586) ; Bucknill and
Tuke [Psychological Medicine, p. 257), and Thomas (cited by
Krapelin) have all reported cases, the predominant char-

acteristics of most of which were casual hallucination
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accompanied by marked motor excitement. Cases of

dementia are also reported as having resulted from a

meningeal change secondary to the scarlet fever. Kiernan
[Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease, January, 1882)
comes to the following conclusions : First, that three

groups of mental phenomena are produced by scarlatina,

independently of delirium. Second, that the first is a

species of melancholia agitata, attended by hallucination,

and its inception is preceded by a decline to normal of
the high temperature previously existing. Third, that the

second group consists of cases of dementia, due to men-
ingitis of scarlatinal origin, the patient passing from the

hyperpyrexia of scarlatina to that of meningitis, on re-

covery from which he is found to be demented. Fourth,
that the third group of patients show either marked change
from the character antecedent to the attack of scarlatina,

or else retain in after life some of the juvenile characteris-

tics of the period prior to the attack of scarlet fever, or

occasionally, become victims of moral insanity. Dr. Wick
(Cmcinnati Lancet and Clinic, March 10, 1883) reports the

following case : Last December he attended a young man,
set. 18, during a severe attack of scarlet fever, a typical

case in which the rash came out fully and the throat
trouble severe. Just after the fever subsided, and recovery
promised to be rapid, he showed signs of delirium ; was
affected with hallucinations, restless, sleepless, talkative and
very humorous at times. He imagined some one was
after him with firearms ; would jump out of bed and run
into another room or get under the bed ; he could only be
kept in bed by his father at the bedside. His tempera-
ture during this time was normal, and appetite good,
appeared to relish his food. This condition lasted nearly
a week. He was controlled with full doses of chloral and
caused to sleep soundly during the last few nights of his

insanity. He made a good recovery after about two weeks'
illness in all. Desquamation began about this time. This,

it will be obvious was a case of the kind which Thomas
classes among the psychoses of convalescence.

Visceral Syphilitic Affections in the Insane.—
Dr. W. J. Mickle {Journal of Mental Science, January,.

1884) has observed two cases in which very decided
visceral syphilitic lesions were found. One case of marked
mental deterioration had been insidious in origin, but was
preceded by frequent manifestations of constitutional

syphihs. The patient muttered to himself, was morose,.
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unsociable, wandering about with depressed appearance
and bowed head, but was easily roused to violence. He
collected rubbish, under the delusion that it was jewelry.

Later on he was restless and incoherent, but worked well

and laughed without cause. He died from exhaustion

produced by tertiary syphilis. Pulmonary renal, splenic,

and osseous tertiary syphilitic disease was found on
autopsy. The brain and membranes did not differ from
those of non-syphilitic terminal dementia. The second
patient was maniacal, incoherent and had exalted delu-

sions. He subsequently became silent, under the delusions

that his speech had been stopped by the power of a

former medical attendant ; that his speech was visible, and
that his words flew into others in his vicinity, and affected

them injuriously. Transient delusions of ill treatment and
neglect were manifested during the last days of his life.

On autopsy, hepatic, vascular and pulmonary syphilitic

disease was found. The meningo-encephalic changes were
those of terminal dementia. Dr. Mickle says that in this

class of cases constitutional syphilis acts either as pro-
' ducing an acquired predisposition to insanity, or produces

a psychosis from toxcemia, or syphilitic cachexia, and ansemia

combined with syphilis, as has been shown by recently

reported cases [Jo7trnal of Nervous and Mental Diseases,

July, 1880), may produce insanity without causing other

than bio-chemical changes. On the other hand, encephalic

changes, clearly dependent on syphilis, cannot be de-

marcated from those of non-syphilitic origin, as these

researches of Dr. Mickle tend to show. The question

is incidentally raised by Dr. Mickle whether pre-existing

insanity predisposes to cerebral syphilis.

Heredity.—Morandan De Monteyel {L'Encephale, No.

4, 1883,) concludes: First, that families in whom insane

heredity is present are characterized by relatively great

sterility of the majority of marriages, while such as are

fertile are excessively so. The large proportion of chil-

dren die in early infancy. Second, that from the union

of these three circumstances in one family's descendants

the physician is justified in diagnosticating vesanic

heredity. Third, the influence of vesanic heredity on the

fecundity of marriages varies according to the generation

Fourth, extreme fecundity is produced in the earlier

generations, followed and ending in sterility in later gener-

ations. Fifth, vesanic heredity, by producing exaggerated
mortality in infancy, as well as by its sterilizing influence,
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tends to extinguish the famihes on which it exerts an
influence. Sixth, these conclusions are confirmed by
the circumstances that if the marriages of the earher
generations result in much offspring, the marriages of

later generations produce fewer and fewer children, who
are more and more puny. Seventh, it is probable that

the mortality of early infancy increases with the genera-
tion, and that the vitality of the children decreases with
their number. Eighth, maternal or paternal vesanic
heredity, considered by itself, tends to confirm these con-
clusions. Ninth, paternal vesanic heredity is more
powerful than maternal, in producing fecundity, steiility

and early infantile mortality. Tenth, the preponderant
influence of the mother on the descendants cannot but
be diminished by the paternal influence just mentioned,
and is demonstrable in ten per cent, of the cases.

Eleventh, the paternal influence is exerted early in life
;

the maternal, later.

Eye Affections in the Psychoses.—Dr. Borrysiekie-

wicz {Centralblatt flier Augenheilkunde, S. 494, 1883) finds,

after an examination of one hundred and seventy one
insane, that there were two very frequent ocular lesions.

Lesion I., consisted in a diffusedly dim and irregularly

sized pupil and retinal opacity, which was most frequent

in paretic dementia. Lesion IL, consisted in bluish dis-

coloration of the optic nerve on its outer half, and in toto
;

and was frequent in alcoholic cases. Of twenty-eight
paretic dements, fifteen gave positive results. In eight

of these lesion L was found, in atrophy of the optic

nerve; in one neuro-retinitis exudat. In three cases

lesion II. was found. Pupillary aberrations occurred twenty
times. Pupillary reaction was normal in seventeen cases

;

not taken in one and abnormal in ten cases; in one of

which one side reacted normally, the other did not.

Facial paresis was found in fourteen cases, in four cases

mydriasis, and facial paresis were on the same side ; in

five cases on opposite sides, two cases of mania presented
the first lesion, and in two pupillary indifference. Of
twenty-nine cases of monomania there were four pre-
sented lesion I.; three, lesion II.; one, retinal anaemia; one,

retinal hyperaemia and one, retinitis. Of the one hundred
and seventy-one, eighty-four presented anomalies. Of
these, eighteen presented lesion I. ; forty-two, lesion II.

;

nine, retinitis; seven, Hypercemia opt. et ret ; six, atrophy of

the optic nerve ; two, ancBinia opt. et ret. It will be obvious
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that these findings, while of interest, are scarcely en rapport
with the patients' mental condition, and are accidental

complications.

Different Unilateral Auditory Hallucinations on
Opposite Sides.—Magnan {Journal de Mkdecine de Bor-
deat(x,'i&^t. 30th, 1883) states that hallucinated individuals

exist, who hear on one side, agreeable things, and on the

other side unpleasant. Magnan had under observation
four cases of this kind, one of which he reported in detail.

The case (primary monomania) was complicated by
epilepsy. On the right side, disagreeable statements were
made ; on the left, ambitious ideas were enunciated.
These latter hallucinations were obviously secondary
to the first. Magnan concludes : First, these unilateral

hallucinations on opposite sides are independent of local

lesion. Second, they do not differ from other halluci-

nations. Third, they prove the double action, and the
functional independence of the two hemispheres. Fourth,
analogous phenomena are noticed in hypnotic states.

Fifth, their existence demonstrates the action of separate
sensorial centers in the cortex.

Crimes of Paretic Dements.—Le Grande du SauUe
{Gazette des Hopitaux, Sept. 18, 1883) says that these, as

a rule, are not the result of delusion, but of sudden im-
pulse and of a demented type. One patient carried off a
tool placed near him, without being able to give any
reason therefor, it being impossible that he could derive

the least profit therefrom. Another, seeing a cask of

wine before a grocery store, asked two policemen, in the

gravest manner, to aid him in rolling it off. Another,
suddenly set fire to a house, without the least reason for

spite or profit from so doing. Le Grande du Saulle ap-

pears to differ from the New York Medical Society men
who passed the resolution about a physician having no
right to draw conclusions as to responsibility, from crime,

for he says the absurdity of the crime is a proof of its

pathological nature.

Melancholia in a Boy of Eleven.—Dr. Kowalewsky
{Medic. Westnik, No. 11, 1883) has reported a case of an
eleven-year-old boy, without hereditary taint, who after

several severe attacks of the exanthemata became de-

pressed, lost all interest in his surroundings, sought solitude,

cried all day ; at night had hallucination of sight, and
'

during the day delusive conception that he was unlucky.
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and incapable, and ought to die. After five months of

hospital treatment with tonics, warm baths, and fresh air,

the boy recovered, the affection having lasted a little over

a year.

Insanity from Simulation.—Dr. Koster {Irrenfreimd,

No. 10, 1883) has reported the case of a somewhat heredi-

tarily defective man, who simulated insanity, with religious

ideas predominating, to avoid military service, but from

the mental strain of the simulation became insane ;
and a

case was cited by Dr. H. M. Hurd (Pontiac, Mich.,

Hospital for the Insane, Reports 1881-82), in which a

patient became insane from feigning insanity.

Sexual Differences in the Cerebral Surface.—Dr.

T. Dwight (Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, Septem-

ber 6, 1883) states, that but very little notice has been

taken of the influence of sex in the size and shape of the

brain, and more especially the convolutions. Nearly thirty

years ago, Husckle maintained that differences in the con-

volutions of the male and female brains could be de-

tected, and that, as a rule, the fissure of Rolando was more
nearly vertical in woman than in man, so that the dis-

tance of the top of the fissure from the posterior end of

the brain was relatively greater in the former. Conse-

quently in man the frontal lobes, and in woman the

parietal, were relatively the larger, and the female brain

was rounder. Riidinger, of Munich, states that in most
male fcetal brains the frontal lobes are more massive,

broader, and higher than in female ones ; that the con-

volutions in the female foetus of seven or eight months are

much simpler than in the male. He finds that the fis-

sure of Rolando is more oblique in the male than in

female, and hence that there is more cerebral matter in

front of it in the former, and behind it in the latter. Dr.

Passet has made careful measurements of twenty male and
seventeen female brains, and finds that the fissure of

Rolando is more oblique in the male than in female, and
is longer and more curved. It lies absolutely and relatively

further back in man, hence there is more cerebral matter in

front of it. The male brain is longer, broader, and higher

than the female. As the male brain is the larger, it follows

that the fissure of Rolando is more distant from both the

coronal and lambdoidal sutures than in the female. The
parieto-occipital is usually in front of the lambdoidal suture

in both sexes, but is more distant from it in the male.

Most of the essential points of these discoveries were
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anticipated by Clevenger, in his researches on the relations

between the suture, Rolando, and intelligence. [Journal

of Nefvous and Mental Disease, April, 1880.) At the same
time the generalizations of Dwight, and the authorities

cited by him, are based on too few observations, and the

matter requires further investigation.

NEUROPATHOLOGY.

Convulsions in Children. — Kjellberg {Archiv fur
Kinderheilhinde, B. IV.) classifies convulsions in children as

symptomatic and sympathetic. Symptomatic convulsions

are due to direct irritation of the medulla oblongata, con-

vulsion center, brought about either by changes in cerebral

blood, quantity or quality. Changes of the first kind
result from anaemia (which must be sudden in develop-

ment), active (fluxionary) hyperaemia, and passive (venous)

hypersemia. Cerebral anaemia in children may be due to

sudden haemorrhage, to excessive loss of fluid from
diarrhoea or vomiting, to arterial spasm, to skull compres-
sion from without, to intracranial pressure from external

brain changes, and to certain general diseases. Active
hyperaemia, which really produces cortical anaemia by
constriction of the cerebral capillaries due to reactionary

pressure exerted upon them by the circumvascular lymph-
fluid, occurs very frequently in children, brought on by
anything which will increase cardiac action, emotion,

febrile states, etc. Passive cerebral hyperaemia in chil-

dren occurs as the result of laryngeal or intrathoracic

obstruction to air entrance, or cardiac disease or gastric

distention exciting both respiratory and cardiac embarrass-

ment. Changes in cerebral blood quality, constituting the

second class producing convulsions by direct irritation of

the medulla, are induced by pyrexia, by toxic substance

(atropine, tobacco, alcohol, poisonous gases) from without,

or by poisons within the circulation (pyaemia, cholaemia,

etc. Whether uraemic poison acts upon the medulla
directly or indirectly by cerebral anaemia, is uncertain.

The second division of cases producing convulsions in-

cludes all agents acting under the peripheral nerves and
producing spasm by reflex irritation (sympathetic convul-

sions). Such causes are irritations due to wounds, burns,

and other lesions of the integument, foreign bodies in the

ear and nose, renal calculus, etc. By far the most frequent
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seat of irritation is in the alimentary tract. Among other

causes included under this latter head, are teething and
worms in the intestines. Both have their influence, but this

is certainly limited, and not every attack of convulsions in

children who have worms should be set down to the account

of the latter.

Laryngeal Chorea.—Dr. F. T. Knight (New York
Medical Journal, June 2, 1883) makes three varieties of

this affection : That in which the adductors of the larynx

were involved, together with the expiratory muscles, giving

rise to paroxysms of coughing, and a barking or crowing
sound ; second, that in which the muscles of the larynx

alone were involved ; third, but not properly belonging

under this head, that in which the expiratory muscles

alone were involved. The author mentioned a case which,

so far as he was aware, was unique, in which the laryngeal

muscles alone were involved, and a clicking sound, heard

by himself and by the patient, was produced, apparently,

by the rhythmical contraction of the vocal cords. Arsenic

and quinine had had but little effect upon the spasm. In

the discussion of this paper Dr. E. C. Morgan mentioned the

case of a girl in which both the laryngeal and the ex-

piratory muscles were affected, and the crowing cough
could be heard the distance of a square. He had obtained

most benefit from Fowler's solution and mono-bromated
camphor. Dr. E. F. Ingals related a case in which
there were peculiar movements of the levator palati muscle,

each contraction of the muscles being accompanied by a

clicking sound. Dr. Langmaid remarked with regard to

treatment, that in one case falling under the first division,

which he beheved had been excited by the influence of

harsh methods of the music teacher upon the nervous

system of the patient, the barking sound was found always

to be preceded by opening the mouth. The girl carried

out his instructions to close the mouth immediately when
an attack was about to occur, and it was thus aborted.

Left Facial Hemiatrophy.—Y.y^Q:xov\. {Archives d'Ophtal-

mologie, May-June, 1883) reports a case of facial hemiatrophy
in a forty-one-year-old man. The left orbital cavity was
more pronounced at its upper part than normal, and the left

eye much more sunken. The left cheek was without

whiskers, and markedly diminished in volume. The nose,

mouth, tongue and uvula were turned to the left side. The
two hps were divided into two unequal parts by a furrow

apparently cicatricial. The chin was furrowed and thrown
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toward the left. The left ear was slightly atrophied, and
the hearing on that side slightly impaired. The patient

had been healthy up to nine years of age, when he was
attacked by measles. Six months later a tumor appeared
under the angle of the left side of the jaw, which dis-

appeared at the end of six weeks, and from this dated
the left unilateral atrophy of the face. Eperon thinks

that this case is a striking confirmation of the theory that

hypermetropia is the result of an arrested development
of the eyeball. The arrest of development of the left side

of the face, with its cavities and organs, was most pro-

nounced.

Encephalic Hemorrhages Secondary to Spinal
Lesions.—At a late meeting of the Societe de Biologie,

Brown-Sequard {Progns Medical, April 14th) called atten-

tion to the fact that section of the inferior part of a
pigeon's spinal cord produced an abundant hsemorrhage
in the center of the medulla oblongata. The pathogeny
of these accidents depends upon the vaso-motor system.
They, in Brown-Sequard's opinion, serve to explain the
cerebral haemorrhages which come on suddenly at several

points, and which can without difficulty be referred to the

simultaneous rupture of a great number of miliary aneurisms.
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Van Anclel on Non-Restraint.*—At the Inter-

national Congress, at Amsterdam, in 1879, Van Andel
read an interesting paper on Non-Restraint. We gave,

in 1880, his conclusions. We here present, in brief, the

remainder of the paper. The impropriety of calling the

views of the author non-restraint becomes apparent as one
reaches the close of his interesting survey of the field of

psychiatry, over which the mi?iimization of restraint has

been steadily making progress since the beginning of the

century. This distinguished alienist then said: "A misun-
derstanding still exists in the minds of the non-restraint

votaries towards those of their confreres, who, like them,

would reduce mechanical restraint to such a minimum as

to amount to its practical abolition as the ride ofpractice

in asylums for the insane, but who consider the term non-

restraint a misnomer. From the tone of the literature of

the subject examined the author sees that there is, as

yet, no question of a general aboHtion of mechanical

restraint. In England, in 1856, Conolly writes that in

forty public asylums, with an aggregate of 14,000 inmates,

mechanical restraint was not employed at all, while in the

private institutions it was still used to a great extent. In

1862 Dr. Bucknill writes: "In the Devon County Asylum
restraint is never employed, except in surgical cases." In

1869 Dr. Pelman, after an extended tour through England
and France, writes: "The question of the possibility of

the treatment of the insane without the use of restraint

one sees practically answered everywhere in England, and
I have gained the impression that thereby more also is

accomplished than we can accomplish with the assist-

ance of our appliances for restraint." Dr. Ripping, after

a tour through England and Scotland, says :
" I must

confess that I have never seen mechanical restraint used,

either in the asylums in which non-restraint is advocated
or in those in which it is reserved for suitable cases." No
further proof is needed of the general adoption of non-

* " Upon the employment of Mechanical Restraint In Psychiatry," by Dr. Van
Andel, Director of the Asylum at Zuetphen (an Address delivered In the Sixth Sec-
tion of the International Medical Consress, held at Amsterdam, in September, 1879).—
Allgm. Zeits.fuer Psychiatric, Bd . XXXVI

.
, Heft 6.
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restraint in England. In France the reform has made but
little progress. Dr. Jules Dragon writes, in 1875, of
" Reprimands, camisoles, douches and baths," as punish-

ments to be inflicted upon patients ; and of the jacket,

he says :
" Unfortunately we cannot hope for its total ab-

olition. The watchword of the day should be no longer

camisoles, but as little as possible of ca^iiisoles." Still more
is it to be wondered at that in various asylums of North
America mechanical restraint seems to be still in vogue.
In Germany the non-restraint system has not been re-

ceived with open arms. In the Rhenish Provinces the

non-restraint system will soon be universally adopted-^at
least I have gained that impression. In Switzerland,

as early as 1863, the Society of Alienists unanimously
voted for the abolition of mechanical restraint. Finally,

in the Netherlands, only in the last report of the inspectors

Ramaer and Van de Capelle, has the non-restraint system
been recommended for universal adoption in the state

asylums.

"In the war that has been waged over this question the

great mistake was made of regarding restraint and non-
restraint as the antipodes of each other ; and such
exaggerations were indulged in, on both sides, that

whoever made use of these terms at once excited the
prejudices of his opponents. This general sketch shows
that non-restraint is making slow, but unmistakable prog-
ress, in other countries besides England. While there are

many examples of those who have abolished mechanical
restraint, I know of none who, having once done so, have
returned to its employment. I take the liberty of quoting
from Griesinger, to show how far the system can and
must be carried out. He says

:

The negative side of this method consists in tlie principle that no
mechanical naeans that .prevent the use of tlie limbs are allowed in the

treatment of the in>ane. The patients are not put in the siraiu:hr-jacl£et,

nor in locked chairs, nor secured, or tied in any way. He must not experi-

ence those sensations wliich are aroused by havinff his limbs bound or

restrained. Mechanical means which do not limit the free use of the limbs,

and therefore do not excite tliese feelings, are not only allow:ible. but

valuable and welcome aids in tlie treatment of a certain class. For instance,

a patient may be furnished with elothes and shoes so arranged as not to

allow of the patient's taking them oil. The clothes may be only buttoned

behind instead of before, with a view to tiiis end. This is no more restraint

than it is to give a patient a bedcover which he cannot tear. The patient

in such shoes or clothes, is not limited in the use of liis limbs. There are

devices which stand just on the boundary line between restraint and non-
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restraint. When, for instance, a patient who hag the habit of scratching his

head to pieces, is supplied with sleeves that are so long as to cover his

fingers, or 'with heavy gloves (that allow of the movement of the fingers),

he can use his limbs freely in most directions, only he is limited in the

use of his fingers. In England these devices are perfectly consistent with

non-restraint.

" I will not say that in all surgical cases the straight-

jacket and camisoles can be dispensed with, but even in

these cases I have been able to do without them since

the introduction of non-restraint in my asylum. The most
important side of the question—what Griesinger calls the

positive side—is the favorable moral effect which the freie

Behandlung exerts upon life in the asylum. And how
could it be otherwise ! The more mechanical restraint is

abolished the more nearly does one approach to the full

acknowledgment of the dignity of even the insane. I

heartily endorse what Griesinger says: 'Then there is in-

troduced into the asylum a totally new spirit—a different

tone—a different manner, that soon elevate everything to

a higher plane in the asylums that have adopted the non-
restraint system.'

"

These views are in accord with our own, and yet to

apply to them the term non-restraint is to misname them.
Van Andel; like every enlightened alienist having the

•care of the insane, would rationalize the employment of

restraint, and so reduce it to the lowest possible practicable

minimum. This is the rational minimization, not the aboli-

tion of all restraint, and as such we commend it to all

asylum superintendents, but not under the misleading mis-

nomer of " non-restraint."

Too much restraint is yet used in many American
asylums for the insame, especially by new political superin-

tendents, and in some other establishments not subject to

state inspection ; and we take pleasure in presenting these

enlightened views to our readers, as very approximatively,
if not quite fully practised in most American asylums.
Let no one suppose that because the real reformation of
•Conolly was misnamed, that we regard the doctrine of
little mechanical restraint for the insane, as a heresy.

On the contrary, all other things being equal, the less

the insane are subjected to irritating restraint in asylums,
the better for the progress of their malady toward re-

covery. It is possible, with proper personal precautions
and safely constructed buildings, and judiciously chosen
surroundings, to greatly reduce the direct restraint of the

insane, and to abolish all forms of it with the majority.
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The question is a practical one, to be solved practically,

not theoretically, and no one has a right to say to what
extent he can not go in the direction of non-restraint, until

he has made a faithful trial of its principles. No theoretical

barriers should be permitted to stand in the way of an
honest and faithful effort to give the insane all pos-
sible liberty, while under asylum care, compatible with
their welfare. No consideration of convenience should ever

be permitted to stand in the way of the insane man's rights,

to all the liberty his welfare and the safety of others will

allow.

In illustration of how little mechanical restraint is used
in some of our American hospitals, which do not class

themselves as non-restraint institutions, it affords us

pleasure to extract the following record from Dr. Nichols'

last report of the Bloomingdale Asylum

:

MECHANICAL RESTRAINT.

No mechaijical restraint was used in the course of the year. One
patient only, a man of powerful frame and courageous will, suffierino; from

acute mania, and exhibitinor the strongest tendency to pergonal violence,

was secluded the most of the time for about three months, as the means
best calculated to husband his strength and secure the safety of others.

* The varying requirements of treatment are strikingly illustrated by the prac-

ticability of refraining from the use of tyiechanical restraint for a whole year,

and the necessity of resorting to it in two different cases between 'fie close of
the year and the presentation of this report, to prevent self-mutilation, which

could not be prevented by the personal restraint of one or many attendants with-

out a constant struggle that was most exhaustive and injurious to the patient.

This tells the whole story. Restraint is an appliance

for conservative use only, but like the knife, there are

times when it were cruelty not to employ it.

The Psychic Factor in the etiology of Dis-
ease.—The Albany Medical Aufials, referring to the " Pro-

visional Nomenclature of Diseases," officially sanctioned

in Great Britain, by the Royal College and Surgeon-Gen-
eral, and adopted in the United States Marine Hospital

Service, thus comments on this subject

:

Jt is not CJisy to understand why this competent authority has failed to

introduce it in a list which has been entirely recast from the older one,,

and is intended to be not only as much as possible in accordance with the

most recent pathology and the most critical classification, but is also in-

tended to be entirely exhaustive. There can be no doubt of the propriety

of accepting nervous shock as a source of various clini<»al disturbances,

and it is even a well-conceded cause of death. No doubt it acts to produce

these often by precipitating a physical pathological condition, which

* We italicise the last paragraph because it contains a practical precept.
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might, perhaps, be regarded as the predominant feature in the case, but

death from this cause has frequently been reported when an abnormal
pathological condition could be found after death. In either case, how-
ever, thei e is propriety in regarding it as a factor. A case illustrative

occurs to the writer in which passion was clearly a factor in determining

apoplexy and death. An irascible old man, 72 years of age, engaged in

an altercation with a tenant over a question of rent, in the course of

which he was struck by the latter, a weak, one-armed man, a blow on the

side of the head with the fist, which was hax'dly sufficient to cause a little

tumefaction. He fell, and when seen, after several hours, was comatose,

and died in thirly-six hours. At the autopsy an apoplectic clot was fouud

on the surface of the brain beneath the point of injury, which, however,

was so slight as to cause no contusion of the temporal muscle beneath it.

No doubt here, as in many cases that will be recalled, the rupture of the

weakened vessels was determined by psychic cause. Cases are reported,

however, where it has more directly caused death. Dr. Tschainsky, as

noted in the Medical Record, has noticed several curious instances where

this cause alone operated. Cazenave, desiring to operate on an exceed-

ingly nervous patient without chloroform, in order to deceive him, held a

bag of pure air before his mouth; he breathed four times and died.

Desault, being about to cut for stone, drew his fiuger-naii across the peri-

neum to indicate the line of incision ; tlie patient, in his alarm, gave a

shriek, and died. Tschainsky attributes to a similar cause, death in a case

where hardly two whiffs of chlorororm had been taken, the necropsy

revealing fsitty degeneration of the right ventricular wall of the heart, the

left appearing normal. The following case of death from fright is re-

ported by the British Medical Journal :

" The serious efiects of shock to the nervous system, especially by
fright, are constantly witnessed, the results being most commonly syncope

and convulsions. Death itself is, fortunately, comparatively rare. It is

reported in the newspapers to have occurred at Brockley, on March 21, in

the case of a girl aged 18 years, who was frightened to death by a man
dressed as a ghost, near the Deptford Cemetery."

The pathology of emotional death is of great interest, and varies in

diflerent cases. In some cases a fatal issue results from sanguineous apo-

plexy ; in others, and much more frequently, from shock to the heart.

Examples of the former are recorded by Dr. D. Hack Tuke, in his " In-

fiuences of the Mind upon the Body." Thus, a woman at Bradford^

received a fright from a man throwing a stone against her window. He
had previously threatened her. She soon afterwards complained of

numbness, and rapidly became insensible. There was right hemiplegia.

She died in seven hours, and on post-mortem examination, a clot of blood

was found in the left lateral ventricle. The cerebral vessels appeared to

be healthy. In the well-known example of death from the heart which
occurred in John Hunter's own case, we have an illustration of the cardiac

class. The organ was extensively diseased, and the left ventricle was
strongly contracted Other instances of death from emotion, in which

the stress had fallen upon the heart, and not upon the brain, are recorded

in the collection of cases of death from powerful emotion, to which we
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have referred. In some cases, however, there was no evidence of disease

of the heart or of any organ of the body, as might, indeed, be expected.

For instance, a man is reported to have died at Twiclienham, after witnessing

the death of a neighbor. He made the remark, '*I have never seen

any one die before, and I hope 1 never shall again." There was a post-

mortem examination made by Dr. Ward, but nothing was found to ac-

count for death; both ventricles of the heart contained but a little fluid

blood, the organ itself being normal in size, and hf-althy. There is no

doubt that in such instances fatal syncope may arise simply from the

action of the heart being inhibited, whether by direct excitation of the

vagus, as maintained by Dr. Brown-Soquard, or by the acceleration of the

heart in the first instance, followed by exhaustion and the unaiitagonized

play of the former. Anyway, if the lieart, as in Hunter's case, be strongly

contracted on its contents, and the blood expelled, one efficient cause of

syncope, with fatal results, is present. Probably this was the pathological

explanation of this unfortunate girl's death from the silly, practical joke

played upon lier. She arrived home after her fright on the road by the

Deptford Cemetery, Brockley, looking very ill and excited. She is said

to have taken ofi her waterproof, drawn a chair to the table to take supper,

then fallen forward with her head on the table, and died after a short

struggle. Mr. Mollis, the medical man who was called in, made a post-

mortem examination, and reported that all the organs were healthy, but

that the state of the heart, combined with the fright, would account for

death.

While psychic influences have filled a considerable place in the realm

of emotional literature, as causing physiological and pathological changes,

such as the complete blanching of the hair in the course of a single

night, still there can be no question as to the propriety of admitting them

to a place in the nosological tables under the class of nervous diseases,

and no recorder of vital statistics will refuse to accept such a reported

cause of death.

Miryachit.—This peculiar psycho-motor reflex imita-

tion phenomenon, known in Siberia as Miryachit, whose
counterparts in this country have been described by Beard,

and called by the people of Maine and Northern New
Hampshire " The Jumpers " or "Jumping Frenchmen," has

been made the subject of a late communication by Dr. Wm.
A. Hammond, before the New York Neurological Society.

It seems, from all the descriptions, to be an abeyant
state of the inhibitory area of the cortex over such psycho-
motor movements as are excited by external impressions.

The natural propensity to imitate seeming to be un-

restrained, and to have been freed from the modifying

influences of that educated restraint over the tendency to

immediate reflex movement, responsive to external stimuli,

which grows with the evolution of the cerebro-spinal axis,

from simple modified and direct, to complex and deliber-

ate movement. Dr. Hammond regards these cases as
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" analogous to certain epileptic paroxysms due to reflex

irritation," and refers to certain cases of sleep drunken-

ness, as like them.

The resemblances are too divergent (if we except the

automaticity) to justify this comparison with epilepsy, and
there is no evidence of the vaso-motor disturbance, or

of unconsciousness or incoordinated motor movement in

these cases of Miryachit, which ordinarily characterizes

epilepsia. Besides, it is a community rather than a

distinctly individual disease, spreading by imitation like

certain epidemic choreas and convulsions. Epilepsia, ex-

cept its hysterical simulations, never spreads in this way.

The Camisards, or French Prophets of the 17th century,

were convulsive imitators of each other; and in the religi-

ous convulsions which became epidemic in Scotland in

the following century, when one shouted, the same shout

was answered back by others.

The pathological condition of the "Jumpers" probably

does not greatly differ from that of the dancing maniacs
of the middle ages, except in degree and surrounding

external circumstances.

Many of these were seized by the sight of those

affected with a resistless propensity to imitate the dancers.

In St. Vitus' Dance, Tarantism and the Tigvetier, it was
the suspension of volitional inhibition that chiefly char-

acterized these disorders.
" In a Methodist chapel at Redruth, a man, during

divine service, cried out with a loud voice, ' What shall

I do to be saved ?' at the same time manifesting the

greatest uneasiness and solicitude respecting his soul.

Some other members of the congregation following his

example, cried out in the same form of words, and
seemed shortly after to suffer the most excruciating bodily

pain." The history goes on to relate that " hundreds of

people who had come hither to see the sufferers, fell into

the same state." The convulsionaires of the i8th century,

like the St. John's dancers, and the Tarantati, were cured

by methods which restored the normal inhibitory psycho-

motor influence. Among the English Jumpers, a sect

founded by Harris Rowland and William Williams, of Corn-

wall, 1760, could be found many counterparts of the

Moosehead Lake neurotics, and the Miryachit sufferers of

Siberia, the exciting cause of the nervous phenomena only

being different, while the morbid conditions of its display

were probably the same.
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Instances enough of similar ideo-motor and ideo-
sensory reflex phenomena may be found among the
"Barkers" and " Jerkers," described by Dr. David W,
Yandell, in his account of the epidemic convulsions of
Kentucky, in No. 3, Vol. 4, of Brain.

" It would seem," says Dr. Hammond, " as though the
nerve cells were very much in the condition of a package
of dynamite or nitro-glycerine, in which a very slight

impression is sufficient to effect a discharge of nerve-force."

Morbid central inordinate nervous excitability makes
all of these abnormal nervous displays possible, Mirya-
chit included.

The Role of the Bacillus.—Dr. H. F. Formad,
the distinguished lecturer on Experimental Pathology and
Demonstrator of Morbid Anatomy in the University of
Pennsylvania ; Mutter lecturer in the College of Physicians
of Philadelphia, in a second communication to the Phila-

delphia County Medical Society, on the 14th of last

November, thus plainly presents the views of the clinical

school of sceptics, not as to the existence of the tubercle

bacillus, but as to its being the sole astiological factor.

As Formad's views, like those of Spina, are more in

harmony with the observed facts of neuropathic heredity,

we give the following extracts from Prof. Formad's in-

teresting paper:
To-day, while the bacillus is acknowledged as a common morplioloofi-

cal concomitant of tubercle, the pathogenetic properties are denied it by
the best pathologists and clinicians, on account of a want of sufficient con-

firmation of the evidence thus far offered.

1 admire the beautiful bacteridian discoveries of Klebs, and particu-

larly those of Koch in connection with the etiology of tuberculosis. The
accomplishment of these results is a triumph for mycology and scientific

botany : but these studies are too much oue-eided to have an application

to scientific medicine. The bacillus is there! It is concomitant with

most tubercular lesions. It is diagnostic of tuberculous change. It is, on
account of iie irritant properties, one of the causes of tuberculosis. But
this forms no reason for asserting that tuberculosis should be considered a

contagious disease, without further investigation and proof. A contagious

disease can have only one cause. I cannot agree with those who define

the predisposition to phthisis as being a condition of the organism which
offers a favorable soil for the tubercle bacillus. Nor can I believe that

inheritance is explained by subsequent infection from cohabitation, «. g.

that children become scrofulous by living with consumptive parents.

Who, that is observant of neuropathic heredity, es-

pecially in forms of atric descent, has not seen tuber-

culosis take the place of insanity in families started on the
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downward road to extinction by ancestral degeneracy of

the cerebro-spinal axis. Who, even in the direct descent

of grave neuroses has not seen one branch of a family

extinguished by phthisis, another branch destroyed by
epilepsia, insanity, etc., and mixed destruction in other

members of the same nerve-degenerate branches.

There is a special human organism for the tubercle

bacillus, in which it best flourishes, else all chnical

observation has for half a century been gravely at fault.

If phthisis itself is not hereditary, there are undoubtedly

organic conditions transmissible, which make it a pos-

sibility, even a certainty in some organisms, while in

others it never occurs. If it were not for variable organic

hereditary aptitudes, the so-called galloping consumption

would not be the rule in one organism, while the slowly

progressive forms of phthisis are only possible to

others.

We watch with interest the investigation of this sub-

ject, to learn the final decision as to whether phthisis is

all baciUi, or whether, like most diseases, it has both

remote and proximate causes for its development.

An International Medical Congress is an-

nounced to be held at Copenhagen, from August loth to

i6th, 1884, with a section of Neurology and Psychiatry,

under the chairmanship of Prof. Steenburg, and for secretary,

Dr. Friedenreich. The programme of subjects and ques-

tions for discussion, is as follows :

Psychiatry.— i. Statistics of mental diseases and asy-

lums of the countries of the North. 2. A proposition for

uniformity in the annual reports of the insane asylums of

different countries. 3. Treatment of insane in the colonies.

4. Value of exercise in the treatment of mental diseases.

5. The effect of schools in the production of mental dis-

eases. 6. Temperature of the body during the primary

stages of mental disease. 7. Insanity in infancy. 8. Per-

versity of sexual instinct. 9. Mental troubles following

epileptic attacks. 10. The part which syphilis plays in

general paralysis. 11. Anatomical characters of the brains

of idiots. 12. What is the best method of treatment for

the morphine habit—and in what condition is it the

best?
Neurology.— i. The effect of lesions of the peripheral

nerves in producing anatomical changes in the nerve

centers. 2. Secondary degeneration in the brain and

spinal cord. 3. Difficulty in speech, of cortical origin.
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4. Difficulty in vision, of cortical origin, 5. Cortical

epilepsy. 6. Vaso-motor and trophic neuroses. 7. The
value of the affection of the peripheral organs (particularly

the sexual organs) in producing functional diseases of the

nerves, especially hysteria. 8. Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis,

or amyotrophic progressive bulbar paralysis, especially in

regard to the constancy of anatomical lesions and to its

difference, or its identity with progressive muscular atrophy
(Aran-Duchenne.) 9. The curability of Tabes dorsalis. 10.

The role played by syphilis in the aetiology of Tabes
dorsalis. ii. Is the paralysis of Laudry a particular

disease, or only a symptom which is produced by different

pathological processes? 12. The value of nerve stretch-

ing as a means of cure.

Those who wished to make additions or modifications in

this programme were invited to communicate with the pres-

ident of this section before December 1st, 1883.

Professional Degradation.—The name of the

causes of professional degradation in this unfortunate

country of ours, cursed as it is with medical mediocrity and
pretense, and public indifference to the kind and quality

of its physicians, is legion.

Paeans may be justly sung to the glory of true scientific

medicine, but the voice of praise, if medicine's dead
victims could speak, v/ould be drowned in a sepulchral

chorus of reproach and anathema, hurled at legally licensed

medical incompetency.
We cannot, in a single paragraph, or in a score of them,

hint at the remediable, but not remedied causes, which
are now contributing to degrade, in America, the noblest of

human callings.

A journalistic cotemporary points out the evil of cheap-
ening medical service, and the tendency to decry those

who demand adequate compensation for specially skillful

service; and instances the small fees awarded members of

our profession in the case of President Garfield, with the

approval of medical men, as compared with the fees of the
government attorneys in the "Star Route" prosecution.

Another journal laments the multiplicity of low grade
medical schools, and another shows, in one of our metro-
politan medical schools, practices which would degrade a
lightning rod peddler, or a runner for the bath houses and
quacks of hot springs.

We concede the low degree of average medical educa-
tion by the necessity which we recognize of, and the
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patronage we bestow upon, the post-graduate medical

schools, now springing up all over the country, a hopeful

though degrading spectacle, even though the chairs of

some of these post-gradum faculties are filled by ante-

gradum capacities.

Finally, in confirmation of our degradation comes the

state enactment, not such as recognizes the diplomas

of our colleges as conferring qualification to practice

medicine, but such as was lately incorporated in the law
of a proud old historic commonwealth, (aforetime among
the greatest of states, mother of states and statesmen,

who made American history, whose bosom nourishes the

Virginia University), an enactment that makes an American
medical diploma worthless. Recognizing the professional

mediocrity, or worse, of her own medical children, she

adopts this harsh, and to some of our American medical

schools, unjust enactment. Doubtless this brand of our

degradation was fashioned in part by sons of yEsculapseus,

not unworthy, who thought it best to try alike the

deserving and the undeserving in the same fiery ordeal

;

but is not the lesson plain and painful ? Will it be heeded
by us to our profit ? or will the quantity rather than the

quality of medical teaching continue to increase in America ?

Will the three-year graded schools still be at a discount?

We hope not ! We hope, rather, that the time is not far

off when four years of continuous study will be the average

time in which doctors of medicine are made in America.

When that time shall come States will not have to legislate

against American medical diplomas, to the degradation of

American medicine.

Uterine Lesions and Insanity.—Dr. H. C. Byford

{Chicago Weekly Medical Revieiv, July 14, 1883) reports

three cases of what he terms melancholia, but which are

possibly cases of hysterical insanity, from the results

obtained mainly through gynaecological procedures. The
cases having been kept only a few months under obser-

vation after their recovering, he concludes: i. There is

some direct relation between uterine flexure and hysteri-

cal symptoms, especially melanchoha. 2. This melancholia

is not altogether dependent upon occlusion, since some-
times neither occlusion nor dysmenorrhcEa exist. A
primipara with anteflexion without occlusion, who was
subject to despondency, fainting spells, and excessive

irritability, experienced no relief from tonics, local stimu-

lants, or glycerine plugs, but improved from the first
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introduction of an elm bougie. Ammoniated tincture of
valerian had afforded temporary amelioration. 3, That the
peculiar straightening action of the elm, affords much
relief. 4. That the beneficial action of the slippery elm
bougie does not result from stimulation, since sometimes
the symptoms are worse until stimulation subsides.

There are cases in which the bougie increased local

discomfort and yet caused improvement in the nervous
condition after its removal. 5, That uterine congestion
is not a constant factor. 6. That ovarian irritation does
not cause this hysteria, since bougies have rather an
irritating than soothing effect upon the pelvic organs.

7. Dragging of the uterus upon the ovaries through the
broad ligaments does not cause it, since the change
produced in position is scarcely appreciable at first,

and not comparable to the change constantly produced by
filling the bladder. 8. That iliac pains accompanying
anteflexion are not of ovarian origin. 9. That pessaries

do not afford as decided relief to the general nervous
symptoms as elm bougies. 10. That cutting operations,

which endanger the life or health of the patient, are not

justified in stenosis until gradual dilatation has been tried.

The lower part of the cervix incised in stenosis should

be sewed Jtp, a7id the physician incising the same com-
pelled to pay the bill for sewing it tip. He further says

that he has seldom failed in relieving the nervous symp-
toms by dilatation with the elm bougies, although the

occurrence of pregnancy, the irregularity or entire cessa-

tion of attendance by the patient, the co-existence of

pelvic inflammation, and the "natural cussedness " of the

disease, have sometimes baffled him. It is obvious that

the procedure is not as infallible as Dr. Byford claims,

and probably produces its alleged effects like incision

of the cervix, by an impression on the imagination. That
the latter has good effects is shown by the cases repeated

by Dr. H. Marion Sims. Certainly the results of Dr.

Byford's cases are not distinguishable from those of

Dr. H. Marion Sims obtained by incising the cervix. In

all nervous diseases, and especially the psychoses, the

question of diagnosis settles the question of cure, for

genaecological alienists cure cases which subsequently

re-enter asylums with the same psychical disturb-

ance they had before and during the cure. In con-

trast with these results are those obtained by Dr.

Peretti {Berltner klinische Wochetischrift, 1883), who
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has not had any marked results from gynaecological

procedures in the psychoses; where local irritation

tinctures delusions such procedures might have some
effect. Dr. Cleaves is unwittingly driven to give similar

testimony {Western Lancet). What is the explanation of

these facts so seemingly contradictory. One explanation

has already been given, and another has long been insisted

on by superintendents of hospitals for the insane, that in

most cases the psychosis is the cause of the female dis-

ease—not vice versa; and to this view Dr. Goodell (a

gynaecologist) has recently given the following confirmation.

He says [^Medical and Surgical Reporter, November loth,

1883) that worry and mental shock produce dysmenorrhoea,

menorrhagia, and even uterine vegetations. The various

gynaecological procedures rouse the element of hope in

those cases and produce recovery. Thus one gynaecol-

ogist rips where another sews, and results are the same
in restoration of self-limited psychoses—self-limited, if

rest and recuperation are secured, even through ill-advised

surgical treatment of the os, the cervix or the ovary.

Poor sinful ovary, cervix, os ! how many pathological

crimes not exclusively thine own have been unjustly laid

at thy door ! How many gynaecological sins have been
committed in thy name ! Triune Pandora's box of female

fleshly ills! May the Jupiter of gynaecology yet relent,

and plague thee less.

The Thirty-Eighth Annual Meeting of the

Association of Medical Superintendents of American
Institutions for the Insane will be held at the " Continental

Hotel," in the city of Philadelphia, on Tuesday, May 13,

1884, commencing at 10 A. M.
iZesoive^^—"Tbat the Secretary, when giving notice of the time and

place of tlie next meeting, be requested to urge on members the importance

of prompt attendance at the organization, and of remaining with the Asso-

ciation till the close of its sessions."

The trustees of the several institutions for the insane

are cordially invited to attend the meetings of the Asso-
ciation. When an Assistant Physician represents an
institution, that fact should be certified to the Secretary.

The proprietors of the hotel have agreed to charge
from three to four dollars a day, according to location of
rooms. John Curwen, Secretary.

The following addresses, commemorative of the Forti-

eth Anniversary of the Association,^ may be expected :

I
—"History of the Association, and' its Necrology," Dr.
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John Curwen; 2—"Causes of Insanity in America," Dr.
G. A. ShurtlefT; 3

—
" Progress in the Treatment of the

Insane," Dr. H. P. Stearns; 4—"Progress in Provision for

the Insane," Dr. W. W. Godding
;

5
—

" Progress in the

Pathology of Insanity," Dr. Daniel Clark.

The following Standing Committees are expected to

present their reports: i. "On the Annual Necrology of

the Association"—Dr. Theo. W. Fisher, of Massachusetts;
Dr. J. C. Hall, of Pennsylvania; Dr. C. C. Forbes, of

Arkansas. 2. "On Cerebro-Spinal Physiology"—Dr. R.
Gandry, of Maryland; Dr. J. Rogers, of Indiana; Dr.

R. S. Dewey, of Illinois. 3. " On Cerebro-Spinal Pathol-

ogy"—Dr. W. B. Goldsmith, of Massachusetts; Dr. Geo.
C. Catlett, of Missouri; Dr. R. M. Bucke, of Ontario.

4. " On Therapeutics of Insanity, and New Remedies "

—

Dr. J. B. Andrews, of New York ; Dr. C. K. Bartlett, of

Minnesota; Dr. James Rodman, of Kentucky. 5. "On
Bibliography of Insanity"—Dr. H. M. Hurd, of Michigan;
Dr. P. Bryce, of Alabama; Dr. A. M. Shew, of Connecti-

cut. 6. " On the Relation of Eccentric Diseases to

Insanity"—Dr. J. H. Callender, of Tennessee; Dr. T. M.
Franklin, of New York ; Dr. E. A. Kilbourne, of Illinois.

7. "On Asj'lum Location, Construction and Sanitation"

—

Dr. S. S. Schultz, of Pennsylvania ; Dr. W. Kempster, of

Wisconsin ; Dr. E. T. Wilkins, of California. 8. " On
Medico-Legal Relations of the Insane "—Dr. A. E. Mac-
donald, of New York; Dr. E. Grissom, of North Carolina;

Dr. J. Strong, of Ohio. 9. " On the Treatment of In-

sanity "—Di. O. Everts, of Ohio; Dr. J. T. Steeves, of

New Brunswick ; Dr. Joseph Draper, of Vermont.

Oophorectomy.—Dr. McNutt has {Western Lancet,

March, 1883) lately operated in a case in which the

patient had severe mental disturbance at the periods of

menstruation. She had been confined in an asylum. The
patient died four and a half days after the operation,

from the inability of the attendant to keep her in bed.

The ovaries and tubes were found to be healthy. It is

obvious the case was one of periodical insanity where
oophorectomy was at best useless. Drs. Goodell and
Fallen advise that the ovaries should be removed in all

insane women. This is certainly taking very strong and
unwarranted ground, for a sufficient number of cases have
not been reported to justify such statements. Dr. Gushing
says that in cases where insanity is manifestly associated

with, or caused bv a morbid state of the ovaries, their
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removal would be justifiable, and would perhaps be the

only means left towards effecting a cure. On the other

hand, Dr. T. G. Thomas reports three cases of insanity

following oophorectomy. Dr: Putzel found no trace of

disease of the ovaries in over one hundred post-mortem
examinations made upon the bodies of women dying in

the New York City Lunatic Asylum.

The Case De Lunatico Inquireiido vs. the Bloom-
ingdale Asylum.—Dr.C. H. Nichols, Superintendent and Phy-
sician of the Bloomingdale Asylum, thus refers to this case

:

Havinjr referred last year to a patient who bad been declared eane by
a coinmisision and jury cU lunatico inquirendo, against veiy strong, and

every way competent testimony to the contrary, and who, after the

verdict, had returned to the institution, where he persisted in remaining,

I should this year inform you of the sequel of that case. The patient

(a man, as you will recollect, of respectable character and inventive

genius) could at no time be persuaded to leave Bloomingdale, and he was
permitted to remain until February 19, 1883, about seven months after

the inquiry and verdict, when his delusions became more active, and he

began to hint at self-vindication by homicide and arson. He was then

arrested for trespa=?s, and having been sent by the magistrate to the

Bellevue Hospital, for examination as to his state of mind, by physicians

connected with the public service, he was found to be insane, and sent

to another institution, where he has since committed suicide and closed

an ample vindication of the truth, if not the ability and conscientious-

ness, of the discredited testimony at the inquiry.

We venture the assertion that the sensational press,

ever clamorous for a startling item, will have little to say

about this case. There is a rebuke and a moral in it

which they will not see.

Abolish the Crowded Ward, and restore the

single room and small dormitory in hospitals ; corridors

for convalescents, private rooms for the sick, should be
the. future idea of hospital construction, that we may be
in accord with the progress of hygiene and the ways that

hitherto have been dark, of the bacteria and the bacillus. Let
us pattern after the insane hospitals, save in their height

and except their bars, and give patients plenty of rooms
as well as room. There are reasons, too, of a psychical

character too obvious to need repeating, why large

hospital wards for the sick should be abolished. No im-

mediate economical consideration should stand in the way
of their abandonment, for when the long line of sick beds
is no longer seen, then will the ratio of recoveries of the

sick increase.
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Hydrobroniic Acid for Epilepsy.—Dr. H. C.

Wood {Medical Ncivs) prefers this medicine to potassium
bromide in epilepsia, because it is more pleasant to take

and does not cause acne so readily as the bromide salt.

Its reported failures he attributes to insufficient doses.

He has given as much as an ounce of the officinal solu-

tion of hydrobromic acid (which equals about seventy-two
grains of potassium bromide), three times a day, with

good results in inveterate cases. Good enough, but ex-

tremely sour.

The Alienist and Neurologist.—The January
number of this most excellent journal contains several

interesting articles, among which we name an article on
" Medico-Legal Relations of Epilepsy," by Jas. G. Kiernan,

of Chicago; "On the Insanity of Doubting," by Prof. A.
Tamburini, of Italy ; and " The Opium Psycho-neuroses,"

by C. H. Hughes, M. D. This journal should be taken

by every physician.

—

{^Indiana Medical Joir/nal.

Dr. Julius Wise, late editor of the Mississippi

Valley Medical Monthly, and Professor of Materia Medica
in the Memphis Hospital Medical College, has become the

St. Louis editor of the Weekly Medical Review. The
Mississippi Valley Medical Monthly pays a high and merited
compHment to Dr. Wise's fitness for his new position, and
we think Messrs. Chambers & Co, have secured the right

man in the right place.

Medico-Legal Society.—At the regular meeting,
April 9th, 1884, the programme consisted of a paper by
C. H. Hughes, M. D., of St. Louis, on " Moral (Affective)

Insanity;" a paper by J. G. Johnson, M. D., of Brooklyn,
on " Poisoning by Canned Fruits and Meats." At the
ensuing May meeting Dr. Carnochan will read a paper on
" Cerebral Localizations."

" The Proceedings," published • by the Medical
Society of the County of Kings, Brooklyn, N. Y., with

the completion of its eighth volume, will be discontinued,

by order of the society. We regret to see it disappear

from our exchange list.

Riverside Retreat, Painsville, Ohio, was burnt
April 5th, and Drs. Marshall and House, the proprietors,

announce that they arc consequently compelled to suspend
for the time being.
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Philadelphia Neurological Society.—The fol-

lowing are the newly elected officers: President, Dr. S.

Wier Mitchell; Vice-Presidents, Drs. Chas. K. Mills and
I. N. Kerlin ; Secretary and Treasurer, Dr. J. Hendric
Lloyd ; Recorder, Dr. Lewis Brinton ; Council—Drs. Whar-
ton Sinkler, L. Preston Jones, J. T. Eskridge.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Mr. Editor :—Will you kindly permit me to say a few

words about Sexual Perversion, in reply to Dr. Rice's

paper. The latter says that it has but little forensic

interest in this country, and I beg to differ with him. In

the first place, it is quite generally admitted that lunatics

and maniacs are not responsible, and irresponsible people

are not to be punished for a thing that they cannot help

doing.

When a man dons female attire, or vice versa, he either

has an object or he has none. If he has an object, it

may be good, bad or indifferent. If it is to conceal past

crime, or as an aid to future crime, it is bad, and deserves

punishment. If he seeks the disguise to enable him to

ferret out a crime, the object is praiseworthy,—detectives

are allowed it. In the third case, it must be said that the

sole object is pleasure or satisfaction of some sort. Crime

may be a pleasure to some, but if we exclude all evil

intent, is it not harmless ? Another case that resembles,

sometimes one and sometimes another of the above, is

when it is done for a livelihood ;
women give this as an

excuse, a plea to be allowed men's dress ; men rarely.

Quite a large number of cases are occurring in all

large cities, of persons arrested for dressing like the

opposite sex. But few are criminals; many are highly

respectable and honorable. Should they be punished as

criminals? If the object is good, No! If bad. Yes! If

neither, what then?
It is self-evident that no sane man will take the

pains and go to the expense of obtaining a full set of

female attire, and persist in the practice of wearing it

until he becomes expert in its uses, initiating himself into

all the mysteries of a lady's toilet, submitting voluntarily

to the tortures of tight corsets and high-heeled boots

and false hair, hoops, pull-backs and frizzes, unless

impelled thereto by some motive stronger than mere
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mischief. There can be no doubt in my mind that such
a miserable being deserves pity rather than punishment.

There have been several arrests in this city within

five or six years for wearing female attire, and I believe

nearly all the victims belonged to that innocent class,

since no other object or purpose was ever proved against

them.
Why should it be a crime to dress as you please ?

The dress itself inflicts punishment enough on its wearer.

No one but the wearer is injured, nor need others be any
the wiser for it. Certain it is that many of these poor
people have suffered severe punishment at the hands of

our judges, and with no one bold enough to defend
them.

Is it not sad enough that they must suffer daily between
two fires—love of this dress, and fear of punishment, which
they have known to be swift and certain ? Would the

world be any the worse for allowing them this little modi-
cum of comfort, the only pleasure they have in life, under
proper restrictions? What these restrictions should be I

am not prepared to say. Perhaps an asylum or retreat

might be provided, where they could resort when these

paroxysms came on, and there enjoy (?) in seclusion from
the public eye, where the law could not reach them, such
indulgences as might be deemed proper, or compelled to

follow these practices until they were thoroughly cured of

such desires. I know of one case, at least, that would be
benefited, perhaps cured, by suitable treatment of this sort.

I should be glad to hear the opinion of those of greater

experience than myself. E, J. K.
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Dr. George Engelmann.—The death of Dr. George
Engelmann was a serious loss to St. Louis and to

science, especially to botany, to which he was a dis-

tinguished and enthusiastic devotee. In this alHed de-

partment of medical science his reputation, as an
original contributor, was cosmopolitan. Although a suc-

cessful practitioner of medicine, it was in this department
that he achieved the great distinction. He died in St.

Louis, on the 4th ult., at 75 years of age. He was
a native of Frankfort-on-the-Main, but St.- Louis had
long been his adopted home. "In his twenty-fourth

year his first contribution upon botanical subjects began,
and he continued a faithful and accurate student and
author up to the time of his death. His contributions,

conjointly with Dr. John M. Bigelow, on the American
Cactaceae, prepared for the Government Surveys for the

Pacific railroad in 1883-4, is a complete guide to this

important order of plants. Only a few years ago he
rewrote the entire genus Pinus, a work requiring such
knowledge as he only possessed. This contribution was
published by the St. Louis Academy of Science, in a

handsome pamphlet, illustrated by a beautiful lithograph

of Piniis Elliottii, a new pine discovered by Dr. Melli-

champ, of South Carolina, and thoroughly identified by
Dr. Engelmann as a distinct species. Several species of

plants bear his name, and one sub-genus among the

Euphorbias was named Engelmannia for him by Klotsch,

Dr. Lunsford P. Yandell.—In the death of Luns-
ford Yandell, of Louisville, Ky., on the 19th of last

March, the medical profession of our sister Southern
city loses from its constellation of illustrious medical

names (past and present) a brilliant star, not so lustrous

perhaps as some who have gone out before in that

city of famous medical names, not greater than the Elder
Yandell, nor yet so brilliant as the surviving brother,

yet had there been but one Yandell in Louisville, the

brightness of the departed Yandell's genius would have
shone with transcendent brilliancy. But stars do not

shine so brightly in the day-time, when all is light, as in
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the night-time. Lunsford P. Yandell was a worthy son of

a noble sire, an honor to the profession and to the medical
university in which he taught so well. He died too soon
to realize the expectations of his friends, or to reap the

fruition of his own hopes, though in his time he did much
to benefit the generation in which he lived. He was born
on the 6th of June, 1837, in Rutherford County, Tennes-
see. His father, the late Lunsford P. Yandell, Sr., who
died a few years since, was for more than fifty years one
of the foremost medical men in the Southwest. Lunsford
received his scholastic education in the school of Prof.

Noble Butler. He graduated in medicine from the Uni-
versity of Louisville, in 1857. He was a classmate of the

Junior Gross and Flint,

" Who, lookino: backward o'er his manhood's prime,

Sees not the specter of misspent time?

Or from beneath the shade of funereal cypress,

Planted thick behind,

Hears no reproachful whisper on the wind,

From his loved dead ?

Yet, who, thus looking backward o'er his years,

Feels not his eyelids wet with grateful tears.

If he hath been permitted,

Weak and sinful as he was.

To aid and cheer, in some ennobling cause,

His fellow-man?

If he hath been permitted to lift up the outcast,

Or let in a ray of sunshine to the cell of sin

;

If he hath lent strength to the weak,

Or in an hour of need, mindless of his home or creed,

O'er the sulfering form hath bent,

He hatli not lived in vain."

So lived not Lunsford P. Yandell in vain. For in his

breast beat a philanthropic heart, always in sympathy
with mankind, and his head and hand responded with skill

and alacrity to every demand of duty.

The following, taken from the Louisville Sunday Argus,

indicates the esteem in which the departed was held at

home, and reflects also the regard in which his professional

colleagues and the public held him abroad :

'• The death of Dr. Lunsford P. Yandell awakened a sense of profound

grief throughout the city. Until within two liours of death he was

active in the profession which he adorned by hie learning, his genius, and

his skill. His career had been marked by triumphs that niiglit liave filled

the ambition of an older man. There had gathered about him a phalanx

of friends and the liighest honors of his profession had blossomed on his
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brow. He was an embodiment of manliness. His whole character was
high, noble, and broad. Endowed with rare intellect, he had enriched it by
studious culture. He practised his profession in the spirit of a humani-
tarian, and taught its great principles with a scholarly pen and an

eloquent tongue. Dr. Yandell was an example and a pattern to his race.

His life seems extremely brief, because it was unutterably precious to all

who knew him. The community is filled with sorrow for the loss which
has thus been inflicted upon them. It cannot be repaired. The name of

Lunsford Yandell will survive the shadows of the grave.'"

His death was sudden, of paralysis of the heart, though
he had had previous attacks. Regardless of their signifi-

cance, he worked on, till he suddenly fell in life's battle,

like the true warrior falls, fighting with face to the foe.
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Body and Will ; being an Essay Concerning Will in its Metaphj'sical,

Physiological and Pathological Aspects. By Henry Maudsley, M. D
,

pp. 333, 1SS4.

To any one already acquainted with Dr. Maudsley's earlier works,
nothing essentially new will be found in the present volume. In this as

in all his earlier works, the writer is apparently animated with a grim,
undying spirit of opposition to the ^'Introspective Psychology," and the

"Metaphysical" and '-Theological" theories of mind and mental opera-

tions. Indeed the preface to the present work is occupied almost alone
with a declaration of hostility, to what he believes to be the mistaken
views of the thinkers in question. The work is divided into three por-

tions: "Will, in its Metaphysical Aspect;" "Will, in its Physiological,

Social and Evolutional Relations," and " Will, in its Pathological Rela-

tions." The last two parts have been the subjects of extended discussions

in his earlier productions. It is chiefly to the first part tliat the attention

of the reader will be directed in this notice. Dr. Maudsley insists, in the

strongest manner, on the necessity of haviug clear ideas and for attaching

clear and tlierefore definite meanings to terms.

Everywhere he charges on " metaphysicians " and " introspective

psychologists," as a chief sin, the lack of clear ideas, and of using words
empty or nearly so, of real meaning. Under such circumstances we may
naturally expect a practised author not only to have clear ideas, logically

and scientifically well based, but that his ideas should be set forth in the

most precise and simple terms, particularly, when discussing difilcult

and controverted subjects. But, after an attentive perusal of the work, we
feel convinced that Dr. Maudsley has neither stated correctly the posi-

tions of those he opposes, nor has he placed himself above the charge of

having used imperfectly defined ideas, and hence, of having used words
devoid of clear significance.

In the present case we propose to enquire briefly what, according to

Dr. Maudsley, are the views of his opponents to whicli lie objects in such

vigorous terms. Has he stated them fully and clearly? From the mass
of his utterances on the subject in question, we select the following:

Sayshe, " Many of the advocates of the freedom of the will, * * * *

" are accustomed to speak of an act of the will, as if it were a chance event

;

" thereby meaning, or persuading tliemselves they mean, not that some
" part of the will, its inmost essence, is outside the reach of present

"explanation, but that it is actually outside tlie order of natural causa-

"tion: That will is essentially, a self-procreating, self-sustaining spiritual

" entity, which owns no natural cause, obeys not law, and has no atHnity

" with matter. An immaterial entity in a material world, the events of

"which it largely determinates—such is the signal and singular position

"claimed for it." (P. 1.)
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Acjain :
'' 'I'he initial difficulty is the capital one—namely, the concep-

" tion in any deo^ree of a power in nature so extraordinary, coming from
"an unlsnown without, has no genesis but an auto-genesis, deriving its

"subsequent energy from nothing but itself, subject to no laws of

"growth, though manifestly growing in the individual with his mental

"growth; a power which is not of the same liind nor has anything in

"common with anything else there, is without sympathy, affinity or

"relationship with the things which it works in and upon." (Pp. 2, 3.)

Or again : "If there be a power of this Ivind in the universe the obvious
" and instant reflection is that causation ; not universal, as all the world
" is in the habit of thinking and saying ; that there is a large region of
" human events which lies outside the otherwise uniform law of cause

"andeffisct." (P. 3.) " Unawares we And ourselves drifted by the theory
" [of his opposers] into the startling necessity of supposing that the sum
"of energy in the universe is not a constant quantity! that the law of
" conservation of energy, though a most useful work-a-day theory, is at

" bottom an illusive hypothesis, even within the limits of human experi-

" ence." " Is it true then that we know immediately by consciousness that

" we have such an entity as the metaphysician means by will ? " (P. 15.)

" Consciousness tells us nothing whatever of a general will or an abstract

"will—entity." (P. 16.) "What the metaphysician has done is plain

"enough: he has converted into an entity the general term which
" embraces the multitude of particular volitions themselves varying

"infinitely in power and quality, and has then referred them all to it

"as cause. So he talks habitually as if will had always the same nature,

" whereas there is no such thing as one and the same will-nature ; such
" will having its own nature and development, being itself an independent
" reality. With the disposition, powers and habits of each mind as

" different as the constitution, temper and activity of each body * * *

" A general will is not an entity; it is no more than a notion." (P. 17.)

" Are they [the metaphysicians, etc.] thereupon willing to maintain, in

" opposition to the overwhelming evidence of facts, that animal volition

" [volition in the lower animals] is of essentially different kind from the

"lowest human volition, no animal possessing jot or tittle of ultra

" physical essence." (P. 120.) Finally he says, " Let us now inquire closely

" what are the grounds of the metaphysician's clear conviction that he

"has a will, and that it is free. His consciousness makes him the

" revelation in so plain a way that all the counter arguments in the world
" cannot invalidate its direct and positive testimony. * * * * Is it

" true then that we know immediately by consciousness that we have such
" an entity as the metaphysician means by will ? " (P. 15.)

To these few passages many more might be added of the same tenor,

all however, going to show what the understanding is by Dr. Maudsley,

of the nature of the views held by another respectable class of thinkers.

We will abstract in brief from the quotations just made a few of the

doctrines referred to.

Metaphysicians, introspective psychologists and theologians, hold, it

would appear, to the following among other notions respecting the will

:

1. The will is a self-procreating, self-sustaining entity ; has " no genesis
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but an auto-genesis,'^ and hence, derives and renews its energy ''from nothing

but itself.''

2. The will has no " afllnity," " sympathy," or " relationship " what-

ever with the material world [including in this category the matter of the

brain] the events of which [the material world] it largely determines

notwithstanding.

3. The will is not subject to any law [natural law?], but instead, its

action is wholly ai-bitrary, unless perhaps, when under the direct con-

straint of an exercise of the will of God.

4. That there is such an entity as " o general or abstract will,'' common
to the human race as to the individual.

5. That the metaphysician holds that his " conaeiousTiess reveals to him
iynmediately will as an e7itity.''

6. That will in the lower animals is probably essentially different in

kind from the human will, even in the lower manifestations of the latter.

7. That the metaphysical and theological theories of the nature

and action of the will involve what is tantamount to a denial ot the

generally acknowledged relation of cause and effect.

Such, briefly stated, are a few of the erroneous notions found by Dr.

Maudsley as held either explicitly or implicitly by the classes of thinkers

already named. It is true, many isolated passages may be found in the

body of the work the tone or substance of which are more or less contra-

dictory to the plain meaning of the quotations made from tlie formal

utterances of the author in the first part. But we do not recognize it as a

duty in this case to endeavor to harmonize what appear to lie contra-

dictions. We adopt simply what seem to be the most careful and

deliberate utterances found, as representing an author's matured views, as

criteria in estimating the consistency and value of his productions.

If we accept the above, as fairly correct abstracts of Dr. Maudsley's

statements of the views of others, we feel justified in declaring that no
respectable " metaphysician " or " introspective psychologist " in modern
times would acknowledge the above list of characteristics as properly

belonging to his philosophy of the will.

It would lead us too far to enter on a closer discussion of the meaning
of terms like "nature," "law," "cause and effect," "entity," "essence,"

etc., which Dr. Maudsley nowhere adequately defines in this work. But
nothing is better known to respectable thinkers, than that satisfactory

definitions of the above and otlier radic:d terms, are all but impossible in

the present state of knowledge ; and that but few independent definitions

of such terms, even by the most critical and careful writers, agree in

many essential particulars, and yet these are the very words applied to

the things under discussion. But perhaps we may find some help by
ascertaining, if we can, what Dr. Maudsley understands the words " will,"

" motive," " responsibility," etc., to mean.

What is wilL according to Dr. Maudsley? "Will, as it works in

human affairs, is a power which does not stand outside the range

of natural causation." (P. 14.) Here, will is admitted to be a power,

but what are the precise limits and meaning of the term "nat-

ural" as here used? In the following passage is stated, by implica-
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tion, the same idea as in the paragraph just quoted. He says, " For the

most part those [metaphysicians, etc.] who upheld a power of this kind

[free-will], self-determined and self-determiuing, free not merely to act,

but to be, do not go so far as to say that motives are not at work

continually in the mind, or that the will takes no account of them ; but

what they do earnestly protest is, that in tlie motivation of will there is

not the uniform, inseparable connection between motive [cause] and will

[effect] which there is between cause and effect in physical nature."

* •* * "The particular will [act of will or volition] is not the uncon-

ditionally necessary consequent of antecedent motives."^ These quotations,

with many others of the same tenor, show that Dr. Maudsley considers

that an act of volition (whatever else may be said as to its nature) com-

prehends two factors ; first in order being a motive, and next, the act. This

order is not only chronological, but logical. The motive is not only

the invariable antecedent of an act of will, but its necessary and efficient

cause. In cases where a special motive, or group of motives, cannot be

found as the immediate and natural antecedent of an act of will. Dr.

Maudsley labors through dozens of pages of his work to show that we

are obliged to postulate efficient causal motives, even if these have to be

sought in the fathomless abyss of conjectural volitional experiences of

past generations along the lines of man's assumed descent from the lower

animals. Throughout his work. Dr. Maudsley clearly shows he is a

partisan of the necessitarian view of will as against the doctrine of a free-

will. The final appeal, as usual, is made to our ignorance rather than to

our knowledge, as against the common sense view of mankind ; that in

human beings when sane and healthy, and after reaching "years of

accountability," the will, whatever it may be, is free on moral grounds.

His argument on this point is elaborate, tiresome, is not novel, and

exhibits an almost pitiable sacrifice of sound logic, particularly when the

point is reached of reconciling his doctrine of will to the stern facts of

moral responsibility for the consequences of conduct. But it is practically

impossible to critically define the position of Dr. Maudsley, in respect

to the fundamental nature of will, without a clearer understanding as to

what is his view as to the nature of causation. Does he, as Hume did, for

example, degrade cause to the level of a mere antecedent in time of its

alleged effects, or does he, like most other thinkers, charge the antecedent

with power to evoke or produce eflects? Certainly the position he

assumes in common with many others, is a strange one, in view of all

the facts.

The position to which we refer, is essentially : that motives are not

simply the mere occasions, furnishing rather the reasons, than the causes

for will action; but that motives are the deus ex machina, the actual

forces or powers of volition, as truly such, as is the power in a magnet

the cause of motion of the bits of steel it attracts; motive being com-

pared to the magnet, and will, to the bit of steel set in motion.

The deep-rooted belief, amorfg all peoples, in all ages, that sane and

healthily constituted human beings are responsible for the consequences

of their deliberate or purposive acts, and that they should be punished or

rewarded, according as the consequences are good or bad ; and on whicb
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view, all moral systems woitliy of the name.all law, etc , are based, is con-

sistently pronounced by Dr. Maiidsley, an '• illusion."

But it would be a long, and in a measure unprofitable task, to

follow Dr. Maudsley any fartlier, in his discussion of the nature of

the will. Happily, the practical part of his book, in which he. for the

time forgets his formal doctrines, is much to be commended. For there

are many acute and suggestive statements, concerning real or supposed

disorders of the will. But these are not novel. In them we do not find

the main purpose of the work; which is manifestly to set forth the

author's long meditated theory of the nature of will, in unfavorable

contrast with what he understands to be, the theory of the " introspective

Psychologists" and "Metaphysicians." We are sorry to feel obliged to

think, that this little book is not likely to enhance the reputation of its

author. J. S. J.

Chemical Diseases of the Brain and Spinal Cord.—Such is the

title of a paper recently published by Dr. Thudichum. As examples of

these chemical diseases Dr. Thudichum instances locomotor ataxia, chronic

alcoholism, lead and arsenic poisoning, etc. Locomotor at.axia. from a

pathological stand-point, is an affection of the white substance of the cord,

consisting essentially of the gradual destruction of nerve-fibers. This is

accompanied by the formation of microscopic bodies having a reaction with

iodine analogous to that of lignin, and not starch. Hence the name of these

bodies, atnyloid, is incorrect, as is the title of the change with which they

are associated, viz., amyloid degeneration. The same error, says Thudichum
has been propagated regarding the so-called amyloid degeneration of the

liver, spleen, etc. The iodine reaction of this latter substance is mahogany
brown, a color not diagnostic of any chemical principle with which we are

acquainted. Another error into which physiological chemists have fallen

is that of calling the so-called amyloid matter an "albuminous" matter, an

error dating from the results of Prof. Kekule's analysis of an amyloid liver

treated by extraction with caustic alkali and subsequent precipitation by
an acid. Naturally and necessarily, continues Thudichum, the precipitate

had the composition of albuminous matter. True amyloid matt«r, however,

is not precipitated by caustic alkali, nor does it contain nitrogen, and it is

very probable that it is nearly related to, if not identical with cellulose
» * * *

It would be interesting to notice Dr.Thudiciium's remarks concerning

the cerebrosides or cerebral amylosides in tlieir relation to cerebrose dia-

betes, a kind of acute glj'cosuria, but space does not permit. We pass,

therefore, to a consideration of the phosphorized and nitrogenized princi-

ples of the brain. These principles, by their faculty of assuming and

maintaining the colloid state, may be said to build up the nerve-fibers and

the accumulation of nerve-fibers known as nerve-centers, which enable the

brain to maintain its accurate distribution in the cranial cavity. Not only

is Thudichum willing to admit the tru^i of Moleschott's aphorism, "no
thought without phosphorus," but lie thinks it liighly probable that phos-

phorus, the ingredient of the brain present in smallest quantity, may be

the most indispensable. The phosphorized substances are present in all

nerve-matter, particularly in the gray substance, and are found in every
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center of life-action. Bearing' this in mind, and considering that, in the

water-swelled colloid state, these substances combine with almost all chem-
ical reagents with which they come in contact, provided these reagents are

in relative excess, and that the combinations are broken up by a simple

process of dialysis, we have a key to the raison d^etre of a great deal of

brain disease—probably also to diseases not referred to the brain.

For the present purposes, says Thudichum, we may lay aside our

knowledge of the anatomy of the brain, and consider it a mere lump of

matter, endowed with chemical properties maintained by its own life—or

as a colloid septum with arterial blood on one side and venous blood and

cerebro-spinal fluid on the other. If now, the blood carries a lead salt to

the brain or nerve, a combination is immediately formed between it and

the cephalin, or myelin ; tiie combination with myelin being very stable,

that with cephalin quite unstable. Other proximate principles, such as

lecithin, apomyelin and anilin, do not combine with the lead salts. The
reason is apparent. Cephalin and myelin have acid characteristics; my-
elin, indeed, behaves as a dibasic acid, while in lecithin, apomyelin and

anilin the alkaloidal character prevails, and these bodies combine more
readily with alkaloidal reagents, as cadmium chloride, platinum, chloride,

etc. Kecognizing lead-poisoning, therefore, as nerve-poisoning (from the

formation of lead salts witii cephalin and myelin), our therapeutics must

be directed toward breaking up these combinations by the administration

of an agent which will itself be broken u|) by contact with the lead, and

form another lead salt. In seeking for this agent we find that we have

been anticipated. Iodide of potassium has long been recognized as an

efficient agent in chronic lead-poisoning. It is known, too, that it will act

more readily when large quantities of water are administered with it.

From a chemical point of view it will be seen that a better antidote to

lead-poisoning could scarcely be given than iodide of potassium and large

quantities of water; for iodide of potassium being comparatively unstable,

the contact of it with a solution of a lead salt immediately causes the

formation of iodide of lead, thus setting free the potassium. The water

administer* d now comes in for its share of the work. The vessels are del-

uged with a solution of potash, a highly diffusible liquid, and a stimulant

of liquid secretion. The iodide of lead is soluble in the potash solution,

and fresli quantities of potassium iodide being constantly added to break

up the new combiiiations between the lead solution and the cephalin and

myelin, the system is gradually rid of the offending substance. We have

thus a rational basis fur the administration of potassium iodide in lead-

poisoning.—[Abstracted from editorial in New York Medical Record, of

March 8ih.

The American Psychological Journal (the first and only number yet
received being Vol. I., No. 4, January, 1884). a Quarterly, issued by
the National Association for the Prutection of tlie Insane and Preven-
tion of Insanity. Edited by Joseph Parrish, M. D., of Burlington,
New Jersey; and C. L. Dana. M. D., New York City ; Alice Hennett,

M. D., Norristown, Pa.; VV. W. Godding, M. D., Washington, D. C;
A. H. Bannister, M. D., Kankakee, 111.; J. C. Shaw, M. D., Brooklyn,
N. Y., as Associate Editors,

Is before us, with the following Table of Contents : Original Articles.—
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Our Asylums and Our Insane, by Samuel Ayrep, M. I).; Punishment a

Factor of Inebriety and Insanity, by T. D. Crothere. M. D.; Our Ineane

Neighbor; His Rights and Ours—Rijrbts in the Community, by W. VV.

Goddinof, M. D.; 'I'he Prowress of the Non-Restraint Sys'em, by J.

C. Shaw, M D. ; The Psycholoo^ical Aspects of the Trial of Edward
Newton Rowell, at Batavia, N. Y., by Edward C. Mann, M. D. Edi-

iorial Department.—'i'he. Past and Future of the Journal; The Cure
of Insanity; The Employment of the Insane; The Treasurer's Call;

Prevention of Insanity; Tests for Insanity; Medico-Le^al Society of

New York; The State Lunatic Asylums of New Jersey; A New Defi-

niti(tn of Insanity; Hook Notices. Correspondence.—The Rio^hts of the

Insane. Selections.—IsGonldstone Sane? Tlie Promotion of Sanity; Tlie

Better Treatment of the Insane; The Insane at Home: The Cure of

Insanity; Humanity's Bontirf, 1883; Insanity and Somatic Disease; Mis-

chievousness; Epidtniie Religious Excitement. MiscelUneous.—National

Association for tlie Protection of tlie Insane and the Prevention of In-

sanity—List of Ollicf'rs and Members. P. Blakiston, Son & Co., Phila-

dnlphia, 1012 Walnut Street, 1SS4. There is a Held and a work for this

new journalistic enterprize. If tiie field be worked judiciously, good will

come of tlie work to society and to the insane. If it is not worked wisely

much harm may be done to botii. Here, as always, power comes of knowl-

edge, and barm cannot come from a thorough knowledge of the wants and

rights of the insane. The spirit to protect the insane is a good one, and it

will lead to a wider knowledge of insanity outside of asyluius, and that is

what the welfare of the insane requires. F>motion has sometimes taken

the place of rea-on in the conclusions of the National Association for the

Protection of the Insane, but more knowledge will lead the emotions in

right channels.

The editorial conduct of this journal is in good hands, and we indulge

the hope that it may labor not in vain to extend a knowledge of the insane

and advance their interests.

Shakespeark as a Physician, is one of J. H. Chambers & Co.'s recent
publications, from the pen of Dr. J. Poitman (hesney. Professor of
Gynaecology, in the Northwestern Medicid College. St. "Joseph, Mo.

This book is nearly the size of "Shakespeare's Medical Knowledge,"

written in 18G0. by Dr. John Charles Bueknlll. of London, but the

arrangement is quite diftVrent.

Bncknill takes up the different plays of the great dramatist, seriatim,

picking out their medical language, while the author b'^fore us intro-

dures "Shakespeare's .Medical Knowledge" under various headings,

which he has indexed as Abortion, Ague, Anicsthesia, Ca3sarian Section,

Dyspareunia, Epilepsia, .Madness, etc The Index contains no reference to

feigned insanity, nor have we noted anj' discussion of this subject in the

book in our cursory glance through it. Yet the characters of Edgar and

Hamlet are good examples of simulation, coupled probably with .some

real insanity. The author's criticism on the passage. -'His sleep was
hindered by the railings, and thereof comes it that his head is light,"

viz: that the pathological condition upon which the morbid mental

manifestation depends, has precedence always, to the morbid vigi-
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lance—the sleeplessness beino^ but a symptom is only partly correct, as

insomnia may be induced in the beginnino: of a cerebral instability which

may be the precursor of insanity in the psyctiopathically predisposed, or

it may be inforced by conditions totally extraneous and disconnected from

neuropathic heredity ; and yet, if it be sufficiently prolonged it may engen-

der a state of cerebral instability incompatible with the persistence of

sanity.

Tlie author has made a novel and interesting arrangement of Shake-

speare's medical knowledge, and has written a book of exceeding interest

to every physician accustomed to read and admire the versatile genius of

the great dramatist.

He has not, however, we think, comprised every word which in any

way relates to medicine, in the department of psychiatry, and we can

but regret that Bucknill's -'Shakespeare's Medical Knowledge," and

"Shakespeare's Illustrations of Insanity," by Ray, were not fnmiliar to the

author at the time he was preparing this new book. The author's "con-

ception of presenting Shakespeare's medical knowledge in a complete and

connected form " is not, therefore, original, as he conjectures, but his style

is, and very agreeable and instructive, especially to the medical reader.

The medical discussion, such of the difierent subjects as we have care-

fully read, is intelligently done, in accordance with the enlightened

knowledge of our time, and reflects credit upon Dr. Chesney, who is a

well-known and capable practitioner, of St. Joseph.

We regret that the book has not come to us sooner. The book is

gotten up in good style, on good paper, clotli bound, and is for sale by

Chambers & Co., the well-known publishers, of St. Louis, Chicago and

Atlanta, and by dealers in Medical Books generally.

Studies from the Biological Laboratory of Johns Hopkins University,

of Baltimore. Editor: Newell Martin, M. A., D. Sc, M. D. Associate

Editor: W. K. Brooks. Ph. D. Vol.IIL No. 1. Contents : I.—Significance

of the Larval Skin of Decapods. By H. W. Conn. With Plates I and II.

II.—Lite History of Thalasfcma. Abstract. ByH. W.ronn. With Plate

III. III.—Dt the Gill in some forms of prosobrauchiate Mollusca. By

Henry L. Osborn. With Plates IV., V., VI.

The Studies from the Biological Laboratory, issued from time to time,

contain the majority of the original scientific papers published by mem-
bers of the tiiological Department of the University. The subscription

price, for the volume of about 500 paires, is $5.00, payable in advance to

Mr. N. Murray, Johns Hopkins University. Single numbers may also be

purchased, at a price varying with their size and the number of plates

they contain.

The Proceedings of the Naval Medical Society. Contents : Double

Aneurism of the Arch of tiie Aorta ; Dr. Joseph H. Bryan, U. S. N. Case

of Oxalic Acid Poisoning ; Dr. John C. Wise, U. S. N. Hypertrophic

Nasal Catarrh ; Dr. Presley M. liixey, U. S. N. Yellow-Fever on the U.

S. S. Iroquois 1SS3; Dr. J. W. Ross, U. S. N. Conclusions as to the

Outbreak of Yellow-Fever at Pensacola in 1882 ; Dr. William Martin, U. S.

N. Notes on the Yellow-Fever at Pensacola in 1883; Dr. Daniel M.
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Guiteras, U. S. N. Remarks on Yellow-Fever; Dr. Adolpli A. Hoehlino^,

U.S.N. (Vol. I., No. 5.)

The Proceedings of the Naval Medical Society. Contents : Thirty

Years of Sanitary Prog^ress in the Navy : Its Present Needs ; Dr. Albert

L. Gihon, U. S. N. One Hour with Dr. Thomas Trotter, Physician to the

Fleet; Dr. .John M. Browne. U.S. N. Bacillus Tuberculosis; Dr. J. H.

Kidder. A Case of Pyseraia Snperveninof upon Hjemorrhoids in a

Syphilitic; Dr. Albert L. Gihon, U. S. N. (Vol. I., No. 6.)

Cosmetics ; their Constitutents and General Effects, with a few

Special Cases other than Saturnism. By .Tame? P. Tuttle, A. M., M. I).,

New York. Tliis is an interestinof and instructive contribution to this sub-

ject, which appeared in the New Yori< Medical Record of March 8, 1884.

A Case of Word-Blindness, with Impairment of the Faculty of Space

Association. By Allan McLane Hamilton, M. D., Professor of Diseases

of the Mind and Nervous Svstem in the New York Polyclinic, etc.

(Extracted from tlie Medical News, January 26, 1884.)

Upon Transferred Patellar Tendon-Reflex. By Allan Mcl>ane Hamil-

ton, M. D (Reprinted from the Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease,

Vol. X., No. 4, October, 1883.)

Clinical Aspects of Cerebral Syphilis. By Horatio C. Wood. M. D.,

Professor of Diseases of the Nervous System in the University of Penn-

sylvania. (Read February G, 1884, before the College of Physicians of

Philadelphia.)

A contribution to the Morbid Anatomy of Pons Lesions, including a

Description of a Descending Degeneration of the Stratum Intermedium.

By Edward C. Spitzka, M. D., Professor of Neuro-Anatomy and Pathology

at the New York Post-Graduate Medical School, etc. (Reprinted from

the Ayneriean Journal of Neurology and Psychiatry for November, 1883.)

The Disease of Inebriety and its Social Science Relations. By T. D.

Crothers, M. D., Superintendent of Walnut Lodge, Hartford, Conn., Editor

of Journal of Inebriety, etc. (Read before the Americ in Social Science

Association, at Saratoga, New York, September 5, 1883.)

Aneurism of the Femoral Artery, and a Knife-Wound of the Int»'stines.

By W. O. Roberts, M. D., Professor of Surgical and Operative Surgery in

the University of Louisville. (Reprint from American Practitioner,

October, 1883, and January. 1884.

Arrest of Development caused by Intra-Uterine Pressure. By H. F.

Ilendrix, M. D., Lecturer on Obstetrical Emergencies, in tlie College for

Medical Practitioners, of St. Louis. ( Reprinted from tlie St. Louis Medical

and Surgical Journal, February, 1884.)

Clinical and Pathological Reports of Cases of Insanity. By S V.

Clevenger, M. D. (Reprinted from the Chicago Medical Journal and Ex-
aminer for February, 1884.)

Clinical and Pathological Reports of Cases of Insanity. By S. V.

Clevenger, M. D, (Reprinted from the Chicago Medical Journal and Ex-
nyniner for March, 1884.)
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Peroxide of Hydrogen in Suppurative Conjunctivitis and Mastoid

Abscesses, with a report of two cases By A. E. Prince, M. D., of Jack-

sonville, Illinois.

—

St. Louis Medical and Surgical Journal.

"The American Journal of Physiology." Vol. II., No. 1, January,

1884. Edited by D. H. Fernandes, M. D., Indianapolis, Indiana.

Announcement of the Baltimore Polyclinic andPost-Graduate Medical

School, 112 Hanover street, Baltimore, Maryland. Session of 1884.

Disadvantages of the Upright Position. By S. V. Clevenger, M. D.,

from the American Naturalist. Vol. XVIII., No. 1, January, 1884.

The Reciprocal Attitude of the Medical Profession and the Com-
munity. Alexander Hutchins, A. M., M. D., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Tribute to the late James Marion Sims, M. D., LL. D. By W. O.

Baldwin, M. D., of Montgomery, Ala., November, 1883.

Descriptions of Matley Hill. (Reprint from an editorial in the Mary-
land Medical Journal for November 15th, 1880.

Sixth Inaugural Address of Clark Bell, President of the Medico-Legal

Society, delivered January yth, 1884.

Medical Symbolism. By T. S. Sozinskey, M. O., of Philadelphia.

Palato-Plasty. By David Prince, M. D., Jacksonville, Illinois.
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On the Aberrations of the Genesic Sense.

A
By Dr. P. Moreau (de Tours), Paris, 1880.*

S we have not the above work in possession, and
it is not likely that it will soon appear in our own

tongue, we are constrained to avail ourselves of a rather

lengthy review of it, by the distinguished Dr. B. Salemi

Pace, Professor of Phreniatria, University Palermo, pre-

sented in that excellent periodical of the medical and
psychological sciences, // Pisani Gazetta Sicula, Palermo,

1880.

It may be that some of the more fastidious of the

readers of the Alienist and Neurolo.gist will regard

the subject treated of by Dr. Moreau, as one unsuited to

the taste and the moral delicacy of American psycholo-

gists, yet it will hardly be denied that whatever relates

to the afflictions of humanity, and may contribute to a

clearer knowledge of their intimate nature and their most

rational treatment, falls legitimately within the province

of phreniatric science. We can no more see why the

alienistic specialist should ignore the unpleasant facts,

which are but too often, in his peculiar sphere of action,

obtruded on his observance, than that the gynecologist

should, through a similar mistaken delicacy, abstain from

a thorough clinical examination of the organs whose

* Translated by Joseph Workman, M. D. , Toronto.
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morbid conditions he is called upon, and is imperatively

required, to treat with all possible competency ; nor cer-

tainly will his patients regard him with less favor, or

place less reliance in his skill and ability, because they

have learned that he has made himself well acquainted

with the wide literature of his art.

Whether Dr. Moreau is right in his belief, that we
ought to admit, as a demonstrated fact, the existence of

a sixth special sense, designated by him as the genesic^

is a question which may, for the present, be left sub

judice. Our concern is with the rational etiology and the

actual pathology of those psychological aberrations which

he has delineated under such strong, but doubtless very

faithful colors.

However repulsive may be some of the historic facts

given by Dr. Moreau, we think a very profitable applica-

tion of them will be made by every enlightened and can-

did reader, as to the moral influences under which modern

society has been brought to its present elevated condi-

tion. Paganism, even in its close association with Grecian

and Roman philosophy, was but the prolific parent of moral

corruption, and the fostering nurse of human depravity.

Christianity, even in its infancy and its corrupted adoles-

cence, inculcated the lessons of moral purity, which,

though often disobeyed, and often hypocritically acknowl-

edged, yet never lost the spirit that inspired and per-

vaded them, nor the vitality which has preserved them

through so many centuries. It is our blessed privilege,

to-day, to live under their benign and elevating dominion.

TRANSLATION FROM THE ITALIAN.

Part ist.—This is a fine volume of about 300 pages

8vo, of which the polite author has made us a gift, for

which we are very grateful. It is intended as an investi-

gation of the causes, and the nature of attempts at sexual

violation, which are presented in France in very deplor-

able increase. The returns of the administration of crimi-

nal justice show, as offenses against public order, in 1876,
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the terrible number of 875 rapes and attempts against

chastity, all upon young persons. In 1872 there were
62>2\ 1873, 703; 1874, 825; 1875, 800, bordering on

4,000 of these unfortunates in five years,

" For many years past," says the author, " my attention

has been directed to this subject, and therefore I propose

to search for the prime cause of such disorders and
aberrations, and to study them by passing under review

the different forms assumed by them,
" The assemblage of the facts which have suggested

our labor have led us to accept, as an absolutely demon-
strated fact, the psychical existence of a sixth sense—the

genital sense.

"Supported by numerous examples, we trust to show
that this sense has special functions, distinct from those

of other apparatus, and that as happens to the other

senses, it may be lesed psychically without the integrity

of the mental functions, whether affective or intellectual,

having suffered with it,

" Alongside, however, with certain evident facts of the

morbid nature of which there cannot be the least doubt,

there are some others which do not, properly speaking,

throughout appertain to mental alienation; but their

analogy to it is so great as to decide us to assign to them

an important position in this work.

" Under these points of view we do not, however, in-

tend to exculpate the miserable beings addicted to the

base vice ; we would have them to be considered not as

true malefactors, but as diseased persons, whom, because

of being such, it is not the less necessary to prevent

injuring society.

" This affection, which falls upon the genital sense,

dates from a very remote antiquity. Who does not recall

to mind the orgies of the famous times of the Twelve

Caesars in Rome?"
At this point, the author, wishing to pursue the his-

toric study of the aberrations of the genesic sense, divides

them into three groups.
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1st.

—

A}itiquity ; represented by the history of the

emperors and empresses of Rome.
2nd.— The Middle Ages ; 'represented by the great neuro-

pathic epidemics of every sort, and above all, by that of

belief in the incubi and the succubi.

3rd.

—

Modern Times; represented by the saturnalia of

the regency and reign of Louis XV.
As the complement of this resume the author next

passes rapidly under review the different religions which

have elevated genesic insanity to the height of a homage
rendered to divinity.

As regards the first group he passes under notice the

lives of Julius Caesar, Augustus, Tiberius, Caligula, Claud-

ius, Nero, Galba, Otto, Vitellius, Titus, Domitian, Elio-

gabulus, Trajan, Adrian, and Commodus, who were all

given over, more or less, to unbridled luxury and lust,

which were frequently accompanied by ferocious and

brutal sensuality, so that well might the spontaneous

exclamation be uttered, " But they must have been mad,

to commit such monstrous acts !
" Yet how explain this

strange mixture of horrid extrahuman vices conjoined

with the rare intellectual qualities with which almost all

these personages were gifted? Was it not under their

reign that the artistic military and literary glory of the

Roman people was raised to its summit ?

There is nothing strange in these facts, says the

author, when we reflect that they were but the conse-

quence of that genesic erethism which throughout two

centuries reigned as an epidemic in Rome, and that the

ferocious and base vices of the emperors were a necessary

effect of their hereditary organization. Have not recent

publications demonstrated that the intimate nexus between

the most splendid mental faculties and affective and moral

aberrations of every sort, is a fact at once physiological

and pathological, emerging from the laws which preside

over the evolution of our organs ?

The same reflections apply to the Roman empresses,

—

Agrippina Massalina, Poppea, Domizia, Soemis, the two
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Faustinas, Crispina, Titiana, the two Juliae, Nona, Celsia

and Lucilla, all corrupt and corrupting women, who have

left in history a lurid path-mark of ignominy, though some

of them were conspicuous for great spirit and talents.

There can be no doubt, the author thinks, as to

the morbid nature of the disorders and unheard-of

infamies of which these empresses made a show to the

world ; and among the most frequent causes of aberrations

of the genital sense, heredity, according to Lucas, Moreau

de Tours, etc., holds the first rank ; so also in these per-

sonages there were present the hereditary germ and the

predisposition to mental ahenation.

[Note.—In // Pisani, 1881, Dr. P. B. Ribaud has pub-

lished an article on " Nymphomania and Transfusion of

Blood " (into the peritoneal cavity), in which he has dealt O
even less delicately with the Roman emperors and empresses p—

than Moreau de Tours. It would indeed be impossible prj

to turn the disgusting details, which have been derived p^
mainly from the Roman historian Suetonius, into any sort o
of English garb that would be inoffensive even to the ^2
readers of works on insanity. What must have been the :3s

moral condition of the empire, not only when such deeds ^
were common, but even when the bald records of them ^
were perused with gratification by the cultivated and 5^

refined ?] ^
The Middle Ages.—These are represented by great <^

neuropathic epidemics of every sort, but above all, by <ji

the behef in incubi and succubi ; the former were demons ^
transformed into men, for the service of women ; the lat- ^
ter were the same demons transformed into women, for <3

the service of men. <y)

Demonomania predominated in those times, often con-

comitant with genesic insanity, a neuropathia capable of

appearing in epidemic form, on a par with those of

hysteria, convulsions, chorea, etc., etc. Here the author

proceeds to narrate not a few examples of individuals,

among whom were several religious men and women in

the cloisters. The illusions and hallucinations in these,
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associated with genital hyperjEsthesia, were such as to lead

the unfortunate victims to the most strange manifestions,

which, in those lovely times, ended at the stake.

At the very time that the fires were lighted for the

incubi and succubi, illustrious persons who have left behind

them merited renown, yet obscured it by their unbridled

and monstrous lewdness. Such, not to cite other examples,

were Maria of Aragon, Joanna of Naples, Sextus IV., Leo
X., Julius III., Francis I., Henries III. and IV., and Louis

XIV.
Modern Times, are represented in France by the sat-

urnalia of the regency and reign of Louis XV. They
commenced with Philip of Orleans, in the beginning of

the last century. This prince was a mixture of great and

little things, of duties and infamies, and he thrust corrup-

tion into his own family and the whole court. Endowed,
however, with an ardent spirit and great aptitude, he passed

for one of the most distinguished men of his age.

What shall be said of Louis XV., who, like Henry III.,

hved in a perpetual alternation of libertinage and devo-

tions? Here the author e^xclaims "devotions altogether

Italian ! " These words, in truth, bring to my remem-

brance those others uttered by General Trouchu on the

Italian corruption as the cause of the French disasters at

the hands of the Prussians. Truly there is in such words

something of a rather watery spirit, but not of wisdom or

truth, at least according to history.

These sovereigns, before giving themselves up to the

most unbridled lust, prayed to God, with their concubines,

for some hours, and then drowned their heavenly inspira-

tions in the most brutal luxury.

The Princess Elizabeth, daughter of the Regent, queen

of Spain, the Count de Charlais, and the celebrated

Marquis de Sade, with other high personages, rendered

the era in which they lived horribly scandalous. It is

related of the last-named, that in a sumptuous banquet

with a ball, he made the guests eat the most savory

pastries, spiced with cantharides. At a certain point of
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the festivity they, both men and women, became so excited

by genesic fury, that, having lost all shame, they trans-

formed the halls into so many brothels,—a spirited inven-

tion, and altogether French. It is also related of this

same Marquis, that he drove the brutality of his obscene

acts to such a pitch, as to cut away the pudendal parts

of a woman, whom he had previously tied down, to open
her veins, and in the midst of blood he accomplished his

brutal purpose.

All this, says the author, leads us to conclude that

these persons could not have abandoned themselves to so

many brutalities, unless they were mad. The historical

picture is completed with a notice of the principal relig-

ions, which have elevated genesic insanity to a homage
rendered to divinity.

All the ancient ceremonies in honor of the active

principle of generation passed from India into Greece,

Italy and Egypt. It is easy to be understood to what
excesses luxury, fanaticised by the spirit of religion, may
attain ; and not few in number were the festivals devoted

to the solemnization of this holy lust.

After this brief resumary history, we believe, writes

the author, that the existence of the genesic sense will

no longer be doubted by any one. And it is a sense of
distmct individuality , having its appropriate function, which

may, as the other senses, be lesed psychically and physi-

cally. It is therefore necessary to report the facts under

their just point of view, in conformity with modern
science. The present study of morbid psychology, by
rendering clear the nature of mental affections, permits

the entrance of all the phenomena into the great family

of the neuroses. Examination of the different forms of

the lesions, which may fall upon the genesic sense, will

prove that we have not been led astray by fantastic con-

ceits ; this will be proved by what follows

:

Part 2nd.—Etiology.—The author, without denying the

influence of provocative, determining and objective causes,

resonably adds that these do not act undistinguishingly on
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all persons, a special soil is wanted, a soil prepared either

by the particular circumstances of the individuals' sur-

roundings, or one prepared by heredity. Under these

points of view, in order to give a little order to so great

a variety of causes, he groups them in the following

manner

:

General Physical Causes. — Misery, age, constitution^

temperament, the seasons, climate and nutrition, have no

little influence in constructing those circumstances under

favor of which the genesic sense acquires abnormal devel-

opment. Misery, from the close assemblage of the sexes

in limited spaces, and where the bad example of adults

corrupt the younger ; the age, from the greater stimuli at

the period of puberty, and from the loss or diminution of

the moral sense in senility ; constitution and temperament,

as the physical source of the passions; erotic tendencies

are in fact most peculiar to sanguine and nervous temp-

eraments ; nor less doubtful is the influence of the season

and of ivarm climates, so that from the burning skies of

the East the most voluptuous rites and rehgions have

descended. In France, statistics show the greater number
of rapes and attempts in the months of April, May, June

and July. Lastly, nutrition, when it over-excites the

nervous system, may produce its pernicious consequences.

Individual Physical Causes.—Under this head are com-

prehended the defects of conformation, congenital or

acquired ; as hermaphrodism, phymosis, hypospadia, an-

orchidia, castration, etc. Now, asks the author, may not

each of these causes, in consequence of the lesions of

disorders in the organism, produce a lasting disturbance

in the exercise of the intellectual faculties? He instances

some demonstrative facts, resting on the relations between,

the sexual appetites, or better to say, between the sexual

centers, and the intellectual; in fact, hypochondriasis and

lypemania are common in individuals who have under-

gone genital mutilation.

Diseases of the Genital Organs.—These are frequently

causes of genesic insanity, and these diseases are in their
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turn, the consequence of scrofula and arthritis, but chiefly

of skin diseases. Pruritus, invading the genital parts, may-

incite to abuse of coitus, or to Onanism, and thus devolve

a sympathetic excitement on the principal nervous centers,

with all its consequences.

Among the uterine affections capable of greatly alter-

ing the cerebral powers, and above all, in the sphere of

illusions and erotic hallucinations, are enumerated cancer,

ulcerations of the cervix, vegetations, depressions, dis-

placements, metrites, and not to be forgotten, the pres-

ence of foreign bodies. In man. tubercles of the testicles,

syphilitic testicle, pruriginous irritations, and in general

all the grave affections of the genital organs.

Disturbance of the Physiological Functions.—Any alter-

ation that may happen in the physiological functions of

the organs, may, according to the pecuHar individual dis-

positions, cast an abnormal consensus on the cerebral

organs.

The author, in considering all the circumstances capa-

ble of producing hallucinations and genesic aberrations,,

notes injuries of the spinal cord, and medullary affections;

the ingestion of cantharides, cannabis indica, etc., and

alcohohc liquors. In rare instances, some diseases, as

chlorosis, pulmonary irritation of phthisis, dysmenorrhea,

amenorrhea, leucorrhea, convulsive affections and rabies,

evoke a consensus of excitement in the genital organs.

The author supports his views by some examples.

Sexual relations abusively practised, iUicit movements,

and the different forms of gratification, whether solitary

or associate, may, by altering the cerebral and sexual

sensibility, induce psychical disorders which are sometimes

incurable. "Masturbation," wrote Esquirol, "by exalting

the sensibility of the nervous system, predisposes to

erotic dehrium.

In the origination of these ideas, extreme continence

has not failed to produce, in both men and women,

mental affections, preceded or not by other nervous

disturbances. In truth, the commands of the laws of
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nature will not be thwarted with impunity, and any

violence whatever offered to the physiological destinations

of organs, it matters not by what name it is called, must

not only pervert their functions, but also surely evoke a

•consensus on the others, and chiefly on the psychical.

General and Individual Moral Causes.—Heredity, direct

or transformed, holds the first rank. The physical nature,

in like manner as the moral, has really its anomalies, and

of all the passions, the sexual presents the largest number

of transmissions, if histor>' is to be believed.

An affection which may have appeared in ancestors,

may, in passing over another generation, assume a new
form. ; thus insanity may be inherited from consumptives,

and vice versa. From a due valuation of the transforma-

tions which constitute transformed heredity, many facts

otherwise incomprehensible may receive a plausible ex-

planation.

Depraved instincts, a vicious, indulgent education, which

keeps the senses in a state of erethism by lascivious read-

ings, use of perfumes, etc., as also evil examples, imita-

tion, impressions received in early age, intense and

unrequited love, and prolonged sexual preoccupation

occupy a large field in the exaggeration, or the aberra-

tion of the genital sense.

Pathological Anatomy.— In this chapter the author

makes a brief and judicious resume of the different

opinions tending to the localizing of the genesic sense, and

then concludes thus :
" Who must we say is right ? Gall,

who localized this sense in the cerebellum ? Budge, who
placed it in the medulla spinalis? Luys, who makes the

conducting fibers of the genital incitations terminate at the

level of the third ventricle?" On the other side, not a

few experimental and clinical facts given by Valentin,

Wagner, Lusanna and others, seem to favor the hypothesis

of Gall, in assigning to the cerebellum, though to the median

lobe alone, an important action in the manifestations and ex-

ercise of the genital instinct. And now the author concludes

with the words of Esquirol, "We know nothing of it."
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Symptomatology.—The symptoms which distinguish the

genesic deHrium from others, and permit its being held

as a special affection, vary, yet there is always a common
foundation for all the numerous forms under which it

may be presented. The delirium arising from lesion or

aberration of the genital sense may, in like manner as all

the other affections of the sentiments, disturb the imagi-

nation, pervert the judgment, and render intolerable the

unfortunates who become the victims of an alienation that

spares neither sex, age nor rank.

The demeanor soon discloses genesic insanity, by its

softness of manner, its sparkling glances of voluptuous-

ness, the peculiar color of the skin, its loose conversations

and actions, etc., etc. The alteration produced on the

nervous system and the intelligence is very profound, and

it is easy to foresee the consequences.

The different states under which insanity connected

with the sexual function is presented, are, according to

the author, the following: ist, Intellectual anomaly;

2nd, The different insanities of puberty, the post-connubial,

etc., etc.; 3rd, Erotomania; 4th, Nymphomania; $\h.,

Satyriasis ; 6th, Absolute genital perversion, bestiality,

etc.
;

7th, Violation or rape.

There is, the author says, a class of individuals (anom-

alous intelligences) who cannot be confounded with either

the truly reasonable or the truly insane. It is a class

between these two ; and the nature of its members is

such, that its explanation is to be found only in heredity.

These persons are of a vesane temperament, or, as

Labroso styles them, they are maddish [mattoidi), and in

some of them, among surprising qualities, they present the

moral sense depraved, or totally defective. It is well

understood that these unfortunates may show different

gradations, the lowest of which may consist of turhilent

eccentricity, and thence ascend to the pinnacle of

iniquity. Such was the Marshal Gilles de Rays, a

brave warrior, the companion of the celebrated prowess of

Joan of Arc, who confessed before ascending the scaffold.
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that through the secret temptation of the devil, he had sacri-

ficed more than eight hundred youths to his heinous

pleasure.

The author relates next other facts of ijisane moral

pervej'sion, either from invincible impulse or irresistible

tendency, or from congenital imbecility. In this class are

comprised the pederasti and sodouiisti, and the filopodii

(best out of Enghsh) among males, and the tribide among
women.

Both ancient and modern history furnish no few exam-
ples, the majority of which were connected with hereditary

or morbid conditions of the genital organs. " How," says

the author, "shall we explain these infamous habits, with

instructed, well educated and high ranking persons, if not

by an anomaly of the genital sense, determining sympa-
thetically a true moral perversion?" These passions, as

all the others, may assume a morbid character and give

place to a true partial delirium, limited to the genital

sense, and sparing the integrity of the other faculties.

These individuals are anomalous intelligences, real candi-

dates for insanity, and for the most part, inheritors of the

evil.

Various Forms of the Insanity Connected ivith the Genital

Function.—A few morbid species are represented in a cer-

tain manner by exaggerations of physiological phenomena
that degenerate into true vesanias. Of such is the insanity

of puberty, as well because of the considerable modifica-

tions which the organism undergoes at this epoch,

especiaily in women, as also the vice of masturbation then

contracted. Menstrual disturbances contribute not a little

to the psychical and genital alterations, as well at the

period of the first appearance of this discharge as at the

menopause, and hence the form, insanity of the critical age.

Affections of the ovaries or of the neighboring organs

have, in some cases, determined a mental aberration con-

nected more or less with sexual passion.

Examples of insanity determined by the first conjugal

approaches are not rare : the term post-connubial has been
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proposed for this form. Tabes dorsalis, acute mania, and

general paralysis have been observed as consequences of

the sexual excesses consecutive to marriage.

Distinction between Hysteria and Genesic Insanity.—
From the defect of exact distinction, there have been

attributed to hysteria, says the author, all the acts of

lewdness of, and all that which properly pertains, to eroto-

mania or to nymphomania. The cases are veiy rare

of hysterical girls, in which special circumstances, as

the reading of romances, immoral pictures or discourse,

have awakened or presented unwonted stimuli to the sex-

ual organs. In this event hysterical patients showing

erotism have shown in the past some hereditary taint.

Erotomania, as its etymology indicates, is an amorous

delirium, of which ancient and modern times have afforded,

and yet afford, numerous examples. It is the amorous

passion carried to idolatry or to dehrium, as it was by

Orpheus, Solomon, Tasso, Abelard and Eloisa, etc., etc.

Sometimes its object is inanimate. Lucian speaks of

a youth who went by night to embrace a Venus by

Praxiteles.

In erotomania the imagination exerts an important ac-

tion, and often excludes every carnal feeling, limiting itself

to the expression of amorous emotions.

Erotomaniacs, like monomaniacs, are incessantly per-

secuted by the same amorous ideas, and in obedience to

these they are capable of every sacrifice. This state

may be exalted to such a degree as to alter their physical

condition, and cause that erotic fever which has frequently

revealed to physicians the origin of all the suffering of the

enamoured. Not a few romantic catastrophes, homicides

or suicides, single or double, find their origin in these

erotic conditions. Some examples are given in which the

erotic delirium in women was based not on the material

man, but on the Creator himself. Of these the author cites

some very important cases.

Erotomania, in fine, spares neither sex nor age ; and,

considered from a just point of view, " those who are affected
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with it, present the absence of a free zvill." In nympho-

mania, contrary to what is observed in erotomania, the

evil takes its origin from the genital organs, and it is only

tardily that the brain feels the contre-coiip.

Although intellective disturbance is so often observed

in the insane, yet cases are not rare, of nymphomania

without apparent disturbance of the intellect, or insanity

of any sort, and its subjects proceed to the last degree of

prostitution and degradation.

The author divides the course of this affection into three

periods, commencing with that when the woman, assailed

by her desires, resists the impulses, until, according to the

expression of Cabanis, " nymphomania transforms the

most timid daughter into a furious bacchante." Mauget

speaks of a noble damsel who, " previously most chaste,

but subsequently invaded by this malady, homines et eanes

ipsos ad congress7iin provocabat."

Resting on a series of facts and observations, the author

divides nymphomania, according to the age, into four

classes : ist, Children under eight years; 2nd, Adolescents
;

3rd, Adults
;
4th, Old persons.

In his relations of numerous examples, he makes the

judicious remark, that in early age, when, unless in rare

cases, the action of the uterus cannot have influence, the

explanation of this neurosis should be sought for in heredity,

or in a singular exaltation of the general sensibility.

Nymphomania may, as erotomania, be complicated with

hysteria ; and another very frequent complication is melan-

cholia, which from its simple degree may advance to

suicidal impulse.

Satyriasis is in men what nymphomania is in women
;

and it is presented in the former in infinite gradation, from

simple super-excitation of the genital organs, up to un-

controlled delirium, with loss of free will. It spares no age,

and the observations reported by the author show that boys,

adults, and old men, may all be affected with it.

The preceding cases regard only a greater or less

exaltation of the genesic sense ; but beyond this we have
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absolute genital perversion. Hence, that irresistible ten-

dency to find sexual enjoyment with beasts, to which the

term bestiality has been given ; the profanation and viola-

tion of cadavers, of which the Gazettes of the Tribunals

present examples; the combination of the two monoma-
nias, the erotic and the destructive, still worse than the

beast, satiates its savage voluptuousness in the blood of

its victim.

These are of the cases in which science, whenever she

has had the opportunity, has detected a substratum of

profound alterations in the brain, or in other parts of the

organism.

The author completes his summary by speaking of

rape, the other monstrous offence, of which the court

reports of all Europe frequently, and most undesirably,

give details and horrifying particulars. He distinguishes

three cases : first, that in which it is perpetrated under an

instantaneous and irresistible impulse ; second, premedi-

tated ; third, that effected under the influence of insanity.

Numerous examples, in which these detestable acts are

seen to figure in every age and social condition, without

regard even to the most close and sacred bonds of blood,

are given by the author, who appears a little too much
inclined, considering the distinction previously made by

himself, to see only a lesion of the mental state. It is cer-

tain that in such occurrences, and above all, in some of

those in which the offense has been associated with great

atrocity, had etiological inquiries been practised, it would

not have been rare to discover a morbid or hereditary

substratum; but it does not appear that all the facts

have been such, and constantly so, and we hold it to be

of much importance to distinguish, whether depravity and

perversion of the senses has been associated, or not, with

freedom of the will. This is a very delicate question, but

it is not impossible to the man well versed in practice

and science.

As to the rest, although the author has regarded his

subject from only a scientific point of view, he has not
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avoided the sensible conclusion, that these miserable beings

should be separated from society.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of genesic insanity is not in

•general difficult, as respects the form of the delirium ; but

it is not thus as concerns the determination of the organic

lesions or anomalies that serve as the aliment of the delir-

ium. In fact it is not of rare occurrence that this delirium

precedes some grave affection, as is sometimes observed

in the outset of general paralysis. Under all circumstances,

an exact diagnosis is highly important in a medico-legal

view, as well as in other related questions.

The author closes this part with a valuable synoptic

description of the differential diagnosis between neuro-

pathic or hysteric insanity, erotomania, nymphomania and

satyriasis. The first two are common to both sexes ; the

third is peculiar to women, and the last to men.

Diagnosis.—The author, with much sagacity, says that

when we have to formulate the prognosis of mental dis-

eases, and in particular that of partial deliriums, in which the

appearance of sound reason glances along the most pro-

found aberration, great embarrassment is encountered ; but

resting our decision on the example of similar cases, and

considering the nature of the determining causes and the

concomitant lesions, we can sometimes formulate a prog-

nosis, but above all, in those cases in which the axiom,

sublata causa, tollitus-effectus, becomes of ready application.

As a general rule he summarizes in the following corolla-

ries all the considerations relating to the prognosis of

genesic insanity.

I St.—Genesic insanities connected with an organic

-cause, and of a purely physical origin, have in general

a favorable prognosis.

2nd.—Genesic insanities of psychical origin have almost

always an unfavorable prognosis.

3rd.—Genesic insanities connected at once with psy-

chic and physical disturbances, are almost fatally incurable.

Treatment.—Genesic insanity, depending on physical,

moral and intellectual causes, requires subjection to some
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form of curative treatment. It is certain that the course of

action of the physician who, in these sufficiently deUcate

circumstances, has to act the part of a doctor, a philosopher,

and a profound cognoscitor of human frailties, cannot be

always the same. His course will be inspired by the cir-

cumstances of the time, availing himself of all the resources

which the state of the. patient may require. Each special

case will then have its particular curative applications.

Generally, however, the use of douches, baths, bromide of

potassium, or camphor, acetate of ammonia, has given

most usually, in special cases, good results.

The author counsels against recourse to clitoridectomy

in women. If some surgeons have numbered a few suc-

cesses, it is not necessary to draw general rules from a few

particular facts. It is certain that not all cases of nympho-
mania are connected with an explosive hyperaesthesia of the

clitoris or the labia minora.

Whilst the physician will direct that treatment which

he esteems most suitable, he must take into account all the

exigencies peculiar to the age, sex, temperament, profession,

etc. ; since it is not alone the present of his patient that

should be kept in view, but also her future—a future which,

considering the emergencies that may not be regarded

under the view of an unfortunate infirmity, shall leave a

trace of morality worthy of all attention. One eye to the

honor and peace of the family, and the other to hygiene

and therapeia.

Legal Medicine.—The distinguished author closes his

important work with a series of medico-legal considerations

on genesic insanity. "We do not," he says, "here treat of

those well-defined cases in which the accused shows a

manifest state of insanity, but of those others in which

reason runs close to insanity, and when, with a certain

intellectual integrity, a manifest moral perversion is con-

spicuous."

In thoroughly examining these unfortunates, it will

frequently be found that at one time there are present

disorders of the intellect which are but little accentuated

;
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but on this account should they not induce a grave

influence on their actions ? at another time, or in another

case, there is a partial delirium, taking its departure from

an erroneous view, but it becomes logically catenated in its

fatal consequences ; again it is an irresistible impulse to

which the individual abandons himself, without measuring^

the extent of it, because of his acquired or congenital

mental debility ; in another case there is an abnormal con-

dition proceeding from disease or anomalies of the genital

organs, or from the stimulation by the nervous centers

which rule and animate these organs ; finally there are

modifications devolved on the organism from unlucky in-

heritance, in conformity with many examples related in the

author's pages.

In all these considerations and researches it is necessary

scrupulously, whenever justice calls for our opinion, ena-

bling us thus by every means that experience and science

suggest, to distinguish those cases in which the offense

committed ought, or ought not, to fall under judicial respon-

sibility.

It is, above all, important for the public morality and

safety, that these individuals of defective organization, or

these mental and moral mongrels {ineticci) should be elimi-

nated from social consort, by confinement in appropriate

asylums. But, adds the author, the law does not concede

to any man the right of depriving his fellow of liberty, and
tearing him from his family merely for having an eccentric,

abnormal character, which draws him into blamable acts,

whilst he is in other respects quite correct.

Our distinguished colleague will permit us to make the

reflection, that there is nevertheless a law which enjoins

society to reduce to peace the extravagances, violences and

consequences of these nieticci,—consequences sometimes

sad, sometimes most sad, which may ruin forever the honor

and peace of families.

I declare myself a warm defender of these unhappy and

by nature, disinherited beings, as I have already shown in

all my writings, and chiefly in my " Definition of Insanity
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in its Juridical Relations." I intend, however, that the

State shall procure for society complete security of property

and persons. Est modus in rebus.

Taken altogether, the work of the distinguished Dr.

Moreau de Tours is of great importance, and it will be

much more appreciated if, instead of reading the preceding

resume, recourse be had to the book itself, which we are

sure will be judged of by alienists with that favor which

works replete with erudition merit, and with new views,

which reveal in the author a well-cultivated and elevated

genius.



WAS GUITEAU INSANE?
{Cc7iclud(d)

A REPLY TO DR. E L W E L L' S REJOINDER

By M. J. Madigan, M. D., Brooklyn, N. Y.,

Formerly Assistant Physician in the New York City Asylum for the Insane.

QOMETHING should be said here as to the experts for

^ the defense. Dr. Spitzka, through a blunder of Mr.

Scoville, was the only expert asked his opinion on the

witness stand. The expert who was first called on to

examine Guiteau was Dr. Godding, of the Government Hos-

pital for the Insane. This was in September, 1881, when
Dr. Gray, and afterward Dr. A. E. Macdonald, in a lengthy

interview published in the New York Herald, without an

examination of the prisoner, then 400 miles distant—with-

out a knowledge of his earlier history or hereditary

antecedents, or his writings, pronounced hira, in the most

positive manner, sane, which opinion was telegraphed

through the length and breadth of the land.

In an official report to Attorney Corkhill, Dr. Godding

says:

I am satisfied that Guiteau's mental condition is a peculiar one, and it

is mj- impression tiiat a degree of unsoundness exists ; tliat he is, in the

medical sense of the word, insane.

It was known, just before the trial, in Washington, that

Dr. Godding had examined Guiteau, and that his opinion

was not satisfactory to Mr. Corkhill. It is well known

that the corruption in the department of which Mr. Corkhill

is an employe, was so great that the marshal and several

others were dismissed, and it was considered great good

luck, on Mr. Corkhill's part, that he escaped. It was

openly stated, just before the* trial, that Mr. Corkhill had said

that if he hung Guiteau his official head, then tottering.
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was secure. It is a common vice in District Attorneys to

desire "a good hanging record;" and it would appear that

other motives played a part in inducing the rejection of

the scientific opinion of the man whom the prosecution

would naturally rely on for expert services.

Dr. Kiernan, who had fearlessly expressed his views in

the expert conferences, and was known to be strongly of

the opinion that Guiteau was a primary monomaniac, was

for this reason placed in the invidious position of being

the first expert examined. He was suffering, to my per-

sonal knowledge, from malarial vertigo, at the time he was

in Washington, and in the foul air of the court-room it is

scarcely surprising that he (not Dr. Spitzka, as misstated

by Dr. Elwell) committed the blunder of saying that five

out of twenty-five persons were on the road to the asylum.*

It should be remembered that a recess was not taken till

later than usual in his case. In the case of an expert for

the prosecution the prosecution were obliged to ask for a

premature adjournment because of the confessed mental

confusion of the expert, produced by the foul air of the

room. This was a blunder, not a statement made to help the

defense, like the testimony cited in favor of the prosecution.

Dr. Spitzka occupied a decidedly peculiar position.

Approached by the prosecution, it is a matter of evidence

that he refused to appear without investigating further,

because of his conscientious opinion that Guiteau was

insane. Like all the experts for the defense, he was com-

pelledf to go to Washington, and pay his expenses, receiv-

ing only the ordinary witness fees of ^1.25 per diem. Dr.

Spitzka resisted longest of any expert, and really testified

under attachment. That these two expert witnesses were

most dreaded by the government attorneys for the prose-

cution is evident, from the constant denunciation of them.

Dr. Spitzka was assailed by the District Attorney so

persistently that, on more than one occasion, the usually

* As regards the jury which tried tiuittau this idea has had, with a queer sort

of poetic justice, a semi-confirmation, as one juryman became insane from remorse,

after Guiteau 's death.

t The only exception, I believe, being Dr. Hughes, of St. Louis, who de-

clined to obey the summons to Washington, without extra compensation.
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easy-going Judge Cox felt bound to interfere and correct

the District Attorney's misrepresentations.

The denunciation of Dr. Spitzka by Judge Porter

deserves perusal because of its comical weakness. Judge

Porter says

:

It was in the month of October I landed from Europe, and having very

Utile acquaintance with this department of psychological investigation was

referred by a valued and eminent personal friend, to his friend Dr. Spitzka.

as a young gentleman of professional honor and skill, and a proper person

to send to ascertain the actual mental condition of this prisoner.* I called

on Dr. Spitzka to know if he would undertake the task. Do you think

anybody would call him now in any honest case?t

Strange perversity! A physician, from innate depravity

refuses a fee from the prosecution, to be given for simply

examining a prisoner, examines this prisoner for the de-

fense, and receives only abuse and the privilege of paying

his expenses for so doing ! Dr. Spitzka testified that the

marked feature of Guiteau's insanity was a tendency to

delusive or insane opinion, and to the creation of morbid

and fantastical projects ; that there was a marked element

of imbecility of judgment, and while there was no other

additional evidence than the expression of his face, he

could have no doubt that G. was also a moral imbecile,

or rather, a moral monstrosity.

In ridiculing Dr. Spitzka for not coming out boldly

and saying what Dr. Elwell said he did;}: Dr. Elwell shows

• It is evident from Dr. Spitzka's uucontradicted evidence and the circiim-

Btances of the case that this statement is false. Dr. Sijitzka has repeatedly and

publicly stated that he would have been employed by the prosecution had he committed

hlmselt to the view that Guiteau was sane before leaving New York.

t It is sometimes an agreeable taek to analyze the fulfillment of a prophecy.

Dr. Spitzka still persists in refusing to testify where he is not confcientiously con-

vinced, yet he has been repeatedly called by the District Attorneys of New York and

Brooklyn, and has repeateilly testified In the Surrogate's Court and in spinal injury

cases, since the trial und fxecution of Guiteau, as witness the daily papersof New York

and Brooklyn for 18S2 and 1883. At the time he was reviled as a liorse-doctor he was
being cited in the Smithsonian Ueports as the American authority on cerebral

anatomy

t It is obvious that if Dr. Elwell bad really read what be calls the "orazy
book," in the original, and not merely in the review of the Alienist and NErROLO-
GisT, he would easily have discovered the views of Its author, fet forth at length.

Few things strike the reader of Dr. tlwell's article more comically than the attempt

to show up Dr. Spitzka's lack ofboldness on one page and his attemiit to exhibit an

ambition to remodel the universe on another.
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that he is not an alienist at all, for an alienist would know-

that types of insanity exist which are at times psychoses

by themselves; at times, only symptoms of other psychoses.

In Guiteau's case moral imbecility was merely a symptom

of his psychosis. Dr. Spitzka does agree with Drs. Hughes

and Workman in believing that moral symptoms may
constitute evidences of insanity; but neither he nor

these two eminent alienists agree with Dr. J. P. Gray, the

most eminent and subtle of the twelve* cited by Dr. Elwell,

in believing that an expert is not justified in drawing

conclusions as to responsibility from moral manifestations

of conduct, that department belonging exclusively to law.

Dr. Elwell seems to have peculiar ideas of right and

wrong. It was right for Dr. Spitzka to be attacked by

aid of the prosecution's experts, but it was wrong in him

to afterwards aid the defense to attack them. Dr. Elwell

says Dr. Spitzka "floundered through on the witness stand."

It was the prevalent opinion at the time that Messrs.

Davidge and Corkhill did the floundering. It appears,

moreover, from an interview of the jurors, that Dr. Spitz-

lea's evidence had such influence on one of them, Mr. Bran-

denburgh,t that he voted three times for acquittal, on the

ground of insanity. He did not have the enduring courage

of his convictions ; for, to use the words of the individual

{who has since become insane, from remorse) " When he

found, we (the eleven) were determined to have our own

way, he caved."| This man refused to be interviewed

but expressed a high opinion of Dr. Spitzka. In a city

• Dr. A. McL. Hamilton, since the publication of his "Types of Insanity,"

has to be left out of consideration, as being now an adherent of the moral insanity

doctrine. At this point I may as well inform Dr. Elwell (for my other readers do

not need the information) that Dr. Achille Foville, of Paris, France, and Drs. Buck-

nill and Tuke, are neither "Germans" nor what he calls "pagans." The last-men-

tioned say, concerning Dr. Ordronaux, whom Dr. Elwell is proud to echo without

knowing exactly what he is to echo, " See an extraordinary proof of this in an article

in the American Journal of Insanity, January, 1873, by Dr. Ordronaux. While a

protest may be entered against the abuse of the doctrine, the position taken by the

author of this article in regard to moral insanity seems to us, we confess, like ' an

attempt to set back the clock of the century and to revert to superstition and super-

naturalism In medicine.' "

t Chicago Times, January 30, 1882.

t It should be remembered that this jury demanded and received (unexampled

in jury history) , extra compensation, by a special act of Congress.
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like Washington, a parasite dependent on government

support, independence of a jury is a rarity, so rare that

Attorney-General Brewster recently denounced, in vigorous-

language, the venality of Washington juries. If, under

such circumstances, a not very firm man could face the

mob spirit of the country so much as to vote for the

acquittal of a lunatic, hated by frenzied unthinking people,

on the reasoning of Dr. Spitzka * only, speaks strongly for

the validity of that reasoning.

fit will be noticeable throughout the testimony of the

experts for the prosecution, that special stress is laid by
them on the fact that they have never met with such a
thing. Concerning the general tenor of their testimony,

Dr. Goldsmith,! of the Danvers Asylum, says

:

The experts for the "prosecution evaded the question of insanity, and

stated in the 8trono:e8t terms, all the points that would imply sanity.

This is how the expert testimony for the prosecution

impressed an impartial observer. Stress was so strongly

laid on the experience of the thirteen, by Dr. Elwell,

that this question of experience requires a little examina-

tion. I have already cited Dr. Ray's opinion of what is

meant by experience, and it may be said of authorities

in science generally, what is said of the medical witness

by Dr. Elwell, in the work to which he refers as an

authority on moral insanity :

Experience alone does not make up a valuable scientific opinion. If
this is the principal element, it is comparatively worthless. Experience in

medicine, though of some value to a witness, yet it is often placed hij^her

than is its proper place. An intelligent medical opinion is but seldom

based upon experience alone or principally. ***** It is there-

fore dangerous, for a medical witness, when upon the stand, to depend,

in making up his opinion, on his own personal experience, instead of

• A second edition of Dr. Spltzka's book has been called for in less than a year,

and it is adopted as a text-book in more than one medical college, by men who are
"ectentiflc alienists."

t As Drs. Nichols, Channlng, Fisher, Folsom and McBride, experts for the

defense, simply answered the hypothetical question and were not cross-examined,

I need not cite them here.

: Discussion of Dr. Fisher's paper, Boston yied\cal and Surgical Journal^

Vol. CVI.
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basing them on elementary writers on the subject. With a thorough

acquaintance of the standard writers on the science of medicine, he is

qualified to give an opinion of his own on the matter at issue. It may be

his own, but he has the satisfaction of knowing that he is sustained by

authority.

GuiTEAu's Life.

I now propose to take up the life and crime of Guiteau,

and discuss the same from an impartial stand-point : Gui-

teau was born with symptoms of pulmonary disease, which

soon disappeared. He appears to have been a restless

child ;
" bright and precocious in activity, but backward

in sense,* " He was unable to speak plain up to the age

of six, and instead of saying "come," would say "pea,"

and in lieu of " pail," would say " quail." His father " knew

he could speak plain," but after repeated appHcations of

the rod, turned him over to Mr. Sutherland, who said,

" He had a difficulty about articulating, or in giving

the proper pronunciation of words ; and succeeded

by training, in improving his orthoepy." His mother

dying, the boy boarded around ; at one time with

one relative ; at another with another. He studied at

school, in Chicago, for a while ; then his father mar-

ried again and he went home, but ran away at the age

of thirteen, and was returned. A year later he went into

a music store, in Davenport, Iowa, but left in consequence

of some trouble. At this period " he never seemed to

have a friend or associate with anybody of either sex,"

and was offensively " egotistical." His father, in a letter

written in 1868, speaks of him having had his own way
since the age of eight, and of doing things which " were

criminal according to human and divine law." He worked
for a while in the office with his father, and appears to

have exhibited, even at this time, some of his father's-

peculiarities, for Mr. North said he was " an exaggerated

fac simile of the elder Guiteau.

f

At the age of seventeen he determines on getting an

education ; whether from his general sense of unrest or

* Two Hard Cases.

t Testimony of North, p. 420—425, Official Record.
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from the usual motives governing young men cannot now
be determined. In the spring of 1859 he stated, in a

letter, that he " proposed to be educated physically, intel-

lectually and morally." He exhibited at this time no

desire to enter the Oneida Community. Later, he made
up his mind to enter the University of Michigan, but

secured his father's consent with much difficulty.

After he went to the University his father continued

to reason with him on the subject of the Oneida Com-
munity. Here he showed his usual restlessness; for he

changed from the commercial course to the classical. In

October, 1859 there was no mention of the Oneida Com-
munity in his letters. A letter, written November 6th, to

his sister, is full of his devotion to the Oneida Community.

Mrs. Scoville, a little later, receives a letter from her uncle

Maynard, stating that

She bad better come out tbere and see to Julius; tor he was ^oing^ as

crazy on religion as ever his father was.

His sister visited him, and tried to reason him out

of his idea of going to the Community, but couldn't in-

fluence him a particle. In June, i860, he entered the

Oneida Comniunity.

It was a decidedly queer thing for a young man to

so suddenly abandon his education under such circum-

stances. The elder Guiteau afterward stated that this

conversion was due to Guiteau's "unbridled lust for

women." But, as Dr. Godding says :

*

Young as he was, he was no novice in the ways of the world, and to

throw away his education and his prospects in that manner and for that

purpose, was unnecessary. If he had such a tiger in him as the elder

Guiteau fancied, there were less expensive methods of purchasing experi-

ence and repentance.

It may be said that this was an honest religious con-

version, like the fervor which led Ignatius Loyola to

abandon his renown as a soldier and sacrifice everything

to follow Christ, but in the two cases there is no parallel.

• Two Hard Cases, p. 88.
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Guiteau did put his entire inheritance into the Oneida

Community, but it was not a deHberate, carefully con-

sidered choice ; it was a sudden impulse and an impulse

in contradiction to his previous conduct. Here is a change

of character, habits and thoughts, decided enough to

satisfy the most rabid "change of character" theorist.

Of his life in the Community the history is very meager.

Mr. Jocelyn* stated that

Guiteau was so excessively egotistic that it produced a certain mental

bias in him which made him more or less eccentric, and different from other

men. He, with inferior abilities, seemed to think that he was a superior

being. He was at this time earnest, sincere, and had a veiy strong bias

to fanaticism.

Jocelyn was a member of the Community, and fanati-

cism must have been extreme to have been called so by

him. Hubbard,t an employe of the Community, testified

that

Guiteau was a very nervous, quick-tempered, quick man. If anything

was said to him that would disturb him, it would rile him, and he would
gesticulate wildly and talk in a mysterious unintelligible manner. He
iilso noticed that he would sit for hours in a corner saying nothing to

anybody, and you could not get an answer from him. At other times he

would be cheerful, and would talk to the boys on any subject. He was
not always accurate in his business. He was a packer in the trap-factory,

and he would often get his traps mixed up. For instance, some of the

traps are sent out with chains, and some without, and he would often get

them mixed He has been sent out once or twice by the foreman to help

hira sort them out, and understood that other boys—other workmen

—

were sent out for that purpose.

As this reflected on Guiteau's ability,^ the latter felt

bound to explain it away, and on his cross-examination

stated :

Every spring the Community people had what they called a business

organization, and the entire Community men were detailed to certain

work, and they were expected to carry that on during the entire year, or

iintil they were recalled. Sometimes I worked in the trap-shop, some-
times I worked in the kitchen, sometimes I worked on the farm. I did

not do much farm work, because it was very oppressive to me. My head

• Official Record, p. 483.

t Official Record, p. 449.

1 Official Record, p. 555.
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troubled me more or less at that time. I remember I used to have great

pressure in the head, and felt eick and languid, and all that sort of thing.

So, as a matter of fact, my particular work there was confined to packing

traps. I was their shipping agent. I used to send thous inds of traps all

over the country— to hardware merchants in New York and Saint Paul,

and all through the country. I attended to all that branch of the

business.

In an interview, a member of the Oneida Community,*

stated that

Guiteau was a queer fellow. We always thought him crack-brained.

But no wonder; a life at the Oneida Community was enough to make a

crank of anybody. Guiteau studied and wrote a good deal, and after

writing for a long time, would tear up the paper or put it into the stove.

My brother practised on the piccolo, and this bothered him. Finally he

drew a chalk mark across the floor, and told my brother to do what he

pleased on his own side and he'd do the same. Then, while my brother

was practising, Guiteau walked back and forward, shouting at the top of

his voice, to drown the sound of the piccolo. Afterwards, I worked in the

kitchen with him. The women did the mopping, the cooking, the setting

and clearing ofi the table. We carried in the water used for mopping, and

wrung out the mops for the women. Guiteau sat with arms folded and

refused to wring the mop for anybody, except Harriet Worden, the

editor of the Circular^ published by the Community. His excuse was that

she was the only one who had brains. Once afterwards, when sleeping in

the garret with a dozen other boys, we were startled at midnight by a fire

in the bakery below. Every boy but Guiteau hastened down in his night

clothes, to save himself, but Guiteau dressed himself leisurelj' before he

quit the room, not omitting collar and necktie. We boys called him
" Gitout." He loved fine clothes and acted foolish in a thousand ways.

Now, while many of these circumstances are perfectly

consistent with sanity, and indeed show much intelligence,

the general tenor of the interview shows that Guiteau

impressed the members of the Community, as he impressed

most people with whom he was brought into close con-

tact, with the idea that there was something anomalous

in his mental make-up. All the facts stated, and much
more, of interest, could have been elicited, had the gov-

ernment adopted, not the petty procedures of third-rate

lawyers, but the impartial method adopted by the conti-

nental governments The whole truth would have been

elicited, and not the truth in the purely legal sense^

' New York Herald, January 13, 1882.
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which means such truth as will suit a side. Mrs. Scoville

testifies,* that when Guiteau had been three years a

member of the Community, she got word

That he was crazy, and had been kept on bread and water for a

week. She and her husband went to see him. He could not be seen

alone. He seemed to be bewildered. She could only get monosyllable

answers out of him, and could not find out whether he wanted to go
or stay.

It is obvious from this that Guiteau displayed mental

pecuHarities, which attracted attention in a place where

an insane man might be expected to pass muster. A
witnessf called by the government, but not placed on the

stand, had observed facts, which point to the existence in

Guiteau at this time, of ambitious delusions. Guiteau made
and secreted in his room a placard, stating that " C. J.

Guiteau, premier of England, will deliver a lecture, at St.

James Hall." This man took the placard from him.

It is obvious from published letters of NoyesJ and

others, that the leaders of the Community regarded Gui-

teau as a lunatic.

In certain states (Illinois affords the most recent example) it has

been claimed that if the prosecution subpoena a witness and not place

him on the stand, the defense have a right to call for cross-examina-

tion. Had this procedure been permitted in the Guiteau case, many
facts, bearing upon Guiteau's mental condition, could have been elicited

from witnesses who, not desiring to appear for the defense, had kept

quiet, and in consequence had been subpoenaed, but not called by the

prosecution.

Here is a picture of a child born of a diseased mother

;

of a mentally abnormal father, whose ancestral history

was that of hereditary defect; restless and troublesome,

and with deficient association power in childhood and

infancy ; unable to talk properly till the age of seven,

and then only after being trained ; who in boyhood is

restless and capricious, and manifesting excessive egotism

and reserve ; who determines to get an education, and

• Official Record, p. 466.

t Cited in Two Hard Cases.

1 Unpublished Letters, etc.
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suddenly abandons this for a peculiar religious life ; enters

a Community, where religiosity and sensuality are com-

mingled; during his residence in which his peculiarities

are so striking that he is regarded as a fanatic, as being men-

tally biased by egotism, so as to be different from other

men ; who manifests evidence of ambitious delusions ; who
is alternately reserved and loquacious, and displays wild

gesticulations; who is regarded by the leaders of the

Community as a lunatic. Is there a more perfect picture

of a case of chronic hereditary insanity ? So far the evi-

dence, defective as it is, points in one direction only.

He remains in the Community five years. It is clear

from this that his faith in its doctrines was sincere. In

April, 1865, he left the Community to establish a paper,

called the " Daily Theocrat." This intention is expressed

in a letter to his father, in which he stated

:

However presumptuous it may seem, I am compelled to confess the

truth about myself. Therefore, 1 say boldly, that I claim inspiration. I

claim that I am in the employ of Jesus Christ 4- Co., the ablest and strongest

firm in the universe, and that what / can do is limited only by their power
and purpose.

Is the last statement evidence of insanity ? Like every-

thing else in psychiatry, this question can best be solved

by a reference to the education and circumstances of the

patient at the time. By itself the expression might be

regarded as of little value, since statements, at first sight

seemingly more audacious and irreverent, have been made
by persons of indubitable sanity. A case recently resur-

rected by Ball,* but originally reported by Chatelain,t is as

follows

:

Some years ago a notary died at Neufchatel, who was supposed to

be perfectly sane, but among whose papers was found a regularly drawn
up partnership contract between himself and God. Isaac Vigneaux
regarded God as his partner in the liquor business. The Almighty was to

give His blessing in lieu of capital, and His share of the profits was to be

given to the poor. Isaac prospered, at all events ; and every year regu.

larly distributed 7323 francfe, 36 centimes, to the poor of the city.

•L'Enoephale, No. 1. J8S3.

t Annales Medico-Psycbologiques, July, 1866.
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Dr. Ball, guided by the agnostic spirit too prevalent

at present, looked upon the man as of doubtful sanity.

Dr. Chatelain, who properly viewed the case from the

religious stand-point, regarded the man as sane. The
truth is, he was a devout individual, who had the highest

respect for business forms, and had, therefore, made a

covenant with the Deity in this manner. As Dr. Ray,*

who has discussed this case in his own lucid style, says

:

The procedure, other than its name, was a measure adopted by very

religloue people of unquestionable sanity. A partnership was the man's

idea of the proper method of doing business. He did not imagine God
was partner with him other than in the sense He was partner witii every

Christian who covenanted with Him; but this idea of partnership was M.
Vigneaux's way of expressing intimate relationship. It was only ark

eccentricity in the true sense of that term ; doing a very proper thing in

an unusual manner.

The man, however, was a notary, and it may be asked,

Why should he expose his will to the chances of refusal

of probate by such a procedure, if he were a sane man ?

Here, curiously enough, turns up a circumstance credita-

ble to his acumen as a lawyer. In the fourth volume of

"Causes Celebres," pubHshed in 1736, by Jean de Nully,

is to be found a similar case in which the court decided,

that such a contract was no evidence of insanity. Dr.

Rayt says

:

It can scarcely be doubted that Vigneaux's professional studies

included these " Causes Celebres," which are known to every French
lawyer.

-Vigneaux did not entirely disinherit his heirs, and on
the will being refused probate, they fulfilled all its pro-

visions. Between this man's ideas and those expressed

by Guiteau, there is nothing in common. A man to

whom business forms are the ideal way of regulating

human conduct, draws up a copartnership between him-

self and the Deity, in the most reverent terms, beHeving

that this was the best way of making, like the Saints, a

vow to God. With such ideas sanity can readily co-exist.

•Mental Pathology,

t Mental Pathology.
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For a young man starting out from a Community, into

which he has been driven by " an irresistible power which

he was not at liberty to disobey,"* again driven forth

by an inspiration (based on ideas of the leader of the

Community) to attempt to establish a daily paper, " The
Theocrat ;

" to claim inspiration, and to claim to be in the

employ of Jesus Christ & Co., is conduct not easily ex-

plicable on the theory of sanity.

The idea of a *' Daily Theocrat " sank into abeyance

under ridicule. He evidently never abandoned his belief

in it, although he admitted to the leaders of the Com-
munity that it was a " devilish delusion." Is this admission

inconsistent with a full belief in his inspiration? Dilet-

tante alienists would at once say Yes, believing with Dr.

A. E. Macdonald,t that the insane cannot conceal their

insanity ; but, as has been shown by Dr. Brower,| the

insane pretend to admit the insanity of their delusions

when it suits their purpose. Guiteau still believed the

Oneida Community to be the Kingdom of God on earth,

and, driven by the sneers of the world, he regarded it as

an ark of refuge. To once more enter this ark of refuge

he pretends to admit that his cherished idea is a devilish

delusion.

Is this the explanation of Guiteau's conduct, or is the

theory of the prosecution true ? that he enters the Oneida

Community for lustful purposes ; abandons it for the pur-

pose (inexplicable on the grounds of sanity) of establishing

a " Daily Theocrat ;" once more re-enters it for lustful

purposes, and again leaves it, embittered against its great

prophet? or were these statements, as Judge Porter claimed,

only evidence of the innate irreverence and blasphemy of

the man? Which of these three explanations is most

probable? Which explains Guiteau's conduct best?

Although Judge PorterU flattered Guiteau while cross-

examining him, by stating he (Guiteau) had a remarkable

• Official Record, p. 636.

t American Journal of Neurology and Psychiatrr, 18S2—Grappotte Case, p. 170.

\ Aliknist and Xkcrologist, July, 188.3.

II Ofllolai Kecord, p. 671.
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brain-power, still this attorney,* in his closing argument,

stated that

Guiteau foolishly believed that if he could replace the stalwarts in

power they would reward him.

This should be taken into consideration in judging

Judge Porter's psychological analysis of this part of the

letter as blasphemy. If a lawyer can conceive of a law-

yer committing murder, who has " remarkable brain-power,*

yet who " foolishly " believes that a section of an Ameri-

can political party will reward him, it is not surprising

that this same lawyer should conceive it to be nothing

but blasphemy for a man who has sacrificed his education

and prospects for a religious conviction, to claim to be in

the employ of Christ & Co. ; but will such an explana-

tion suit the case ? There is much in Guiteau's conduct at

this time that is inconsistent with sanity ; nothing that

is inconsistent with insanity.

After leaving the Community, he attempts to maintain

himself by soliciting advertisements, but finds it difficult

work, and enters Mr. Scoville's law office, proposing to

study law. During this time (1867) he visits Freeport,

and a debate occurs between his father and some others.

One of these last, making a slighting reference to his

father and the Oneida Community, Guiteau tells him*

that

His life would have been taken from him, had God not advised

it otherwise.!

As an illustration of the " able generalship " of the

prisoner, his conduct, when this was being elicited on

direct examination, is in point.

Prisoner
:
J "Are you referring to me or my father in this attack?

District Attorney Corkhill :
" I think that is a veiy proper question.

Who do you refer to, him or his father? "

Prisoner : " If you refer to me, it is absolutely false. If you refer to

* Official Record, p. 2512.

t Testimony of Amerling, Official Record, p. 54.

\ Official Record, p. 416.
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my father, I don't know anything about it. but should not be surpiieed i

it were true."

Mr. Amerlino; :
" He was the one who mentioned it to me, and after

ward I talked to his father, and he said I must not mind what he eaid."

Prisoner (after this conversation had been shown to have occurred in

Chicajro) :
*• You pretend this conversation took place in Chicago, do

you ?
"

Mr. Amerling : " Please let me alone."

Mr. Davidge : " Come, Mr. Prisoner, keep quiet."

Prisoner :
•' There is not a word of truth in it. That's what I say to

that statement."

Mr. Davidge :
'• Now, I want to know where this took place."

Prisoner (to Mr. Davidge): "Find out the facts, Judge."

Mr. Davidge :
" 1 will bring them out."

It would usually be considered peculiar conduct for an "able lawyer,"

on trial for his life, to assist the prosecution to cross-exatnine witnesses in his

favor.

It was about this period, that he began to make very-

active war on the Oneida Community. Mr. Noyes* and

the leaders, smarting from his attacks, and on their

defense, wrote letters, stating they regarded him as a

lunatic ; and it is stated on good authority, that had his

suit against the Community been pushed, the members of

the same were prepared to claim and prove that Guiteau

was insane from masturbation. Guiteau's scheme in this

particular was abandoned, as his mind was attracted to

other projects. Guiteau now started on the study of law,

in Gen. Reynolds'! office. While there, his attention was
directed chiefly to fundamental law. He impressed Gen.

Reynolds as " a man who would make a very successful

lawyer." General Reynolds has peculiar ideas of what is

necessary for a successful lawyer. He said, that Guiteau

avoided anything but the ornamental part of law. Rules

of procedure did not seem to attract his attention. It is

apparent, from more than one statement unwillingly elicited

from General Reynolds, that Guiteau, at this time, was
erratic, flighty, and had a peculiarly constituted mind.

In August, 1868, Guiteau was admitted to the bar

• Cited by Dr. Godding, "Two Hard Cases. "

t The stati'ment of this witness, as he was a paid spy, mii«t be taken with a
certain uraount of allowance, for, after stating (p. 1136) that Guiteau had a peculiar

and erratic mind, and on one occasion, that he had an unsound mind, he said he

was a man of good ability (p. IHOJ
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after being asked three or four questions, of which he

missed one. He was now in good spirits, and wrote to

his sister that he would soon have plenty of money. He
very suddenly married after a very brief acquaintance with

his wife, in the course of the next year. His legal prac-

tice, of which he speaks in grandiloquent terms, amounted

to very little ; on cross-examination he was unable to state

a single case which he had carried through to completion.

Mr. Reed* gives the only account of his legal practice at

this period.

The case was so plain that Mr. Reed, then State's Attorney, con-

sidered that there was no necessity for argument, as Guiteau's client was

clearly guilty of petty larceny, on the evidence. Guiteau insisted on

arguing the case. Reed wanted to have him limited in his time, but the

court allowed Guiteau to run on, and he made a speech three-quarters of

an hour in length ; introducing all sorts of subjects into the case which

were foreign to it. He tallied about theology, the Divinity, the rights of

man. The speech was incoherent, full of vagaries and peculiarities.!

From 1870 to 1875, data of value, regarding Guiteau's

mental condition, are wanting. There is much bearing on

the question of depravity, but it should be remembered

that this testimony is given by very unscrupulous people,

who had an animus. One witness who testified very strongly

against Guiteau had been indicted for perjury, and escaped

conviction by a technicality. One witness, after testifying

very strongly as to his sanity, and citing instances of what

he called keenness, stated, that Guiteau "did not have a

fair degree of sense." , In February, 1875, Guiteau

returned to Chicago, and in the autumn of that year he

conceived his grand scheme of buying the then bankrupt

* Official Kecord, p. 392.

t Another instance of "able generalship" (Official Record, p. 626) occurreil

at this point, which I reproduce from Judge Porter's cross-examination of Guiteau
rather than from Reed's testimony, for clearly obvious reasons: Q. Your friend and
associate counsel, Mr. Reed, swears that you tried a very memorable case with him,
when he was District Attorney, in which you made a rambling and incoherent speeeh

occupying three-quarters of an hour. When he said that you made this reply:

"That is absolutely false." A. I never tried a case with Mr. Reed in my lite, sir.

1 do not wish to say that Mr. Reed lies, but I say that he was Prosecuting Attorney of

Chicago for about twelve years, and tried thousands of cases, end was a very good
prosecuting officer. He has got me mi.xed up with some one else. That is all there

is to that. He has got me for somebody else in his mind. That is all there is to it
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Chicago Inter-Ocean, telegraphing the New York Herald,

local news and all, from New York.

At this time he knew nothing of journalism, had no

money, nor was he able to command money. He stated

the scheme to General Reynolds, who testified on cross-

examination that he regarded its success as problematical,

even if Guiteau had obtained the support he claimed to

have. General Reynolds stated, on direct examination,

that the Inter-Ocean was developed subsequently in exact

accordance with Guiteau's ideas ; but this is not true,

except very superficially. Guiteau had no conception of

the value of local news. He would have telegraphed the

New York news to the exclusion of the Chicago news

;

and such a procedure would soon have killed the paper.*

Chas. B. Farwell.t an impartial witness, a man of reputa-

tion and honor, testified that

Guiteau called on me in Chicago about 1S75, and said that his time

was much engaged, and handed me a roll of papers, saying these are

editorals for a newspaper which I propose to establish here. I want you

to lend $200,000 for the purpose of starting it, and I will make you presi-

dent of the United States.

From this time forth Mr. Farwell did not regard Gui-

teau as a sane man.

To business men Guiteau said little about the business

elements of the scheme, but made absurd political offers

of the kind just cited. His father wrote at this time

about him, that

Charles has been liere for several days past. He came out here think-

ing that through and with my aid he could get Mr. Adams to loan him

S25,000 to help buy up the Inter-Ocean, expecting to get the same amount
from C. B. Farwell, and the same amount from Potter Palmer. You can

judge whether he is sane or insane. He was very mucli disgusted with

me because I vjould not discount his note at the bank for S200. To my
mind he is a fit subject for a lunatic asylum, and if 1 had the means to

keep him, would send him to one for a time at leastj

• Ur. A. E. MacdonaM (New York Herald, February 8, 1878; testified that a

patient of his, a yming man, was Insane limply because he attempted to engage in

business without ca])it.il.

t Official Record, p 7a>.

J This letter is dated Oct. 15, 1S75, nearly a year before Dr. Rice examined
Guiteau.
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Guiteau left General Reynolds in November, 1875,

and nothing is known of his movements from that time

till June, 1876, when he visits Mrs. Scoville, at Beaver

Lake, utterly destitute, but in a state of great exaltation.

He did light work around the house for his board, but his

intellectual peculiarities were so well marked that he be-

came a butt of Mr. Scoville's laborer, Olds.* He had at

this time fits of moody abstraction ; he pulled up garden

crops as weeds, and despite plain directions, soaped hick-

ory trees for apple trees. One day, while cutting wood,

a mild expostulation was made by his sister, whereupon

he suddenly raised an ax at her. She became alarmed

as to his mental condition, and called Dr. Rice to examine

him. Dr. Ricef testified :

That his attention was called to Guiteau by Mrs. Scoville. some time

during the summer of 1S76. She asked him to make an examination of

Guite^u's mental condition. He had frequentlv assisted in oretting persons

in an insane asylum, as admissions were made on certificates of two
physicians. He would probably be called to attend a dozen cases in the

course of the year. He considered the hereditary influence and the

exaltation of Guiteau's emotional nature attended with explosions of

emotional feeling from centric causes ; at least he could discover no

objective cause for them. During this period of exaltation, detected

symptoms of morbid egotism, pseudo religionism and incoherency. There

was a weakness of the judgment, and to the same extent weakness of the

intellect.- He said at the same time that there was moral imbecility.

After this he told Guiteau's friends that he was dangerously insane, as an

imperative conception was liable to occur at any time, which would be

obeyed by the prisoner, and that he ought to be put in an asylum. While

Dr. Rice was corresponding with another physician on the subject, the

defendant heard of it, and left the country. On one occasion Dr. Kice saw
Guiteau during an ordinary evening conversation at the house in which

he was boarding, suddenly rise and call all present to come to God. He
went on in a rambling incoherent way. i'ou could not tell what he was
talking about.

Guiteau went back to Chicago, and seems to have

subsisted by making collections. During the autumn he

attended the meetings of Moody and Sankey. In conse-

quence of a sermon by Dr. Kittredge his vision of the

Second Coming seized him ; and, after much hard labor,

• Official Record, p. 3)1.

t Official Record, p. 356.
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a paraphrase of one of Noyes' publications is developed,

in December, 1876. On January 21, 1877,* this lecture is

delivered for the first time, after the following fashion:

C. J. Guiteau. whose advertisements describe him as ''the great lawyer

and theolourian," delivered a lecture on the Second Coming of Christ, to an

audience consisting of seven ladies and fifteen gentlemen. The lecturer

saw that the representative of the Tribune was provided with a table, and,

after stating that he would not apologize for the smallness of iiis audience,

said: "Tiiis argument for Christ's Second Coming is based on, Mr. Re-

porter, Matt, xiii., 24, 29—31; and I should like you to make a note of it.

And I desire to call your attention, Mr. Reporter, to the pestilence, war
and famine which followed his coming. Josephus speaks of Christ as
' one Jesus, a country fellow who went about '

"

"I desire a special note of this. Mr. Reporter. People say that the

gospel must be preached before Christ shall come. I show that the gospel

was preached, and I would like you to take this fact down, Mr. Reporter,

and he foretold the end would come. This is important, Mr. Reporter, for

the end did come. By the way, I wish you would give these references,

Mr. Reporter ; for these references show he did come." Here Guiteau

waited till the reporter sharpened his pencil, and then read the references.

'I'iien he went on: -'These references show that Christ has been here; but

wliyhave Christims not known of it? This is especially important, Mr.

Reporter, and I desire you would take it down. All the ministers and

bible students ought to have come here to-nigiit, but they did not. For
nineteen centuries Christendom has been kept in ignorance of this advent.

You will find the apostle'S explanation of it also important, Mr. Reporter.

I shall defer consideration of it till another lecture. Nineteen centuries

have been afraid to fice this tiling, but after I have been abroad and

shaken them up a little they will come and hear me. Moody could only

raise three hundred people till lie went abroad. Here is an item about

Paul, Mr. Reporter, for Paul said Christ would come again. Peter did

not know what he was talking about. Please make a note of it, Mr.

Reporter. The Christianity of Paul's church has been a mockery, Mr.

Reporter, and I wish you would note the fact. That is the reason the

ministers are not here to-night. Moody shook 'cm up a little bit, and may
be I will more, before I get through. Now, Mr. Reporter, I will give

the biblical references, because you will not have space for the argument

(reads references.) They will only take seven or eight lines, Mr. Reporter

;

can't you put tliem in? Then these ministers will look them up to-

morrow. I've only two more items, Mr. Reporter, and I'd like you to take

them. Please take these references also, Mr. Reporter (reading.) Thus
you will see Anti-Christ has come. Now. Mr. Reporter, if you will note

1 John iii., 2; 1 John iil.. 1!), we will be almost through. We will now
examine Revelations. After I have read them to the reporter, I will

explain them to the audience. I will give you the references, Mr. Re-

porter (reads.) The substance of this is that Christ told them he was

• ChicaRO Tribune, January 21, 1877.
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coming quickly. The last words of John were that Christ was coming.

Now, I am almost through, Mr. Reporter ; can't you take the rest? It is

short I told Mr. H ill if he wanted any money he could have it, for 1

wanted a good report of this lecture. This is going to turn Christendom

upside down. I think this is destined to combine the Christian churches.

Take that down, Mr. Repm'ter. I will give you the latter part of this if

you don't w.int the trouble of writing it down. Hereafter we'll roam up
and down history, sacred and profane. I'll have more people here then

than I have now. Copernicus said the world was round, and everybody
believed him mad. There may be some who will believe I am mad."

According to the testimony of Dr. Neil, Mr. Maynard,

Rev. Mr. Burton, Mr. Union and the Rev. N. Damon, he

conducted himself in the same manner at his other lec-

tures. The next lecture was delivered at Evanston, and

was characterized by the same manner of acting. In re-

gard to another lecture, Frank L. Union* testified that

:

In September, 1879, he became acquainted with C. J. Guiteau in

Boston. He called on him at his office. He wanted to hire a hall for the

purpose of giving a lecture—the Paine Memorial Hall. He stated that he
preferred to have a hall independent, rather than go to the churches.

He said that he wanted to be independent : his lecture was entirely inde-

pendent of any creed that there was in town, and he would rather hire a

hall than go to the churches and ask them to let him have one free. He
wanted to hire the hall to give a lecture on the subject " Why Two-thirds

of the Race were Going Down to Perdition." He came to Mr. Union and
represented himself as a man far-famed. He said that the lecture that he
proposed to give was on religion, and that he did not want to go to a

church, but preferred to have a tiall to himself After he was shown the

hall, and was satisfied with it, he said, " I haven't any money to pay for

this hall, but I am positive, from my past experience in lecturing, that I

shall certainly get a large audience. I will have it a free lecture and take

up a collection, and I am sure there will be more than enough to pay for

the hall." He at that time agreed to pay for all printing and advertising

that he might have. Mr. Union told him that this was not his way exactly,

of doing business, but after some talk with him concluded he would let

him have it, inasmuch as he was the first man who had presented himself

under that head ; that is, as a religious teacher, and aa he expressed it,

direcly from God. He told Mr. Union that he would give him the fii-st

$15 from the receipts of the contribution, which he thought would be some
$40 or S50. Mr." Union didn't think much of it, but at any rate let him
have the hall, and Guiteau went on with his preparations. The next day
some programmes were issued, which ran something like this: "Don't
fail to hear the Hon. Charles J. Guiteau, the Little Giant from the West,
who will show Why Two-thirds of the Race are Going Down to Perdition."

• Official Record, p. 357.
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At the first interview with the man Mr. Union did not notice anything

very peculiar, but on the next day, when he talked with Guiteau, Mr,
Union tliought he talked very queer. He said that he had challenged Mr.

Ingersoll to a debate several times, but he did not think Mr. Ingereoll had
courage enough to meet him. When he came to deliver the lecture on the

night that he had selected, there were about fifty persons present. There

would have been more.buta Sunday came between the time he first came to

see Mr. Union, and the time he gave his lecture, and as many of the

people Mr. Union expected would attend the lecture were members of the

Society of the Paine Memorial Association, Mr. Union told most of them
who asked him about the matter not to go; he did not think there would

be a lecture, as the man did not have sense enough to give a lecture. At
any rate, about fifty came on the night of the lecture. The lecturer

brought in a manuscript, which he placed upon the pulpit, and after apolo-

gizing for a cold which he seemed to have, or which he thought he had. he

commenced by reading some half a dozen lines, and then turned over

perhaps half a doztn pages, and then read some more. Then be read

some more; and then he would turn over, and so on. without any connec-

tion whatever to the previous part he had been reading. He would leave

off in the middle of a sentence, as far as the audience could see. After

some half an hour or so, he evidently became disgusted with himself, and
took his manuscript and immediately left the platform in a great hurry,

seemingly rather angry at something. He grabbed up the manuscript as

though it was a sudden thought, and ran very forcibly down toward the

door, and was going, when Mr. Seaver, the editor of the Boston Inventiga-

ior, stood up and requested the gentleman to answer a few questions he

might propose. He asked him a few questions. After he had talked some
little time, Guiteau exclaimed that he would not stay any longer to hear

God blasphemed, and whs about to leave again, when a Mr. Damon made
some remarks. During th» m Guiteau left the hall. After Guiteau had

gone out. the audience unanimously voted that the man was crazy. After

this lecture was over Mr. Union saw him again, and Guiteau requested

him to let him lecture again, and he told him he did not propose to have

any more crazy lectures in Paine Hall. He said he was not crazy, but

inspired, and that God was his teacher and his direct counselor, and that

he should always act by what he said, and that he did not do anything

that he considered wrong. The last time he saw him w-as somewliere

along in April or May the next year, ISSO. Pie said that he belonged to

the firm of Jesus Christ & Co. Mr. Union could not remember any of

Guiteau's arguments. The moment they began to argue Guiteau would
get very much excited, and Mr. Union did not argue very much with him
afterward. For tliis excitement there did not seem to be any cause.

Guiteau was always serious about his claims.

Visitors who attended these lectures were impressed

with the man's insanity. His lecture tours were absolutely

without financial return. Conductors, with whom he trav-

eled, with few exceptions, treated him so well that he
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regarded them " as good Christian men." He told them he

was traveling for the Lord, and they passed him on.

Railroad conductors are a pretty shrewd set of men, and

do not let " rehgious dead-beats " pass with the almost

unanimity with which they did Guiteau. If they regarded

him as a lunatic their conduct is comprehensible, other-

wise not. One conductor, who refused to pass him,

alarmed Guiteau so much by telling the brakeman to keep

an eye on him, that he concluded not to stay upon the

order of his going, but went at once, though the train

was running at the rate of thirty miles an hour. The

government placed on the stand a Dr. Withrow, who heard

Guiteau speak in prayer meetings at this time, but did

not hear him lecture. When asked if Guiteau impressed

him as being an insane man, he said

:

Oh, never ; not the least ; not the first sign of it. He was an ill-natured

man—a very acute man.

One would like to know, to judge of the value of

this evidence, what Dr. Withrow's idea of insanity is, and

also what was meant by an " ill-natured man." Guiteau

displayed "ill-nature" when pushed into a corner, in his

lectures, or when the audience did not suit him ; but in a

prayer meeting, no. The evidence of Dr. Withrow is the

same valueless, non-expert evidence, on which too much
stress is laid ; but as an alienist, one would like to know
what the ill-nature was, as an acute man would not dis-

play ill-nature when he had an ax to grind, as was the

case with Guiteau when speaking with Dr. Withrow. In

the fall of 1879, his book, "The Truth," was issued, but

fell perfectly flat; he did not sell fifty copies. What
impression this " inspired book " may make on others I

do not know. For me it suffices for a diagnosis, written

though it be on theology, a field, in which great inanity

is possible without being evidence of insanity. The theol-

ogy is that of the Oneida Community ; the doctrine, that

the devil was uncreated, is one which some early Christian

sects borrowed from Zoroaster. The. doctrines of the
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prisoner and his brother about insanity being due to

the fact that the hanatic was one who had failed to choose

at one time properly between right and wrong, read

like paraphrases of Heinroth's doctrine, that no one who
has ever had the image of God in his soul, can become

insane. These are not evidences of insanity, but the style

of the book and its preface demonstrate more marked psy-

chical peculiarities than can be explained as the usual

inanity of the sectarian religious exhorter. Between the

publication of this book and the opening of the political

campaign of 1880, was a period of comparative calm.

The unrest was for the time being in abeyance. Guiteau,

on the opening of this campaign, went hotly |or Grant,

as the nominee of the Republican party ; a man whom he

had opposed when a candidate in 1872. The description

of this campaign, as conducted by Guiteau, has been

given by Dr. Godding* so inimitably that it merits quota-

tion :

When the nomination of Grant was foreshadowed, he went up to the

State library and there wrote out his campai<;n speech for the great

general ; but the Chicago convention named another. It would not do

to throw away the brain-work he had put into that eulogy. So. as with

the cheap woodcuts that do duty in our illustrated papers a dozen times for

military heroes under different names, lie retouched it a little, erased Grant

and wrote in Garfield, closed his Boston office; and taking passage for

New York on the Stonington. on that dark niirht of shipwreck, June 11,

1880, he entered upon his political career. There was storm and darkness,

and the curtain rising for the last act, Guiteau went to New York and

offered his services to the Kepublic:ui National Committee, intending to

throw the weight of his speech into the scale, not only as a campaign

document, but as one of the oratorical efforts of the time. Very early

he took it to Saratoga in manuscript, but the auspices do not appear to

have been favorable to its delivery. * * * * In some way that will

ever be mj'sterious to us. he gets his manuscript in type, witli tlie imprint

of the National Kepublican Committee upon it. What was this speech?

Just two pages of very commonplace tliought upon the situation, entitled

"Garfield against Hancock." G. C. Gorham testifies tliat: * * * * "It

was neitlicr remarkable on tlie one hand nor ridiculous on the other."

E. A. Storrs says :

That it appeared to have been printed under the auspices of the

National Committee, which, after reading the speech, seemed to him to be

curious. Tiiat was not tlie way It was viewed by Guiteau. At that time

• Two Hard Cases.
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he spoke to Storrs in strong recommendation of it. The way he handled

it, shows something of his estimate of it. It became his letter of recom-

mendation to General Logan, General Arthur, and I know not to how
many others. * * * He says he never delivered it but once; that was
before a colored audience, on Twenty-Fifth Street, New York. He began

the address, but the night was warm and there were plenty of other speakers

ready to go on; so he stopped midway, as was his wont, and handed the

document to the reporter. But during the entire campaign he remained

at his post of duty, hanging around the committee rooms, holding himself

in readiness for an engagement. * * * * Of what earthly use, other

than ornamental, he can have been to the party by his labors it is difficult

to imtigine.

Dr. J. P. Gray says of his preliminary examination with

Guiteau respecting this period

:

Coming down to the Presidential campaign, Guiteau went fully into

the subject; spoke in the most familiar way of prominent men, but in

giving the detail of what he actually did he could show but one speech

delivered once to some colored people ; the rest of the service was keeping

about the head-quarters of the committee, reading newspapers and talking

casually to those he met. Questioned closely, I found he knew the promi-

nent men only by seeing them and exchanging occasionally a few words.

He had never been invited to the house or committee rooms of any of

them. Diu-ing this time he did some work in the way of soliciting

insurance, and down to the time of coming to Washington, on March
5, 1881.

On the basis of such services, Guiteau, as soon as the

election was decided, sent off the following letter to Gen-

eral Garfield, so hurriedly that he forgot to date it

:

Dear Genei'al—I, Charles Guiteau, hereby make application for the

Austrian mission. Being about to marry a wealthy and accomplished

heiress, of this city, we think that together we might represent the nation

with dignity and grace. On the principle of first come first served, I have

faith that you will give the application favorable consideration.

Charles Guiteau.

The " wealthy and accomplished heiress " was a poor

relation of a wealthy family, with whom he had never

exchanged a word. He abandoned his hopes of the

Austrian mission when he found Mr. Blaine was in the

cabinet, " because it would be given to a Blaine man ;

"

and then laid claim to the Paris consulship. As to his
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persistence in the idea of his claim, the evidence of Mr,

Reed* deserves citation :

Mr. Reed saw Guiteau after the inaiio^uration some week or ten days,

at the Rlggs House, and he said that he had ascertained from Chicago that

I was here, and he thought he would call to see me. Says he, " You can

help me." I says, '' In what way?" He siid, " I am a candidate for the

position of consul to Paris." Mr. Reed then said to him at that timer
'• Guiteau, you can't get that place. Washington is full of office-seekers,

and ninety-nine out of every hundred will be disappointed, and have either

to walk home, or send to their friends to get money to go home. You had
better give it up and go away." He pulled out of his pocket a speech

called " Garfield against Hancock," and claimed that the delivery of the

speech entitled him to some important office. And at that time he said to

Reed that he had seen Mr. Blaine, who was on his side, and all he wanted
was somebody from Illinois, of repute, who would go to the president

and indorse him ; and be wanted Mr. Reed to go to the president. He
says, '" 1 understand you know the president." Reed said, •' Yes, 1 know
him very well." He said, " If you will go up there it will be all right."

The talk Listed ten or fifteen minutes, and Mr. Reed did all he could to

dissuade Guiteau from any such talk as that. Just before Mr. Reed went
away Guiteau looked as if he was friendless and in distress, and Reed said

to him, •• Guiteau, I am sorry for you
;
you cannot get any such place as

that ; but if there is some minor clerkship here where there is no responsi-

bility attached to it, if you find any vacancy and you will take it, I will da
what I can for you." When Mr. Reed said a place of " no responsibility '

Guiteau became very much excited, and said that he would not take any
such place; that he would have the consulship to Paris or nothing. Mr.

Reeil thought if he could get a place wliere there was no responsibility

particularly, one which he might perhaps fill, that he might liclp him. At
another interview Guiteau wanted to borrow money from Mr. Reed, and

pay the same when he got his place. Mr. Reed said, *' Wiiat place?" He
said " Consul to Paris." Mr. Reed remarked, " Guiteau, haven't you given

that up yet?" He said, "No, by no means." Mr. Reed said, "Well, I

have told you all summer that you had no show for that; that you had

better give up trying to get the office." He used the name of the president

and Mr. Blaine two or three times in the conversation. He either said the

president or Mr. Blaine owed it to him for wliat he did in the campaign

for General Garfield, and he said, " You remember that speech of mine

that I gave to you of Garfield against Hancock." Said he, " I was of so

much use to them they owe me that place." " Well," said Mr. Reed,
" does Mr. Blaine say you can have it ? " He says, " Yes, he is on my side."

Mr. Reed said, "If he is, then you are all right," and told liim then he

regarded it as useless for him to make any attempt; he had frequently

told liim so during the summer, as he had seen him at the Riggs House

very often. As he turned to go away he said, tiirowing up his hands,

" You tiiink I won't get that place; but you keep watch of the newspapers^

and in a few days you will see my name mentioned as consul to Paris."

* Official Becord, p. 39j.
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From all this it is clearly evident that Guiteau was not

an ordinary office-seeker ; neither his " claims " on the

party nor his idea of the reward for those " claims " could

very well be paralleled. He called on Senator Logan* in

the wintry March of 1881, clad in a spring suit, without

an overcoat, and with rubber sandals without stockings,

offered him the famous speech, and then asked the sen-

ator's recommendation for the Paris consulship. Guiteau

was almost finical about his personal appearance, and

there must have been some strong belief that he was so

intimate with the senator as to render unnecessary any

ordinary attention to costume. At about the same time he

was refusing with disdain the offer of a minor clerkship.

If he was in desperate circumstances the latter was more

attainable, and promised early relief; but it is scarcely

possible to imagine a sane man in the financial condition

of Guiteau refusing such offers of aid. From this time on

Guiteau pestered President Garfield with letters of advice

and expostulation and personal visits. His first and only

interview was as follows :t He called on General Garfield

the first week after his inauguration, and went into the

president's room. He was in conversation with several

politicians ; among others, Levi P. Morton, now minister

to France, and General Tyner. Guiteau says he knew
both of these gentlemen. They were glad to see him.

Mr. Morton especially asked about his health, and how he

was getting along. As soon as General Garfield was at

leisure Guiteau stepped up to him and gave him his speech.

Of course Guiteau says he recognized Guiteau at once.

Guiteau marked his name, and Paris consulship, at the end

of it, connecting it with his name, gave it to him, and left

him reading the speech, and retired. At another time the

president told the usher " Tell Mr. Guiteau I cannot see

him to-day." Guiteau says :

I understood by the words " to-day " that he was entertaining the

proposition of reraovin? Mr. WalJier, and as soon as he got Walker out of

» Official Record, p. 411.

t Official Record, p. 587.
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the way gracefullj', then I would be given the oHice, and that is tlie way
the matter stood from that day to this. They never told me that I could

not have the office.

He had previously interviewed Mr. Blaine, and his

account of one of these many interviews throws no little

light on his mental condition. Guiteau says

:

The last interview with Secretary Blaine on that subject occurred, say

about April 25th, and he says to me rather abruptly, one SaturdaVr

says he, " Never speak to me again on the subject of the Paris consulship."

He broke out in that kind of way, and hurt my feelings a little. I felt

quite disturbed about his treating me so abruptly, in view of his previous

manner, previous attention, and previous talk that as soon as the dead-

lock in the Senate was over, that I would probably receive favorable

attention. It hurt my feelings to have him "go back" on me, to use the

common expression, so suddenly as that. Says I to him. " I am going to

see the president about this, and I think I can get the president to remove
Mr. Walker." Mr. Blaine did not think 1 could. •• Well," says I, " I am
going to see the president about this anyway, and I think I can get him
to remove Mr. Walker, and then I can get the appointment." Mr. Blaine

looked up in a sort of compassionate way, and I guess he was a little

ashamed of himself, and says he, " Well, if he will." Those were the last

words I had with Mr. Blaine on the subject. Says he, " Well, if he will ;

"

as much as to say, '• If the president wants to remove Walker, I won't
interfere with him."

Who, but a case of logical perversion would so in-

terpret the acts of a politician, who had treated him rather

with avoidance than confidence ? About the end of May,
i88i, Guiteau ceased to visit the president. He says

that:

The political situation kept growing bitter, bitter, bitter; and he was
getting more and more worried and perplexed about the fact that the

president. General Grant, and Senator Conkling were at loggerheads on
the Robertson matter, and other matters. He kept reading the papers,

and reading the papers, and feeling a great "distress about the whole
matter. He wrote the president several notes, in which he told him that

he ought to do something to pacify the stalwarts ; if he did not the

Republican party would go to wreck and ruin, and there would be

terrible trouble here in this country. Garfield never answered the notes

at all; paid no attention to it whatever. Guiteau, after this, kept thinking

about the political situation more than anything else; and kept reading

the papers, and kept being worried and perplexed, in great anxiety of

mind as to the future of this country. After he saw the president and
General Grant and Conkling, and that kind of men, were wrestling and at
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loggerheads, he saw that this nation was coming to grief. The way the

papers spoke about General Qarfleld at that time, the newspaper extracts

that were found on his person at the time of arrest, and what he saw

occurring between General Garfield and Mr. Blaine confirmed bis opinion.

The Wednesday evening after Senators Conkling and Piatt resigned

there was great excitement in the public mind in reference to their resigna-

tion, and Guiteau felt greatly perplexed and worried about it. He retired

about eight o'clock that evening, greatly depressed in mind and spirit from

the political situation, and about half-past eight an impression came oyer his

mind like a flash, that if the president was out of the way this whole thing

would be solved, and everything would go well. That is the first im-

pression he had with reference to removing the president. The next

morning the same impression came upon him with renewed force. He
kept on reading the papers, with his eye on the possibility of the presi-

dent's removal, and his impression kept working upon him, grinding him,

pressing him, for about two weeks. All this time he was kept horrified
;

kept throwing it off; did not want to give the matter any attention at all

;

tried to shake it off"; but it kept growing upon him, pressing him, goading

him, so, as a matter of fact, at the end of two weeks, bis mind was
thoroughly fixed as to the necessity for the president's removal, and the

divinity of the inspiration. He never had the slightest doubt as to the

divinity of the inspiration from the 1st of June. After the idea took full

possesssion of his mind, about the 1st of June, he kept praying about it,

and praying about it, and praying about it. The substance of the prayer

was, that if it was not the Lord's will that he should remove him, that

there would be some way by His providence by which He would in- HI
tercept the act. That was always the way that Guiteau tested the Deity.

When he felt the pressure upon him to do a certain thing, and he had
any doubt about it, he kept praying that the Deity may stay it in some
way, if he is wrong.

usual negative evidence, that they did not notice anything

pecuhar. Mr. Moss,* a very inteUigent colored member
of the Washington bar, testified that

:

He saw Guiteau in March, April, May and June, ISSl, in the Executive

Mansion ; in the month of May, about every other day. Guiteau's conduct

and words while there were very peculiar indeed, and the crowd wlio

were standing around in the waiting-room all seemed to tliink the same
thing. Mr. Moss thought Guiteau was a crazy man when he first saw
him at the White House. Mr. Mo^s came to the conclusion because Gui-

teau looked as crazy people look generally to him. Mr. Moss had oc-

casion to see them very often, as he resided near the asylum. He saw this

man sitting about with papers in his hand, and he looked to Mr. Moss
like a crazy man, and others said so too.

* Official Record, p. 458.
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During the time he was thus haunting the White -<

House, he was observed by several people who gave the O
3»
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The preparations for the assassination, and the pecuUar

vacillations of the prisoner have been already mentioned.

Guiteau says that :

He had this inspiration in him, and that is the reason he looked gaunt

and haggard. He was not easy in his mind ; he was not well. He was

haunted, and haunted, and oppressed, and oppressed, and could get no

relief until it was actually over.

With regard to the general condition of the prisoner

at the time of the homicide I present the following sum-

mary* of the testimony for the prosecution. It appears

That Guiteau was calm at the time of the shooting; not excited,

eaying repeatedly, "It is all right;" seemed to be trying to quiet the

excitement of the people, especially of the ladies, several of whom, as well

as several gentlemen, were there present [Official Uecord, pp.155. 156],

and were much excited by the shooting. That he met a p )licemm [155]

coming into the room, who had been attracted by the firing, and who
seized him, not knowing at first [187] that any person had been shot or

that Guiteau had fired the shots, but having arrested him because he was
attempting to get out of the room [1S6] where firing had been heard.

The prisoner, at the street door, had a paper in his hand [147]. and speak-

ing of it, said [149, 170, 17 1], '' 1 want to send this letter to General Sherman,

immediately" [176 to 179, 186, 189], He repeated that request several

times, while in the depot, and when being conducted [186] immediately

thereafter, by the officers having him under arrest, across the street to the

police station. The prisoner also said, speaking of that letter to General

Sherman, "It will explain the whole matter'' [179], which he repeated

several times [178], not directing hie remarks to any person in particular

[179]. And after one of the officers having him under arrest said to him,
" General Sherman shall have the letter,"' the prisoner kept repeating his

request to send it to General Sherman. That a few minutes before the

president came [170] the prisoner got his boots blacked [705], and spoke

to a hackman to take him to Congressional Cemetery (near the jail); and
his appearance at the time [170] was that of one in distress or trouble, to

such an extent that the attention of a stranger waiting in the depot, and

hearing the conversation, was attracted towards him, and the idea drawn
therefrom that the prisoner was going to visit the grave of a dead friend,

or something like that. When the shooting occurred [170, 175] there was
considerable confusion and excitement amongst the people present, but

the prisoner seemed to be more calm than before; his countenance [170]

did not look so distressed or troubled after that as it did before. He
was rather pale, but was calm, deliberate, and not excited [ISO]. He
had a fierce, sharj) look out of his eyes [181, 191]; and his appearance

and manner continued the same, after the shooting in the depot and

• From Mr. Scoville's book.
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while being taken across the street [181] to the police station, and at

the station. After leaving the depot, and while on the w;>y to the station,

in charg'e of two officers, one on each side, the prisoner said, •' I did it, and
will %o to jail for it [187]. Arthur is president, and 1 am a stalwart." and
again he said, '* I am a stalwart—Arthur is now president of the United

States" [179]. At the police station, when asked by an officer what
his name was, he answered, " Charles Guiteau, a theologian and lawyer ''

[188]. He was then searched, and different articles taken from him without
objection, until an officer was about taking certain letters and papers from
one of his pockets [138], when he resisted, and as the officer took them
(another officer holding his arm), the prisoner said he wanted the

letters to go to Byron Andrews, on Fourteenth Street, a journalist. The
lieutenant of police then said to him, " Have you anything to say?" Says
he, " I have nothing to say, the papers speak for themselves." He then said

to the officer wlio was searching him, " Don"t get excited [188], take your
time

;
you have got plenty of time to search me " [207]. He was calm [207].

One of the papers then taken from him was an address, directed " To the
White House" [206]. That was in a large envelope [205], with his speech
entitled "Garfield against Hancock." There were a great many clippings

from newspapers, and about a dozen of his business cards. On the way to

the jail he crouched between two officers on the seat in the hack [207], and
pulled his hat down over his eyes. He did not seem to be frightened, but

to screen himself from view. He said he had written to Gen. Sherman
about it [206]. and that he would be down in the morning to see him, and
to take charge. He said that he was a stalwart of stalwarts, and that he
had done it to 8a\e the Republican party, and the country. After being

committed to jail, no person other than those in the employ of the govern-

ment, with the single exception of Mr. Scoville, on the Fourth of July,

was permitted to see or converse with him for several weeks. It will be
readily admitted that his appearance and conversation immediately fol-

lowing the 2nd of July, before he had settled down to what was for

liim the repose and recuperation of jail life, was specially important as

indicative of his mental condition at that time. Yet, although frequent

and careful interviews were had witli him, and although the prosecution

had every facility for establishing, beyond question, his state of mind as

to sanity or insanity, directly after the day of the act, no attempt was
made to do so. At least, no evidence was introduced by them on that

point. The names of some witnesses in employ of the government were
given by the defense, who had knowledge on that subject, but they were
not called. Two of them were subsequently called by the defense at a

venture, Bailey and Brooks; and a third was offered, but objected toby
the prosecution, and he was not permitted to testify. This was Detective

McElfresh, the man who was made a confidant of by Guiteau within an

hour after the shooting, who rode to the jail with him, and who visited

him repeatedly soon afterwards. This was the man whom Guiteau

promised to have promoted, through his influence with the administration.

It is certain that the night after the homicide Guiteau

slept soundly. He himself says :
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I felt greatly relieved when it was actually done. When it was over
you may say I felt happy. I had not been so happy for weeks until that

July 2nd, when it was all over, and I was in my cell. Then I said to my-
self, '•

'i bank Uod, it is all over !

"

According to Dr. Noble Young*

Guiteau spoke of being inspired within a few days after his admi68ioi>

to the Jiiil. and said that the president's death was necessary to confirm his

inspiration.

Dr. Young admitted he knew very little about insanity,,

but did not consider Guiteau insane. There is much intrin-

sic evidence to show that the claim of inspiration was made
at the time of Guiteau's admission to the jail, and that the

claims that the inspiration was an afterthought are based

only on the absence of the evidence suppressed by Mr.

Corkhill. The evidence of Dr. Noble Youngf settles this

question, and the newspapers of July 4, 5 and 6, 1881,.

contain evidence in the same direction.

There is too little evidence as to Guiteau's jail life, and

the fact that so little was obtainable speaks for the insanity-

theory, since the uniform custom of the District Attorney

was to suppress evidence he supposed to be in favor of the

defense.J The nature of Guiteau's interruptions of the trial

can be gleaned from the instances cited, few though

they be.

Judge Cox's charge contains much matter that de-

serves collation, witH the legal citations given, and his

ideas about insane delusions deserve comparison with the

citation from Dr. Tyler. Judge Cox says:

But the insane delusion, according to all testimony, seems to be an.

unreasoning and incorrigible belief in the existence of facts which are

either impossible absolutely, or, at least, impossible under the circum-

stances of the individual. A man, with no reason for it, believes that

another is attempting his life, or that he himself is the owner of untold

• Official Record, p 126

t He recently sent a relative to study under Dr. Spltzka.

J Mr. W. II. Cook (a Washington lawyer; who tesiined before the Springer

Congresfional Committ<'e of Investigation, of the Department of Justice, said:

"Guiteau was treated in a different manner from any other criminal. He was
isolated from all visitors, and was not permitted, for a long time, to see counsel

or (rienda."
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wealth, or that he has invented something which will revolutionize the

world, or that he is President of the United States, or that he is God or

Christ, or that he is dead, or that he is immortal, or that he has a glass

arm, or that he is pursued by enemies, or that he is inspired by God
to do something. In most cases, as I understand it, the fact believed is

something affecting the senses. It may also concern the relations of the

party with others. But generally the delusion centers around himself, his

cares, sufferings, rights and wrongs. It comes and goes independently of

the exercise of will and reason, like the phantasms of dreams. It is, in

fact, the waking dream of the insane, in which facts present themselves to

the mind as real, just as objects do to the distempered vision in delirium

tremens. The important thing is that an insane delusion is never the

result of reasoning and reflection. It is not generated by them, and it

cannot be dispelled by them. A man may reason himself, and he may be

reasoned by others, into absurd opinions, and may be persuaded into

impracticable schemes and vicious resolutions, but he cannot be reasoned

or persuaded into insanity or insane delusions. Whenever convictions are

founded on evidence, on comparison, or acts and opinions and arguments

they are not insane delusions.*

The answer of the English judges has not been deemed entirely satis-

factory, and the courts have settled down upon the question of knowledge

of right and wrong as to the particular act, or rather the capacity to know
it, as the test of responsibility. And the question of insane delusion is

only important, as it throws light upon the question of knowledge of, or

capacity to know, the right and wrong. If a man is under an insane delu-

sion that another i^ attempting his life, and kills him in self-defense, he

does not know that he is committing an unnecessary homicide. If a man
insanely believes that he has a command from the Almighty to kill, it is

difiieult to understand how such a man can know that it is wrong for him

to do it. A man may have some other insane delusion which would be

quite consistent with a knowledge that such an act is wrong; such as, that

he had received an injury ; and he might kill in revenge for it, knowing

that it would be wrong. And I have dwelt upon the question of insane

delusion, simply because evidence relating to tliat, is evidence touching

the defendant's power, or want of power, from mental disease, to distin-

guish between right and wrong, as to the act done by him, which is the

broad question for you to determine, and because that is the kind of

evidence on this question which is relied on by the defense. It has been

argued with great force, on the part of the defendant, that there are a

great many things in his conduct which could never be expected of a sane

man, and which are only explainable on the theory of insanity. The very

extravagance of his expectations in connection with this deed—that he

would be protected by the men he was to benefit—would be applauded by

the whole country when his motives were made known, has been dwelt

upon as the strongest evidence of un-;oundnes8. Whether this and other

strange things in his career are really indicative of partial insanity or

can be accounted for by ignorance of men, exaggerated egotism, or per-

verted moral sense, might be a question of difliculty. And difficulties

• Official Record, p. 3,010.
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of this kind you might find very perplexing if you were compelled

to determine the question of insanity generally, without any rule

for your guidance. But the only safe rule for j'ou is to direct your
reflections to the one question which is the test of criminal respon-

sibilit}^ and whicli has been so often repeated to you. viz., whether,

whatever may have been the prisoner's singularities and eccentricities,

he possessed the mental capacity, at the time the act was committed,

to know that it was wrong, or was deprived of that capacity by mental

disease.

Under such a charge conviction of any lunatic not a

dement or idiot must have followed. Mr. Scoville* stated

at the outset of the trial he considered the burden of proof

to be upon the State. The Supreine Court of Indianaf has

recently so decided. Judge Sedgwick| has recently said

that the jury should be thorojighly certain the prosecution

has made out its case. Judge Cox, in the citation made,

admits that there were difficulties in the theory of Guiteau's

sanity. Difficulty implies doubt. Where doubt exists the

prosecution cannot be said to have thoroughly made out

its case.

I pass now to Guiteau's life after sentence. It appears

that he grew fat, and seemed to enjoy life; but it may be

said, prisoners (when there is no hope) become resigned,

and gain flesh. Guiteau hoped still, and it is clear there

was no suspense in the matter; for, as seems obvious

from the following communication, issued by him soon

after the trial, he confidently expected a new trial and

acquittal.

On February 3, 1882, Guiteau gave to the press the

following document, which he headed " Errors Corrected."

He had expected to read it to the court when sentenced,

but being stopped, concluded (as he remarked) to "test

the efficacy of the press
:"

A tramp says I stole his shirts. All statementu of tiiis kind are false.

I never had anytiiing to do with tramps or disreputable characters. I am
high-toned—too high-toned for newspaper devils to notice, and I want

them to let me alone. This is hard, but is true, I never saw sucii a diabol-

• Official Record, p. 361.

t Alienist and Nkuboloqist, October, 1883.

J American I^aw Review, Febrnarv, 18tf2.
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ical spirit as some newspapers have towards me, especially those that were

cursing Garfield last spring. Since he was shot they have deified him, and

cursed me for doing the very thing they said ought to be done, namely,

remove him. When God found a man that had the brains and nerve to do
it, these newspaper devils deify Garfield and curse God's man. But tlie

Deity will get even with these fellows. If I were dead these devils would
not be satisfied. If I had been president and wrecked the Kepnblican

party as Garfield did, I say I ought to have been shot, and posterity will

say so, whatever this perverse and crooked generation may say. " Ye
generation of vipers, how can ye escape the damnation of hell?" It is

hard to tell how some newspaper men will escape that place if they con-

tinue to slander God's man.

Business now!—My mail comes to the jail now. Any friend wishing

to see me in person, or to write to me, can do so. Any one having sent me
an important letter and received no answer, can write again, and I will see

it is answered. No notice given to anonymous or " crank " letters, except

to put them in the waste-basket. All checks should be certified—then 1

shall know they are good. Autographs, 25 cents. Photographs, cabinet

size, and my autograph on it, $1, mailed to any address. This photograph
is from a new sitting. I own the negative and copyright. No photograph
is genuine without my autograph is on it. They will be supplied to the

trade only by me for $9 per 100. This is the only way of gettinof money
to pay my counsel to argue my case in banc. If I give my autograph
away and make an appeal 1 get nothing. This negative will be a great im-

provement every way on the sitting of July, taken by Bell. My hair is

parted and my beard off", and I look ten years younger. It is an historical

picture, and any one can get it by sending me the price, aud in no other

way. Under no circumstances will I allow my relatives or any one else

to have anything to do with my body. If necessary, I shall will it to some
large cemetery. I shall probably need it myself for some time yet.

Scoville's proposition is simply infamous and barbarous, and not to be tol-

erated for a moment. I am sorry Seoville is poor ; and if I had plenty of

money I would give my sister |5,000. I shall do 30, anyway, if I get out

of here. Charles Guiteau.
United States Jail, Washington, Feb. 2, 1882.

THE EXECUTION.

To the well-v\^ritten description of the last days of

Guiteau's life, by Dr. Godding,* it is doing but slight

justice to pay the poor compliment of quoting it

:

June 24, 1882, Rev. Dr. W. W. Hicks, informed Guiteau that all efliorts

for a respite had tailed ; that President Arthur had declined to interfere

with the execution of the sentence on the 30tb of June ; that his decision

was final, and that nothing remained but to make ready for the event. It

was thought best for the criminal to disabuse his mind of false hopes and

* Aliknist and Neurologist, October, 1882.
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thus enil the pretense, the bravado which had kept him up so long, and,

by 80 doinor. give liim time to make serious preparations for eternity. But

still sleep came to him as it comes to a cliild, his digestion was undis-

turbed, and to all outward appearance, the sunrise, as it came through the

window of his cell on the morning of his execution, was to him the same
welcome light tliat it was when he went to enjoy it in Lafayette Park on
tlie morning of July 2nd, 1881. If, as he maintained to the last, '* he liad

done God's service, and h.ad nothing to repent of," he could well be calm.

One year before, he had written, '• Life is a fleeting dream, and it matters

little when one goes. A human life is of small value," and now he was
confronted by his own statement. But he really meant this when he wrote

it, and he accepted it for himself now. It is too late for me to doubt the

sincerity of tliis man's belief; in his egotism he posed before the world,

but lie was not playing at a farce with the Almighty. In his religious

faith he was as terribly in earnest as John Brown, of Osawatomie, but

without the intensity of that old man's devotion. Winning Guiteau>
confidence, Dr. Hicks had great control over him. and I know was thereby

able to prevent some steps he was disposed to take which were at least

unwise For example, Guiteau had conceived a strange fancy to go in

robes of white, and determined that he would be hung in liis shirt and

drawers alone, and could not be dissuaded from this by his friends. Dr.

Hicks told him that the doctors would be sure to point to that absurd

costume as conclusive evidence of insanity, and Guiteau was so averse to

giving any countenance to the idea tiiat he was really insane that he

abandoned Ids project. He said to Dr. Hicks, " If you say I am insane I

will believe it, but I believe I am sane. I believe I am God's man. I

believe I was commissioned to do this work, and I am no more insane

than you are." This was the rock on which he rested, and whatever Dr.

Hicks tliought, we may be sure he kindly left the word insane unspoken.

But while Guiteau was ready to leave a world that had grown weary of

him, he had still something to say as to the manner of his going. This

most egotistic of men was not likelj' to omit his valedictory, or make it

less a gala day because he was the chief actor; the drop scene was merely

an unavoidable incident that would only heighten tlie effect. Nor did he

propose to conduct the exercises on an empty stomach—he knew the

value of a square meal, though lie seldom paid for one. So, after a sub-

stantial breakfast, having taken a bath and his usual exercise, both

hygienic measures, he sat down to write " Simplicity," a poem I Within

the last few weeks of his life, Guiteau had taken to writing poetry (?).

I here insert two verses from a mystery (Wasliington Star, June

17th, 1882), whlcli sufficiently illustrate his style. It is entitled "God's

Ways.'"

"Tliou Jeliovali!

All things created

Save the evil one!

He being uncreated

Like Thyself.

(See my l^ook.)
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'
' The retribution came,
Quick and sliarp,

In fire and blood,

In shot and shell,

In endless pain!

Like a jumping tooth.

Lasting forever and ever!

(A jumping tooth

Gives an idea of hell

,

And that is what
Those Jews got!)"

The parenthesis in each case lets us down from too dizzy a flight, but 1

think the world was no more ready for his poetry than for his evangel,

" The Truth." There was much to be done that morning that everything

should move olf right. Time, for him rapidly merging into eternity,

made moments precious, but how could the last half-hour be more profit-

ably spent than in enjoying a hearty dinner, which he had ordered earlier

than usual, having requested Warden Crocker to have the procession

move at 12 o'clock m. sharp, he knowing how important it was to be

punctual and not keep the invited guests waiting. But this wonderful

crim'nal forgot nothing; at the eleventli liour he sent out his shoes to be

blacked ! It will be remembered that the same office was performed for

bim at the railroad station on tlie morning of July 2nd. 1881. This was
to be another of his field days, and he went to tlie platform as to a dress

parade. At the first step of the gallows he tripped, and said with a smile

to Dr. Hicks, wIjo caught his arm :
•' I stubbed my toe going to the

gallows." And this was tlie man tliey expected would " weaken! " How
little they knew him. On tlie scaflold he stood erect, master of the

ceremonies, prepared to conduct his last prayer meeting, assisted by Eev.

Dr. Hicks. For twenty years this anomalous being had taken a real

pleasure in prayer meetings: it was his privilege to be present at one
more. He stood there and looked down into cold, unsympathetic faces,

many of them present at a prayer meeting for the first time. But he knew
that he was speaking to an audience beyond those dull ears, and that the

echoes of his voice would be heard outside the limits of those stone walls

which formed his horizon, and past that day's shadows. Dr. Hicks

commenced the services with a brief but fitting supplication " Out of the

depths;" he then held the Bible for the pinioned man to read, and Guiteau,

''cool as an iceberg" (as the New York Herald correspondent remarked),

said, so distinctly that his voice filled the corridor and everyone heard

bim, " I will read a selection from the tenth chapter of Matthew," naming
the verses. Then he opened on that motley audience with a Scripture

lesson that they well might heed, commencing, " And fear not them that

kill the body, but are not able to kill the soul," continuing thence for

fourteen verses. The New York Times correspondent says, " As he read

the verses, sometimes looking on the book and sometimes upon the

people before him, he seemed to lose siglit ;of the gallows, and declaimed

the words with great earnestness and much dramatic eflect." At the verse

which seemed a most precious promise that he applied to himself, '• He
that loseth his life for my sake shall find it," he was eloquent. Then
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followed that remaikable prayer which he had written out and had
patterned after the seventeenth chapter of St. John. It was delivered in

the same firm and, at times, impassioned voice. Then, after a raomeiit's

pause, another paper was unfolded before his eyes, and this cool, self-

possessed man, said. *'
' Except ye become as a little child ye cannot enter

into the kingdom of heaven.' I am now goino' to read some verses which
are intended to indicate my feelings at the moment of leaving this world.

If set to music they may be rendered very effective. The idea is th;it of a

child babbling to his mamma and his papa. I wrote it this morning about

ten o'clock." He had come to the most trying part of the whole ordeal

;

the childish treble was to be assumed, and he was to babble to his Father

in heaven some of his fearful verses. He humbled himself, this sane man T

and tlius became as a little child that so he might enter into the kingdom
of heaven. This was his new birth; this was that childhood to which he

doubtless thought theee verses, wlien set to music, would hereafter atlbrd

an effective entrance for other souls, verses written by Guiteau the martyr,

like those old hymns which have come down to us from the early cliurch,

hallowed with the blood of the saints, and whose triumphant strains

have wafted heavenward many a parting spirit. Here is the hymn he

entitled

" SIMPLICITY."

" I am goiDg to the Lorrty, I am so glad.

I am going Co the Lorily, I am so glad.

I am going to the Lordv,

Glory hallthijuh! Glory halleltijah!

I am going to the Lordy

!

'

' I love the Lordy with all my soul

,

Glory hallelujah!

And that is the reason I am going to the Lord.

Glory hallelujah! Glory hallelujah!

I am going to the Lor<l.

'
' I saved my party and my land,

Glory hallelujah!

But they have murdered me for it,

And that J8 the reason I am going to the Lordy.

Glory hallelujah! Glory hallelujah!

I am going to the Lordy!

'
' I wonder what I will do when I get to the Lordy.

I guess that I will weep no more
When I get to the Lordy!

Glory hal elujah!

"I wonder what I will see when I get to Ihe Lordy.

I exptct to see most eplendid things,

Beyond all earthly conception,

When I am with the Lordy I

Glory hallelujah! Glory hallelujah!

I am with the Lord."

At last he " weakened." He broke down in his recital, not from fear,

but from genuine emotion. So real to him were his childish pleadings

that the tears came welling up. For a moment all vindictive feeling was
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gone, the pride of " God's man" was bowed down, even the egotism dis-

appeared, and he was sobbing like a child as he prattled of the time when
he " would weep no more," and the heaven where he should " see most

splendid things." Then proudly he remembered he was master of cere-

monies still, and his sobs were hushed and his voice rose, as he closed

exultantly with " Glory hallelujah ! Glory hallelujah 1 I am with the

Lord," And so the end came. Dr. Hicks pronounced the benediction.

Guiteau stood proudly erect while the functionary of the law performed

his final offices, and as the quickly drawn cap shut from his eyes the last

gleam of our sunlight, those orbs turned to watch for the first dawn of

the coming brightness, needing no sun to light it ; and, master of cere-

monies still, he let fall the paper on which his prayer was written, as

the signal agreed upon with the warden, and saying firmly, '• Glory,

ready, go," he went away. Kealizing how intense must have been the

gratification to his mind from all this pageant, even though a momentary
pang followed, jind, knowing how little the insane man considers bodily

pain when controlled by his delusions, I was prepared to admit that this

had been euthanasia to him.

Dr. Gray* says that Guiteau had so thoroughly identi-

fied himself with his part that he believed in it at last.

How this explanation settles Guiteau's mental condition

may be left to the reader's judgment.

THE AUTOPSY.

The editor of the Medical Record, who is a surgeon, says :

The facts seem to be that while there was some chronic disease in and
about the blood-vessels there was nothing indicative of any form of
insanity : while on the other hand, much more serious changes are not

infrequently foimd in the brains of persons who had been perf ctly sane.

Account must be made also of the fact that Guiteau had been sutfering

from malarial poisoning, and that he suffered death from strangulation.

Guiteau's insanity, if it existed, was confessedly chronic; therefore all

acute changes found would have no weight in estimating their aetiological

bearings on the alleged mental disease. The severest form of vascular dis-

ease was apparently the corpora striata,-\ a place where the physical

(psychical?) troubles would not be excited, while it is well known that

the disease did not disturb any function known to pertain to those ganglia.

The view that the changes found were all significant or characteristic of

commencing general paresis, is unfounded, and quite unworthy of serious

discussion. The same remark must be made regarding Dr. Godding's

* American Journal of Insanity, October, 1882.

t It is not at all settled what the function of the corpora striata is. The glib-

nesa -with which the Medical Record asserts that ihej' cannotfbe the site of psychical

functions appears startling in view of the fact that the most recent researches, those-

of Wernicke, from an anatomical point, support the view that they are " associated

centers with the cortex, and cannot be considered disconnected from it."
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surpi isinof statement, that the arachnoid opacity was Indicative of mental

disease. There have been some rather labored attempts to prove the brain

atypical. Tlie convolutional development, however, as we are told,

though deficient in some parts, was compensated for by fuller adjacent

»yri.* So far as the eye and some rough measurement could tell, the two
heuiispheres showed no asymmetry. The fundamental fact in the present

case for tlie determination of atypy, viz., the comparative weight of the

two hemispheres being absent, it would not be allowable, nor in accordance

with scientific honesty, to make positive statements regarding the matter.

The futile and decidedly ex-parte attempt to show pathological cranial

asymmetry hardly needs comment. In fact, Guiteau's mental condition

must be decided by a study of his words and actions when alive. If these

did not prove him a lunatic and irresponsible, the post-mortem findings

will not help the case.

First and foremost as to asymmetry, the official report,

condensed, is as follows

:

LEFT HEMISPHERE. RIGHT HEMISPHERE.

1. Post-central convolution nor- 1. Same mqre narrowed at upper
mal. (L.f) part. (L.)

Post-central normal throughout, Upper one-fourth narrowed and
large and well-developed. (M. and shrunken. (M. and D., H. and
D., n. and S.) S.)

2. Island of IJeil, seven fissures 2. Island of Keil, five fissures
and eight gyri. (L., M. and D., H. and six gvri. (L., M. and D., II.

and 8.) and S.)

3. Callo60-n)arginal fissure runs 3. Calloso-marginal runs thro'

the usual course, and is broken up praecuneus (I) to parieto-nccipital

by a gyrus at the end. (M. and D., fissure. (M. and D., H. and
H.andS.) S.)

4. Parietal region shows nothing 4. Parietal region slightly flat-

unusual as a whole. (L.) tened. (L.)

5. I*aia-central lobule large and 5. Para-central lobule quite
well-developed. (M. and D., H. small. M. and D., H. and S.

and S.)

The asymmetry claimed to exist in Guiteau's case was

teratological. not pathological. The contradiction in stat-

ing in the opening clauses that chronic disease ivas found,

and then stating that the acute changes found had no

bearing, is so obvious that it must be evident this para-

graph was intended to mislead. Careful study of this

citation will show the same design to misstate which char-

acterized the Record's earlier declaration, that no one

regarded Guiteau as insane

:

• No cerebral anatomo-physiologist would write thus.

t The letters M. and D indicate the report of Drs. Morton and Dana, H. and

8. , that of Urs. Ilartlgan and Sowers, and L. , that of Dr. Lamb.
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The editor of the Medical Record is strangely silent as to the respon-

sibility for this blundering omission, to which attention was directed by

competent authorities before he discovered it. As Dr. C. L. Dana, a mem-
bei- of the Medical Record's staff, was the one to whom Dr. Lamb entrusted

tliis branch of the examination, the reason for Dr. Shrady's silence is obvi-

ous. Whenever Dr. Shrady strays from his province as a surgeon, it has

calamitous results on the Record's reputation, as witness the instance where

it discovered " sulphate of oxygen," and said it was administered to the

dying Czar as a restorative.

This self-convicting assertion is the outcome of the

bitter feehng show^n toward the leading expert witness for

the defense, who had shown up the valueless nature of

several medical books published by Wood & Co., the

Medical Record's publishers. By a singular coincidence it

is Dr. Dana who again places the Medical Record, January

7, 1882, in a predicament. Examining Guiteau (whether

as a sight-seer or medical counsel is not stated), Dr. Dana
discovered gross facial asymmetry. Dr. Dana says :

"Mr. Scoville referred to Dr. Hamilton's testimony as being unneces-

sarily positive in character. He showed us the measurement of Guitf au's

cranium, made by that witness. They were taken in the usual way, but

ir so happened that the configuration of the median line, of the auriculo-

bregmatic line, and of the circumference just above the external angular

process, do not show the irregularities as they really exist, but only a

slight bulging on the right side. The fact is that thei-e is a decided bulg-

ing near the left parietal eminence (the posterior vertical line desci-ibed bj'

Topinard would pass through it), and a depression almost corresponding

on the right side. I examined the cast of the head carefully. It does not

show the irregularities so well as the head itself, but one can see an

obliquely directed ridge of bone passing from about the left parietal emi-

nence backward, downward, and toward the right till it reaches the vicinity

of the right ear. This ridge is two or three inches wide. Most of it is on

the left side, and it makes the skull noticeably asymmetrical. I took a

strip of lead and adapted it to a line on the skull, passing from the left

ear over the occiput to the right ear. In this way I got a trustworthy

tracing proving in quite a striking manner the degree of asymmetry of

the skull. I also saw a tracing made by the hatter. But this contigura-

tion is too low down to indicate anything. A tracing made at about the

same height by Dr. Hamilton shows only a slight bulging on the right

side. Another circumferential measurement made parallel to the alveolo-

condyloid plane, about one inch lower than the bregma, just above the

frontal prominences, shows better than any other the apparent fact that

there is less brain on the right than the left side. This, combined with

the deficient innervation of the left side of the face, and the turning of the

tongue to the left, may or may not indicate something.
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The tongue, when protruded, turns very noticeably to the left—not

only the tip, but the whole organ. The experts have Ptated that this is not

rare or unusual. It so happens that in my experience 1 have never seen

a tongue so deviated in a healthy person; hence I was struck by it.

There is a vertical furrow on the right side of the forehead, but none on the

left. Of the two furrows on each side of the mouth, that on the left is

deeper. The left eye, that is, its palpebral fissure, seems smaller. By
watching very closely one can notice a slightly less active movement of

the muscles of the left side of the face. This is very slight indeed. In

smiling the lips appeared to be drawn out symmetrically.

I went to Washington thinking that society ought to consider Gui-

teau a sane man. It is difficult not to feel now that the theory that he is

insane, best harmonizes and makes clear his actions."

Whether there was not asymmetry my readers can

decide, who will also remember that this is not the first

time that Dr. Elwell has cited the perversion of facts

given by the Medical Record. The American Journal of

Neurology and Psychiatry says

:

All the decided deviations from the normal are towards a generally

defective development of the right hemisphere; the atrophy of the right

post-central convolution was so marked as to be characterized by the

adjective "shrunken;" ihtre can be no doubt that if peripheral wasting or

paralysis had been present localizationalista would have utilized this finding.

Such a great difference between the insulae of lleil has been found only in

the most atypical and asymmetrical brains. There is some doubt as to the

interpretation of the description of the right calloso-marginal fissure ; as that

fissure ordinarily constitutes the anterior boundary of the prsecuneus, it is

difficult to conceive of it running across tlie field it bounds. It seems

probable that the right praecuneus must have been smaller than its fellow,

just as the para-central lobule, the island of lieil and the post-central

convolution were less voluminous and less developed on the same side \

the course of the calloso-marginal fissure on the right side was exceedingly

atypical, and is of the greater significance because it took the course only

on one side. Asymmetry of tliis character* is congenital, and differs from

the atrophy of one hemisphere resulting from various acquired disease

processes. In tl)e latter case, as long as any convolutional tj'pe can be

distinguished in the smaller hemisphere it deviates no more from that of

the opposite side than one hemisphere usually differs from the other in

normal subjects. And where a destructive lesion is associated with the

atrophy, the former manifests its past existence by unmistakable signs.

Lack of development of one hemisphere manifesting itself in a reduction

of important •;yri and lobes, combined with an atypical course of a funda-

mental fissure, must have its origin in an aberrant development instituted

at an early perioil of la*tal life. It is this fact which lends such atypical

developments their peculiar significance. Destructive lesions may occur

* Editorial, American Journal of Neurology and Psychiatry, August, 1882,
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after biith, a whole hemisphere may be destroyed without necessarily

producing insanity; in fact the further advanced toward maturity the

individual, the better able the cerebral mechanism to endure extensive

injuries without pronounced psychical derangement. The nearer the

time of the injury approaches the natal period, and especially if it antici-

pates that period, the less likely is it to leave the mental mechanism intact.

Aberrant development is in this respect analogous to an early injury, but

with this difference, that while the injury is limited in its effects to the

functions of the special region destroyed, irritated or hampered, it is

impossible to say how deeply the error in development, manifesting itself

in a surface anomaly of the hemisphere, may involve that subtle architecture

of the transmitting and associating tracts which, according to the new
and rational psychology is the basis of the logical mechanism. It is in

harmony with this explanation that aberration in development of the

kind discovered in Guiteau's brain has not yet been found in others than

the idiotic, imbecile or insane. Unsoundness, associated with such and
analogous errors of brain development, covers an extensive range, includ-

ing "original" or congenital and hereditary imbecility, and chronic

insanity with systematized delusions, morbid projects and moral perver-

sion. The most reliable, thorough investigators. Stark, Sander, Muhr and
Jensen, have noted the presence of convolutional anomalies and asym-
metry in such subjects; and Scliiile, the autlior of the article on insanity in

Ziemmsen's Cyclopiedia, expresses his belief that the only finding in the

brains of primary monomaniacs (Primar-Verriickte) which promises to

establish a relation between the insanity and the state of the brain,

consists in such architectural anomalies. It was only an intensification

of the teratological influence in the Guiteau family, which produced non-

viable, cyanotic and club-footed children, and the one born with one side

larger than the other, causing congenital shortening of the leg. Where
hemispheric asymmetry is marked, innervation of the two halves of the

body is apt to be unequal, and the inequality to be most accentuated in the

facial muscles, the side opposite the defective hemisphere being defectively

innervated. It is evident from Guiteau's photographs that there was a

notable defect in left facial innervation. Photographs taken from different

sides appear like photographs of different individuals. Tlie right side

is animated, and appears to be on the qui vive,- the left is dull and vacant.

The association of facial asymmetry and crossed cranial asymmetry, with

certain forms of hereditary and congenital insanity, gives them medico-

legal importance, There is no more significant somatic anomaly in the

irjsane than gross cranial deformity, for no other, aside from peripheral

raal-development and the insane expression, points so directly to the

organ which is the seat of mental action.

With regard to the histological findings, Dr. Shakespeare,

the leading histologist, who made the microscopical ex-

amination, openly expressed to more than one reporter

connected with the daily journals, his opinion, based on his

findings, that Guiteau was a lunatic. The Philadelphia
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Medical News, after maintaining in the stoutest manner the

hypothesis that Guiteau was a criminal only, turned round

on hearing this report of Dr. Shakespeare, and acknowl-

edged Guiteau to be a lunatic, but still said he was justly

executed. The most dignified position was that taken by

the New York Medical Journal. It, while pronouncing

Guiteau as sane up to the time of the report of Dr.

Shakespeare, to which allusion has been made, thereupon

acknowledged,* without any prevarication, that Guiteau

was a lunatic. The statements of Dr. Savage are beside

the question, and only one more illustration of Dr. Elwell's

ability in using what in logic is called the fallacy of

references. Dr. Savage does not say from whom he re-

ceived his specimens. Specimens were sent to Utica and

other " interested " localities. Had Dr. Savage obtained

his specimens from Dr. Lamb, leaving no chance for

dead-house hocus pociis, we might grant—^just so far as we
can grant anything in the case of an imperfect and partial

examination by the editor of a journal already biased

—

that Dr. Savage had examined a piece of Guiteau's brain,

and that that piece did not contain the lesions decided to

be present, diffusively and intensely, in other parts, by

very competent and unquestioned authority. Such state-

ments are not to be taken in evidence against the positive

testimony. As a lawyer, Dr. Elwell should know this.

His citation of the decidedly non-committal statement of

Dr. Savage is on a par with the "inventive stupidity" of

the Irishman who, being confronted with two men who
saw him commit a crime, proposed to dispose of this by

the evidence of half-a-dozen who did not sec him. In

this connection it may not be out of place to contrast

Dr. Savage's statements with those of the report:

DR. SAVAGE. RKPOKT.

There are no marked general Chronic disease in numerous
changes in the nerve cells. minute diffused areas, accompanied

by alterations of the cellular ele-

ments * * * very diffusely

pervaded all portions of the brain
which the sections represented.

• Ociober, l!-82.
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The citation of Dr. Ray is another misconception on

the part of Dr. Ehvell, as to what constitutes evidence.

Dr. Ray is reasoning against the misuse of pathological

investigation, as recently and specially illustrated in the

manufacture of artificial precipitates photographed as evi-

dences of insanity by two of the witnesses for the prose-

cution. I submit to the readers, for their judgment, the

statements made by Mr. Deecke,* the pathologist of the

Utica Hospital for the Insane, as to insanity and the

findings in Guiteau's case

:

MR. DEECKE.

The first anatomical chancres
observed in insanity, therefore, are
palpable lesions in the vascular sys-

tem of the oro-an.f * * * This
is not a theory based upon suppo-
sitions and conclusions, but a truth
founded upon facts accessible to
observation. These conditions,
althougli commonly of a transitory
nature, may assume, under certain
circumstances, a chronic and perma-
nent character. In the one case
the anatomical chanofe consists in a
contraction and induration of the
endothelial lining of the vessels,

associated with a slow infiltration

with substances from the normal
waste of the tissues, by which the
interchange of matter between the
tissues and the blood becomes im-
paired. In farther advanced stages
this material may be deposited in
the perivascular 'spaces and accu-
mulate in the surroundings of the
vessels forming the groundwork of
neoplasms and cell proliferations.

guiteau's brain, j

In areas, very numerous but lim-
ited to the gray or ganglionic sub-
stances, the capillary blood-vessels
presented their walls in a state of
granular degeneration (this refers to
the corpus striatum; tlie following,
to the frontal lobes' coitex) ; * * *
" the blood-vessels presented, in a
marked degree, degenerations simi-
lar to those remarked in the corpus
striatuw.'' iSoraetimes these gran-
ules were limited within the endo-
thelial cells, constituting the wall
of the capillary, but often they
were found for a considerable dis-
tance encircling the vessel. * * ^
In a general way it may be stated
that the cellular hyperplasia, or
Cell multiplication, was more
marked than in No. 7. * * * In
some instances, these white cells

were clustered closely around and
adherent to the wall of the vessel
upon its exterior, and often most
abundantly aggregated in the im-
mediate vicinity of a bifurcation.
In others, the cells were closely
packed together upon the external
wall of the perivascular lymph
space, and slightly infiltrated the
adjacent neuroglia. * * * This
cellular hyperplasia was much more
marked in the fourth and fifth lay-
ers than elsewhere.

CONCLUSIONS.

I have inflicted thus much of the evidence upon my
readers, to enable them to judge for themselves, and it.

•American Journal of Insanity, April, :881.

t Journal of Insanity, April, 1881.

X Alibnist and Nburologist, January, 188^
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now becomes imperative for me to state my own conclu-

sions. Taking into account the morbid heredity, the

teratological defects revealed on the autopsy, as well as

the pathological changes also present and evidently sec-

ondary to acute attacks of insanity, together with the history

of the case, I, in common with Hughes, Bannister, Dewey,
Parsons, Godding, Wallace, Spitzka, Goldsmith, Chase, Sayre,

Jewell, Nichols, Fisher, Channing, Denny, Clevenger,

Grissom, T. A. McBride, L. C. Gray, O. A. King, Mann,

J. H. McBride, Reynolds and others, in the United States;

Howard, of Canada ; W. A, F. Browne, of England

;

Lutaud and others, in France; Pelman, Kelp and.Karrer

and others, in Germany ; Tamassia, Lombroso and others,

in Italy, regard Guiteau as insane. In my opinion Guiteau

was a case of paranoia (primary monomania). His delu-

sion of inspiration originated in a delusive conception,

which became ultimately a systematized delusion, in con-

sequence of circumstances favoring its growth. That he

did not fully understand the nature of his act seems to

me clearly proven by the evidence. The doctrine that

Guiteau was insane explains everything in his career ; on

the theory of sanity there are, as Judge Cox said,

difficulties.



Psycho-Sensory Insanity—Moral (Affec-

tive) Insanity.

( Continued from Last Number.)

By C. H. Hughes, M. D., St. Louis,

Late Superiateudent and Physician Missouri State Lunatic Asylum; Lecturer on
Nervous Diseases, St. Louis Medical College.

TTVEN the great Esquirol, whose unequaled portraitures
-*—' of mental disease have alone made his work and

name immortal, could not wholly resist the bias of his

previous opinions, for while he recognized the clinical

pictures of Pinel and Prichard as true to nature, he

assumed the co-existence of delire partielle, while he

employed the term raisonnante as applicable to the state

of mental disorder we are considering. He thought there

existed a partial delirium in these cases, though the

mind was otherwise sound. It matters not what we may
conjecture about the implication of the reasoning faculties.

The real question is, What do we discern?

Esquirol was too good a psychiatric observer not to

see in the corridors of Salpetriere and Charenton, that the

form of affective mental aberration now under considera-

tion, without appreciable intellectual disease, was a clinical

fact, so, like the faithful clinician that he was, he accepted

the fact, and corripromised with his prejudices by con-

jecturing the co-existence oi folie pariielle.

It matters not what mental reservation we may hold

respecting the assumed unappreciable co-derangement of

the intellect in moral insanity, so that we permit no cun-

ning sophistry to obscure the real clinical picture of

mental aberration. Let us accept the fact, as America's

greatest alienist, now immortal, has penned it, and say

with him that insanity of the affective faculties without

appreciable intellectual disease is a fact of observation. It

is the clinical feature of the disease that is of moment.
[431]
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If our preconceptions of the unity of mind necessitate the

assumption that if sound in one direction it must be

sound in all, and compel us to associate with it an

unseen intellectual aberration, it is of little consequence,

unless we are thereby led to deny the existence as a

clinical fact, of the form of insanity under consideration.

Mayo, like many others before him and since, accepted

the dictum of Lord Brougham, that " If the mind is

chronically unsound on one subject, it cannot be sound

on any other subject," and on such an absurd assertion

(as if we could know mind so intimately as to justify us in

making of it a logical premise) he pronounced the doctrine

of partial mental perversion a solecism. Whereas the

illustrations among sane people of incomplete intellectual

distortions, obliquities and strabismi, due to the vagaries

of custom, the follies of fashion, or errors of education,

overwhelmingly refute this assumed basis axiomatic truth,

with which it has been proposed, and is still proposed,

to abolish the doctrine of moral insanity.

To remove or get around this stumblingblock in the

way of psychiatry, as some appear to see it, the term un-

soundness of mind has been brought into requisition, but

unsoundness of mind is a form of insanity, and it must be

so conceded, when it is extended to include such cases

as have been described as moral insanity.

It would extend this paper to a wearisome length to

cite, ever so briefly, the many cases of real moral insanity

which have been described as cases of mental unsound-

ness, moral imbecility, etc. We pick out, therefore, but

one or two from Prichard's critic, whom we have been

discussing. We need only read the clinical record which

Mayo makes to discern the possibility, if not the proof,

which he himself unconsciously presents, of the actual

existence of the very forhi of insanity he is trying to

reason out of existence. To concede these kinds and

degrees of unsoundness of mind is to beg the question,

for they are so near akin to the acknowleged and des-

cribed forms of moral aberration that the possibility, if
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not the actuality of moral insanity is established by them.

They are indeed instances of insanity in its psycho-sensory

as contradistinguished from its psycho-reflective or per-

verted intellect forms. If the moral sense, as Mayo
concedes, can be lost through cerebral deficiency, it can

be perverted by disease, for the congenital defect of one

generation is often the sequel to cerebral disease in the

generation that preceded it. It is the offspring of disease

begun either in immediate or remote generations, and it

is therefore of little force to use unsoundness and moral

imbecility to explain away a disordered mental condition

to which they are so closely allied, and which so often

depends upon them. Conditions of moral insanity and

imbecility, or unsoundness of mind, are often interchange-

able states in the neuropathic heredity of families. Their

morbid kinship is thus proven.

The following are some cases from Mayo, who thinks

they represent *' persons of whom neither insane delusion,

nor incoherency, nor idiocy can be predicated," yet

according to this author they "require precautions in

reference to the management of property or person," This

is a concession of the very fact of affective aberration

against which he contended.

Let us examine them, and see how near they lead us

to a recognition of moral insanity, and also to see how
unconsciously inconsistent one may be who will not

concede the existence of insanity without delusion, while

he admits the existence of unsoundness without delusion

or incoherency, sufficient to justify restraint in regard to

person or property.

Case I.—In the case of Mrs. Cummins, in 1852, one of the
contending parties seemed to permit the question, whether
the patient required coercion, or at least surveillance, to turn
upon the question, whether she was or was not insane, either

eo nomine, or under some synonym, ignoring the considera-
tion, that without being insane, she might still conform to

one of the descriptions affirmed in the medical certificate

as implying such mental disease as the law intends to be
inconsistent with free agency. Now, a candid perusal of the
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testimony given in this case, with the fullest admission of

its probable truthfulness from the respectability of the

witnesses, may suggest the reasonableness of this com-
promise. On the one hand, there was neither false per-

ception, nor incoherency, nor inconsecutiveness of thought,

alleged of Mrs. Cummins. She saw no unreal objects

;

she heard no unreal voices ; she indulged in no miscon-

ceptions, as to her property or position, which could be
construed into an insane notional delusion. * * * *

On the other hand, it was in evidence, that she had, out

of a moderate property, bequeathed ^2,000 to her then

solicitor, who showed his unfitness for that trust by, at

another time, forcibly obstructing physicians appointed by
the Lord Chancellor to examine into the actual state of

her mind ; that she had, by her screams, attracted police-

men to a house in which she was residing of her own
free will, but separated from her family, as if violence

had been used, no such violence having been proved
;

that she was in a state of constant removal from place

to place, so as to prevent her family from knowing
where she was ; and that her solicitors were constantly

being changed by her. There was excessive and unex-
plained, or unsatisfactorily explained, hatred of her

daughters, leading to an unreasonable accusation against

one of them of an attempt to strangle her. With respect

to these daughters, she avowed that they had that day
been drinking at the bar of the Horns Tavern, of which
no proof was adduced ; that one of them, Mrs. Ince,

was a prostitute, and that her husband had murdered
three children. Equally extreme and unreasonable,

as well as unfounded, opinions were entertained by
Mrs. Cummins respecting the conduct of her aged hus-

band.

Case II.—This person, aged twenty-one, was the son of

a very respectable farmer, well grown, and in good general

health. When I saw him, he exhibited in his general

appearance nothing noticeable, except a coarse and sullen

expression of countenance. I learnt, from his relations and
a family friend, whose testimony bore strong internal evi-

dence of truth, that he had been a singular child, with

obstinate fancies—such, for instance, as refusing to be
dressed in the morning without some absurd condition being

granted. By five years old, he was a confirmed liar, as

well as a believer in his own marvelous assertions. By four-

teen, he had run away from school, and was domesticated at
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home, under careful, but ineffectual, surveillance. He would,

I was told, at that time obtain, if he could, any article that

struck his fancy, upon credit ; then promptly throw it away,
or give it without judgment. As an instance of defective

intelligence, the following detail was quaintly given me

:

" He paid a visit to his grandfather, and during it, behaved
remarkably well. But, then starting home on his pony, he
went several miles in an opposite direction, and visited

his old schoolmaster, to whom he told a false, but plausi-

ble tale, without any apparent purpose ; thence to another
town, equally without an object ; there he did nothing but
sit in an inn ; then turning toward home, he was found in

a lane crying, and brought back to his father's house,

where he appears to have always been treated with great

kindness, and no want of discretion. Of all the above
freaks he gave no explanation. His conduct darkened as

he became older; after turning into money other people's

property as well as his own, he proceeded to forge cheques
of his father, absconding with the cash. These matters
having been arranged, he was sent on a voyage to Calcutta

;

and after having behaved well at first, dropped into a

series of scrapes similar to the former. Subsequently he
enlisted as a common soldier; then became a cabman,
always rejoicing in the lowest company, but without
indulging to excess in drink ; habitually defrauding, when
he could, his near relatives, and in his other conduct
towards them equally remote from affectionateness when
kindly treated, and from malignity when thwarted. No
advice had, at any time, the slightest effect on him. The
leading moral elements of this young man were a love of

acquisition, and a love of change. His intellect was
limited ; and though his powers of acquiring knowledge
were not obviously below par, it could by no means
modify, direct, or restrain the above tendencies, in which
task, it must be observed, his intellect was neither aided
nor antagonized by any passion or affection.

Case HI.—Mrs. H., aged fifty, has for many years been
subject to the condition which I will describe : Having a
husband and daughter, both of them amiable, kind, and in-

telligent, she quarrels with both of them irritatingly, and with
entire opposition to every scheme of life proposed for

herself and them. But more than this. After she has been
for some time resident in the same house with them

—

and apparently on that very account a cloud comes over
her—she takes to her bed ; her appetite and digestive
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powers sink
; and she becomes almost continually silent,

and indifferent to everything. While this state lasts, every
duty of life is neglected by her; she is utterly incapable
of managing person or property, and yet never incoherent
or inconsecutive in any remark that may be elicited from
her, nor under the apparent influence of any morbid
delusion. Out of this state she will emerge gradually,
and in the course of weeks, into a more lively one.
During this second stage, she will converse with much
readiness, often very cleverly, sometimes with much ill-

temper, and occasionally with the introduction of abu-
sive terms and even indecent expressions, her itormal

character being pure and coirect, her intellect vigorous

but paradoxical. Out of this stage she gradually im-
proves into her healthy state, provided her recovery is

not anticipated by a reimion tvith her husband and
daughter.

Case IV.—On the 2nd of December, 1843, Thomas
Rowe, a wine-cooper, aged seventy- six, was discharged
from the service of Mr. Thomas Waller, a wine mer-
chant, on the ground that his faculties had given
way, and that he did not know what he was about. On
the 2nd of October, Mr. Waller received from him a

letter, requesting Mr. Waller to give the applicant some
other work, or to help him to employment. On the 6th,

Rowe called upon Mr. Waller. Being admitted, he in-

effectually sought for employment, and again urged Mr.
Waller to take him into his service, either in town or in

the country. Mr. Waller declines this, and asserts, that

Rowe must have actually saved enough to live upon.
On another request for employment, reiterated by Rowe
and negatived by Waller, Rowe draws a pistol from his

pocket, fires it at him and wounds him, at a distance of
two or three feet. He then draws another pistol, and
observes to another person, who prevents him from
using it, that " such a fellow as Mr. Waller is not fit to

live "—an idea which he afterwards expressed again

with equal force. Evidence was given on Rowe's trial,

that latterly his faculties had much given way; that he
frequently, in the last six months, "had seemed not

to know what he was about, and had a giddiness in his

head." The usual averments, that the defendant did not

know right from wrong, were made by the medical wit-

nesses. The jury immediately acquitted the prisoner,

as a lunatic. This elderly person, therefore, gained his
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obiect, and was comfortably provided for the rest of his

life.

It is difficult to see how some of the features of the

preceding cases differ essentially from the following

abstract of a case which Mayo takes from Esquirol's

'* Maladies Mentales " to elucidate that author's views:

Madame N., aged 23, a lady of the nervous tempera-
ment, having been subjected to some slight contrarieties,

becomes excited. Being previously an attached wife and
mother, she now neglects both her husband and child ; neg-

lects also the regulation of her house, in which she was pre-

viously exact ; becomes impudent in her remarks, and even
throws out charges against her husband in the presence

of strangers. " A demon of mischief," says M. Esquirol,
^' seems to possess her

;
yet she is prompt and subtle in

finding excuses, and can conduct herself so well in society

as to baffle suspicions of unsoundness."

Yet he thinks the burden of proof rested with Es-

quirol, to show that this lady was not under delirium

involvmg incoherency of thought, or false perception, or

both.

This case is a fit case to go with Mayo's three

cases just cited, or Mayo's three cases might be suitably

classed with it. If delusion or delirium exists in this

one, it exists in the three. It has to be assumed, to be

placed in any of them, and the burden of proof falls

on the party making the assumption. Morbid perversion

of the affective life—a disorder of the feelings, impulses

and passions, and changes of character, are apparent in

these cases, and without the unreasonable bias which

dominated Mayo, he would have seen in them the only

point we are now insisting upon, viz., that insanity of

mind may exist without appreciable intellectual aberration.

It must be apparent to the most casual reader that

this writer has labored desperately to make a distinction

without a material difference. And this is why he sought

to category insanity of character under the head of un-

soundness of mind ; to get rid of the obnoxious term

moral insanity.
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Let us now reproduce for comparison a few of Prich-

ard's illustrations, to see what the author of the term

really meant by moral insanity.

We quote one case at length from Prichard in this

connection. Later on we will give some in brief from

Blandford's analysis

:

Mrs. , aged thirty, the wife of a cloth-worker, is

employed, when equal to her work, in a department of

the same business. She appears to be in good general

health, and is reported to have always enjoyed it. She is

the mother of eight children, is in comfortable circum-

stances, was always industrious and careful, took much
pleasure in her domestic duties, and was fond of her hus-

band and children. Her friends report her to have had
naturally a bad temper, over which she never exerted any
control ; and they add that its too frequent indulgence, to

the great annoyance of her husband's peace, has on some
occasions suggested remedies not the most mild. She
appears to have given way to the most violent paroxysms
of passion, followed by a morose and unyielding sullenness.

About twelve months ago a change was observed in her
habits; she took less interest in her domestic concerns,

neglected her children, abused her husband, and evinced

the greatest hatred of him. Shortly after this change
appeared, she quitted her husband's house and went to

lodge with a neighbor. Here her habits were so disagree-

able, and her disposition so dissatisfied, that she soon
received a dismissal. She then resided with her sister, who
parted with her on like terms ; and many others received

her and removed her from them for similar reasons. She
at length obtained admission to the parish workhouse,
where she found herself treated as people usually are

treated in that hospital of idleness, and she made return

for such attention and accommodation as she had received

by breaking the windows and the crockery of the poor
inmates. She escaped the punishment threatened her for

this by seeking refuge in her husband's house, when she

returned the kindness he had shown in receiving and pro-

tecting her by destroying all of his that was frangible. She
had previously discovered a small sum of money, his

occasional savings, which she spared him the trouble of

expending, by giving away a part and throwing away the

remainder. Her husband then consigned her to the lunatic

asylum, and I have her under my care.
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Her leading desire is to lie in bed, where, if I would
allow her to remain, she would stay the whole week. She
frequently refuses her food. When up, if no notice is taken
of her, and no inquiries made of her as to her health and
feelings, she will conduct herself with propriety for some
days. Sometimes, however, she will roll on the ground and
indulge in the most violent screams and exclamations with-

out apparent cause or object, and then return to whatever
occupation she had been previously engaged in. If re-

quested to do any kind of work, she declares her incapability,

from weakness, pain, or some other cause, and in a few
minutes sets about some other employment requiring^

greater exertion. When addressed by me in my usual

visits to the wards, she throws herself into a violent rage,

and without replying to my inquiries, falls suddenly to the

ground as though she had fainted, or she rolls herself as

before mentioned, and screams, or she seats herself and
cries and sighs as if in the greatest distress ; but if I enter
into conversation with another patient on any subject with
which she is familiar, as the localities of her neighborhood,
the clothing business, or such matters, and take an oppor-
tunity to address a question for reply, she joins in the

conversation with the full command of her intellect. As a
disagreeable and unmanageable patient, without actual vio-

lence, she exceeds most with whom I have met.- Her mind
appears totally unaffected as to its understanding portion,

but in the moral part completely perverted.

We quote now from Dr. Hitch's cases, as quoted by
Pricharc^, with Blandford's synopsis and opinion of them,

vide pp. 316, 317 and 318:

Case I.
—

" Dr. Hitch's third is an excellent illustration

of intermittent dipsomania. At times the gentleman
is in habits most abstemious ; he never drinks anything
stronger than beer, and frequently tastes water only for

weeks together. Then comes on a thirst for ardent
spirits, and a fondness for low society. He drinks in a

pot-house till he can drink no more, or get no more to

drink, falls asleep for from twenty to thirty hours, awakes
to the horrors of his situation, and is the humblest of
the meek for several weeks. In about three months the
same thing occurs. This form, deserves the name of
moral insanity, or rather, of impulsive insanity, more than
any of the foregoing, and must be studied in connection
with the propensity to drink."
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Case II.
—

" This patient senses as a good example of

what may be called moral insanity, if the term is to be
used at all. He had been the inmate of several asylums,

but his early history is not given. No delusions were
ascertainable; but he enjoyed in a high degree the art

of lying and the pleasure of boasting. The former was
applied to the production of mischief and disturbance.

He was an adept at stealing, and hoarded and secreted

in his clothes and bedding, articles of all kinds
;
yet he

possessed many good qualities, would be kind and useful

in the gallerj', and corrected obscene or impious language
in others.

" His judgment was quick and correct ; he had quick per-

ception, strong memor>', and great discretion in matters of

business. His madness appeared to me to consist in part

in a morbid love of being 7ioticed. He is now at large,

and has been in the management of his affairs for three

years, in which time he has sold an estate advantageously,
and conducted his business with profit."

Case III.
—"The next patient," he says, "also deserves

to be called morally insane. Always of a bad temper, she
gradually gave way to paroxysms of passion, followed by a

morose and unyielding sullenness. A change came over her;

she neglected her children, and abused her husband ; she

smashed all the windows in her own house and the work-
house, and then was sent to an asylum, where she would
constantly remain in bed if allowed, or suddenly roll on
the ground and scream if questioned, or cry and sigh as

if in the greatest distress. ' As a disagreeable and
unmanageable patient, without actual violence, she exceeds
most with whom I have met. Her mind appears totally

unaffected as to its understanding portion, but in the

moral part completely perverted.' This case is a very good
instance of insanity without delusions, shown, as in the

last patient, by outrageous conduct wholly irreconcilable

with reason."

Case IV.—"The same," he thinks, "may be said of No.
6, a man who by many might be called bad rather than mad.
I found him one of the most mischievous of beings; his con-

stant delight was in creating disorder to eftect what he called
' fun

;

' but he had no motive, no impressioji on his mind,
which induced him to this .conduct; he was merely
impelled by his immediate feelings. In his state of health

I found nothing wrong, except that he did not sleep."
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These persons possessed the power of reasoning, though

they did not use it to restrain the display of their erratic

impulses, or to suppress their morbid feelings.

But if the fact that the reason is not used to govern

actions and feelings, as it might or ought to be used in

all well regulated human beings, who are supposed to

•cultivate and regard the moral and social proprieties, is to

be considered the essential evidence of insanity, how many
lunatics and how few sane people must there be in the

world? Such reasoning would make all unreasonable beings

madmen. Of such a proposition it might with reason be

•said—there is no reason in it.

If all human conduct, not reconcilable with the proper

use of reason, be set down as insanity, and the reason

therefore regarded as diseased, and we need no longer go

into the insane asylums in search of the most of the

world's insane people.

In pronouncing these cases irreconcilable with reason

(though the reason, if tested by itself, dissevered from con-

duct, cannot be found in them to be defective), Blandford

pays tribute to the clinical fact for which we are contend-

ing, viz., that moral insanity is prominently, primarily

and chiefly insanity of feeling and conduct, in which the

reasoning powers are secondarily influenced, without

essentially, and often without perceptibly, disordering the

logical powers, any more than the reason is marred or

biased in states of perfect sanity, when passion or preju-

dice, fashion or folly, influence it.

Blandford, like the true clinician he is, while he can-

not, like many others, divest himself of his theory in

viewing this question, recognizes the clinical picture as

painted by the masters before him, as true to nature.

He only thinks he discerns more than the original artist

saw, in the painting. He sees in the back-ground a lesion

of intelligence, which, to be consistent, he separates from

the reason. He recognizes forms of moral aberration in

the aged, under the term senile insanity.

Sheppard, too, finds cases of moral insanity (so called)
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under the form of impulsive insanity and masked epilepsy.

When "the central neurine battery is thus at fault,"

as he would say, he finds no difficulty in recognizing the

form of insanity we are discussing, only the name is dif-

ferent, and this we find as we run through the writings of

those who object to recognizing moral insanity, whether

among the English, or German or French writers, to be

the chief bugbear to its recognition.

Clouston and Dixon, likewise, find true pictures of the

form of mental alienation we are considering, in it strictly

immoral forms, and discuss it, so far as they go, clearly

enough, under the idea that it is only the insanity of

immorality. Savage takes a somewhat broader view.

While Spitzka narrows it to congenital conditions.

But all who recognize insanity in its impulsive forms, must,

to be logical, become converts to the doctrine of psycho-

sensory or moral insanity, because "the feelirkgs," as Maud-
sley observes, "mirror the real nature of the individual ; it is

from their depths that the impulses to action spring."

When the affective life is perverted by disease of the

brain, the manner of the individual's response to external

impressions is changed and unnatural, "the springs of hi.s.

action are disordered and the intellect (' in grave cases ') is

unable to control the morbid manifestations; just as,

when there is disease of the spinal cord, there may be

convulsive movement, of which there is consciousness, but

which the will cannot restrain."

" Fixing their attention too much upon the impulsive

act of violence to the neglect of the fundamental perver-

sion of the feelings, which really exists, many writers

appear to have increased the confusion and uncertainty

which unfortunately prevail in regard to these obscure

varieties of mental disorder."

Here is a painter whose picture of pathological states

represents the mind morbid as he saw it, rather than as

he might have permitted himself to think it ought to be.

It is not strange th^t his delineations of the various shades

of mental aberration should be so truthful.
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Now, if we pass from the study of mind deranged by
disease, to the study of mind rational, and by introspec-

tion scan it, we do but confirm the truth of the picture in

the revelations of self-conscious observation. It is feeling

that is touched first, in most, if not in all minds, and to

the aroused feelings the reason is more or less subservient

in all, and in some minds it is an abject slave.

The more we look at this subject, divested of the

bias of preconception as to the imaginary nature of mind
and ideal definitions of insanity, the more we become
convinced of the truth of the affirmation of Bucknill,

ratified by Tuke, that Dr. Prichard's classification was
" thoroughly psychological in principle," and because of

this fact it will stand the test of time against every assault.

Instead of being a pernicious doctrine, it has been a

salutary one, in that it has set mankind to thinking less

speculatively upon the real nature of mind, revealing its

nature more accurately to those who will be led by
pathological truth, instead of seeking to shape it by
preformed ideal boundaries.

The lens of experience widens our view, as we
extend our researches in mental pathology, while more
and more of the domain of the once terra incognito, becomes
plainly recognizable.

Once delttsion or incoherence was the boundary which

separated the mens sana from the mens nan sayia ; later it

was the reason ; now, with some, it is the intelligence; but

the true psychiatric clinician, whose views widen with the

growth of knowledge in mental pathology, discerns men-
tal disease as well in morbid feelings influencing the

character as in those wrong perceptions of the special

senses which are called hallucinations and delusions, and

which may pervert or delude the reason.

The scope of insanity widens as he grows more
and more familiar with its multiform phases and as he

recognizes delusive feeHngs, which change the character,

as well as delusive sense perceptions accomplishing

the same morbid results, he defines insanity to be a
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departure from the normal habits of feeling or action as

well as thought, and thus justly includes the affective, or

psycho-sensory aberrations, in his comprehensive definition.

A careful survey of the field reveals the fact that

while man has sought out many inventions in the form of

word coinages, to designate different varieties of moral

or psycho-sensory as contradistinguished from psycho-

reflective insanity, and endeavored to supplant the disease

by supplementing new names, the clinical fact, with all

the peculiar symptomatic expressions recognized by the

older masters in psychiatry, still remains. Names have

been multiplied and distinctive phases of affective aberration

have been differentiated, but the differentiations are only

confirmations of the grand fact that insanity may exist

without the reasoning power being appreciably deranged.

Every writer on mental diseases, for instance, admits

the existence of homicidal mania without appreciable de-

lusion. But when an insane impulse to destroy, based on

feeling instead of a morbid conception, overpowers the

will, it is readily enough recognized as mental disease, un-

less we should be so unfortunate as to suggest the term

moral insanity for it. Yet Prichard so classed it. " The
principal consideration," he said, "in which the subject of

moral insanity is important in criminal jurisprudence is

that of insane propension to such acts of violence ;" and,

in his general observations on homicidal madness, after refer-

ring to delusional homicidal insanity, he cites Marc's his-

torical cases, in which is included the case of the servant

in the family of Baron Humboldt, remarking of them,

"the facts display, as the author (Marc) observes, a con-

test in the mind of the individual between the instinctive

desire zvhich constitutes the whole manifestation of disease

and the judgment of the understanding still unaffected

and struggling against it."

Other cases are detailed in illustration of the connection

of homicidal impulse with bodily disease ; and another section

of his work is devoted to "some remarkable cases exempli-

fying homicidal madness and the character of moral insanity."
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We have quoted thus much from Prichard because,

notwithstanding he was an Enghsh writer, his views appear

to have been obscured or misunderstood by many subse-

quent writers, who have contradicted his doctrine ; and it

is well to review at this time, when foundations in pa-

thology are being so carefully examined, the basis

pathological condition on which the superstructure of

moral or affective insanity is erected. These illustrations

from the founder of the doctrine show moral insanity

to be deeply laid in perversions of feeling and conduct

consequent thereon, rather than in perversion of the rea-

soning power, and the morbid derangement of feeling may
more or less influence the reason, just as feeling in the

rational mind may and does sway the reasoning powers;

just as feeling unconsciously sways the reason of those who

seek to reason moral insanity out of existence. They feel

that their minds act as a unit—their reason and feelings ga

together ; therefore all minds, whether diseased or not,

must so act harmoniously, or they feel that for some

consideration of policy or public safety such a form of

insanity ought not to be recognized ; therefore it cannot

be, as a fact, in mental philosophy.

Cases of psycho-sensory aberration, or moral insanity,

have come under our own personal observation, and were

sufficiently long and closely observed to enable us to deter-

mine whether intellectual derangement preceded or co-ex-

isted with the disordered state of the feehngs and impulses.

They will be recorded later. We have chosen the term

psycho-sensory insanity because moral insanity is essen-

tially, primarily and chiefly, an insanity of feeling; and

if the term psycho-sensory insanity shall serve to obtain

for the clinical fact a recognition in the minds of some

who may still be biased against the term moral insanity,

we shall be happy if the coining of a new name shall serve

to keep the light of truth on an old fact in clinical psychiatry.

Old names, like many good but old garments, get out of

style, and in casting the garment aside because it is no

longer in the fashion, we are apt to forget, under the wearing
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of the new-styled apparel, how really good and useful

the old garment was. The old coat may have fitted us

even better than the new, and when, in the world of fashion,

the whirligig of time brings us round to the old-time style

again, we sometimes exclaim of the cast-off garment,
" How comfortable ! how appropriate ! how much better

than the new !
" So it is, and so it will be, in regard to the

insanity of the affective mental life, termed moral insanity.

The vesture fits the facts and special pathological form it

was made to cover, and the form of disease itself exists.

We may cover it with new garments of many names, varied

to suit the changing caprice of fashion in psychiatric

nomenclature, and we may thus slightly change its appear-

ance, but we can never so transform the figure that the true

expert will fail to recognize it.

The lucid insanity of Trelat, the moral disorganizations

of Grohman, the manie sans d'dire of Pinel, Georget and

Esquirol, and the ganglionic implications of Broussais,

Nasse and Bucke, are all nosological vestures that cover

the same or a similar phrenopathic form, as instinctive,

affective, psycho-sensory or moral insanity. The cases of

Workman too, though the latter writes potently against

the policy and doubts the propriety of the term, are clear

illustrations of psycho-sensory insanity, in which the dis-

ordered or hallucinated feeling dominates the character

and morbidly masters the reason and conduct.

The reason may be led astray in moral insanity by the

morbid impulses of the individual, just as the feelings of

the sane lead to errors of reason or to its wrong use, but

this does not destroy the distinctive feature of the menial

disease ; hence the philosopher Locke's correct observa-

tion that the insane do not so much err from wrong
reason as from mistaken premises. He had in view those

forms of delusional aberration which only were generally

recognized in his day as cases of insanity, when halluci-

nations and illusions associated with the special senses,

and delusions associated with or proceeding from them,

gave to madness its then accepted distinguishing charac-
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teristics. His critical and observant mind did not fail to

see that the logical powers of men are not so much
wrong in insanity as the perceptions, which are diseased,

and mislead the reason.

He was not wholly correct, of course, but he was far

from being wholly wrong in his observation, for in most

forms of insanity, if we except general mania and total

dementia, a considerable degree of correct reasoning

power remains to the average insane person. It is the

premise that is wrong—the false premise of wrong, and

morbidly-engendered special or general perception or

fueling, that misleads the judgment and distorts the reason.

In ordinary forms of delusional mania the lunatic rea-

sons from and to his delusions. In moral insanity the

false premise is in the changed feeling, as it is in the

earlier stages of melancholia ; antipathies and wrong im-

pulses arise, sometimes with, and sometimes without, the

sanction or concurrence of the reason, and the afflicted

individual, accustomed, as most people are, to act accord-

ing to his feelings or to use his reason chiefly to serve his

feelings, changes in character without necessary lesion of

the reasoning powers. He may reason wrongly and

justify his conduct, but the wrong use of reason is not

insanity of the intellect.

Bonfigli, of Ferrara, in 1878 (" Pazzia Morale," Revista

Freniatria e di Medicine Legale), controverting the statement

of his Italian Confnre, the distinguished Tomassia, " that

from the time of Pinel down to the present, the idea of

the admission as a distinct phrenopathic form of insanity

without delirium, or moral insanity, had made steady

progress, and that to-day (1878) only himself (Bonfigli)

and Palmerieri are to be found its opponents, attempted a

refutation both of the assertion and the doctrine, in which

attempt is revealed the misconceptions entertained by
many of the writers cited by him, as well as Bonfigli's own
misunderstanding of what is claimed for moral insanity, for

its advocates do not so much assert for it a distinctive

phrenopathic, as a distinguishingand characteristic symptomatic
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form, while its frequent final transition into other and

well recognized symptomatic forms proves its phreno-

pathic kinship with, rather than pathological estrange-

ment from, other forms of mental derangement. It is

sometimes likewise the prodromal display of a later

developed derangement, which Bonfigli would not even

deny, and which Leidsdorf and Knop, whom Bonfigli quotes

as denying the existence of moral insanity, concede ta

be a clinical fact. If moral insanity may be the first

period of mania or simple lypemania, as Leidsdorf con-

cedes, this is a sufficient concession of the clinical fact.

It is the aspect under which asylum physicians are most

likely to see true psycho-sensory insanity, for the reason

that only in its most aggravated forms of extremely per-

verted moral activity, with gravely associated intellectual

aberration, is it usually seen in asylums, because of the-

difficulties attending the admission into asylums, and re-

tention there of persons affected with this mental disease

in its obscure and less decided forms.

These are the cases which asylum officials sedulously

seek to avoid, and when once having them in charge,,

are eager to let them go, because of the infinite amount
of trouble they make, both in and out of their proper

life homes—the asylums for the insane.

The distinguished professor of Pavia was nearer cor-

rect, in our view, on this vexed question, than the critical

physician of Ferrara. The latter's figures may subse-

quently engage our attention, if our paper should prove

not too wearisome, for he is certainly at fault in his esti-

mate of the attitude of the majority of alienists respecting

the Prichardean doctrine, particularly in regard to the

views of English authorities. An examination of his

figures and inferences would give us an opportunity to

acquaint ourselves with much of the bibliography of our

subject, though it was our intention at the inception of

this paper to discuss the subject rather upon its intrinsic

merits than to balance the weight of authority.

[To be Continued.)



A Study of the Disturbances of Coordi-
nation in Children.

A CLINICAL CONTRIBUTION.

By Albrecht Erlenmeyer, M. D., of Bendorf.*

'"T^HE knowledge of disturbances of coordination in

•*- children does not seem to be so elaborated that the

narration of a case should appear superfluous. If the

recorded cases are examined, the first thing remarked is

the great difference in etiology; as well in a hereditary

point of view as in another, how disturbances in regard

to coordination may be due to heredity ; follow acute

zymotic diseases; come on after certain brain affections,

and even occur without any reasonable cause. A study

of pubhshed cases further reveals, that with the same
etiology, the clinical features are not always discovered.

That pathological anatomy as yet cannot disclose any-

thing satisfactory—excepting the " hereditary ataxy " of

Friedreich, perhaps—is well known.

The following small contribution is purely clinical, as

the patient, who is described, still lives :

William Kramer was born June 23rd, 1869. He is the
only child of related parents (his grandmothers being
sisters). His father died of a valvular disease of the

heart; his mother still lives. Neither was ever troubled by
a nervous disease. This is told by the mother, and affirmed

in regard to the whole family.

From birth the boy was a strong, lusty, symmetrical
and well-developed child. He learned to walk and speak
at the proper times. The eruption of the teeth was nor-

mal ; he had no cramps at dentition or at any other time.

His temperament was violent, his demeanor wild. When
* Translated by A. H. Qhmann-Dumesnil, A. M., M. D., of St. Louis, from

the "Ceatralblittfuer Nervenheilkunde, Psychiatric und geriohtliche Psycopathol-

ogie," V. and VI., Ko. 17.
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in his third year he had shght stuttering, which lasted only
a few weeks. Never had headache, nor rheumatism, and
up to his fifth year was healthy.

He then fell ill (beginning of March, 1874), of a febrile

disease, which the family physician pronounced to be a
" gastric fever." This was accompanied with strong brain

disturbance. The fever lasted three weeks, with evening
exacerbations ; there came on in the evening convulsions,

with rigidity of the neck, crying and starting. These
very clear details were observed by the mother, and further,

that during the illness the abdomen of the little patient

seemed to be drawn in. The illness lasted altogether
three weeks, after which the boy recovered rapidly.

Nothing abnormal made its appearance up to the end of

August, in the same year. The mother distinctly states

that during the five months following this so-called gastric

fever, the child was healthy, and developed very well

physically and mentally.

In August, 1874, the first traces of nervous trouble

showed themselves These developed rapidly to their full

force in a few weeks. At first there was strabismus. Then
came on an Jinsteadiness of gait, which caused the other-

wise lively boy to fall often. As a third symptom, there

came on restlessness in the arms, which were not quiet

during his waking hours. In the spring of 1875 he broke
his right arm througli the unsteadiness of his limbs, and
after the fracture was cured the movements in the right

arm were stronger than those of the left. A further

symptom, which only lasted a few weeks, and which dis-

appeared after taking eight doses of bromide of potassium,
of eight grams each, was a bilateral trembling of the eye-
balls. Salivation was also present for a short time, but
afterwards it was difficult to establish at what time it was,

and if he had been medicated for it. The uncertainty of

the gait, and the restlessness of the arms developed rapidly

up to a certain intensity, and then remained stationary, in

spite of different medicines. The patient never had ec-

centric pains, girdling sensations, nor paraesthesia.

Friedreich expressed himself in consultation as dealing

with a trouble of the spinal cord. Erb explained it as

chorea minor.

Present state, Sept. 22, 1877. On this day the boy was
placed in my institution for diseases of the nerves and
spinal cord.

The patient presented a marked development of the
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body for his age. He is well nourished, has a strong

musculature, appears fresh and blooming. The lungs and
heart are normal ; no valvular lesion can be observed.

Pulse 90 to 94.

The head shows nothing abnormal (unfortunately I lost

the notes on the measurements of his head). No head-
aches. The spinal column is slightly curved scolio-kyphotic

(the kyphosis being in the upper chest portion). Pressure

upon the cervical sympathetic is not painful. Internal

strabismus in the right eye. The right pupil is larger

than the left ; both act well when stimulated. No nystag-

mus exists. The right lower eyelid is in constant motion.

The tongue is protruded straight, but does not re-

main quiet.

Here and there spasm of the facial muscles, chiefly on
the right side.

The speech is indefinite, difficult; it shows irregulari-

ties in the mechanism of word formations (ataxic aphasia).

Both legs show ataxia to a high degree. The gait of

the boy is similar to that of a well-marked tabetic ; he
swings his legs so much that he must be led, in order
not to fall. He goes with his legs separated ; sometimes
he remains standing, as if he could not go forward. If

the boy is asked to make certain movements with his

legs whilst sitting or lying down, this is found to be
impossible, as he throws out his legs wildly, and cannot
in the least control them. Without any motor impulse he
will hold the legs quiet in the same position, spontaneous
movements not being observed.

Both upper extremities are in constant motion and can-
not be held quiet; they are motions in the joints, which
follow each other irregularly. The patient reaches beyond
articles presented to him ; he can never bring the two fore-

fingers in rapid apposition; they will fly from each other.

Standing is very difficult for the child. Continuous
swinging of the trunk and of the head in connection
with the movements of the arm bring him continually out
of balance. Placing the feet together renders standing
still more difficult.

Upon closing the eyes he immediately falls.

The patellar tendon-reflex is absent on both sides;

foot and muscle phenomena are not apparent.

Sensibility is intact in all parts of the arms and legs.

The above observations were repeated and observed with
the greatest care, and nothing abnormal ever found.
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The functions of the bladder and colon are in order.

The secretion of saliva is somewhat increased.

In an intellectual point of view the boy is intact ; he
has a good niind. His spirits are buoyant.

From this description of the case I may be permitted

to make the following observations

:

In the first place, the fact that the boy is the offspring

of consanguineous parents cannot be overlooked. The

highest form of relationship is that which exists between

cousins of the first degree. The marriage of blood relations

is, in the opinion of most investigators, who merely repeat

each other with one accord, one of the hereditary burdens

of the highest moment. Had the father lived longer more

children with cerebro-spinal affections would have been

born ; and I hold this would not be impossible, and a sim-

ilar unfortunate state of affairs would have developed itself

as in one of Friedreich's cases. There is also a certain

degree of accuracy to consider the above case as one of

hereditary disturbance of coordination.

Should this not be taken as a cause, but rather the

febrile disease, the interval of about five months of abso-

lute freedom between the end of that trouble and the

beginning of the nervous trouble, becomes a difficulty not

easily overcome, as the direct relations of the two diseases,

during this interval, are placed into question. Generally

disturbances of coordination from febrile affections begin

during the febrile period, or at least towards their end ; and

when these disturbances sometimes come late or after dis-

eases, which as a rule follow anaemia, they are of a

functional character, but always of a short duration, never

lasting a year, as in the above case.

According to my view the situation is this : That in

the boy there existed, from being the offspring of consan-

guineous parentage, a latent predisposition to disease of

the nervous system, which was called into activity by the

febrile disease, and manifested itself in the development of

disturbed co«")rdination. The first affection was instru-
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mental in inducing the second, but there exists, as a

connecting Hnk, the hereditary predisposition. This is of

some importance, as without this connecting Hnk the dis-

turbance of coordination, in all probability, would only

have been a functional one of short duration, whereas it is

plainly an organic one, and has remained stationary for a

year. The acute febrile disease has in this case the same

pathological import as, for example, in the cases of arrival

at puberty, of Friedreich, Seeligmiiller and others.

Under such circumstances it is useless to attempt to make
any sort of a diagnosis of the febrile disease, as it does not

appear as a local cause for the development of the disturb-

ance of coordination, as in the pathological condition of

the boy could the manifestation of the same have been

awakened by any zymotic disease. At all events it is cer-

tain that this doubtful disease was not a case of simple

" gastric fever," as everything points against it. There can

be no supposition that it was typhus or typhoid ; the

absence of diarrhoea and its short duration, the rapid recov-

ery, the long presence of cerebral symptoms, such as

convulsions, rigidity of the neck, drawn-in abdomen—a series

of symptoms that point with some distinctness to a cerebro-

spinal leptomeningitis. Whether there was the least

effusion in the ventricles is impossible to determine, and it

is of little importance ; more so is the fact that, at some

time, the central organs were attacked, as they were in

the stage of development and growth, and when they are

-easily wounded. On this account the supposition would

be made that arrest of development, atrophy of cer-

tain centers and tracks, and destruction of others, took

place.

When the single symptoms are looked at more closely

the disturbance of motion of the arms attracts a large share

of attention.

At first sight it looks like a case of minor chorea, for the

spontaneous movements of the arm are very similar to

clonic movements. If all the concurring similarities are

compared such a view cannot be held.
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The boy never had rheumatism, and has no heart

trouble. The course of the disease is directly opposed to

chorea. A chorea minor charges strongly its intensity, sel-

dom lasts long, seldom longer than a year, according to

Hennoch's latest book on children's diseases. In our case,

even to-day, after more than six years, this apparent chorea

is stationary and unchanged. This can be no disease of a

functional character, as we generally regard chorea minor;

such stability can only exist in connection with lasting

structural changes. Now, taking everything into consider-

ation, the inference that this acute febrile disease attacked

principally the motor cortical portions, both central convo-

lutions and the paracentral lobes, and produced a permanent

injury in the centers for the movement of the upper extrem-

ities—perhaps also in those for the facial muscles—which

declared itself in the periphery in the chronic movements

which were questioned, does not appear improbable. But

the improbability, in my opinion, lies in the combination of

the symptoms, in the whole appearance of the disease, in

which there appears no place for a chorea. Nothing of the

kind in literature is known to me. And this similarity of

symptoms, which should bring with it a probable natural

and simple conception, is a further objection, which mili-

tates against chorea.

In regard to these disturbances of motion the ques-

tion is whether the cause is what Friedreich has called

" static ataxia " (statische Ataxie). It oversteps locomotor

ataxia by quiet fixation of the organs, and declares itself

through spontaneous, jerky, rapid movements. This is

observed at times in the highest stages of ataxia, and

only occurs in very severe cases. In our case the move-

ments of the trunk, which make standing impossible, must

be referred back.

The writing of the boy permits the two forms of ataxia

to be clearly recognized. The wild, disjointed and irregular

strokes are clear representatives of locomotor-ataxic writing.

The small side movements to be observed on the single

strokes, I hold to be signs of " static " ataxia.
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The twitching of single facial muscles is of the greatest

rarity as an ataxic symptom.

To conclude, some remarks must be made on the

absence of the patellar tendon-reflex. In the cases first

given by Freidreich, it was present ; in those of other authors

it was not observable. Its absence must be referred to the

absence of the bandelettes externes of the posterior columns.

I was the first to define from studies,* founded upon clinical

histories and accurate autopsies, which were published by

other authors (among them Charcot), this localization for

the destruction of the patellar tendon-reflex. Westphal,

two years later, was enabled, by chance, to substantiate

the correctness of my views. He published a case " in

which the first and only symptom of tabes, the knee

phenomena, disappeared in the right side seven weeks,

and in the left five days before death ;" and the autopsy

revealed only a disease of the outer portion of the pos-

terior columns in various places.

Now it is not difficult to make a diagnosis ; it must,

unquestionably, be called " hereditary ataxia." A dispo-

sition resulting from the marriage of blood relations

;

development of symptoms at the age of five years ; loco-

motor ataxia of the upper and lower extremities ; static

ataxia of the trunk and arms; ataxic disturbance of

speech ; ataxia nystagmus, of short duration ; absence of

the patellar tendon-reflex ; normal sensibility—all this is

covered by the full description of hereditary ataxia of chil-

dren given by Friedreich.

Disseminated cerebro-spinal sclerosis must be set aside,

no matter how alluring its description may seem. The

development of a year's stationary condition, the absence

of voluntary tremor, of paresis, of spasm, of rhythmic

language, of disturbed intellect, etc., are opposed to it.

In the same manner must the descriptions of other dis-

eases be set aside.

As to the treatment and course of the case, I have

the following to observe

:

* Tabes DorsaUs Incipiens (Schweiz), Aerztl. Corr.—Blatt. , 1S79, Nos .1 and 2.
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The boy has been under my treatment three months.

Internally he was at first ^iven syr. ferri iodat., to act upon

certain intracranial exudations, and in addition, bromide of

potassium was given on account of its beneficial effect on

the nystagmus. Later on, we employed liq. arsenical

(Fowleri), argent, nitrat., and subcutaneous injections of

curare. Besides this, a cold rubbing down, and the con-

stant current, were applied daily ; the latter in two

different manners : (a) along the spine and sympathetic,

;as in tabes; (b) the labile cathode on the right temple,

the anode at the occiput, in order to act upon the

strabismus. This last proved quite beneficial. The state

of the boy, taken Dec. 4, 1879, the day of his discharge,

gave, in reference to the ataxia, disturbance of speech, of

sensibility, of the patellar reflex, exactly the same relations

as when admitted. On the other hand, the paralysis of the

rectus internus had completely disappeared, the pupils were

of the same size. Pulse 90, weight 58 lbs, (+4).

That the paralysis of the ocular muscles did not have a

cause in common with the remaining symptoms, must be

inferred from its disappearance
;

probably it depended

upon some pressure due to exudation. The nystagmus is

excluded from an exact explanation, from the fact that I did

not observe it myself.

In the summer of 1881, the boy went through a three

weeks' course of baths at Wildbad.

In June, 1882, the family physician of the boy, reported

to me that the chorea of the upper, and the ataxia of the

lower extremities still existed; that the patellar tendon-

reflexes were still wanting; that speech had improved to this

•extent ; that the patient spoke more rapidly and with less

.forethought ; that his memory was good ; that he made good

progress at school, with the exception of writing—attained

fifty per cent, in mental arithmetic ; that the pupils were of

the same size ; size of body; 139 c. m., weight, 64 lbs.

The report sent to me in August, 1883, contained in

substance the same.
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1\ /TANY attempts have been made to define insanity,

-^^-*- to give a definition that would cover all its phe-

nomena. All such attempts have been defective, either

including or excluding too much.

There is no standard of health and disease; so gradu-

ally do they shade into each other, that the line between

them is an imaginary one. It is impossible to tell when
daylight ends and darkness begins. Equally undefinable

is the line which separates oddities, eccentricities, the pas-

sions of love and hatred, religious fanaticism, and many
other mental manifestations from insanity.

That which in one person may be normal, in another

becomes an indication of disease. The borderland of insan-

ity is occupied by many persons who pass their whole lives

near that line ; sometimes on one side, sometimes on the

other. Many cases have come under my care or observa-

tion that have been very difficult to classify.

A lady, aged sixty, a widow, belonging to one of the

most distinguished New England families, refined, highly

educated, energetic and very sagacious in the manage-

ment of all her affairs, came under my care, with the

following history :

She was left a widow with four small children, three

sons and one daughter. By great prudence and energy,

she managed to give them all a superior education. The
daughter possessed a high order of talents. In short, the

children were model children, and noted for their devotion

to their mother. The daughter married a very worthy

man and made a home for her mother, who had expended
[457]
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her means in the care and education of her children. At
first the mother was dehghted with her new home, and for a

while everything went on smoothly.

By degrees the mother became pet>ilant ; small things

annoyed her. This state of mind grew worse and worse,

and developed into hatred of both the daughter and her

husband. At the same time she was very amiable and

lady-like when in company with those outside her own
family, and appeared like a model mother-in-law. She

commences writing complaining letters to one of her sons,

who is married. The letters have such an air of candor,

truthfulness and honesty, that the son believes there must

be some foundation for the complaints, blames the sister,

sympathizes with the mother, and finally proposes to take

her to his own home. He does so; she is delighted with the

change ; the son's wife is more to her than her own daughter.

Very soon, however, there is a change in her feelings; she

distrusts her son's affection for her; his wife is at fault in

many things. She becomes unhappy and discontented

;

commences writing complaining letters to her daughter,

setting forth her grievances and imploring her to take her

back, and threatens suicide unless she does it. The
daughter takes her back, with the same result as before.

One of her sons commits a homicide—kills the para-

mour of his wife. He is brought to trial ; the plea of

insanity is urged. The mother is indignant that such a plea

should be offered. It would be a disgrace to the family, and

above all, insists that none of her mental peculiarities shall

be used to substantiate a hereditary tendency to insanity

in the family. Neither was she willing that the facts about

her father, who was subject to strange spells, and a brother,

who died in an insane asylumn, should be used. The son,

after an exciting trial, was acquitted as insane, the mother

expressing no satisfaction at the result. This lady when

away from her children seemed to have all of a mother's

natural affection for them.

While she had no positive delusions she had a wonder-

ful faculty to pervert and discolor facts.
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For years she was devotedly attached to her children,

and made their home life exceedingly happy. Why the

change ? Was it because her children no longer needed her

support, and that she no longer could look upon them as

children ? Was it because that part of the brain which pre-

sided over the love of offspring had no more work to do,

that she hated those who shared the love that was once

bestowed upon her?

Another lady, a widow, fifty-three years old, came under

my observation, with the following history:

Left a widow with four children, two sons and a daugh-

ter. She was remarkable for her happy, genial disposition

and business capacity. She met with a severe accident,

and bore great suffering with uncommon fortitude. She

had a strong affection for her children and devoted herself

to their welfare. Her daughter marries to her satisfaction

and provides for her mother a home. At first she enjoys

her new home ; everything goes on pleasantly for a year

or two. Fmally the mother takes a disHke to the son-in-

law and then to the daughter. Everything they do for her

is wrong. The more they try to please her and surround

her with every comfort, the more disagreeable and fault-

finding she becomes. As her son-in-law aptly said :
" she

makes his home a hell."

After a most thorough examination, I could detect no

delusion. She expressed great respect for her son-in-law,

and affection for her daughter.

Take another case :—A young lady, twenty-four years

old, unmarried, well educated and intelligent. She has

great repugnance and hatred of a younger sister. She

says she can give no reason for this repugnance except

that her mother had the same feeling toward her when
a child, that lasted for several years, and then completely

subsided.

In the last number of The Alienist and Neurologist,

Dr. Hughes, the editor, refers to a lad of fourteen, in

an article entitled " The Borderland of Psychiatric Rec-

ords."
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The doctor gives an account of the origin and symptoms
as shown when he came under his care. Dr. Hughes
advised his friends to consign him to my care after

treating him for two months without any marked improve-

ment,

I copy what he says of the case

:

In January, 1882, S. A., a slender, but somewhat deh-
cate youth of fourteen years, came under observation, suffer-

ing with facial choreaic movements, and slight left ptosis.

He had been tenderly and indulgently, and probably,

luxuriously reared. His father and mother were nervous,

and mentally somewhat pecuhar, from a psychologist's

stand-point, though not sufficiently singular to attract

general attention or comment. The mental capacity of

both parents was good; the business capacity and financial

success of the father being above the average of his neigh-

bor, his business now being that of a financier; but, after

a severe business stress, he had himself been temporarily

deranged, according to the statement of his son.

The habits of this youth were very studious, he being
apt and advanced at school ; above his companions at the

time this affliction befell him, and his moral sensitiveness

was excessive for his years. He became interested in

religious matters, and began to question the unsinfulness

of some of his actions, which are not regarded as violative

of the decalogue, or usually considered improper. In

short, his mind at this time had become overwrought
from over study, too little sleep possibly, together with

neglect of physicial recreation.

At the season of the year when the potato vines were
infested with the potato bug, the youth accompanied some
of the hands into the field, and saw them put Paris green

on the vines to kill the bugs. At this time also, a toy
pistol was fired off close to his ear by a companion, pro-

ducing a profound shock, and some cerebral disturbance.

A short time after this incident, when potatoes were
brought on the table, he took a morbid aversion to them,

fearing they were poisoned, and would not eat them.
This aversion soon extended to those who had handled
them, and to the clothing of those who had handled

either the potatoes from the field or the Paris green.

He importuned his parents not to eat them, and avoided

contact with them. Straightway he began the self-ablution
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process, so peculiar to these patients, which he performed

every time shortly after rising from the table, and after

touching a member of the family. From a fear of potatoes,

this delusive, morbid aversion, passed to a fear of every-

thing that was green. The green wall-paper, table covers,.

book covers and carpets, were all regarded as poisonous,

and his time was spent in avoiding these colors, and in

washing away imaginary contamination. He would wash
his hands after handling anything that any of his family

had touched, even letters and papers received through the

mail. Paris green, or arsenic, were pigments in all green

colors, he thought, and it could not be reasoned out of
him. It was volatile too, for he had read the reports of

the Massachusetts State Health Board on that subject,

and they proved it in regard to green wall-paper^

because they showed that people were poisoned by
sleeping in rooms which were papered with green wall-

paper.

This boy was not melancholic. He enjoyed himself

at play, and with the sights of the city, whenever nothing

occurred to excite his morbid dread of green. Under the

dominion of this delusive, morbid aversion, this young
man was in constant misery, wherever there was anything

green, except the green fields or plants. Our efforts at

treating him were unsuccessful, because unfortunately the
wall-paper, carpets, and some of the table covers of our

house had green shades in them. On other subjects, this-

boy's reasoning was rational enough, and he was bright

and observant, but his conviction became intensified, his

suits of clothing from home having to be cast aside, and
his trunks sold. He found something to keep alive the

morbid feeling in the colors encountered by him, when-
ever we placed him in the city. Under such circum-

stances, we continued our efforts to treat him but a short

time. At the end of two months of fruitless endeavor,

we advised that he should be consigned to the care of

Dr. Ira Russell, of Winchendon, Mass , hoping that at

such a distance from home, and knowledge of our profit-

less experience, would enable the doctor to do him more
good than we had done.

He first came to me in company with an aunt. When
he saw me, he recognized me, having seen me at Dr.

Hughes' house in St. Louis. He refused to stay in either

of my houses ; his aunt took him to a hotel, and the next
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day left for Providence, R. I. A few weeks later his

father came with him, and he agreed to stay provided

his father would leave St. Louis, which he promised

to do.

The following letter to his father shows his feeling in

regard to St. Louis

:

WiNXHENDON, Nov. 2, '82.

Dear Father: Received your letter this morning.

Was glad to hear from you. Away off from home as

many miles as I am, and a cloudy day, is enough to

make anybody feel bad, especially when unwell.

dear, I wish I was dead and buried long ago, I

am making trouble for you and myself, and what good
am I on earth, anyway ? I wish you would not say any-

thing about this to doctor. I will get a disease that will

kill me off yet. Now what am I going to do ? Kill me,

and be done with it. If I was only dead, then you could

do anything with my things. I would be dead and gone
to hell—not make any difference to me.

Why can't I die and be done with it ? About money :

I asked ma' to send me some before I received that $2.00

from her, because with $2.00 you sent, I got a necktie

for 38cts.; a paper of pins, .05 ; a ring of tape to mend
my drawers, .05 ; some ink, .05. The rest in postal cards

and stamps, and have a dollar left. The reason that I

asked for more was that I wanted to get a hat or cap of

some kind, and then I wanted to have a little money
about me. Now, where have I spent anything foolishly ?

—not one single cent. I don't care whether a disease takes

me or not. Please don't write anything I said to any of

them, will you ?

A patient here, a young man that is about well, said

to me, " I have been well ever since I have been here,

haven't I?" I said, "Yes."
1 have not done a foolish thing in Winchendon. I

am going down to take music lessons, but I guess I

won't succeed much now after this. Since receiving your

letter I don't feel as if I deserved to live at all, and won't,

probably, much longer. I received the $2.00 ma' sent

the other day.

Good bye. Write soon. Albert.

Also one to his mother, which shows his feehng about

dirt.
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WiNCHENDON, MaSS., Oct, 24, '82.

Dear Mother : I received a letter from pa' yesterday.

I have some bundles in my trunk that I am worrying
over. I must not worry no more you know, because it

makes my headache, and unless I get them away from me,
I will worry over them. Now this is the only way to get

rid of them. O Mamma, if I only had them out of the

way I would be all right. I had them wrapped up when
I came here. There is wrapped up my old blue suit of

clothes, that is not fit to wear any longer, and a pair of

old shoes and a lot of boxes and old papers of mine, all

wrapped up together in a large bundle, , and some old

hats not fit to wear any more. Now, I can never get

well if they are here all the time. They watch so close

around here that I can hardly do anything with them,
although they are not fit for anything. The only way I

see to do, is for you to write to me a note to show to one
of the young men here, that you said I might send those
things to you. I can send them by freight, which wont
cost much.

We do not want pa' to know anything about it

though, and I guess pa' will be coming to Stratton

soon. So you can pack them in your trunk when you get
them, and go to Dixon on a visit right away, and drop
them down their water closet, as grandma' wants it filled

up anyway ; that will be kilhng two birds with one stone,

and it is a poor stone at that.

Now, Mamma, I must get rid of them before another
week, if possible ; then I will have nothing else to worry me.
Then I can get well, and come home and be happy again.

If we can't do that I will have to come home myself and
do it, 'cause I can never get well if they are here. I am
sick now worrying over them. I feel like going home,
and I will, if they don't get away from here immediately.
Now, Mamma, don't worry that I am getting worse, be-
cause I aint you know. I had them wrapped up when I

came here, so I cannot be getting worse. Now, Mamma,
don't write back something else, because I can't stand
this worrying any longer. O dear, I feel like taking them
down to the depot myself, and now I am worrying so
about them. I will surely come home if they don't get
away from me. Don't let anybody know that I sent them,
will you ? and don't let the folks at Dixon know, will you ?

If they are too large (the bundles), mash them, and get a
stick and push them down. Don't you open them by any
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means, please. I am telling you the truth what is in these.

Don't drop any down at Streator (?) If they fill up your
trunk take out all your things only what you need at
Dixon, and leave them at Grandma' Moon's, as you will

be coming back soon anyway. I will worry myself if you
don't do that. I might die. As this is the last, please do-

it, as I have thrown off so many of my other notions. O,
you will have to send me five dollars : course it won't
take it all, but I will want some now and then.

Good-bye. Write soon. Albert.
P.S.—Be sure and write the very minute you get this,

and send money. I can be so happy. Don't forget to

send a note to me, to one of the young men, if they
should ask for one."

I placed him in charge of an intelligent tutor, and set

him to studying. He was favorably impressed with the

plan, and recited regularly in history, grammar and arith-

metic, and occasionally took lessons in music. He played

billiards and other games, and took great pains to conceal

his fears of dirt and poison. His tutor kept a careful rec-

ord of his doings and symptoms.

November 3. During the day appeared happy. In the

evening complained of a frontal headache, or as he called

it, not a regular headache, but a kind of corner headache.
November 4. No recitation, restless, uneasy and dis-

contented. Refuses to play games ; seems absorbed in

thought. His eyes have a vacant, listless expression.

After tea became interested in games; his countenance
brightened up; he became cheerful and happy.

November 6. Enjoyed his recitations; played games;
seemed quite happy.

November 7. Recitations very good. He talks about
insane asylums ; said the reason so many persons became
insane was owing to too close study while young, and
that his nervousness was due to the same cause.

From this time onward he continued to recite to his

tutor, spending one or two hours a day in study and

recitation. The remainder of the time was spent in riding,

games and walking. He exhibited less and less fear of

dirt and poison. After staying with me four months he

left very much improved. He returned again in June,
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and remained with me through the summer, no one sus-

pecting there was anything the matter with him.

He sometimes admitted to me that his old thoughts

came into his mind.

He was treated mainly with tonics, such as iron, strych-

nine, phosphorus and plenty of outdoor exercise.

Another case somewhat resembling the preceding, was
that of a mart aged forty-five. A large well developed

man, of sanguine temperament—a skilled mechanic.

For fourteen years, he had been foreman in a furniture

manufacturing shop, employing a large number of men.

He was very methodical and accurate in all his work,

selecting and buying material with sound judgment and
skill. His shop hands first noticed a hesitancy in touching

anything. When he wished to take hold of anything, he
would raise his hand, advance toward it slowly, and with

great effort grasp the object in view.

Engage him in conversation and in the midst of it,

carelessly ask him to hand you a paper, or any object,

and he would do it without hesitation. But if you asked

him to look at the paper, or to read something in it, he
would make several efiforts before he would succeed in

doing it. At the table it was with great difficulty that

he could summon sufficient will-power to take food when
offered to him.

He would write a letter and express himself clearly,

and hesitate a long time before putting it in an envelope
;

and if he did not utterly fail to do it, he would remove
it a dozen times perhaps, before sealing it, to see if he
had not placed something besides a letter in it. After

maihng it, he would be in agony for fear he had written

something he ought not, or placed something besides the

letter in the envelope.

At times he could hardly persuade himself to dress,

through his fear of touching his clothing.

While he was naturally a most methodical man, he

was utterly incapable of doing anything in a systematic

manner.
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He perfectly understood the absurdity of his notions,

and could reason correctly upon his own case. He would

say, "This dread of touching things is perfectly ridiculous,

and I know it, but I cannot control the spell that holds

me." After a most distressing effort to take a news-

paper from the table, he would shed tears, because, as

he said, he was so foolish. After passing from one room

to another, he would return several times, to see if he

had not dropped something.

Before coming to me, he had been in this condition

eight or nine months. I gave him, bromide potass.,

cannabis indica and ergot. I was building a barn at the

time. I soon got him interested in the work, and he be-

gan to assist the carpenters. He soon found that wh«».a the

work was marked out for him he could bore a hole and

make a mortise without trouble. He steadily improved,

and, after three months' treatment, went home well.

This last case is one that Hammond designates

aboulomania, or paralysis of the will ; and Prof. Tam-
bourini, of Italy, insanity of doubting, with fear of contact.

There is another class of persons subject to attacks of

disagreeableness, due to what I may be allowed to call,

mental epilepsy, in which, as Maudsley says, there is a

convulsion of ideas, not of muscles—cases in which there

is no loss of consciousness.

A distinguished clergyman came under my care. After

great mental effort, preaching extemporaneously on Sun-

day, he would appear tired and exhausted. After resting

a while he would become excited, and would abuse his

wife and family with the most insulting and opprobrious

language. After a few hours this state of excitement

would pass away, and he would become himself again.

These attacks increased in frequency, until he came under

treatment. I gave him bromide potass., hyoscyamus,

canabis indica, chloral hydrate, variously combined ; elec-

tricity and tonics, iron, strychnine, phosphorus and

nitro-glycerine. After several months' treatment these

attacks subsided.
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Miss A., a lady of marked intellectual ability, of a

nervous temperament; her father epileptic; mother died

insane. Although lady-like, refined in manners, lovely and

affectionate in disposition, and a great favorite in society

from childhood, she was subject to what her intimate

friends and family called mad fits.

Without any apparent reason, she would be very bitter

toward her mother, or some other member of her family,

using the severest terms of censure. These turns never

occurred except in the presence of her own family, or

most intimate friends. She married quite young ; her

husband was a clergyman, a man of marked ability. She

was proud of him, and had the greatest love for him.

Still, at uncertain, unexpected intervals of a few weeks,

sometimes months, an unusual paleness of the counte-

nance would appear, and without any loss of consciousness,

she would go into a paroxysm of scolding, fault-finding and

vituperation, lasting for a few hours, when she would resume

her wonted good nature and cheerfulness. She has often

expressed the fear that she would sometime become insane.

A distinguished divine, a D. D., married to a cousin,

and late in life became insane.

One son was an imbecile, another a clergyman of un-

common ability. The latter had periods in which' he had

an overpowering sense of his sinfulness, and would for

days be plunged into the very depths of despair, followed

by periods of ecstatic delight, when he felt that he was

basking in the sunlight of God's favor.

A daughter of the last mentioned, a bright, nervous

child, at the age of twelve, joined the church, and

was looked upon as a model Christian. At eighteen, she

began to distrust her reHgious hope, and finally abandoned

it, and felt that she was forever lost. After six months of

gloom and despair, she was reconverted, with periods of

exalted religious enjoyment like her father. She wrote

many religious books noted for their high spiritualistic

type ;
" Stepping Heavenward," and others of a similar

character.
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Recently I have had under my care a clergyman, aged

thirty-seven, a large portly man, of a bilious, nervous

temperament, a popular preacher, possessing fine oratorical

power. He came from the British Provinces, where he

had been a successful preacher, but unfortunately had

become involved in financial difficulties, and was obliged to

give up his parish. He came to the States, and was soon

employed by one of our churches as a pastor. His

creditors from the Provinces followed him, vilified him,

trusteed his salary, and in various ways annoyed him.

These annoyances made him moody, melancholic, and

absent-minded. He goes to a book store, purchases a

book, and takes another. He is watched, followed, and

arrested for stealing. He is seen and examined by several

medical experts, and in view of their opinion, the District

Attorney declined to prosecute the complaint.

The mental symptoms that I have noticed, besides his

moodiness, were occasional attacks of an epileptiform

character, witli only partial loss of consciousness, followed

by lapse of memory and a disposition to disagree with,

and contradict whatever was said by those about him.

After a period of dullness, he would return to his

former self. He continued to improve, and has resumed

his pulpit and pastoral labors.

Several years ago I received a telegram requesting

me to take charge of a " quiet lad " of fourteen years,

recommended to my care by the late lamented Dr. John

E. Tyler. Without waiting for a reply, the parents of the

boy brought him to me.

I very soon discovered this "quiet lad" in a very

dangerous position on the top of the barn. He readily

came down, and soon after was found in the garden,

pulling up the vegetables for the benefit of the pigs.

Directly afterwards he was found in the pig-pen in pur-

suit (he said) of a bristle to make a waxed erv^d. At this

point his parents left.

Very soon the boy disappeared, but after a while

returned thoroughly drenched, having fallen into the water
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while attempting to launch a boat. He was now placed

in the care of an attendant, with instruction, to keep him

under constant observation.

In the evening he joined the family circle, was very-

pleasant and happy, showing his familiarity with certain

games and puzzles, and singing his Sunday school songs,

being accompanied by one of the ladies of the family on

the piano.

At bed-time he was shown by the housekeeper to

his sleeping room.

There he knelt and made a prayer, in which he

remembered his parents and sister and the different mem-
bers of my family. The housekeeper returned with tears

in her eyes, saying she had never heard such a beautiful

prayer as that little harum-scarum had made. I subse-

quently learned the following facts, in regard to his history,

and certain hereditary tendencies

:

His father was a quiet, substantial business man, his

mother a lady of great refinement and nervous tempera-

ment.

His maternal grandmother was a woman of marked
ability, a devoted member of the methodist church,

eccentric, erratic, domineering, always bent upon having

her own way, making others conform to her wishes, and

a. terror to her minister.

A maternal uncle was a dipsonianiac, another was
noted for his crooked ways of obtaining money.

Several months before coming to me, this boy wit-

nessed the death of his maternal grandfather, to whom
lie was very much attached, and with whom he was a

great favorite. The event made a deep impression upon
his mind. Death, religion, and a future life, were his

constant theme of conversation. After a while he began
to have intervals of depression, followed by periods of

unusual cheerfulness and vivacity, which finally developed

into obstinacy and unwillingness to be controlled. These
periods of obstinacy would last for a few days, when he

would relapse into a depressed and quiet stage.
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When he came to me, as already remarked, I placed

him in charge of an attendant. After a few days he be-

came very quiet and gentlemanly in his conduct. This

condition lasted for three weeks, when he began to be

talkative ; then indulged in exhilarated boasting of what

he could do, reminding one of the exaltation observed in

general paresis ; then obstinate, profane and belligerent.

This state of mind lasted for three days, when he

took a religious turn for three days, and then became

quiet again. These periods occurred regularly every

month for six months, when they began to be less marked,

and finally disappeared entirely.

He remained well until nineteen years old, when, dur-

ing the last presidential campaign, he joined a drum
corps. He \yas frequently out late at mght. This was

followed by an attack of mild melancholia, lasting three

or four months, from which he has recovered and remained

well.

Miss A., aged twenty-three, brought to my Highland

Family Home on a litter, with the following history

:

Her mother, a widow, belonged to one of the old dis-

tinguished quaker families in New York. The daughter

had been an invalid for two years. She had been treated

in some water-cure establishment for womb trouble and

special complaints, without benefit, but rather grew worse.

She left the water-cure and was taken to Newport,

R. L, where she consulted Dr. H. R. Stover, who discovered

no womb trouble that needed treatment, and advised that

she be placed under my care.

I found her well nourished, all her bodily functions

well performed, pulse and temperature normal. She com-

plained of a great variety of symptoms
;
pain in her back,

in her head and in her limbs. She was unable to sit up,

hardly able to move in bed. I soon found that when
complaining of pain, if by any means her attention could

be diverted to something outside herself, she would for-

get all about it. I placed her in charge of a judicious

attendant, and every effort was made to arouse her ambi-
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tion, and to commend her whenever she made any attempt

to exert herself. Such attempts were gradually success-

ful. At first she thought she could bear no light or noise

in her room. I prescribed sun baths. Before she was

taken sick she was fond of playing on the piano. Her
attendant was a good pianist; so I put a piano in her

room. Her attendant performed such pieces of music as

she had been accustomed to admire. She began to sit

up a little, then to walk a few steps at a time, none of

which she had done for two years. Then, with consider-

able urging, she played for two or three minutes at a

time on the piano. The next step was to have her go

to the table, and take her meals with the family, and

finally take long drives, all of which she found she could

do without inconvenience. The great difficulty in her

case, has been to divert her of the idea that she was an

invalid, and of the fascination of being pitied and waited

upon. She was not altogether a fraud. She had been

made to believe by injudicious friends and medical

advisers, that her complaints were real. In her case, as"

in many similar ones, there has been a vein of moral

perversity, a disposition to exaggerate and give a false

coloring to everything done for her.

While she appears amiable and lovely, and expresses

the highest regard for her attendants, she would write to

her mother that she was neglected and abused, inventing

some ridiculous incident to show it. Becoming inspired

with the prospect of marriage, her progress to complete

recovery has been rapid. This lady is a type of many
similar cases that have come under my observation, some of

whom have been regarded as martyrs of great suffering.

by sympathizing friends.



Critical Review of the Pathogenesis of
Chorea.''

By Dr. Guiseppe Santini.

"" Everything in this malady is extraordinary ; its name is

ridiculous, its symptoms are singular, its character is

equivocal, its cause unknown, and its treatment prob-
lematic."

nr^HUS did Boutielle express himself, who wrote the

-*• first complete work on Chorea in 1810, making

Tcnown the state of knowledge of this disease that then

obtained.

The numerous monographs, which were afterward ac-

cumulated, have thrown some light on this morbid form.

Science is, however, yet far from being able to say its

last word, and especially on its pathogeny.

The difficulties encountered in the study of the gene-

sis of chorea have been shown by the number and the

diversity of the hypotheses advanced. One writer (Jacks),

for example, regards it as of peripheral origin—that is,

dependent on a special alteration of the peripheral rami-

fications of the nervous system. Cantani makes it consist

in a neuropathia of the conducting intraspinal and intra-

cranial organs, a neuropathia which, according to Ritter,

should depend on defect of isolation of the motor nervous

fibers. Others have maintained the central origin of

chorea, and as its center, the spinal cord, the cerebellum,

the optostriate ganglia, and the cerebral cortex have been

indicated. As the basis of these different hypotheses

they seem to have made use of pathological anatomy,

which, as we shall see, could not serve as an absolute

guide in the solution of this intricate problem. In fact,

were we to read all the necroscopic reports made on de-

•Translated by Joieph Workman, M. D., Toronto, Canada, from the Rcvitta

Sperimentale, Anno IX., Fascicolo 4, ^ev:^.
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ceased choreics, from the more remote times down to

our own, we should find alterations the most varied, both

in Iheir nature and their seat in the central nervous sys-

tem, and quite sufficient to meet the requirements of any

hypothesis whatever.

According to " antient observations," by Cruveilhier,

Romberg, and others, they found foci of softening in

different parts of the encephalon. Rokitansky found

connective of a new formation in the spinal marrow; and

Brown-Sequard and Gendron found softening in it. Broad-

bent, Tuckwel, Ogle, Russel and Jackson, found capillary

embolisms in the optostriate body. Meynert found an

cedematous softening, sclerosis and molecular defacement

in the cortical substance of the cerebrum, and other alter-

ations in the rest of the encephalo-rachidian system.

Golgi, in a case of chorea, complicated however with de-

mentia, found thickening of the meninges, atrophy of the

convolutions, chiefly the frontal and parietal ; decomposi-

tion of the gangliar cells of the corpora striata and the

cells of Purkinje.

Finally, passing unmentioned many other observations,

See, in eighty-four cases of chorea, expHcitly states that

he found a complete integrity of the nervous system.

The lesions are therefore not identical, nor do they

occupy the same seats. At one time they are complicated

with common morbid processes; at another, these are

totally absent. Now, frequent alterations are to be

observed ; again they are completely wanting. Most

frequently no alteration whatever is to be found. In this

last instance, even though we would desire to attach much
value to the objections of Golgi, still we cannot abandon

our conclusion, because as yet the most partial and mi-

nute researches made with the microscope, have not

discovered a constant seat, a unique lesion, always immi-

nent, which might give the reason of the movements so

exactly characteristic of chorea.

The same has been verified with regard to chorea, as

to hysteria and epilepsy. How can we reconcile the
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inconstancy of necroscopic findings with the constancy in

the development of the phenomena constituting chorea?

It merely remains to us to attach a different value to these

findings. In fact, I hold it as very probable that in most of

the cases of chorea the anatomical alteration has exclu-

sively an etiological, and not at all a genetic value ; and

our meeting with an alteration in a part of the nervous sys-

tem does not give us the right to hold this as the point

of departure—the genesis of the nervous disturbance.

When we observe that a simple cicatrix on the surface of

the body is capable of inducing, in one instance epilepsy,

in another chorea, I think it ought not to be difficult to

conceive that some other alteration, in any part whatever

of the central nervous system, may act analogously, that is,

as one from which an irritation may set out, which may be

transmitted to a distant part, and that this part may remain

disturbed in its molecular arrangement, in consequence of

which its equilibrium is broken, and it becomes suited to

the development of anomalous actions. It is true this is a

gratuitous hypothesis ; but it is such as to offer a reason for

the inconstancy of the seat and nature of the malady, and

also for the complete absence of necroscopic alterations, for

it is conceivable that this disturbance of equilibrium in the

molecular arrangement, which may be induced by psychi-

cal influences, and remain after the removal of the cause,

evades even the most subtle microscopic examination.

But if pathological anatomy is insufficient to solve the

problem of the pathogenesis, of what other means ought

we to avail ourselves, to discover the part of the nervous

system that is the seat—the point of departure—of choreic

disturbance? I believe that only accurate clinical observ-

ance, aided by psychology, can give us light sufficient, if

not to solve the problem completely, at least to render

our researches clear. Briefly speaking, we can do no more

than make the physio-pathological examination of the

symptoms constituting the disease in question.

The phenomena that should attract our special attention

in this study are those referable to the psychic life. These
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very frequently precede the motor disturbance, and they

predominate in the symptomatology of chorea. In slight

cases, of short duration, everything on the part of the

intellectual faculties is reduced to deficient aptitude for re-

flection, for producing and regulating the ideas, and for

recalling them. In severe cases there may be a real

jactatio mentis, comparable to that of the limbs, and this

may terminate in insanity. On the moral side there are

irascibility, timidity, and abundant shedding of tears, with

or without trivial causes.

This constant association of psychical alteration was

long ago appreciated. Wunderlich, as far back as 1854,

expressed himself thus :
" Excitability of character is in

no case wanting, not seldom indeed, it is the first symp-

toms of malady ; and it attains a truly insupportable

degree * * * but it happens that in the majority of

cases, after cessation of the chorea, this alteration in the

character, the obtusity of the intelligence, and also the

enfeeblement of memory, by little and little pass away."

Marce in his valuable work on the mental state in chorea,

has instanced the frequency of hallucinations. He says :

"The patients see fantastic animals, they believe they

hear known voices, and the intellectual disturbances may
run on into mania." Dr. Aitken says the history of the

majority of cases shows that chorea has a more intimate

relation with mental maladies than with any other morbid

state.

Finally, in late years, rendering still more conspicuous

the physio-pathological relation existing between the

choreic motor disturbances and the psychical, we have

a concourse of accumulated observations, by Arndt, Wilks,

Roussel, Hutington, Jones and Mayer, which amply

demonstrate this relation. But it has been objected by
many, that the psychical disorder is the effect of the

motor disorder, and succeeds to it. The choreics, these

say, being unable to command their movements, are

annoyed by them, they become irritated, and so in-

cessantly enraged as to pass into insanity. But clinical
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observance clearly shows that the ordinary psychical

disorder precedes the motor, and is not its effects. "I do
not think," says Cantani, "that diminution of the mental

faculties, and the diverse other perturbations in the

psychical sphere, which arise during chorea, are consecutive

on true chorea * * * * but I am persuaded that, on

a par with the chorea, they depend on a primary affection

of the encephalon, a symptom of which is also the chorea.""

This mode of viewing the question was supported in a

particular manner by the observance of a case seen by
me in a cook, in the clinique of Tomassi, in Pavia, in

which the choreic convulsions were followed by a furi-

bund mania. In this case there was found after death a

considerable thickening of the meninges, with a notable

quantity of serum in the arachnoidial sac.

A nexus so intimate between two disturbances, which,

according to Arndt, would be found of the same lineage,

and might be mutually substituted, is inexplicable in any

other way than by admitting them to be manifestations

of one and the same affected organ, which is endowed
with a psychical and a motor functionality ; and this

organ is exactly the cerebral cortex, as the experiments

of Fritsch, Hitzig, Ferrier, Luciani, Tamburini, etc., have

proved.

From the examination of the motor disturbance also,

the cerebral cortex has been indicated as the seat of the

choreic disturbance.

When chorea proceeds slowly, as is ordinarily the case^

the first motor disturbances appear in the muscles of the

face ; its lineaments are improvisedly drawn in one direc-

tion or another, as if the child were mocking ; the move-

ments afterwards extend to the muscles of the shoulder,

the arm, the hands, and finally they are generahzed over

the lower half of the body, being usually more accent-

uated on the left side ; and sometimes a true left hemi-

chorea, as See observed; in 154 cases reported, 97
presented hemi-chorea on the left side. This mode of

diffusion, conjoined with the facts of the greater accent-
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uation in one-half of the body, leads one to think of the

mode of diffusion of excitations on the cerebral cortex,,

which induce movements that at first are Hmited and

partial, but afterwards become general, similarly to what
is also observed in the beginning of an epileptic access.

The choreic movements may also be presented more

circumscribed, that is, limited to a single member, single

groups of muscles, or single muscles ; e. g., they may be

restricted to only a few muscles of the face. This also

is of some importance in support of a cortical hypothesis,,

for alike from physiological and clinical data, we should

more frequently refer a circumscribed motor alteration to

a cortical affection, because the existence and the dis-

tinctness of particular directive centers for particular

muscles, or groups of muscles, have at length been con-

firmed. We should very defectively understand the fact

did we refer it to the ganglia of the base, in which the

motor centers, or better to say, the paths of centrifugal

conduction, are found not so distinct and separate for

determinate muscular groups.

Not less worthy of note is the relation that obtains-

between the volitive acts and other cerebral functions,

and the motor disturbance. The choreic movements are

not voluntary movements ; they are involuntary. " The
will," says Trousseau, "though sufficiently potent to

bring the muscular acts into play, is no longer able to

direct them, or to moderate them by means of the antago-

nist muscles. Once the impulse is given, it would then

seem that every muscle, instead of obeying a single will,

contracts as it pleases, or obeys different wills."

But the will, that potent moderator of reflex move-

ments (?) exaggerates the choreic movements ; and even

the mere thought of executing intended movement
suffices to render it more energetic. So intimate is

the relation between these movements and the process

of ideation, that from the very moment of conscious-

ness, even that existing in the lowest degree, as in

dreaming, the choreic movements are not suspended.
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Any influence that modifies the state of ideation, as a

pleasing or painful emotion, is sufficient to render these

movements more accentuated. The mere fact of the

patient thinking that he is observed, is sufficient to

exaggerate them. The fact is also worthy of note, that

the other muscular systems, those which in their mechan-

ism obey the automatic movements, and are not in direct

dependence on the will, do not usually undergo any

change ; hence, respiration, circulation, discharge of urine

and faeces, are usually well executed. How can we
understand a dependence so close, without admitting the

existence of an anatomical and a physiological relation

between ideation, will and movement ? And where seek

for a relation so intimate, if not in the cortex of the

cerebral convolutions ?

The nature of certain predisposing and occasional

causes also points to the cortex as the seat of chorea.

Those states of our organism in which the mental

faculties are weak and do not become strong enough to

resist psychical impressions, such as youthful age, the

female sex, heredity, a nervous constitution, greatly pre-

dispose to the contraction of chorea.

We alluded at the outset to the great number of

doctrines advanced on the pathogenesis of chorea. We
deem it now useful briefly to examine these more closely,

as thus we may render more apparent the value of the

cortical theory which we have proposed to sustain.

That chorea is of central and not of peripheral origin,

is sufficiently proved by what I have stated so far. But,

in order to upset still more completely the peripheral hy-

pothesis, I shall add, ist—That chorea, being in its last

analysis constituted of inordinate motor actions, can be

only the symptomatological expression of central altera-

tions, as co-ordination of movements is the function of

special centers. 2nd—Sleep and anaesthesia, which act on

the nervous centers and not on the system of conduction,

cause cessation of the choreic movements. Tomassi, in

this relation, thus expresses himself: "I cannot understand
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how it happens that moral causes should operate on the

fibers and the peripheral ganglia." And, treating after-

wards of a case observed by him, he says :
" This, it

appears to me, contradicts the doctrine that chorea is

uniquely a peripheral neurosis. Here, in fact, we cannot

question the centrality of the process : it is proved by the

eclampsia, vomiting, fever, cephalea, and the sensiferous

excitation of the cervical medulla."

From what has been said we have seen how very im-

probable is a spinal doctrine. How, in fact, by a spinal

doctrine, which we are desired to admit, shall we inter-

pret that most frequent form of chorea, which is limited

to a lateral half of the body? How can we understand

the cessation of the choreic movements during sleep and ^
the narcosis from chloroform? and how understand the S
constant concomitance of alterations of the intellect? how \ry

give a satisfactory explanation of the psychical influences ^X

and that of the will? O
Much importance has been ascribed to the alterations

"^

of sensibility. But these are inconstant ; indeed ordinarily 3^;

sensibility remains unchanged, and sometimes in hemi- T^

chorea no appreciable differences are noticed in the ^
dolorific, tactile and electric sensibility, between the sound 5'
side and the affected one. Further, bearing in mind that ^
the cerebral cortex contains also sensory centers, it is easy g,
to understand that a morbid state, as it disturbs motion ^^
and the psychical functions, may also disturb sensibility. ^
Again, as to the dorsal pain of Stiebel and the chronic O
points of Rousse, no importance should be attached to cD

them in regard to spinal localization, for they are incon- ^
stant, and these many very expert clinical observers have

never found them. On the other hand, a pain along the

vertebral column, and more especially in the dorsal region,

is met with almost constantly in hypochondriac and

hysterical persons, in whom a neuropathic constitution is

present. This stands related to the great richness of the

nerves proper to the vertebrae. The same may be said

of the dilatation and immobihty of the pupils, which some
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would hold as constant in confirmed chorea, and as an

effect of the excitation of the ciUo-spinal centre of Budge,

for dilatation of the pupil may depend also on hydraulic

conditions, on anitmia of the iris, and on influences pro-

ceeding from the cortical centres, as observartion has

shown us. Finally, of great value against the spinal doc-

trine, is the fact that the reflex and automatic movements
are preserved normal. " It is remarkable," says Hasse,

"that the reflex movements will continue unaltered. If

patients are punched, pricked, etc., they escape with the

proper associate movements, just as the sound do." This

indicates very evidently that the co-ordinating apparatus

of the spinal cord is not at all compromised in the choreic

alterations of movements.

Other arguments to sustain the same doctrine have in

part been drawn from pathological anatomy, which, as

we have already seen, is very inconstant; and in part

from experimental facts, among which are principally

those of Chauveau, Onimus and Legros. Chauveau would

seem to have observed that after section of the cei-vical

medulla in choreic dogs, the choreic movements continued

in the limbs unchanged. He speaks of twin dogs, which,

after a morbid affection, were taken with paralysis in the

right foreleg, and convulsions followed, and he remarks,
" all regular and all perfectly rythmical." He charac-

terizes these as choreic movements. Having established

artificial respiration, he cut the medulla spinalis in the

occipito-atlantoid space. "No change," he says, "in the

convulsions of the member attacked by the chorea. The
abolition of the will permitted us to observe these con-

vulsions with even greater facility."

How are we to accept as choreic convulsions these

which were regular and rythmical, and rendered more

evident by abolition of the will, whilst the character of

choreic movements is that of being, on the contrary, dis-

ordinate and irregular, and reawakened and rendered more

accentuated after the impulse of the will ?

Onimus and Legros, in experimenting on dogs, by me-
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chanical excitement of the posterior cords, would seem to

have obtained enormous exaggeration of the choreic

movements, and to have been able to diminish them by

a partial recision of the cords and the posterior cornua,

and to cause them to disappear entirely by cutting deeper.

Hence the genesis of chorea was concluded to consist in

a state of great exaltation of the nervous cells of the pos-

terior cornua, which would, in a reflex manner, excite the

motor cells of the anterior cornua to incessant discharges.

Any such conclusion is incompatible with our present

physiological knowledge of the medulla spinalis, which

requires us to admit that, of necessity, a very- great

hyperaesthesia, both tactile and dolorific, is associated

with a state of exaltation of the posterior apparatus of

the medulla. But cHnical observation, which ought to

;give value to physiological experiment, on the contrary,

demonstrates in the ordinary way, that sensibility remains

unchanged in chorea; and further, as we have before

seen, it puts under our eyes phenomena, whose interpre-

tation is impossible by the spinal doctrine.

Bouillaud, Lombroso, Maggiorani and others, having

regarded chorea as a neurosis of co-ordination, and mak-

ing allusion to the experiments of Fleurens and Magendie,

have indicated the cerebellum as the seat of choreic nerv-

ous disturbance. But our knowledge of the physiology

of the cerebellum is as yet too limited, and it is insuffi-

cient for the basing of a cerebellar theory. But what is

held by all as demonstrated is, that the cerebellum does

not show any nexus with the psychical functions, whilst

the symptomatology of chorea is, for the most part,

found to be constituted of alterations of these functions.

Nothnagel makes the observation, that the limitation of

the disorder of co-ordination to one side of the body is

incompatible with lesions of the cerebellum.

In 1863, Kirkes expressed the idea that chorea was of

cerebral origin, and the effect of fibrinous embolisms,

detached from the endocardium affected with the rheu-

matic diathesis.
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The observations of Russell, Jackson, Ogle, Tuckvvell,

Fox and Gray followed in the same direction; they were

confirmed in Germany, and after a fatal case of chorea,

some old and some recent lesions were observed on the

cardiac valves, also some foci of cerebral softening,

especially in the optostriate parts. From these observa-

tions sprang up, and held the field, the English theory,

which teaches that the seat of chorea is the optostriate

ganglia, and that capillary embolisms constitute the

nature of the lesion.

We may not deny the occasional embolic nature of

the lesion and its causal relation to chorea, considering

the great frequency of rheumatism associated with altera-

tions of the endocardium, but we cannot admit it as a

constancy, alike because of the numerous observations of

cases in which neither these embolisms nor consequent

softenings of the optostriate ganglia have been found, and

because of the absolute absence of cardiac affections or

any other cause of embolism, and finally because any
sort of alteration whatever of the nervous system, may
be utterly wanting. The same may be said of the con-

stantly admitted seat in the optostriate ganglia. In sup-

port of the same cause Dowse found alterations in the

gray substance of the post-parietal and occipital convolu-

tions. But even admitting that the necroscopic finding

pointed constantly to the optostriate ganglia, for the

above mentioned reasons we cannot admit that chorea

constantly has its point of departure in these ganglia

when no physio-pathological examination has been made
to confirm its seat.

It seems to me, however, that we cannot exclude the

optostriate ganglia from a pathogenetic hypothesis of chorea,

as we have done with respect to the medulla spinalis,

because, whilst the dominant symptom in this nervous

form, that is, the psychical alteration, remains specially

unexplained by the spinal doctrine, it would not be so by
a primitive localization of the choreic disturbance in the

optostriate ganglia, since, from recent studies, we must
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regard these as centres auxiliary to those of the cortex

of the convolutions, and as such perhaps not only in the

motor and sensory functions, but also in the psychical; and

it is not improbable that in determinate circumstances, as

from an alteration or a' considerable destruction of the

cortical stratum, they may completely substitute it in

functionality. Certain observations recently made by

Charcot, Raymond, Nothnagel and others, would seem to

indicate such a genesis.

There has been observed by Charcot, for the first

time, a form of hemichorea, sometimes followed, but more

frequently preceded by hemiplegia, and sometimes associ-

ated with hemianaesthesia, which has been distinguished

by him under the names prehemiplegic and post-he^ni-

plegic hemichorea. The necroscopic finding would appear

to have brought to light alterations specially compromis-

ing the paths of centripetal and centrifugal conduction of

the corona radiata. In other cases of typical form of

hemichorea, there were found more frequently alterations

in the thalamus opticus, the internal capsule and the

corpus striatum. But these alterations are very far from

being constant in their seat, as they have been found in

other parts of the nervous system, not excluding the

cortex of the convolutions. In the clinique of Florence,

directed by Prof. Burresi, there has been observed in the

present year a circumscribed partial chorea followed by
paralysis, in which the alteration was found in the con-

volution that immediately underUes the interparietal

sulcus of the right hemisphere. Hence, as respects the

hemichorea, pre- and post-hemiplegic of Charcot, we must

conclude as we have done with regard to the necroscopic

finding for chorea in general, that is, that we cannot

attribute to it a genetic, but only an etiological value.

But I now repeat, that in so far as regards a pathoge-

netic localization in the ganglia of the base, rather than

in the cerebellum or the medulla, we ought to consider

the first the most probable, because we cannot deny to

the optostriate ganglia functions that approach to those
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of the cortex, and that may explain to us in part the

culminant symptoms of chorea.

In favor of a cortical hypothesis we may also note the

fact that chorea presents certain symptomatological relations^

and it is frequently associated with other nervous affections,

the seat of which has been more or less ascertained.

Golgi, for example, observes that dementia with pro-

gressive (English general) paralysis, presents many clinical

points of contact with chorea. In the case mentioned, of

Tomassi, there were real alternations of the symptoms of

progressive paralytic insanity and of chorea. It is only

necessary to study the course of progressive paralysis in

order to observe that the motor disorders sometimes assume

choreic resemblances. (?) Golgi would seem to have found

a notable analogy between the alternations met with in his

choreic and those of progressive general paralysis. It

should not, therefore, be illogical to think that between

these two affections there exists a relation of seat, that

chorea may be a symptom of the other, or both of them

manifestations of a different nature, of the same affected

organ, which, in dementia with progressive paralysis, must

be held to be the cerebral cortex, which in at least the

great majority of cases, and its primitive modes, is found

compromised.

[Note by Translator.—The association of chorea with

general paralysis of the insane is surely of too rare occur-

rence to be regarded otherwise than as purely accidental.

Alienists, who have had large opportunities of observing

general paralytics, will probably be inclined to think that

the author would have shown more sagacity by leaving out

this passage. A lame argument affords but perilous sup-

port to a disputed theory.]

Choreic movements are frequently associated with the

phenomena of the acute encephalitis that is observed in

children, and the athetosis, which is regarded by many as a

form of circumscribed chorea, is a constant phenomenon of

this disease, which has its most constant seat in the cortical

strata of the cerebrum.
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I shall not fall back to note the relation which chorea

presents to the psychoses in general. I have already-

alluded to these. This relation is easily comprehended

when we think of the psychical alterations that are con-

stantly associated with chorea, or rather indeed constitute

its principal symptom. The importance of this fact, in the

cortical genesis of St. Vitus' dance, must be manifest.

I now feel constrained to bring into view the points of

contact presented by chorea with hysteria and epilepsy.

These nervous forms may sometimes be found combined.

Clinical medicine records many cases of this sort. I have

myself observed, in the clinique of Buressi, a case in a

young woman of twenty years, in which there were pre-

sented the phenomena of hysteria, convulsions, hystero-

epileptic and choreic movements.

The affinities existing between chorea and epilepsy

have been well appreciated by Hughlings Jackson, who
has expressed the idea of a common cortical genesis. In

fact, limiting myself to the memorizing of the most evi-

dent points of contact, many causes, both predisposing

and occasional, provoke at one time chorea, at another

epilepsy, acting with equal intensity and frequency. Fright,

as it is the most potent and most frequent cause of epi-

lepsy, so is it also of chorea. With the same readiness

and frequency with which epilepsy is produced by irritation,

is chorea also produced by it. Debilitating causes pro-

duce, now the one and again the other. Both may be

provoked by irritations falling on the peripheral extremi-

ties of the nervous system, that is, by reflex influence.

A cutaneous cicatrix, intestinal worms, uterine disturbance,

etc., may produce, now the one, and then the other. Both

may be essential, that is not conjoined with any apparent

alteration of the nervous system. Anatomical alterations,

when they exist, are as well in the one as in the other,

variable in their seats and their nature. f3oth diseases

may be general or partial, and sometimes confined to a

single muscular group. The alterations of the psychic

faculties command the field in the symptomatology of the
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one as in the other; and according to Arndt, as there

may be a psychic equivalent in epilepsy, so also may
there be in chorea. Visual hallucinations are not want-

ing in either. There is indeed an epileptic insanity, and

there is also a choreic insanity. Epilepsy may precede,

or it may follow a state of paralysis, and post-hemiplegic

epileptic convulsions have been observed with special

prevalence in cortical affections (Nothnagel). Both dis-

eases are associated with hysteria under the forms

of hystero-chorea and hystero-epilepsia. In a word,

that which is called the nenwus state, is almost identical

in both.

The difference existing between chorea and epilepsy

relates solely to the convulsive form, because the former

is continuous and the latter accessional, consequently not

sufficient to exclude the idea that both may be different

manifestations of the same affected organ (Jackson).

If, therefore, from the symptomatological and etiological

relation we should infer a relation of genesis (as we have

a right to do), then the cortical doctrine of epilepsy,

formulated by Luciani, based on experiments made by

him, also on the clinical observations of Hughlings Jackson,

Wilks and Callender and on the experiments of Hitzig,

recently confirmed in Italy by the experiments of Rovighi

and Santini, and in Germany by Rubnoff and Heidenhain,

it should, I think, be extended to chorea, and so much
the more do I hold by this decision because the two

distinguished scientists, Golgi and Hughlings Jackson,

show themselves much inclined to this opinion. Golgi

especially giving great value to the necroscopic finding

in the cerebral cortex, admits the cortical origin of

chorea, as that hypothesis seems to him very probable

" which would make choreic disorders depend on want

of synchronism, or a disproportion in the activities of the

different cellular groups of the cerebral zones."

But Hughlings Jackson declares himself more explicitly,

and holds that both the epileptic and the choreic con-

vulsions depend essentially on lesions of discharge in
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the cortical centres; and he explains the differences

which exist in the convulsive form by differences of

degree in the state of excitation, irritation or tension,

which in epilepsy would give place to discharges of periodic

and rapid excitations, and in chorea to discharges at

short intervals, and almost continuous.

I do not then feel indisposed to hold, at least in the

present state of our scientific knowledge :

(^) That in whatever way the choreic excitement may
be developed, whether directly or reflexly, and whatever

may be the producing cause, it has always as its central

organ, which constitutes the essential elements of its

pathogenesis, the system of the nervous centres which

.are disseminated in the cerebral cortex.

{b) The immediate morbid condition of chorea should

be held to consist in an abnormal excitement of the cere-

bral cortex, adapted to disordinate, in a special continuous

formj the function of the cortical psychomotor centres.

{c) As the effect of this augmented excitability of the

centres, an excitation reaching them could not remain in

them limited to a given intentional movement, but being

diffused into the others proximate, these, in beginning

to function, would disturb the first movement.

{d) The producing cause of this abnormal excitement

would act, either directly, and sometimes momentaneously,

like strong psychical impressions, on the cortical co-or-

dinating apparatus, and all the more the less resistant

this is, whether from hereditary or congenital nervous

•constitution, weakness from tender age, or from exhaust-

ing causes. Or further, this cause might act indirectly,

through the mechanism of the reflex motions, as a cuta-

neous cicatrix, a morbid focus, a sclerotic patch in any

part of the central nervous system, departing from which

the irritation would be carried by the centripetal paths

to the cerebral cortex.

{/) The other motor centres also, distributed along

the cerebro-spinal axis (Jaccoud), probably take part in

the production of the choreic disorder, but only in a
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secondary way, and in a complementary manner, so that

being in strict dependence on the cortical motor centers*

they must feel the anomalous state of these ; and being^

unable, from their nature, to neutralize the effect, whilst

also they are, from the same causal influences, placed in

identical conditions of excitability, they may have influ-

ence in maintaining, and also in generalizing, the choreic

motor disorders.



A Short Case Record in Psychiatry-
With a Moral.

A MORBIDLY SENSITIVE MORAL SENSE.

By C. H. Hughes, M. D., St. Louis, Mo.

MRS. M. E. W., of III, aged twenty-six ; married ;

one child. One evening in May, 1877, she worked

late at night to finish a carpet, retiring after twelve o'clock.

Soon after she got in bed it appeared to her that she had

broken the sabbath, and must therefore destroy the carpet.

She spent a considerable time in devotional exercises.

She thought it was her duty to pray for each member of

the family separately, and all the relatives and friends the

same way. Since then her husband has known her to

often be as late as two o'clock at night, before she would

get to bed, in consequence of these devotions.

In January, 1879, while some relatives were here visiting,

from Indiana, one of the boys showed a collection of coins

and other things, among them a piece of a coffin that he

had picked up while crossing the Isthmus of Panama.

She was soon impressed that she had done wrong in look-

ing at it ; that he had taken something that was not his,

and that she ought not to have touched it. For some

time after that she did not want to wear her sacque on

that account, and would keep working her fingers as

though she was rubbing something off them.

"In 1879, while her mother was helping to wash the

dishes, there was a plate setting in the cupboard that

had had some beefsteak on it, and when it was taken

off, some blood was on the plate. Mother washed this

plate in the pan with the rest of the things. Then an

idea came to her that it was wrong to use blood, and

that she had used it. She thought afterward she should

[489]
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Jiave told mother to rinse the plate off before putting it in

the dishwater. She thought this blood got on some of the

milk vessels and set into them (as she said), and would

•only come out of them when used." She still holds this

last delusion.

To her husband she seems too precise in distinguishing

between right and wrong—morbidly sensitive in regard to

•wrong; theorizes too much about the right and wrong, and

does not look at it practically. He says (which was a good

conclusion), as all the doctors he consulted advised him

to move away a while or altogether, he went from his

farm to a neighboring town, and engaged, in two establish-

ments, in the lumber business, conducting one place

himself, forming a silent partnership with another, and he

and his wife mutually arranged a scale of prices. This she

regarded as practising deception on the public, and it gave

Ther great mental distress.

The sum of her mental condition is one of morbid activ-

ity of the moral and religious feelings. She finds no way
•of extenuating any of her fancied sins.

She has had several miscarriages. Her child is a

•suckling babe ; her appetite is poor; her skin sallow, liver

•torpid, and general appearance anaemic and neurasthenic.

Her husband was advised to see that the babe was

weaned ; that she be put upon reconstructive and tranquil-

izing nerve tonics, beef peptones and other similar

nutrients, including cod-liver oil and iron; that she be

•separated, so soon as practicable, from babe and husband

.and all present surroundings, and placed among remote

,and congenial relatives in an invigorating climate, with

injunction to friends not to introduce the subject upon

which she is morbid, or take her to church, or allow her

to read the Bible.

A private home for the insane and nervous would be

preferable to the plan advised, but the latter accorded

more with her wishes and her husband's desires, and was

advised, as a temporary expedient, with the injunction to

secure a distant hospital home for her in case mental
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recovery did not reappear with the return of her physi-

cal vigor. The moral effect of a residence in a hospital

would benefit her any way.

This is one of the kind of cases a crowded public

State hospital would not receive, because of its chronicity

and apparent harmlessness. She ought to have been placed

in a hospital for the insane several years ago, while the

disease was recent. There is a possibility, but not a strong,

probability, of her recovery; but she should bear no more
children.

She needs also to be watched, lest a suicidal inclina-

tion should develop, and lest the disposition already

manifested to destroy the carpet because it was the cause

of her offending, might become transformed into an im-

pulse to self-mutilation or destruction.

Prolonged absence from her husband and babe may give

her over-taxed procreative and maternal functions the rest

they need, and thus benefit her, while entire change of

surroundings might, by new impressions, excite dormant

ideational centers into agreeable action, and give the

painfully and morbidly over-active portions the needed,

quiescence.

The moral of this case is that she might have been

saved if sent to the asylum fo^r the insane, or to a pri-

vate home for such persons, in the beginning of her

malady, in 1877, or otherwise skillfully managed by a
practical alienist. These are the cases in which delay

in the beginning is most corranon and most dangerous..



The Public Care of the Insane and the

Management of Asylums.*

EVILS OF THE SPOILS SYSTEM. MEDICAL SUPERINTENDENTS

SHOULD BE TRAINED FOR THEIR WORK.

By Joseph Workman, M. D., Toronto, Canada.

TJ EMEMBERING the indulgence awarded to me by
*-^ the association in past years, with whatever freedom

I may have expressed myself on every subject under

discussion, and feeling perfectly confident that the highest

recommendation to your polite attention is your reliance

on the sincerity of the speaker, I dismiss from my mind

every apprehension of severe criticism, and addressing

you as reflecting and liberal men, who thoroughly com-
prehend the truthfulness of the proverb, " Faithful are

the wounds of a friend, but deceitful are the kisses of an

enemy," I shall endeavor to tell you, with becoming

frankness, what I think of some of the harmful exuber-

ances, and a few of the defects, of your general asylum

administration; and I wish it to be kept in mind that I

• This paper should have appeared at the time it was read before the Association

of Superintendents of American Hospitals for the Insane, which convened in Toronto,

June 14th, 1S81; but it wae crowded out at the time, and having been afterwards mis-
placed, it was overlooked and forgotten. But, lilse its accomplished and experienced

author, it wears well, and we give it place withotit solicitation from any source, and
solely because of the hojie we cherish of the good it may yet do to American .isylums.

May the day of civil service reform soon dawn upon our American hospitals for the

insane in every Stat«, when political spoils seekers may fly the flag of truce over all

medical State charities.—Ed.

[492]
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desire not to be understood as restricting my disapproval

of existing errors or faults to institutions south of the

great boundary line, but as falling on those of my own

land, wherever they may chance to present.

Much Government an Evil.—I start with the general

proposition that much government is, in all departments

of life, a fundamental evil, and too much government is, in

all human affairs and relations, a blunder that invariably

and inevitably defeats the true purpose of all government;

and when government is not only redundant in quantity,

but also hurtful in quality, I can conceive no shorter or

surer road to anarchy and corporate ruin. It is my belief

that no small proportion of American asylums are too

much governed, and that some of them have been sadly

misgoverned, I am not blind to the fact that in any

country which has achieved free popular institutions, and

in which all public affairs must be conducted in conform-

ity to the dominant suffrage of the electoral body, there

must be great difficulty in convincing the multitude that

there are some affairs in which they may be lacking in that

cautious discrimination and stability of purpose which are

essential to final success ; and I freely admit that the con-

servation of the grand central blessing of national liberty

must have paramount consideration. It rarely, however,

happens that consciousness of the possession of power does

not prompt to its exercise, and too often power is exer-

cised merely for the sake of demonstrating its possession.

In all such instances there will be much government, and

very certainly not a little misgovernment. One of the

greatest evils connected with the administration of your

asylums is that of the uncertain tenure of office of super-

intendents. It is impossible to glance over the lists of a

series of years without being struck with the appearance

of the many new names, and the disappearance of old

ones, presented. It is, however, very gratifying to me to

find the names of so many old friends still lingering in

the Eastern and Middle States. I rejoice to see that New
England and her old neighbors appear to cherish so. much
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of the conservatism of the Mother land. I feel well

assured that the asylums of Maine, New Hampshire, Mas-

sachusetts, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and New York, by
their so long retaining their well-tried men, have con-

sulted the best interests of the insane, and of their entire

communities, and I may safely include in this category

some others—as those of Boston, Rhode Island and Hart-

ford, whose superintendents retired after long periods of

service, carrying with them the strong regrets of their

governors, and of the public at large. I accept it as an

indisputable fact that the incumbents who have thus so

long held their positions, have well merited the perma-

nence of their tenure of office ; but if this be so, why
should not the rule be universal? Surely the Eastern and

Middle States enjoy not any monopoly of good men.

That the rule is not universal, some who now hear me,

and far too many of those who once heard me, could but

too amply and painfully testify.

In Canada, fortunately for public officers, and as I

believe, for the public service, every Government appoint-

ment, and the majority of important corporate appointments,

are understood and expected to be as durable as the

good behavior of the incumbents, which virtually is

equivalent to iife-long. I have even heard it said that it

requires very strong pressure to effect the dismissal of an

inefficient officer. It is also a well understood maxim in

our departments that it is the moral duty of the chiefs

to defend all their servants, and to see that they shall

not suffer from unjust accusations. This system works

well, and our men generally work well under it. The
man who enters the public service under expectation of

this tenure has the very strongest inducement to acquit

himself of all its duties, zealously, fearlessly and honorably

;

but he who knows not the day he may be turned adrift,

and cast, perhaps, poor and broken-hearted on the world,

has only meager encouragement to be either active or

honest. Nor can I think that the mitigation of this

evil, under the system obtaining in some States, of
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periodic renewals of lease of office, by repetition of

election every five of other number of years, is any very

substantial improvement, for it is with you an unfortunate

contingency that not only is it expected that every man
shall exercise his electoral suffrage, but whoever fails to

do so is sure to be regarded as a Philistine, and he must

suffer decapitation accordingly. If, however, it be true,

as I have heard often reported by your own people, that

asylum superintendents, in common with other public

officers, owe their appointments most largely to political

influence and party energy, we need not be surprised

when we see them floated out of office on the same wave

on which they swam into it.

It would be presumptuous in me to commend for

your adoption anything having no higher prestige than

mere British or Canadian usance or merit; yet I do

believe you would be large gainers by a quiet retracement

of your steps in the matter of important appointments to

office, the good and satisfactory working of which depends

in so large a measure on matured experience ; nor would

I have you stop here, but I would go yet further, and

recommend the expediency, as well as the justice, of

awarding to superintendents and other faithful officers a

competent retiring annual allowance, graduated on their

length of service. This is the rule in British and other

transatlantic asylums. It has become the rule, though in

a more limited degree, in this province, so that every

officer or employee is granted a retiring allowance, in a

lump sum, which is determined by the length of his or

her service. The obvious object and tendency of this

system is to induce every one engaged in the service,

from the chief down to the scullion, to continue long,

and behave well, in their respective spheres. I regard it

as equally just and politic. I must not forget here to

add, that although public servants in Canada are not

prohibited from exercising their electoral franchise, yet it

is recommended to them by their superiors to abstain

from so doing, and I have always regarded this exemption
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from party exposure as a valuable civil boon. I would

close my observations on this part of my subject with the

following quotations from a recent number of an able

popular American journal, and allow mc to say that I

would not myself presume to speak of the Civil Service

of the United States in similar severe terms:

"There is no doubt whatever," says this writer, "that

the work of the country has been, and still is, incom-

petently done, and no doubt whatever the 'spoils doctrine,'

as it is called in party politics, is the source of incalcu-

lable corruption and incalculable degradation."

Again, this writer says of the unhappy exigencies of a

public officer, " He is always to feel that he cannot keep his

place by any excellence of work, or any superlative fitness

for it, but only by intriguing and showing himself read}-

to do the dirty work of the party on whose good will he

depends."

The severity of these strictures forbids comment by an

outsider.

Official Interference.—The next evil to which I would

allude, as calling for serious consideration, is that of

the interference of governors or trustees of asylums with

the appointments of assistants of any class or grade; and

the same remark applies, with even greater force, to all

higher authorities'. I assume it as a certainty that every

superintendent is capable of best judging of the fitness

and competency of all his assistants, and it consorts with

common sense that he will endeavor to procure, and to

retain, the best he can find ; if not, he is unfit for his

position, and the sooner he is released from it the better.

It is, however, a fact which calls for no illustration that any

employee, of whatever grade, who owes his position to the

influence of any person above the superintendent or inde-

pendent of him, can never prove to be a reliable or obedient

officer or servant ; for he believes, and too often knows, that

his continuance in the service depends more upon the

influence that first secured it, than on his own good be-

havior. There no doubt are worthy exceptions to this rule,
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but they are not so numerous as to disprove it. During my
own rather long tenure of office, I had the high satisfaction

of total non-interference on the part of my superiors in this

relation, and I would fondly hope my successor has had the

like experience. I could not desire for him a greater curse

than its opposite.

An evil of unspeakable virulence in connection with the

administration of American asylums, but for which it is

just to say the governors are not accountable, is the fre-

quency with which groundless charges of misconduct or

mismanagement are brought against the medical staff and

their assistants. I need not particularize instances of this

grievance, for you are all better acquainted with them than

I can be. So far as I can remember nearly all these accusa-

tions have been the concoctions of discharged bad servants,

or of imperfectly recovered patients, whose lingering insanity

has underlain their moral obliquity. It is, however, truly

lamentable to observe the extent of popular credence

awarded to these calumniators, and it is badly calculated to

elevate our conception of the primal purity of human nature

to find that so many people are anxious to believe evil of

their fellow-men, and to rejoice more in the hope of verify-

ing iniquity than of discovering innocence. It is true that

in every instance that has come to my knowledge

the accused have come out triumphantly vindicated
;

yet

who but themselves could tell—if indeed human language

could depict—the mental agony, the wear and tear

of brain and nerve, the writhing of conscious innocence,

"the spurns that patient merit of the unworthy takes"—all

too often endured under an augmenting bodily debilitation

which invites the shaft of death, or renders imperative the

relinquishment of office? Of how many this has been the

fate, their bereaved and sorrowing families best can tell ! Is

there no remedy for this evil? Must its recurrence become

a perpetuity in your country? To tell me that it will

recede before the march of a higher popular culture and

intelligence would be but to ignore the fact that yours is the

best—or at least the most largely—educated nation in
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Christendom, and to ignore the yet more pertinent fact that

the pernicious accusations here complained of rarely, if

ever, have their origin among the uneducated portion of the

population. They are trumped up by persons possessing

more intelligence than moral honesty, and they are

cherished into pestilent vigor by those who have had but

too much education.

hispectors.—It occurs to me that your institutions for

the insane stand in need of some protecting breakwater,

that might withstand the force, or avert the fury, of the

wave of popular delusion. That your local boards of trus-

tees have not, in many instances, proved adequate to this

service will be readily admitted by all who have suffered

from the defect. It is my belief that a central govern-

mental supervision by one or more well qualified, discreet

officers, whose function should be that of vigilant and thor-

ough—not merely perfunctory—inspection of the con-

dition and treatment of the patients, and of everything

relating to their well-being, and whose duty it would be

to report at stated periods to the Governor of the State,

whatever they might deem proper or useful to be made
known, might meet your requirement. It would not be

advisable that such officers should exercise any immediate

control or direction over the financial affairs of the institu-

tions, or have anything to do with the giving out of con-

tracts, or the buying and selling operations, so long at

least as your local boards of trustees, deserving of public

confidence, continue to be appointed ; for I would not

merely that such inspecting officers be unsupected of favor-

itism, but I would place them above all reach of suspi-

cion. As a matter of course, and a means of* protection

to your boards against unjust accusations or insinuations,

all their transactions should be submitted to the inspec-

tors, whose duty it would be to report faithfully any

observed impropriety. Speaking from my own experience,.

I do not hesitate to say that I always regarded this sort

of governmental supervision as my best protection against

misrepresentation or revengeful slander, and I must add
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that the only instance in which I suffered from these

occurred before the estabhshment of our governmental

inspectorship, when a local board failed in their duty of

prompt and thorough investigation.

The Study of I?isa?iity.—I would now crave your atten-

tion for a few minutes longer to a subject of a different

character, but of no less public importance than the pre-

ceding ones, and perhaps, as some of you may fear, of no

less practical difficulty. It is the establishment of a thor-

ough system of ahenistic medical training, by means of

which there would be produced an adequate supply of

competent and efficient candidates for the various positions

from time to time becoming vacant in your asylums, and

a better knowledge of insanity would be diffused through-

out the profession of medicine. I think every experienced

and closely observant superintendent will admit that a

considerable lapse of time is required to convert a new
assistant, however complete may have been his collegiate

curriculum, into a useful asylum officer; and very few can

entertain the belief that any course of mere didactic teach-

ing, apart from thorough clinical observance and instruc-

tion, can ever meet the requirements of the position.

I am aware that in some of the asylums of America

this matter has had consideration, but not to the extent,

nor in the practical direction, that I should deem
necessary for the end I would recommend to be held in

view. I have recently been favored by Professor

Tamburini, Director of the Asylum of Reggio Emilia, in

Italy, with a number of the Gazzetta del Frenoconiio di

Reggio, at the end of which I have read with much
gratification a notice to students and graduates of medicine

of the practical operation of a system of training which

seems to me to give promise of great public utility. I

shall here introduce a translation of those portions of the

above notice which appear to me most pertinent to the

object I have in view. It reads as follows:

—

"The Asylum of Reggio, from its central position, its

material and moral improvements, effected in late years and
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still in progress ; from the large number of patients which
it contains, and which constitute an abundant material for

practical study ; from its being the seat of classical

psychiatry of the Royal University of Modena, in which
all the practical prelections are imparted to students

;

from the scientific laboratories with which it is furnished,

rich in instruments, and in every means of objective and
experimental research; from its being the seat of the

direction and editing of the Revista Sperimentale di Fre-

7iiatria c di Medicina Legale, and consequently from the great

number of scientific journals received in exchange, which
enrich its library, already copiously supplied with works
relating to psychiatry, it is now generally recognized as

the best adapted institute for theoretic and practical

instruction in this science, uniting all the opportunities

for a complete education, both in the scientific sphere of

the specialty, and the technicalities of management. It

has therefore been designated by the Minister of Public

Instruction as one of the institutions in which young men
may obtain interne positions in order to perfect them-
selves in their studies, and already several young
physicians who have completed their psychiatric studies

have brilliantly distinguished themselves.

" In order to obtain the position of a medical practicant

it is necessary to send in application with the diploma of

graduation, and all those documents which may show the

distinct capacity of the candidate to the medical director,

with whom rests the nomination.

" The medical practicants have residence in the asylum,

together with free lodgings, food, light, fuel and attendance.

"Besides the daily visits and all the clinical and
experimental exercises, they are required to attend, assist,

and in case of absence, to supply the places of the other

medical officers in the treatment of the patients and the

construction of the histories of cases ; to attend the daily

clinics, and to keep records in necroscopy ; to aid in

supervision of the service, and to give assistance in the

psychiatric clinique, and in every other requirement of

the institution, under the instructions of the director.

" These posts last for not less than six months, and
not longer than two years.

"Practicants are also admitted for shorter periods,

without the obligation to serve as the others; but these

receive only lodgings in the asylum.
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" Applications may be presented in any month of the

year.

(Signed), " G. Fornaciari,
" President of the Commission.

"A. Tamburini,
" Director of the Asylum."

It appears to me that the preceding programme is as

liberal and complete as could be desired, and it does

high honor to the Government of Italy that it has been

induced to initiate a system of instruction so practically

meritorious. Whether it would be possible to introduce

some similar system in this country, I confess I am
unable to foresee. For many years during my own
asylum service I was able to carry out, on a small scale,

a kindred arrangement, under which I was permitted to

award residence and board to three young men engaged

in the study of medicine, in addition to my regular

assistant physician. Two of these young men were

allowed moderate salaries, which by their fidelity and

usefulness they well merited. I can appeal to my succes-

sor and his confreres in the three other asylums of Ontario

whether the services rendered by these young men since

my retirement have not been of very great value to the

country. It would not become me to say more in their

praise.

It has been with much regret that I have seen my
cherished plan abandoned in all our asylums. I abstain

from giving expression to my conjectures as to the reasons

of our Government for making the change. I must,

however, declare my believe that it has been a very

unwise one, and a step in the retrograde direction, equally

injudicious as regards the advancement of practical

psychiatry, and unjust as relates to the interests of the

medical profession and of humanity.



A Case of Insanity of Pubescence (Hebe-
phrenia), associated with Epilepsy,
Occurring in a Young Lady Sixteen
Years of Age,

By Edward C. Mann, M. D., New York City,

Momlier of llif New York County ISlctlicul Society, etc., etc

''

I
""HE history of this interesting case is as follows:

*- A short time since, I was called in consultation to

see a case which had been differently diagnosed by several

different physicians, some pronouncing it epilepsy and

some general moral depravity. I found a young girl with

dark hair and eyes, of fair build and complexion, neatly

dressed, very ready and willing to talk about herself,

who could do fancy work very . beautifully, but whose

intellect, in some respects, was very infantile. She would

answer " Yes " to most of my questions, the answer

sometimes being correct and more often incorrect. She

presented the following history : Family history, good

;

no insanity or any neurosis on either side. Grandfather

and grandmother on both sides healthy, strong country

people. There is phthisis on the mother's side, which

may be an illustration of the correlation of morbific forces

in disease, as I have for years regarded these as mutually

convertible diseases, insanity and phthisis running in and

out like the twisted strands of a rope in the same family.

During dentition she had convulsions. During early child-

hood she had them. They ceased at the age of six years,

to reappear more distinctly epileptiform at the age of

twelve, and have continued ever since. Since that age

they have been accompanied by pallor of the face,

followed by flushing, complete unconsciousness, frothing

[.W2]
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at the mouth, but no bitten tongue. She makes a slight

moan and gurgling noise in the throat, and does not fall

to the ground, but clutches convulsively at whoever is

nearest to her, holding them in a vice-like grasp until the

convulsion is over. She then sleeps for about one half-

hour, and wakes up bright and cheerful, but exhausted.

Since the age of twelve her behavior has been strange

and willful. She would strike back if punished for any

misdemeanor, and speak of those "damn people," although

she had been carefully and religiously brought up. No
inducement or threats, or actual punishment could induce

her to stay in school. Hence, she has never learned any-

tliing, save through intercourse with cultivated people in

her own family circle. More recently, during the past eight

months, since when her menses have appeared, she has

developed decided mental disturbance attending the period

of pubescence. The epileptic attacks are much lighter

than formerly, while the mental deterioration is on the

increase. She has no delusions or hallucinations. She

eats and sleeps poorly. Much meat in her diet list will

provoke gastro-intestinal disturbance and epileptic attack.

She is sometimes very friendly, and again very hostile.

She can be coaxed but not driven. She responds well

to kindness. Was never cruel to her brothers and sisters,

as are some cases of juvenile insanity. She has good

appreciation of form., size, color, etc. Her memory for

past events is very excellent. Respecting recent events,

very poor. She is very erotic in her tendencies, almost

at times amounting to a nymphomaniac. There is marked

hiyperaesthesia at times. No tenderness of the ovaries, and

no hysterical symptoms could be elicited by making firm

pressure on them, as would probably be the case in

hystero-epilepsy, or hysteria major. The menses are pain-

less, but very scanty. There is much irritablility and

•excitement preceding the attacks. None whatever follow-

ing them. General muscular power, as shown by grip of

dynamometer, feeble. Ophthalmoscopic examination reveals

nothing abnormal. No paralysis. The various reflexes are
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all normal. As the convulsive attacks invariably commence
in the hands and arms, we are inclined to locali;:e the

brain lesion and to pronounce it one of sub-inflammatous irri-

tation of the ascending parietal, and foot of the third frontal

convolutions of the cerebrum on both sides, which, was

the case not relieved, it would probably end in atrophy and

sclerosis of this tract of the motor centers of the cerebrum.

There was doubtless also much irritability of the medulla

oblongata in this case, and, perhaps, also in the cerebellum.

There was derangement of menstruation, in that it was ver>'

scanty, and the monthly engorgement, the direct result of

the scanty menses, caused the nervous disturbance to reach

the maximum of intensity, and keep up a stream of wearing,

irritative impressions, transmitted to the centric nen,'ous

system, causing a part at least of the mental disturbance.

Warm hip baths were freely used one week before the

expected menstrual period, as they seemed to be indicated,

to remove the local engorgement by provoking the

menstrual evacuation, and also direct depletion by means

of leeches to the vulva. The secretions were regulated,

cerebral and centric galvanization used to prevent further

brain deterioration, and the latter also had a ver>' m.arked

effect in suppressing the undue sexual impulses. We
put the patient also on the mono-bromide of camphor

and administered four grains, twice daily, and promoted

sleep by warm baths. All meat was cut off from the

diet list ; and the gastro-intestinal tract, which was much
deranged, was regulated by small doses of the tincture

of nux vomica before meals, freely diluted. This valua-

ble medicine we have always considered exercises a

therapeutical influence second to that of no other medi-

cine upon the whole gastro-intestinal tract, antagonizing

morbid states and restoring a normal condition to this

region with certainty. At two different times we applied

the actual cautery to the nape of the neck. We also

used the nitrate of strjxhnine hypodermically, commencing

with -f^77 of a grain, and gradually ran up to yV of a grain,

when we stopped. We regard this as very effectual in.
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some cases of epilepsy ; the patient's mental tone improv-

ing rapidly under its use. Our patient's insanity was
fully recovered from, and the epileptic attacks at first

diminished both in frequency and intensity, and have

now about disappeared.



Physiological Psychology.

By Henry Howard, M. R. C. S., L., England,

<5oTernnient Visiting Physicinn to the Lunatic Asj-lum, at Longie Point, near Mon-
treal, Province of Quebec, Canada; Formerly Medical SuperintendeDt of ttie

Provincial Lunatic Asylum, at St. Johns, P. Q.; Author of "Howard
on the Philosorhy of Insanity. Crime and Responsibility."

T DON'T believe that it will very much interest or

*- entertain the reader to learn, that on the 7th of May,

past, I, at the request of the executive committee of the

American Association of Forestry, read a paper before

that assembly, then holding a session in the handsome
city of Washington. Subject of my paper, chosen by
the committee, " Forestry ; its Effects Upon Climate and

Health." Said paper, no doubt, will in due time be pub-

lished in its legitimate source—the recorded proceedings

of that society.

On the evening of the Sth of said month, I, by request,

read a paper in New York, before that scientific body of

men, the members of the Society of Medical Juris-

prudence and State Medicine. Subject, " Why Lawyers
and Doctors fail to Agree." Said paper will also appear

in due time in its legitimate source : T/ie Anicricait Jour-

nal of Ncjirology and Psychiatry, and the published records

of the society.

As I have already said, I don't know that my readers

will be at all interested in the above facts. Yet I wish to

record them, if for no other reason than to take the oppor-

tunity to return my most sincere thanks to the members of

both societies for their kind reception of myself personally,

but more particularly for the enthusiastic reception given to

my views as set forth in my papers. For personal atten-

tion and kindness, I owe a deep debt of gratitude to Drs.

E. C. Spitzka and J. H. McBride, of New York.

But. my readers will ask, what has all this to do

with physiological psychology? Well, it has something,

[506]
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for it enables me to tell that the subjects of both my papers

were based upon physical science, more particularly the

physiology of matter, and that all physical phenomena

was due to physical cause ; again, that we know nothing of

nature except in and through her phenomena or forces.

In fact, all I had to say, I said as a physical scientist or

natural experimental philosopher, and my gratification con-

sisted in meeting with such a body of scientific men, who
admitted the correctness of my views, and recognized the

scientific fact, that all scientific subjects should be dis-

cussed from the basis of natural experimental philosophy,

and only by so doing can we expect to arrive at truth in

the natural order. I must be pardoned, if for the moment
I felt proud and gratified, at finding myself addressing

learned men, who understood the message I had to give

to them from our common mother nature, and find my
thoughts reflected from my audience, as I would my face

from a looking-glass.

The science of psychology, as understood in the past,

has led to fearful social evils, even to thousands of judi-

cial murders, because it was not a science, but the out-

come of a false philosophy wliich was not a philosophy at

all, but dogmatic assertions, based upon the assumption,

that mind was entity caiLScz vem ; will entity caiiscB ver(2,

and life entity causes verce, that the entity will was free, and

by it man could control his thoughts, words and deeds,

therefore, that man was responsible for his thoughts, words

and deeds. What a fearful theory from such an assump-

tion ! No wonder that the history of the human race has

been a history of crime, immorality and punishment ! No
wonder that with such a false philosophy, idiots, imbeciles

and insane persons have been judicially murdered ! No
wonder that the prisons of Christendom are filled with

children, so-called thieves and robbers, because that when
they asked for bread, they received a stone (religious

tracts) ; because these so-called free will could not control

their desire for food when they were starving ! As if

there was a human being who could control his desire for
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food when hungry; for drink, when thirsty ; for heat, when
cold, or for coohiess when heated. There never was
a normal human being who could, under such circumstan-

ces, control desire. Yet ontological psychologists taught

that man's will was an entity and that it was free, and
that man should be held responsible for his acts as to

how he controlled them by his will. No wonder with

such psychological teaching, men should, for hundreds of

years, be groping in the dark, searching to find out the

cause of insanity and never be able to define what insanity

was, consequently never be able to treat it scientifically.

Now, I don't mean to try and define what is life, and
mind and will in the abstract. I simply wish to point out

that we only know them as phenomena or forces of matter,

differing in degree as matter physiologically differs in

degree. All these forces, and much more, we know as

phenomena of matter, consequently as we do know them
as phenomena, they cannot be entity or causes vem. These

being facts demonstrable by physical science or natural

experimental philosophy, if we would be logical, we must

conclude that for every physical phenomena there must

be, of necessity, physical cause.

This physiological psychology is so simple, that it is

astonishing how long it took to be discovered, and when
discovered, to be generally recognized. Even yet the

greater number of the scientific m.en of the world, from

one cause or another, cling to the ontological psychology,

and believe that mind, life and will are entities, notwith-

standing all the proof they have to the contrary.

We may well consider how different would be our social

order from what it is, if men had only learned of nature

and had been obedient to her laws, how different would

have been our penal codes ; and upon what a different

basis would the medical profession stand to-day from what it

does, had medical education been based upon experimen-

tal philosophy, recognizing that for physical effect there

must be physical cause.

Let us, for example, consider the thousands of books
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that have been written upon insanity and its jurisprudence,

trying to reconcile a man's actions with the idea that

mind and will were entities, and all these books so writ-

ten, making confusion doubly confused, because the wri-

ters did not see that mind and will were phenomena or

forces of matter, and consequently that every man was
what he was in virtue of his physical organization.

Recognizing this truth, I would define sanity to be an equi-

librium of mental physical forces, due to a normal physi-

cal organization; in other words, to the physiological

matter of which mind is the phenomenon resulting in a

physiological psychosis.

And as a physiological psychologist, I define insanity

to be a loss of equilibrium of mental physical forces, due
to a pathological defect of mental physical organisms,

resulting in a pathological or insane psychosis.

So do I define idiocy and imbecility to be an absence

of equilibrium of physical forces, due to a teratological

defect of mental physical organisms, which is generally

due to arrest of development.

Sanity, and consequent intelligence, differing in degree,

as mental physical organisms differ in degree, physiolog-

ically, and animal as well as vegetable organisms are

developed by fertilization, particularly by environment

and physical education. Education as it has been and is,

tends to warp the physical intellectual organization of

man, because education has been based upon so-called

dogmatic a priori philosophy, which is no philosophy, but

dogmatic assertion.

Idiocy and imbecility differs in degree, as there is

teratological defect in mental physical organisms ; and

insanity will differ in degree, as there is pathological defect

in the mental physical organisms.

Now judging a man by his history and by his con-

duct, which is the outcome of his psychosis, we could

easily see whether a man would come under the first,

second or third individual class. The conduct of all would

be in accord with their physical organization—the sane
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intellectual, the insane and imbecile psychoses, all difter-

ing to the greatest degree.

As a physiological psychologist, I cannot only recog-

nize different degrees of sanity and intelligence, but dif-

ferent degrees of insanity. But I cannot see what benefit

is to be derived from dividing and subdividing insanity

into different forms, these forms simply based upon some
peculiarity of psychosis, or from the fact that the insanity

is complicated with some other disease, such as phthisis,

etc. Such divisions and subdivisions, however, would be

justifiable, if they would lead us to a knowledge of the

physical organ or organs, suffering from pathological

defect, but up to the present time, it has not thrown

any light upon this important .matter.

Where are we to-day with regard to the pathology of

organism, the result of which pathological defect is to

destroy, to a greater or lesser degree, the equilibrium of

mental forces, causing insanity, which insanity is demon-

strated to us by an insane psychosis? How much better

are we prepared to answer that question now than we
were three years ago, when I attempted to show that

insanity rarely, if ever, was due to gross cerebral or nerve

lesions; but was more probably due to peripheral irritation

acting on nerve centers, or to some chemical or mechan-

ical change in afferent nerves, acting upon the nerve

center of consciousness? I doubt if our neuro-pathologists

and histologists have done as much as they might have

done to enlighten us on this question.

I wrote then, as I now do, as a physiological psycho-

logist, from clinical observations, and my continued clin-

ical observations since that time have confirmed me in

my views, that in all cases of mania, when not compli-

cated with other diseases which caused a pyretic state

of the system, there was always low temperature accom-

panied by either analgesia or analgeria ; and as I then

conceived, so do I now, that if we are ever to know the

pathological defect which is the cause of insanity, by

causing a loss of equilibrium in mental forces, we will
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£nd that pathological defect in the sensory nerves or

their center—the organ of consciousness ; and then and

not till tihen, may we expect to learn the somatic

etiology from the pathological defect, whether it be

<:hemical or mechanical, whether it be due to atomic or

molecular changes, and then will we be able to scientifi-

cally apply a remedy to remove the pathological defect.

From cHnical observations I feel convinced that very

frequently the difference that we find in the maniacal or

insane psychosis of patients depends, to a very great

degree, upon the somatic etiology of the lesion, whether

it be chemical or mechanical. A practical alienist will

rarely fail to diagnose a case of alcoholic mania, even

though he should have no history of the person. This

of course is chemical cause for pathological defect.

The same will diagnose mania from peripheral irrita-

tion, as we find it so frequently in hysterical girls. This

would be pathological defect from mechanical cause.

If we are to have forms of insanity, the only two

rational forms that appear to me that we could have,

would be founded upon as to whether the etiology of

the pathological defect was chemical or mechanical,

for this might lead to different modes of treatment.

There can be no objection to the term moral insanity,

if it be understood that the person to whom it is applied

is wholly insane, and that the psychological symptoms
are strong sensual or sexual desires. It is only as thus

understood, could I consider the term moral insanity at

all justifiable.

No matter how we may try to classify insanity, we
must never loose sight of the fact that man is one, not

two, nor yet three ; and that insanity is a physical dis-

ease, due to pathological defect, which causes loss of

equilibrium in nerve forces. This is physiological psy-

chology, and is in accord with the classification I made
of insanity three years ago, in my book entitled: " The
Philosophy of Insanity, Crime and Responsibility."

June 12, 1884.
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By C. L. Dana, M. D., New York City,

Professor of Nervous and Mental Diseases In the Post-Graduate Medical School.

T70LIE DU DOUTE is generally classed among the
-- monomanias as an insanity with fixed and limited de-

lusion. Kraepelin classes it under the states of psychical

enfeeblement, and in a subdivision under the neurasthe-

nias. Falret, fils, called it a partial insanity. Spitzka

refers to it as an abortive monomania. Cases of the

disease were recognized by Esquirol, and since his time

a number of authors have written about it, including the

Falrets, plre et fits; Le Grand du Saulle, Ritti, Ball,.

O. Berger, Griesinger and Tamburini. Griesinger called

the form which he described Griibelsucht, or metaphysi-

cal mania. The milder cases, at least, which English and

American physicians have seen, have probably been clas-

sified as forms of hypochondriasis. Beard described a

case as one of monohypochondriasis. In most instances

the disease cannot be considered an insanity, unless we
use that term in its widest and most rigidly scientific

sense ; for the patients are rational aside from the par-

ticular symptom and are conscious of the incorrectness

or absurdity of their morbid ideas. Napoleon Bonaparte

and Samuel Johnson are instanced as having had folie die

doiite in a limited way.

Ballf has given a classification (wrongly attributed

to Tamburini,) of the various ways in which, as he

thinks, folie dti doute shows itself. We have: i, The

metaphysical variety. 2, The realistic. 3, The scrupu-

lous. 4, The conscientious. 5, The calculating. 6, The
tactile. The last named form has been described by

Hammond under the name of mysophobia. The charac-

• Bead at the annual meeting of the Neurolo/ical Association, June 20, 1884.

t See Bibliography at end of article.
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teristic in all cases is that the patient is impelled by a

persistent worry or fear to think over and refine over

certain subjects or, for his peace of mind, to do over and

over again certain useless and trival acts.

Ball, in the article above quoted, has given a very

good description of the disease. It is also well described

by Kraepelin ; and monographs upon it have been written

by other authors mentioned, so that I need not dwell

further upon its clinical characters.

I present the record of two cases which have come

under my observation. The first is a very typical case

of the form known as mysophobia, and is interesting as

showing the evolution of the disease, and certain

evidences of a somatic basis. The second case is a

very typical one of the folic du doiite, as that disease is

generally described. The patient was and is now engaged

in active business, and outside of his family no one would,

I think, suspect that he could be called insane :

Case I. Mysophobia— Tactile Form of Folie du Doute.—
Miss X., age twenty-eigth, American, school teacher.

Parents perfectly healthy. No history of insanity or any
of the great neuroses in the family. Has healthy

brothers and sisters. The patient is of a decidedly ner-

vous temperament, but has always been well up to the

time of her present sickness. She has never had any
convulsions, chorea or hysterical attacks. Physically she

has been moderately strong. She was always ex-

tremely particular in the matter of orderliness and clean-

liness, even when a child. Everything about her person,

her dress, her room, was attended to with great care.

She disliked dirt ; and dirty people were a great offense

to her. She was particularly careful about her school

books, when a pupil in the public schools. Still her
peculiarities in this respect, though noticeable, were not
exaggerated or unreasonable. She occasionally, as she

reached puberty, showed slight hysterical outbursts of
emotion, when matters irritated her too much. She was
intelligent, industrious and quick to learn. Her menstrual
functions began and continued normally, and she never
had any symptoms pointing to uterine disease, or, indeed,

to any disease or irritation anywhere
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In the fall of 1883, while teaching school, she began
to feel exaggeration of sensibility as regards touching
persons and things. If certain pupils at school by chance
touched her, she felt uncomfortably in that part until

after she had washed herself. She knew it was unreason-
able. Finally, one day a lady friend called to see her.

She says that she felt her coming all the way upstairs

and dreaded it. This friend came up to her, shook hands,
kissed her and patted her on the back. The sensation
was intolerable ; she wished her way ; she felt saturated
with her presence, and continued in a disagreeable state

for sometime, despite washing herself.

I was asked to see her by Dr. Stuart, of Norwich,
N. Y., and called May 21, 1884, with my friend Dr. Geo.
E. Munroe. We found her sitting in bed in her night-

dress. Her hair had been cut off because it annoyed
her. Her face was full, she did not appear very anaemic,
and her looks were that of an intelligent, but hysterical

woman. She described her symptoms very clearly and
recognized their absurdity. She wanted to get well and
cried over the thoughts of the past. At other times she
laughed heartily and easily.

She was in bed not because she could not walk, but
because it annoyed her so to dress and to touch anything.
And if she walked out, the sight of anything, to her
mind out of order, would upset her completely. She
never dressed herself for fear of touching something.
Her mother dressed her, and if in that operation
anything went wrong, she had to wash her and then
start over again. For some time she had been in the

habit of washing her own hands and face, whenever the
least partical of dust or anything else touched her. This
kept her at the washbowl nearly all day, till her hands
became wrinkled like a washwoman's. Finally the water
was taken from the room. During my visit, she burst

into tears, but did not dare to wipe them away ; so she
held her face up to her mother, who applied a

handkerchief and dried the eyes. At one time, she had
her mother make her a pair of cotton mittens to prevent

her hands from getting soiled. She was equally particu-

lar about the arrangement of things in her room. When
the doctor came in, he had to sit in a particular chair

placed in a particular position, and he was not allowed

to step on particular parts of the carpet.

The presence of a fly in the room, alighting here and
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there, annoyed her to the last pitch. It seemed to her

to be " mixing things up." And her dread of contact

was ascribed to a sense of contamination or "saturation."

If in undressing her for the night, her hand received

some disagreeable contact, she would hold it in a non-
cramped position all night. Attempts to discipline, by
preventing the washings, had for the most part only

produced long fits of crying and mental excitement, after

which she was worse than before.

Her appetite was good, her bowels regular, there was
no tympanitis, no profuse discharges of pale urine.

When the trouble first came on she suffered from globus,

but it had subsequently disappeared. She had no
headaches, but had had a sensation of severe pressure on
the vertex of the head, and suffered from this at the

time of visit to a slight extent. She slept well as a rule.

A very careful physical examination could not be made,
for she would not let me touch her, even to feel her
pulse. She had had no spinal tenderness or ovarian

tenderness, no anaesthesia, hyperaesthesia or disturbance
of mobility so far as could be discovered.

Her face looked as though she had had long before

a facial paralysis on the right side.. The mouth was
drawn a little to the left, and the right lid-fissure was
a little smaller. The right cheek less actively innervated
than the left. When she protruded her tongue, it turned
very distinctly to the left.

Since last winter she had been improving somewhat,
especially as regards the control of her emotions.
She had been treated with ferruginous and nervine
tonics, and mental discipline had been tried to some
extent. Bromides had been given her in moderate doses
with no marked benefit.

Case II. Folie dit Doiite.—About three years ago, a
gentlemen called at my office and gave me a long history

of his ills. He complained of head-pressure, buzzing in

the ears, constipation, seminal loss at stool, feelings of
weight, and constriction in the abdomen, sweating about
the anus and buttocks, mental irritability, dislike to

society, etc. He had been treated for these and other
symptoms for ten years by a quack. He was then ex-
tremely anxious to get well, believing that his business
future depended upon his rapid and complete recovery.

I considered it a case of hypochondriasis, and laid
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out a plan of moral and medicinal treatment. I soon
found that I was obliged to give him the most explicit

details as to every act of his daily life. When, he asked,

should he wash ? should he use cold or warm water, and
at what exact temperature? and should he use soap and
water or clear water? should he wipe himself dry with a

towel, and should he rub hard and how long? when
should he shave ? and bow many times a week ? should
he take his pill with water? etc., etc., I was obliged to

tell him exactly how much to walk and when; to enu-

merate every article of diet and to prescribe the exact
limits of sexual indulgence.

He had scarcely been gone from my office ten minutes
when he returned, saying that I had forgotten to tell him
whether he was to wash his hands in soap and water or

clear water. Several other details he inquired after. In

subsequent visits he almost never failed, after leaving my
office, to come back again to inquire about some trivial

matter. At the end of my consultations with him, which
I could never make less than half an hour, he would
insist on going over every detail of the treatment, diet and
mode of life laid down. He admitted that he was a

nuisance and a " crank," and recognized his peculiarities

in a measure. His constant desire was to get well, and
he for a long time lived in the expectation that the next
month or next spring he would suddenly get all right

and act like other people. He was book-keeper in a large

banking house and held a responsible position, doing the

duties satisfactorily. He was married to a sensible wife,

who recognized his infirmities, and assisted, as much as

possible, in judicious moral treatment.

The following letter which he wrote a few days after

I had given him explicit directions, as I thought, as to

treatment will show in a measure his peculiar state of

mind :

Dear Doctor:—I am sorry to say that I have got

your directions mixed. Please let me know how often a

day I am to bathe the parts in front with clear cold

water, and in the event of that failing, am I to use any
other water? Also say how often a day I am to use

the salt bath underneath with rubbing dry afterwards.

Also how often a day I am to use the eighty-five-

degree-tepid, clear water sitz-bath in event of salt bath
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and rubbing not answering the purpose. Also how many-

days I am to keep this latter up. I understand I am to

keep up bathing in front till redness disappears. The
salt bath beneath for two days and then resort to sitz-

bath as above. How strong ought the bath to be?
Please state how long I am to use the tablets if I begin

to use them. I also understand that it makes no differ-

ence what time a day I use the baths or the tablets.

If I am wrong please correct me. Yours truly,

J. C. C.

P. S.—* * * * I made a d fool of myself yes-

terday. I took the pill and before I knew it, had swal-

lowed it without any water. Everything has been all

•down ever since.

The patient's father and two brothers died of phthisis;

otherwise the family history is good.

He himself had severe attacks of headache when a

boy, but otherwise was healthy. Between the years of

sixteen and twenty he masturbated somewhat and

indulged in great sexual excesses. Had gonorrhoea and

gleet, but gave no history of syphilis ; although he had

a sore on the penis and suppurating buboes. Had not

been a hard drinker or smoker.

About twelve years ago, when twenty years old, he

began to have various nervous symptoms, such as mental

irritability, dislike to society and various disagreeable sub-

jective sensations.

The peculiar subjective symptom, which has stayed

by him longest and is present still, began suddenly eight

years ago, and consists in what he calls a falling down of

the abdominal walls and viscera. He puts his hands to

his abdomen, and says that it seems as if everything had

given way there. He was asleep one time and had an

emission. He got up to wash himself, and the cold water

•on the abdomen let out, he says, a flow of mucus, and

everything else seemed to give way. It is from this time

that one can probably date also his doubting madness.

When I saw him he presented no marked objective

symptoms. He was an intelligent-looking man of about
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thirty. He wore a somewhat anxious look. His pupils

were large, and I noticed that whenever he was worse,,

the pupils became much more dilated.

Examination detected no organic disease anywhere.

The functional disturbances were dyspepsia, constipation,

occasional sweating about the anus and buttocks, and

occasional frontal headaches.

The underlying characteristic of his mental condition

was worry, or a condition which Ball has aptly called

" cerebral pruritus." This showed itself especially as

regards his routine habits and domestic life, as I have

described. It affected him also in his business relations^

but to a less extent. He was afraid he would lose his

memory, and took pains to learn by heart every night,

the whole list of stocks quotations. He had the three

characteristics ascribed to folie du doiite by Ball, viz :

I, He recognized his delusions. 2, He had no halluci-

nations. 3, He needed constant assurances to relieve his

mind.

As regards treatment, after trying for sometime all

kinds of tonics, electricity and hydropathy, I gave them

up entirely. The more treatment he had, the more he

refined it and the more he wanted, until the energies

of his whole household were concentrated on his baths^

his medicines, his exercise and his diet.

He had been taking medicine for twelve years, most

of the time from an anatomical-museum quack. Medicine

taking had become part of his life, and it was no easy

thing to break it off. This I did, however, finally. I

also gradually taught him that he could wash his hands,

shave, eat and walk as he chose. It was hardest of all

to make him believe he could wash his hands at any

time and in any way. I encouraged him to see other

people, and to believe that he was getting well all the

time. In the last year he has become greatly improved^

and though he still has sweatings and the " falling down "

sensations, and often gets melancholic, he is decidedly

better. I can say at least that his folie dit doiite has
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been cured by education, though he is extremely liable

to a relapse.

The cases related suggest the question, whether these

two forms of mental disturbance, folie du doute and

mysophobia, belong to the same category. Dr. Hughes,

in reporting two similar cases {vide bibliog.), makes the

point that in mysophobia or mania of contamination, there

is morbid conviction, while in the other form, there is

morbid doubt. It appears to me, however, that the under-

lying condition in both forms is an analogous one of

worry or " pruritus." This leads, on the one hand, to

speculating, doubting, etc., and on the other, to washing

and avoidance of dirt.

Both these psychopathic symptoms of Griibelsucht and

doubting are buds, not full-blown blossoms, upon psycho-

degenerative stems. It is the fact, that they appear upon

the same kind of stem, which is the chief argument for

their essential unity.

Folie du doute is more a disease of men ; mysophobiaj,,

of women. The former is generally a more chronic

condition, and the prognosis is not so favorable.

In most cases of mysophobia there is at least

temporary improvement or cure.
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The Curability of Locomotor Ataxia and
the Simulations of Posterior Spinal
Sclerosis.

By C. H. Hughes, M. D., St. Louis,

Lecturer on Nervous and Mental Diseases and Electrotherapy, St. Louis Medical

College; Late Superintendent and Physician of Missonri State Lunatic Asylum;
Honorary Member British Medico-Psychological Association, etc.

'NOTWITHSTANDING the rarity of the central spinal

*- ^ or cerebro-spinal lesion, symptomatically revealed,

chiefly in ataxia of the motor mechanism of the spinal cord

or medulla oblongata, and the belief of incurability of this

affection, which took possession of the professional mind,

especially after the definite earlier recognition of sclerosis

of the prosterior columns had been satisfactorily con-

firmed by repeated post-mortems, and which, like the

hopeless prognoses of phthisis, after the discovery of its

relation to tubercle, became a settled conviction, some

late results of treatment in this affection, if we are war-

ranted in diagnosing its existence without the final autop-

sic sign being added to ante-mortem evidence, must lead

us to inquire whether posterior spinal sclerosis is not

really curable in certain stages and at a certain age, or

whether it has not its counterfeit of symptoms, whose

spurious character only the pathologist and not the clini-

cian can determine.

I am aware that the wide-spread prevalence of latent

syphilis, the insidious charateter of the initial venereal lesion

in many cases, followed by subsequent grave central nerve

implication, as all competent observers in neurosyphilology

concede, will furnish a ready conjectural explanation of

curability in the cases which have recovered ; but he

jumps at conclusions, and but cuts the Gordian knot who

thus reasons. He does not satisfactorily sever the tangled

cHnical cord, for if the adneural depositions of the luetic

[520]
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virus may be removed from the interstices of the strands

of spinal nerve fibres and the arterial degenerations

Icnown to take place in the brains of syphilitics and

elsewhere, may be regenerated and repaired under specific

anti-venereal treatment, why may not the specific sclerotic

induration itself, which specially characterizes the dis-

ease now under consideration, be capable of removal or

arrest by a judicious therapy, permitting of the re-estab-

lishing of old, or the vicarious substituting of new
channels of conduction for motor impulses ? Especially

if the not easily controverted later conclusions of Erb, as to

the venereal etiology of tabes dorsalis, are to be regarded

as well-founded ; he having found reasonable evidence of

the existence of syphilis in ninety-one per centum of the

last hundred cases studied by him. In the study of his

second hundred cases of tabes dorsalis. Prof. Erb makes
the following statement as regards the etiology of this

disease :

Of these cases there was only nine per cent, in which previous syphilitic

infection could not be proved; with positive secondary syphilitic symptoms
62 per cent.; with chancre, but without definite secondary symptoms,
twenty-nine per cent.; or, in all, ninety-one per cent, of these cases

possessed a syphilitic history. In relation to the time elapsing after

syphilitic infection before the appearance of tabes, he found that in sixty-

nine of these ninety-one cases tabes appeared within fifteen years after

infection, in fifteen cases in the following five years, and in only six cases

later than this. In a careful examination of twelve hundred men over

twenty-five years of age who had no symptoms either of tabes or of

syphilis, he found 77.25 per (?ent. uninfected and 22.75 per cent, infected in

early life. From this it follows, according to the author, that almost no
one becomes tabetic who has not at first been syphilitic. Of thirteen

tabetic females, four were free from syphilis, in three it was doubtful, four

had had positive secondary syphilitic symptoms, one probably syphilitic,

and one a chancre. From the above Prof. Erb concludes that syphilis is

one of the most frequent causes of tabes dorsalis, if not the most frequent.

— Centralb.f. d. Med. Wissen., Decemhev 15, 1883.

We may here also record our own conviction that

syphilis, immediate or remote, plays a most important

part as an indirect causative influence in the production .

of both spinal and cerebral sclerosis, and that when the

syphilis has been acquired by the individual, the hopeful
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issue of such a case is better assured than when the

disease has been hereditarily transmitted. But the imme-

diate (precipitating or determining) cause, in our cases,,

has been damp cold, or its equivalents.*

It is not strange that syphilis should be so important

a causative factor in tabes and its simulations, when we
consider how prevalent syphilis is in either its direct or

hereditary and attenuated forms, and how diffusible and

insidious in many ways, needless here to mention, its

virus is.

We cannot demonstrably answer this question in regard

to the curability of locomotor ataxia because, thus far, no

post-mortems afforded by deaths from intercurrent causes

have yet been made to confirm or deny it. We can only

decide the question by analogy, on the general principles

of neural pathology, and in the affirmative from what we
know of vicarious nerve function, under stress of gradually

invading disease and imperative demand of function, and

the reparative power of nerve (motor and sensory) under

certain circumstances.

These considerations should make our minds receptive

to the teaching of late clinical lessons, that we may
learn, if possible, to what they may likely lead in the

not remote future ; and if they shall conduct us clearly to-

the conclusion that posterior spinal sclerosis is suscepti-

ble of cure (and the indices now point that way), practical

medicine will have added another signal therapeutic

triumph to the many marvelous successes of the last four

decades ; a triumph as great as the mastery over malaria,,

syphilis or rheumatism, which not long ago were appro-

bricB mediciyice.

If absent patellar tendon-reflex, or the loss of the

quadriceps extensor femoris clonus, be the sign essential

of posterior spinal sclerosis, a sign which, notwithstand-

ing our humble dissent, has received the sanction of the

highest neurological authority, then have we certainly

• Over-bodlly activity and sudden coolinp oflf, {fft'ing wet and chilly in a cold

rain, lying on the ground or sitting on a cold stone step after violent exercise, etc.
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seen recoveries take place from sclerosis of the columns of

Burdach. If superadded to the knee phenomenon, the

coexistence of the characteristic ataxic gait, fulgurant

pains, femoral anaesthesia and the peculiar illusory feet

sensations, the inability to stand with eyes closed and

feet together, and tactile inco-ordination without occipital

pain or other head symptoms, are certainly significant

of sclerotic implication of the posterior root zones, then

have we to record recoveries from true locomotor ataxia.

But we have seen no case of dorsal tabes recover with

either glossal hemiatrophy ; small, unequal or tardily mov-

ing pupils; laryngeal or pharyngeal crises, superadded to

the aforenamed symptoms. When the pharyngo-laryngeal

and gastric crises set in, or when the cervical cord at the

point of origin of the phrenics, or when, further above, the

pneumogastrics are implicated, the final crisis which shall

close the singular career of this remarkable affection is

close at hand, and we cannot hope to arrest the final

ending of this malady. Nevertheless, even when thus

approaching the end, as some of us have seen, either

spontaneously or aided by our art, remissions sometimes

occur, which should at least not leave us hopeless of

some day effecting prolonged and even permanent inter-

missions in the gravest and earliest symptoms.

Indeed, the writer has lately seen under fronto-cervical

and cervico-brachial galvanism, persistently employed, the

altered and embarrassed handwriting become again round,

regular and natural in style ; all the rounded letters which

were so badly formed, correctly made, and under the

same treatment, the lost verbal co-ordination regained.

The lost power to pick up small objects, to easily

find the nose tip with the finger ends, to co-ordinate

complex phalangeal movements and the peculiar visual

defects, we have seen apparently more or less improved

under treatment. If improvement be demonstrable, why
may not entire arrest of symptoms and a cure in the

earlier stages of this affection be possible ?

Dr. G. M. Hammond {^Jojinial of Nervous and Mental
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Diseases, for July, 1883), reports a case in which the lost

tendon-reflex partially returned, with marked improve-

ment of all the tabetic symptoms, which had appeared

in January, 1882, in an ataxic, with a previous history of

syphilis and inebriety. In the discussion. Dr. Wm. A. Ham-
mond stated that he had seen a similar case in which the

tendon-reflex had markedly returned, especially in one
knee, and most of the ataxic symptoms had disap-

peared.*

The writer does not believe that these evidences are

sufficient alone to indubitably establish the existence

of posterior spinal sclerosis, though they plainly indicate

locomotor ataxia, as we often see it clinically presented
;

and point to a condition of the spinal cord, which, if

it proceeds to dissolution, is found on post-mortem to be

one of sclerosis of the columns of Burdach and Goll.

But if the patient recovers, as has several times happened
under our own observation in cases of recent origin,

promptly treated, no cadaveric light illumine's diagnostic

conjecture, as to the causative pathology of the symptom-
atology.

There was a time when, if a patient recovered of a pul-

monary cavity, hacking cough, purulent expectorations,

emaciation and night sweats, the case was regarded as

not true phthisis. The one confirmatory symptom and

unerring sign of correct diagnosis was lacking in the ab-

sence of the necropsy and necroscopic testimony—so are

we now in regard to locomotor ataxia. " Locomotor ataxia

is posterior spinal sclerosis and posterior spinal sclerosis

is incurable," hence we are not satisfied to call the symp-

tom grouping of locomotor ataxia, true ataxia, unless the

case progresses unfavorably and we get or have in rea-

sonable prospect the final microscopic sign. Yet there

are cases, exceptional, it is true, which appear to recover

after presenting most, if not all, of the evidences upon

which, in other cases, we have been accustomed to give the

• Dr. Putnam, at the same time, referred to like cases reported by Baecker
and Schuster; the latter's casa having been seen by Erb, and presenting on post-

mortem the characteristic sclerosis.
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unfavorable prognosis, and which the subsequent dead-

house revelations have confirmed.

Some of these cases have presented in our own experi-

ence, within a comparatively recent period, and these it

is our purpose to here record, for the lesson of caution,

which their recovery may teach others respecting the some-

times uncertain prognostic significance of some of the signs

of tabes dorsalis ; and possibly the results in these cases

may serve as a lesson of some real value in neuro-

therapy.

Recent clinical observations force us to the conclusion,

from which we cannot escape, that not only posterior spi-

nal sclerosis, but multiple cerebral sclerosis is either

actually curable, or that they both have such symptomatic

counterfeits, as to render it impossible to distinguish the

real from the genuine diseases during life.

The following apropos cases, as illustrations of condi-

tions symptomatically counterfeiting disseminated sclerosis

of the anterio-lateral columns and brain, have been lately

reported by Westphal. It will be observed that both cases

were sufficiently grave to reach even a fatal termination,

without affording the usual post-mortem evidence of

organic nerve induration, to which the sclerotic symptoms

have hitherto been ascribed. In Westphal's cases {Archiv

f. Psych. Bd. xiv., p. Z-j):

There was paresis of the muscles of the extremities, the trunk and

the neck, with riofidity of the muscles, and as a result of this, delayed and

difficult movements; there were tremors when voluntary movements
were made; there was "scanning speech " (in one case only, in tlie

other it resembled rather the speech found in bulbar paralysis) ; sensory

disturbances were slijfht and transient ; the patellar reflex was evocable,

and also the paradoxical contraction ; and there were headache, vertigo,

apoplectic and hemiplegia attacks, and mental symptoms, particularly

dementia. Nystagmus was an important omission, but Westphal's ex-

perience is that it is frequently absent, and in its place there was an

abnormality in the movements of the ocular and facial muscles; the mus-

cles responded slowly to the stimulus of volition, and the movements when
commenced were slow in execution. This was well seen in the length

of time it took to open and close the eyes. Both cases terminated fatally

afrer a very chronic course. In one case a careful examination failed to

reveal any cerebro-spinal lesion, in the other the cerebral pia matter wag
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somewhat oedematous, the convolutions small, and the white matter of

very firm consistence; but there was not any sclerosis, in the ordinary

acceptation of the word. In one of the cases reported in this paper, the

paradoxical contraction was observed not only in the tibialis anticus, but
in the flexors of the knee-joint, in the supinator longiis of the forearm, in

muscles of the wrist and finger-joints. Westphal concludes from these

two cases that there is a general neurosis (which, for want of a better

name, he calls a pseudo-sclerosis (which cannot be distinguislied, either

in its symptoms or its course, from the disease known as multiple cerebro-

spinal gray degeneration, or sclerosis.

And now Desnos contradicting the late positive state-

ment of Debove, that sclerotic lesions of the spinal cord,

-existing at the time when lancinating pains are ex-

perienced, preclude any hope of recovery, affirms that

there are cases in which the lesions existing in the

posterior columns of the cord are curable, and in support

of his affirmation, he relates a case of syphilitic tabes, in

which the pains were very severe and the inco-ordina-

tion marked, which was cured ; at least, all the symptoms
were made to disappear in five weeks, by iodide and

bromide of potassium with the protoiodide of murcury.

Referring to ataxia, reported by Dr. Cadiat, in which the

autopsy showed a simple congestion of the cord without

sclerosis. Dr. Desnos regards his case as one of that

kind.*

Dr. Philip Zenner, of Cincinnati, has also lately

reported in the Cinchmati Lancet and Clinic, cases of

recovery from well-marked symptoms of locomotor ataxia
;

.and Erb, in his work ' on diseases of the spinal cord,

reported two cases of locomotor ataxia as about cured.

One of these, in whom the usual sym.ptoms, anaesthesia,

ataxia, etc., had been manifested, and later disappeared,

£xcepting a slight bladder trouble, after an apparent

recovery of about eight years, suddenly died of acute

poisoning. An examination of the cord made at this

time revealed the degenerative changes in Burdach's

columns characteristic of this disease. So, in this case,

the symptoms had disappeared, while the pathological

changes, which probably produced them, remained. Here

* Aunales de Uermatologie et tie Syphiligraphie, November 25, as83.
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we must attribute the improvement as Dr. Zenner, from

whom we extract this reference, does, to vicarious function
;

certain nerve-fibres in the cord assuming the function of

those which had been destroyed.

If there be, as maintained by M. Dejerine, a nervo-

tabes peripheriqiie as contradistinguished from tabes^

m'ediillaire , and of this fact M. Dejerine's cases recorded

in La France Medicate, Oct. 30, 1883, and the negative

results of some post-mortems reported by Dr. Walter

Kempster last year to the Chicago Medical Society, the

<:urability of certain forms of locomotor ataxia may
be regarded as an assured fact.

Indeed, clinical observation does assuredly establish

the curability of the symptom grouping, which we have

been accustomed to regard as locomotor ataxia; all that

is lacking being the cadaveric affirmations of diagnostic

accuracy, and this we cannot have in recovered cases.

M. Dejerine's two recorded cases presented the charac-

teristic fulgurant pains, inco-ordination, absent knee-jerk,

aneesthesia, analgesia and retarded perceptions, while

autopsy revealed no central lesion ; the cutaneous nerves

only showing the usual results of peripheral neuritis.

We are probably on the threshold of a fuller appreciation

of the peripheral nerve changes in tabes dorsalis, through

the researches of M. Dejerine, and the successful therapeu-

tics of this affection, of Engelskjon, Rumph and others.

Dejerine in a communication previous to the one just

referred to, observes that sensation derangements were

varied under the same central lesion ; and the central gang-

lia being healthy, the peripheral nerve changes were " not

dependent upon any morbid condition of their trophic

centers." In two of Dejerine's cases of well-marked ataxia

with absent tendon reflex, lightning pains and crises and

definite areas, over trunk and limb, of anaesthesia and

analgesia, the usual central changes were found, but in

addition, there were " grave changes in the region

of impaired sensation." In one case the nerve trunks

presented exactly those appearances which are ordinarily
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seen some months after section ; very few O'f the never

fibres having the normal physiological qualities. In another

case, that of a woman aged fifty-five, who had pronounced

anaesthesia of the legs, the cutaneous nerves showed extensive

degeneration, indicative of an essential parenchymatous neu-

ritis. The anterior roots were perfectly healthy, but the

posterior roots between their ganglia and the cord were

markedly altered. Below the ganglia, however, that is,

between them and the point of coalescence of the anterior

and posterior elements of the mixed nerve, no such changes

were to be found, and the ganglia themselves were also

healthy. Then we have Langenbach's (for science, fortu-

nately fatal,) case of nerve stretching, to enlighten us.

Though disturbances of sensation and disorders of loco-

motion, identical with the symptoms of tabes dorsalis

existed during the life of the patient, no central change

was found in the spinal cord. Death occurred in this case

after a second stretching, apparently from chloroform.

Thus we may form a hopeful prognosis in some of

these cases, if our treatment appear to progress satis-

factorily, upon the supposition that the lesion may not

always be central, especially if, in addition to favorable

curative tendencies, we find no pupil or speech defect to

indicate certain cerebro-spinal diffusion of sclerosis. The
symptoms of tabes dorsalis may undoubtedly be due some-

times, at least, to multiple peripheral neuritis, if we may
trust the researches of Pierrot, Dejerine, Buzzard, Gowers
and the autopsic revelations of Langenbach.

There is undoubtedly a conjectural presclerotic stage

in sclerosis posterior, which is amenable to treatment,

especially to peripheral galvanism and hot pediluvia,

associated with iodide of potassium. In this category

we place those cases which, receiving amelioration under

this treatment, pass from observation of the neurologist

as not cured, but greatly improved, before he has made
his final and definite diagnoses. Such are cases like the

following:

M. F., a large man, aged forty-five years ; by occupation a
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wholesale merchant ; ordinary weight, 225 lbs. ; came under

treatment, March ist, 1883 ; complaining of unsteadiness of

gait, uncomfortable numbness in lower limbs, actual

anaesthesia, gluteal and plantar, and absent tendon-reflex,

and a long antecedent history of a never very active form

of syphilis. No head symptoms of any significance.

The ground feels to him as though he were walking

on a cushion and he stands with his feet apart, and

walks as though he was on an unsteady ship.

This man improved much under descending galvanism,

from motor aria of head to lumbosacral spine, and feet

static electricity to anaesthetic arias, kihum iodium and

hot baths, which he took at home and at Hot Springs,

His trouble began about two months before I saw him.

He was under treatment from March ist, to middle of

April, 1883, and continued with ameliorated symptoms

without other treatment than hot baths, till early part of

February of the present year, when he returned in as bad

a condition as ever. I diagnosed this condition as impend-

ing tabes dorsalis, and made, in mental reservation, a

^ hopeful prognosis, conditioned on persistence in the

treatment instituted, which, however, has not been and

will not be carried out. Afterwards, the patient's symp-

toms so improved as to relieve his mind of the fear of

paralysis for which he had consulted me. The patient

is a man who is given to trying novelties, having tried

Turkish baths, magnetic healers, etc. The galvanic belt

and the mechanical massage delusion will probably com-

plete the hopelessness of his case.

M. G., aet. thirty-tv^o ; a sporting professional ; tall and

slender; weight, about 165 lbs.; spreads his legs when he

stands ; walks with a jerk and unsteady step ;
inclined to

fall when eyes are closed, and cannot, with shut eyes, easily

and promptly find the tip of his nose. Has had syphilis

remotely. Has no lancinating pains, but feels as though

the ground sinks down when he walks. Under treatment,

Nov. and Dec, 1883, as in a previous case, with bromide

added for insomnia complication. Compelled by his
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occupation to take too much exercise, he was advised to

go to hospital. Improved some under rest ; but symptoms

have returned now, and he is doing nothing but awaiting

a more convenient opportunity to come under treatment

and rest at the same time.

T. Z., a young married man, age thirty-six ; clerk of a

large corporation ; was under treatment, already indicated,

in March, April, May and June of 1883, for all the symp-

toms of dorsal ataxia, except the lancinating pains. The
pains in his "case being of a vaguely rheumatic character.

A short residence at Hot Springs, with baths daily, after

the home treatment, seemed to complete his cure, so he

thought. In February of the present year, he came again

under observation with all former symptoms much ame-

liorated. In fact, but little of them remained. He con-

fessed to no specific disease at any time ; but iodide of

potassium in the morning, and protoiodide of mercury at

night, were directed to be continued. At present writing

he regards himself as v.-ell, but he still balances himself

somewhat when he walks.

On February 2nd, 1883, K. J. O., a young married

man was seen by Dr. Mudd and myself. We concurred

that the symptoms were those of ataxia, and they were all

characteristic, except the lancinating pains. They came

suddenly. Ergot, iodide and bromide were given with

arsenic and galvanism. No immediate benefit appeared
;

but a residence at Hot Springs and baths seemed to effect

a cure.

Dr. a dentist, aet. sixty, has had for three years past

all symptoms of spinal ataxia, including the lancinating

pains, uncertain jerking step, contracted pupils, embarrassed

and slow speech, absent tendon-reflex, falls forward if eyes

aire shut and feet placecj together, fails to approximate nose

tip with finger tips when eyes are shut, and has evidences

of arthropathic changes. Has so markedly improved under

hot baths and static electricity to extremities and spine, with

constant cephalic galvanism to head and internal treatment,

that he went away hopeful of recovery. We did not
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endeavor to dispel the illusion. He had previously been

treated for chronic rheumatism.

The incompleteness of this paper requires an apology.

It was intended to be read before a medical society,

where, in the discussion of the subject, some points not

herein touched upon, might have been more fully

elaborated. Want of time now forbids extending the

paper to the limit that the merits of this subject would

seem really to require.

Methods of treatment and the rationale thereof,

together with the record of some other cases, including

some clinical illustrations of amelioration in cerebral and

anterior spinal sclerosis are reserved for a subsequent com-
munication.



SELECTIONS.

NEUROTHERAPY.

Electricity in Insanity of Seven Years' Duration.—
Dr. A. Robertson {Journal of Me7ital Science, April, 1884)
cites the case of a fifty-year-old woman admitted to his

hospital in a condition of depression with hallucinations

and delusions of suspicion. These had existed for six

years, but she had been able to keep them concealed
till within six weeks prior to admission, when they had led

her to charge people she met with being the cause of her

troubles. The mental troubles had set in with the meno-
pause. She was given tonics, and fly blisters were applied

to her neck and head, but up to October, 1882, fifteen

months after she had entered this institution, her condi-

tion had grown worse. October 27, 1882, she was treated

with galvanism, the current used was from a forty cell

Celandee battery. The positive pole was applied over

the superior sympathetic cervical ganglion, and the nega-

tive slowly moved over the same side of the head, from
the brow to the occiput, and up to the middle line of

the skull, for about seven minutes, and then the electrodes

changed to the other side in the same way and for the

same time. This was continued every other day till Feb-
ruary, 1883. The first two applications seemed without

effect ; after the third, November 4, from a fifteen to

twenty cell battery, her head felt clearer, but November
lOth, she was much depressed. November 13 and 15,

twenty-five cells were used ; the current being passed for

five minutes. November 28, she had a "heavy" feeling

in the head, previously perceptible, was gradually disap-

pearing, and she expressed the opinion that the battery

was doing her good. January 10, she said she did not

now hear the voices unless she makes an effort, and then

only a little, which makes her think the voices are in her

head and 7iot real. March 19, she was discharged, com-
pletely recovered ; at the close of the treatment she could

only bear ten cells. The psychoses occurring at the

menopause are of vasomotor origin, and hence, likely to

be benefited by such treatment. The statement about the

disappearance of hallucinations, tends to bear out the

532]
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opinions of Dr. Parant (Alienist and Neurologist, 1882)

as to the pathogeny of hallucinations.

Artificial Feeding in the Insane.—Dr. W. J. Mickle

{Journal of Metital Science, April, 1884), discusses the cases

in which rectal feeding is indicated in the insane. One
group consists of those in whom there is cut-throat,

throat inflammation, diphtheria, diphtheritic throat paraly-

sis, stomatitis, quinsy or post-pharyngeal abscess. Where
the oesophagus is strictured or becomes so spasmodically

from the passage of the sound, or is cancerous or where
laryngeal phthisis or laryngeal luetic stenosis exists.

Another group is formed by cases where gastric condi-

tions which contra-indicate the passage of a sound.

Another group consists of those in whom neuroses and
psychoses contraindicate mouth feeding. He beheves
that in using nutritive enemata, alcohol should not

be added to albuminous food. If necessary the bow-
els should previously be closed by a simple or an
aperient clyster, and a daily copious cleansing clyster

is required in some cases. The bowels may have to

be rested, but the attempt should be repeated if at first

failure results. When it is apt to return, the patient's

best position to secure the enemata, is on his back or

left side. The nozzle or tube should be comfortably
warm, as also the food injected. The amount given
should be small at first, gradually increasing from two
to ten ounces. Plugging the anus is often necessary.

He uses the food already peptonized. Dr. Siemens
{Archiv. fuer Psychiatrie. B. XIV), has pointed out the
dangers resulting from the use of the sound. In one
case the tube of the stomach-pump was sent through
the aorta, owing to a sudden movement of the patient.

Dr. J. L, Corning {New York Medical Journal, April 5,

1884), is of the opinion that with care such accidents
rarely happen.

Dr. N. a. Randolph on the Behavior of Hydro-
BROMic Acid and of Potassium Iodide in the Digestive
Tract.—In a series of artificial digestions, in which hydro-
bromic acid was present in the digestive mixture, in amount
corresponding to the therapeutic dose, the doctor noted

:

{a) That salivary digestion was completely suspended,
whereas, {b) The peptonization of proteid food-stuffs was
in no wise retarded, the variation from the normal, if any,
being toward an acceleration of this process, and he
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concludes that other things being equal, the appropriate time
for the exhibition of this drug is immediately upon the
cessation of salivary digestion within the stomach, or in

other words, upon the first formation of free acid within
that viscuss. Recent studies* have shown that the acidity

of the gastric contents, found even in quite early stages
of digestion, is not due to the presence oi free acid; and
the ingenious observations of Von den Veldent go far

toward proving that the development of free acid within
the stomach does not occur until from forty-five minutes
to an hour after breakfast, and from one to two hours
after dinner. These results were obtained chiefly by the

use of methyanilin, violet and tropaeolin bodies, delicately

responsive, by color-change, to the presence of free acid.

There is little doubt in his mind that hydrochloric acid
is developed in the stomach at an earlier period than
that above indicated, but it seems verj' probable that by
immediate combination with albuminoid it looses somewhat
its characteristic activity

Traumatic Cerebral Abscess Evacuated Through
THE Nose ; Recovery.—The Lancet referes to a patient

of Dr. Tassi, of Rome, who had sustained a comminuted
depressed fracture of the skull in the left frontal region.

The patient was a robust railway engineer. The exten-
sive comminuted and depressed fracture was caused by a
sledge-hammer. There was diffuse haematoma, loss of

consciousness, high fever, paraplegia, and paresis of rectum
and bladder. Some sero-purulent fluid escaped through
the center of the wound, which admitted a probe for a
considerable distance into the cranial cavity. The symp-
toms of cerebral irritation and compression increased, the

limbs became contracted, divergent strabismus and priapism
ensued, and the speech was monosyllabic and unintelligi-

ble. The seventieth day after the injury, sero-purulent

fluid suddenly burst from the left nostril, and continued for

four or five days, amounting in the aggregate to several

ounces. As the discharge progressed, the symptoms of

irritation and compression decreased. The patient first

recovered consciousness and speech, then sensitive and
motive power. In fifteen days all the functions of organic

life were restored, and in three months from the date of

injury, the patient returned to work.

• Deutsch Archiv Klin. Med. ,XXlll., 369. See also Jahresb. ii. d. Forttch. d. Thiir-

Chemie, 1880. p. 302 and Danilewsky, Cenlralb.f. de. Med. WUs., 1880.

t Zeitich.f. Phytxol. Chemie, III, 205.
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Hot Water Douche for Restoring the Heart's
Action.—My father was sent for to see a girl in a fit.

He found the girl dressed in her grave-clothes and " laid

out," He found some warmth over the heart. He
ordered hot water to be brought (not scalding hot), and
poured it into a jug, tore her shroud open, stood on a
chair, and poured a continuous stream of hot water, until

the throbbings of the heart were distinctly seen. That
girl was the mother of several children before I left Scot-

land, in 1848.

An old man here, Robert Robinson, several years before

his death, took a fit, and apparently expired upon the

floor, where he was lying pulseless and breathless. The
heart had ceased to beat. I felt some warmth over the

heart, and tried my father's remedy ; the septuagenarian

revived and lived several years afterward.—/. C. Reid, M.^

D., British Medical Joiirncil.

Strychnia in Epilepsy.—An old copy of the Southern

Journal of the Medical Sciences, published at Knoxville,

Tennessee, in 1855, gives the record of six cases of
epilepsy in the practice of Dr. Harris, abstracted from
the New York Medical Times, for April of the that year,

which were successfully treated by the use of strychnia in

epilepsia. Some of the cases appear not to have been
treated long enough to warrant the statement that their

cure was complete, but they are so reported. The doses

of strychnia ranged from the twenty-fourth to the fortieth

of a grain, three or four times a day. One of the cases was
accompanied with paralysis ; three had irregular menstrua-
tion, and one had intermittent. They received some mistura

ferri composita, or quinine, in addition to the strychnia. "

Treatment of Morphia-habitue, by Sudden Discon-
tinuing OF THE Drug.— The St. Louis Medical and
Surgical Journal, presents from the Deutsche Med. Ztg.^

the case of a man aged fifty, a morphium user for seven-

teen years, subcutaneously, until twenty-four grains were
used a day ; he injected it himself three times daily, some-
times he used even thirty-two grains. He surrendered
two ounces of morphium on the day when treatment
began. His femur was covered with a leathery, brannish,.

indurated skin. The treatment consisted in the adminis-
tration of diluted tincture of capsicum with spirit of chloro-

form, later with tinctura cannabis indica and bromide of
ammonia, extr. belladonna in suppositories and pills.
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Hyperosmic Acid for Neuralgia.—A one per cent,

solution of hyperosmic acid, administered by subcutaneous
injection, has been employed in Billroth's clinic. One of
the patients had sciatica for years, and had tried

electricity no fewer than two hundred times, while for a

•whole year he had adopted vegetarianism. Billroth

injected the above remedy between the tuber ischii and
trochanter, and within a day or two the pain was greatly

relieved, and eventually quite disappeared.

Carbonic Acid in Neuralgia and Wryneck.—Dr.

M. C. Paul [Progres Medicale, January 19, 1884), claims to

have obtained good results in neuralgiae and wryneck
from local douches of carbonic acid. These were applied

for a quarter of an hour; the skin was previously

moistened, and the carbonic acid mixed with air.

Liquor Acidi Phosphorici.— Formula of Professor

William Pepper, of the University of Pennsylvania. Each
fluid drachm of this preparation contains : Three grains

phosphate lime, two grains phosphate magnesia, one and
one-half grains phosphate potassa, with excess of free phos-
phoric acid.

NEUROLOGY.
A Case of Fracture of the Odontoid Process.—

Dr. Stephen Smith reports in [The Medical Gazette,

November 4th, 1883): Last December a man fell from a

height upon the deck of an ice barge, and struck on his

neck. When taken up he was partially paralyzed in his

arms, and now has permanent contraction of the muscles.

He was taken to the hospital so paralyzed that he could
not sit up in bed. He gradually gained more and more
use of his limbs, and his head became firmly fastened to

his neck with the chin bent downward upon the chest,

and so rigidly that he could not move his head from side

to side, or up and down. These cases of fracture of the

neck present a very peculiar history. It was once
supposed that fracture of the odontoid process was always
immediately fatal, but it has recently proved that it may
occur and the man still live and go about his business,

and yet, finally, die suddenly from some accident, such

as being hit upon the head. Dr. Parker tells of a

milkman in N. Y. who was thrown out of his wagon
upon his head; that he got up and then found that his
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head was loose, and that he could not hold it up nor

turn it from side to side, but he steadied it as best he
could with his hand, and then got into his wagon and
drove home again. For the next three or four days he
could not lie down or get up without his head moving
about, unless he steadied it with his hands. That man
finally got so well that he resumed his business, though
as he drove around he would have to hold his hand
upon his head to steady it whenever he drove over a

rough place. After a hard day's work, six months after,

he suddenly fell dead at the table, his head dropping
forward upon his chest.

Recovery takes place in these cases by the formation

of an ankylosis between the vertebrae at the seat of

fracture, so you might easily kill this man instantly by
striking him upon the head, and so breakmg up the

adhesions which have formed. In this case we have
exactly the same condition that existed in a case in this

hospital, which I found when I came on duty here, five

years ago. I found his head drawn up with his chin

projecting, and he was paralyzed from his neck down-
wards, and he was emaciated almost to a skeleton, and
was suffering intensely. He had fallen in some way
and struck upon his head, and immediately afterwards

he felt this peculiar looseness of the head, and he went
home, and after resting three or four days he resumed
his business at the carpenter trade for a time. Then the

paralysis came on, and he went to the hospital, where he
stayed for the next six or eight months, and then he
died with his head thrown back and his chin out. I

found upon examination that the atlas had slid forward
so that the spinal cord was pressed upon, and this caused
his death. But he had a fractured odontoid process, and
yet he had continued his work for some time, so it was
proved that a man may recover from this accident. At
that time Dr. Smith collected a series of thirty-two cases

of this nature, which had been overlooked in the medical
publications, and in some of these no odontoid process

could be found, and there were two or three cases

among them, where the odontoid process was perfectly

movable upon the atlas by an articulation with it.

In treating this fracture nothing answers so well as to

keep the patient sitting in a chair with a cross piece

behind him, to which his head is bound so as to steady
it. This man was treated so until he gradually became
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so improved that he could walk around the wards without
his head becoming loose, and now he can even run a
little.

The evidence of spinal injury is presented by his hands.
There is an unusual thickening of the joints of the fingers

and a loss of action with permanent contraction of some
of the muscles, due to the injury of the spinal nerves.

The man cannot turn his head around at all, and this

is diagnostic almost of these cases. If he should acci-

dentally trip or fall, there- would probably be a sudden
displacement of these bones, resulting in immediate death.

A case of recovery after a broken neck is also

reported by C. Jordison, M. R. C. S., in a late No. of
the Lancet.

CLINICAL NEUROLOGY.
Meningeal Effusions.—Dr. Morris [Lancet, Novem-

ber, II, 1882) states that: (i.) Spontaneous effusions into

the cavity of the arachnoid, that is to say, effusions of

blood from disease or excitement, are very often not to

be distinguished from traumatic effusions. (2.) Post-

mortem examination does not always explain the cause
or the source of the effusion, and the state of the blood-
clot is only a very rough test of the age of the effusion.

(3.) Extravasation of blood between the dura mater and
the bones, as also extravasations beneath the visceral

arachnoid, accompanied by brain-bruising, are almost
certainly traumatic, whether fracture coexist or not. Ex-
travasation into the substance of the brain and into the

ventricles are almost certainly spontaneous when nO'

fracture and no brain-bruising coexists, and are probable
so even when fracture without bruising of the cerebral

surface is found. (4.) Spontaneous effusions may occur
without any naked-eye evidence of disease of the cerebral

or meningeal vessels. (5.) Spontaneous effusions into the

arachnoid cavity from disease or excitement have occurred
as early as the twelfth year of life, and at all ages sub-

sequent to puberty. Inter-arachnoid hnsmorrhage occurs

at any age from violence. (6.) In slight injuries of the

head, such as small scalp-wounds, without fracture of the

skull or bruising of the surface of the brain, the surgeon
should be extremely cautious in attributing inter-arach-

noid extravasation to a blow, and more especially when
the injured person is of intemperate habits.
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Optic Nerve Anesthesia.— Dr. Dranoux {Recueil

d'Ophthalmologie, Februaty, 1884) under this title des-

cribes a very well defined variety of amaurosis character-

ized by a more or less complete loss of vision ; often be
incapacity to distinguish day from night, but without

ophthalmoscopic lesion. This affection sometimes appears

after a rapidly vanishing central scotoma, and generally

appears during
^
slumber. It may last without modifica-

tion, an indefinite time ; from ten months to two years.

Under proper treatment it may disappear in a few days.

It usually coexists with cutaneous anaesthesia, and is to

the optic nerve what anaesthesia is to nerves of common
sensibility. Youth chlorosis, hysteria and allied conditions

may predispose to it. Emotion, sudden eye strain, etc.,

may act as exciting causes. Tonics, hydrotherapy, the

use of continued current, hypodermic injections of large

doses of strychnine, have rapidly beneficial effects.

Narcolepsy.—Dr. Matas (New Orleans Medical and
Surgical Journal, January, 1884) comes to the following

conclusions on this subject: First, That a disorder

apparently functional in character, idiopathic (because its

cause is unknown) characterized by abnormally and fre-

quently repeated sleep-spells exists ; and until its jetiology

and 'pathology have been ascertained deserves a separ-

ate and independent place in the nosology. Second,

That in view of the periodicity of its attacks, and the facial

pallor accompanying it, as its association with functional

nervous disturbance, like neuralgiae, indicate that it is

a vosomotor affection. Third, Malaria may exert causa-

tive influence. Fourth, The sleeping sickness of Africa,

and allied conditions of specific origin do not belong to

the same category.

Epileptic Phenomena in Ataxia.—Vulpian {Revue de

M'edecine, No. 2, 1882) reports the case of a twenty eight-

year-old man, who, in a few months had had repeated
attacks of loss of consciousness, with, oij one occasion
right-sided facial paralysis with aphasia, and a month
later, right-sided hemiplegia and aphasia, with feeling of
lar^'ngeal constriction. All these symptoms disappeared
later on, and decided locomotor ataxia made its appear-
ance. He had marked gastric and laryngeal crises, also

contraction of the lower extremities, and tremulous move-
ments, as if the lateral columns were involved. There
were no knee or foot phenomena.
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Epilepsy Originating from the Ear.—Kuffer {Detitsche

Medezinal ZeiUing) reports the case of a strong girl, aged
eighteen, who having put into her ear a " healing root,''

which gave rise to polypi and pus, became epileptic. The
attacks continued after the extraction of the polypi and
thorough cleansing, but ceased to recur soon after the
medicinal root was extracted.

Congenital Cerebro-Spinal Meningitis. — Bambas
{Progrl'S Medical, No. 17, 1882) reports a case of a young
woman who became affected with cerebral-spinal meningitis

at the end of her pregnancy. She died after giving birth

to an apparently healthy child, which presented, two
hours later, symptoms of meningitis, followed rapidly by
death.

PSYCHIATRY.
Imperative Conceptions.—These mental phenomena

to which Poe called attention under the title of the " Imp
of the Perverse," had been discussed by Ball [LEjicephalCf

No. I, 1883). Naturally enough he referred to the im-
pulse which prompted Dr. Johnson to touch each post as
he walked along the streets—an impulse so strong that

if he accidentally passed one by without the usual tribute

of a touch, he felt irresistibly compelled to return and
repair the omission. The overpowering impulse to laugh
on occasions of peculiar solemnity is one which even the

most serious persons have experienced. A still more
marked instance is that which sometimes urges pious
people to indulge in blasphemous or profane language
—such tormented a great English divine. Bishop Butler,

who only mastered it by strong and sustained efforts of the
will. The imperative conception sometimes assumes a
suicidal form. Dr. Ball was consulted by a young man
who was engaged to be married, but who found it im-
possible to visit his intended bride because it would
involve a journey of some length in a railway carriage,

and he could never enter one without feeling a desire to

jump out as soon as the train was in motion. He was
advised to accustom himself gradually to this mode of
traveling, by taking short journeys on the suburban line,

but he could never get beyond Auteuil; there he had to

leave the carriage for fear of accident. Homicidal im-

perative conceptions are likewise met with. Thouviot was
tortured with a burning desire to kill some woman, but
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never felt the slightest wish to take the life of a man.
He battled with the impulse for years, but at length it

overcame him. One day he murdered a young girl, a
perfect stranger, whom chance threw in his way, in the

kitchen of a restaurant. Dr. Ball cites the case of an
artist who was a victim of murderous imperative concep-
tion. He married early in life, his family was large ; his

cares and anxieties large in proportion. When thirty-

eight years old, without any physical ailment or any
specially unfavorable turn in his affairs, he began to be
thus affected mentally. If he saw a mirror he desired to-

smash it; near a window he felt an impulse to jump out;,

he never got a bank-note in his hand that he did not feel

inclined to tear it in pieces. These imperative concep-
tions presently assumed a more formidable shape : he
began to be assailed with an impulse to strangle his

children. His little daughter was dying of croup, and he
spent night after night by her bedside nursing her with
the utmost tenderness. " Yet," said he to the physician,
" at the moment when I was praying, with tears in my
eyes, that the child's life might be spared, I was tor-

mented with a horrible desire to take her out of the
cradle and throw her into the fire. Even now," he added,,

"as I speak to you, I feel a most intense desire to strangle

you; but I check myself." He was a man of powerful
build, he would have been dangerous had his sanguinary
impulses proved beyond his control. But up to that time,

as they had been successfully checked, his nearest friends

did not suspect that he was subject to them, as he ful-

filled all duties of life in an exemplary manner.

Beneficial Influences of Sloughs on Paretic
Dementia.—Dr. H. M. Hurd (report of the Pontiac Mich.
Hospital for the Insane 1881-82), cites two cases of
remarkable and unexpected amelioration in the symptoms
*of paretic dementia on patients, who were admitted at a
stage of the disease when improvement seemed impossible.

In both instances improvement was associated with severe
sloughs. In one, a slough appeared upon the heel, and
caused extensive destruction of tissue. The vitality of the

patient was so defective that the destructive process went
on day after day, with little apparent effort on the part

of nature to repair the injury. It became necessary -to

keep him constantly in bed, and it was not until after an
extremely tedious illness that healthy tissue began to

form at the bottom of the ulcer, and it finally healed
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by granulation. Previous, however, to his recovery he
began to show a remarkable improvement in mental
condition. He relinquished his delusions, became appre-
ciative of his condition, and although for many months
his mind was feeble, there was progressive improvement.
He was finally discharged from the institution, upon trial,

and has since maintained himself by his labor. He was
not discharged as " recovered," nor is it at all probable
that there has been anything more than a suspension of
his disease. The query arises, whether his improvement
is due to the ulcerative process, and consequent death of
tissue, or to the enforced quiet which the condition of
his foot demanded. In the second case the patient was
confined to bed by reason of serious disease of the
bladder, and within a few hours developed an extensive
slough over the sacrum. The destruction of tissue was
rapid and deep, and for many weeks it seemed impossible

for him to survive. After a time the slough separated,

and the extensive excavation became filled with healthy
granulations. Coincident with this, there was improvement
in mental condition. Although he dropped his delusions,

he did not regain a natural healthy mental state. He
became suspicious, restless, apprehensive, and fault-finding.

In this condition he was removed from the asylum, and
at last accounts was no worse and no better than when
he was discharged. These and similar cases suggest the

query whether it might be possible by artificial means to

cause an extensive destruction of tissue in some part of

the body, and thus cause an arrest of the disease. Thus
far it has not been thought wise to establish sloughs
artificially. The results of Meyer's experiments would
tend to answer the query last made in the affirmative.

Paretic Dementia and Syphilis.—Kjellberg [Hospitals

Tidende, 1864) claimed that paretic dementia never oc-

curred in a subject free from congenital or acquired
syphilis, and this opinion has led to a very extended
controversy. Fournier claimed that brain-syphilis is dis-

tinct from paretic dementia since it has a different mode
of onset, evolution and duration ; since in it there are

frequent partial paralysis and hemiplegia; since it presents

a special cachectic appearance and finally, since it readily

responds to treatment. Kiernan (Alienist and Neurol-
ogist, July, 1883) after an extended examination of the

American, English, French, German, Italian and Scandi-

navian literature, concluded: First, From neither a clinical.
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nor a therapeutical, nor a pathological standpoint, can

paretic dementia of non-syphilitic origin be demarcated

from that of syphilitic origin. Second, That the etiolo-

gical influence of syphilis in the production of paretic

dementia has been over-estimated by some authorities.

Third, That the value of anti-syphilitic treatment in this

disease will depend upon the stage at which the syphilis

is found, and in no case is it necessarily contra-indicated.

Fonrth, That the contradictory statements in regard to

syphilis and paretic dementia are due to doctrmaire and

a priori tendencies altogether too prevalent in medicine.

H. C. Wood (New York Medical Journal, March 22,

1S84) concludes that it must be considered as at present

proved that syphilis may produce a disorder zvhose symp-

toms and lesions do not differfrom those of general paralysis;

that true general paralysis is very frequent in the syphilitic;

that the only perceptible difference is one of curability; that

the curable sclerosis may change into, or be follozved by the

incurable form of the disease. Whether under these cir-

cumstances' it is philosophic to consider the so-called

pseudo-general paralysis and general paralysis as essentially

distinct affections, each physician can well judge for him-

self. He ignores American literature on the subject in a

way which seems to call for comment.

CLINICAL PSYCHIATRY.

Progncsis of Insanity Requiring Artificial Feed-
ing:—Dr. H. Sutherland {Journal of Metital Science^ July

1883), concludes: First, Prognosis (of insanity) is good
when there is only a disinclination for, and not a distinct

refusal of food. It is bad when there is a persistent

refusal of food. Second, Prognosis is good when disin-

clination and refusal of food depend upon some removable
bodily cause. It is bad when the bodily cause is

irremovable, and most unfavorable in paretic dementia
complicated with some severe bodily disorder. Third,

Prognosis is good when refusal of food recurs during a

first attack of insanity. It is bad if the refusal occurs

during a second or subsequent attack. Fourth, Prognosis

is good, if after once being fed, the patient takes food

naturally. It is bad if the patient requires to be fed more
than once, recovery of mental healtli being less likely to

occur in cases which have been fed a great number of
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times. Fifth, Prognosis is good if the patients' health
and weight remain about the same. It is bad if the
patient loses flesh, although fed daily; the tendency to

death being worked in such cases. It is also bad, if the

patient gains much flesh under feeding, at least as regards
recovery from insanity. Such patients usually drift into

placid dementia. Sixth, Prognosis is good if the patient

wishes to recover. It is bad if the patient has persistent

suicidal tendencies. Seventh, Prognosis is good if treat-

ment by drugs and feeding is resorted to early. It is bad^
if this be delayed. These conclusions ignore the

important question of the type of insanity attacking the

patient and therefore contain vitiating elements of error.

Used with such elements of error eliminated, they are of
value as a guide to the determination of prognosis.

The Influence of the Siege of Paris on the
Insane.—Dr. Legrand du Saulle {Progres Medical, March
29, 1884) claims that while war and riot modify the

psychical symptoms of the insane, they do not tend to

increase the number of the insane. If the events of the

Franco-Prussian war have had an influence on the pro-

duction of insanity, it is because they have modified the
conditions of existence. During the siege, alcoholic types
of insanity and those resulting from malnutrition were
greatly increased. The hereditary types, paranoea, etc.,

as a rule, decreased, but insane inventors were especially

numerous, and this fact is readily explained ; for the time
being the healthy idea of fighting the foreign foe domi-
nated the insane conceptions of most paranoeacs, but the

insane idea of fighting him by inventions was directly

suggested, so that this type of paranoeacs found them-
selves out of accord with their surroundings, and were
regarded as insane. After the Commune, these inventors

were less numerous, because so many of them were
killed off during that period. The influence of the siege

on the women pregnant during it was so decided, that
" child of the siege " became an expression among the

laboring classes, synomymous with " doomed child." Out
of ninety-two of these children examined by Dr. Legrand
du Saulle, sixty-four were defective in some respect.

Self - Recognized Insanity.—Under this class of

cases might well be cited the following remarks by Dr.

Orange (Report of the Broadmore Criminal Asylum, for

1881): It has* always struck us as most pathetic, that
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poor creatures should show such consciousness of their

condition, that they voluntarily seek rest and protection

in an asylum. To be insane is bad enough, but to be
insane and know it is perfection of misery. Among the

patients admitted during the year were two who had
previously been inmates of the asylum, who had been
committed at their own request. One of these was a man
who, in 1870, was sent to the asylum for an insane

homicide on his grandchild, and who was discharged

conditionally in 1879, to the care of his sons. In 1880
he gave himself up to the police stating, he did not feel

well enough to remain at large and asked to be sent

back. The other case murdered her sister in 1861. In

1868 was discharged conditionally. In 1880 she wrote,

asking to be taken back, as she felt unable to trust

herself. Of the eleven discharged conditionally, and
readmitted since the asylum's opening, six have themselves
asked to be taken back.

Rib Fractures in the Insane.—Dr. Hearder (1881
Report of the Caermarthen (Wales) Asylum), reports the
following case which should be read in connection with
Dr. J. A. Campbell's remarks {^Lancet, July 1882), on the
condition of patients, prior to asylum admission. An acute
maniac, aged 67, was so violent that physical thoracic exam-
ination on admission, February 1881, was necessary. The
next day her violence continued, and required restraint

at the hands of several nurses. The third an examination
was effected and one rib was found fractured. Four
persons were required to hold her, while one applied the
bandage. She improved mentally and stated, that a week
before admission, she fell down stairs and hurt her side.

She died two months after admission, and after death the
left eighth and ninth ribs were found fractured. Had the

circumstances of the fall not been known, the nurses
might have been charged with the injury. To an
American, German or French alienist, free from non-
restraint bias, a camisole would, from a surgical and
psychical stand-point, be preferable to the hands of
attendants, when the presence of these latter roused, and
did not soothe the pugnacity of the patient.

Suicidal Cases.—Dr. G. H. Savage {Journal of Mental
Science, April, 1884) states that hallucinated and persecuted
cases, as well as all cases of depression, are likely to com-
mit suicide. All these cases should not be treated alike,
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as the "persecuted" man may become homicidal if put
in with other patients. The only real method of constant
watching is in associated dormitories, but here there is

danger in having but one night attendant. He is of the
opinion, that as a general rule, the constant watching of

actively suicidal cases is not for the good of the patient.

In practice, when a "suicidal" patient is admitted, he
puts him for a few night in strong clothes and strong
sheets, in a single room. Dr. Savage then examines him,
and decides whether this is necessary, and very often

accepts the patient's statement that he will exercise self-

control. By encouraging self-reliance the patient generally

gets well. Dr. Savage believes that this would not so

often be the case if he were not trusted.

Insanity of Menstruation.—Dr. Regis {Journal de
M'edecinc de Bordeaux, March 30, 1884) says that the

mental state of females is, as a rule, more or less affected

during menstruation. Bertheer was of opinion that

psychoses of menstrual origin were in many cases closely

allied to the transitory insanities ; they as a rule were
short attacks of mania or melancholia. When, however,
the affection was due to interference with the proper
performance of menstruation, then the affection lasted

longer. As a rule acute mania is the most common
type presented, but an acute hallucinatory psychosis is

far from infrequent. Nymphomania, kleptomania, homicidal
impulses, incendiary impulses, dipsomania and suicidal

impulses are often the chief psychical symptoms of the

insanity of menstruation properly so called. In the great

majority of cases, the appearance of the menstrual flow is

an evidence and consequence of intellectual improvement.
In a few cases it is the cause.
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[The Editor is Responsible for all Unsigned Editorial MatterJ]

Endowment of Medical Schools.—We abstract

from an editorial in the New York Medical Gazette, the

following letter to the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal,

in which Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes, in 1882, said:

Ttie only way to ensure independent action of a school which

aims at teaching the whole country by example, is to < ndow its

professorships, so that the very best and highestgrade of instruc-

tion, anil not that which is popular because it is easy and super-

ficial, may always be iiiven from its chairs, whether the classes be

large or small. A small number of thoroughly accomplished medical

graduates, their knowledge based on sound scientitic acquirements, and

made practical by assiduous clinical observation and teaching, will be

worth more to the country than twice or thrice the number of half-

taught, hastily-taught, practitioners. A series of such classes will, in the

course of a single generation, elevate the whole professional standard, as

they go forth, year after year, missionaries in the cause of health, soldiers

and, if need be, martyrs, in the unending battle with di-ease and its

causes.

The Old World motto is noblesse oblige. Our generous men of wealth

are changing the phrase to richesse oblige, and thus become recognized as

our untitled nobility. It is only necessary to show them in what way
their benefleence will do the most extended and the most lasting good.

The foundation of five or six professorships will carry the names of their

founders down to a remote posterity, and call them to honored remem-

brance when the stately buildings around us are replaced by other and

still nobler structures.

The Harvard Medical School has established a preliminary examina-

tion for admission, thug excluding the ignorant and wholly untrained

young men who would begin the arduous studies of a medical eourse

without the liuowledofe and mental discipline which are necessary to fit

them to profit by such instruction. It has organized a regularly system-

atic and progressive course of instruction, in place of the mixed courses

which have long been tolerated in spite of the general conviction and

confession uf their unphilosophical character and unsatisfactory un-

practical results. It has multiplied its courses of instruction so as to

include the various important specialties which have developed of late

years into separate professional branches. It has secured the co-operation

[547]
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of numerous clinical teachers in different public institutions, so that many
of the advantages of the great foreign hospitals can be obtained without
goiig abroad to find them; it attempts to establish a regular course of

foiu' years for all its students: it is building a new and more suitable

liome for the school; it hopes to retain its present home for clinical

purposes; it desires to attract a larger number of students, and it wishes

to i-eduoe their expenses; it enteitains the honorable and laudable ambi-

tion of being the foremost mediCid school of the country ; and it proposes

to make such further advances in the thoroughness and completeness of

the instruction it can supply, that it will be no longer necessary for the

medical graduate of the United States to continue and supplement his

studies in foreign lands. All this can be accomplished by the endowment
of professorships and by increasing the permanent fund of the school.

If a medical school can be endowed in Boston, why
not in St. Louis ?

St. Louis has one school that deserves endowment for

having made the sacrifice of the size of its former classes,

to the tvelfare of the professio7i, by establishing the full three

year requirement and graded system of instrnction. A few
other schools have followed the example of the school of

the lamented Hodgen and of Harvard, but very few. One
in New York, one in Philadelphia and one, we think, in

Chicago; but Bellevue and Jefferson having tried it,

abandoned it when classes diminished in number. Shame
on them ! Honor the schools that have advanced the

standard of requirement of students and qualification of

their alumni, and let the wealthy endow them that their

good work may go on. Let the endowment go further.

After the schools that have been true to the highest in-

terests of the profession have been thus aided, let a few

post-graduate schools, in different sections of the country,

be endowed by the charitable, to give free instruction

to the prematurely-graduated medicos, who come forth

annually from the numerous hasty-medical incubators of

this fast country. Dr. Edward Warren (Bey), writing from

Paris, complains of the French discriminating against

Ainerican physicians. But the too indiscriminate rejec-

tion of American diplomas in Paris is due to the impres-

sion that prevails there, that all the American schools

are alike, and turn out graduates without adequate quali-

fication ; whereas the real fact is, that American medical

schools, like American physicians, are good, bad and
indifferent. Right here in this Western city is a medical

school which exacts a preliminary examination as to

literary qualification, three full annual courses of graded
study, with lectures, recitations and examinations during
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the course and at the end of each year. The graduates

of such a school deserve recognition everywhere, and
sooner or later they will get it.

Neiiratrophic or Nervous Typhoid.—It must
have fallen to the lot of some, at least, of the readers of the

Alienist and Neurologist, to have seen the phenomena
of typhoid prostration when all the nervous symptoms of

typhoid fever appeared, without the septic accompaniments,
antecedent history or specific physical non-nervous symp-
tom group of true typhoid fever being observable. The
paramount symptomatic phenomena of true typhoid are

nervous, viz.: The deHrum; the general exhaustion or neu-

rasthenia and evidences of profound central septic neuratro-

phia, especially in the higher centers of the brain and cord,

as shown in the psychic disturbances ; the delirium and
defective inhibition ; the subsultus tendinum ; the dilated pu-

pil and tremulous tongue ; the thermic phenomena of axalted

temperature, ranging above normal, but seldom above lOi**

F. ; in nervous typhoid the enuresis and the relaxed bowels.

But here the resemblance to the true septic typhoid stops-

There are neither sudamina, nor petechial ; lymphangitis

may be delected, but it is neither persistent nor localized.

Sordes does not appear on the teeth, nor does the tongue
dry, coat, blacken or fissure. No flocculi appear in the

stools to indicate involvement of Peyer's patches and no
diarrhoea sets in. In a few weeks the temperature falls

below normal, 87° F., perhaps, but soon under hot stimulat-

ing liquid nutrition rises to pS'', and the pulse, which has
never reached above 96 or 100, soon, under sleep and rest

•of mind and body, returns to normal. The delirium of
this nervous typhoid is more coherent than that of true

typhoid, appertaining mainly to a single or definite number
of subjects, and if the brain fails to regain its tone, passes

into the fixed delirium without fever of insanity. The
delirium of nervous typhoid is the delirium of brain exhaus-
tion from malnutrition of vital nerve centers, not from
septic condition super-added. In true typhoid fever deli-

rium, the brain of its victim

•• Doth by the idle comments that it makes.

Foretell the ending of mortaiitj'."

Not so the systematic incoherent delirium of ner-

vous typhoid, which portends rather impending insanity as

its sequel, if not most judiciously managed by neurological,

rather than by general medical skill.
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These cases fall among the victims of over-brain

strain and prolonged nerve-tire, from exhaustive great

enterprizes incessantly pursued, and cruel, unrelenting goad-
ing of the faculties, until tired nature can stand no nore. A
period of insomnia, as well as brain strain, has preceded
all of the cases that have fallen under my observation.

And in all of them, signs of physical convalescence have
appeared in about half the time that they show themselves

in true typhoid fever, viz. : in about three weeks ; though
this convalescence has not invariably marked an escape

from a prolonged attack of mental aberration. In those

cases where a history of marked neuropathic heredity

exists and the insane temperament is undoubted, insanity of
a prolonged and active type is apt to follow. A previous

genuine typhoid fever, in the history of the patient's life,,

likewise predisposes to insanity as a complication of the

convalescence, and in the cases which recover without

passing into confirmed or chronic insanity, it is remarkable
how soon the disordered physical functions regain their

normal condition. Sleep " that knits up the ravelled " func-

tions of unsound and spun out nerve and brain cells, soon
returns spontaneously to the patient, and a stretch of

twenty-four hours' obliviousness in " the arms of Morpheus,"
without morphine, or other hypnotic aid is not unusual. In

the approach towards perfect recovery, appetite returns in

full vigor without the further aid of medical appetizers, and
the torpid inactive bowels begin to move daily without

assistance from the physician. " The life of all the blood

is not touched corruptly " as in true typhoid. The incubus

of a blood poison is not on the nervous system, only the

pressure of nutritional atrophia in its highest centers.

This condition is the nervous typhoid of general functional

neuratrophia ; neuratrophic typhoid, as contradistinguished

from that typhoid neuratrophia which attends typhoid fever.

It is a grave condition, not as portending the dissolution of
that specific typhoid which has for one of its chief symp-
toms delirium, but as tending towards mental aberration

of a prolonged character, unless most judiciously managed
by those methods best known to neurological and psychia-

tric science. Some of the cases of insanity attributed to

typhoid fever are due to this form of neuratrophia and
non-septic exhaustion of the cerebro-spinal centers. A tri-

facial or sciatic neuralgia may be an incipient complication.

Dr. Tucker's Impression of Gheel.—A lunatic

colony founded on superstition :
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Dr. Geo. A. Tucker, who has been enofaged some time, under the

auspices of the New South Wales Government, in a tour of America and
Europe, investigating the cure and treatment of the insane, has published

in a little phamplet just issued in Birmingham, Eng., an account of the

lunatic colony at Gheel, Belgium, which he visited in December last. Dr.-

Tucker does not give a captivating description of Gheel, which is a rather

gloomy, dirty place, with narrow, ill-kept streets. The commune of Glieel

has a population of over 100,000, of whom nearly 2,000 are lunatics. The
town itself has a population of 6,000. The leading feature of the place is

the frequent drinking shops. The hospital, to which the new patients are

tirst brought," is a building suggestive of melancholy. New-comers are

retained for a while at the hospital, and then drafted out among the

cottages, one or two patients, and sometimes three, being assigned to each

cottage. In ancient times the patients were at tirst lodged in an old house

near the church, in the Flemish language the '"Ziekenkamer," or sick

room, where they underwent religious treatment for nine days with a view

of their cure. Sometimes a ?econd course of nine days' similar treatment

was gone through, and if they still showed no signs of recoverj'', they were
committed to the care of some family in the neighborhood of the church

which they daily attended, to participate in the benefit of the prayers

specially offered in their behalf. In addition to the medical director, who
resides at the hospital, there are four medical assistants living in the town,

and to each of these a quarter of the colony is assigned, which they are

expected to visit twice a month and personally to inspect each patient.

There are. besides, six inspecting attendants, who are also supposed to

visit each patient twice a month.

Dr. Tucker inspected the hospital very thoroughly and went about

among the people freely, talking with many of them. He found the

dullnf ss and monotony universal. There is nothing to occupy the time or

attention of the patient, but the almost enforced labor imposed upon them,

which in many instances is repugnant to their feelings and unsuitable to

their mental and physical conditions, in other respects they are left to-

their own resources in the families and amongst the frequenters of the

houses in which they are lodged. Their life from day to day, and year to

year is a mere torpid existence, devoid of variety in the present and of

hope in the future— an existence as stagnant and unwholesome as that of

the water in the dirty pools scattered all over the place. At the hospital

he learned that the patients on their first coming are detained there from'

five to eight days. Every Wednesday the medical staff meet and decide

what patient shall be drafted out. At the time of his visit there were in-

the hospital thirty-two men and twenty-two women.
The drinking shops referred to are very freely patronized by his

patients, numbers of whom are domiciled therein. Generalizing on the

aspects of the place. Dr. Tucker says : " Many if not most of the patients I

saw looked neglected, cold, dirty and miserable. A number of them
seemed to have no object or purpose in life but that of sitting near a smoky
stove (if they have one, which is not always the case) of the kitchen, with
nothing to divert the mind or break the eternal monotony of their existence.

Only in one house did I find any books, and nowhere did there seem to be any
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provision made for the intellectual or other amusement of the patients.

In this, as in so many other respects, all the canons of modern treatment,

ajrreod upon by the best authorities in lunacy, are ignored and probably

unknown.
The patients are watched by the whole population, as well as by the

authorities, and escapes are rare. One of the methods still used for the

treatment of patients with a view to their cure is so full of superstition as

to seem scarcely possible in this aofe in a civilized country. It is pursued

in the old house or '^Ziekenkamer"' already spoken of. 'I'he ancient house

is said to stand on the spot, where tlie saint was slain by her unnatural

father. Tlie first room shown to visitors is a kind of a kitchen, dark and

gloomy, with iron-bound windows, a stone tloor. and a large, open, old,

fashioned fire-place. In the uprights on each side of the fireplace two
large iron rings are fixed. One is close to the floor, and the other about

two and a half feet higher. To those rings the faithful patients are

fastened, the ankle of one leg to the lower ring, and the wTist on the same
side to the upper ring. By this arrangement the patient on each side

-of the fireplace is doubled up in a kneeling position, and the evil spirits by
whom he is possessed can incite him to no efiective resistance to the

exorcisms of tlie priests or the operations of the saint. In an adjoining room
the only light and air is admitted, pass through an iron-bound, unglazed

window, looking into the kitchen. The room is almost dark, and can be

rendered completely so, by a heavy wooden shutter attached to the window
and fitting close to the bars. The door is strong and further secured by

iron. To the fixed wooden bedstead at one end, heavy iron chains are

-attached for securing the patient in bed. The floor is of stone, the room is

cold and prison-likn. and the grim gloom of tlie apartment (however much
it may favor saintly interposition) is not, from the mundane point of view,

at all calculated to mitigate the insanity of an inmate.

Dr. Tucker's convictions are altogether against the Gheel system in all

of its particulars, and in concluding his observations, he says: "I have

visited some hundreds of lunatic asylums in four out of five of the geograph-

ical divisions of the globe, and in the worst of them I have seen some
fearful faces. At Gheel I did not see a single one, and (apart from the

other causes of this) the dreary aspects of the town, and the entire country,

is Incompatible with cheerfulness of spirits in any mortal not endowed
with the Tapleyan gift of being happy under the most adverse cireum-

stancts. In a word Gheel is an abode of desolation—a lingerin;; survival

of remote ages—a monstrosity in this nineteenth century and a humiliating

reproach to our modern civilization.''

The Late Dr. Willard Parker, who died April

5th, at his home, 41 East Twelfth street, of old age, was
one of the most famous surgeons in America. He was
born in Francistown, N. H., Sept. 2, 1802. As a boy he

worked on his father's farm, near Chelmsford, Mass., and
went to school winters. When eighteen years of age, he

taught school, and began to prepare himself for college.

In 1822, he went to Cambridge, and he was graduated
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from the academic department in 1826, and from the

Medical College in 1830. He was at once appointed
professor of anatomy in the Vermont Medical College,

In the same year he accepted the chair of anatomy in

the Berkshire Medical College, and three years afterward

the chair of surgery. In 1836, he was appointed pro-

fessor of surgery in the Cincinnati Medical College. This
he soon left to study and practice in European hospitals.

On returning to America, in 1838, Dr. Parker was ap-

pointed resident surgeon in the Massachusetts Hospital.

He resigned to accept the chair of surgery in the College

of Physicians and Surgeons in New York. Pie had large

and lucrative private practice. In the early days of

Bellevue Hospital, Dr. Parker and Dr. James R. Wood
had charge of the surgical ward. He was a consulting

surgeon to the New York Hospital forty-four years ago.

His eminence as a surgeon made his services in great

demand in all parts of the country. Among his cele-

brated operations was the removal of the tumors from
the neck of John Stevens, of Hoboken, the heir to the

great Stevens estate. Dr. Parker, it is said, was presented

by the grateful patient with $100,000. For forty years

Dr. Parker delivered lectures in the College of Physicians.

After holding the chair of Professor of Surgery for thirty

years he resigned, but accepted that of Professor of

Clinical Surgery, which he held up to a short time before

liis death. He delivered lectures to thousands who are

now practicing medicine. He had the degree LL. D. from
Princeton. He wrote frequently on surgical topics, and
invented the operation of cystotomy and other surgical

operations.

American Public Health Association.—The
Twelfth Annual Session of this Association will be held

•on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, October
14-17, 1884, at St. Louis, Missouri. The following topics

will come up for consideration: i. Hygiene of the
Habitations of the Poor. 2, Hygiene of Occupation. 3,

School Hygiene. 4, Adulteration of Food. 5, Water
Pollution. 6, Disposal of Sewage by Irrigation or

Chemical Action. 7, The Observable Effect upon the

Public Health of Official Sanitary Supervision. 8, The
work of Municipal and State Boards of Health. Persons
intending to present papers on any of these subjects are

requested to notify the secretary at once, and to furnish

him with a condensed abstract of the same not later than
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September ist. Members desiring to participate in the
discussion of these papers are also requested to inform the
secretary. It is requested that the complete papers shall

be in the hands of the secretary at least three days prior

to the meeting, as all papers must be examined by a

committee before being read. They may be sent by
mail or express to the secretary at his office prior to the

1st of October, after which date to his address at St.

Louis, Mo., care of Dr. Jos. Speigelhalter. Active and
associate members have equal rights and privileges in the

presentation and discussion of papers. The coming
meeting will probably be the largest that the Association
has ever held. The committee urge the attendance and
cooperation of persons in all trades and professions in-

terested in the advancement of public health and general

sanitary science. A circular, giving full and concise in-

formation regarding local matters, programme, transporta-

tion, etc., will be issued in due season before the meeting.

We hope to see this body at this session take some
action in regard to the prevention of the spread of
mental and nervous diseases. A committee on mental
and nervous sanitation would not be amiss.

Paraldeliyd.—This agent promises to prove a real

hypnotic. Dr. E. Kurz (in the Centrlb. f. 'd. cl. Med., i8,

1884,) gives the result of his experiments with the remedy
on twenty-four cases. With few exceptions the effect was
favorable. Usually he administered the drug in the dose of

three, sometimes four grammes (gr. 1. to gr. Ixv.) and in

watery solution. But in this manner taken, the remedy
has a very disagreeable taste, and Dr. Sutter, of Illenau,

recommends rum as a medium. Paraldehyd is incorpo-

rated in sugar, so that in the form of troches, one of

these contains sixteen grains. Three or four of them,,

according to Sutter, are then dissolved in rum and a few-

drops of essence of lemon added. Thus prepared, the

disagreeable taste is utterly concealed, and the patients

do not object to take it. Of these cases four evinced but
partial hypnotic effects from the remedy. Excitation was
not seen in any case. Sleep generally set in within thirty

minutes, and lasted from five to seven hours. In the

few cases in which no hypnotic effect ensued, the patients

admitted having felt much quieter after the paralde-

hyd; with slower pulse and arterial tension lessened, if

previously increased. No disagreeable effects were no-

ticed.
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The Management of Chorea.—
In the management of chorea it is essential to make a prompt and

thorough cure of the tirst attack, if possible, for while benignant nature

often supplies an efficient therapy for this disease, she more often fails,

and violent cases jaa.y die or pass on to choreic insanity, and the less

violent in the beginning, may, without medical interference, become
paralytic or a chronic habit, and if recovery does eventually take place,

a latent diathetic condition of the voluntary motor centers may become
a part of the putient's constitution, to reappear whenever subsequent neura-

trophic conditions exist in the patient. In the management of this affec-

tion, tlierefore, no plan cnuld be more prejudicial to the real welfare of

the patient, present or future, than the so-called expectant plan, a most
pernicious plan when carried out in many other diseases as well as in cho-

rea, and only justitiable when we are in doubt as to the proper therapeutic

measures to be employed. He who has become familiar with the possi-

bilities of chorea, from observation of a large number of cases, will never

counsel expectancy, or be satistled with letting the disease wear itself out,

if he can do better by more efficient treatment.

An essential therapeutic procedure in a large majority of cases, pro-

motive of a tendency to recovery, is the removal of the child from home
and the unsanitary surroundings (speaking in a neurological sense), under

which fne morbid condition has been engendered.

The change from usual environment should be agreeably diverting to

the patient, and calculated to call into exercise the volitional powers

while being of such a sanitary character as to be promotive of exalted

nutrition, invigorating sleep, mental tranquilization and hasmic enrichment.

Pure air, free sunlight, and an agreeable temperature should be sought in

making the change.

Despite the theories that have been advanced of the dependence of

chorea upon rheumatism, based upon its frequent association with ante-

cedent rheumatic fever and co-existent cardiac bruit, it will be found to

often follow after a scarlatina, aggravated measles, whooping-cough or

other cause of depressed vitality if of sufficient intensity to implicate the

stamina of the cerebro-spinal axis in such as possess inherent neuropathic

tendencies, it is often associated with hysteria and epilepsia. For all the

cases put forth by Mr. Hughlings Jackson and Dr. Kirkes to show that

the origin of the trouble is rheumatic, other cases can be offered to

show the non-existence of previous rheumatism, though rheumatism is

markedly, if not primarily, a disease of the nervous system, as a careful

examination of all the facts will show, and it should not therefore be

strange to find rheumatism as one of the links in the chain of nervous

phenomena, and that chorea is not unfrequently the neuratrophic substra-

tum just as the lesion of the trophic nervous system which underlies

rheumatism may give rise, and does sometimes, to the phenomena of

chorea.

The essential nenropaihle condition of chorea is a neuratrophia and con-

sequent instability of the cerebro-spinal motor area., seldom grave enough to be

considered organic, strictly speaking, though in a sense or degree we must

concede that all disease is organic, and the post-mortem changes that have
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been found in the corpora striata, cortex, and elsewhere in the brain, such

as erosions, hemorrhages, etc.. in the fatal cases, are sufficient to satisfy

us that in many cases the lesion is grossly structural, though hyperaemia

and irritation of the motor area of the cortex and subjacent portions of

the brain and the cord are often primarily at fault, and tiiis is obviously

due to atonic vaso-motor conditions. Beginning in the motor area of the

brain and cord, chorea may in its progress, and often does, invade the

psycho-sensory regions, giving rise to imbecile and insane states and
anaesthesia.

To treat chorea successfully, therefore, we should suppress, as far as

as we can, involuntary movement from the very beginning ; by giving

the child the necessarj' moral encouragement and strengthening its

will-power, by surrounding the child with new demands upon Its attention

and volition as well as by medication. The sympathetic treatment that

fosters hysteria is equally objectionable in chorea. The child wants
encouragement that it may not yield any more of its control than it is

obliged to, in order that it may not become discouraged and give up
entirely to the erratic movements. The will should be made to pass, even
though ever so imperfectly, over the channels of motor nerve conduction

80 that the " insanity of the muscles " may not become complete, pending
our efforts at physiological reconstruction.

The medical treatment should be descending cerebro-spinal galvanism
and arsenic to restore trophic nerve power and tranquilize the psycho-
motor area, chloral hydrate and sodium, bromide in moderation, especially

at night, to secure cerebro-spinal rest; and the neurotic ami h.Teniatic tonics,

iron, the iiypophosphites, zinc, cod-liver oil and strychnia, the latter very

sparingly. A milk diet is preferable to all other simple substances, but

the patient should be fed on a generous variety of food.

After the involuntary tumult of the muscles has subsided, the

physician should still look after the patient until a reassuring vigor of

constitution is established, and such advice should be given as will tend to

promote continued growtli in new strength and give the best assurance

against the return of this singular and sometimes formidable expression

of nerve instability.

If we watch our patients closely we shall find some of them troubled

with symptoms of laryngeal nerve irritation and spasm. When the spasm
is not great enough to attract our attention in the day-time, we may often

learn of its existence from statements made by the patient or nurse in

regard to the child's having a troublesome night cough, or emitting

a peculiar short coo sound, day or night.

I do not know why tlie cough sliould appear at night and be absent all

day, but I have seen it regularly recur at bed time and continue through

the niglit, to the great disturbance of the patient's rest, if not relieved by
chloral.

The above remarks are recorded in the Proceedings
of the St. Louis Medical Society, for February 15, 1884.

The papers presented in our present number from Santini

and Erlenmeyer, show how cHnical observations of late
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tend to locate chorea in the cerebral cortex, which is

undoubtedly the place for it. Neither Santini's nor Erlen-

meyer's views were familiar to us at the time our paper was
read. Nor do we know how long previous to the appearance
of their papers they have held their views, neither does it

matter, so that we march on to more correct knowledge
and more successful sanative results, for the latter is the

ultimate end of all medical research and endeavor.

Enceplialatrophia and General Fvinclional
Nenratrophia.—In the present number of the Alienist
AND Neurologist are papers by Drs. Ira Russell and
C. L. Dana, describing what they term Mysophobia and
Folie du Doute. In the January number of this Journal
the writer also recorded one of the cases which Dr. Rus-
sell completes in the present number. The case described

by us as pazzia del diibio, is unique. Yet there are many
phases of this affection, which have not yet been described,

but which are prodromal of insanity. The irresolution of

cerebral malnutrition and overtax—the encephalatrophia

—

of what I have termed general functional neuratrophia
reveals it. A patient of the writer, under this condition,

recently hesitated about accepting a position of great
honor and trust contrary to his usual custom, and then
lamented having yielded so unexpectedly and unusually
to the feeling of doubt and timidity which seized him.

He was suffering from the encephalic form of func-

tional neuratrophia, caused by psychical overstrain. He
had no other physical trouble. The liver, bowels and
stomach had been kept in good condition by appropriate
medication.

The physical cause of his trouble was cortex insta-

bility with associated insomnia and emotional overtax.

Beard in his "Treatise on Neurasthenia," associated too
many physical causative conditions with this undoubted
morbid state of the nervous system ; but Bartholow has
not obliterated nervous exhaustion as a distinct and pri-

marily induced condition of the nervous system, by
showing its frequent association with hepatic and other
visceral derangements. What we meant by the encephal-
atrophia and the general functional neuratrophia of over-
nerve strain, which expresses itself in the various symp-
toms of neurasthenia, is a functional failure of the nervous
system, due to inadequate nutrition and recuperation for

the daily demands made upon it, in persons without strong
hereditary tendencies to break down in special organs.
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What Beard called cerebrasthenia, if he had only more
narrowly differentiated it, is a rather hopeful condition.

For when it falls upon a person and manifests itself only

in exhaustion (psychical and physical), recuperation may
be re-established b}' the judicious neurologist and alienist,

before those conditions, which in the hereditarily neuro-

pathic appear always with neurotrophia, are developed
into an acquired diathesis.

The Standing- Committees of the Association of

Superintendents of American Hospitals for the Insane,

appointed May i6, 1884: i, On the annual necrology of
the association—Drs. E. Grissom, of North Carolina ; A.
B. Richardson, of Ohio, and E. Cowles, of Mass. 2, On
cerebrospinal physiology—Drs. J. Strong, of Ohio ; Theo.
W. Fisher, of Mass., and J. Z. Gerhard, of Pa. 3, On
cerebro-spinal pathology—Drs. R. Gundry, of Maryland

;

C. H. Hughes, of Missouri, and H. Wardner, of Illinois.

4, On the therapeutics of insanity and neiu remedies—
Drs. J. B. Andrews, of New York ; H. H. Hurd, of Mich-
igan, and A. N. Denton, of Texas. 5, On bibliogj-aphy

of insanity—Drs. W. Channing, of Mass. ; H. P. Stearns,

of Conn., and P. L. Murphy, of North Carolina. 6, On
the relation of eccenti'ic diseases to insanity—Drs. J. H.
Callender, Tenn. ; D. Clark, of Ontario, and S. S. Schultz,

of Pa. 7, On asylum location, construction a?id sani-

tation—Drs. J. Rogers, of Indiana; J. T. Steeves, of N.
B., and Geo. C. Palmer, of Michigan. 8, On medieo-legal

relations of the insane—Drs. J. P. Gray, of New York ; P.

Bryce, of Alabama, and Geo. C. Catlett, of Missouri. 9,

On the treatment of insanity—Drs. H. F. Carriel, of Illinois
;

D. R. Burrell, of New York, and A. A. Shew, of Conn.

The Abuse of Insane Patients.—The American
Journal of Psychiatry and Neurology misinterprets us in

regard to a special law against abuse of patients

in asylums, and posting the same in a conspicuous place.

By conspicuous place we mean conspicuous to the em-
ployees, as the room which they odtupy, in every well

regulated asylum, the patients are not allowed to enter.

It is base enough for a man to strike a woman, but it is

fiendish to strike a lunatic. No man would do it, save

under most exceptional circumstances of self-defense,

which very seldom occur. The law should treat such a

man as a brute. The provocation subterfuge for retalia-

.tory violence should never be considered. Those who
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are practically conversant with the insane, know how
seldom, in any asylum, violence is justified toward these

unfortunates. Yet it is often practiced by the cowardly
brutes, who disgrace the name of humane, by secret

methods that leave no marks, such as ducking, chest

pounding and choking with towels. Superintendents of

asylums cannot be too vigilant toward attendants. Kind-
hearted asylum heads are sometimes imposed on by these

fiends in human form, who abuse in secret the helpless lunatic.

The Fifty-Second Annual Meeting, of the

Briti-sh Medical Association, will be held at Belfast, July
29th, 30th, 31st, and August 1st 1884. George Henry
Savage, M. D., London, is President of the Section of

Psychology; Daniel Hack Tuke, M. D., London, and Isaac O
Ashe, M. D., Dundrum, Dublin, are Vice-Presidents. In

addition to the usual papers, the following special subjects

have been selected for discussion in this section: i, cf^

Employment of the Insane. 2, Varieties of General m
Paralysis. 3, Use of Alcohol in Asylums. 4, Moral O
Insanity and Imbecility. 5, Legal Persecutions by Dis-

charged Patients. Abstracts of all papers to be read in the ^
Section should be sent tq Alex. Stewart Merrick, M. D., -<
District Asylum, Belfast, or S. Rees Philipps, M. D., St. ^
Ann''s Health, Chertsey, Q

>•
The Asserted Frequency of Epilepsy iu the ^Negro is a myth, and Lawson Tait is mistaken. The

editor has now under treatment a negro girl, not three years ^
old, who has weekly attacks of grand mal, entailed as the C/2

congenital result of alcoholism, as one of the hereditary -^
causative factors. The most violent case of epileptic in- O
sanity we ever saw was in a negro woman. We have seen it ^
in many negro men. There are more white men than negroes 'Z.

who come under the observation of the civilized races, hence
''^^

there ought to be seen more epileptics among whites; but

the proportion is not greater, at least, among the latter,

than it is among the negroes seen in the United States.

The writer has seen a dozen colored epileptics and one case

of hystero-epileptoid in a mulatto woman.

The Valuable Contributions of Dr. Kiernan to

psychiatry in the Detroit Lancet have ceased to appear.

The Lancet has shown intelligent appreciation of the mani-
fest destiny of medicine to fall into psychiatrical and
neurological channels, by admitting these contributions.
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We hope to sec more of them in general medical liter-

ature.

Twelve years ago, the editor of this Journal offered to

a leading medical periodical a series of similar papers, but
the offer was declined on the ground of professional non-
appreciation of the subject. But, tevipora imitajitiir et

mores ! The Alienist was founded and has been main-
tained to attract from the profession a recognition of the
practical importance and value of psychiatry to general
medicine. Its mission, though not finished^ is being satis-

factorily accomplished.

Inebriate Liegislation. — The London Medical
Times and Gazette, of Sept. 16, 1883, commenting on the
unsatisfactory results of some recent experiments in Eng-
land in reforming inebriates, remarks

:

So far, the Act has certainly not realized the hopes of its promoters;

but this has arisen from the permissive character ot tiie Aor, and from its

having been enacted for a short period only. With the jealousy which
suriounds the liberty of the subject in this country, it 'must be very

dillicult to obtain positive and sutflcient legislation on this subject; but

undoubtedly, could such be obtained and carried out thoroughly and

well, it would be an immense boon to the class for whom it is desired.

This is the whole difficulty. The cure of inebriety is a

matter of restraint and treatment for a long time.

A Daiigferoiis Anodyne Mixture without
Opium, but with hyosciaviia quantum sufficit, has been
going the rounds of our exchanges. We have waited three

months to see if some one would condemn it. An anodyne
mixture containing hyosciamia, without specifying either the

amorphus or crystallized, is meant to deceive ; and leaving the

quantity ad libitum, is without utility and dangerous. Here
is the formula: Chloroform, 1 00; ether sulphur, spts., 025 ;

tincture cannabis, 175; acid, hydrocyan. dil., 030; hyos-
ciamia, q. s.; ol. menth. piperit., 003 ; tincture capsici.,

003; alcohol, ninty-five per cent, 350; glycerine, ad i.OOO.

Dose 10-3OW.

Tlie Anjerican Neurological Association held

its tenth annual meeting in New York on Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday, June i8th, 19th and 20th. Papers
were read by Drs. Walton, Putnam and Webber, of Boston,

and by Drs. Rockwell, Seguin and Dana, of N. Y., and
others. Dr. Burt G. Wilbur, of Syracuse, N. Y., was
elected President for the ensuing year.
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Virginia Asylum Physicians.—Dr. A. M. Fauntleroy
has been reinstated as Superintendent of the Western Vir-

ginia Asylum, with Drs. WiUiam Hamilton and Edward
C. Fisher as assistants. At the Central Asylum, Dr.

Randolph Barksdale has been restored as Superintendent,

with Drs. R. G. Cabell and R. H. Jones assistant physicians.

At the Eastern Asylum, Dr. James D. Moncure has been
made Superintendent, with Drs. John Clopton and A.
Monteiro as assistants.

Tpie Election of Pliny Earle, of Northamptom, as

President of the Association of Superintendents of American
Hospitals for the Insane, at the late meeting in Washington,
was a long 'deferred, but well deserved honor. Dr. Orpheus
Evert, elected Secretary at the same meeting, will make a

good secretary ; but the policy is bad of changing secre-

taries. The secretaryship should be permanent till vacated
for the presidency.

The Death of Dr. P. H. Gale, late Superintendent of

the Anchorage Kentucky Asylum, will be mourned by a

large circle of devoted, personal and professional friends.

The cause of his death was cancer of the stomach, hastened,

doubtlessly, by the over-strain of his late harassing official

position.

Eastern Michigan Asylum.—Died, June 15th, 1884,

Charles Doolittle, only son of Dr. Henry M. and Mary
D. Hurd, aged eight years and three months.

Dr. Morse, of the Oxford Retreat, is writing a book
on insanity and homicide.
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Clinical Lecturks on Mental Diseases. By 'J'. S. Clouston, M. D.,
ICdinbiir^li, Pliysicijin-SupeiintendenT of tlie Roj'al P-dinburorh Asylum
for tlie Insane, Lecturer on Menral Diseases in the Edinburgh
University. Henry C. Lea's Son & Vo., Publishers, Philadelphia.

Lecture 1. The Clinical Study of Mental Diseases. 2 and 3. States of

Mental Depression—Melancholia (Psychalgia). 4. States of Mental Ex-
altation—Mania (Psychlanipsia). 5. States of Alternation, I'eriodicity,

and Relapse in Mental Disease (Folie Circulaire, Psyciiorhytlmi, Folic a

Double Forme, Circular insanity, Periodic Insanity, Recurrent Mania,

Katatonia). 0. States of Fixed and Limited Delusion—Monomania (Mono-
psychosis). 7. States of Mental Enfceblement (Dementia, Amentia,

Psychoparesis, Congenital Imbecility, Idiocy). S. States of Mentiil Stupor

(L'sychocoma). 9. States of Defective Mental Inhibition (Impulsive In-

sanity, Volitional Insanity, Uncontrollable Impulse, Psychokinesia,

Hyperkinesia, Inhibitory Insanity, Insanity without r)elusion. Exaltation

or Enfeeblement, Affective Insanity); Tlie Insane Diathesis. 10. General

Paralysis, Paralytic Insanity (from gross brain disease). 11. Epileptic

Insanity, Traumatic Insanity. 12. Syphilitic Insanity, Alcoholiclnsanity.

13. Rheumatic and Choreic Insanities, Gouty and Podagrous Insanity,

Phthisical insanity. 14. Uterine or Amenorrhteal and Ovai'ian Insanity,

Hysterical Insanity, Insanity of Masturbation. 15. Puerperal Insanity,

Insanity of Lactation, Insanity of Pregnancy. IC. The Insanities of the

Times of Life, Insanity of Puberty, Insanity of Adolescence. 17. Climac-

teric Insanity, Senile Insanity. 18. The Rarer and less Important Clinical

Varieties of Mental Disturbances. lU. Medico-Legal and Medico-Social

Duties of Medical Men in Relation to Insanity. The author very properly

treats his subject from a clinical standpoint. The description of his cases

are all practical by one familiar from daily observation with the disease he

is discussing. In the chapter on melancholia the following forms are dis-

tinguished: Simple m.. hypochondriacal m., delusional m., excited m.,

resistive (obstinate) m., epileptiform (convulsive) m., organic (coarse brain

disease) m., suicidal or homicidal m.

This book does not require the apology that the author makes for its

appearing, for it is from a thoroughly competent and practical source.

The author's ample clinical experience and resources as Physician-Super-

intendent of the Royal P^dinbiirgli Asylum and co-editor of the Journal

of Menial Science, liaving fully qualitied him lor the work before us, which

he has so well and opportunely undertaken.

His remarks on treatment are generally judicious; though we treat

some forms of melanciiolia with opium, etc., somewhat more satisfac-

torily on this side of the Atlantic than we could by the author's method.

The clinical features of the book commend it. The jiathological plates are

good, but not over many, and the chapter on the medico-legal and
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medico-social duties of medical men in relation to mental diseases is

timely and valuable; but the "abstract of the statutes of the United

States and of the several States and Territories, relating to the custody of

the insane,'' which follows, is rather superfluous, since " Kay. Blandford,

Mann's Manual, Harrison's Legislation on Insanity, and Hamilton's Types
of Insanity" all contain about the same information.

The author reports three case of myxtedema, " who were positively

insane." and judges •' from them that myxoedema always tends towards

mild dementia, if it lasts long enough, and that before that occurs sume
patients may have maniacal attacks."

The author bears testimony to the simulation of insanity by the

insane, but not so emphatically as he does to the existence of moral

insanity as a fact. " He has seen such cases. It is not a question of

theory, but of fact.'''' The author, however, commits a rather too common
error in restricting the term moral insanity to loss or aberration of the

moral sense through disease, thougii it might perhaps have been well if

Prichard, who founded the doctrine, had so restricted the signification of

the term. Such a restriction would have saved much subsequent miscon-

ception and blind debate among alienists.

The author likewise recognizes the clinical facts which dipsomania,

kleptomania and pyromania rcpn sent. thu> sliowiug his unbiased, non-

theoretical recognition of the clinical facts of psychiatry, and confirming

the claims to authority, wiiich his experience in and practical familiarity

with insanity would warrant us in believing he possessed. The book could

doubtless have been enriched by more numerous pathological illustrations

from the author's rich store of observation. One of the plates (plate III.)

" presents a pathological deposit yet undescribed, all through the convo-

lutions." The case was one of acute mania.

Some typographical errors inseparable from a first edition, such as

the misspelling of the name Dowse, etc., appear, but altogether the typo-

graphical execution is good, tlie print is clear and the style is smooth; and
although the book might have been made much more elaborate, it

contains almost entirely the author's own record of his experience, and is

worthy of a place beside Bucknill, Tuke, Maudsley, Blandford, Arnold,

Combe and other English masters in psychiatry. The physician who buys
it, and reads it, will be repaid for the time expended in its perusal, in true

clinical instruction, and will not be mislead by theoretical misinterpreta-

tion of psychological facts.

Diseases op the Brain and Spinal Cord. Guide to their Pathology,
Diagnosis and Treatment, with an Anatomical and Physiological
Introduction.

This is the title of a new book published by Henry Kimpton, 82

High Holdorn, W.C., London, under the authorship of David Drummond,
A. M., M. D., 7 Saville Place, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

The increasing interest taken in nervous diseases has created a

demand, the author thinks, for a work, which, like the present one, shall

be accessible in a reasonable compass to the student and the busy practi-

tioner, whose engagements do not admit of the leisure necessary to

master voluminous works.
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The author's "aioa has been to make the book essentially practical,**

and in this he has succeedeil quite well, and to furnish the reader witli the

main facts and features of the diseases of the brain and spinal cord in as

concise a manner as possible. Tlie treatise is imperfect, as tiie author

fears, and in such a compass it must necessarily be; but it is nevertlieless

a useful book, plainly written. The book will answer the student quite

well for summer readino^, as a review of what he may have heard from
the chair of neurology durino: the past winter. But some nervous diseases

are omitted, as Tliomssen's disease, exophthalmic jroiter. etc.

The author justly concedes that epilepsy may exist without complete

loss of consciousness and denies the existence of the knee jerk or ankle

cloims as true reflexes. The author cautions against regardinof the

absence of the ataxic g lit as evidence of the non-existence of ataxia.

There is not much that is new in the book and many new things are

omitted from its pages. The author seems to know of no other aesthesio-

meter than Sieveking's, and no bettiT dynamometer than Mattliiew's. His

therapeutic knowledge is equally limited. He has freely laid under con-

tribution the writings of Charcot, Erb, Bastian, lJo?s. Kosenthal, Bramwell,

Gowers, together with many others, and this is a commendable feature of

the author's work. The author is evidently a faithful and practical, though

not a mature student of neurology. Nevertheless we commend his book
as possessed of m my practical features plainly presented, which will

tend to popularize with the profession at large, the study of nervous

diseases; and it is in this direction that more knowledge of neurology is

especially needed, lor nervous diseases are still too often saddled upon
the unoffending stomach or on the poor liver or womb, often more
sinned against than sinning, in the economy, or upon hypochondriasis,

hysteria or "just nervousness " and notliing more.

The Adjudged Cases on Insanity as a Defence to Crime. By John
D. Lawson. F. H. Thomas & Co., Law Book Dealers, St. Louis

The author's design in this work, as recorded in the preface, is to

present in a single volume all the reported cases where insanity has been
set up in defense of a criminal charge, and has been passed upon by a

court of justice in America or Great Britain. How far he has succeeded

it would be impossible to say without great and prolonged research,

which we have neither the lime nor facilities to give to the investigation.

The author has endeavored to give every reported case. " If the

case turned wholly on tiie topic of insanity, then the case is given in full ;

if there were other questions involved, then only that part relating to

insanity is given."

This is a gigantic task, and if the author has successfully accomplished

it, he has encompassed the work in a singularly compact manner; the

book before us niunbering not quite a thousand pages. A glance over the
'• table and concordance of cases," discovers to us are the historical

criminal causta ceUhrea in the United States and England, with whicii the

reviewer is famili;ir, and many other interesting cases and references

besides. The book is compactly written; its style is plain, forcible and as

brief as the subjects permit. It has a double index, one of contents

and one of rulings, adapted especially for legal reference. Besides
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possessing an interest to all students of forensic psjchiatiy, it will prove ot

especial value to the jurist and lawyer, practically or philosophically

interested in the relation of insanity to crinjinal law ; and for the latter it

is particularly interesting. No " criminal lawyer" or " insane physician
''

should be without it.

Elementary Principles of Electro-Therapeutics, with 135 Illustra-

tions. Prepared by C. JVl. Haynes, M. D. Designed for the use of
Students and Piiysioians.

This volume of 420 pages purports to contain in a clear, concise form,

with no attempt at (theorizing, the elementary principles of magnetism,

Franklinism, galvanism and Faradaism. The following extracts fro )?i the

contents give a general idea of the ground covered by the text : Sugges-

tions in regard to the selection and care of batteries; the diiferent forms of

electricty compared— (a) according to their physiological effects, (6) accord-

ing to their therapeutical cttects; differential indications for the selection of

current; electro-diagnosis In obscure diseases; resuscitation of those in a

state of asphyxia from anaesthetics, drowning, etc., or in new-born infants;

to distinguish between real and apparent death; detection of malingerers

by electricity; diagnosis and prognosis in various forms of paralysis;

location of the motor points of the body through which any single muscle

or group of muscles maybe stimulated to contract (illustrated) ; illustra-

tion of nerve centers and mode of treating the various organs of the

body through them ; " landmarks " for locating the various organs of tiie

living bod.v, illustrated, with directions for conveying electricity directly

to them ; influence of galvanism on the sensory, motor, vaso-motor and on

the dilator nerves; electrolysis of tumors, na^vi, strictures, etc. ; elec-

trolysis for the permanent removal of hair from the eye lids or other

situations (illustrated); electro-thermal baths—the method of giving

them and the apparatus required (illustrated); complete and definite

directions, colli cted from the best American and European authors,

for the treatment of all diseases to which electricity has been success-

fully applied
;

galvano-cautery — its history, advantages and method
of employing it; a full vocabulary of electrical language, containing all

the terms which are employed in medical literature, defined according to

the revision of the electrical congress assembled at Paris, in 1881. The
work herein described is designed tor the student who wishes to com-
mence at the beginning and master the foundation principles of medical

electrical science, before attempting to become acquainted with the

theories and elaborate investigations of the founders of this science. The
busy practitioner who wishes to get at the practical facts of medical

electricity without being compelled to search for them through a mass of

material v.hich, however interesting and valuable, is not absolutely

essential to an understanding of the subject. The electro-therapeutist

who wishes to review half-forgotten facts, and also keep posted in regard

to the latest literature on the subject of his specialty, should read this

book. This is a much better book than business houses are usually

interested in, and while it is a Mcintosh Battery book, it surpasses in relia-

bility some of the treatises in medical electricty which have lately been

bliudlly lauded by oiu- cotemporaries.
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Slekp-walking and Hypnotism. By D. Hack Take. M. D., Fellow of the
Royal Colleo'e of Physicians of London ; Co-Eilitor of the Journal of
Mental Science. Blakiston, Son & Co., Publishers. 1012 Walnut St.,

Philadelphia.

This is an interestino; brochure on an interesting subject, and not too

tediously or exhaustively treated for summer reading. The well-known

repute of the author in matters psychical, sufficiently commend the bonk.

The subjects are discussed rather too cursively for their real maiinitiide,

but with sufficient prolixity and force to dissipate the astounding skepti-

cism of Casper, the Prussian medico-jurist, and the uncharitable and

unsound conclus-ion as to the culpability of somnambulists, held by the

French medico-legal writer, Fodero. In this b<>ok Elliot.son and liraid

find another real, tliough tardy vindication. It would have been better

had such a book antedated the contributions of Beard and Charcot, liut in

the recognition of hypnotism and somnambulism, or what wou'.d be a

better term (if the literary critics would permit the hybrid compound,

somnavolism— som?<s-o-?JoZo—the obeyance or abolition of the will by
sleep), history but repeats the adage, " a prophet is not without honoi-,

save in his own country." Our British cousins recognize the demonstra-

tions of EUiotson and Braid after their repetition across the British

(/hannel and the Atlantic. Though the evidence in the authors posses-

sion is not deemed by him as conclu>ive, he regards the relation between

decidedly well pronounced somnambulism and other nervous aflections

as fairly intimate, and holds that a neurotic constitution is a predisposing

cause of sleep-walking.

The book is especially interesting as containing the questions of the

circular of inquiry, sent out six years ago by the author and his lamented

son, on the subject of sleep-walking, and the answers received thereto,

together with the author's comments tiiireon, and the author's critical

examination of the mental condition in hypnotism. An interesting

chapter on artificial somnambulism at Salpetriere, concludes the book.

A Treatise on Ophthalmology for tjie General Practitioner. Hy
Adolph Ait, M. D. J. U. Chambers & Co., Publishers, St. houis. Mo.

The book is well written and thoroughly, but inexpensively, illu.>-

trated. The illustrations are all of a jiractical character. The drawings

are good, but they merit finer execution, and the demand for the book
we liope may be sufficiently great to justify finer work in this regard, in

the subsequent editions which will undounbtedly be called for. 'l"he

general practitionrr will find it the most practical, because it is the most

Instt-uctive and plainly comprehended book on the subject yet published

for his use and benefit. It clarifies where others have mistitied precepts

and procedures plainly within his legitimate province. The chapters on

e\e afTections caused by diseases of distant organs or diseases of the

system generilly, and on the diagnostic value of eye diseases in intra-

cranial affections are interesting, and the author's views upon the relation-

ship of ophthalmoscopy to cerebroscopy are quite reasonable. The
author is probably in error in attributing a cau.'ative, rather tiian simply

concomiutnt i61e to diabetes mellitus, and is in error !n regard to the

necessity ol more \^;\n the cardiac symptom in Basedow (Graves)
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-disease. But these are minor faults and do not at all impair the value of

the book. The only incongruity we see in the book is in its dedication to

a clever specialist, rather than to a general practitioner. The author

seems to have been a little color blind for Green, ophthalmologically

«peaking.

Remarks by Prof. George Gross, M. D., No. 311 East Capital street,

VA^ashington, i). C, on a BQl to "Prohibit the Manufacture and
Sale of Intoxicating; Liquors in the District of Columbia."

We have received a batch of balderdash entitled as above, beginning

with the remark :
'• I appear before your honorable body as a pro-

hibitionist, as a beverage and medicine for fifty years." To appear

as a prohibitionist, a beverage and medicine for fifty years, is a rather

peculiar and lengthy appearance. The " Prof.'''' announces at the con-

clusion of his "fifty-year" harangue, that "he will go to any place

and explain this important subject more fully, by merely having his

expenses paid." He will probably secure more invitations to go than to

come.

The Urine in Disease. Arranged by Louis Lewis, M. D.

This publication comes to us as a supplement to the Medical World

•of Philadelphia, the best weekly medical brief extant. Its price is

only one dollar per year with the chart. The chart is an invaluable

exhibit to the practitioner of the assential clinical points in urinology. And
the articles in the World are generally like the chart, pointed, clinical and

practical.

Homicide and Insanity (In Press). By D. A, Morse, M. D., Medical Super-
intendent of Oxford Retreat, Oxford, Ohio. Formerly Professor
of Nervous Disorders and Insanity, Starling Medical College, Colum-
bus, Ohio. Robert Clarke & Co., Publishers, Cincinnati. Price,
paper, fifty cents.

The Jurisprudence of Insanity (In Preparation). By the same
Author.

Brain Exhaustion.—By Dr. J. Leonard Corning, of New York.

This book will be reviewed in the October number. A cursory glance

over its pages gives us a good impression of the book.

The Annals ok Hygiene. The initial nnmber of Dr. Joseph F.

Edward's new journal is received, and its table of interesting contents ful-

fills the promise of the prospectus issued some months ago. It is devoted
to the fostering of preventive science and the preservation of health

It will succeed.

The Planet, as its name implies, has proven an eccentric star in the

firmament of journalistic endeavor. It revolved eccentrically about the

central sun of medical solar system, which begins in the Academy of

Medicine and ends in the Neurological Society of New York, and, after

"flaming, meteor-like, lawless through the [journalistic] sky," it went
out like a comet, with its tail full of glittering stars ; and like a comet,

its like will not soon be seen again.
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A Beautiful Picture of the main buildinff of the Southern Exposi-

tion, whicli opens at Louisville, Ky., August 16th. and continues until

October 25th., is received. The building covers thirteen acres of ground,

and will be lighted throughout with five thousand electric lights.

The Case of James Graves, the Insane Murderer Executed at Newark.
Being a paper read before the Society of Medical Jurisprudence and

State Medicine. By E. C. Spitzka, M. D., Professor of Neuro-Anatomy
and Pathology at the New York Post-Graduate Medical School, 'logether

with the Discussion by Counsel] ors-at-law Kalisch, Kitchell, Ex-Judge
Hull, and Doctors Young and Gray. (Keprinted from the American

Journal of Nturology and Psychiatry, for April, 1884.)

Electrization of the Sympathetic and Pneumogastric Nerves, with

Simultaneous Bilateral Compression of the Carotidi. By J. Leonard Corn-

ing, M. D., New York. (Reprinted from the New York Medical Journal

fur February 23, 1884.)

iCapid Lithotrity. By Dr. Henry H. Mudd, St. Louis, Mo. Read
before the Tri-Srate Medical Society at Indianapolis, Sept. 19, 1883.

(Reprinted from the Weekly ^Medical Review, of October 20, 1883.)

Criminal Responsibility of the Insane. By Orpheus Everts, M. D.,

Medical Superintendent Cincinnati Sanitarium, College Hill. Ohio. (From

the Amej-ican Journal of Insanity, for April, 1884.)

Detention in Asylums By Ralph L. Parsons, M. D., Greenmont-bn-

the-Hudson, near Sing sing. (Rt-printed from the Journal of Nervous and

Mental Diseases, Vol. XI. No. 1, January, 1884.)

Board of Healtli of the State of Louisiana. Inaugural address of the

President to the Boai'd. (Reprinted from the New OrieanB Medical and

Surgical Journal, Maj", 1884.)

Not Guilty: By Reason of Insanity. By N. Roe Brander, Jr., A. M.,

M. D., 2038 Race street. Philadelphia. (Reprint from Philadelpliia Medical

Tines.)

Report of Inspector-General of the Insane of New South Wales. By
Dr. Norton Manning.
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ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTIONS.

Recent Scientific Progress in Nervous
Diseases.''

By L. A. Merriam, M. D., Omaha, Neb.

Professor of the Principles and Practice of Medicine in the University of Xebraska,

College of Medicine, Lincoln, Neb.

NOT having read all the recent literature on nervous

diseases published in various countries during the

last few years, I cannot give all the new facts and prin-

ciples discovered in neurological science, nor tell what

may be their bearing upon the theoretical or prac-

tical problems of to-day. And if I had them all, I could

not, in the short time allotted me to-day, present them in

detail so as to make them of value to you. Even if I

should sift out all the unproved theories and present only

what is accepted truth, it would take several half-hours

to make clear what progress has been made. I shall,

therefore, present only such topics as seem to me to be

of most interest and value to the general practitioner and

such as I have gathered in my reading and study, leaving

the subject of insanity to the pen of him who makes it

his daily duty to care for these unfortunates. Progress

has been made in this branch of medicine because of new

facts learned in physics, chemistry and physiology, and

well supplemented by practical study of pathological

*Read before the Nebraski stute Medical Society, May 14, 183t.
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processes and careful clinical observations. With full and

accurate data, a rational hypothesis may be formed of

unseen processes and, with the light we possess, correct

methods of treatment adopted. That our data are often

imperfect and our hypotheses unsound we are all well

aware, hence our treatment is often wrong and the results

disastrous. That this is true is not because of the imper-

fection of science alone. More often it is because we
have not familiarized ourselves with the latest and best

teachings upon the subject.

That mind exists wherever gray matter is found,

whether in the axis-cylinder of Purkinje or the neuro-

plasm of the cell itself, and whether found in the tentacle

of the cuttle fish, the tail of a dog or the brain of a man,

has been taught and proven by Herbert Spencer and

accepted by the best men of the world, among whom we
may mention Strieker, Bain, Gegenbauer, James Ross,

Hughlings Jackson and George Lewes. That the nervous

system bears an intimate relationship to all normal, and

also to every morbid process, is an established fact in

medical science. The epithelium, nails, teeth, hair and

beard are permeated by nervous influence and respond

readily to its action.

An instance of this kind is given by Austie in his work

on " Neuralgia," page 121, [a) where the hair becomes

white during and immediately after an attack, returning to

its normal color when free from neuralgia. Changes in

the size and texture of the hair has also been noticed in

neuralgia, many of the individual hairs becoming perma-

nently hypertrophied. Even the terminal nerve fibres are

not stable and unchangeable formations, but on the con-

trary, new nerve fibres may form at any time of life from

the living matter present in all tissues. Thus nerves may
appear and disappear according to certain physiological

necessities or certain physical conditions of the body.

Motor and sensory nerves are not so radically different as

many suppose. They not only both receive and conduct

impressions, and in both directions, differing however only
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in degree, but they do something more, they have a cer-

tain power of simultaneously giving out molecular motion,

so sharing the property of the vesicular matter.

It is a popular notion of the laity, held also by many
physicians, that the anterior lobes of the cerebrum are

especially the seat of intelligence, but this is errone-

ous, for it has been demonstrated that an injury or disease

of the posterior lobes of the cerebrum does more damage

to the intelligence than the same injury or disease when

•existing in the anterior lobes.

The hypothesis that there are particular nerves and

particular centers possessing the particular power of inhi-

bition, has been much weakened by recent discoveries and

experiments. " The chemical, physical and biological

sciences have overthrown the vitalistic doctrines of the

past, and demonstrated a relationship between the forces

which rule the inorganic world and the so-called vital

force which is manifested in living forms." More than

this the energy resulting from nerve action is but a modi-

fication of these same chemical and physical forces, and

this correlation doubtless extends to the higher manifes-

tations of nerve-energy, feeling and thought. The recog-

nition of this correlation of the higher with the lower

forces is a great step forward toward the solution of

the intricate problems as to the cause, nature and treat-

ment of some nervous diseases.

The localization of cerebral lesions is receiving con-

siderable attention of late, and bids fair to compare

favorably with the localization of diseases of the chest.

Ferrier, Hitzig, Schiff, Broca, Jackson and others have

done good work, the details of which would take too much
-of our time if now presented. There is a growing senti-

ment that many diseases, not heretofore regarded as nerv-

ous (and, perhaps, all diseases), are of nervous origin.

Herpes, vitiligo, ichthyosis, ecthyma and pemphigus are

now recognized as neurological in character and very

likely cholera, cancer, phthisis, diabetes, Bright's disease,

Addison's disease, and some others, will be ere long.
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Neural physiology, neural pathology and neural thera-

peutics are receiving marked attention of late, and neural

pathology bids fair to take a prominent place in the

pathology of the future.

Progress in physics, chemistry, physiology, psychology,

and in short, all biological sciences, opens the way to

changes of views, not only in pathology, but also in thera-

peutics ; and the position taken that most medicines given

internally act through their influence on the nervous

structures is well sustained. Among neurological new
diseases, I call your attention to a transitory tetanic

rigidity of certain muscles first described, in 1876, by Dr.

Thomsen, of Schleswig, who had been subject to it all

his life. The prominent symptom is a painless spasmodic

rigidity of various and varying muscles coming on at the

moment of executing a movement. For instance a patient

closes his hand and is unable to open it ; or, attempting

to rise from a seat, finds himself poised in the act and

unable to proceed. The diagnosis of this disease is easy,

but the cause and the pathology are not well understood.

Lathyrism is a new toxic paraplegia, epidemic among
the natives of the mountains of Kabylie, in Africa, during

the months of March and April. The cause is the inges-

tion of a leguminous plant [lathyrus cicera), common to

the country, and resorted to at certain times by the

natives as food. The lateral columns of the cord seem

to be mainly affected, and the symptoms are fever, pain in

the back, formication and trembling, paralysis of motion

and sensation, and vesical troubles, and in a later stage,

contractures, twitchings and exaggerated reflexes. Cases

are frequent, but ^tw are fatal. It is hoped that this plant

may be of value in the treatment of diseases of the spinal

cord.

The new disease called Beriberi or Barbiers, or the

Japanese kak-ke, is a disease of the peripheral nervous sys-

tem, and is a subacute multiple neuritis. The characteris-

tic symptoms of the disease are a motor and sensory

paralysis of the legs with muscular atrophy, enfeebled
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heart action, and in the acute and pernicious form of the

disease, dyspnoea and final asphyxiation.

Katatonia is a vaso-motor affection, characterized by a

paralysis of the vascular coats, and by a consequent

hyperaemia of the cerebral tissues. Allochiria is a pecu-

liar disease characterized by a perversion of sensibility,

and the erroneous reference of sensory impressions to the

corresponding part of the other side of the body—as

tickling the sole of one foot caused retraction of the

other foot, etc.

Other comparatively new diseases are polio-myelitis

anterior acuta, athetosis, pseudo-hypertrophic spinal

paralysis and myxedema. Hystero-epilepsy has attracted

some recent attention ; but it is a misnomer, for there is

no epilepsy present. It is pure hysteria of a severe type

and should be termed hysteria-major; the more common
form being properly termed hysteria-minor.

Fifty years ago. Dr. J. R. Mitchell, of Philadelphia,

held that acute, sub-acute and chronic rheumatism were

diseases of the spinal cord, and evidence is accumulating

to support the position ; while progressive arthritis defor-

mans has been placed among diseases of the nervous

system. Certain maculae, papulae or ecchymoses have

been observed in some cases of locomotor ataxia, and

it is thought that they are intim.ately connected with

morbid alterations of the posterior columns of the spinal

cord. In an epidemic of ergotism, Tuczek found that

tabes dorsalis was artificially produced by this drug in

many of his patients. Passive exercise and rest as the

principal remedies, even when the cause is not syphilis,

are held to cure some and to relieve many of these

cases of posterior spinal sclerosis.

The effect of syphilis upon the nervous system has

been thoroughly studied during the last {qwi years, and

many important additions made to our knowledge of the

pathology and symptomatology, which, were I to discuss

to-day, would extend this paper far beyond the time

allotted me. The treatment of diseases of the nervous
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system has improved because of an increasing confidence

in the remedial powers of nature, and because physicians

discriminate better in the choice of the agents they use,

giving less in quantity and paying more attention to the

environment of the patient.

The surgical treatment of epilepsy by ligature of one

or both of the vertebral arteries has been done in the

Liverpool Workhouse Hospital many times during the last

three years. The results have been very satisfactory in

the first twenty-one cases operated upon by Wm. Alex-

ander, M. D. Twelve are said to have been cured, eight

were very much improved and one died in a fit two months

after, having left the hospital very much better than when

he entered. Several other cases have been reported by

other surgeons, and the outlook is favorable for the surgi-

cal treatment of epilepsy. Static electricity has come into

use in several forms of paralysis and has been successful

where other forms of electricity have failed. The thera-

peutic action of magnets or magneto-therapy has been

introduced by Dr. John Vansant and later by Dr. Bartho-

low. They found that when the south pole was applied to

a blister it caused a momentary sharp sensation, but when
the north pole was applied to the blister there was no

sensation at time of contact, but after removal of the

magnet the original pain remarkably decreased. Numer-

ous experiments upon other parts of the body, upon

animals and vegetables prove the influence of the magnet

to be of value in the treatment of nervous diseases.

Much more has been done in the way of scientific

progress in the management of nervous diseases, but its

presentation at this time would make this report too

long. In conclusion let me call your attention to one of

the greatest works on the diseases of the nervous system

that has lately been issued from the press, and it is from

the brain and pen of James Ross, of London. In this

work he passes in review the fundamental laws of nervous

structure and function, and he shows that the whole of

the intricate processes illustrates the one great law of
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evolution. It is supposed by many persons that evolution

has to do only with the development of animal life, with

what is commonly called Darwinism. But those of you

who are familiar with Herbert Spencer's system of phil-

osophy know better. Ross recognizes Spencer's work as

of great value and as bringing into fundamental harmony
many superficially different phenomena of nervous diseases.

He says

:

Tbat law maj^ be described as a proo^ressive inteorration both of

structure and function, durinj^ which there is a passage from the uniform

to tlie multiform, from the simple to the complex and from the general to

the special. During the evolution of the nervous system of man the

fundamental portion is first developed. The nervous system of man is at

first similar to that possessed by all animals which possess a nervous sys-

tem, or at any rate all those which are sufficiently elevated to possess a

spinal cord ; but as development proceeds, the nervous system of man
becomes gradually differentiated from that of an ever increasing number
of the lower animals, while still maintaining a general likeness to the

nervous system of the higher animals up to the time of birth. This then

constitutes Va& fundamental portion of the nervous system of man; but

after birth the accessory portion, which up till this time only appears in a

rudimentary condition, now undergoes progressive development, and the

nervous system of man becomes gradually differentiated from that of all

other animals. It will thus be seen that the fundamental portion is first

developed and that the superaddition of the accessory portion greatly

increases the multiformity, the complexity and the specialty of the human
nervous system, and it is consequently the latest product of its evolution.

Law of Dissolution.—We must now proceed to regard the phenom-
ena of the structure and function of the nervous system from a new and

opposite standpoint. We must watch the cells lose tlieir processes and
from the multiformity of the caudate cells with numerous processes pass

to tlie uniformity of the round cells destitute of processes ; we must
observe the fibres losing their medullary sheath, then their elastic sheath

and finally the axis-cylinder itself becoming disorganized so that the

nervous tissue gradually gives place to a simple and uniform connective

tissue ; we must observe accompanying this process a corresponding loss ot

function, in which the complex movements that characterize health become
difficult or impossible; in one word, we must trace the records of a pro-

cess in which the progressive integration, duiing which the phemomena
of structure and function, instead of passing from the uniform to the mul-
tiform, from the simple to the complex, and from the general to the special,

manifest a reverse tendency of passing from the multiform to the uniform,

from the complex to the simple and from the special to the general. The
law which governs this process is the law of dissolution, and it is the great

law which regulates the phenomena of disease of the nervous system, just

as evolution is the great law which regulates its growth and development.
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It is scarcely necessary to add that the phenomena of evolution

manifested in tlie growth and devtlopnient of the orofanisni are exceed-

ingly gradual and continuous, and consequently the operation of the law

of evolution can very readily be traced. Disease being on tlio otlier hand

often sudden and violent in its onset, striking at times at the fundamental,

at other times at the accessory portions of the nervous system ; now pro-

ducing its baneful influence at one stroke, again acting litfully and only on

rare occasions in a gradual and progressive manner ; it may be inferred

that the operation of the law of dissolution can never be so clearly traced

amongst morbid phenomena as tliat of evolution in tlie development of

the organism. Nevertheless, there are some diseases of tlie nervous sys-

tem which are gradual in their invasion and progressive in their course,

and in them the operation of the law is clearly visible; and it is astonish-

ing how glimpses of the law may be obtained, even when tlie disease is

sudden in its onset and rapid in its progress. One important corollary

may be drawn from what has been said: that as the accessory portion of

the nervous system is the last to be developed, it is the portion which is

most liable to become diseased. Several reasons might be given why this

should be the case, but it will suftice at present to say that the accessory

portion, from the late period of its development, is less stable than the

fundamental portion, and that its necessarily frail structure will render it

more liable to suffer both from accident and the inroads of disease.

The appreciation of the truth of the great law of evo-

lution and the application of it, in the study of disease of

the nervous system, is to my mind one of the grandest

steps of progress recently made in our profession.

I



Aphasia and Other Forms of Loss of

Speech in Brain Disease.

By Edward C. Mann, M. D., New York.

APHASIA is a condition in which a patient can think

and can understand language, while he has no

power to express himself, either by speaking or reading.

He can think, because the cortical gray matter is com-

paratively uninjured, but the thought cannot resolve itself

into speech or language because " the first part of the

path, along which the motor stimulus would have to pass

in order to incite the necessary combined muscular move-

ments, is broken up or damaged."

Amnesia is a state in which there is an inability on

the part of the patient to recall words, and the power of

thought is also impaired.

Aphemia is a condition in which the patient can think

-and write, but cannot speak.

Agraphia is a condition in which the patient can think

and speak, but cannot write.

Dr. Popham, Prof. Lordat, Dr. Marc Dax, Dr. Osborne,

M. Broca, Trousseau, Dr. Alex. Robertson, Dr. Wm. Ogle,

Dr. Hughlings Jackson, Dr. Dunn, Dr. Seguin, Dr. Hughes

and Dr. H. Charlton Bastian have all written on loss of

speech in brain disease—most ably and exhaustively.

Aphasia is most frequently caused, probably, by plug-

ging of the middle cerebral artery on the left side by

an embolus derived from valvular disease of the heart.

Aphasia may also be produced by congestion, hemorrhage

or tumors of the brain. An aphasic patient can perfectly

understand what another person says to him, and can

follow up a train of thoughts consecutively as when they

.are read aloud to. Dr. Bastian says of these cases that

:

We presume that the afferent fibers conuecting the auditory centers

[577J
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of the medulla with the auditory perceptive centers of the cerebral hemis-

phere, and also these latter centers themselves are intact, so that the

spoken sounds revive their accustomed impressions in the hemisphere,

these beino: perceived as words symbolic of thinijs or ideas, which, being

duly appreciated by the individual as they are conjoined up, suggest to-

him the thoughts which they are intended to convey.

In certain severe cases of aphasia where the patient

either does not gather at all or with difficulty and im-

perfectly the import of words when he is spoken to,

although he can be made to understand with great read-

iness by signs and gestures, Dr. Bastian says :

Must we not suppose that in such a condition, either the communica-
tion of the afferent tibers with the auditory perceptive centers is cut off, or

that this center itself, in which the sounds of worls are habitually dis-

criminated and associated wiili the things to whicli they refer, is more or

less injured? i\\ either of these eases, though the sound is not appreciated

as a word having its definite meaning, we must not expect that there

would be deafness; the sound would be still heard as a twre sound, only

it does not call up that superadded intellectual discrimination, by the in-

grafting of which upon it, it can alone be made to serve as a symbol of

thought. Hence the individual does not adequately comprehend when
spoken to, though he may be quite capable of receiving and Mppreciating

fully the import of signs and gestures, which make their impression upon

his visual perceptive centers.

If in cerebral hemorrhage the lesion involves convolu-

tions near the corpus striatum, and notably the left, there

is, according to the size and exact position of the lesion,.

more or less defect of speech or complete aphasia. We
may also have an epileptic aphasia, where the patient

loses speech without losing consciousness. Dr. J. Hugh-

lings Jackson thinks that epileptic aphasia most often

occurs when the fit begins on the ri£-/a side of the face

atid tongue, and may be observed in cases where the

spasm is limited to the right cheek and tongue.

Aphasia may follow infantile convulsions and may be

permanent. Dr. J. Hughlings Jackson describes such chil-

dren as being spitful, vicious and having uncontrollable

tempers. Dr. Jackson says :

I do not know how it is that there is loss of speech after some convul-

sions and not after others. It is not, I believe, the result of the convulsion,^
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but is auotber result of the disease in the brain, be it what it maj", which

gives rise to or permits the convulsion.

Aphasia in rare cases may be noticed in abscess of

the brain. It may also be associated with a limited

facial palsy as a premonitory symptom of cerebral hem-

orrhage, or there may be amnesic defect of speech only.

Occasionally we meet with a case of traumatic aphasia,

but very rarely. The following interesting case was re-

corded in the British Medical Jotirnal, by the patient him-

self

:

When about twenty years of age, being incited by
exaggerated descriptions of the genial climate and fertile

soil of the western states of America, I emigrated from
Scotland to those parts; and having purchased land, began
with the other pioneers of civilization to cut down the

forest and cultivate the land. Having brought in the

course of three years, a considerable space of land under
cultivation, I was enabled to let as a favor to Wilson, a

man with a family w^ho had recently come to that quarter,

half of a field for the purpose of raising wheat, retaining

the other half for my own use. When the wheat harvest

came (about the middle of July) I hired two men (Vert

and his son) to cut down my half of the field ; but when
they were thus employed, Wilson and his family came
and began to cut, insisting that half of the wheat of the
whole field was his, and not what grew on half of it.

High words arose, but through the intervention of Vert
it was agreed to refer the matter to the man who sowed
the wheat when he returned towards evening, and that in

the meanwhile each party should begin to reap on opposite

sides of the field. Accordingly, Vert, putting aside with

his hands some very tall rye, was proceeding towards the

house, I following close after ; when, as it were, a flash

of lightning passed before my eyes, and I became on the

instant unconcious. On recovering my faculties (which I

thought I did immediately, although as I was afterwards

informed, I lay senseless for a space of ten minutes,)

I was sitting with my hands full of blood, which con-
tinued to trickle from my head. On looking round I

saw Wilson. at some distance behind with a club in his

hands, and Vert amongst the rye some paces in advance,
and became immediately aware of what had.happened. As
I perceived that Vert was terrified, I attempted to say
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something for his encouragement, but to my surprise and
horror, I found that I could utter only unintelligible

sounds. I remained sitting for some time, not from in-

ability to rise, but from amazement, making repeated

attempts to speak. At length, having taken Vert's arm,

I went to my house at about two hundred yards distance

and sat down, hoping that in a short time I should

recover the faculty of speech ; but finding I was deceived

in this respect, I determined to call in the only medical
practitioner in the district, who lived at the distance of

about three miles. Accordingly, having intimated to Vert
by signal to hand me writing materials, I took a sheet

of note-paper for the purpose of writing the doctor, with

whom I was intimate, that I wished his attendance. But
here a new surprise awaited we ; for having dipped the

pen into the ink, I found that I could not express my desire

by any words whatever. I attempted to write the word
"doctor," but could proceed no further than the initial
" D." However, by showing that letter to Vert, and point-

ing in the direction in which the doctor lived and other

pantomimic gestures, I made him understand my desire

;

and he accordingly sent his son for the medical man,
after which I went to bed and soon fell into what ap-

peared to be a placid sleep, out of which I was with

some difficulty aroused on the doctor's arrival. On per-

ceiving the doctor I immediately extended my right arm
and drew up my shirt sleeve, in reply to which signal the

doctor said, " you wish to be bled, which is exactly what
is required." After failing to draw blood from any vein

in the right arm, he had recourse to the left and suc-

ceeded ; dark blood flowing very slowly at first, but

afterwards in a full stream. To what extent he bled me
I cannot exactly say, but several who saw the quantity

said that they had never seen so much drawn from any
man. For the first six days and nights I layed on my
back almost motionless, having no pain nor uneasiness

nor sensation of hunger or thirst ; and, although I was ob-

servant of all that was said and done in my presence, I

distinguished the lapse of time only by the light of day
and the darkness of night. I did not sleep during all

this time, but on the morning of the seventh day I awoke
apparently from a quiet sleep, and as the fringe of the

bed-quilt tickled my upper lip, I attempted to remove it

with my' right hand, but to my surprise my hand was not

obedient to m\- will. I discovered also that the nerves
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of sensation were completely paralyzed from the points

of the fingers to the shoulder. Sensation was also gone
in my right leg and foot. On discovering this I attempted

to pray mentally, but failed, not from any confusion of

ideas, but from some inexplicable cause—possibly from
the want of words to convey my requests. But what
seems most mysterious and almost incredible, while I

was in this state I perfectly understood what was spoken
by others. For some days, I cannot exactly say how
long, after this time my mind was in a state of apathy
as to what was passing, and I w^as with difficulty induced to

take medicine or sustenance ; my bowels at the same time

being torpid, and the action of the kidneys being in a

great measure suppressed. At length I began gradually

to recover my general health, the inability to speak or

write still remaining. I rapidly recovered the use of my
right arm and hand. The nerves of sensation remained
many paralyzed, but recovered gradually their function

from the shoulder down towards the fingers, in which it

has never fully returned. When I was able to get out

of bed, being desirous to regain the use of my vocal

organs, I sat for hours at a time anxiously attempting to

repeat the first letter of the alphabet. After numerous
attempts I succeeded in uttering the sound A, which,,

accomplished, I could speak it any number of times with-

out difficulty, but on attempting to pronounce B, I repeated

the sound A. At last, having succeeded with B, I had
as great difficulty in returning to A. These repeated
and anxious efforts at pronunciation caused my ignorant

attendants to think I had become perfectly idiotic, and
they expressed themselves accordingly in my presence.

I being irritable or rather irascible from weakness, my
assaults upon them when they had made such remarks
confirmed them in their opinion, but as they found that I

was quite acute in matters of business and could calculate,

they at last concluded that I was " more rogue than fool."

After a while I was able to repeat the first five or six

letters of the alphabet in succession, where my memory
failed me as to the order in which the letters succeed
each other. Notwithstanding all my efforts to speak, my
recovery was very slow. I could converse with none
but a man (Davis) who had been in my employ pre-

viously and my constant attendant after the accident, to

whom I communicated my ideas and desires, partly by
gestures and partly by my attempts at speech. So much
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was this the case that at the trial of Wilson, which
occurred nearly three months after my injury, he had to

be sworn as my interpreter.

My examination in court, on account of ^ this was so
grotesque, and at the same time so interesting to the
members of the law that it was continued till I was quite

exhausted ; and it effected the audience as laughable or
deplorable, according to their different bent of minds. At
this time I understood what others said, by taking the

words of every clause collectively; but when I attempted
to analyze it into its constituent words, I utterly failed.

For instance, Davis having replied to an interrogatory,

•^' I don't know," rapidly, as if he had said I don knozi.<

;

and it was somewhat remarkable that, in my attempts to

speak, it was not a single word that I pronounced intel-

ligibly, but a short sentence. Several persons were sit-

ting in my company disputing as to the number of dollars

in the English pound; at last they asked me to settle the

question by representing the number in figures ; but, as

the dollar is not a British coin, I could not do this,

which made them conclude that I had lost all knowledge
of such matters. On perceiving this I became angry and
exclaimed " no dollars there." This surprised all present

so much that they started to their feet and besought me
to repeat what I said ; but this I could not do, although
I made several efforts, and it was months afterwards

before I could utter an intelligible sentence. Of course,

I could not read, nor did attempt it for a long while

;

but I understood what was read to me by others.

Through perseverance and the partial recovery of my
faculties, in the course of a year, I was able to return to

Scotland alone ; the strangers with whom I met on the

way conceiving, some of them, that I was a foreigner

who could speak the English language very imperfectly

and others that I had a natural impediment in speech.

The patient was injured when twenty-three years of age,

and at the age of sixty-four still spoke with hesitancy and

-especially so if agitated. He was often at a loss for the

right word, but generally found it if allowed time. There

-was both an irregularity and a depression appreciable to

touch over the seat of his old injury, about an inch above

the left ear and close to the squamous suture. The power

of motion was all but restored in his right arm ; but the
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sensation was still so defective that he would drop his

knife at dinner, if not watched by the eye, and this

because he did not feel it in his grasp.

Dr. J. P. Bramwell, of Perth, who saw this case says

respecting it

:

It is a curious circumstance that paralysis of tlie right arm and leg

did not come on for six days after the accident. One would have expected

a priori, that it would have been contemporaneous with the aphasia,

seeing tiiat the case was a traumatic one ; but in point of fact, we tind it

was not so. It is not easy to offer a solution of this strange phenomenon.
Probably, at lirst, the lesion was all but confined to the posterior portion

of the cerebral lobe, bat that aftersvards the diseased action set up by
the injury penetrated to the corpus striatum, the pons Varolii and the

optic thalami. Such an hypothesis, at least, would account for the order

of these phenomena as they presented themselves before us in this case

—

first aphasia and then paralysis.

In Aphasia we have seen that the loss of speech is

due to an impediment to the passage of the motor

stimulus, which translates itself into articulate speech,

while in amnesia the power of voluntary recall or recol-

lection of words is wanting. The case of a young
artillery officer, comes under the latter head, who was
able to articulate distinctly any words which either

occurred to him spontaneously or when they were slowly

and loudly repeated to him. He strenuously exerted

himself to speak, but an unintelligible kind of murmur
was all that could be heard. The effort he made was
violent and terminated with a deep sigh. On the other

hand, he could read aloud with facility. This was a

decided amnesic defect. He could utter a word which

came to him spontaneously and he could repeat words
uttered before him ; but he could not himself voluntarily

revive the sounds of words in his auditory perceptive

center, so as to be able to recollect them and speak

them. Similarly, with a book before his eyes, visual

impressions were recognized ; these revived their corres-

ponding auditory impressions and the volitional channel

between this center and the corpus striatum being unin-

jured, the motor stimulus passed over for the articulation
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of the revived words. Some aphasics can read to them-

selves and some cannot; and, also, if the patient cannot

write a word of his own volition, he will copy for us what

we write for him or can write from a printed copy. The

amnesic patient has good power of utterance, but through

his inability to recall the words he wishes to use, he is

debarred from conversing. He cannot read, as a rule

—

although his eyesight is good—and he cannot write.

Typical cases of aphemia are very rare, where patients

recovering from an attack of unconsciousness are found

by their friends to be speechless and to remain so for

weeks and months, although their other faculties seem to

be intact. Their understanding is good, they can read,

they can write and the lips and tongue are not at all

paralyzed. It follows epileptic or apoplectic attacks and

is due probably to some lesion or shock to the co-ordi-

nating center of speech in the brain, or to the communi-

cation being shut off between it and the intellectual

center of language above.

Amnesia is due generally to lesion of the left cerebral

hemisphere and that part of it supplied by the left mid-

dle cerebral artery, notably, the corpus striatum, island of

Reil and posterior third of the third frontal convolution.

We are naturally led to suppose, therefore, that it is in

this part of the brain that words have to be revived and

that the process of recollection takes place.

There is a last form of loss of speech associated with

difficulty of deglutition which depends upon impaired

ability to articulate. If there is any articulation at all, it

is thick and indistinct. Slight difficulties of articulation

may pass off entirely in a- few days or they may last for

a long time, particularly when the lesion is in the pons

Varolii. An interesting case, happening in Dr. Wilk's

practice, is reported by Dr. Bastian. There was disease

of the pons and complete loss of speech :

A lady fell into a so-called fit during dinner. She was
taken up speechless and put. to bed. She lay with her
mouth open and with the saliva running from it, and she
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was unable to swallow or to speak. There appeared to be

no paralysis of her Hmbs, and from her gestures and
expressions there was every reason to believe that she
was perfectly sensible. She was soon able to leave her

bed and recovered her usual health, but site never lost the

paralysis of the tongue or palate. She wrote down all

her wants on a slate. Slie swallozved with difficulty and
the saliva was continually flowing from her mouth ; but

she was able to walk three or four miles a day and was
accustomed to join in a game of cards. About two years

after the first attack she had another apoplectic fit, in

which she died. On post-mortem examination, there was
found to be a great amount of disease of the cerebral ves-

sels ; much blood, which had escaped from the pons was
effused at the base. Within the pons there was an old

brownish cyst. The central ganglia were healthy.

Dr. V. V. Adamson, of Holton, Kansas, records in the

Leavenworth, Kansas, Medical Herald the following case

of aphasia

:

Was called to see a Mr. Joseph S., aged about thirty-

two years ; found him a stout able-bodied German, of

marked nervo-bilious temperament ; is a farmer by pro-

fession and has never suffered from any serious illness

heretofore ; his ancestors have, as a rule, been healthy
and subject to no hereditary disease; yet a brother
.and one of his parents died of a disease simulating

tuberculosis.

The symptoms presenting were as follows : Skin moist
and of natural temperature, except over the left occipito-

temporal region, and extending as far forward as the
median line of the superciliary ridge ; it was here a few
degrees above the healthy standard ; tongue coated with
a heavy brown fur, except the tip ; bowels very much
constipated

;
pulse fifty-two, full, soft and compressible

;

respiration slow and principally abdominal; eyes injected;

pupils active under the stimulus of light; hearing dull;

complains of intense pain in the region of the middle
lobe of left hemisphere of cerebrum, is slightly comatose,
and unable to answer questions in a satisfactory manner.

From his wife I learned that for the last three weeks
he had been suffering from a mild form of intermittent

fever, of the quotidian type, yet he had- continued to

labor hard each day, in a stone quarry near by, until

three days previous to my seeing him ; was attacked with
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severe intercranial pain whilst lifting a heavy stone ; this

at once sent him to the house and to bed, and from that

time to the present he had suffered from this hard head-
ache, and that it was greatly aggravated each afternoon.

14th, A. M. Cephalalgia continues and is almost unen-
durable; hearing slightly improved; well-marked aphasia
has now presented itself, he being unable to communicate
his ideas either orally or written. Sulphate of quinia and
morphia ordered.

15th, A. M. Less pain; pulse fifty and stronger; paral-

ysis of left genio-hyo-glossus. Iodide of potassium added
to quinia and morphia.

i6th, A. M. Improving. Quininism apparent; strychnia

substituted,

19th, A. M. Cephalalgia, paralysis and aphasia continues

as when last described. I should have mentioned that

anorexia had been present from the beginning. The
iodide having produced irritability of the bowels, diminish

the quantity given to grs. v. every six hours. He is los-

ing strength.

20th, M. Continues to fail. Continue treatment.

2 1st. Failing. 22nd. Finding him still going down,
discontinue strychnia and resume quinia, grs. v, every two
hours, with morphia sufficient to control the intense pain,

23rd. Bears quinia well; evidently improving; pulse

sixty and regular; has slept some; tongue cleaning and
moist.

24th, Appetite returning; tongue still cleaning; intel-

lect clearing up ; is fully quininized ; strength improving.

Continue treatment.

25th. Tongue clean; bowels regular; paralysis of tongue
has disappeared; calls frequently for something to eat (by

signs). Continue treatment.

26th. Complains of but slight pain in his head ; aphasia

growing less ; in every other way he is rapidly improving.

No change in the treatment,

27th. Find him up and about the house ; no cephalalgia

whatever; has been trying to read the news, but gave

me to understand that it confused his ideas, and could not

comprehend what he read ; forbid any further attempt at

reading for the time being; withhold morphia; continue

quinia and the iodide.

30th. Has greatly improved, except in speech ; is now
perfectly rational upon all subjects ; is beginning to count

the cost of his sickness
;
gave me to understand that he
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considered himself well, or would be, if he could only-

talk or write, so as to be fully understood, and that from
this time on I could treat him by prescribing at the office,

and save him the expense of frequent professional visits.

Withdraw all remedies, save tonic portions of quinia three

times a day ; discharge him with instructions to report in

person once or twice a week.
Nov. 3rd. Was summoned in hot haste to see Mr. S.,

whom the messenger reports dead or dying. On my
arrival find him just coming out of a congestive chill;

attendants have used stimulants, both internally and ex-
ternally, with good effect ; resume the inevitable quinia
in full doses, with the addition of pulv. capsi. off.

;
push

it to complete quininism, which I keep up for some
days. From this time on he continued to improve, and
at the present time (Feb. nth), he is conducting the
affairs of his farm ; the aphasia in part remaining. The
most of the time it is impossible for him to call to mind
proper names; he cannot tell the name of his horse that

he is driving every day, his wife's or even his own name.
Yet he continues with true German tenacity to chase the
almighty dollar. During the latter part of November,
and through the months of December and January, Mr.
S. was without medication, yet his aphasia diminished in

the same ratio, as compared with the time he was kept
under the influence of remedies. At present he is taking
bromide of potassium, grs. xxv., three times a day.

Query.—Was this a case of aphasia from structural

lesion? If so, what was the nature of that lesion? It

could not have been emboli, for there was no anaemia

;

no rheumatic diathesis, and no disease of the heart or

arteries could be detected. Broca, Hughlings Jackson
and the Daxes would tell us there was lesion of structure
of the third convolution of the left anterior lobe of the
cerebrum. Receiving their pathology as correct, is it not
reasonable to suppose that there was rupture of an arterial

branch, which resulted in the formation of a clot ; and
that we have the aphasia disappearing as the clot is

absorbed? Or could it be that there was no lesion of
structure whatever, but only one of function, having as
its prime cause malarial poison, hence the regular ex-
acerbations, the urgent demand for antiperiodics, making
it a necessity to keep the patient fully quininized ; and
might not this excessive quinmism account for the aphasia
remaining, as at present it seems to be, from loss of
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memory? There are many respectable practitioners who
hold that if this remedy is pushed to excess, it will pro-

duce such an effect upon the mind.

Cases illustrating impair7nent of the power of intelligent

language, in connection ivith disease of the 7iervous

system.

I have drawn up the following cases from the

observations by others who have written in connection

with the subject of disease of the nervous system. I

have as much as possible confined myself to cases in

which post-mortem evidence of the change undergone by
the nervous structures had been obtained.

First, cases in which the right side of the brain was

the side diseased, and this alone, as determined by dis-

section, or assumed to have been so, according to the

symptoms

:

Case i.—Benjamin B , aged forty-eight, was admit-

ted into St. George's Hospital on the i6th of October,

1 86 1, with hemiplegia of the left side, the sensibility of

the skin being entire. He was quite rational, and said

that he had had a fit the day before. The muscles of

the face unaffected ; but the tongue was protruded to

the left side. Later on giddiness and loss of power of

sphincters supervened ; and on the 22nd, though he had
regained some use of the arm, his manner was confused,

and his articnlatioi less clear. " His manner became
more weak and lachrymose," and his speech became more
indistinct. Afterwards he rallied, so as to ask for what
he wanted. Subsequently he became worse, cried a great

deal, and "seemed to lose all power and will." An
abscess formed on his hip ; and later on he became
drowsy, then unconscious, and died on the i6th of

December.
After death the dura mater was found thickened, and

much fluid was found in the lateral ventricles and under
the arachnoid. The remains of two apoplectic clots were
found in the right cerebral hemisphere: one, indicated by
rusty discoloration, beneath the surface of the corpus

striatum and behind its center, of the size of a horse-

bean, and surrounded by soft cerebral substance ; the

other, anterior and external to this, between the corpus
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striatum and the Sylvian fissure, was larger and also of a

rusty color, the surrounding brain 7iot being softened.

Examined by the microscope, the smaller vessels were
found to be natural ; the larger ones very fatty. The
large ones at the base of the brain were natural. Nodula-
tions were found on the surface of one of the lateral

ventricles, in connection with which the case was described

in the British and Foreign Medico- Chiriirgical Review,
April, 1865, p. 305.

Case 2.—A woman aged seventy-nine, complained of
pain in the right side of the head, with numbness and
formication of the left arm and leg. There was some
impediment of speech. She became hemiplegic on the left

side.

After death, softening of the right cerebral hemis-
phere was found. No other organic alteration was found.

(Quoted from Copeman " On Apoplexy," p. 54.)

Case 3.—A gentleman aged fifty, subject to attacks

of giddiness and headache, attended by loss of recol-

lection and impaired speecli. The attacks subsequently
became more permanent, and he had violent paroxysms
of pain, at one time relieved by arsenic. Mania-like
attacks and then epileptic seizures came on, and then
attacks of stupor. He died after an apoplectic fit.

After death a large coagulum of blood was found in

the substance of the right hemisphere ; and the whole
arterial system of the brain was found much thickened
and " ossified." No other morbid appearance in the brain.

(Quoted from Abercrombie's " Researches on Disease of

Brain," 1834, p. 242.)

Case 4.—A gentleman had a blow on the back of

the head. Several days afterwards he had much pain at

the same part, where the scalp was tender. Subsequently,
along with other symptoms, he lost the use of the left

side of the bod)^, and nearly all the poiuer of speech. He
became drowsy and died.

After death a large quantity of blood was found on
the posterior surface of the right cerebral hemisphere,
which ran between the convolutions ; and much serum
was effused beneath the cerebral and spinal membranes
generally. (Quoted from Bright's " Reports of Medical
Cases," Vol. H., p. 268.)

Case 5.—William W , of short stature, but not of

full habit, enjoyed good health until the beginning of

June, 1829, when he frequently lost his sight several times
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a. day, so that suddenly, as he walked along the street,

he was in total darkness for a few minutes. Towards
the end of June he fell down unconscious, and had all

the symptoms of apoplexy. Having been bled and cupped,
he recovered his senses the next day ; but both the arm
and leg of the left side were completely paralyzed, and
his speech affected. Sickness and giddiness occurred later

on ; for which he was again treated—purged, blistered

and cupped—with relief. He recovered the use of his

hmbs eventually, and in the middle of September was
dismissed, having no complaint but a little unsteadiness
in his walk. {^Op. cit., Vol. H., p. 323.)

Case 6.—A man aged twenty-five, after headache had
numbness in the left arm, followed by left hemiplegia,
the mouth being drawn to the left, and the tongue pro-

truded to the same side. He did not, however, altogether

lose consciousness, " but the articulation of sounds was
lost." Delirium and erysipelas of the affected limb came
on and he died.

After death an abscess of the size of a chestnut was
found in the right half of the tuber annulare, but pass-

ing a little beyond the median line. (Quoted by Dr.

Copeman from the Medical Times, Vol. V., p. 60.)

Case 7.—A woman aged thirty-two, fell down in a fit

and became speechless. Her speech soon returned, and
she went to her w^ork next day. For a week she pro-

gressed well ; and then a second fit occurred, and she
again lost her speech. Later on weakness in the right arm
and leg came on. She died after a convulsive attack.

After death two clots of blood were found in the

right cerebral hemisphere, external to the lateral ventricle.

(Quoted from Dr. Boyd's " Contributions to the Pathology
of the Brain," in the Edin. Med. and Stirg. Journal, Case
No. 807.)

Case 8.—Mary M., aged thirteen, was in her usual

health at the beginning of May. She was sent by her

mother to a shop, and on her way fell down insensible.

She was found to be hemiplegic on the right side, and
to have lost all articulate speech.

On admission into the Bristol Royal Infirmary, June
5th, 1866, the right hemiplegia was almost complete. She
could not lift the right arm at all, nor flex the fingers

and she could scarcely stand. She could not walk at

all. Slight facial paralysis of right side. No paralysis

of tongue. Organs of special sense unaffected. Pupils
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natural. Sensation good everywhere. There was no loss

of the general faculty of speech, as she could express
herself fairly well by signs, and nodded or shook the

head rightly. She evidently understood all that was said

to her, and the expression of the face was very bright.

But she could not pronounce anything except " ta " and
"to," and had lost all power of saying another syllable.

She had never suffered from rheumatism ; had no valvu-

lar disease of the heart ; and was a pale, cachectic-looking

child.

June 20th. She had so far recovered as to be able to

walk about and to move the arm well, but she could not

clasp with the fingers. She had learned several words,

as " yes," " no," " tea," " bun," &c. She seemed very
bright, and read to herself with evident pleasure.

Two or three days after this her mother secretly

brought her in some cheese and port wine. She became
intoxicated, fell into a succession of convulsive attacks, and
sank during the night.

We were only able to examine the head :—Much black

discoloration along the fissure of Silvius on the left side.

Beneath this region was an old clot, partially discolored

with creamy brain-tissue all round it, the softening, ex-

tending slightly into the anterior lobe, but mostly into

the middle lobe, and implicating the corpus striatum,

except the upper layer of it. This clot was evidently the

result of a ruptured left middle cerebral artery. Just at

the commencement of the fissure of Silvius the artery

was enlarged to the size of a small haricot bean, and this

enlarged portion had given way. No plug was found in

any of the vessels. The posterior portion of the third left

frontal convolution was discolored for about one-fifth of an
inch in depth, and sensibly softened over a space the size

of a small walnut. The immediate cause of death was
the rupture of a vessel in the left lateral ventricle, on the

upper and outer side of it, just above the corpus stria-

tum. The whole of this ventricle was full of clot, which
filled all the cornua. and had found its way to a small

extent into the right lateral ventricle. The rest of the

brain was healthy. Considering the amount of lesion in

the corpus striatum, it seems extraordinary that she
should have recovered the use of the limbs so well.

Case 9.—Wm. D., aged forty-seven ; a great drunk-
ard. Right hemiplegia, with total loss of speech, except
that he utters the words "yes," "no," "pooh," "Lord-
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a-mercy." These he uses indifferently to express every-
thing; and when he is in a passion he will ejaculate
" Lord-a-mercy," evidently with the idea that he is using
an oath. He can, to some extent, express himself by
signs ; as when he can escape from his wife's surveillance

he is able to get spirits from a public house, and pay
for them without any assistance. He can write his own
name, and understand all that goes on. He has been
quite three years in this state ; and although the hemi-
plegia is much diminished, the loss of speech is the same.

Case io.—John S., aged thirty-five. At ten years old

he had right hemiplegia, loss of speech for three months.
For six months afterwards he had to learn to speak like

a little child. He has now contraction of the right wrist.

Although both these cases are still living, it is proba-
ble that they have suffered from a similar lesion to that

which caused the symptoms in the first patient, especially

when we view the symptoms in connection with the case
quoted by S. Van der Kolk (New Syd. Soc, Vol. IV., p.

165, note). "In consequence of a wound, a long splinter

from the os frontis above the left eye compressed the

anterior part of the left hemisphere, subsequently causing
loss of speech ; which faculty was completely regained
after the removal of the fragment by the trepan."

Some very striking cases, mentioned by Abercrombie
and Andral, show at least the connection between the

symptoms of loss of speech and lesion of some portion

of the left frontal convolutions.

No one can study Broca's views, nor the very excellent

papers which Dr. Hughlings Jackson has written on this

subject, without acknowledging that there is decided
evidence in favor of the seat of the faculty of articulate

speech being located in the posterior portion of the third

left frontal convolution. Dr. Jackson's papers are written

with so much scientific accuracy, and with so much candor
and fairness, that they are models of the result of medical
observation ; and in a late paper he modifies his adhesion
to Broca's views.

The following are exceptions to the rule:

Case ii.—S. Van der Kolk's case. (New Syd. Soc.,.

Vol, XI.) Right hemiplegia. Partial imbecility. She had
learned to speak, and made known her wants in broken
language. Atrophy of left hemisphere of brain and
atrophy of right side of body.
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Case 12.—Abercrombie on the Brain. (Case 37.) Right
side convulsed and then paralyzed. No loss of speech.

Two defined abscesses, containing six or eight ounces of
pus, one behind the other, in anterior part of left hemi-
sphere, near the surface. A small abscess in posterior por-

tion of right hemisphere. One would imagine that these

two large abscesses must have implicated more or less

all the convolutions of this anterior part of the brain.

Case 13.—Andral. (Clin. Med., Vol. V., p. 392.) No
paralysis. No loss of speech. Softening of base of anterior

part of left hemisphere over a space the size of a hen's &^^.
Case 14.—Andral. (P. 66.) Child, aged two. Perma-

nent contraction of limbs, especially of right forearm.

Intellect good. Speech good. The pathological appear-
ances are thus described :

" On trouva le lobe anterieur

de I'hemisphere gauche comme deprime par un sillon que
remplissait une infiltration sereuse de la pie-mere. Les
circonvolutions etaient refoulees en dedans, rapetissees

durcies et jaunatres : le septum lacidum n'existait point."

Case 15.—Mary Ann C, aged seventy-one Left hemi-
plegia. Speech not lost, but no words could be under-
stood. She sank in the course of two months. Clot
in middle of right hemisphere. Arteries of brain ather-

omatous. An exostosis, the size of a nut, from inner

table of left parietal bone.
Case 16.—Quoted by Abercrombie. (Appendix, Case

32.) Woman aged seventy-seven. Left hemiplegia. Loss
of speech. Large cancerous mass in right hemisphere.

Case 17—Quoted by Abercrombie. (Appendix, Case

35.) Boy, aged thirteen. Left hemiplegia. Loss of speech
and of memory. Tubercle, the size of an Q^^, and five

or six smaller masses in the substance of the right hemis-
phere. Pus between arachnoid and pia mater. Turpid
fluid in ventricles.

Case 18.—Andral. (P. 316.) Right hemiplegia. Loss
of speech. Clot in posterior lobule of left hemisphere.
With reference to this case, Andral says :

" If, then, a
former observation, in which we have also seen loss of
speech, seems to confirm the opinion which places this

faculty in the anterior lobules of the hemispheres, this

observation completely nullifies that opinion."
Case 19.—Andral. (P. 322.) Woman, aged fifty-five.

Right hemiplegia. Loss of voice and of speech. Extrav-
asation in middle of left hemisphere, and softening for

the space of two or three lines around it.
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Case 20.—Perhaps this case, quoted by Abercrombie,
(Appendix, Case 23), should be added : Man, aged twenty-
six. Severe and increasing headache. Impaired vision

and dilated pupil. Paroxysms of giddiness, with blindness,

loss of speech, stiffness of the limbs during the parox-
ysms ; then double vision, violent pain in the neck, with
convulsive paroxysms affecting the muscles of the neck,
and drawing the head violently backwards. Two months
after this he had numbness and spasmodic motions of the
superior extremities. After seven or eight months he
died suddenly in a fit resembling epilepsy. A hard tumor,
two inches long and an inch and a half broad, was firmly

attached to the tentorium, and imbedded in the posterior

lobe of the left hemisphere. It contained an ounce of
greenish pus, and the cerebral substance near it was
softened.

Case 21. Andral. (p. 454.) Woman, aged eighty.

Loss of speech, intellect clear. No motor paralysis. A
softening, the size of a large pea, just outside the pos-
terior extremity of left corpus striatum. A softening of
similar size exactly in the middle of right hemisphere.

Andral made the following remarks more than thirty

years ago :

Professor liouillard published some years ago a memoir filled with

curious facts, from which he thought himself able to draw the conclusion

that tlie formation of speech has as its instrument the anterior extremity

of each hemisphtTO, inasmuch as he found lesion of that part whenever
during life speech had been lost. But mark wliat our researclies have

shown us with reference to this question: In thirty-seven cases observed

by myself, or by otliers, in relation to hemorrliages and other lesions, in

which the alteration was situated in one or both of the anterior lobules,

speech was abolished in twenty-one cases and preserved in sixteen. On
the other hand, we have collected fourteen cases in which speech was
abolished without any alteration of the anterior lobules. Of these four-

teen cases seven were connected with disease of the middle lobe-, and

seven others with disease of the posterior lobes. Loss of speech is not

then the necessary result of lesion of the anterior lobes; and besides, it

may take place in cases where anatomy shows us no .-dteration in these

lobes. We will add that M. Lallemand has cited a case in which no other

alteration was found than softening of the white substance of the left

lobe of the cerebellum ; in this case the faculty of speech was completely

lost. You will read also in M. OUivier's work on the "Spinal Cord " an

observation of an individuul in whom one of the chief phenomena was
the loss of speech, at first incomplete, and then total; in this case the

meso-cephale was found softened at its interior surface to an extent equal

at least to a filbert.
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Professor Robert Bartholow, M, D., has said:

In regard to a case of aphasia, the subject of the lecture, so much
has been said on tlie subject of late in the medical journals, that it is

hardly necessary to say that ttiis term means loss of the faculty of

articulate language. But this definition applies in a restricted sense.

When I ask this patient a question, he comprehends me, but he replies iu

a manner quite unintelligible. 1 say to him, '• How long have you been in

this condition?" He replies, " Hode to-de hode." Eecognizing the

unsuitableness of these expressions, and being unable to recollect any
words, he shakes his head in a slow, sad way, that is quite touching. VV"e

find that his tongue is not paralyzed, for he protrudes it and moves it, as

you see, in every direction, at my request. He forms sounds and uses

phrases in his unknown language, and he utters the monosyllables " Y"e8
"'

and "No,"' although incorrectly, for he says ''yes '' when he means "no,"

and vice versa. His vocal organs are, therefore, not paralyzed. This is an

important fact for you to note; for if he had paralysis of the speech-

forming organs, his loss of language would be easily explained. You
perceive, further, tliat his faculties are intact ; that he appreciates events

about iiim, and reasons as \sell, probubly. as he ever did. He has also lost

the faculty of written language. He cannot write; neither is he able to

read the printed character. He sees them, but they convey no information

to his mind. Dr. Bartholow has at the present time under treatment a ^J
private patient, who has lost the faculty of written language only—in r~<

other words, he has amnesia of written language. Strange to say he can ^Z
write a note, but is unable in a short time after to read it. The writing is ^^
merely an automatic act. He cannot read. His books, his newspapers, his PI
papers, are as blank pages to him. He sees the characters, but they O
convey no meaning to his mind. Yet he converses well, and' although "'1

often at a loss for namts of persons and things, his command of language 3O
is quite extensive. Thus you see, we have amnesia of verbal language, -^
amnesia of written language, and we may also have amnesia of sign ( jj

language or gesture. The three may be combined, or may exist independ- "pz

ently, as in cases referred to. In a perfect case of aphasia, the faculties of

spoken, written and sign language will be abolished. This patient before

us has amnesia of spoken and written language, but not of signs. On the c73

contrary, we find that he expresses his thoughts quite freely by significant g«
gestures, and indeed, so readily d )e8 he resort to sign to make replies to

questions, that this fiict indicates the nature of his disability. He has also

right hemiplegia; but it is paralysis with rigidity. The fingers are flexed 5o
and the forearm bent at a right angle to the arm. The effort to extend the C^
arm gives pain. VVhen a single hair is seized, the patient cries out with ^
pain. There is, therefore, cutaneous hypersesthesia and the muscular ZZ
sensibility is heightened. C/3

The relation between right hemiplegia and aphasia, although a pretty

constant one, is by no means absolute. Various instances to the contrary

have been reported. The great frequency, however, of this relation, is a

most interesting fact. The brain is a symmetrical organ. The apparent

existence of a faculty upon one side, and not upon the other, is an excep-

tion to the " law of bilateral symmetry of the organs of relation," Mr.

5^

C/3
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Moxon has given us the most satisfactory of the numerous explanations

of this fact. He afBrms that education is unilateral, but the brain becomes
more and more unsymmetrical with the progress of education, and that

with great intellects goes unusual asymmetry. He concludes that one
side of the brain operates immediately, and the other consensually in all

symmetrical movements.

Do the facts which have been brought forward throw any light upon
this case before us? We see that the lesion is on the left side; we have

learned that this rigidity of the paralyzed pares is associated with an

irritative lesion above the corpus striatum and optic thalamus; and as

aphasia is a pre-eminent symptom, we locate ttie lesion in the left

anterior lobe—probably involving the hinder part of the third left frontal

convolution.

We have now to consider the cause of the lesion producing the

symptoms in the case. Our patient is about forty years of age, and

presents the aspect of robust health. He has not labored under kidney

disease, and this it a material fact, for we find many cases of cerebral

disease depentlent upon granular degeneration of the kidneys. He has,

it is supposed, drank more or less whisky, but he does not appear to be
damaged by this habit. He does not present any of the evidences of

cardiac disease, which, as Dr. .Jackson has shown, is so common a cause

of right hemiplegia. He is a painter by profession, and occupies a large

part of his time in mixing paints, the most hazardous in respect to toxic

eflfects of the employment of a paintei*. When he came into the house he

had a distinct blue line on the gums, and a general slate-colored line of the

mucous membrane. This seemed an explanation of the symptoms in this

case. We know that lead has a special affinity for nervous matter.

The treatment which was pursued in this case was based upon this

idea: He was ordered ten grains of the iodide of potassium three times

daily. In addition to this there was injected into the paralyzed limbs

cue-fourth grain of strychnia. To overcome the rigidity, tliere was added

to the injection the last few times one-ninth grain of atrophia, and with a

beneficial result. Under this treatment he has certainly improved.

Dr. J. C. Dalton has remarked as follows :

Aphasia takes up a topic which has excited much discussion at the

hands of able writers on both sides, and the theory it propounds hav-

ing been debated with varying fortunes for something like thirty or

forty years. It is very certain that if we could succeed in locating

in any particular part of the brain so veiy important and peculiar a

function of mental power as that ot speech, it would not only be of

great moment in itself, but it would have a strong bearing upon the

old doctrine of Gall and Spurziieim concerning the location of all the

mental faculties in special parts of tlie brain. This gives the subject

additional interest.

We have traced very satisfactorily and completely the history of

the various attempts to localize the faculty of speech—first, in the

anterior lobes of the brain; then in tlie tliird convolution of this lobe;

and, finally, in the wiiole region supplied by the left middle cerebral
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artery. It has brouoht out very clearly the distinction, of cardinal

importance, between ataxic aphasia, dependent on inability to co-ordinate

the muscles of articulation, and amnesic, or true aphasia, dependent on

the loss of the mental power to remember words or to represent ideas

by them. A point new to me, and of the greatest interest, is the

ingenious explanation given of the habitual occurrence of aphasia as a

result of lesion of the left hemisphere, talien in connection with its

occasional occurrence from lesion of the right—the theory that this is

analogous to right—and left-handedness, and due not to original diflference

in function of the two hemispheres, but to their independent action, and

to the earlier and stronger development of the left, so that it comes to

be used in preference to tlie right, and acquires its predominent

functional power by this kind of education.

There is a consideration which strikes me as important in judging

of tlie value of the very numerous cases adduced in support of the

localization of the faculty of language; that is, to determine exactly

what the faculty of language is. Is there any distinct mental endowment
which we can designate as this faculty—that is, as the faculty of articulate

speech? For there are, as it seems to me, two essential diflferent kinds

of language — one possessed by animals, sometimes even in greater

perfection than by us; the other peculiar to us. There is a language

altogether emotional—springing from the emotions and appealing to

them—which conveys very definite information within its own sphere;

this is the language of expression. When we observe the vocal sounds

of a dog or cat, for example, and the postures and movements that

accompany them, we know perfectly well whether the animal is pleased

or angry, frightened or feeling at ease. Perhaps nearly all the emotions

may be thus expressed, without articulate language, simply by the tones

of the voice and the manner in which they are emitted. This language

we, of course, possess in common with animals, though not to the same

•extent as they.

But when we come to articulate speech, that is a very different thing.

The word which we employ to represent an idea is entirely an arbitraiy

symbol, it has nothing of the character of the object for which it stands.

Articulate language, then, is a series of sounds arbitrarily determined

on to represent our ideas. In order to use it, or to comprehend it, it is

necessary that the memory should be very highly developed ; and I am
not sure but that may be all that is necessary; but the "faculty of

language" may be simply a very highly developed function of memory.
We know that a deficiency of memory always produces difficulty in the

use of language. And the cases most interesting to us, in this point of

view, are those of pure amnesic aphasia, where there is no paralysis of

the muscles of voice or of articulation, but simply loss of memory of

words. I think every one has felt more or less of a transient deficiency

in the power of language from a momentary failure of memory. It

requires no apoplexy or embolism to make us conscious that at some
. times we cannot command words as well as at others. The words we
are most apt to forget are those expressing a rather complicated idea.

We never have any difficulty in recalling words expressing ideas simple
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and familiar, as dog^ ccd^ io-moiTow. yesterday; but those required to

express the exact shade of meaning of ideas perhaps complicated,

perliaps unfamiliar, as reputed, transubstantiate, rehabiliate, these words

whicli now and then elude us. We loose, too, the names of unfamiliar

persons or things. I suppose every one has gone up to a door, rang

the bell, and then been covered with confusion at his inability to

remember the name of the person he was to see; or has been telling a

story, and suddenly forgotten the very word that was to give it point.

I was once relating a humorous incident, the wliole gist of which

depended upon the contents of a bottle which a gentleman had been

handling in a careless fashion, and upon his terror upon being told

what lie was doing. I knew, as soon as I liad begun the narration,

that I had forgotten the name of the liquid in the bottle, and that if I

did not recall it in time my story would fall perfectly flat. I had in

mind all the while the appearance and character of the liquid—an oily

compound, highly explosive, and by no means to be knocked about

in the rough manner I was describing; but it was only at the veiy

instant it was wanted that the name nitro-glycerine came to me. We
see, then, that words are forgotten by men in perfect health. 1 do not

think that we can draw any sharp line of distinction between the failure

of language in these cases and that observed in the morbid condition

known as complete aphasia. When the apliasia is complete, I suspect

that it is nothing but simple loss of memory.
Now, can we locate this faculty of memory, if you choose to call it

such? Can we place it in the anterior lobe, or in those parts of the

brain in the neigliborhood of the fissure of Sylvius ? We have noticed,

in reviewing all the cases reported, that at first there were quite a number

showing the occurrence of aphasia with injury of the anterior lobes;

after a time there were others showing injury of these lobes, and even

an entire destruction of them, without aphasia, and consequently the

theory which located the faculty of language here had to be given up.

Then, from certain cases exhibiting aphasia with lesion only of the third

left frontal convolution, the faculty was located in this more limited

spot; but since that time there have been many cases in which this

convolution has been nearly or quite destroyed, and yet no aphasia had

existed. I fully agree that these negative cases are entirely sufficient

to overturn the theory, that the power of language exists exclusively

in this part of the brain. But may it not be questioned whether it exists

exclusively in any part of the brain? There is no distinct line of demar-

cation between any two parts of the hemispheres. We find the two

opposite sides fully connected by the transverse commissure, and fibres

from all parts of the anterior, middle and posterior lobes converge to

form the cerebral peduncle. If we were to depend alone upon the

anatomy of the fibres of the brain, I do not think we could form any a

priori notion of the possibility of locating any faculty in any one part.

I think it possible that the brain may act always as a whole, and that, if

the power of language depends simply upon a highly developed faculty

of memory, we may regard the memory as located in the whole brain,

right and left side alike, both acting together. How, then, have we loss
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of memory when a limited part alone is injured ? I think that is explained

by the dimunition of the functional power in an organ, which acts as a

whole by the injury of any part of it. Perhaps if we had as many cases

of embolism of the posterior lobes as the anterior, we should have aphasia

as often resulting from lesion of tliese lobes.

The most curious thing about aphasia is its occurrence, in such a vast

preponderance of cases, in connection with hemiplegia of the right side.

I think the explanation we liave heard is the first which has been offered

at all satisfactory—Moxon's theory of the habitual left-bandedness, so to

speak, of the brain. Until this was suggested, there seemed to be a good
deal of force in the argument of Broca's opponents, that he gave different

functional endowments to corresponding parts of an organ so symmetrical

as the brain. But tlie new suggestion meets this very happily. 'J'here

would seem to be a certain analogy between the habitual use of the left

brain and that of the right hand, and yet the analogy may not be so close

as it first appears. There is a mechanical necessity for using one hand or

foot rather than both in many cases; and if the right happens to be

originally a little the stronger, it gets the preference, and then holds it by
virtue of education and habit. 1 think it doubtful, however, whether we
can extend this analogy much further. 1 do not know of any reliable

facts to show that we use one eye or one ear rather than the other ;^

certainly there is no evidence that one lung, or one kidney, or other

symmetrical viscus, has any precedence over its fellow, as there is no

apparent necessity for it. It is questionable, therefore, whether we can

credit the left half of the brain with greater functional activity than the

riglit. But if we admit it—and it is claimed, that the left side is the

earlier developed and the better nourished—may not this superior activity

and efficiency afford the explanation of the fact that aphasia occurs

oftenest with lesion of this side? If the left hemisphere is the stronger

and the more used, it is this which will assist us the most in the use af

language, as in other mental processes. Consequently, lesion of this

hemisphere will be most likely to produce aphasia in all its varieties, from

the simple forgetfulness of particular words to the complete form where

all power of articulate expression is lost. I think it possible to explain all

the facts in this way.

Although, then, many instances appear to point to the location of the

faculty of speech in some part of the brain situated near the fissure of

Sylvius, I doubt very much whether we can place it exclusively in so broad

a defined region as this; and I am in still greater doubt whether we can

locate this faculty, or any faculty, upon one side of the brain alone.

In the Medical Times and Gazette, Henry Carnley,

M. D., London, in reporting the case of a female patient

under his care, who is unable to express by words the

ideas she wishes to convey, remarks

:

That in the expression of words a long practice has produced such an
" association " in the action of certain muscles that we as readily pro-

nounce the word " clock " upon seeing either a clock or the word " clock "
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on hearing the sound " clock," as we exactly measure the distance

between the morsel on the plate and our own mouth.

Although this latter is wholly a matter of experience, and only

acquired by constant practice, persons differ greatly, even ia health, in

this matter of association. Some orators would find it hard to write

down beforehand any speech to be made, but can easily and fluently talk

upon the occasion, the written symbol being inadequate to call up any
association of ideas, while they can readily form such association by the

sound of words. Therefore, in any cerebral disorder or injury, it is

reasonable to suppose the weaker association would be lost first, so that

the optical impression and association being stronger, things will be

thought of as they appear, and the visual symbol remain associated when
the association of sight and sound is absent. Again, it is quite possible

that the sound expressed by another may recall the sight of the object

such sounds represent, when the patient cannot associate the two himself,

so that the idea (memory or optical impression) of the thing may not

recall the sound ; or again, and tliis more frequently, (this is the case in

the patient under observation,) the muscular association of speech fails to

associate itself with the sight or sound of the object. Dr. C.'s patient

knows perfectly well her friends and their names, but cannot associate the

two ; and having expressed a wrong name, will frequently, knowing it to

be wrong, endeavor to recollect the riglit one, and then, sighing, give it

up in despair. So complete is the association and want of correct associa-

tion evident, that very often, liaving commenced a sentence, she wiU
complete it by another, the words of which are correctly associated, but

have no connection with the previous parts of the sentence, and do not

at all express what she wishes to convey, and on many occasions she has

laughed heartily at the incongruity of the whole.

One author therefore suggests that it is in association simply that a

large number of aphasics fail, and that such associations of the senses and
muscular association will not be connected with any particular cerebral

lesion, but with any that will destroy temporarily or permanently those

associations which a long process of education has afiected.

At the meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of

Science, lield at Norwich, from the 19th to 25th of August, 18G8, the inter-

est of the medical philosophers culminated in the three following papers :

"The Physiology of Language," by Dr. Hughlings Jackson; *'0n the

Seat of the Faculty of Articulate Language," by Professor Paul Broca, of

Paris; and " On the Power of Utterance in Respect of its Cerebral Bear-

ings and Causes," by Mr. R. Dunn. In reality these tliree papers were

upon aphasia, and Professor Broca had discovered the cause in 1861.

Two facts he noticed : one was that when speech was gone by aphasia,

there was always some lesion of the brain; sometimes there were condi-

tions that leave no trace of disease in the brain, but tliis does leave some;
the other fact was that this alteration or lesion was almost always in the

left hemisphere of the brain. He thought at first it was always in the

left side, but it is now known to occur in the riglit side, perhaps once in

fifty cases. It is therefore exceptional. A third fact was that the lesion

of the brain involved almost invariably part of the third convolution.
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He bad given numerous proofs of it; first the traumatic, wherein he and

others had observed the destruction of this part of the brain, and lan-

guage was destroyed. This class of cases was more demonstrable than

that from disease. He had seen three cases of traumatic injury on the

right side, and speech continued till death. Traumatic cases, therefore,

prove that the left, and not the right side affects speech when the part

described is involved. Of pathological cases the lesion is almost constant

on the left side ; exceptions are very rare, and are of two kinds. Some-
times the lesion is on the right side, and sometimes it is neither on the

right nor left, but very near to the third convolution on the left. He had

seen it in the groove near the third convolution. In summing up, he

stated that the seat of articulate language is at the posterior part of the

third convolution; this convolution of the right and the left side possesses

the same function ; but why aphasia was produced by lesion on the left

side, and not on the right, was a question still unsolved.

A very animated discussion took place.

Dr. Bateman, of Norwich, had collected seventy-five observations of

aphasia, and in twenty-seven there were autopsies. In thirteen there

were lesions elsewhere than in the anterior lobes; in five none at all.

There were twenty-two against, and five only in favor of Professor

Broca's theory.

Professor Hughes Bennett, in some lengthy remarks, expressed his

belief that the left side of the brain received more blood than the right,

which might possibly explain why the left side exerted such an influence

upon the fiiculty of speech.

Sir Duncan Gibb thought it worthy of mention, that in a large num-
ber of cases of functional aphonia he had found the left side of the larynx

at fault, probably, to the best of his recollection, to the extent of seventy-

five per cent. In aphasia the organs of speech were not involved, as

stated by Professor Bennett.

Dr. Humphry, of Cambridge, was opposed to the localization of

organs in the brain; he was in favor of unity, and the structure of the

brain favored that view. He confessed that he was prejudiced against

the theory of Professor Broca.

Mr. Gilson and Professor Voit also made some remarks.

It must be stated that Professor Broca, in reply, combated with great

ability the objections to his theory, and explained away the cases referred

to by Dr. Bateman.

The subject is still open to further investigation.

Dr. Frederick Bateman, M.R, C, London, Physician to the Norfolk

and Norwich Hospital, records in the Journal of Mental Science, for Octo-

ber, 1868, p. 345, the clinical history of the cases of aphasia, referred to by
him in the above discussion. In a previous number of the same journal

<April, 1868, p. 74), he at length critically reviews the question of the

localization of the faculty of speech, as illustrated by the labors of the

French, Dutch and German pathologists, as well as by those of the differ-

ent branches of the Anglo-Saxon race.

Case 22.—George C , aged fifty-one, was admitted
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in a state of unconsciousness. For a year and a half he
had chpped his words, and been inarticulate. He often

appeared to be drunk, when in reality he had not at

all exceeded. Four months before admission he had a
" fit," with numbness of the left side of the body, and
contortion of the face ; but he did not then lose con
sciousness. He died after an attack attended by uncon-
sciousness. On post-mortem examination the cranial bones
were found to be in a natural state, and the brain was
firm and apparently healthy. The cerebral arteries at

the base were atheromatous.
Case 23.—Charles H , aged twenty-six, was admitted

into St. George's Hospital. He had had no regular " fit "
;

but about six days previously he had been affected by gid-

diness, and two days previously had lost his power of speech.

Hemiplegia on the right side had followed, without any fit

having occurred. On admission he was hemiplegic, could

not speak, and intimated his wishes by movements of the

left one. Temperature under right axilla, 103 4-10°; in

left one, 103°. After death it was thought that in the

general white substance of the brain there was a want
of firmness ; but this was very uncertain. The whole of

the basilar artery, and the adjoining quarter of an inch

of the right vertebral artery, were plugged up and
distended by buff-colored coagulum, which was more or

less adherent. The other vessels of the brain were
natural.

Case 24.—Matthew B , aged thirty-five, was admitted

into St. George's Hospital, with renal disease. He
had had " fits " and other cerebral symptoms. There
was no paralysis. The speech had been noticed as being

slozv for some days, and the intellect rather obtuse. On
admission he was hemiplegic on the right side ; he was
unintelligible, and made no attempt to speak. Later on
he could understand everything ; but his speech remained

inarticulate. After death the ventricles of the brain were
found very distended, especially the left one, which was
three times larger than its fellow. Otherwise the brain

was natural.*

Case 25.—J. W , a compositor, was under pri-

vate care for pains in the head, &c. There was no

paralysis. His most important symptoms were written

• 1 have notes of other cases in which it would seem that hemiplegia was due to

extensive effusion into the cerebral ventricles. Bonetur, in his " Sepulchretum,"

pp. 369, 370, describes such.
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down by himself as follows :
—

" From having a strong

mental faculty, retentive memory, and accurate spelling

of words, &c., in the printing business, I was seized one

day suddenly with inaction, not being able to articulate,

I remain now very absent. Can converse much better

;

but hesitate in finding language. Well know what I

require ; and can attend to the business as regards

general health. Sometimes I write all sorts of inaccura-

cies. Once again this week was quite paralyzed in a

desire to explain a matter of business at the office for

upwards of half an hour. It then passed off to some
extent. I am now uncertain in calculation, and am not

at all like a fortnight since you left me. My frequent

absence causes me thus to explain to you my case, as

I feel much alarmed." The above remarks were written

quite legibly, and in all respects well. I never saw this

patient again so as to watch him, and cannot say how
the case ended.—(Dr. Ogle.)

Case 26.—Thomas B , aged sixty-one, was an out-

patient at St. George's Hospital, with "general paralysis"

of six months' standing, which began with what was
termed " thickness of speech," and frothing of the mouth
in speaking. He fancied he lost things, and mistook the

names of people and places. The speech was stammering,

and soon became more affected and unintelligible. Great

tremor of the hands and head came on. After this

lost sight of him.

Case 27.—A man aged sixty-eight was suddenly seized

with loss of speech, but no weakness in the limbs. After

two years his articulation was little impaired. He could

move his tongue, swallow, and taste well. " His malady,
therefore, appears to have been oblivion of words, which
extended equally to writing as to speaking, but which
is considerably diminished since the first attack. The
faculties of his mind are in other respects good.

Dr. Pavy observes of this case: "This example seems
similar to what we see every day with regard to persons

who understand but cannot speak Latin, French, and
other languages. The sound or sight of a word imme-
diately suggests the idea and corresponding word in

English; but the converse does not take place." In

connection with the above remark I would quote the

following case :

Case 28.—Dr. Rinkenbach* relates the case of a

* See Arch. Gen. 1865, Vol. II., p. 105.
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soldier who spoke French and German (his native

language), and who became hemiplegic on the right side

and quite lost his speech, the movements of the tongue
being quite free. At first, though he apparently compre-
hended all, he could only say "yes" and " no" (in German).
At the end of three weeks he had recovered the memory
of a great number of words, and at the end of two weeks
he was able to converse so as to make those around
understand him. All this was, however, in German—for

he remained singularly enough, unable to reply to

questions in the French language. Eventually he
recovered to a great degree the power of speaking also

in French. The hemiplegia persisted.

Case 29.—A man, aged thirty-five, the subject of

syphilis, and latterly of convulsive attacks affecting mainly,

though not entirely, the left side of the body, was
brought into the hospital on February 6th, 1862, in a

convulsive seizure, but perfectly conscious. He wrote
down what he wished to say, for lie was unable to speak

so that people could understand him. After the attack

was over the left side of the body was found weaker
than the right. More convulsive attacks came on, con-
sciousness remaining, and he died on the 23rd. After
death syphilitic disease of the cranium and dura-mater
on right side was found. The brain was otherwise

healthy.

Case 30.—An unmarried woman, aged thirty, lost

the use of her left side immediately after a menstrual
period, and had two subsequent similar attacks. Sub-
sequently she was the subject of "struggling fits," in

which the left side was chiefly, if not entirely, affected,

and the intellect was seriously disturbed. " Each
hemiplegic attack comprised the loss of sensation and of

motion of the left side, as also affection of speech.''

Case 31.—John B , aged forty-nine, out-patient,

a painter, suffering apparently from lead-poison. It was
stated that his illness began with " loss of power of

speech," and want of power of the limbs on the right

side of the body. Subsequently he was unconscious for

three days. When seen he was again quite conscious,

but was unable to express himself quite rightly. He
became very obtuse in understanding and in talking, and
had convulsive attacks, in one of which he died. After

death we found the right corpus striatum and optic

thalamus broken down by extravasation of blood. Some
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blood was also extravasated into the center of the pons
Varolii.*

Case 32.—James L , aged thirty-two, was admitted
on June 24th, 1863, with fracture of the third, fourth, fifth,

and sixth cervical vertebrae, and almost complete
severance of the spinal cord at the lower part of the

cervical region.

Remained quite conscious, but ^vas unable to articjilate.

He had neither power of movement nor any sensibility

of the skin in any part below the clavicles. He died

two days afterwards. Temperature in axillae, 103° ; in

popliteal space, 102°. The brain was not examined.
Case 33.—Dr. Alison, of Edinburgh, records a case of

which I give the following abstract : A man, aged
thirty-two, intemperate and paraplegic, had epileptic

attacks, the last one resembling an apoplectic seizure.

Since then his speech was imperfect
;

partly, perhaps, as

Dr. Alison observed, "from forgetfulness of words, as

well as from impeded articulation." There was no
paralysis ;

" Though the temporal muscles act in rather

an unusual manner, and would lead to the suspicion that

the motor branch of the fifth nerve, or that nerve itself,

near its origin, was affected. The impediment of the

speech would also indicate an impaired condition of the

ninth nerve, either in its course, or near its origin. To
be sure, the diagnosis was not always clear between
forgetfulness of language and actual physical hesitation,

depending on diminished nervous power."
Case 34.—Arthur H , aged two years and a half,

out-patient, was said to have inflammation of the brain

nine months previously. For six months he had gradually

been losing all power of speech and of hearing, but could

quite freely move the tongue. Previously he had had a

fall downstairs. No further history.

Case 35.—Joseph S , aged sixty-eight, was admitted
into St. George's on March 30th, 1857, for the removal
of a small tumor at the right side of the nose. After
operation he did well until the 8th of April, when ery-

sipelas came on. From this he recovered, and was going
about the ward on the i8th. On the following day he
had a kind of fit, during which, although quite sensible,

he was quite unable to articulate words. He gradually

• This case is one of a series which I have collected, showing the more unusual
pathological appearances in paralysis, especially lesion of the brain correspordlng
with the paralysis.
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sank, and died after frequent convulsions. After death
much recently-formed fibrine was found in the subarach-
noid spaces, covering both cerebral hemispheres, and also,

though to a less extent, at the base of the brain. The
arteries of the brain were in some places atheromatous.
The brain itself was generally softened, but otherwise
natural.

Case 36. — William M , aged twenty-seven, was
admitted, having been phthisical for eighteen months.
On the night of 21st he had suddenly lost all poiver of

' speech, after having had an attack of vomiting and
pain in the head. When admitted he was in a speech-
less state, but apparently understood all that was said.

Indications of arachnitis came on, and preceded death,

which occurred three days after admission. After death
the cerebral convolutions were found flattened, and the
ventricles distended, the central white parts of the brain

being softened. Much soft fibrine existed beneath the
arachnoid membrane, but no tubercle in any part of the

brain. Tubercles existed in the lungs and mesenteric
glands.

Case 37.—Sarah T , aged forty-two, was admitted
unwilling and unable to give any account of herself.

There was no indication of febrile action going on.

One week previously, whilst in good health and vigor,

she had suddenly lost speech, no loss of power of

any part or strabismus being indicated, and she had con-

tinued in this speechless state. On the 27th she had
no sleep, and the pulse was found to be 102 per

minute. She became unconscious and died August 1st.

After death the ventricles of the brain were found dis-

tended, and the fornix softened. Soft fibrine was found
beneath the arachnoid at the base of the brain, corre-

sponding to the third ventricle and the right Sylvian

fissure. No tubercle was found in the brain, but much
in the lungs.

Case 38.—A woman, aged thirty, had had symptoms of

cerebral disease, including partial impairment of memory
and speech. For some time the speech continued affected,

and at length she had an apoplectic attack. After death

no vestige of disease could be discovered in the brain or

any other organ. Case quoted by Dr. Copeman (58) from
Abercrombie's work.

Case 39.—Richard W , aged fifty-two, out-patient,

suffering from lead-poisoning. His illness began with
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melancholy. His speech was difficult, and he said he had
become " bothered " in bringing out his words. No par-

alysis noticeable. No further history.

Case 40.—Mary L , aged twenty, was admitted into

St. George's, March 26th, 1845, with tuberculosis of most
of the organs of the body. The speech was noticed as

being very remarkably " slow." * She had had epileptic

attacks, and had several in the hospital. She died April

9th, and after death nothing but slight congestion was
found about the brain.

Case 41.—George L , aged thirty-eight, was admitted
on January 31st, 1866, with paralysis of the left arm, of

one month's duration. Subsequently there was twitching

of the left side, and for a time he had the greatest diffi-

culty in speaking, but afterwards could answer questions
sensibly. The right pupil was smaller than the left one.

The urine contained granular casts and sarcinse. He had
a convulsive fit, and subsequently died. After death the
brain was found very anaemic, and the gray matter very
pale, all the blood-vessels being empty. The brain was
everywhere firm.

Case 42.—Robert E , aged thirty, out-patient,

described himself as having been "bad for two or three
years," owing to a sunstroke. When a boy he had had
syphilis. Three weeks before attendance he had had a
" fit," attended by vomiting, of several hours' duration.

From this he appears to have quite recovered. When
seen he had much pain in the head. The only indication

of paralysis was a slight drawing of the mouth to the left

side. The speech was noticeable as being remarkably
slow and measured. Soon ceased to attend.

Case 43.—John W , a compositor, under my care
formerly at the dispensary, had had an attack in which he
quite lost consciousness, followed by tremor of the facial

• An interestiDg instance of slownest of speech in a case of hard tumor of the
anterior lobe of the right cerebral hemispliere is related by Dr. Mesnet in the
^

' Archives Generdles deMed." for May, 186i, p. 513. The intellect was seriously

affected. " Les responses sont lentes, niais justes, quoiqu'il laisse toujours un cer-

tain Intervalle entre ie moment de la question et celui de la response." The words,
however, always responded to the idea which the patient wished to express. The
case is recorded in connection wi'h epilepsy and certain peculiar circular movements
to which he was subject. This excessive slowness of speech, unattended by any
want of mental apprehension, has often been noticed in connection with other symp-
toms in a variety of cerebral affections. I find it noticed by Dr. Boyd in a case of

cancer of the dura mater, covering the outer and upper part of the /e/< side of the

brain, affecting the brain-substance (see No. 784 of his cases, before quoted). It is

also noticed in one of our hospital cases, one of serous effusion into the cerebral

ventricles, with paralysis of all the limbs.
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muscles and occasional double sight. Subsequently he
went out of London for some weeks, and when he returned
it was noticed that he clipped his ivords. He thought that
he had bitten his tongue. This was now noticeable about
his speech—that he could not, as he said, " collect his

mind quickly enough to speak when necessary." No
further history.

Case 44.—A needlewoman, also a dispensary patient,

was evidently suffering from severe cerebral mischief, had
attacks of vomiting, and was at times Jinable to speak
for half an hour, the memory and mind being, notwith-
standing, at that time apparently very good. No positive

indication of paralysis existed ; but the arms were com-
plained of as being often cold. She continued under care
for some time, during which she was seized with loss of
speech, lasting for twenty minutes, excepting so far as

to say " No, no." Her memory, chiefly of familiar places,

became at times effaced. No further notes of the case.

Case 45.—Frederick C , an out-patient at the hos-

pital, aged thirteen, was in manner usually " babyish,"
with large pupils and a staring look, having the right arm
longer than the other one. He was quite able to under-
stand what was said, but could not talk beyond barely
answering questions, saying "Yes" or "No." Event-
ually he becam.e mischievous in habits. At a later period
the left shoulder and arm diminished in power. Then
lost sight of him.

Case 46.—A boy, aged two years and nine months,
an out-patient, and very irritable, had had many fits, in

which he lost consciousness. When he was brought to the

hospital he was quite intelligent, but never could be made
to speak, though he would make all efforts with his mouth
and tongue, whose movements were quite free, so as to

do so. He remained under care for a short time. No
paralysis existed.

Case 47.—Abraham S , aged thirty-nine, a coach-
man, out of work for six months, became an out-patient

with pain at the vertex of the head, which came on the

day before. He stated that he had '•' lost his speech
"

entirely three months previously, but regained it. When
seen, the tongue was tremulous, and there was stammer-
ing and stuttering of most of his words. There had never
been any loss of power of any of the limbs.

Case 48.—Sarah B , aged fifty-four, became an out-

patient, with pain in the right side of the head. The sight
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of the right eye was gone, owing to disease of the eye-
ball, which was constantly oscillating in its movements.
She stammered whenever she spoke, and, as she observed,

was " unable to pronounce certain words." Among other
mis-pronunciations, she always said " eskwith " instead of
" quite." She soon ceased to attend.

Case 49.—H. S , aged thirty-seven, was an out-

patient, with general paralysis of the insane. He had two
or three convulsive attacks, and his speech had become
sloiv and hesitating. Tremulous movements of the muscles
of the face, forehead and tongue existed, especially on
the left side. No further history, except that when seen
there was no paralysis of the limbs.

Case 50.—William T , aged seventy-two, an out-

patient, had suffered from hemiplegia, first on one side

and then on the other. He was quite intelligent, and for

the most part intelligible; but at times could not pro-

nounce his words clearly, sliding them one into another.

At a later date I find it noted that he often pronounced
words wrongly, and that he spoke of himself as calling

things " backwards like." He sometimes stuttered, espe-
cially at night-time. No further history.

Case 51.—W. W , an out-patient, aged twenty-two,
had had an attack of partial unconsciousness some weeks
before. He gradually became more conscious, and could
put out the tongue when asked, but to every question

never replied anything but " Yes." It was said that in a

week's time he spoke much better, but still mispronounced
words. No paralysis existed. He soon ceased to attend.

Case 52.—Thomas W , out-patient. Had had a fit

some weeks previously. Pain across the forehead remained,
and the speech was stammering, and had been so since

the fit. There was no loss of power or sensibility of the
skin in any part, excepting that the left side of the face
was wanting in expression. He soon ceased to attend.

In 1868, Dr. Seguin reported fifty cases of aphasia^

in forty-three of which aphasia occurred with right

hemiplegia ; three in which aphasia occurred with left

hemiplegia; two in which aphasia occurred with double

hemiplegia, and two in which aphasia occurred without

hemiplegia. Trousseau, in 1865, reported 125 cases of

aphasia with right hemiplegia, and ten cases of aphasia

with left hemiplegia. Baillarger reported thirty cases of
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aphasia with right hemiplegia, and one with left hemi-

plegia. Hughlings Jackson reported thirty-four cases of

aphasia with right hemiplegia, and three cases with left

hemiplegia. Dr. Austin Flint, Sr., reported four cases of

aphasia with right hemiplegia, and the New York Hospital

forty-three of aphasia with right hemiplegia, and three

cases Avith left hemiplegia. The left anterior lobe has

been found damaged 514 times in autopsies, by M. Dax,

S. Dax, Bouillaud, Trousseau, Vulpian, New York Hospital,

Jackson, Richardson and Prof. A. Clark. The right an-

terior lobe only twice. The third frontal convolution was

reported damaged in aphasia nineteen times by Seguin,

and he also reported three cases of aphasia with no

lesion.

Finally, impairment of the power of intelligent lan-

guage is due generally to lesion of that part of the

left cerebral hemisphere supplied by the left middle

cerebral artery ; notably the corpus striatum, island of

Reil, and posterior part of the third frontal convolution

of the left side of the brain.
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DEFINITION of this subject is confessedly difficult,

but advancement in intimate knowledge of the varied

and once obscure and unrecognized phases of insanity

and other disorders of the nervous system, brings us

nearer to a correct comprehension of the real nature of

mental disease.

Definitions of insanity have hitherto been predicated

on either the personal observation of the individual

definer, or upon his theoretical conception of what ought

to constitute mind deranged, as contradistinguished from

mind rational, or upon both observation and conjecture.

Definitions have also often been embarrassed by hypo-

thetical conceptions of the nature of the human mind

and its operations in health.

A correct comprehension of the subject can only be

satisfactorily reached by joint presentation and free dis-

cussion of all of its multiform phases, as gleaned from

the experience of all alienists, and a thorough examina-

tion of the symptom data of mental derangement, with

a view to reaching what is common to all of its forms

and underlies all of its symptomatology.

The many definitions of this subject, more or less

accurate, but none perfect, have grown out of individual,

rather than collective, attempts to define this difficult

subject, and the mistaken idea that it is essential to have

a certain definite metaphysical conception of the nature

of mind to correctly define it when it is disordered,

* Read before the Mississippi Valley Medical Association, Sept. 23rd, 188t.
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whereas the real nature of mind, whether it be a force of

matter or a psychical entity allied to matter as the physical

substratum of its functional display, is not important.

The essential fact to a correct comprehension of in-

sanity has been demonstrated and is beyond disproof,

namely : that whatever conception we may hold as to

the essential nature of mind, it is allied in all its mani-

festations to organism and can not in Hfe be dissevered

from it. From Coelius Aurelianus and Celsus to Hippo-

crates, Broussais, Rush, and all the later reputable writers

of our own time, mind deranged has been and is, allied

to organism disordered.

The question now only remains unsettled, as to how
and in what manner is disordered organism associated

with mind deranged ?

It is conceded that not the brain alone is at fault. But

since Democritus made the historical dissection in the

garden at Abdera, to find out if the seat of melancholia

or atrabilis was in the liver, to the present, .organic causa-

tive conditions of insanity have been found in the system

outside of the brain, and especially in the sympathetic

nervous system, as well as directly in the brain.

The older idea of the condition of insanity, after the

idea of the intervention of the gods as a causative factor,

was abandoned, made delusion, associated with intellectual

misconception, due to subjective morbid cerebral change,

the basis of insanity.

The error of that definition consisted mainly in the

restrictions as to the nature of the delusive impressions

;

the delusion being confined to tangible, but perverted

concepts, and usually originating in illusion or halluci-

nation, associated with the special senses, whereas all in-

sanity consists of an illusory or liallucinatory organic im-

pression, or concept, or pervet ted impulse, due to some morbid

condition of the organism, deluding and misleading in its

character, and wrongly influencing and affecting the coji-

duct of the individual, either in thought or action, or both.

Where this defect is not inherent, and does not display
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itself before or during the period of the organic evolu-

tion of the individual into maturity of mind, it effects a

change in his character by which he is not only out of

harmony zvith his environment, but is out of harmony with

his natural self But the standard of comparison in all

cases of insanity cannot be the person's Jiatural self, because

in some instances insanity is yiatural to the individual,

because it is hereditary and evolved with the natural

evolution of his organism.

The real essence of insanity is, therefore, a subjective

morbid change in an organism (due either to ante-natal

or post-natal conditions, but usually to both,) in the nature

of deranged organic, or special, sensation or impulse.

Organic feelings mislead the mind and may prove as

delusive as special-sense subjective perversions, mislead-

ing the mind, so that it acts in a manner neither

natural to the individual nor to the normal type of that

individual. The standard of comparison in insanity can

not always be self, but the normal self-type before the

morbid ancestral departure.

The so-called delusional insanities, because they reveal

morbid mental action associated with subjective mis-

taken concepts or perceptions, or pure intellectual delu-

sions founded on illusion or hallucination of the special

senses, are not the only forms of delusional insanity which

should be recognized in psychiatry. Many other sub-

jective sensations which are at the foundation of the

morbid egotism and impulses of insanity are equally delu-

sive, such as the exaggerated muscular sense or feeling of

strength, or vice versa, hyperaesthetic or anaesthetic and

motor subjective illusory conditions, and those undefined

perversions of feeling displayed in melanchoHa and

megalomania and suicidal and homicidal impulses, as

well as the klepto, pyromanical, nymphomanical and

yet unnamed morbidly erratic feelings which mislead

the judgment and conduct of the insane. The organic

feelings are as delusive as the perverted special-sense

perceptions and as justly entitled to recognition, when
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perverted and delusive in their nature and influence on

mind.

The organic conditions of the emotional forms of

insanity, as of religious exaltation and insane enthusiasm

and the condition of the nervous system, in fact, in all

the psycho-sensory forms of mental derangement, under

which should be included the moral insanity of Prichard,

is in a sense delusional to the individual, and so modifies

mental conduct, though not delusional in the hitherto

recognized sense.

The basis of insanity, therefore, is a delusive feeling or

impulse, probably always an underlying perverted feeling,

special or general, dependent upon morbid organic condi-

tions, and impressing itself on the conduct or character

of the person affected by it.

Definitions of insanity describing a departure from

natural habits of thought, feeling or conduct, are correct

descriptions of the non-hereditary and most common
forms of insanity; but the essential condition is the

chatigiftg and misleading subjective impressions of the

insane person, coiipled with the resultant change of con-

duct or of reasojiing, or both.

Delusion, tljerefore, notwithstanding the antiquity of

the criterion, is not so bad a test of insanity after all,

if we no longer unwarrantably restrict its meaning to

perverted intellectual concepts, and the old-time special-

sense delusions restricted to the five senses, but extend

its meaning to afiy subjective morbid cofidition of the nervous

system which misleads the mind or conduct. This latter

phrase defines the writer's conception of a delusion ; and

as such delusive, subjective morbid states of the organ-

ism are at the foundation of all insanity, it is the

abnormal condition of the organism which deranges the

normal display of psychical function, and causes the

departure from what we recognize in the individual, or

in the healthy members of his family, or in mankind in

general, as natural healthy mentality. The victim of

insanity is misled and perverted in the exercise of his
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psychic powers by conditions of the system induced by

disease, either primarily affecting the intellectual faculties

and disturbing the normal self-conscious relation to sur-

roundings—usually first affecting the organic feelings, and

secondarily influencing the reasoning powers—so that, but

for this degree of disease, the latter might act correctly,

and the reason becomes under the dominion of the dominant

morbid feeling, either a perverted or an abeyant servitor.

Sometimes, however, the reason seems first affected, and

delusive concepts appear to precede the morbid change

of feeling or action.

y\lienism has many symptomatic data, because of the

many varieties of insanity and the many-sided observa-

tions of the disease, but all of the data of mental aliena-

tion may be formulated in one proposition, viz : morbid

decisive conception or perception of subjective origiti, caus-

ing change of mental character as compared tvith former

self, or normal ancestral type through organic conditions

originating in disease within the system, external motives

playing but a secondary part when they influence at all

the mental conduct. Change of character is the ultimate

symptomatic expression of insanity ; change of mental

conduct, the immediate. And repetitior^s of conduct,

make character.

Change of function is the symptomatic expression of

all disease, to which mental disease offers no exception

;

and, obeying the laws of hereditary transmission, it may,

in its hereditary forms, exhibit only an abnormal apti-

tude, requiring an additional excitant factor to develop it

into active morbid expression ; or the inborn defect may
be so great as to require only the natural organic evolu-

tion of growth to reveal it, or still greater, it may require

not even this to unfold it, but may display itself in states

of organic retrogression and nerve instability, so extreme

as to be perceptible at the earliest period when the

display of mind is perceivable at all—idiocy, congenital

imbecility, and infantile insanity.

These latter states are the extreme products of
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pre-existing insanity, the death stages of a previous mental

derangement in which psychical function has been dis-

ordered by disease. Here, however, function is not

perverted, but often ceases because of the cessation of

the psychical cell-life of the cerebral substratwn of men-

tality. Mental disease has pre-existed and may be said

to still exist, but only in the sense that necrosis follow

ing an inflammatory process may be called disease.



MORBUS THOMSENII.*

By G. Seppilli, M. D., Imola, Italy.

*" I ""HE morbus Thomsenii, known also under the name
-*- of tonic cramp of the voluntary muscles, and of mus-

cular rigidity, is one of the new morbid forms which have

been established by clinical investigation, but upon the

nature of which much obscurity as yet obtains. It is a

subject well deserving of study, as well because of the

physiological and pathological significance of the phenom-
ena which characterize it, as for the practical interest it

may present to physicians, and, above all, to those of the

military class. In writing this article it has been our

intention not so much to give a description of the

malady drawn from the observations of others, and want-

ing those made by ourselves, as it has been to set forth

prominently the analogies which have hitherto been over-

looked by observers, but which, in our opinion, present a

certain importance, because they may throw a little light

on the pathogeny of the affection. We have before

treated of it in a memoir published by us on the subject

in the Gazetta degli Ospitali, but still we do not deem it

useless to return to it, and to bring it under the atten-

tion of the cultivators of neurology.

The more characteristic traits of this affection were

first pointed out by Charles Bell, in his classic work " On
the Physiological and Pathological Researches of the Nerv-

ous System " (1832). We find them well delineated after-

wards in a case described by Leyden, in his "Treatise on

Spinal Diseases " (1866) ; as well as in some observations

presented in the first (1864), and the second edition (1874),

of the "Treatise on Electricity," by Benedikt. But the

first who gave a very accurate description of the phenomena
• Translated by Joseph Workman, M. D., Toronto, Canada, from the

ArcJiivio Italiano, Milan, September, 183.3.
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characteristic of the affection, from studying its etiology and

pathogeny and demonstrating the interest which it might

present to practitioners, was Dr. Thomsen, to whom it

happened, by great misfortune, to be himself affected with

the malady, together with many other members of his

family. Furthermore, to him belonged the merit of having

considered the affection as a morbid entity a se, and not

to be confounded with other pathological states. It is for

these reasons that we have believed the designation " Mor-

bus Thomsenii " appropriate, as already used by many
observers who have described it, and all the more as the

nature of the affection is yet very obscure.

Since the publication of Thomsen's work in 1876, addi-

tional observations on the same affection have been pre-

sented by Seeligmiiller, three cases ; by Strumpell, one

case ; by Erb, one case ; by Bernhardt, one case ; by

Peters, one case ; by Petrone, one case ; by Vizioli, one

case ; and by Ballet and Marie, one case ; in all eleven

cases. Westphal gave recently, in a sitting of the Medi-

cal Society of Berlin, a summary description of Thomsen's

disease, mentioning two cases observed by himself. Eng-

lish physicians have not published any case of it. Chap-

man merely summarizes the studies hitherto made on the

affection in the April, 1883, number of Brain,

The principal and truly characteristic phenomenon of

Thomsen's disease consists in a state of rigidity, a tonic

contraction of the muscles, which is produced at the moment
in which the patient desires to accomplish a movement, with-

out, however, the accompaniment of any painful sensation.

The volitive act meets with an obstacle to its immediate

effectuation, in a spasmodic tension of the muscles, but

not such as altogether to prevent contraction and move-

ment. The muscular rigidity retards, for some seconds,

the volitive motor act. The muscles do not, when they

have contracted in execution of a given movement, relax

immediately, as they do in ordinary conditions, but remain

contracted for a longer or shorter time.

It would almost seem, as Erb justly says, that there is
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an internal force which opposes their voluntary contrac-

tion, and that this force prevents the muscle, when once

it has contracted, from falling back into the state of

relaxation or rest.

The special disorder of the voluntary motor mechanism

is manifested as well in the most complex as in the most

dehcate movements. It is easily understood that this must

expose the patient to very strange and ridiculous difficul-

ties. Thus, if after having been seated for some time he

wishes to rise, he finds a sense of tension or spasm in his

lower limbs, which, for some seconds, hinders him from

attaining the erect position ; if he wishes to walk, he

encounters the like difficulty in taking the first steps.

Peters describes the mode of walking presented by his

patient, in the following words

:

Whenever he determined 011 moving, after having rested for some

time, he remained at first as if rooted to the ground, notwithstanding the

visible effort made by him to overcome the obstacle ; he, therefore, made

some uncertain, awliward movements with his arms and legs, aiding him-

self with the pelvis. After making about ten paces, his walking became

le?s. staggering or uncertain, and presently more regular, and finally it

could not be at all distinguished from that of a healthy person: If he

laid hold of anything with his hand, he was unable to let it go at the

moment his will determined ; he remained for some seconds without the

power to open«the hand; in like manner, when he desired to seize an

object, he found a sense of rigidity in the fingers, which prevented the

effecting of the movement for a few seconds.

The tonic spasm may be provoked by a muscular effort:

for example, the forced and rapid flexion of the fore-arm

gives place to prolonged contraction of the biceps and the

supinator longus, in consequence of which the patient

cannot immediately stretch out the arm; the forced shut-

ting of the fist prevents the hand from opening sud-

denly ; an energetic movement by a member fixes it for

some seconds in the assumed position.

Our Vizioli was the first to entertain the idea of

studying, by means of a dynamograph ingeniously con-

structed by himself, with the aid of a common dynamom-

eter and a sphygmograph of Marcy, the state of the

voluntary muscular contractility, both in its initial moment
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and when the muscle had already reached a certain degree

of contraction, or was in the state of relaxation. In this

way he was able to gather, in graphic curves, the image

of the muscular phenomenon characteristic of the affec-

tion. He observed that by making the patient hold the

hand open, and ordering him to close it, there passed some

five seconds before the movement was accomplished ; if

the hand was, on the contrary, a short time closed instead

of being open, that is, put into the state of flexion, the

patient on being told to close it fully, was observed to do

so almost immediately, without the volition being sensibly

retarded. This contraction was, however, marked by a

line composed of many ample oscillations (tremor oscilla-

torius). The patient took up from five or six to ten

seconds in opening the hand, when it had been con-

tracted, in consequence of which the relaxing of the

flexor muscles was not marked in the graphic curve by an

almost right line, as in the normal state, but by an

oblique line with irregular oscillations. These experiments

of Vizioli show very clearly that there is a retardation

between the voluntary impulse and the execution of a

movement.

The same morbid phenomena, but ordinarily less intense,

may be verified in the muscles of the face as well as in

those of the upper and lower limbs. Hence, when the

patient wishes to speak, he finds that his tongue is rigid,

it does not yield the required movements, and in conse-

quence he is constrained to halt in his utterance. If he

laughs he feels a sense of rigidity in the muscles of his

face; when he swallows he perceives it in the pharynx.

A patient observed by Westphal found difficulty in

opening his eyes, after their closure in sneezing. It fre-

quently happened, when he opened his mouth to eat, that

he was unable to close it immediately. The ocular muscles

also may take part in the affection, so as to be impeded

in their free movements.

In the case observed by Ballet and Marie, it was

noticed that the patient, when he looked upwards, per-
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ceived that his eyes were as if fixed in that position, and

that during a second or two he found much difficulty in

bringing them into the horizontal direction.

In the disease of Thomsen, the tonic cramp is observed

exclusively in the voluntary muscles ; the sphincters of

the rectum and bladder present no disturbance.

One very important character which distingnishes the

special mode of the behavior of the voluntary muscles in

the disease of Thomson is that the tonic spasm, the rigidity

of the muscles, is not a constant phenomenon. In propor-

tion to the repetition of the movement, or in other words,

in consequence of the will, the rigidity of the muscles

gradually diminishes to final disappearance, so that the

movements which at first were difficult, slow or heavy,

become afterwards more prompt and regular, and present

very little or no difference when compared with those of a

normal individual.

We may therefore regard it as established, that in the

disease of Thomsen there intervenes between the volun-

tary impulse and the execution of the movement, a lapse

of time longer than the normal. But this retardation,

which in the mean oscillates between one and ten seconds,

is not due to a weakness of the volitive activity, which

appears to be well preserved, but to the difficulty which

it finds in passing into motive action, because of the rigid-

ity of the muscles. The same obstacle that the will

encounters in provoking immediately the muscular con-

traction, it finds when it is diverted to the relaxing of a

group of muscles that have been already brought into

contraction. The muscular contraction persists for a time

longer than the normal.

But the tonic contraction of the muscle, somewhat pro-

longed, is not manifested after the voluntary motor impulse

alone ; electric or mechanical excitation applied to the

muscles also determines the same phenomenon.

In the case of Seeligmiiller the contraction provoked

in the muscles by the Faradic current, was prolonged for

a rather long time (five seconds and over), after the electric
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excitation had been v/ithdrawn. Moeli observed a case

of Thomsen's disease in which the contraction of the

rectus abdominis, produced by the Faradic current, lasted

thirty seconds. In the case of Petrone, also, the muscu-

lar contraction persisted after the electric excitation ; an'd

in the first of the two observations related by Vizioli, the

induced current produced energetic contractions which

lasted for some seconds after the removal of the stimulus.

Ballet and Marie noted in their cases the facility with

which the contraction provoked by the electric current

became tetanic ; this persistence of the contraction was

better produced when the Faradic or galvanic excitation

was applied over a nerve-trunk.

Tonic contraction of muscles may also be obtained by

mechanical excitation. If percussion is made over a mus-

cle, for instance over the biceps, it is seen that it con-

tracts strongly throughout and it remains in a state of

tonic cramp, which relaxes by little and little. The curve of

the contraction is, in its phase of descent, extremely slow.

The Faradic and the galvanic excitability of the muscles

and the nerves in general, does not differ from the nor-

mal.

In the disease of Thomsen the muscular masses

appear well developed. In some cases they reach such a

volume as to lead to the belief that a true hypertrophy

is present. This excessive development is met with both

.in the lower and the upper limbs, but it usually predomi-

nates in the latter. But the muscular power does not

proceed, as at first sight might be supposed, pari passu

with the augmentation of volume presented by the mus-

cles. Some patients assert that they are unable to exert

a force greater than that of persons who have a muscu-

lature of much less volume. The muscles, when con-

tracted, appear hard and rigid to the touch, and they

stand out beneath the skin.

.Passive movements are, in some cases, executed with

great facility; in others they become somewhat difficult

from the rigidity which they produce in the muscles, and
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the limbs present a slight resistance, similar to that of the

cataleptic state.

Some circumstances favor, and others diminish, the

intensity of the phenomenon of tonic muscular spasm.

Certain emotional states, for example those produced by
unexpected pleasing or painful news, by fright, or by the

knowledge of being observed, augment the morbid state

and render the muscular disturbances more evident,

Thomsen states that the mere turning of his thought to

the disease, the mere idea of having it, determines in

him such an exaggeration of the morbid phenomena as to

render freedom of movements absolutely impossible.

Rough impressions produce the same effect ; thus, if a

patient in walking, by chance strikes a stone with the

point of his foot, the whole limb is instantly struck with a

spasmodic state, which in favorable circumstances may
extend to the whole musculature, so as to deprive the body
of its equilibrium and render inevitable a falling forward

or on the side. Thus, too, in the period of incubation or

the prodromic stage of an acute disease, and after pro-

longed bodily fatigue, an augmentation of the phenomena
of muscular rigidity is noticed.

On the other hand a warm temperature, the frequent

repetition of movements, and moderate bodily exercise,

tend to diminish the morbid phenomena. In favorable

circumstances it is found that the tonic contraction is also

manifested in those muscles which, in general, seem to

be struck by this special morbid state in a very slight

degree.

We have deemed it useful to give a particularized

description of the singular manner in which the muscles

behave in Thomsen's disease, and to show clearly *their

character and the circumstances which favor or mitigate

their intensity, because the phenomenon of tonic contrac-

tion and of the state of rigidity of the voluntary muscle

forms, if not in all cases, certainly in the majority of

them, the unique and exclusive morbid symptom of the

affections.
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Ordinarily the patients do not complain of special sen-

sations in any part of the body, nor do they present any

disturbance of either the general or specific sensibility.

The cutaneous and tendinous reflexes are for the most

part normal.

In the case cited by Vizioli, we find mentioned an

exaggeration of the tendinous reflexes ; the clonus of the

foot was shown to exist some times, but at other times

not, whilst that of the knee was always present.

In the majority of cases the intellect has not presented

any disturbance. In the family of Dr. Thomsen, however,

some members exhibited, at the same time, both the tonic

spasm of the muscles and symptoms of mental enfeeble-

ment.

All the functions of vegetative life are accomplished

in a manner perfectly normal. In two cases of Seeligmiil-

ler and in the case of Bernhardt, curvatures in the lumbar

vertebrae were observed.

The disease of Thomsen is not often met with ; in the

majority of the cases the appearance of the morbid phe-

nomena dated from infancy or from early youth.

In a few instances the affection was developed between

the ages of twenty and thirty years. From the observ-

ances yet collected, it is found that the male sex is affected

by it in much greater proportion than the female. It

appears that the attainment of puberty does not modify

the course of the disease. Hereditary influence, in some

cases, has been very evident. It is not rare that two or

more individuals of the same family are affected with it.

Thus the patient observed by Leyden had a brother who

labored under it. Seeligmiiller's patient had an elder sis-

ter affected with it. Two brothers of the young patient

seen by Strumpel, also presented the phenomenon of tonic

contraction of the voluntary muscles. The cases of the

family of Dr. Thomsen are very interesting, as in them the

disease was transmitted with identical characters, through

fully five generations, in a considerable number of indi-

viduals (thirty-six). It is deserving of note that some
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members of this family presented nervous disturbances,

and some mental disturbances with the characters of

degenerative psychoses. Dr. Thomsen had five sons, four

of whom were affected with muscular rigidity. The
history of these cases presents to us a truly classic exam-
ple of a neuropathy of similar hereditary form in one

family. In the cases described by Benedikt, Erb, Bern-

hardt, Peters, Petrone, Vizioli and Ballet, hereditary ante-

cedents were wanting.

As to the rest, we know not what principal and spe-

cial causes concur in the development of this disease.

Only in one of the observations of Benedikt and in that

of Peters do we find it stated that the morbid phenomena
were manifested after fright.

The pathological anatomy of the affection is completely

unknown. Ponfick, Petrone, and more recently Jacuisel

and Gravitz, have made microscopic examinations of mus-

cular pieces taken from the biceps of the arm and of the

leg, and have found them perfectly sound. It is to be

regretted that in these researches the study of the nerv-

ous terminations has been overlooked, as these might have

proved of special interest, but above all for the pathogeny

of the affection.

The diagnosis of the disease is not difficult. Whatever

this morbid form may have in common with spinal affec-

tions, in which an irritative state predominates, the phe-

nomenon of the muscular tension, or the muscular rigidity,

in active and passive movements, clearly distinguishes it

from them, first, in the fact that this phenomenon is quasi

unique and isolate, and is not ordinarily accompanied by
any other spinal symptom ; and next, from the spinal

character presented by the muscular rigidity, that is, by
manifesting itself in the inception of the voluntary move-
ments, and up to its complete disappearance consequent

on their repetition. So, also, the spasmodic tension of

the muscles, and the absence of any paralytic phenome-

non whatever distinguish it from the pseudo-hypertrophic

paralysis, in which the muscles present an enormous
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volume, owing to the hyperplasia of the connective inter-

stitial with accumulation of fat; and they are paralyzed.

The small number of observations yet collected on

this singular morbid form and the entire want of anatomo-

pathological data, have hitherto prevented the establish-

ment of the nature of the affection ; hence, almost all

the authors who have been engaged in observing the

disease have adopted for its indications a purely symp-

tomatic designation, corresponding to the fundamen-

tal and constant phenomenon which forms the keynote

of the affection. It is here proper to observe that the

term tonic cramp or spasm of the voluntary muscles, first

adopted by Thomsen and afterwards by many others, does

not appear very exact, for it does not take into account

one of the essential characters of the phenomenon: that

of its transitoriness, and its manifestation at the moment
of inception of a volitive act. The same remark might

be made respecting the term muscular rigidity used first

by Bernhardt.

Now, if we set about examining the hypotheses

advanced in explanation of the essential nature of the

affection, we shall find that they are aimed more espe-

cially at the solution of the question, whether it is of a

neuropathic or a myopathic nature.

Bernhardt was the first who held that the affection

resides in the voluntary muscular system, and that it

depends on a hereditary or congenital predisposition. The
same opinion has been embraced by Strumpel, who pro-

poses to indicate the affection by the name myotonia

congenita. It does not appear to us that the arguments

are sufficiently convincing for adoption of the opinion

that the point of origin of the disease should be found

in the muscular system.

There are some cases in which the first morbid phe-

nomena appear after the age of twenty years, consequently

we cannot, for these at least, think of a congenital anom-

aly of the muscular system. Were this the true cause of

the muscular rigidity, we should be unable to understand
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the reason why the motor disorder should not be con-

stantly manifested in the earliest age, when the muscles

are commencing to be developed. The myopathic origin

of the affection occurs to us all the less propable, when
we find that the structure of the muscular fibres is intact,

and that the degree of excitability of the muscles under

the galvanic and Faradic current does not depart, quan-

titatively at least, from the normal.

Further, knowing as we do, what, and how great an

influence the nervous centres exercise over the nutritive

and functional activity of all the organs of the body and

more especially on those of motion, we do not feel dis-

posed to admit in our case a congenital anomaly or a

mode of being, special to the muscles, by referring this

fact to an abnormal innervation.

The majority of observers concur in believing ih the

nervous origin of the affection. Thomsen, for the first,

thought the seat of the disease should be found in the

cerebro-spinal system, and perhaps in the cerebrum itself,

in that part from which volition proceeds, but is not capa-

ble of stimulating as required, the motor nerves. He
further assigned to the disease a position in close affinity

with the psychoses, basing his opinion especially on the

fact, that in his own family some individuals were found

affected with psychical alterations, and others with spas-

modic disturbances in the muscles, and considering besides

that certain psychical influences, such as emotions, the

idea of being watched and that of having the disease,

augmented, to a very high degree, the intensity of the

morbid phenomena. Seeligmiiller admits the probability

of its being a congenital and hereditaiy affection of the

lateral spinal cords. Erb feels inclined to admit its seat

in the medulla spinalis, and Peters beheves it is an acquired

spinal afl'ection. Petrone thinks it may be admitted, with

certain foundation, that the cause of the muscular rigidity

consists in an anomaly of unknown nature, of the nervous

system of conductibility (from the origin of the nervous

fibre in the cerebral cortical substance to its termination
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in the muscular fibre, placca del Roaget). Vizioli, who
among all these observers is the one who has best and

with more particularity studied the question as to the seat

of Thomsen's disease, basing his views on his dynamo-
graphic researches, has been led to the conclusion that

the retardation of the execution of the acts commanded by

the will " does not depend on the part of the muscle

being rebellious or torpid in obedience, but on that of

the motor impulses not succeeding so rapidly and ener-

getically as they do in the normal state." The voluntary

conductibility finds an obstacle when it is required to

evolve itself through new paths, as in the passage of the

hand from the position of extension to that of flexion.

Vizioli recognizes the nervous nature of Thomsen's dis-

ease ; indeed, he refers it to the category of the so-called

neuroses of stability, and he places it in vicinity to cata-

lepsy, as having with this disease the same character of

tension of the voluntary muscles.

For our part, we think that the solution of the ques-

tion, as to the disease of Thomsen, must be waited for

from ulterior studies. Up to the present, as Erb observes,

we cannot foi-mulate an exact criterion as to the seat

and nature of the affection. We are, however, inclined

to assign to this morbid form a neuropathic, rather than

a myopathic origin, and we find an argument very favor-

able to this supposition, in the analogy which obtains

between the characteristic phenomena of the disease and

the muscular phenomena of hysterical hypnosis.

It is known that in women affected with the grand

hysteria, there is manifested, in the hypnotic state, that

singular phenomenon which consists in the property which

the muscles have of contracting under a direct excita-

tion, and of maintaining the contraction for a more or less

long time, and with a greater or less intensity, according

to the duration and intensity of the stimuli. Hence,

there may be provoked, by the most simple means, dis-

eased manifestations of the functional activity of the mus-

cles, from simple contraction or contracture, and from
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the plastic flexibility proper to catalepsy to a state of true

rigidity of the muscles. In a hysteric hyponotized woman,

observed in the so-called lethargic period, every muscle

of the body responds to the lightest excitations, contract-

ing but not immediately relaxing. We have in Thomsen's

disease a fact identical with this : in it the mechanical

and electric stimuli applied over the nerves produce con-

traction in the muscles, which, instead of ceasing, as in

ordinary conditions on the withdrawal of the stimulus, lasts

for some seconds and slowly passes off. We recall in this

connection the case observed by Moeli, in which the Faradic

current provoked in the rectus abdominis a contraction

that lasted thirty seconds.

Analogous observations have been made by Seelig-

miiller, Vizioli, Petrone, etc. We ought to note the fact

that in the disease of Thomsen, as well as in hysterical

hypnosis, the sensibility of the muscles to the electric cur-

rent presents no real difference from that of the normal

state, that is to say, the degree of muscular contractibility,

properly so called, is not augmented.

In some hystericals it has been seen, as I have men-
tioned in another work, that in the waking state the same
active, voluntary movements, especially if they accom-

pany an intense force, may provoke a prolonged con-

traction of the muscles, a true spasm. There is observed,

for example, a tonic contraction of the orbiculari of the

palpabrae, from closure of the eyes ; also of the masseters

from forced, rapid closure of the mouth, and of the biceps,

from flexion of the forearm on the arm, etc. I have many
times had the opportunity of realizing analogous phenom-

ena in the case of hysterical hypnosis which I studied

conjointly with Professor Tamburini.

Well, now, let us bear in mind that one of the essen-

tial characters of the disease of Thomsen consists in the

fact that whenever the muscles contract from a voluntary

impulse, their relaxation is not immediate, but takes place

some time after the volitive activity has ceased to act.

In this case the volitive impulse provokes, as it does in
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grand hysteria, a tonic contraction of the muscles. We
may, therefore, hold that between the muscular phenomena
of the disease of Thomsen and those which are observed

in grand hysteria in the state of vigil or hypnosis, there

obtains a certain analogy, if not in the intensity, at least

in the quality of them. In both affections we have the

fact that a prolonged contraction is produced, a tonic

spasm of the muscles, different, however, as to its intensity

and duration, under the influence of the voluntary im-

pulse, or of the stimuli applied directly over the muscles

and nerves. Hence, we are not indisposed to attribute

the disturbance of motility, which constitutes the disease

of Thomsen, to an exaggeration of the muscular tone,

in the very same way as the various functional manifes-

tations of the muscles, which are provoked in hysterical

hypnosis, are dependent oh exaggerated muscular tonicity.

This fact has been shown by Prof. Tamburini and myself

in our work on hypnotism. In this opinion we find our-

selves in accord with the distinguished Dr. Vizioli, who
alludes in his work to the fact of the exaggerated muscu-

lar tonicity in the disease of Thomsen.

As the tonicity of the muscles is a phenomenon of

reflex nature, and of an essentially nervous origin, it

follows, as a consequence, that in the disease of Thomsen
there should exist a special alteration in the centers of

muscular innervation, which are spread along the .cerebro-

spinal axis, and because of this, that state of insensible,

latent contraction of the muscles in repose, which consti-

tutes the muscular tone, becomes more intense than

normal.

Perhaps this exaggerated tonicity of the muscles be-

comes an obstacle in the initial moment of voluntary

motor-impulse, and prevents this from being immediately

transformed into motion, and after the motion has taken

place it hinders instant relaxation of the muscles. By
frequent repetitions of the movement the voluntary force

succeeds more readily in overcoming that special state of

the nervous centers, on which the muscular hypertonicity
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depends, and in consequence the way to execution of

the movements would be found more free and expedi-

tious.

. But whilst we have reasons for believing with greater

probability in the neuropathic, rather than in the myo-
pathic origin of the affection of Thomsen, we are, I

repeat, still very far from being able to establish its

nature. The decision, whether the disease has its seat

exclusively in the brain, or in the medulla spinalis, or

whether on the contrary we have in it an affection

diffused over the brain and medulla spinalis, and whether

admitting the nervous origin of the motor disorders,

these depend on an anomaly of the development of the

centers of innervation, or indeed, on an alteration of a

purely functional or organic nature of the nervous ele-

ments (processes of sclerosis, degeneration, inflammation,

etc.)—(this decision) represents to us a grand unknown,

to which the future may bring a response, based on new
facts which will be presented to physicians.

In the commencement of this article we remarked that

the disease of Thomsen might be of practical interest,

but above all to military physicians. The reason of this

is clear: for as the affection is presented in young men
of florid aspect and robust constitution, with well-developed

muscles and perfect integrity of the sensorial functions,

suspicions of simulated disease may arise. This actually

happened to a son of Dr. Thomsen, who, having been

•called into the military service, suffered greatly because

he was unable to perform his military exercises. He was

suspected of simulation, and the poor fellow was long

forced to remain under observance before the physicians

became persuaded of the real existence of his malady.

The patient observed by Seeligmiiller, a recruit of twenty-

two years old, utterly distracted the sub-officer charged

with his military instruction, because he was unable to

manage his arms with the promptitude and precision

•desired by his teacher. He said that he felt a certain

rigidity and a state of tension in the arms and in his
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legs, which prevented him from executing, with speed

and precision, the movements intended by him. The
patient of Peters was also a soldier.

The danger of believing in simulation becomes greater

in those cases in which the recruits affected are raw and

uncultivated, and naturally incapable of properly describ-

ing their real state. It therefore, behooves military physi-

cians to devote their particular attention to this special

morbid form, and to bear well in mind its symptoms, so

that they may avoid the erroneous judgment of simu-

lation.

As regards the treatment of the disease of Thomsen,

we must say that all the therapeutic means hitherto used

in the few cases known to us, have been ineffectual.

Vizioli employed the hydrate of chloral, with the view of

overcoming the spasmodic state of the muscles, but he

obtained no satisfactory result. Rational, methodical gym-
nastics might be a very opportune means for combating

the morbid phenomena, especially in the outset of the

affection.

From our general study of this disease, we think we

may formulate the following principal conclusions

:

First. The characteristic phenomenon of the disease

of Thomsen consists in a tonic spasm, not painful, of the

muscles, and this is produced in the moment of incep-

tion of voluntary movements. In consequence of this,

there intervenes between the voluntary impulse and the

execution of the movements, a length of time that ordi-

narily oscillates between one second and ten.

Second. The tonic spasm is produced exclusively in

the voluntary muscles, whether in those of the limbs or

of the trunk and the face. The rectal and vesical

sphincters show no disturbance.

Third. The contraction of the voluntary muscles does

not yield immediately to the volitive activity, but is pro-

longed somewhat longer than the normal. This is es-

pecially verified when the muscles accomplish abrupt,

rafpid or exaggerated movements, or are put in action by
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means of electric or mechanical stimuli, applied directly

over them, or over the nerves which ramify in them. Some-

times passive movements provoke a prolonged contrac-

tion of the muscles acted on.

Fourth. Repetition of the voluntary movement causes

the entire cessation of the phenomenon of tonic spasm

in those muscles which have executed them. Sensibility

remains intact.

Fifth. There are reasons for holding with more prob-

ability that the disease of Thomsen is of a neuropathic,

rather than of a myopathic nature, and that it depends

on an exaggerated activity of the nervous apparatus

which produces muscular tone. This doctrine is founded

principally on the fact that the muscular phenomena of

the disease of Thomsen have much analogy to the mus-

cular phenomena of hysterical hypnosis, the genesis of

which is precisely explained by a functional hyperactivity

of the nervous centres of muscular tonicity.



Mental Contagion in Inebriety—a Psy-
chological Study. '^

By T. D. Crothers, M. D., Hartford, Conn.

Suiierinteiulent Walnut Lodge.

THE psychological student of to-day finds no support

of the theory that many cases of inebriety begin

from a so-called stage of vice. This term gives no in-

formation of the obscure beginnings of this disorder. The
reign of law and the established order of events in the

world are found to exist in all the phenomena of the

brain and nervous system, and the highest province of

science is to search out the facts, no matter what the

explanations or conclusions may be.

The progress of psychological study demands the

putting aside many theories and ideas of inebriet}'', be-

cause they are contradicted by the facts, as noticed by
all observers.

It is impossible to form any accurate conception of

the nature and character of inebriety, except from a full

knowledge of the history of the case, stretching back to

infancy and beyond ; including hereditary and all the

complex conditions of growth and surroundings.

No passing view of any single section of the long

procession of life will reveal anything of the origin

or history of the march. Every inebriate comes out of

the past the result of forces and conditions, which have

made him what he is, and goes down into the future

giving out and taking on impressions that both fashion

and change himself, and influence the surroundings. He
is a more positive factor in the world than the insane,

the epileptic or the paralytic.

As in physical contagion, which depends on favoring

• Kead before the Ameiicaii Asaociaiioo for the Cure of lnebriat«8, at the

fifteenth annual meeting, in Brooklyn, N. Y., May 21 and 22, 1884.
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conditions of surrounding for its receptivity and growth,

so inebriety often depends on the mental contagion which

not only produces the disease, but the condition most

favorable for its development.

The neurotic condition from which inebriety most

commonly springs is more susceptible to these subtle

forces, and in many cases they are as clearly factors in

the causation, as traumatism and disease.

By mental contagion I wish to describe a certain in-

fluence (largely unknown) of mind over mind, resulting in

pathological changes of the nerve centers, followed by

inebriety. As this is the first study in this direction, noth-

ing more than some outlines can be given.

The object will be to show that many of these obscure

cases of inebriety are from the direct operation of psychi-

cal forces, cases that are so readily explained by the

moralist from a theoretical stand-point, but to the general

physician are mysteries.

Like the astronomer who turns his glass for the first

time into a hazy fog bank of the skies, and finds it a

vast ocean of worlds and suns that move on with majestic

order and regularity, so this large army of apparent reck-

less, wicked inebriates, who are supposed to represent the

vice and moral lapses of the human heart, when seen by

the eye of science, all dissolve into separate atoms, con-

trolled by heredity and environment, and each one fol-

lowing a definite line of march in obedience to physical

laws and forces. From a grouping of a number of these

obscure cases of inebriety, some very interesting facts

appear. First, the presence of mental contagion as a direct

causation in which a previously temperate man becomes an

inebriate through the influence and contagion of another.

This contagion which infects a certain number of cases

will be found to come from different classes. In describ-

ing these classes, the mental and physical condition of

persons who are made inebriates by them will be appar-

ent.

It may be stated that the inebriates who come from
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mental contagion have a peculiar, susceptible-nerve organ-

ization, either inherited or acquired, and in many cases

are lacking in vigor and health. Hence these forces of

mind over mind are more potent, and find a ready soil

for their growth and development.

The first class of inebriates luho are positive sources of

co7itagio7i to others, may be termed the ivipulsive-irregiilar

inebriates.

Persons whose drinking varies from great extremes at

times to a regular moderate use daily, who may abstain

for a time and seem to have more or less control over

themselves, and are noted for their positive emotional

nature, and large domineering egotism with emphatic

manners. These men are found in politics and centers

of power, and are frequently wealthy, and often occupy

important positions as professional men and leaders.

Often they are full of delusions and on the border's of

mania when using alcohol, showing great brain and mus-

cular activity. They are the heroes of apparent power,

who compel adoration and admiration in the bar-room,

at the club and dinner party.

Such men always gather round them a class of less

positive minds, who are attracted at first from curiosity

or for some selfish interest, and sooner or later become

copies and reflexes. These contagious inebriates are

frequently apparent types of health, and ambitious,

active men of the world, but when closely studied exhibit

manias of expansive, extravagant nature, that are re-

pressed by a very slight current of events. As brokers

or merchants they are centers of every new movement,

with boundless confidence and hope. As professional

men they are agitators and innovators. As politicians they

are working on new lines and by new methods. Such

men have a short career, and disappear either in

hospitals, as chronic cases, or from death by intercurrent

disease.

The class of persons who are made inebriates by the

contagion from this form of inebriety are equally distinct.
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They represent the ambitious poor, and the wealthy idler

of society; often men of some genius and character, but

always of weak, emotional natures. As poor ambitious

boys and men, their ideals of wealth and power are

changeable and guided by no fixed conceptions of the

means of attaining these ends. Hence they are attracted

by every current of influence which seems to promise

this object. If it was stated that some end was accom-

plished by the excessive use of alcohol, under certain

circumstances, they would be the crowd of imitators and

experimenters who would attempt it at once.

Possessing unstable nerve organizations they become
followers and imitators of every human embodiment of

power and energy, driven by circumstances to apparently

better their condition or enjoy more of life.

As wealthy idlers they are attracted by the dash and

stir of the surroundings of these contagious inebriates,

and, like others, are soon imitators and followers. Imbib-

ing all their delusions with the vague notions of increased

pleasure and happiness, they are devotees of the most

abject character.

All these cases become inebriates from the mental

contagion of a positive emphatic brain force, which forcibly

projects itself upon their unstable brain organism, and

retains itself through a vague delusion that is steadily in-

creasing. The victim drinks to intoxication, and from this

point pathological changes begin, and grow rapidly from

the mental as well as physical influences about him.

This may be called the contagion of the nervous and

emotional nature, where the motives and conduct of one

are imbibed and incorporated by the other, simply tak-

ing on diseased impulses and foreign lines of conduct

by a sensitive organization susceptible to these influences.

The second class of inebriates who are soiirces of conta-

gion, and infect a certain number of persons about them

with a similar disease, are the regular and so-called moder-

ate drinkers.

Persons who, from some peculiar constitutional resisting
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power, are able, for a long time, to use alcohol regularly,

producing in themselves a mild exhilarating effect without

going farther, and generally able to conceal all excessive

use and continue about the same apparently for years.

They are the ideal drinkers, who are held up as examples

in many ways in every community.

Often they occupy places of influence and power with

wealth, and are emphatic in denouncing inebriety in others^

and generally condemn temperance effort.

They are the champions of the moderate use of spirits,

and appear at club houses, dinners, and on all social

occasions, drinking moderately, and often exhibiting intel-

lectual brilliancy and power supposed to come from alcohol.

Studied closely, they are seen to be as clearly inebriates

as any other class, only the delusions of the brain and

organic degenerations are masked and concealed.

The delusion of health and strength are held tenaciously

and urged with emphatic earnestness, forcing conviction

in less observant minds, that it is a reality.

As leaders of society they are noted as using wine

and spirits freely, and yet never to be intoxicated. These

men scatter a positive contagion by their examples and

arguments. They seem unmistakable examples of the

value of alcohol in moderate doses, and the possibility of

attaining this end in all cases. They infect the previously

temperate, overworked business or professional men, who
adopt their ways of living and become at once inebriates.

The contagion of their inebriety makes inebriates of

the physically weak, and those who are living irregular

lives and suffering from neurotic troubles of various kinds,

—those who are ambitious to be thought strong and to

win the favor of these men, and drink as they do by the

contagion of example. They infect a class of men who
possess weak, unstable judgment, but are able to follow

any line of action which breaks in and changes their every-

day life. Such men cannot be temperate in the company
of moderate drinkers, and they cannot drink moderately,

hence are inebriates very soon.
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The mental contagion appeals to the reason, and is

enforced by the power of example, and the more promi-

nent the man the more positive his contagious influence.

These two classes occupy a very prominent position

in all large business centers, and their influence in actually

building up and producing inebriates is a positive demon-

strable factor that can be seen and understood.

A third class, from mental contagion, less prominent and

more obscure, are noted in many cases.

They are the inebriates who grow out of personal

intimacies of like characters and organizations. Persons

who form attachments, adopt the views and motives of

others, imbibing all their delusions, theories and notions

of conduct in life. They are the conscious and uncon-

scious imitators of each other, and are controlled by the

thoughts and events which enter into each other's lives.

Such intimacies are seen among students, clerks, business

and professional men, and grow out of numerous complex

unknown conditions. These men frequently possess a cling-

ing emotional disposition, which is governed by the tides

and events of each other's lives. They seem bound up in

this way and rise, and fall with the person whom they

are attached to.

Some illustrative cases will make this class better

understood. Two temperate business men who had been

intimately associated for twenty years, both became ine-

briates in this way :

One had an attack of pleurisy, with a long tedious

convalescence, for which alcohol was given freely. The
other, who was a constant attendant at the bedside, soon
began to use spirits for some supposed debility, and both
of them drank to great excess, generally together.

Two farmers had been very intimate for years and
perfectly temperate. One went to the Far West, and was
away for over a year, and returned a drinking man. The
other, who was a pronouncd temperance man, soon be-
came an inebriate in the company of his friend. After
drinking for two years with more or less severity, he
moved away and reformed, and was temperate for a long
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time, until his inebriate friend came in his company again
;

then he relapsed. They both separated and became tem-
perate; then they came together and relapsed. Finally,

one died, and the other is a temperance man to-day.

The third case was a more striking illustration

:

Two railroad officials who had been brought up to-

gether, and were temperate, healthy men, and very inti-

mate in all their associations. Both became inebriates.

One became an inebriate from the loss of a trusted fund

in a mining venture, which produced the most intense

sorrow and depression of spirits. This was shared in by
his friend, and they both became intoxicated. For the next
two years, whenever they came together at intervals for

a few weeks, both became intoxicated, and both were
perfectly temperate when separate. The moment they
came together old mental and physical depressions seemed
to start up with great intensity, and the craving for spirits

could not be resisted. One of the men traveled in Europe
with a drinking party for several months, a total abstainer,

and was separated from his friend over a year and never

drank. On one occasion they were separated for two
years and never used spirits, but both were intoxicated

within two hours after meeting.

This form of mental contagion is seen in many lesser

grades and conditions of life. An illustration of the first

and second forms of mental contagion which I have men-

tioned, may be stated as follows

:

A noted business man became an inebriate dating from
a railroad accident, with concussion of the brain. He
became an impulsive irregular drinker, entered into poli-

tics, was very energetic and prominent in the primaries.

He gathered about him a large number of persons who
had been previously temperate, but who drank with him,

and all became chronic incurables. For many years he

was the ruling spirit of a club, and a large circle of ine-

briates, attached to him by his personal magnetism and
supposed power, all became imitators and inebriates.

This was an example of the first class of mental con-

tagions from the egotistical, emphatic, impulsive inebriate.

The following illustrates the second class

:

A manufacturer of large influence, after some severe
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illness, became a regular and moderate drinker. He
defended his position with skill and earnestness, drinking

at his own table and in public, and never seeming worse
for it. His example and specious reasoning drew into

his circle a large number of persons who eventually be-

came inebriates. Nearly all his clerks and workmen fol-

lowed his teachings, and all efforts to secure sober men
in his employ, and keep the inebriates out, failed. Men
who came into his intimate circle of acquaintance as

assistants in business, nearly all suffered from inebriety,

and were turned out after a time.

Here another form of mental contagion prevailed,

which appealed to the reason and ignored all experience.

Illustrations are very numerous of both these classes.

They are simply diseased men propagating their diseased

impulses on others, who are enfeebled by various causes,

and peculiarly susceptible to these states of degeneration.

The neurotic enfeebled man, the strained, overworked,

aspiring clerk or workman, are as readily infected by

these contagions as if they were the poisonous germs of

typhoid or small-pox.

Favoring conditions of soil for the nurture and growth

of these diseased states are springing up in every com-

munity, and all that is needed is the exciting cause to

explode into full inebriety.

As long as inebriety is considered a moral disorder,

and punished as such, these forces will exist and infect

every community.

The rush of civilization prepares the ground by throw-

ing up vast numbers of neurotic worn-out men and

women, and superstitious ignorance permits these in-

fectious inebriates to go up and down the community,

irrespective of all consequences or results. The following

may represent some of the facts which come out promi-

nently from any general study of inebriety.

1. The term vice, to explain obscure cases of

•inebriety in the early stages, is without support from

any clinical study and history of cases.

2. Inebriety is often propagated from one to another
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by mental contagion, given the enfeebled, unstable nerve

force, in contact with the contagious inebriate, and the

result, inebriety, is a certainty.

3. The groupings of these different contagious ine-

briates are the work of the future. The laws and

forces which govern their origin and growth await

discovery.

4. This paper, in a mere outline, points out the

fact that inebriety is communicated by contagion, and

that here, as elsewhere (no matter what the obscurity

may be), the same eternal order of events and reign

of law exists. The inebriate is no accident or chance

result, but follows a line of causes as fixed as the

planets.



The Property of Alcohol which Allures
the Neurotic to Drink.

By T. L. Wright, M. D., Bellefontaine, O.

TT has been the opinion of men for decades and centu_

-- ries, and for aught I know, " from the beginning,"

that the primary and most obtrusive exhibition of the

alcoholic influence affords an adequate solution of the

motive which actuates the inebriate, when he invokes

intoxication. It has been supposed that the stimulation

of the passions, the exaggeration of the ideas, the domi-

nation and enthronement of sensuality, represent the

incitements which provoke to drunkenness. It has been

the conspicuous sentiment of mankind, with but few

exceptions, that these incentives to inebriation were the

outcome of depravity of mind and lust of flesh, which

were wholly within the dominion of the will, and the

capacity for restraint. The conclusion, thence, has

been, almost universal, that the practice of alcoholic

inebriety, in view of even its more manifest, and superfi-

cial, and circumscribed evils, is an audacious, and detest-

able display of the most revolting characteristics, with

which the mind, and body, and soul of any human being

can be imbued.

Against such sentiments. Dr. Rush, and perhaps a

few others, have, in the past, made some protest. Yet

the general opinion as to the moral nature of the drunk-

ard has remained up to a very recent period, un-

changed.

Latterly—within perhaps half a dozen years—there has

been a questioning of the truth of the previous doctrines

of mankind upon this subject. Depravity may be pun-

ished and restrained through fear ; and sensuality may be

rebuked, and its exhibition deterred in various ways. But

it is found that punishment is of no practical avail in

[645]
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abolishing intemperance ; and rebukes and shame are

ineffectual in diminishing drunkenness.

It is a curious and an instructive sight which greets

the eye, as recent changes in the world's opinion of ine-

briety, come under review. At first, protests from care-

ful minds were offered. The old notions as to the

culpability of inebriety were cautiously examined. Several

inquirers began to hint that, alcohol was sought after and

demanded,—not for stimulation, not for exaggeration, not

for ravening lust, but for repose, for quiet, for rest.

Here was a revolution indeed ; a complete upsetting

of all the antiquated ideas on the subject, and a substitu-

tion of new and rational principles. And this revolution

too, was fundamental, not superficial. It permeated all

the questions and responsibilities allied to intemperance

;

and it placed the inebriate and his surroundings—the

drunkard and the general public—in new relationships

altogether. The writer of this, adopting the hints and

teachings of such men as Drs. Parrish, Crothers and

Hughes, has for several years advocated the doctrine that

the inebriate is, as a rule, a constitutional neurotic ; and

that his inebriety, when turned towards alcohol, was so

directed in search of an escape from a morbid excite-

ment, not an entrance into one.

Under such views, the whole subject becomes clothed

with new thoughts and new principles. The primal cause

of intemperance is no longer sought exclusively within

the organization of the drunkard himself. The unavoida-

ble impressions resulting in a neurotic constitution, and in

inebriety, pertain, very often, to the great and controlling

agencies which pervade the universe. Sometimes, it is

true, a neurotic predisposition is founded originally by

wounds and physical accidents. But anything which has

power to strongly impress and warp the constitution, may
produce a parallel result. Thus heat and cold, and the

electrical conditions may superinduce inebriety. The

occult powers operating in the development of the vari-

ous morbid states which, affect the organization of man-
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kind, may work in a similar manner. Disturbances in the

equilibrium of the magnetic medium, such as are not

uncommon from agitations in the sun, may unquestionably

prove profoundly effective in impressing the nervous con-

stitution of man. In short, the primary causes of ine-

briety may quite frequently be referred to the operation

of those great forces of nature which, while they preside

over the growth and health of the body, do at the same

time, determine its decay and modification.

From these general observations many conclusions are

legitimately derived. The originating forces resulting in

the neurotic temperament, being oftentimes situated exte-

rior to the human body, the responsibility for drunkenness,

as well as the point of reformation, must also, not infre-

quently, be placed exterior to the human organization

and beyond the operation of the human will. It is, there-

fore, an error held by many, that a few years of enforced

abstinence from alcoholic indulgence, will eradicate intem-

perance from the earth. For wounds, accidents, diseases

and the innumerable sources of the inebriate predisposi-

tion would remain in active force : and were it possible to

remove every drunkard out of existence, they would soon

fill the world again with countless inebriates.

To refrain from alcoholic indulgence is obviously, not

always within the voluntary power of the neurotic inebri-

ate. One or two illustrations of this fact, however, may
not be out of place. Every man of mature years, has

seen instances similar to those following

:

Major W ., forty years old, a printer, had passed
through the civil war with credit as a soldier. He was a
man of more than average intelligence. Periodically he
was a hard drinker; furious with drunkenness for days,

and then sober and remorseful for weeks. He made
every promise and every effort to abstain permanently
from liquor. He was engaged to be married, under the

condition that he would control his besetting propensity,

for a given time. Still he would drink and spree,—always
remorseful thereafter, and pledging himself anew. At
last realizing the futility of his endeavors, despairing and
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ashamed—when sober and sorrowful—he walked out to a

lonely spot in the darkness of night, and casting himself
before an advancing train of freight cars, he met his fate.

Another instance

:

W. L ., was also a soldier during the late war.

These poor inebriates are often soldiers who have borne
the shocks and hardships, and diseases and wounds of

war. Their nervous powers have been unsettled and
thrown permanently out of equipoise. This man was a

spasmodic drunkard. Becoming a government clerk in

Washington, he was peculiarly subjected to temptation.

He repeatedly tried to reform. He would sign the pledge,

and solemnly promise himself and friends to quit drink-

ing. At length, after an unavailing warfare against a

constitutional predisposition, extending over a period
of more than twenty years, at the end of a debauch,
when all about him thought he would soon return to duty,

he drew his razor across his throat, and so died.

In such cases as these, when the supreme moment
comes, wherein self-respect and the opinion of the world,

demand decisive action, we see, not reformation, but

suicide.

The discussion of the anaesthetic powers of alcohol,

has opened to view an entirely new field for inquiry.

Indeed, in relation to the principles which are associated

with the alcoholic temperament, the consideration of anaes-

thesia, is like entering upon a new world. Eminent men

are daily assuming the study and discussion of the

anaethesia of alcohol, as it presents itself in its manifold

modifications. The recent paper by Prof. Palmer, in the

Journal of Inebriety, upon alcohol as a paralyzing* agent,

is a good disquisition upon one of the many phases of

the subject.

The relentless unrest of the constitutional neurotic;

the ever-acting erethism of the weakened and poorly-

nourished nervous system ; the agonizing appeal for repose

which goes forth from the neuraesthenic—ever thinking,

•To be strictly accurate, the property of alcohol as a parahjzant was at first

pointed out by Dr. T. W. Poole, of Ontario, in a book published by him in 1679. Dr.

C. H. Hughes has also several limes called attention to the same point.
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and with no power to rest or change ;—these are some

of the conditions hurrying the mind to insanity, which

turn to anaesthesia and to alcohol for help. They seize

upon strong drink as their best and only friend.

It is a great step towards unveiling the truth, to

recognize the fact, that anaesthesia is indeed that property

of alcohol which is paramount in importance. And it is

a substantial advancement to discover that the soothing

and lethal property of alcohol, is that which so imperi-

ously demands the homage and worship of the helpless

neurotic. This vindicates to some extent, the manliness

even of disease, for it shows that it is not always the

riot of lust, or the satisfaction of inordinate and mani-

acal stimulation, which incites the inebriate, when he seeks

intoxication.



Lesion of The Motor Area of the Brain
from Contre-Coup.

By J. H. Greene, M. D., Dubuque, Iowa.

'nr^HE field of cerebral localization has been so prolific

-*- in the past few years, and observations not alone in

symptomatology, but the post-mortem exminations so

exact, that no interest is elicited in such cases, unless

they represent the labor of those speaking ex cathedra,

or that they possess unusual points of interest. Believing

the following case to present some unique features, I

shall report it, disarming criticism by a frank avowal of

my inability to discuss the case profoundly, possessing

neither special knowledge in this department nor time

and opportunities for extensive research. The subject of

the following clinical history was a stout, healthy man, of

Irish descent, right-handed, aged thirty years, unmarried
;

occupation, watchman on a river boat, of irregular habits,

with no obtainable evidence of previous illness or dis-

ease. He was first seen by me on the night of February

20th, 1882. Nothing was known at the time of the causa-

tion of his injury, though it was afterward rumored that

he fell quite a considerable distance on the night of the

19th. He w^as brought to the house on the morning of

the 20th by two men, who disappeared as soon as his

presence was made known. He walked into the house,

and with some assistance, up stairs, giving evidence of

pain. He apparently resented all inquiry, and as he was

always remarkably reticent, and was thought to be

profoundly intoxicated, he was left to himself. Just pre-

vious to my being sent for he had what were called " Chok-

ing spells." Nothing could be elicited from him, which

was thought by myself and his friends to be due to

obstinacy and the effect of prolonged dissipation. He
endeavored to strike me during examination. He refused

[650]
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to obey any request. I found a bruised cut three inches

above the right auditory meatus, extending posteriorly

three and one-half inches. There was much tumefaction.

There were two broken ribs, the fractures situated posteri-

orly on right side. He had arisen from bed at times to

pass water, giving expressions of pain. On the morning

of the twenty-first his condition was apparently unchanged.

He refused to talk, but this excited no comment, as it

was one of his peculiarities. On the afternoon of the

twenty-first he had a convulsion, and I was sent for. I

found him apparently conscious, with no paralysis, and

with no apparent change in his condition, save a pulse

of 68, temp. loi. On the twenty-second he had another,

and in obedience to instruction, it was noted that it was

limited to the right arm and right side of face. It was

not followed by paralysis or any marked degree of coma.

The wound was torn open and a careful examination made.

No injury to the skull could be detected. Pulse 64, temp.

lOi. He- continued to have convulsions during the day

at irregular intervals, some of which I observed. They
began in the right side of the face and right arm, with

conjugate deviation of eyes to right. No change in

•pupils noted. Axis of right eye seemed directed slightly

outward. The convulsions, after repeated attacks, ex-

tended to right leg, and afterward became more general.

His right hand and arm presented a congested appear-

ance. Surface temperature one degree lower on right

palm. Has said nothing. Intellection very slow. Appears
dazed. Cannot protrude tongue, but after repeated urging

and with assistance, opens mouth. Obeys certain requests,

but only after much urging can he be induced to respond.

Takes dynamometer in hand after much effort to make
him understand, but no evidence is obtained. Friends

know by his actions and sounds when he desires to obey

•the calls of nature. No essential change in his condition

on the twenty-third. Pulse 64, temp. 100 5-10. Surface

temperature one degree lower on right palm. Febru-

ary 24th, convulsions as before. Intellection very slow.
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Cannot talk or protrude tongue. Takes pencil after much
apparent endeavor to comprehend, but gives it back.

Pulse 59, temp. 99 5-10. February 25th, had four convul-

sions during night, condition about the same. Takes pencil

after urging; looks at it in a dazed manner, but does not

attempt to write. Pulse 80, temp. 98 5-10. February

26th, resting nicely. Has had no convulsions in thirty-six

hours. Intellection slightly improved, as evidenced by
responses to requests being performed without so much
hesitation. Congestion of right hand and arm gone. Sur-

face temperature, which has continued one degree lower

on right palm, is now one degree higher than that of

left. Pulse ^6, temp. 99 5-10. February 27th, is improv-

ing, no convulsions. Attempts to speak, but utters

unmeaning sounds. Is apparently irritated at his non-

effectual efforts. Is said to have uttered words. Surface

temperature one degree higher on right palm. Pulse 80,

temp. 99.

February 28th, had two slight convulsions in the morn-

ing. Is more intelligent. In response to question, as he

was restless and appeared to be fighting last night, indi-

cates by nod that he has hallucinations. Indicates in

same manner that he remembers events occurring bt fore

injury, but it is questionable how much can be relied upon.

Surface temperature one degree lower on right palm.

Pulse 84, temp. loi. No ascertainable cause for increased

temperature.

March 1st, no more convulsions. For the first time

puts out tongue in response to request. Cannot indicate

correctly watch, knife or pencil, when shown and name

given. Says " Yes" to everything. Is very irritable during

examination. Gets up to have head dressed when re-

quested so to do. Attempts to write his name. (Speci-

men number one.) Appears to comprehend his errors to

sorrie degree, and appears highly incensed thereby, put-

ting away pencil and paper and refusing to write more.

Repeats words indistinctly after me, but cannot again repeat

them without my pronouncing them. Uses dynamometer.
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Readings of right and left hand nearly equal. Pulse and

temperature normal.

March 2nd, cerebration slow but improving. Puts out

tongue when asked. Cannot pronounce his own or sister's

name, but indicates by nod and smile that he knows them.

Can correctly indicate by sign my watch, knife and other

things shown him. Has made frequent attempts to ex-

press himself, and is very angry at his failures. After

much mumbling with disjointed words, attempts to express

that a walk will do him good, and is much pleased when

at last is understood. (Specimen of hand writing number

two.) Says thickly with shake of head, " Know how."

When asked if he don't know how, assents, but will talk

no more, nor submit to further examination.

March 3rd, patient much improved. Has shown much

interest in things around him. Made sign for paper, and

has studied it intently, but it is found that it is as Hable

to be upside down as otherwise. Is said to have used

words in connection. Attempts to write his name, but is

angry when he cannot. (Specimen number three.) Re-

sists all further attempts at communication. (Specimen ^^
number four,) March 4th. {H

March 6th, has improved greatly. Talks but Httle, but '1^

understands without difficulty. Makes sign for beer stand- . H

ing near. When given him offers glass to me. It is "^

noticed that he substitutes words. Says "Shoots" for

his shoes. Walks about house without assistance. (Speci- X
men number five.) '^

March 6th, improving daily. Talks intelligently, but ^5

occasionally hesitates and substitutes words. Cannot re- ^
member anything of events at time of injury or during C/3

sickness. Shows disinclination to talk about it. Attempts S*

to write his name,—apparently interests him. (Specimen ^
number six.) He says he knows what he desires to 30

write. Says, " It's funny I can't write, there are too many
letters." He evidently cannot at will use the term chair.

Always says "Stool." Still calls his shoes "Shoots."

Speaks somewhat thickly.

cr>
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March 21st, talks intelligently, but is very reticent as

relates to everything connected with his injury. Upon
second attempt writes his name correctly, as seen in speci-

men number seven. Discharged. He soon after resumed

his position, and I am afraid his old habits. His friends

say he is changed in his disposition and customs. Is more

irritable. Has grown slovenly and very indifferent to the

usages of society, but it is questionable whether this is more

than the natural result of his long-continued dissipated habits.

They think he occasionally substitutes words, and that

he is more hesitating in his speech at times, but beyond

this they see "no difference in his intelligence. I believe

that in this case there was a contusion of the brain in

the region of the left anterior lobe, the result of contre-

coup. Before discussing the phenomena presented in this

case, I would invite attention to the opinions of the later

writers in reference to encephalic contre-coup lesions.

Until very recently the term contre-coup has been usually

applied to certain fractures of the cranium. But, how-

ever, with the advances made in exact observations in

the department of cranial and encephalic injuries, and

with the criticism of the doctrines of " concussion " of the

brain and the substitution therefor of contusions and

other lesions capable of more or less exact demonstra-

tion, the term has been extended to a well defined class

of cases coming legitimately within its scope. Please

consider the encephalon, its structure and relations to

the cranium, and its consequent capabilities of receiving

injuries in this manner. Page, in his recent work on

"Spinal Injuries," thus describes it:*

Tlie cerebral nias^. a large soft, solid, surrounded by envelopes or

membranes, fitt inn- closely to, and tilling up tlie crevices and grooves in

tlie ekiill whicli is its protection and covering—an organ so built and

jjlaced that it must be liable to commotion from any blow of sullicient.

loice upon its osseous case.

That the brain may receive severe injuries of this kind

has not, in time past, escaped observation. Thus Trous-

• " Spinal Injuries," p. 28.
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seau, in his " Clinical Medicine," records the following

case, reported by M. Peters :

*

A drunken cavalry soldier fell from his horse on the

back of his head, and fractured his skull. * * *

The most remarkable fact was that though the man had
fallen on the back of his head, as was shown by the

bruising of the soft parts and the starred fracture of the

occiput, the brain was not injured at that part, whilst

its anterior lobes were in a pulpy condition, through a
most violent contusion, evidently caused by the knocking
of the cerebral mass against the anterior portion of the
cranial vault.

However, the frequency of this mode of encephalic

injury has not been until recently recognized, nor has it

attained as prominent a place as would seem its due.

Thus Agnew, in his recent work on Surgery, does not

allude to the term except in connection with fractures of

the skull, and then deprecates its use. Other modern

authorities, however, give great prominence to contusions

or laceration of the brain from contre-coup. Thus Hewitt,

in " Holmes' System of Surgery," says : t

Bruisinof of the brain substance may take place at the spot where tlie

skull was struck, or the bruise may be in a part of the brain far away from

the origmal seat of the injury. The one then is a direct contusion, the

other a contusion by contre-coup of the brain substance. * * *

Contusion of the brain is, however, rarely limittd to the region where
the blow is struck, except in cases were the bone has been driven down. In

fissure of the skull it happens much more frequently that tlie bruised

part of the brain is far away and directly opposite to the seat of the blow.

In severe injuries botli kinds of contusion, direct, and by contre-coup, are

sometimes found in the same brain.

Again, in speaking of cerebral abscess, he says : %

But cerebral abscesses sometimes form on the side of the brain oppo-

site to the part of the head that is sti uck, in consequence of injury by
contre-coup.

"Erichsen's Surgery-," Edition, 1878, says:
||

The substance of the brain may be contused or lacerated by blows

upon the head. This is most common at or under the seat of injury, or it

* Trousseau, Vol. II.. p. 265.

t "Holmes' System of Surgery," Am. Ed., Vol. I., p. 647.

I Ibidem, p. 669.

II
" Erichsen's Surgery" Edition, 187S, Vol. I., p. 519.
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may occur as the result of contre-coiip at an opposite point in the same,

or even in the opposite cerebral liemisphere. Being strucli on the right

side of the head, the patient mj' sutler from contusion of the opposite part

of the left hemisphere, or vice versa, or a blow on the occiput may occa-

sion laceration of the anterior part of both lateral lobes. In this injury of

the cerebral substance we have many of the symptoms tliat are character-

istic of cerebral irritation, but in addition to them there is occasionally

more or less coma, in consequence of extravasation of blood, or there

may be puralysis, facial or hemipleofic. In otlier circumstances, or possibly

associated with these conditions there may be convulsive movements more
or less epileptiform in character. This may be confined to the face, it

may extend to the.paralyzed limbs, or may occupy both sides of the body.

The prognosis in these cases is serious, but by no means necessarily fatal.

In fact, in the majority of instances, recovery ensues. *Jnjurv to the brain

may be occasioned in various ways. The simplest form is that perhaps,

which is not unfrequentiy met with in undepressed fracture of the skull,

and sometimes happens without fracture, from simple concussion or com-
motion of the head ; laceration of tlie cerebral substance, occurring under

the seat of injury, or more frequently at a distant or opposite point, by a

kind of contre-coup. This laceration of the brain by contre-coup is by no

means of unfrequent occurrence. I have seen many striking instances of

it, and have found it to be one of the commonest causes of death in simple

fracture of the skull. Laceration of the brain by contre-coup is attended

by much extravasation of blood, and after death the brain substance is

found mixed up with coagula, and forming a soft pulpy bloody mass. In

most instances that I have seen the anterior lobes have been those contused,

lacerated and disorganized. This accident may occur without any frac-

ture of the skull or external signs of serious injury, and usually results

from falls upon the back or side of the head, often from an inconsiderable

height, as when a person slips suddenly in frosty weather and strikes

his head on the pavement, the anterior portions of the hemispheres of the

brain or the parts opposite to the stroke will then be found in the con-

dition just described.

This evidence is quite sufficient to establish the fre-

quency of contre-coup lesions of the brain, but I will cite

two more of our later authorities. John A. Liddell says : t

Whenever contusion of the brain is produced, the lesion of the brain

substance is usually found either underneath the scalp wound, i. e., directly

underneath the external point of impact, or on exactly the opposite side

of tiie encephalon. The latter often occurs, and is truly said to be caused

by the contre-coup. * * * * It is of some practical importance to

know tliat contusions of the brain from contre-coup are very frequently

met with in cases where the injury has been caused by falling on tlie

head. * * * * If I were to judge from my own experience I should

say that in a large majority of the instances where contusion of the brain

• "Erichsen's Surgery" Edition, Vol. I., p .548.

t Liddell, Amcriean Journal of Medical Science, July, 1683.
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is produced by falling on the head, it is caused by the counter stroke, and

presents itself on the side of the head opposite to that which receives

the blow.

He cites two cases, with autopsy, occurring in his own

practice. Page, in classifying concussion injuries of the

brain, says :

*

Cases where the early symptoms of concussion proper are of longer

duration, and the later— pain, irritability, etc—are slow to pass away;
and where there may not be, although undoubtedly there very often

are, definite structural lesions of the brain substance at a point remote, it

may be from the part struck, lesions by contre-coup, which of them-

sel ves may give rise to no symptoms.

He also cites a supposed case of recovery from contre-

coup lesion.t It will be noticed that Liddell and Hewitt

express the opinion that the injury to the encephalon is

directly opposite the impact of the impinging force.

Having premised thus much in reference to a question

which has a practical bearing upon the diagnosis, we
may consider some of the interesting features of this

case. A man falls from a height: he sustains an injury

on the right posterior aspect of the skull. Two days

later, if not before, he develops convulsions limited to the

right side of the face and right arm, finally becoming more

general, but not followed by paralysis. Intellect is much
impaired, but gradually improves. Is aphasic. No rise

of temperature or change of pulse occurs which might

not arise independent of cerebral lesion, and they speedily

resume their normal standard. What has occurred in the

brain? Have we not here an injury capable of more or

less accurate diagnosis, not only as relates to its nature,

but its location ? We may best reach the diagnosis by

exclusion.

Leaving out of consideration the term "concussion" as

too indefinite, we may exclude fracture of the skull.

There is an absence of the ordinary signs of compression

from extravasation. It is scarcely credible that extrava-

sation of blood alone could be so limited as to produce

• ''Injuries of the Spine," p. 26.

t Page, " Injuries of the Spine," foot-uote, p. 23.
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the localized phenomena observed. There is an absence

of the ordinary signs of meningitis or encephalitis, and

the conclusion we reach is that there must have been

a localized injury, probably a contusion of the cerebral

convolutions in the region of the anterior lobe of the

brain, from contre-coup. I would recall the observations

of Liddell and Hewitt, who state that the lesion is either

directly underneath the scalp wound or at a point direct-

ly opposite from the counter stroke. Consider the situa-

tion of the scalp wound, three anci one-half inches above

the auditory meatus, extending posteriorly three inches.

Quain's " Anatomy " says :

*

The bifurcation of tiie fissure of Sylvius corresponds to a point one
inch and a quaritr behind and a quarter of an incli above tlie level of the

external anovular process; from this point the anterior limb of the fissure

ascends almost vertically for nearly one inch, while the posteiior limb
runs backwards and a little upwards for a distance of about three inehes,

and terminates beneath the parietal eminence. The upper eud of the fur-

row of Rolando is placed about half an inch behind a point midway
between the foot of the no.se and the external occipital protuberance; its

lower end is close to the posterior limb and about an inch behind tlie

bifurcation of the fissure of Sylvius.

Does not this evidence clearly point to the direct

transmission of the force of the blow to the vicinity of

the island of Reil, the lower frontal and ascending frontal

and parietal convolutions of the left side. If we accept

the modern doctrines of cerebral localization, the convul-

sions of the right side of the face and right arm, and the

ataxic and amnesic aphasia point to lesions of these parts.

Nearly twenty years ago Hughlings Jackson pointed out

that convulsive movements of one side had their origm

in the cortical matter of the opposite side. Richetsaysrf

A lesion of the cortex cerebri may produce paralysis or convulsion,

accordlno^ as the lesion is destructive or irritative. * * * fije

convulsive center- coincide absolutely nith the motor centers.

Commencing with the labors of Ferrier, Fritsch, Hitzig,

Charcot and Pitres, together with many subsequent ob-

ser\'ers, it has come to be accepted that the so-called

• Quiiin'8 " Anatomy," Edition 1882, Vol. I., p. 6r,8

t Richet'8 " Histology and Pliysiology of the Cerebral Conyohittons," p. 9ft.
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motor zone embraces the para-central lobule, the ascend-

ing frontal and parietal, and the foot of the frontal con-

volutions. These apparently stand in intimate relation to

the movement of certain muscular groups on opposite

sides of the body. These so-called motor zones are not

apparently subject to exact limitation. At least not in

the present condition of science. Richet says :

*

Absolute inflexible localization of tlie motor zones is all but impos-

sible.

Concerning the practical bearings :

It is of no special importance to know if there is a center for the ear

and exactly how many millimeters it is distant from the center for the

pupil. That which is important is to know if there certainly are centers

for certain determined movements.

Charcot says : f

The anterior lobe deserves particular notice, and may be called the

department of the giant pyramidal cells, or the motor cells 'par excellence.

This department embraces the entire ascending frontal convolution, the

superior extremity of the ascending parietal convolution, together with a

part **)( under the name of para-central lobule, and which

is situated upon the internal face of the hemisphere, at the extremity of

the ascending convolutions.

The following are the conclusions of Charcot and

Pitres : t

The cortex cerebri is not functionally homogeneous; only one part is

concerned in the regular exercise of voluntaiy motion. That part which

may be called the cortical motor zone includes the para-central lobule, the

frontal and parietal ascending convolutions, and perhaps also the foot of

the frontal convolutions.

No cortical lesions, whatever their extent, situated outside the motor

zone, affect the power of motion.

On the other hand, destructive lesions, eveu very limited, wliich affect

either directly or indirectly the motor zone, necessarily entail disturbance

of voluntary motion.

In reference to the different parts of this zone which

stand in relation to certain sets of muscles, a larger num-

ber of exact observations are needed to determine the

question, as one will discover speedily if he consult dif-

ferent authors, or study reports of autopsies bearing on

* Rlchet's " Histology and Physiology ot' the Cerebral Coavolutious," p. 88.

t Charcot's " Localization in Diseases of the Brain," p. 23.

\ Richet's " Histology and Physiology of the Cerebral Convolution," p. 93.
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these points. The following are among the results obtained

by some of the most careful observers.

Charcot and Pitres reach the following conclusions:*

The cortical motor centers for the opposite limbs are situated in the

para-central lobule and in the upper two-thirds of the ascending convohi-

tions; and that centers for facial movements are situated in the lower
third of the ascending convolutions in the neighborhood of the fissure of

Sylvius, it is probable tliat the center for isolated movements of the

upper extremities is located in the middle third of tlie ascending frontal

convolution.

In the April number of The Alienist and Neurolo-
gist, Tamburini gives the history of a case in which he

located a lesion which was remarkably confirmed by au-

topsy, and as he therein gives the results of later

researches, I will quote from the record of the au-

topsy :

In fact the lesion of the ascending frontal convolution, which was least

in its upper part (the center for the movements of the limbs—arms and
legs), greater in the middle part (the center for the movements of the

band), and in the inferior part (the center for the movements of the face),

gave the reason for the hemi-paresis of the whole of the right side, more
conspicuous in the arm and face. The extensive lesion of the third frontal

convolution (the center for the motor memory of language) explained the

amnesic and ataxic aphasia ; finally, the lesion in the foot of the middle
(second) frontal, just in front of the center for the movements of the hand,

miofht explain the agraphia and serve at the same time to confirm the idea

that in this point the center for the movements in writing has its seat.

In the case occurring under my observation it is prob-

able from the supposed direction of the force that the

main injury was to the lower parts of the anterior lobe,

though the whole lobe may have been more or less con-

tused. I infer this from the fact that the ' convulsions

were at first limited to the face, the " choking spells

"

mentioned by friends, gradually involving the centers for

the arm and leg. This may be explained in two ways.

First : by the irritation caused by necessary exudates in

process of repair. As perhaps corroborative of this view,

I would cite the experiments of Viel, who used injections

of nitrate of silver : f

• Kichet'e " Histology and PliysloloKy of the Cerebral Convolutions," p. 94.

t liichet's " Histology and Physiology of the Cerebral Convolutions," p. B6.
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1

Says Viel

:

At the onset there are only the varied symptoms of ataxia. * * *

When inflammation supervenes the attacks become clearly epileptiform.

It will be seen that the convulsive phenomena began

about the supposed time of inflammatory stage of repair.

Second: and more likely perhaps, on the hypothesis of ex-

cessive functional discharge of gray matter extending to

other centers, as put forward by Hughlings Jackson.*
* * * Fritsch and Hitzig note this fact in confirma-

tion of the latter view : t

These convulsions at first confined themselves to the muscles respond-

ing to the cerebral region excited, then became more general, and
extended so as at length to become truly epileptiform.

A query as to the mental condition of my patient in

the earlier stages affords some interesting questions.

Although it might seem that he possessed the use of

centers presiding over volition, yet I could not resist the

impression that the greater part of the time the higher

functional centers were practically in abeyance, and the

most of his actions were automatic. He was perfectly

quiet when undisturbed, unless prompted by the calls of

nature or some external stimulus. Much effort was re-

quired to obtain any desired action, as though the impaired

nerve centers were barely capable of registering impres-

sions or transforming them into motor impulses. He
would, after much coaching, take an object in his hand,

but no sign of intelligence in the act was perceptible.

Hammond has shown that a decapitated frog will swim

around objects after touching them, and I would regard

the earUer movements of my patient as of a similar reflex

nature.

His mental condition is, perhaps, better understood

through the aphasic phenomena, and the gradual evolution,

so to speak, of the faculty of language. J Richet says

:

Aphasia is not a phase of motor paralysis. The muscles of the tongue,

larynx and velum palati retain their power of contraction, and their

* Reynold's " System of Medicine," Vol. I., p. '281.

t Richet's "Histology and Physiology of the Cerebral Convolutions," p 95.

X Richet's '
' Histology and Physiology of the Cerebral Convolution, " p. 107.
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functions are unaltered. The trouble is a loss of ideo-motor co-ordination.

There is neither dementia nor paralysis. The defect is neither of intellection

nor motion, but of the bond which unites the two, it bein^ the efiort of

intellection which induces motion. Meynart was the first to describe the

lesion of aphasia as a fracture of the psycho-motor centers. The term

psycho-motor seems excellently applied to aphasia. It is not a motor
center, like the ventricle of the "-ray substance (fourth), which is the motor
center of respiration, nor is it yet a psycho-motor center, since there is

motor paralysis. It is a psycho-motor center.

At first it is questionable whether my patient had any

ideation. At a later stage he was unable to associate

his ideas with the proper thing. He said "Yes" to each

object shown—amnesic aphasia. At a still later stage he

was unable to connect the word with the idea. He had

lost the memory of language, though he could associate

the word with the idea when it was pointed out to him.

Still later he was able to properly clothe his ideas with

words, but imperfectly and with hesitation—ataxic aphasia,

verbal paralysis of Tamburini. These phenomena indicated

to my mind that at first the centers concerned in idea-

tion, either directly or by inhibition, had lost their func-

tion. As they resumed this gradually they were in such

a disordered condition as not to be able to co-ordinate

with each other; and finally these centers, for a long

time, could not establish their proper relations with the

centers presiding over the muscular apparatus governing

vocal expression. As to the seat of the centers of speech

there is some question, but it is generally conceded that

an injury to the foot of the third frontal convolution or

of the island of Reil usually accompanies its disorders,

and there is good ground for believing that some of its

varied forms, ataxic or amnesic, ofttimes indicate approxi-

mately the seat of the lesion. Thus, Hammond says :

*

The gray matter presides over the idea of language, and hence, over

the memory of words. When it only is involved tliere is no hemiolegia,

and tliere is no difficulty of articulation, i'he trouble is altogether as

regards the memory of words. Tlie coriius stiiatum contains the fibers

whicli come from the anterior column of the spinal cord, and is besides,

connected with' the hemisphere. A lesion, therefore, of this ganglion or

other part of the motor tract causes paralysis of motion on the opposite

• Hammond, " Disettses ol llie Nervouo Systcui," p. 217.
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side of the body. The cases I have detailed show, without exception,

that the power of co-ordinating the muscles of speech is directly asso-

ciated with this hemiplegia. A lesion, therefore, followed by hemiplegia

and ataxic aphasia indicates the motor tract as its seat.

That the derangement of the motor centers may not be

so disordered as to give rise to perceptible paralysis is

often observed, and is seen in my case, where the tongue

did not deviate to right or left; nor was there evidence of

other paralysis, yet his speech was thick and hesitating,

probably from improper co-ordination of cortical centers,

as it is improbable that the lesion could involve the motor

tract without perceptible paralysis.

Tamburini, in The Alienist and Neurologist for April,

1884, already quoted, in speaking of amnesic and ataxic

aphasia, when co-existing, says :

Now, this form of aphasia, which is most frequently met with, is at

present, by universal consent, held to be dependent on leision of the third

frontal convolution, especially of the left side, and precisi'ly in the foot of

this convolution and the adjacent part of the ascending frontal convolution,

which is more especially the motor center for the muscles that serve in

phonetic expression.

As to the ataxic agraphia or disgraphia in this case, at

no time—not even at the first attempt—did it amount to

an inability to form letters or the semblance of a word.

It was unfortunate that his peculiarities stood in the way
of more perfect investigation, as he usually grew angry

at the first attempt, and would refuse to write more. In

relation to the situation of the hypothetical center for

co-ordination of movements in writing, Tamburini says:

Now, though nothing is yet know'n with certainty regarding the

region of the cortex, which should be the center for the motions in writ-

ing, yet this much may be asserted : First, that the center of co-ordination

of written words, though intimately connected with that of spoken words,

since both forms of expression are frequently affected together, should

have a distinct seat for itself (Marce Kussmaul), because it is not rare to

meet with the lesion isolate; Second, that the cases observed by Exner

render it very probable that as the co-ordinating center of speech (the foot

of the third frontal) is found in immediate contiguity with that for the

muscles (facial, lingual, etc.). which act in the expression of words (the

inferior portion of the ascending frontal), so also the co-ordinating center

of writing should be found in immediate contiguity with that for the

movements of the hand, which is the executive organ of writing, and
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hence, as this center is situate in the middle part of the a?cendinof frontal

convolution, the center for writing may be found in the foot of the middle

(second) frontal convolution, which is immediately continuous with the

ascending frontal.

After a survey of such literature as is at my com-

mand, I have been able to find but one case of aphasia

from supposed contre-coup lesion. It is reported by
D. V. Dean, in The Alienist and Neurologist for April,

1882. It was caused by a fall, striking the right temple

on a curbstone. When helped up the patient could not

speak, but was able to walk and wash his own face. He
developed a slight paralysis of the right side on the

second day. He left the hospital against advice, one

month from admission, and six weeks from the time of

injury, had nearly recovered.



PARETIC DEMENTIA.^'

/5 IT A PSYCHOSIS, A NEURO-PSYCROSIS OR A COMPLICATION
OF THE PSYCHOSES?

By Jas. G. Kiernan, M. D., Chicago, Ills.

Medical Superlnteudent of Cook County Hospital for tlie Insane.

Thinos small as nothing, for request's sake only,

He makes important; possessed he is with greatness.

He speaks not to himself but with a pride

That quarrels at self-breadth. Imagined worth
Holds in bis blood such swoU'n and hot disease

That "twixt his mtntal and active parts

Kingdom'd Achilles in promotion rages

And batters down himself. What should I say?

He is so plaguy proud that the death tokens of it

Cry "No recovery."

— Troilus and Cressida, Act II., Scene 3d.

OKEPPARDt and J. Claye Shaw are of the opinion that

*^ Shakespere " intended in this passage to attribute to

the son of Peleus a state of mental derangement with

which his experienced eye had brought him into contact

but which no leech of his time had, to our knowledge,

shaped into a distinct and morbid entity." Whether such

be the case or not it cannot be denied that the Elizabethan

dramatists were keen psychologists, and delighted in the

exhibition of morbid mental phenomena on the stage.^

Shakespere, in Hamlet, has shown such a power in this

respect that Sheppard and Shaw cannot be accused of too

great extravagance in ascribing to him the powers they do.

The earliest medical authority, in whose writings distinct

* In ihis and a succeeding series of articles it is proposed to pass in review the

ihistory, symptomatology, jetlolcgy and pathology of this disease, with a view of

determining its nosological position.

t Lectures on Madness.

X Ben Jonsou even brings an examination for iusauity on the stage in his
^

' Silent Woman . '

'
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reference to the disease is traceable, is Willis,* who has

given an astonishingly clear description, all things consid-

ered. In the course of the next century the disease again

makes its appearance in medical literature. Haslam,t who
was an alienist standing in many respects far ahead of his

time, called attention to the same phenomena on which

Willis had laid stress. Perfect| appears to have, at about

the same time, noticed and described some of the symp-
toms. Esquiroiy was among the first to call attention, in a

decided way, to the fact that certain types of insanity were

attacked by paralysis, and to Haslam he owed the hint

which led to systematic observations. Georget§ followed

soon after with fresh observations. The first to hint at the

affection's being a distinct entity was Bayle.T[ Very soon

after his observations were supplemented by the discoveries

of Calmeil,** which tended to establish the disease in much
the same position as it occupies to-day.

The various opinions regarding this affection may be

summarized as follows

:

First, that the disease is a complication of the different

forms of insanity ; that the paralytic symptoms are" epi-

phenomena engrafted on the original disease, and are, in

fact, the means through which insanity terminates fatally.

That, on the contrary, the disease is a species distinct

from all other forms of mental disease.

That the disease is not insanity complicated by paralysis

but a paralysis complicated by insanity, or, as Krafft-Ebing

* " Observ.iti in pluribus, quod, < um cerebro piimum iiulisiiosito, menti-^ hebi--

tudine, etoblivione, et deiude stiipiditate et m)i-osei atliicrentur, i)i)srea in luinilysia

(quod etiamprajdiceresoli-ban)) inciilebant, « • • proptereiioppihitlvn', prout lora

ob8tructu mogis, aut minus anipta fuerunt aut ijaralysis univvialis, aut hemiplegia,

autmembrorumresolutiones quedam jiartiales accidebant. • • • fariicul:u opi ila-

tivae a cerebro delops.x I'lique meduUam oblongatura provecta', nervos qnarundam
facics parteura musculis destinatos subeunt, enque ipsis spirituum vias ob.struendo,

linguw paralysia, modo his aut illie, oculorum, palpebrarum, hibiorum, alearumqne

partium muoculis resolutionem patiunt."—De Aulma Brutoruni, ca)). ix
, p 281.

t Observations on Madness.

1 Annals of In-anity. Mickle seems to be in error about I'erfict's total nOD

recognition of the disease.

il
Maladies Mentales.

5 DelaFolie.

IT Maladies du Cerveau.
•• De la Paralysie chez lies Aliem s.
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y

puts it, a neurosis with psychical symptoms, these last being

essential features. It has been claimed that cases occur

entirely without mental symptoms. This is a natural

sequence to the doctrine of duality.

That there exist several forms and a pseudo form.

The affection is variously divided into stages. The

division proposed by Mickle* is best adapted for clinical

purposes : First, a stage of mental alteration ; Second, a

stage of mental aUenation ; Third, a stage of mental dis-

order or failure ; Fourth, a stage of mental and physical

prostration.

Prodromic Stage.—This is included in the first, and, as

Legrand du Saulle remarks,f is the " medico-legal period."

The mental phenomena of this period are at first the most

striking, the physical phenomena serving chiefly to con-

firm the diagnosis.

The earliest symptom in this disease is a slight change

of character. As Spitzka]: has said :

It is a mistake to believe that paretic dementia, at its onset, always

declare itself by marked and unmistakable signs. Even the most expe -

rienced alienist may be in doubt, and be eventually guided in concluding

as to its existence or non-existence rather by the general complexion of

the case than by the prtsence or absence of any absolutely pathognomonic

sign. Usually the first subjective symptoms are related by the patient

;

and, if not related by him. are constantly before his mind, but kept con-

cealed either from amour propre or a desire not to alarm his family. It

must be borne in mind that the more intelligent the patient the more

likely is he to know or to surmise the serious significance of the premoni-

tory indications of mental failure. While a common day-laborer may pass

unconsciously through the initial period of the disease, manifi sting its

development by amnesia and bursts of temper, or if he make any com-

plaint to a physician, will base it on peculiar visceral sensations, a business

man will recognize and admit (perhaps with some hesitation) that his

powers of attention and concentration are failing, that he no longer enter-

tains the same aflfection for his family as before, and that he forgets the

simplest facts. The ignorant hod-carrier turns up in the dispensary with

the complaint that there is an "animal in liis belly," that his "heart is

turned to stone," that his •• semen is drawn from him in some mysterious

way," or that bis bowels have become occluded. The business man fears

that he is going to lose his mi?id. In two cases patients, whose attention

* Op. Cit.

t Gazette des Hopitaux, Sept. 11, ISS!.

I ^sculapian, March, 1SS4.
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had been directed to tbe testimony given in cases where the existence of

this disease was in question,,liad m:.de tlie diagnosis of their disorder eor.

reetly. Simon* rehites the ease of a medical student, who, durino: the

progress nf his disease, asserted that his biain was atrophying. and pointed

out on his head, tlie spots under wliicli the atropliy was tiie most inten-e.

It may be regarded as a mere coincidence that after death marlied atrcpliy

was found at the very place pointed out by the patient durii g life, but the

case goes to show how great a difference the educational status of the sub-

ject malvfS with rogard to the subjective interpretation of his symptoms,

and the likelihood of his considting a physician in the enrly phases of his

disorder. The fact that in the later phases of the disease this dillerence

between educated aud uneducated paretics is gradually obliterated, finds

an easy explanation in the dementia, which terminates the mental symp-
toms in both classes of patients, and reduces both to nearly the sauie

intellectual level.

Granger says thatf

In his experience the premonitory symptoms consist in a change of

character, which gradually giv. s anxiety to friends, but does not miike

them consider disease of the brain as a cause for this change, and there-

fore, they do not consult a physician. Sometimes there is depression,

gloomy fe;ns. failure of memory, and perhaps seclu.-ive hjibits. Some-
times the patient earl\- consults a physician.

There may occur at the outset of the affection, as in

many other psychoses, a period of depression succeeded

in many cases by a decided exaltation. A condition in

which it would seem as if the patient were slightly intox-

icated. He may appear supremely content. At this time,

and in these v^ery cases, immoralities are very apt to make
their appearance.

In my experience these patients commit theft in a

peculiarly open and stupid manner. Legrand du Saulle|

Sankeyil and Austin§ have observed cases in which theft

was the first obvious evidence.

According to Spitzka :^

In this stage thefts are very apt to occur, in some cases with a quasi

criminal intent, in others from mere forget fulness. Thus a patient will

pick up an article to look at it, and then pocket it in his abstraction.

* * * * At other times, useless as well as valuable articles are

stolen in a stupid and random way.

» Gehirnerweicliinig der Irren .

t Buffalo Medical and Surgical Journal, July, 1S83.

\ Gazette des II6[)itaux, Sept., 18S.'>.

II
Lectures on Mintal Disease.

§ General Paralysis.

IT Insanity; Its Clasaificatioii, Diagnosis and Treatment.
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Hammond* is of the opinion that

A weakening of the principles of morality, wljicli the individual may
previously have held, is also often among the prodromatic symptoms of

the disease. * * * * He pilfers whatever he can lay his hands

on. and without adapting the means of precaution, whicli the common
thief would use to prevent discovery. Moreover the articles which he

steals are not, in general, of any use to him, and are thrown aside as soon

as he lias them in liis possession. Many distressing instances of this class

of patients, hitlierro liiglily respectable, being arrested fo'- petty thefts

have been reported, and several such have come under my own observa-

tion. In one of the-e, ttie patient, an eminent lawyer, who had at one

time been on the bench, was detected in stealing engravings from a

picture dealer. He was walking out of the shop with the prints rolled up

under his arm, and had irot out of the door before it was discovered he

had stolen, instead of having bought the pictures.

A. E. Macdonaldt says that at the outset of the dis-

ease petty thefts are Hkely to occur.

Granger! says :

Among the earlier symptoms is perversion of the moral S3nse. Petty

thefts occur, mt infrequently, early in the disease. A case came under

my observation of a clerk who stole the dinner pails of working men
connected with the establishment.

Baillargerll reports three cases in which the patients

(all women) were detected and arrested for petty thefts.

Lelut§ has reported two very simular cases. Parot,T[

Billod,** Darde.tt Sauze,t+ Wilkie,|ii| Burman§§ Maudsley^l

and Tarbe^ have reported twenty-five similar cases of

theft perpetrated at this stage of the disease.

Brierre de Boismont- has had under observation the

case of a public functionary, whose duty it was to attend

at auctions, and who before being suspected of mental

disease, repeatedly abstracted articles. When detected,

* Treatise on Insanity.

t Anaerican Journal of Insanity, April, 1877.

J Buffalo Medical and Surgical Journal, July, 1SS3.

II
Annales Medico-Psychologlques, 1853, T. V., p. 479.

§ Annales Medico-Psycliologiques,;iS5 J, T. I.

TT Annales Meaico-Psychologiques, 1853, T. V., p. 4sl.

** Annates Medico-Psycliologiques, 1860.

ft Pu delire des Acts dans la Paralysie Generale.

XI Annales Medico-Psychologiques, ISU.

nil Journal of Mental Science, July, 1S73 and July, 1874.

§§ Responsibility iu Mental Disease.

iriT Annales Medico Psychologiques, 1874.

1 Annal.'S d'Hygiene Publique, 1860

2 These de Paris, 1853.
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he excused this practice on the ground of its being a

custom among such functionaries as himself.

Simon* has had under observation the case of a fisher-

man, who being detected ransacking his neighbor's nets,

excused himself on the ground that his oars had become

entangled with the nets, and that he had taken the fish

out intending to replace them.

Laseguef has had under observ^ation a patient who

stole a tool which a workman had placed near him, and

of which he could not make the shghtest use.

VoisinJ reports the case of a man who took the valise

of a traveler, and walked off with it before the latter's

face.

Villeminll had under observation an officer who took

from a grocer's counter, a loaf of sugar, and put the

same very tranquilly under his arm.

Magnan§ has reported the case of a man who, seeing

a barrel of wine before a wine shop, asked two police-

men to help him roll it off, and these last were by his

good-humored way, induced to assist him in what they

did not know to be a theft.

T. Fletcher McFarland^ states that at this stage petty

thefts are common ; if the patient be an officer in momen-
tary trust, errors in his accounts leading to suspicions of

embezzlement may occur.

Mickle** has observed that several of his patients, non-

commissioned officers, while in this stage, appropriated

or failed to account for moneys passing through their

hands, whereupon courts-martial and degradation to the

ranks precipitated the course of the intellectual and moral

disorder, of which the primary defalcation had been merely

the outward expression.

I am of opinion that such conduct as in the fol-

* Annales Medico-Psychologlques, July, 1S74.

t Die Gehirncrweichung der Irren.
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following cases, recently reported from New York,* is due

to amnesia

:

*»

A cashier of a Poughkeepsie bank was suddenly noticed

to be very extravagant; this led to investigation, and a

defalcation was found. On examining the cashier's house,

notes, drafts and money were found scattered over it,

hidden in out-of-the-way places; in some cases evidently

for several years. The man was ultimately found to be

a paretic, and sent to a hospital for the insane.

In the second case, a teller of a Troy bank was insane,

from this psychosis, for several years before the trustees

knew it. Meanwhile the cashier had been able, by reason

of the teller's infirmity, to rob the bank and bring it to

the verge of suspension.

Legrand du Saullef has observed the case of a cashier

who suddenly became addicted to visiting places of ill-

repute, and neglected his accounts, and embezzled money,

displaying soon after evidences of the disease.

At this period, as Granger^ says :

If the patient be a moral man, violations of decency, debauchery, or

even open immorality, may occur; or, if he is a man of loose habits, he

becomes even more sensual-

Eroticism,
II
varying from a tendency to enter into im-

proper marriages up to the wildest lasciviousness, as in

cases reported by Guislain,§ may make its appearance.

Moreau (de Tours)!^ says that the sentiment of love in its

ideal sense is very often the first symptom of this affection,

the genital excitement appearing later. The first tendency

is often noticed in hitherto fanatically orthodox Jews who
suddenly contract marriages with Christians. In a case

cited by Legrand du Saulle,** a man suddenly married a

prostitute and legitimized, by acknowledgment according

to French law, her two children, dying soon after in an

asylum. This sexual excitement may manifest itself by

• Gaillard's MedicalJournal, Oct. JS8-2.

t Gazette des Hopitaux, Sept. 11, 18S4.
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indecent exposure of person. I have observed the case*

of a hitherto respectable physician who suddenly inde-

cently exposed his person. Fined for this, he immediately

exposed it on leaving the court-room, and the fine was

doubled, but he again repeated the offense. In conse-

quence of this he was committed to prison, and on his

release came to Chicago, where he was found to be a

paretic dement, dying in the Cook County Hospital for

the Insane.

Sheppardt states that he has observed the case of a

clergyman of exemplary character who came to London,

put up at a first-class hotel, and commenced his lively

career by bringing in at night three women of the town.

His indignation was greatly aroused when the landlady

refused to let them pass beyond the hall.

Austin! has observed that the patient

Impelled onward by his spirits, and clad in the reason-proof panoply

of sel!-suffieiency, is at once too confident and too confiding. A married

man who has hitherto observed the decencies of life, openly keeps a mis-

tress; a heretofore prudent and eag-acious tradesman i- on a sudden nearly

entrapped into a glaringly disreputable marriage.

Brierre de BoismontH has had under observation the

case of an honorable merchant who suddenly became

addicted to licentiousness, which was the first noticeable

symptom of the disease.

Hammond! is of opinion that these patients are very

"apt to commit obscene acts under circumstances which

are almost certain to lead to detection."

Spitzkal has noticed that

Indecent exposure of the person may also be made in some cases

from satyrical motives. * * ^ * Tlie once faithful husband

begins amours with the servant girls before his wife and children, or

goes to balls and shows himself in public with notorious courtesans.

Blandford** states that

•Op. (It.

T Lectures on Madness
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A decorous fother of a family walks about half naked, or takes liber-

ties with the maid-servants.

Mickle* expresses the opinion that among the symp-
toms to be observed at this period are salacity, or an
" open and unconcerned self-exposure,"

Voisinf says that

These patients become sexuallj' insatiable, to the astonishment of their

wives, who at lenfrtli become alarmed at these extraordinary manifesta-

tions. In a case which came under my observation a man attempted to

force his wife to sexual intercourse on every possible occasion.

Russell^ is of opinion that lewdness and erotic symp-
toms are very early manifested in this affection.

A. E. Macdonaldll has found that wives and mistresses

tell extraordinary stories of the salacity of these patients.

Legrand du Saulle§ states that almost every week a

victim of this disease is arrested in Paris for indecent

exposure of person.

Tendencies to arson are not uncommon at this stage.

Thus Legrand du Saulle has had under observation the

case of a workman who suddenly set fire to a hotel with-

out having any motive therefor. In many reported

instances of seemingly motiveless incendiarism this psy-

chosis has ultimately become demonstrable. This tendency

to arson may arise from hallucinations of the sense of

smell, or from an exaltation of this sense which occurs

sometimes in this stage ; from simple destructive impulse
;

from a desire to destroy a house in order to build a

better; or, finally, from a desire to cheat fire insurance

companies, which is as much a product of this disease as

any of its other immoral symptoms. These patients are

peculiarly pliable instruments in the hands of designing

people. Chorinski, a patient of this type, was induced

by his paramour to poison his wife ; and Benhardi, another

victim of this psychosis, was induced by Orsini to engage

in the plot against the life of Napoleon III.

* Op. Cit.
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Luys* says the patient eagerly scans the price current,

and goes hither and thither as if interested in some great

design, and embarks in dubious enterprises, readily be-

coming a prey to designing scamps.

T. Fletcher McFarlandf says that these patients are

very apt to become the victims of the human vampires

who prey on society.

While homicidal attempts do not frequently occur inde-

pendently of the persuasion of designing people, or impulse,

still such cases are on record. Le Grand du Saulle;}; has

had under observation the case of a man who claimed

legitimate grounds of complaint against a physician. Arm-

ing himself with a cane and a poniard, he asked two police-

men for the address of this physician, stating that he

wanted to kill him.

It will be obvious that, as was first said by Guislain,§

and subsequently by Mickle,|| this disease is to be feared

when sudden unforeseen moral falls occur in those hitherto

without reproach.

From the sanguine nature engendered by the disease,

wild speculations are exceedingly frequent at this stage

as well as extravagant purchases.

In a case cited by Sankey,T[ a man whose mental con-

dition had been hitherto unsuspected, suddenly rose in a

meeting of the stockholders of a concern on the point of

bankruptcy, and offered to purchase all the stock.

One of Meynert's patients, a hair-dresser, invested all

his fortune in a certain shade of gray hair.

Spitzka** says that

While generally depressed, such a patient luaj- sign his name with a

flourish indicative of exaltation, and maj-, altliough on the verge of bank-

ruptcy, according to his apprehensions, seize on some project—in itself

reasonable enough—whose hopefulness is in striking contrast with the

general emetional state.

• Malailies Mentales.

t Peoria Medical Monthly, Julv, Ij^s.).
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Hammond* states that one of his patients bought up all

the dogs he could find. Another undertook the task of

buying all the jewelry of the largest jewelry store in

New York, and only stopped when the proprietor, becom-

ing alarmed, refused to sell him any more.

One of Luy'st patients bought a library of two thou-

sand richly bound books for his two-year-old child. An-

other bought fifty umbrellas and fifty boxes, and hid them

in his bed-room.

Austin! has observed that the patient seems to see

everything through a captivating medium, and commits

extravagancies.

As Bucknill and Tuke remark, when persons begin to

omit words or spell badly, these are, in many instances,

early signs of this affection.

Physical Symptoms.—At this period physical symp-

toms are so slight as to escape the eye of all but the

trained observer. Fibrillary twitchings in the tongue, and

spasmodic isolated movements of muscles about the eyes,

lips, tongue and face occur. There may result from this

cause, hesitancy and embarrassment in speech. This em-

barrassment may evince itself by a hesitancy over one

syllable, while the second bursts out explosively. These

symptoms are all more or less masked by the emotional ex-

altation of the patient. As Mickle has pointed out, in-

voluntary spasmodic twitching of the lips, face, eyelids

or occipito-frontalis muscle may occur even in a state of

voluntary rest. The tongue may be protruded in a sudden,

jerky and momentary manner, and when protruded, fine

irregular contractions of it are noticeable. Some disturb-

ance of gait is exceptionally noticeable, and the fine

co-ordinations concerned in writing, drawing, etc., often

suffer at this time. Vergajl has pointed out that severe

cephalalgia is far from infrequent. Various neuralgiae are

* Uaillard's Medical Journal, Vol. I, ISS).
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often complained of. Mickle* states hat visceral neural-

gias are to be found at this stage. Spitzkaf calls attention

in this connection to the fact, that emotional disturbances

as they are called, and which are frequent accompani-

ments of the initial period, are, when present, positive

indications of the disease. He does not know of a record

of any case carefully observed in the initial period, in

which these disturbances were not present. The patients

feel the physical indications of crying. They may even

have the flow of tears,—nay, the contortions of the face,

the convulsive action of the respiratory muscles, and the

after-sensations in the throat, of weeping, zoithovt any real

emotion. The patient may actually be pursuing rather a

pleasant train of thought, as his peculiar symptom over-

takes him. It is rarely known for this extreme phase of

emotional automatism to be present in the initial stage.

Usually the patient states that the " bitter feeling " of a

choking emotion rises in his throat, although he does

not feel correspondingly sad at the time, and that he is

able to fight it down. I have often observed the patient

during such a state, his conjunctiva reddening, as before

crying, but few or no tears following, the patient making a

successful effort to master the emotion. The corresponding

antithetical emotional automatism, that of laughter, is much
less common than the one described. The patient here

displays a vacant smile, while reciting the worst features of

his malady. Transitory disturbances of other functions of

the pons and medulla are also found, such as slight dyspha-

gia, unpleasant sensations in the throat and disturbance of

the salivary secretions. Perhaps the gastro-intestinal dis-

turbances common to the early stage may be due to the

early involvement of the vagus nucleus. Gaping, yawning

and obstinate singultus have been noted by him.

De CrozantI was of opinion that an almost complete

cutaneous anaesthesia, of temporary duration, preceded the

motor affections, and was coincident with the onset of the

• Op. Git.

t -Esciilaijian, Vol I
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-disease, while, as has been shown by Guislain,* this condi-

tion is in no respect pathognomonic of this disease, still it

is often present from the very earliest stages. Voisinf and

BurlureauxJ have observed hemianaesthesia at this time.

Color-blindness may be the earliest noticeable symptom.

Persons engaged in occupations requiring ability to form

combinations of color, may, in the first stage, give evidence

of color-blindness. Two purchasing clerks in the employ of

a large dry goods firm, who afterward became demonstrably

paretic, lost their positions through the sudden development

of color-blindness. Batty Tukejl and Boye§ have observed

similar cases.

Concerning the sense of sight, generally speaking, it

should be remembered that optic nerve atrophy may occur

precedent to demonstrable psychic symptoms of this dis-

ease. It was claimed by Phillips^f that the pupils at this

period were contracted, but, as has been shown by the

experience of most observers, there is no regularity about

the condition of the pupil.

Voisin** says, concerning the sense of smell, that its

diminution is a sign of the greatest importance in the

prodromic period. Hammondtt is satisfied that the loss or

diminution of the sense of smell on one or both sides is

of much diagnostic value. Goldsmith|J says :

Hallucination or impaired function of tlie senses is very rare as an

•early symptom, liallucinaLion liaving been noticed but once and impaired

vision but once. The diminution iu the sense of smell, which Voisin

thinks very frequent in the early stages, was not noticed iu any of my
cases.

It is probable that the statements of Voisin and

Goldsmith are both much too positive, since Voisin gen-

eralized on too few cases, and Goldsmith generalized on

* Legons Orales surles Phrenopatliies.
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imperfect observations not made by himself nor by

alienists.

As Verga* has pointed out, heat in head, epistasis

syncope, somnolence of a morbid type, are common pro-

dromic phenomena. Spitzkaf says in this connection

:

But the most important evidences are those which, attributable to the

brain axis as their seat, may be designated as the vaso-molor sicrns of

paretic dementia. Disturbances of the general circulation are not here

referred to, for these are not constant in the first period of the disorder,

but to those signs which indicate disturbance of the cerebral circulation

itself. Those cases in which the vaso-motor catastrophe declares itself in

the shape of an apoplectic attack are rare. The feature whicli enables tlie

physician, in the vast majority of instances, to determine that the attack

is not an ordinary apoplectic attack, is the rapid recovery (within a tew

hours, days or weeks) from such severe symptoms as hemiplegia, aphasia,

or coma. More frequently epileptiform seizures are found. These are

only exceptionally of the character of the grand mal. More commonly
they resemble an attack of petit mal, and there is every connecting link

between the momentary total loss of consciousness and mere fits ofabstrac-

tion. It is almost a criterion of paretic dementia that such attacks, wii h or

without a congestive rush of blood to the carotid district, occur after

meals, after unusual mental exertion^ and are accompanied by a tendency

to go to sleep.

This disease presents at its outset no such easy diag-

nostic problem as might be inferred from the flippancy

fi with which its diagnosis is discussed. This is the stage

& at which recovery is possible and in which conduct disas-

C> trous to honor and property is likely to occur.m
^ First Stage of the Disease Proper—The next stage

-o is simply an exaggeration of the preceding. The mental

-< disturbance present in it increases, and delusions now

o present themselves. It would readily be supposed, from the

> statements so frequently made in the journals, that this

^ disease presented grandiose delusions and exaltation only.

^ This tendency to ignore very patent symptoms is the

more striking as Bayle,| Georgetlj and Calmeil§ had from
CO

reO the first pointed out that symptoms of depression were

^ • Archivlo per la Ualattie N'erTose,

^ t .Esculaplan, March, 18*1.
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present in this disease. Baillarger* pointed out, in per-

haps too absolute a manner, that depression of the

prodromic period ended in hypochondriasic symptoms,

which were peculiarly distinctive. Forbes Winslowf says

that this is " occasionally found in the early stages asso

ciated with severe depression of mind." FalretJ states

that this disease may present depression and hypochon-

driasis. Hemingll had observed cases in which melancholic

delusions were present. Mendel§ expresses the opinion

that hypochondriacal and melancholic states are not excep-

tionally infrequent in this disease. Schule*jf is of opinion

that many cases present hypochondriasic and melancholiac

symptoms and delusions. Krafft-Ebing** states that in

many cases depressive and hypochondriacal delusions,

are present. Krapelintt is of opinion that cases of this

disease manifesting depressive and hypochondriacal con-

ditions are by no means rare.

Dr. W. D. Granger|:j: has found that

Sometimes the history is that of a mental condition resembling melan-

cholia, and they may even commit suicide. There are still present the

exaggerated ideas of the paretic, and relate wholly to himself. A melan-

cholic patient of the Buffalo Hospital for the Insane thinks he is the devil,

and has become so from his great wickedness. Sometimes they are cross,

irritable and sullen, and treat all who approach them with haughty

disdain.

Dr. E. C. Spitzkallll has noticed that

While depressive delusions are among the rarer episodes of the fully

developed disease they are common enough at its earlier stages, * * •*

and, to some extent, are developed in the earlier phases of the disease in

most patients.

Legrand du Saulle§§ has observed that

Sometimes, and much less infrequently than is generally supposed,

* These de Paris, 1853.
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there occurs depression, ainl this, later on. develops into tlie bypochondri-
acal type.

Lasegue* states that

Tiie first nioial moditicatiou is, much more frequently than is gene-
rally stated, depression. The patient is sombre and preoccupied without
t)eing able to assign a cause for bis preoccupation.

Lunierf is of opinion that depression, hypochondriasis

and their results, occur as well as conditions of exaltation.

In my experience, while delusions of persecution and

depression are not the rule in the fully developed and pure

cases of the disease, they may present themselves, and are

then as wild, vague and absurd as the expansive delusions.

S. V. Clevenger;]; expresses very similar opinions. Cam-
uset,|| states that if patients be

Observed with care it will be found that most of them do not have
delusive tendencies in the sense of grandeur, bat that they have depiessed

delusive tendencies, or none at all.

Goldsmith§ is of opinion that

Among the mental symptoms the marked exhilaration, with delusions

•of wealth and greatness, is present in less than a fourth of the cases.

Simple failure of mental capacity and activity and mental depression are

the more frequent tirst mental changes.

Voisin*y and Burlureaux** state that this disease very

often is accompanied with depression, delusion and hypo-

chondriacal symptoms. Mickletf says :

To read the descriptions of some authors, one would suppose that

symptoms such as these were the almost constant and abiding mental

symptoms. This, howevei'. is rarel}' the case, even in the expansive form.

More often these symptoms alternate with hypochondriacal feelings and
ideas ; or with a whining, moaning expression of peevishness and distress

;

or with childish and unnecessary fears and terrors; or with a sullen, irri-

table state of feeling; or tinally, with a condition of simple dullness,

stupidity and confusion.

Austinll states that this affection

• 'J lu;se de Paris, \iW.\
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May be mistaken for mere melancholia. * * * * The
manifestations of depression are probably as numerous, thout^h scarcely

as obtrusive, as those of exaltation,

Marce* called attention to the fact that depression,

which occurred early in the disease, often persisted until

the mental deterioration was well-marked. Luysf is of

opinion that

Historians of this disease have too frequently disregarded the hypo-

chondriacal and depressive features of this disease, which are as character-

istic as any others.,

Linas]: states that every variety of depression may be

present in this affection. Materne|| has called special atten-

tion to a certain class of victims of this disease, who have

depressive delusions about being very little. Chegut§ ex-

presses the opinion that many cases of this disease reported

as being secondary to melancholia, are really cases which

present symptoms of depression. Bristowe^f expresses the

opinion that the melanchohc type is not so frequent as the

grandiose, and is in marked contrast with it. It may pre-

sent the form of simple melancholia or may assume a hypo-

chondriacal type. Jelly** is of opinion that early in this

psychosis melancholia may make its appearance, which is

distinguished from ordinary melancholia by the greater

mental weakness displayed by the patient.

Hammondft states that he is satisfied that the melan- r

cholia type is much more common than is generally O
supposed. J. T. Whittaker^:}: says that particular stress is

usually laid on grandiose delusions as diagnostic of general ZZ

paralysis in the insane. The importance of this symptom is (^-q

generally exaggerated, the opposite condition—melancholy c5

and depression—being very frequent. But as grandiose ">-

delusions are so pronounced when present, and more c/D

* Traite Fiaiique da Maladies Ment. ^
t Maladies Mentales. ^^
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pressive, they are, therefore, considered the most promi-

nent feature.

B. F. Herr"*" is of opinion that depression is far from

exceptional!}' present in this disease. Billodf is of opinion

that depression and hypochondriasis are not infrequent

phenomena in this disease. Moreau (de Tours):|: states

that hypochondriasis and depression are relatively frequent

and characteristic phenomena in this disease.

* Traiisaptions Pennsylvania State Medical Society, lSS-2.

t DesMsilaflies Mentales.
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Report on a Case of Acute Mania,

TREATMENT IX THE ACUTE STAGE BY EXERCISE AND FEED-
IXG.—RECOVERY.

By Alex. Nellis, Jr., M. D., Willard, New York.

'"T^HE following case of acute mania is not thus fully

-- reported to show the course of the disease through

its several stages, as there were no unusual characteristics,

but more particularly to illustrate the care and treatment

of such cases in asylums, and to show the influence of

active muscular exercise in allaying the restlessness that

generally marks cases of mania :

A. W , admitted to the asylum Feb. 22, 1884, was
a strong, athletic farmer, of temperate habits. This, his

first attack of insanity, was developed about ten days
previous, during a religious revival. Since that time, he

has taken his food, and slept, indifferently ; has had active

aural hallucinations, and claimed to be the Savior; is in-

coherent in conversation, noisy, demonstrative and violent,

at times ;• and it was necessary for several attendants to

remain with him, as he had assaulted his physician, and
threatened to kill his wife and child. When it became
impossible to longer care for him at home, he was com-
mitted to the asylum. He violently resisted, but was
overcome, and bound by several men, wdio placed him in

a sleigh, and held him down during the drive of fifteen

miles to the asylum. On admission, he heard voices con-

stantly ; was exceedingly apprehensive of being killed, and
when questioned, answered in monosyllables. Physical con-

dition : pulse seventy-two and of good strength; tongue
much furred, and bowels costive. He partook freely of

food at supper, and was quiet, feeling tired from his long
struggle on the way to the asylum. At eight o'clock

P. M. he was given a warm bath at 99°, placed in bed, and
given a draught containing forty grains of bromide of

sodium, and one grain of extract of Indian hemp. At
nine o'clock P. M. he became much disturbed, left his bed,

[583]
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was noisy and demonstrative, and threatened violence to

his imagined persecutors. He showed no resistance when
two attendants entered his room, and soon returned to

his bed, voluntarily, and became quiet. At eleven o'clock

P. M. the night attendant found him lying on the floor of
his bed-room, listening to voices in the basement, and
induced him to return to bed without resistance,

Feb. 23. He was reported as having slept for several

hours after midnight. At the rising hour, he was greatly

agitated,' and threw himself upon the floor, refusing to

dress ; four attendants assisted him to dress, after which
he entered the dining-room adjoining the ward; he ate

insufficient breakfast. His mental disturbance increased

soon afterward, when six attendants, in the presence of
the physician, removed him to a more refractory ward,
where his hands were restrained with wristlets and a belt.

One thirty-second of a grain of hyoscyamin (jNIerck's)

was administered, hypodermatically. He showed much
apprehensiveness, and complained of persons threatening

to kill him; talked incessantly, and said he was under
mesmeric influence ; was more passive in about twenty
minutes, when the restraint was removed ; he ate freely

and sufficiently, of his dinner. His strength being good
in the afternoon, it was determined to give him an abun-
dance of exercise in the open air, and nutritious food.

He was sent out in charge of three attendants, to walk a

distance of three miles, and when he returned, drank a

pint of milk, and said he felt first-rate. He was in good
condition, and was sent out during the afternoon in

charge of three other attendants, and walked three miles

farther, six in all. After entering the ward, he drank
another pint of milk; was quietly disposed, and said he
felt better for the exercise ; he ate the usual supper with

additional milk ; the same potion was given him at bed-
time, as on the previous night.

Feb. 24. Reported as having slept well last night

;

could not send him out for a walk, to-day, on account of

the inclemency of the weather; remained in a quiet and
comfortable condition during the day, and slept much
while seated in the ward; took sufficient nourishment.

Feb. 25. Slept fairly well last night, but showed much
mental confusion after rising, and talked incoherently to

all who gave him attention, but manifested no violence

;

ate his breakfast, drinking freely of milk. Thirty grains of

bromide of sodium, three times daily, was prescribed. He
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was sent out in charge of three attendants during the
morning, walked a distance of six miles, and drank two
pints of milk on his return ; his strength was good, he
felt comfortable, and ate freely at dinner; conversed inco-

herently; in charge of three attendants he walked three

miles farther in the P. M., and on his return drank a
pint of milk. These and all succeeding walks were
directed by the physician, who also observed his condi-

tion closely. His excitement had nearly passed off, he
seemed to be more rational, ate his usual allowance at

supper, besides two eggs, a pint of milk and some beef
tea, and was disposed to retire early to bed.

Feb. 26. Slept last night, and ate his breakfast freely.

It was directed that he be given two eggs and a pint of

milk between meals; very apprehensive, and walks and
talks constantly ; demanded his release in a threatening

manner. In the P. M. he was sent out with three attend-

ants, and walked a distance of six miles. His strength

was well supported, and all restlessness had subsided. Con-
tinued the bromide of sodium and hemp potion at bedtime.

Feb. 27. The night attendant called at his room several

times last night, and found him sleeping. He ate his usual

breakfast, but was boisterous for about an hour, asking
questions in rapid succession. He was induced to go. out
for a walk with two attendants, and remained about three

hours, during which he walked nine miles. His strength

was well maintaimed ; he drank freely of a custard of

eggs and milk, and remained passive the remainder of

the day.

Feb. 28. Slept very well last night; soon after rising,

became much agitated, and continued so till noon
;
gave

expression to many delusions, and still apprehensive of
being harmed; partook plentifully of nourishment; quiet

and pleasant in manner in the P. M. ; the weather was
too inclement to send him out to walk.

Feb. 29. Did not sleep much last night, which was
probably due, in part, to the omission of exercise in the

open air, yesterday; much confused, but not demonstra-
tive; was given nine eggs and several pints of milk dur-

ing the day ; refused to walk in the open air.

Mar. I. Rather restless last night; arose in a quiet

mood, and ate sufficiently of eggs, milk and beef tea

;

sent out in charge of three attendants in the A. M., and
after walking a distance of three miles, was given two
eggs and a pint of milk ; his strength kept up well.
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Mar. 3, Slept well last night ; arose in much mental
confusion, and became boisterous after reading an account
of his insanity in a local newspaper, given him by another
patient; complained much of hearing strange voices threat-

ening to kill him ; exceedingly loquacious, but refused to

walk out ; was given six eggs and four pints of milk.

Mar. 4. Slept poorly last night; shows much inco-

herence in conversation ; took six eggs and four pints of

milk, but could not be induced to walk out; disposed to

be perverse.

]Mar. 6. The night attendant reported him as being
more restless last night. He arose excited and demon-
strative ; talked in a loud tone of voice, made threaten-

ing gestures, resisted care of attendants, assaulted his

physician, positively refused to go out, and made violent

threats when urged to do so. Prescribed one thirty-second

of a grain of hyoscyamin (Merck's), with thirty grains of

bromide of sodium, three times daily.

iNIar. 7. Slept fairly well last night. After rising in

the morning, was more noisy and demonstrative than at

any time since admission; still declines to walk in the

open air ; took the usual number of eggs and pints of

milk. His hands were restrained with wristlets and a belt

for one hour, to prevent violence, and when restraint was
removed, he was more passive.

Mar. II. Has slept very well during the last few nights,

but still declines to walk out; is much confused and some-
what demonstrative ; was given the usual number of eggs
and quantity of milk during the morning. At the usual

hour for retiring, he manifested much perverseness ; would
not undress, and removed his bedding from his bed-room
to the ward, and laid himself upon it. This was reported

to his physician, who went at once into the ward, and in

the presence of four attendants, requested him to have his

bedding returned to his room, and to undress and go to

bed. This he consented to without resistance ; refused all

nourishment at supper time.

Mar. 13. Slept but little last night, and broke several

panes of window glass in his room ; also broke some
glass in the ward during the day ; refused sufficient nour-

ishment
;

greatly confused; the weather was not suitable

for walking out.

Mar. 14. Sleeps poorly ; makes violent demonstrations

if opposed ; disposed to remove and destroy his clothing,

and was found in a room, in a nude state ; administration
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of the hyoscyamin discontinued ; takes insufficient nour-

ishment, fails in strength, and is not in condition for

exercise outside.

Mar. 17. The acuteness of his disease has passed off,

and he shows mental and physical depression ; is not

taking enough nourishment to sustain his strength ; discon-

tinued all medicine but thirty grains of bromide of sodium
at bedtime.

Mar. 19. Rests well at night ; confused and melan-

choly to-day, and threw himself head foremost on the

floor, producing a slight bruise of the scalp; declines to

take much nourishment.

Mar. 22. Slept last night, and took only a small quan-

tity of food ; manifests much mental pain. It is necessary

to resort to forced alimentation, to support him ; feeding

is done by the physician, assisted by four attendants, and
consists in administering liquid food by means of a com-
mon bulb syringe, attached to a soft rubber nasal tube

;

in this way he was given three eggs and two pints of

milk, with but little resistance.

Mar. 24. Reported as having slept last night ; very

melancholy, and weeps easily; gave him three eggs, two
pints of milk, beef tea and one ounce of whisky in the

morning, through the nasal tube, and he took nourishment

voluntarily in the afternoon.

Mar. 25. Slept some last night; given same amount
of nourishment as yesterday, per nasal tube ; depressed

and wants to die, and while being bathed he attempted to

hold his head under water; was closely observed by an

attendant, to prevent suicide; one attendant, at least, is

always present when patients bathe ; refused all nourish-

ment in the afternoon.

Mar. 26. Slept last night; still necessary to administer

nourishment to him to keep up his strength, and he sel-

dom resists ; much depressed.

Mar. 31. Removed to a quiet ward; refused to take

sufficient nourishment voluntarily, and administered it

through nasal tube ; sleeps well at night.

April 10. Still melancholy; can be induced to take

only two pints of milk daily, and strength fails ; complained
of constipation, which was relieved after administering an
enema. Reported as having slept well, latterly, at night.

April 15th. He shows considerable physical prostra-

tion ; is permitted to remain in bed, and eats a fair

amount of food.
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April 17th. Will administer to him twice daily, through
the nasal tube, two ounces of whisky, four eggs, two pints

of milk, and a drachm of a tonic laxative.*

April 26. He has gained flesh and strength, and is

permitted to sit out in the sunshine, attended ; answers
questions in monosyllables, and in a low tone of voice

;

observes his surroundings, but takes no interest in them
;

he is convalescing, and it was directed that he be kept
out in the open air as much as possible, and that his walk
be gradually extended from day to day. Still unwilling
to eat, and is given nourishment twice daily, as usual. He
says it is wrong to eat, that he is fed too much, and
weighs 250 lbs.

May 6. Will not eat, and is given the usual eggs,
milk, whisky and tonic ; enjoys walking about the grounds,
and is gaining both mentally and physically. Very anxious
to return home ; no suicidal tendencies observed.
May 12. Still refuses to eat, and will not enter the

dining-room. He requires an increase of nourishment, and
is given, per nasal tube, one ounce of whisky, four eggs,
two pints of milk and one drachm of the tonic thrice

daily. When requested to eat, he invariably answers,
"I can't," He is probably influenced by delusions; sleeps

well at night, and continues his exercise about the asylum
grounds. Was visited by his wife, with whom he conversed
freely

; after her departure, he talked and laughed much
;

he had been depressed since March 17th.

May 19. Persistently refuses to eat, and is fed by his

physician morning, noon and night, the same as one week
ago; makes no resistance or complaint, and his manner is

quite indifferent; improving mentally and physically; con-
verses coherently.

May 29. Shows decided improvement, and asked for

books and newspapers, which he seemed to read with
much interest ; is cheerful, and says he feels well and wants
to go home.

May 30. His physician was called away from the asy-

lum, and he promised to eat ; did so; first nourishment he
has taken of his own accord since April 17th; interests

himself in his surroundings, assists the attendants in the

work of the ward, and is happy.
June 17. Has eaten well since May 30th ; weighs 165

• TakeStrychnia; Sulph.. gr. iss.; Ferri Sulpii., dniclim. iss. : Magnosii Sulph.,

drachm, ix.; Acid. Sulph., dil., fl. drachm, iss.; Syiiip Simp., fl. oz. iss.; Aqua;,

fl. oz. ivBS. M.
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ibs. ; confined to bed with a perineal abscess, and some-
what depressed.

June 21. Eats and sleeps well, and has recovered from
the abscess; disposed to do some light work on the lawn,

directed by an attendant. Has nearly recovered his usual

mental and physical vigor.

July I. Left for his home without consent, and, as his

convalescence seemed almost complete, he was permitted
to remain.

Sept. 15. Since going home he has been apparently
well, and as competent to manage his business as before

his sickness.

During the acuteness of his disease, the weather was too

inclement, at times, to allow him sufficient exercise out

of doors, without great risk from exposure. Had the

weather been favorable, he could have remained out during

the day, and probably his abnormal mental and muscular

energy would have been subdued more rapidly, and the

duration of his attack shortened. The amount of nourish-

ment given might be considered unusual, but experience

shows that such cases require about three times the quan-

tity necessary to sustain the normal condition of health.

From two to three pints of liquid food could be intro-

duced into his stomach, at once, without causing any

discomfort, and digestion and assimilation always seemed

active.

Perhaps the number of attendants employed in caring

for this case, when out for exercise, may seem unneces-

sary, but had the patient's maniacal paroxysms been

observed, in all probability the precautions taken would

be considered proper. These attendants fully understood

that they had charge of a sick man.

During his asylum treatment, mechanical restraint was

used for about one hour and a half, and this could

possibly have been avoided had the physician been less

apprehensive that he would do violence during the two

paroxysms in which he was restrained. He received no

injury other than a slight bruise on his scalp, inflicted by
himself when extremely depressed.
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For the purpose of having a more complete clinica!

history, in the early stage, a pulse and temperature re-

cord was commenced, but the observations proved so

annoying to the patient, and increased his apprehensive-

ness to such an extent, that it was discontinued.

The reporter wishes to state, that the treatment by
exercise and feeding was suggested by reading Dr. Clous-

ton's late book, " Mental Diseases," and by conversing

with those who have observed the treatment in the Royal

Edinburgh Asylum, and that it was not his intention to

state definite conclusions from the record of a single case.

In conclusion, it is hoped that the report may have

some interest for the general practitioner, if not for the

alienist or neurologist.



Clinical Lectures on Dipsomania."'

DELIVERED AT THE ASYLUM OF ST. ANNE.

By M. V. ISIagnan.

LECTURE I.—History—Etiology.

Summary.—Hufeland, Salvatori, Brubl-Cramer, Erdman and Esquirol call

dipsomania a distinct malady—a monomania. The description of the

attack alone is not enough—a complete history of the patient's disor-

der is necessary. Dipsomania then becomes a group of symptoms^
occurring as phases of hereditary insanity. Causes other than heredity

have only a secondary influence. The attack of dipsomania is an attack

of melancholia in outline.

Case I.—Melancholia. Repeated attacks of dipsomania; alcoholic
delirium. After the attack, loatiiing of alcoholic drinks.

GENTLEMEN :—Hufeland was the first writer to use

the word dipsomania to denote an irresistible impulse

to drink intoxicating liquors to excess; and M. Foville^

in his admirable contribution to the "Dictionaire de

Medicine et de Chirurgie Pratiques," calls attention to

this origin of the term. In 1817 Salvatori, an Italian

physician, practising in Moscow, described a disease which,

he termed oinomania. Two years later a German physi-

cian, Bruhl-Cramer, also a Russian practitioner, published

at Berlin, a monograph, entitled " Ueber die Trunksucht"

(On the Mania for Strong Drink), in which he treats not

of drunkenness as a habit or vice, or of mental disturb-

ance resulting from the habitual and excessive use of

spirits, but deals with an overmastering and paroxysmal

craving for drink. In the preface to this work, Hufeland

proposes to consider the affection analogous with nymph-
omania.

If, however, we retain this term we shall presently see

• Translated by Henry R. Sledman, M. D., Boston, Mass.
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the impossibility of using it in the extended sense which

this author allows it. Several years later (in 1825) Dr.

Erdman, basing his conclusions on a collection of cases

also made in Russia, described the attack of dipsomania

most accurately. Marce also, who has devoted himself to

the study of its prodromal phases, borrows from the latter

article the singular case of a Russian laborer, who, though

ordinarily sober, would fall to drinking brandy steadily for

several days following certain periods of depression.

Carpenter, Esquirol, Magnus-Hus, Forbes Winslow, Morel,

Trelat, Marce, Griesinger, Foville, Delasiauve and several

others, have also described the disease, but from different

stand-points, and are utterly at variance regarding its

nosology.

For ourselves, let us say it once for all, we shall not

consider dipsomania in the light of a morbid entity—

a

distinct disease, but as a syndrome or group of symptoms

of a highly important nature and deserving special

study.

This irresistible craving for drink recurs at irregular

intervals, in the form of paroxysms, bearing a certain

resemblance to short attacks of impulsive melancholia.

This morbid propensity to drink has its counterparts in

many other syndromes, such as the impulse to commit

theft or to set fires, the dread of dust, pins or broken

glass, the fear of spaces, distress in seeking a word,

perversion of the sexual instinct, etc., defects which hold

the same place in the mental scale as do vices of conform-

ation in physical disorders. For the clinical observer their

presence alone decides the question in favor of hereditary

predisposition. They form the retinue, so to speak, of

"hereditary insanity.

Etiology.—The chief factor in the etiology of dipso-

mania is heredity. We shall find all the patients we are

to see, predisposed to insanity through their ancestors.

Still we must admit that occasional causes have a certain

effect upon the attack; but this is a secondary influence,

which only affects the manifestation itself, and has not
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such an important bearing upon the morbid origin of the

trouble as one is tempted to claim for it.

Some authors, Bruhl-Cramer, Erdman and Magnus-Hus,

instead of seeing in the impulse to drink an episode, a

phase, a manifestation of a deeper constitutional condition^

believe that impulses only occur in persons who have been

addicted to alcoholic excesses for protracted periods, and

therefore this manifestation means to them only an aggra-

vated result of drunkenness.

This opinion, together with that which would make of

dipsomania a separate disease, cannot stand against a com-

plete study of the facts.

Esquirol,* who calls dipsomania a distinct disease,,

and sees in it a single symptom only, viz., the craving for

drink, reports seven cases, without alluding to their family

history. He takes up the cases at the point where the

monomania of drunkenness—the irresistible desire for

drink—manifests itself, and describes the attack without

concerning himself with the phenomena which have pre-

ceded or followed it—without taking into account heredi-

tary conditions. It is a detached page in the history of

the patient's disease which cannot be understood if studied

by itself.

However much we may admire our illustrious master

we cannot help regretting such an oversight. No matter

how valuable his observations may be, as a description

of symptoms, they teach us nothing of the nature and

origin of the morbid condition. We must of necessity there-

fore, turn back to the antecedent history of these patients,

and we shall then find that they have shown peculiarities of

character at various periods of life before being driven to

drink. These eccentricities are indications of a more

deeply seated mental disorder than would appear if we con-

fined ourselves solely to the observation of isolated symptoms.

Indeed, by a fragmentary examination of the case of

any insane person, no matter who, it would be easy to

find several distinct monomanias,

* Traitfe des Maladies Mentales, Tome II., p. 72.
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Other authors have confounded the symptoms of dip-

somania with the causes which lead to its functional

gastric troubles ; for example, such as dyspepsia, which

have been regarded as causes of the impulse to drink,

should, on the contrary, be considered, as in fact they are,

a consequence of the disease of which they form in the end

a constituent part. It is the same with certain peculiar

indefinite states which we are too ready to call hysterical,

and which are in reality but natural peculiarities habitual

with dipsomaniacs. The same may be said of the depres-

sion and gloominess which, far from being a cause of the

attack, is only its first manifestation.

Menstruation and the menopause have also been given

.a prominent place in the etiology of dipsomania. With-

out overestimating the importance of the menses in this

disease, we must admit that they exert some influence,

although it is manifested almost solely in connection with

the attack, tending as they do to encourage its return.

This will be more readily appreciated when we consider

the nervous disturbances experienced by women during

the catamenia. In a case I am about to show you, it

will be readily seen that although menstruation exercises a

•certain influence upon the periodicity of the attacks, it is

going too far to assume that it is the cause of the malady

itself. We will question her now, as her case will serve as

a rough sketch to guide you in following the various

characteristic manifestations we are about to study.

Mary D , forty-five years of age to-day, has been

melancholy since the death of her husband four years

ago. Occasionally, and especially during the last eighteen

months, she has been seized with an insatiable desire to

drink, each of these attacks being preceded by a feeling of

profound depression, discouragement and helplessness.

She complains of a sense of constriction at the stomach and

throat, which recurs whenever the impulse to drink comes

on. At first she forced herself to overcome this craving,

and would upbraid herself for it, but finally, unable to resist

it any longer, she ran to a dram shop, bought some liquor,
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secretly concealed it about her, and on reaching home
shut herself up in her chamber and drank it.

After a time her despondency increased and alcoholic

phenomena manifested themselves. She lost sleep and

experienced painful hallucinations. She saw grimacing

faces, death's heads with rolling eyes, and butterflies of

every hue fluttering about her. She also heard voices

threatening and abusing her, and felt prickings on her skin,

which she attributed to vermin.

The symptoms soon subsided, and the patient remained

for two or three months perfectly sober, without a thought

of drinking, and (a most instructive fact) the odor of any

kind of liquor would nauseate her. She could scarcely

drink ordinary red wine. When any allusion is made to

her excesses she disclaims any fondness for drink. She

becomes intoxicated against her will. To quote her words,

" It is not an appetite,—I drink in spite of myself."

At the menstrual periods she grows irritable and impres-

sionable, and has flushes of heat in the head. Moreover,

when the desire to drink makes itself felt, under these con-

ditions the craving is more pressing, and she is less able to

resist it. Such is the influence of the menses in her case,

and it is precisely in this manner that their action is mani-

fested in other patients when it is exercised at all.

It is interesting to note this development of dipsomania

in a patient who has long been a victim of melancholia, and

also to see alcoholic phenomena occurring after repeated

drinking spells; but we shall see other examples of this.

In this case it has been impossible to obtain any family

history. This is especially unfortunate, as it is to hereditary

predisposition that we look, generally speaking, for the

cause of impulses to drink. We shall find abundant proof

of this in the course of our investigations. Of eight cases

which I shall show you two have a double converging

heredity, and five a simple heredity. The history of the

other case is defective.

M. Foville, in the above-named article, after considering

dipsomania as a particular form of partial mania, changes
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his opinion farther on regarding its importance in classifica-

tion, and wisely we think, concludes that it is not a separate

affection. He says, in fact:

Therefore, iustead of considering it (dipsomania) as a genuine mono-
mania, as Esquirol and Marc6 have done, it seems to me more correct to

regard it, in common with several modern writers, chiefly Morel, Griesinger^

Skae. Forbes Winslow and Trelat, as a symptom belonging to a general

disease.

Facts will come to our notice, as we advance, which will

make it impossible for us to entertain any other view.

Moreover, monomania in general, a classification introduced

by Esquirol, to include "those mental disorders which are

characterized by a partial lesion of the mtellect, the emo-

tions or the will," is fast losing supporters. Falret the

elder, raises doubts as to its existence, and declares that it

is a doctrine founded on wrong philosophic principles, on

superficial and imperfect clinical observation, and on faulty

interpretation of morbid phenomena.

For my part, I have completely discarded the doctrine

of the monomanias, generally speaking. While admitting

that impulses may be the most salient features in certain

forms of insanity, I can only concede to them a secondary

and symptomatic value, believing as I do that the mental

condition in the midst of which the impulsive act shows

itself should be regarded as the essence of the malady.

Nevertheless, injustice to the famous advocates of the mon-
omanias, it must be admitted that the impulse becomes, in

some cases, so prominent and overmastering, and consumes

and enslaves the patient's energies so completely, that the

disorder acquires an appearance of individuality which lends

weight to this theory. Be this as it may, the patients whose

cases we are to examine will show in the clearest manner
that, although the desire for drink may be the most promi-

nent feature of dipsomania, it does not of itself alone

constitute the disease. It embraces a group of symptoms
which form an episode, so to speak, of a deeper mental

state, dependent on hereditary conditions.

I shall presently show you a woman whose history is

particularly interesting, and who first came under our
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observation as a suicidal melancholiac. Then, after an

attack of exaltation and another of nymphomania, we found

her under the influence of drinking impulses, which shortly

afterwards became comphcated with homicidal propensi-

ties. Here also we see only different manifestations of a

common pathological origin. In this case an attack of

dipsomania occurred while she was under our observation.

Not a step in the attack was wanting. Despondency, dis-

couragement, a feeling of helplessness, fatigue, insomnia,

anorexia, precordial distress, a burning sensation in the

throat, and finally, intense and irresistible craving for

drink. Happily for the patient, however, she was pro-

tected from the impulse by being prevented from gratifying

its demands. Consequently, the attack was shorter and

less painful, and was not followed by the profound remorse

which usually results from such excesses. This paroxysm,

not being attended, you observe, with its usual terminal

feature—excessive drinking—may be looked upon as a

rough sketch of a short attack of melancholia.

\_Lectiire Second will appear in the next nuviber.']
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Madness and Crime. '^

By Clark Bell, Esq.,

President of the Medico- Legal Society.

'TpHE legal tests of responsibility of the insane, as
- applied under the English law, and in the American

States, have given rise to great discussion, which must

interest and arouse every thoughtful legislator, in the

inquiry now forced upon the public mind, which is in-

tensified by the cases of Gouldstone and Cole in Great

Britain, and of Guiteau, and similar cases here.

The medical profession may be said to substantially

agree as a body, that in homicides by the insane, a

knowledge of the character of the act committed, and of

its being in violation of law, is not a safe and reliable test

of the responsibility of the perpetrator. Indeed, medical

men substantially concur that the insane, who are con-

fessedly responsible for their acts, are, as a rule, able

—

not only to discriminate between right and wrong—but

to comprehend, and know, that their act is in violation

of law, and frequently understand its full nature and

character and the legal consequences.

The legal profession has been trained to accept legal

decisions, precedents, and the settled authorities, in a long

line of cases, and to inquire and understand what the

law really is, rather than to investigate its justice, its

philosophy, or the reasons and principles upon which it

is based.

The inquiry, to the legal and judicial mind, is, What is

the lex scripta? and so far as the judiciary are con-

cerned, they are undoubtedly bound by it, and have no

discretion but to enforce by their decisions its provi-

• Read before the Medico-Legal Society of New York, September 24, 1884.
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sions, as settled by the courts, in the current of deci-

sions.

Both professions, and the pubHc, are now face to face

with an acknowledged vice, in the existing laws of all

English-speaking countries, as to the true tests of legal

responsibility in cases of insanity.

We should investigate this question with courage,

without prejudice, and in the light which science has

brought to the solution of much that was misunderstood

and unknown, when the judges gave their answers in the

celebrated case of McNaughten, in 1843, to the questions

DroDounded hv tVip Honc*^ rif ^ r.r-Ac- or<-^... 4-u^ --^..-i -r

ERRATUM.

On page 698, twelfth line, read " irresponsibility
"

for " responsibility."

lated the dogma, that knowledge of right and wrong,

and ability to discriminate between right and wrong, with

sufficient power of intellect to enable the accused to

know and understand the nature and consequences of the

act at law, was the true test of responsibility in such cases.

The most careful, conscientious, discreet and humane
alienists, now tell us that the insane do know that the

act is wrong, often fully understand its nature and con-

sequences, and, as a rule, can discriminate between right

and wrong, in acts, which they commit under the force

of insane delusions, which they are not able to resist, and

which affect and oftentimes control their action, and

they insist that these truths must be considered in deter-

mining criminal responsibility in all these cases.

The thoughtful men of the bar must acknowledge this

to be a fact. They must concede that the rule of law,

as interpreted by the English and American courts in

many cases, is misleading and faulty, and that the whole

subject demands the careful revision of the law-makers,

and that at an early day.
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The case of Gouldstone, wlio was tried and convicted

at the September Term of the Central Criminal Court of

London, 1883, before Mr. Justice Day, for the murder

of his five children, illustrates fully the state of the pres-

ent law in Great Britain, and the need of a speedy

change in legal procedure in such cases.

That Gouldstone was insane can not be doubted, and

that fact has been found since the qonviction, upon a

formal inquiry directed to be made by Sir William Har-

court, the English Home Secretary, by Dr. Orange and

Dr. Clarke, eminent alienists, who reported him to be in-

sane, upon which report he was reprieved by the government.

Gouldstone drowned three of the children in the cistern,

and broke the skulls of the remaining two with a hammer.

He said to his wife :
" All the children are dead now. I

shall be hung and you will be single." When the police-

man arrested him, he said: "I have done it. Now I am
happy and ready for the rope." On his way to the

station he said to the officei : "I thought of buying a

revolver to do it with, but altered my mind, as I thought

it would make too much noise.

" I thought it was getting too hot, with five kids within

three and a half years, and I thought it was time to put

a stop to it."

Mr. Poland, for the Crown, claimed, and truthfully,

that Gouldstone knew thoroughly well what he was about,

that he was fully conscious at the time that he was com-

mitting a crime against the law of the land, that he knew

the nature and quality of the act he was committing, and

that it was a crime, and he claimed that Gouldstone

was responsible under the law for the act.

The prisoner's father swore that the prisoner's mother

was deranged, and had been for years; had attempted

suicide twice ; that about eight weeks before the trial

she had threatened to take her own life; that her sister

was also deranged ; that William Gouldstone, his second

cousin, died in a mad-house, and that his father's sister

wore a strait jacket for some years.
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Charles Gouldstone, cousin of prisoner's father, deposed

that his son had been confined in a lunatic asylum six-

teen months, since 1880.

Dr. Sunderland, who attended prisoner's mother and

her sister, described the form of insanity under which

both suffered as despondency, or melancholia.

Dr. Geo. H. Savage, an eminent English alienist, prin-

cipal physician at Bethlehem Hospital for the Insane, who
had examined the prisoner, pronounced him of unsound

mind at the time the act was committed.

Dr. Savage's evidence as to his conclusions, based

^upon the evidence of insanity on paternal and maternal

side, was excluded by the court, holding that a doctor

was entitled to give his medical evidence, but not to

draw a conclusion, which was the province of the jury.

Dr. Savage swore that insanity, if proved on maternal

side, created a tendency to insanity in the prisoner, which

would be greatly increased if insanity was proved even

in a remote degree on paternal side, citing the case of

the last patient at Bethlehem Hospital who died—a woman
who had killed her whole family. Dr. Savage, on cross-

examination, swore that he had examined the prisoner

only about a quarter or half an hour; that the prisoner's

conversation did not indicate insanity ; that he could not

certify him to be a lunatic from what he had seen ; and

that Gouldstone spoke rationally as to the crime and

understood its penalty.

That when he had said he thought the prisoner of

unsound mind he based his opinion upon his examination

and from what he heard in court, that he thought the

prisoner knew the penalty of what he was doing at the

time, and that he had killed the children, knowing the

penalty for so doing was death.

Judge Day charged the jury: *'That the matter of law

was for the court, and the jury were bound to take its

instructions with regard to the law, in doing which they

would be incurring no responsibilty upon themselves.

" That as a matter of law if the prisoner, at the time
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he killed the children, knew the nature and quality of

the act he was committing, and knew that he was doing

wrong, then he was guilty of willful murder.

"That the only question for them to determine was

whether the prisoner knew the nature and quality of the

act he was committing, and whether he knew it was

wrong and in violation of law."

The judge, under the act of Parliament passed August,

1883, charged the jury: "That if they found the prisoner

was insane at the time he committed the act, they would

have to return a special verdict that he committed the

act, but was insane at the time.

" If, on the other hand, they found that he knew the

nature and quality of the act when he killed his children,

and that he was not of unsound mind, they must find

him guilty, and the new act of Parliament would not

affect their verdict."

The verdict was " Guilty of willful murder."

This case excited great interest in England. Dr.

Savage, in response to public assaults, published the fol-

lowing cards

:

To THK Editor of the Times:

Sir,—I feel it my duty to write shortly about the case of William

Gouldstone, the muiderer of his five children. -Justice demands further

investigation of the case. The facts are phiin. A youno^ man of twenty-

six, who had been a well-behaved and industrious man, odd in some of liis

ways, is seized with a fear of impending ruin to liiraself and family, and

kills them to send them to heaven. The act is an insane one, and I tiiink

little more should have been needed to prove it to be such ; but it was

proved that his motlier and aunt both suffered from precisely similar fears

of ruin, and though the judge ridiculed tlie importance of a second cousin

on his father's side being insane, I would repeat emphatically that there

beiog an insane taint which couli! have been shown to exist in several

second cousins and otiiers on tiie father's side, was of great importance.

A great deal was made of my statement that I could not certify to his

insanity from my personal interview of fifteen to thirty minutes. It does

not follow tliat the man may not have been insane at tiie time tlie act was

committed.

Tliere is a feeling abroad that a man if insane and irresponsible is always

so, wiiereas the most insane people often are collected enougli during the

greater part of their lives. The poor man Gouldstone is, to my mind, a

typical case of insanity, associated with insane parentage. He had done

his work, winch was purely mechanical, well, but he had no power to
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resist, and the act he perpetrated depended on an insane feeling of miseiy.

I hMVP no doubt he would have sooner or later developed delusions.

The mediciil officer to the House of Detention told me he considered

him to be sufferino: from melancholia.

I trust this prisoner will not be allowed to be hanged. I may say that

I am not one who is in the habit of defending criminals on the plea of

insanity.

I am, yours truly,

Geo. H. Savage, M. D.,

Physician Bethlehem Hospital.
September 15, iSS3..

To THE Editor of the Daily Telegraph:

Sir,—I feel bound to take notice of the letters written to you by " One
of the Jury " in this case, as there seems to be great danger that the pris-

oner will suffer through misunderstanding of my opinion. The skillful

cross-examination of Mr. Poland gave me no opportunity of representing

my own opinion on the man's sanity. I was farced to own that in a short

interview, from the facts seen by myself, I could not have signed a certifi-

cate of insanity. I doubt not bat that if I had expressed a willingness to

sign one that the haste of the proceeding would have been used as an

argument against its value.

I did say, however, that, taking my examination with the histoiy of

the man and the crime, I had no doubt that he was of unsound mind. The
judge opposed strongly attempts to get ray opinion, believing the com-
mon sense of the jury to be the best judge of sanity. This is all very well

if the facts are explained by one understanding their value, and not other-

wise. That the patient knew he had killed his children, and that he knew
he might be hanged, I could not deny, but knowledge of this kind does not

exclude insanity.

I have patients of the most insanely dangerous class here who have

said the same things which Gouldstone said, aud who know as much as

he does. Yet they are mad. William Gouldstone ought not to suffer

without a careful, independent investigation of his history and the history

of his crime, one not confined to an examination of twenty minutes or halt

an hour.

I am, yours truly,

Geo. H. Savage.
Bethlehem Hospital, Sept. 17.

The foreman of the jury pubhshed a card in the Daily

Telegraph, in which he stated: "The judge presiding at

the Gouldstone trial told us (the jury) that the law regard-

ing insanity was this :

" That if a person was proved to be of sound mind up

to the time of committing a certain deed ; if he knew the

nature of that deed and the penalty it involved ; and if

after this he still appeared of sound mind, we are bound,
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according to the law, to say such a person was not in-

sane." The report of the trial I take from the Times,

and it is doubtless more exact as to the charge of the

judge than the statement of the foreman of the jury in

his published card.

Mr. William Tallack, of the London Howard Associa-

tion, published a card in the Tunes, from which we make

the following extract:

To THE Editor of the Times:

Sir,—There is one department of the law, that affecting homicidal

crime, where a peculiar obscurity, or rather conflict, exists, at least in

many instances ; where the letter of the law, thouo^h plain, is in clear

collision with the consensus of the best scientific medical observation hI-^o.

and therefore with equity and justice. The case of the VValthamstow

murderer, now under sentence of death, affords an illustration. It was

unmistakable, from the evidence at the trial, and, indeed, from the pris-

oner's own admission, that he well knew the nature of the act he was

committing. Hence, too, that act is, plainly and legally. '• willful murder."

But,from the testimony of the physician of Bethlehem Hospital and others,

it is similarly obvious that, notwithstanding this, the condition of the

man's mind was, to say the least of it, very abnormal and doubtful.

And in so far as this may be the case, it is appropriate to bear in mind

the very important resolution unanimously adopted at the annual meeting

of the Association of Medical Officers of Asylums and Hospitals for the

Insane, held at the Royal College of Physicians, London, on July 14, 1864,

as follows

:

"Thnt so much of the legal test of the mental condition of an alleged

criminal lunatic as renders him a responsible agent, because he knows the

diflerence between right and wrong, is inconsistent with the fact, well-

known 10 every member of this meeting, that the power of distinguishing

between right and wrong exists very frequently among those who are

undoubtedly insane, and is often associated with dangerous and uncon-

trollable delusions."

Such a resolution as the above by such a body is a virtual condemna-

tion of the law by the responsible official exponents of modern medical

science. And this, taken in connection with a series of Home Office pre-

cedents for interposition, constitutes a valid reason for expecting tiie

Home Secretary, in such a case as the present one, to seriously reconsider

the sentence.
* * * * * *

Yours truly,

Wii.LiAM Tallack.

Howard Association, London. Sept. 17.

Dr. N. Wood, St. Luke's Hospital, published a card

in the Times, from which I make the following extract

:
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To THE Editor of the Times

:

* * * * -x- *

Sir,—In any other ease than murder an iirational act is accepted as

fffound at least for suspicicn that the mind of the perpetrator is disor-

dered; but iti cases of murder no account is taken of the unreason of the

act. The fact that a man of good character, under the influence of a cause,

or causes, held to be utterly inadequate by persons of sound mind, suddenly

commits an act inconsistent with all bis previous history, is in any other

event than the perpetration of murder regarded as a very serious symptom,
arousino- the most anxious fears on the part of his friends, especially if he

lias insane relations; but the law ignores all this, and asserts that a man is

responsible for his actions if he knows the nature and quality of the act he
commits, and that it is forbidden by law. This standard of responsibilty

is directly opposed to the established judgment of every person who has

had any experience of the disordered mind. I sympathize with Dr.

Savage as to his sense of duty as a recognized authority in such a matter,

impelling him to make a public appeal for some further investigation of

the circumstances. I agree with him that the act of William Gouldstoue,

taking into account the whole history, was an insane act, and none the less-

so because on every other subject his conduct and conversation was
rational.

I am. Sir. your obedient servant,

W. Wood, M. D.,

Physician bo St. Luke's Hospital.
No. 99 Harley Street, Sept. 17.

Dr. Savage publishes in the January number, 1884, of

the Journal of Mental Science, of which he is one of the

editors, over his own name, a review of the case, from

which I make the following quotations:

1 would, then, sum up the case in this way. A man with strong direct

inheritance of insanity is reduced by bad feeding, pain and worry, to a con-

dition of misery that was diseased. It was melancholia out of relation to

its causts and its end. The whole thing was—as is general in mental

disorder—a morbid development, not a devilish afflatus.

As to my examination in court, I can only say that the skill of the

prosecuting counsel and the ruling of the judge made my opinion appear to

be that the prisoner was responsible. I could only say "Yes" when asked

if the man knew he had killed—1 objected to the term "murdered ''

—

his children, and again I could only say •• Yes " when asked if he knew the

punishment he had incurred. It would have bet n folly, as well as false,

for me to have said otherwise.

But I distinctly added that I believed him to be insane at the time the

act was <'ommitted. One most important point was made out of the fact

that I said that I could not certify from facts observed by myself in my
interview of from twenty minutes to half an hour.

I have been blamed for this, but I would defend myself by saying that

counsel strictly bound me down t>> answer simply and solely as to facts

observed by myself. Some say that, as a physician, I was bound to take-
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the history and the antecedent facts as part of the facts observed. This I

must demur to, as in the sisrnln^ of a certificate the tacts observed by my-
self must be quite independent of information gained from others. 1 own
this is often a foolish ntcessityof the law, but at present it exists. I did add
that with the liistory and from the facts I believed him to be insane, but I

was told by the judge that this was not for me, but for tlie jury to decide.

And the judge's ruling quite outweighted my opinion.

Surely the jury have a right to be instructed by experts as well as by
lawyers. Insanity and its various forms are not less difficult to understand

than forms of law.

It would have been better that there should have been a contest of

medical opinion, so that the jury should have heard the points for and
against the insanity, rather than they should be wholly uninformed. It

may seem strange that medical opinions should differ as they are seen to

<]o in contested trials; but I for one do not see in this difference of opinion

untruth or dishonor. Medical knowledge is as yet not infinite, and there

are at least two sides to a siiield.

1 would suggest that, in any criminal case in which the medical officer

of the House of Detention states any doubt about the sanity of a prisoner,

the trial should not take place till several months' observation have tran-

spired; thus a great deal of heart-burning would be saved, and some luna-

tics would not be tried as criminals.

Lastly, as to the test of sanity.

I fear the want of any exact knowledge of the causes of insanity must
for very long leave us without any definition of the condition.

The lawyer will say, "Let common sense decide who are responsible,

and what is to be meant by responsibility."

I know the most important safeguards are needed by society, so that

the weak should be kept from becoming wicked ; but at the same time

I must protest against persons being punished for what they cannot

help.

First, I would do away with all definitions of responsibility, and let

each case be tried on its own merits. For just as a man is sane or insane

in relation to his past history and to his surroundings, and not according

to any standard that can be set up, so a man is responsible or not for his

acts, according as they are the natural outcome of his uncurbed passions

or are due to diseased conditions.

I grant that harm has been done in several ways by the medical

expert, in too often and too indiscriminately dragging in such rare expla-

nations as insane impulses alone.

Again, insanity is generally looked upon as like other acute diseases,

which can be as readily diagnosed as fevers or heart disease.

It win not be understooii in its criminal relationship till It is looked

upon merely as the morbid life-growtli from the diseased germ. The
whole life lias tended to irregularity, and in many, direct insane inherit-

ance must bn admitted to play a chief part in its production.

The subject is unsatisfactory, as may at once be seen from the diflfer-

«nt ways It is viewed by the public.

The suicide is always considered to be insane.
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The testator, again, is practically considered sane, but it may be
shown that he was iusane witliout incurring odium.

But if a criminal is defended as insane, his defender runs a great

<?hance of being looked at as criminal also.

Finally, are we to be bound by auy definitions in giving our opinion ?

I should say " No." We have got rid of " delusions " as a necessary part

of insanity. It is now, moreover, admitted that a " knowledge of right and

wrong '
is not necessary, and the question of loss of self-^control and im-

pulses is so delicate a one as to make it dangerous for an expert to attach

mucli weight to it in giving evidence.

[ am free to admit the fault lies in great part in our defective knowl-

edge, but is also partly due to the habits of the law in exacting definitions

from medical witnessf-s.

We can no more define insimity than we can by definition give an

impression of a rainbow or a landscape.
Geo. H. Savage.

The Case of James Cole.—He was indicted for the

murder of his own child, aged three years and eight

months, in August, 1883. The trial was held in the Cen-

tral Criminal Court of London, October i8th, 1883, before

Mr. Justice Denman.
I give the following account of that trial, taken from

the Jo7irnal of AlentaI Science, for January, 1884:

James ( 'ole, thirty-seven, laborer, was indicted for the willful murder of

Thomas Cole.

In August he was living with his wife at Croydon. Their two chil-

dren, Richard, aged fourteen, and Thomas, three years eight months, also

lived with them. Prisoner lisid been out of work for some time. On the

evening of the 18th he took the child Thomas by the legs and knocked hs

head against the floor and walls. As the prisoner ran away he said to a

man he met—" I have murdered my child."

It was elicited from the boy Richard that upon the night in question,

the prisoner complained that his wife had hidden people under the floor

and in the cupboard, to try to poison him. He was jealous of his wife, but

no ground for this suspicion appeared.

The plea of insanity was set up.

The surgeon and chief warder of Clerkenwell House of Detention

gave evidence that the prisoner had displayed no symptoms of insanity,

but had conducted himself in accordance with the prison regulations. On
one occasion he became violent, but it was stated that it did not arise from
unsoundness of mind.

P'or the defense, a brother of the prisoner was examined, and stated

that some members of the family had been subject to fits.

Dr. Jackson, an alderman of Croydon, said he was quite certain that

he was a typical lunatic, with dangerous delusions. In cross-examination,

witness said the prisoner seemed to understand the questions put to him,

and gave perfectly rational answers. He told him that he thought he was
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being poisoned, that his wife had set men on to him, and that he used to

shriek out and wake up at niofht, thinkino; that people were murdering^

hira. The prisoner acknowledged that he drank occasionally, and that he

had been many times in prison for violence. Tlie prisoner said he found
a little drink made him lose his senses. The prisoner knew perfectly well

that he was on his trial for murder. When asked liow he could liave

treated his child so cruelly, he made no answer. In re-examination. Dr.

Jackson said he believed the prisoner was in sucli a state of mind that no
parish doctor ought to allow iiim to be at large, as he was dangerous.

Mr. Geoghegan, in defense, agreed that there had been no motive for

the commission of the crime, but that there were stroiig antecedent proba-

bilities tliat the prisoner was so unsound in his mind at the time that he

did not know the nature and quality of the act he was committing.

Mr. Poland said that the prisoner's belief that attempts had been made
to poi.-on him would not be sufficient for any medical man to certify that

he was insane, and thus necessitate his continement in an asylum. It was
for the jury to say whether the prisoner was a violent drunken man or an

insane person fit for Broadmoor.

Mr. Justice Denman said it was an appalling case. As to the plea of

insanity, the law as laid down by the House of Lords was, that every man
was supposed to be responsible for his acts until the contrary was proved,

and it mnst be shown that he was suffering from such a state of mental

disease as not to know the nature and quality of the act he was com-
mitting, or that it was wrong. The judge referred to the new Act regard-

ing the treatment of persons alleged to be insane, and said tiiat he
observed that last session a learned colleague expressed dissatisfiiction

with the new enactment, in which, however, he was not inclined to dis-

agree, the new Act not altering the law as to insanity as it previously

stood, but only making a difference as to the formal verdict.

The jury found the prisoner Quilty.

The Judge, in sentencing the prisoner to death, said the learned

counsel had attempted to make out that he was not responsible. The
attempt had failed, and he must express his own opinion that, according

to the law of England, it had rightly failed. " Altliough it was, I think,

established in evidence that you had been suffering from delusions, I can-

not entertain a doubt that on the occasion on which you violently caused

the death of your child, you knew you were doing wrong, and knew that

you acted contrary to the law of this country, and that you did it under the

influence of passion, which had got possession of your mind from want
of sufficient control, the result being that the poor child came by a sudden

and savage death.

The Home Secretary, Sir Wm. Harcourt, ordered a

medical examination also in the case of Cole, and Dr.

Orange and Dr. Glover, who conducted it, pronounced

him unquestionably insane, and he was reprieved.

Dr. D. Hack Tuke, in a forcible criticism of both

these cases of Gouldstone and Cole, in the January num-
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ber of 1884, of the Journal of Mental Science, of which

he is editor, says, over his own name

:

It would be difficult indeed to conceive any circumstances more cal-

culated to bring En>,4isii Criminal Law into contempt than the result of
the trials of Gouldstone and Cole for wilful murder. Our only consola-

tion is that such pitiful exhibitions of tlie working of our present judicial

machinery, in cases in which the plea of insanity was set up, may lead to

some practical reform therein. Had any commentary been desired on the

necessity of carrying out the resolution* passed at the recent Annual
Meeting of our Association, under the presidency of Dr. Orange, and
again at the October meeting of the Metropolitan Branch of the British

Medical Association, such commentary, written in letters of blood, has
indeed been supplied by the occurrence of these two trials in rapid succes-

sion.

The great object of this resolution is to secure a full and deliberate

examination of the accused before, instead of after liis trial, by competent
medical men. In the cases of Gouldstone and Cole the result to them, it

is true, would have been the same, but with how much greater propriety,

dignity and economy! We should have been spared the spectacle of

judges solemnly condemning to death, and clearly indicating it to be their

opinion that it was a just death, men who were lunatics. * * * Had
the deliberate examination we urge been made in the case of Gouldstone,

instead of one of some twenty minutes at the eleventh hour (the deed was
committed at least five months before), the man's mental condition could

have been carefully tested without haste ; and in the case of Cole, the

same course would have exposed his insane condition for years pre-

viously, and all the facts bearing upon it would have been procured at

leisure. Important in such a case, also, is the circumstance that his wife

could not give eviJence in court, while her intimate knowledge of his

history would have been of highest value to a medical commission.
Again, the law requires a man in such instances to prove himself a

lunatic; but is this not a mockery of justice? How can a poor prisoner

aflbrd to pay ? Counsel may, indeed, be assigned to defend the prisoner

too poor to pay, but this is at the last moment, and what possible chance
has he of doing justice to his client? None; for it is then too late to

make a skilled inquiry into, and study of the facts of most value in the

determination of the prisoner's insanity. The effect of this resolution

would be to prevent a repetition of circumstances that make the

* " That prisoners suspected of being mentally deranged should be examined
by competent medical men as soon after the commission of the crime with which
they are charged as possible, and that the examination should be provided for by the

Treasury, in a manner similar to that in which counsel for the prosecution is pro-

vided. It Is suggested that the examiners should be the medical officer of the

prison, the medical officer of the County Asylum or Hospital for the Insane in the

neighborhood, and a medical practitioner of standing in the town where the prison

is situated; that the three medical men shall, after consulting together, draw up a
joint report, to be given to the prosecuting counsel, the cost being borne by the

public purse, inasmuch as it is useless to tell an Insane man that the burden of

proving himself insane lies upon himself." (See Journal of Mental Science, Oct.,

1883, p. 451).
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Interference of the Home Secretary imperative; for, we lepeat, it cannot be
other than prejudicial to the respect that we should always wish to see

entertained for courts of law, to go on continually convicting and sentenc-

ing lunatics to the gallows, and then reprieving them—a game which may
be all very well for cats and mice, but is scarceh* worthy of being engaged
in by those who uphold and those who break the law.

Nor are these trials less remirkable as commentaries upon the proper

mode of understanding and interpreting the legal test of insanity to which,

truth to say, we are almost weary of referring. As those who have read

Mr. Justice Stephen's work on Criminal Law, reviewed in this Journal in

July last, are well aware, he reads between the lines of the dicta of the

judges of 1843, and charms his psychological readers with the conclusion

that the knowledge of right and wrong does not merely refer to the law

of the lanJ, but involves the question svhether the accused was able to

judge of the moral character of the act at the time he committed it, not

merely in an abstract sense, but for himself, under the special circum-

stances of his own delusion or loss of control.

So liberal a construciion of the test seemed to open the way to a sort

of compromise between medical and legal opinions. Now, what from this

point of view is so noteworthy, is that neither of the judges who presided

over these trials (Mr. Justice Day and Mr. Justice Denman) appear to

have had the faintest idea of such an interpretation of the terms. On the

contrary, they obviously understood them in the baldest, most literal

manner possible, but not otherwise, we are bound to say, than we supposed

that they would understand them. Thus, Mr. Justice Denman, in address-

ing Cole, told him he could not doubt that he knew he was doing wrong.
" You knew^," he added, by way of explanation, '* that you acted contrary

to the law of this country." Whatever loss of control there might be was

due to "passion." His lordship did not, with Sir James Stephen, siy that

any one would fall within ihe description of not knowing he was doing

wrong " who was deprived by disease atiecting the mind of the power of

passing a rational judgment on ihe, moral characttr of the act which he

meant to do." ("Criminal Law," Vol. 11., p. 163.) Nor did he tell the

jury that the law, when properly construed, allows that "a man who,, by

reason of 7nental disease, is prevented from controlli7ig his own coiduet,is not

responsible for what he does " (p. 167); nor yet that if a man's succession of

insane thoughts is so rapid as to confuse him and render him unequal to

the effort of calm sustained thought, *'Ae cannot be said to know, or have a

capacity of knowing, thai the act lohich he proposes to do is wro7ig " (Op. cit.)

That such is, after all, the proper way of understanding the dicta of the

judges was equally foreign to the mind of Mr. Justice Day. The judges

succeeded also in conveying to the juries the impression that they must

take the meaning of the terras in question in the sense in which they have

been hitherto understood. All we have to say on this asj.ect of the matter

is, that either official sanction must be given to the mterpretation of Mr.

Justice Stephen, or the words themselves must be so altered as to make
their meaning plain tojurymen, and not only to them but to thejudges them-

selves. The difficulty, however, presents itself that, not only do most

judges lay down the law in the old-fashioned sense, but they do not
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conceal their sympathy with this interpretation, and they would regard It

as a subterfiio^e were a medical witness to reply "Yes," in the sense

attached to the words by Sir James Stephen, to the question " Did the

prisoner know that he was doinof wrong?"' In Gouldstone's case, for

instance, Dr. Savage felt that to do so would be an evasion of tliereal mean-
ing attached by the court to the expression, and unworthy of a scientific

witness.

Another point to which one of tliese cases forcibly calls attention, is the

neglect of the obvious symptoms of insanity in a man from whom homicidal

acts might have at any time been expected. From what has transpired

during and since his trial, we find that Cole was in good work up to 1877,

and attentive to his wife and children; and that he fell out of work, left

home to seek it, and was found by the police, who took him to the Croydon
workhouse infirmary as a wandering lunatic. When his wife went to see

him he looked ill and strange, and did not know her; he thought she was
dead, and that he was there for killing her. Unfortunately, instead of

being placed under proper medical treatment in an asylum, he was allowed

to go home in a few weeks" time, and frightened his wife by his mad actions,

nailing down the windows, etc., and placing a large knife under his pil-

low. The insane suspicions which marked his case then have never left

him, and the wife had to earn a living by caning chairs, which he would

sometimes smash to pieces, the reason assigned being that she was electri-

fying him. At night he was sleepless, and would walk the room, hearing

im.iginary noises, and declaring that strange men were concealed in the

house. A medical man saw him in 1S79, and said he was dangerous, that

everything mu»t be kept out of his way, and that he couldn't understand

why he had been allowed to go home from the workhouse instead of being

sent to an asylum. So he went on fancying when in the house that his wife

was trying to poison him, and when out of it that people were watching

him in the street, and even assaulting them on this ground. His wife

expected that he would commit some violent act, and that she would prob-

ably be tl>e victinj, but she does not appear to have thought he would

injure their child, of whom he was very fond. The poor woman applied

to the magistrates, but they comforted her by telling her that they could

do nothing till he had committed some act. They refeiTed her, how-
ever, to the relieving officer, and in consequence, the parish doctor exam-
ined Cole, and gave her a certificate on which he was removed to the

infirmary. Here was a second opportunity for doing something, taking

care of a lunatic, and averting a dreadful catastrophe. But in vain. He
was sent out in two days as mad as ever, and his wife, in mortal fear,

called in the doctor, and he attended him at home. Soon after the man
killed his child. All the day he had been walking about the house with a

hammer and chisel, following his wife, who eventually managed to take

them from him and conceal them. The wife at last went for a policeman,

and when at the gate heard a noise in the house which induced her to

return, when she found he had done the deed for which he was tried, and

which we maintain might and ought to have been prevented by placing

him in an asylum long before. This is the moral of the story. We have

no desire to ignore the fact that Cole was an intemperate man. But we
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are satisfied that Sie was a sober man up to tlie time tliat he became insane

in 1877, and that his jjivin": way to drink was one of tlie symptoms of his

madpes?, although doubtless a further agf^ravation of it. But while it

may be impossible to frauore with precision his moral responsibility in rela-

tion to the intensity and continuance of his mental disorder, proi>f is not

wanting that he had been sober for at least a week before the fatal act was

committed. In a word, this was not the result of drink, but the outcome

of a loner, lasting state of delusional insanity. Had he joined the Blue Rib-

bon Army for months before, his delusions and tlieir logical developmei t

in violence would have been the same. Add to tliis, that in consequence

of his inability to earn a livelihood through his mental infirmity, he was

wretchedly poor, and his brain was consequently ill-nourished, and ren-

dered more and more a prey to suspicion.

The conclusion, then, to which we earnestly call attention, in the

interests alike of the law, of life, and of the lunatic, is the necessity of

reforming the mode of Legal Procedure in ascertaining the Menial Condi-

tion of Prisoners.
D. Hack Tcke.

The Case of Guiteau.—We are far enough removed

from the excitement of that awful tragedy, which resulted in

the death of the President of the United States, to agree

{now that he has been executed and the post-mortem exam-

ination of his brain has been made and submitted to the

scientific world, imperfect as that examination was, when it

could have been made most thorough in every respect and

in minutest detail), that there at least existed a question as

to his sanity and responsibility which should have been

submitted to the most critical medical examination and

tests in the power of our government to have made, by the

best medical men in this country, outside and independent

of the trial itself.

Provisions are made under the law of this State for

•examination into the mental condition of any person

charged with crime, before the trial, or even after the

indictment, which, if it results in finding the accused insane,

avoids the necessity of a trial upon the indictment when

found.

The Code of Criminal Procedure of New York also pro-

vides for a proceeding to examine cases where insanity is

alleged to have occurred after conviction, as follows

:

Sec. 496. If after a defendant has been sentenced to the punishment

of death, there is reasonable ground to believe that he has become insane.
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the Sheriff of the county in which the conviction took place, with the con-

currence of a Justice of the Supreme Court or the County Jud^e of the

county, who may make an order to that effect, must impanel a jury of

twelve persons of that county qualified to serve as jurors in a court of

record, to examine the question of the sanity of the defendant.

The Sheriff must give at least seven days' notice of the time and place

of the meeting of the jury to the District Attorney of the county. I 108 of

the Code of Civil Procedure regulates the impaneling of such a jury and

the proceedings, upon the inquisition, so far as it is applicable.

I 497. District Attorney must attend and may produce witnesses by
subpoena.

I 498. The inquisition must be signed by jurors or Sheriff. If it is

found by the inquisition that the defendant is insane, the Sheriff must sus-

pend execution of the warrant until he receives the warrant of the Gov-

ernor directing that the defendant be executed.

g 499. The Sheriff must transmit inquisition to Governor, who, as

soon as defendant is restored to sanity, must issue a warrant for execution,

pursuant to sentence, unless commuted or pardoned, and may meanwhile

dispose of defendant. (Code Criminal Procedure, Title x., Chap. 1.)

If such a provision exists in the District of Columbia,

where the homicide occurred, it was a remarkable fact that

it was not invoked by either the counsel for the people or

the prisoner; nor was such a suggestion acted upon by the

Government after the conviction and sentence, although

pressed by some of the leading alienists of the country, as

well as by citizens of every class throughout the land, as

due to the self-respect of the Government and people.

The next generation will be unable to understand why
such an examination was not held, nor be able to appreciate

the peculiarly delicate relation of the executive and his

legal advisers to that trial, nor the almost universal clamor

for the execution of Guiteau, which made such an inquisition

apparently impracticable, if not practically impossible at

that time.

The charge of the judge in the case of Guiteau fairly

stated the law, not quite as strong and broad as the

English judges in the cases of Gouldstone and Cole, but

substantially within the recognized rule, as it is now laid

down in most of the American States.

No one can pretend for one moment to deny, that

Guiteau fully understood the nature and quality of his

act ; nor that he was able to discriminate between right
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and wrong in regard thereto, and that he fully under-

stood that it was a crime at law, and well knew the

penalty which the law imposed.

If the legal test established by the English judges in

1843, o'' ^s laid down by Judges Day and Denman in

cases of Gouldstone and Cole were to apply, the jury in

in Guiteau's case must, of course, convict.

In no case of insanity of the character of melancholia

or with suicidal tendencies, where the disease is not

readily detected, nor in any case of obscure character, is

it possible ever to claim that the insane prisoner does

not both know and fully understand that the act is

wrong as human standards are measured, and it must

generally be conceded that he also well understands the

nature and quality of the act and its penalty under the

law.

How far is this a reliable test of responsibility ? Have

we not come now to the point where the legal gentlemen

can unite with medical men, and call a halt upon the

justice or propriety of this remaining longer the law of

such cases ?

Dr. Hack Tuke quotes that eminent name, Sir James

Fitz- James Stephen, in his recent masterly work on

criminal law ; in which he speaks both as a jurist, and

as a student and expounder of the principles of English

law.

Sir James has recently been called to the English

bench. As a judge he must administer the law as he

finds it. He must sustain the current and continue in

the line of the English decisions. A judge is not a law-

maker. He is an expounder and interpreter of the law,

and Sir James is far more valuable as an author and

writer in his admirable treatise, than he is as a judge in

his judicial decisions. Sir James treats of this interesting

subject in Vol. II., Chapter xix., entitled " Relation of

Madness to Crime," and his views are well worthy our

serious consideration from what has been called the legal

position involved in this discussion.
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The learned writer gives a digest of the EngHsh law

as to insanity from his stand-point as follows :

No act is a crime if the person who does it is at the time when it is

done, prevented [either by defective mental power or] by any disease

affecting his mind

—

(a) From knowing the nature and quality of his act, or

(6) From knowing that the act is wrong [or

(c) From controlling his own conduct, unless the absence of the

power of control has been produced by his own default].

But an act may be a crime although the mind of the person who does

it is atfected by disease, if such disease does not, in fact, produce upon his

mind one or other of the effects above-mentioned in reference to that act.

He comments upon the answers of the judges in the

McNaughten case, and holds that their authority is ques-

tionable, though he has followed them as a judge, and

concedes " that zuhe?i they are carefidly considered they leave

untouched the most difficult questions connected ivith the

subject, and lay dozun propositions liable to be misunder-

stood ;" but he claims that they should be construed '^ in

a zvay that would satisfactorily dispose of all cases what-

ever.

He reduces the doubtful points to the single question,

" Is madness to be regarded solely as a case of in7iocent

ignorance or mistake, or is it also to be regarded as a dis-

ease, which may affect the emotiotis a?td the will in such a

manner that the sufferer ought not to be punished for the

acts zvhich it causes him to do?"
Again, Sir James claims that yielding the point that

the answer of judges must be accepted, though of doubt-

ful authority, " the lazu alloivs that a ma?t who by reason of

mental disease is prevented from controlling his own conduct,

is not responsible for what he does!'

I have not space within the limits of such a paper to

give this chapter, which is worthy of reprint, entire, but I

give a few extracts which I regard very important in the

pending discussion.

The position of Sir James Fitz-James Stephen may
be defined or stated as follows

:

The different legal authorities upon the subject have been right in

holding that the mere existence of madness ought not to give excuse for
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crime, unless it produces, in fact, one or the other of certain consequences.

I also think that the principle which they have laid down will be

found, when properly understood, to cover any case which ought to be

covered by it.

But the terms in which it is expressed are too narrow, when taken in

their most obvious and literal sense, and when the clrcuiustances under

which the principle was laid down are forgotten. Vol. II., Chapter xix.,

p. 125.

He says, p. 130:—" What are sanity and insanity ?"

The answer is that sanity exists when the brain and the nervous

system are in such a condition that the mental functions of feeling and

cniotion and willing can be performed in their regular and usual manner,

insanity means a state in which one or more of the above-named mental

functions is performed in an abnormal manner, or not performed at all,

by reason of some disease of the brain or nervous system.

In commenting on the answ^ers of the judges in the

McNaughton case, says :

I am of the opinion that even if the answers given by the judges in

McNaughten's case are rcirarded as a binding declaration of the law of

England, that law as it stands is, that a man, who by reason of mental

disease, is prevented from controlling his own conduct, is not responsible

for what lie does.

I also think that the existence of any insane delusion, impulse or other

state which is commonly produced by madness, is a fact relevant to the

question, whether or not he can control his conduct, and as such may be

proved, and ought to be left to the jury (p. 169).

He continues

:

The proposition, then, which I have to maintain and explain is that, if

it is not, it ought to be the law of England that no act is a crime if the

person wiio does it is, at the time when it is done, prevented, either by

defective mental power, or by any disease aflTecting his mind, from control-

ling his own conduct, unless the absence of the pov/er to control has been

produced by his own default. ********
No doubt there are cases in which madness interferes with the power

of self-control, and so leaves the sufferer at the mercy of any temptation to

which he may be exposed; and if this can be shown to be the case, I think

the sufferer ought to be excused (p. 168—70).

The difficulty is in properly defining the words "knew"
and " wrong." No narrow or forced construction should be

given these words, but the wide and broad signification

which Sir James puts as follows

:

Knowledge and power are the constituent elements of all voluntary

action, and if either is seriously impaired the other is disabled. It is as
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true th'it a man who cannot control himself, does not know the nature of

his acts, as ibat a ni:in whu does not know the nature of iiis acts is incap-

able of self-eontri.l (p. 171).

Kegardino^ the matter as one for the Legislature, I do not think that it

is expedient a person unable to control his conduct should be the subject

of legal putiishraenr.

The fear of punishment can never prevent a man from contracting

disease of the brain or prevent that disease from weakening his power of

controlling bis own actit.n in the sense explained; and wharever the law
may declare. I suppose it will not be doubted that a man whose power of
controlling his conduct is destroyed by disease, would not be regarded as

morally blam;ible for his acts (p. 171).

Sir James justifies the punishntent of madmen in certain

cases

:

Little or no loss is inflicted on either the madman himself or on the

community by his execution.

It is indeed more difficult to say why a dangerous aad incurable mad-
man should not be painlessly put to death, as a measure of humanity, than

to show wh\- a man who. being both mad and wicked, deliberately com-
mits a crime, as murder, should be executed as a murderer (p. 178).

I may observe that the principle that madmen ought, in some cnses, ^q
to be punished, is proved by the practice of lunatic asylums (p. 181). and ^p
cites Dr. Maudsley (see '• Kesponsibilty," p. 129). P[3

I cite further : ff5m
The question," What are the mental elements of responsibility '?"' is and ^^

must be a legal question. I believe that by the existing law of Enghnul "rj

these elements (so far as madness is concerned) are knowledge that an act —

^

is Avrong and power to abstain from doing it ; and I think it is tiie province ^
ofjudges to declare and explain this to the jury. T<

I think it is the province of medical men to state, for the inform.-irion SL.

of the court, such facts as experience has taught them, bearing upon tiie S
question, whether any form of madness affects, and in what manner, and ^
to what extent it affects either of these elements of responsibility, and I ^
see no reason why, under the law as it stands, this division of labor ^^
should not be carried out (p. 183).

**^

C/3

In 1874 ?klr. Russell Gurny's bill, introduced before the ^
EngHsh Parliament, proposing amendments of the law relat- ^
ing to homicide, contained a clause recognizing the loss of O
self-control, the result of disease, as one of the causes of ^
exemption from responsibility in these cases—and while the

bill did not become a law it led to the appointment of a

committee before whom Sir James Stephen was called to

testify, who claimed that the law should plainly state and
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define responsibility, and provide exactly where it rested

and where it did not.

This evidence of Sir James created a great sensation,

and the committee took the evidence of the Lord Chief

Justice (Cockburn), which, in the light of this discussion, I

may be pardoned for quoting.

He said

:

As the law. as expounded by the judges in the House of Lords, now
stands, it is only when mental disease produces incapacity to distinguish

between right and wrong, that immunity from tlie penal consequences of

crime is admitted. The present bill introduces a new elemenr. the absence

of the power of self-control.

1 concur must cordially in the proposed alteration of the law, hav-

ing bsen always strongly of opinion that, as the pathology of in>anity

abundantly establishes, there are forms of mental disease in which, though
the patient is quite aware that he is about to do wrong, the will becomes
overpowered by the force of irresistible impulse; the power of self-control,

when destroyed or suspended b}' mental disease, becomes. I thinic. an

essential element of [irjresponsibility.

Sir James Stephen proposes that a jury should be allowed to return

three verdicts— (1) Guilty; (2) Guilty, but the power of his self-control

was diminished by insanity; (3) Xot Guilty, on the ground of insanity.

This proposal, while a decided step forward, is liable

to objections, which are most forcibly presented by Dr.

Hack Tuke in his review of Sir James' book. {^Journal

of Menial Science, July, 1883, pp. 267, 268).

Dr. John C. Bucknill, in his admirable review of Sir

James' book, criticises Sir James' definition of insanity

as follows {Medico-Legal Journal, Vol. H., p. 190:

But this is a medical definition, covering the slightest deviation from

m-ntal health, arising from hyeteria or alcohol, from bile or gout. It in-

cludes states of feeling, as sensation, which niav not affect the mind. It

includes abeyance of mental function^, which is not insanity; for. when
the mental functions are not performed at all, there is no insanity.

It is clear from the context that this definition of insanity would

include more than Mr. Justice Stephen could allow to be irresponsible;

and no good is gained by thus analyzing the mind and detailing the

results of the analysis, more or less complete, as functions whicii may be

separately affected. I shall myself venture to make one more medico-

legal definition of insanity. Insanity is incapacitating weakness or derange-

tnent of mind caused by disease. It seems to me to be practically useful and

scientifically accurate to make a distinction between weakness and de-

rangement of mind. It seems to me also that all insanity which is not
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weakness will fairly come under the head of derangement in its widest

sense ; for morbid states of the emotions derange tlie play of mind. But
the all-important term in the definition is, of course, the attribute which
points to the want of power to do something. In criminal inquiries, it

means incapability of abstaining from the criminal act. It means that

condition of irresponsibility pointed to by Lord Bramwell, in Dove's trial

—Could he help it? It means that which has been much insisted upon by
medical writers and great legal authorities, the loss of self-control. Lord
Chief Justice Cockburn and Justice Stephen have both expressed the

strongest opinion that this state of mind caused by insanity ought to

riiuove responsibility.

And I am also inclined to agree with Dr. Bucknill,

that notwithstanding the written views of both Sir James
and Chief Justice Cockburn, the law of England to-day,

as administered, is, as laid down by the judges in the

McNaughten case, although quite agreeing with Sir James
that its strict enforcement would lead to monstrous con-

sequences in many instances.

The Provisions of the New York Penal Code lay

down the law as follows

:

Sec. 17. A person is presumed to be responsible for his acts. The
burden of proving that he is irresponsible is upon the accused person,

except as otherswise presented in this code.

\ 20. An act done by a person who is an idiot, imbecile, lunatic,

insane or of unsound mind, is not a crime.

A person cannot be tried, sentenced to any punishment, or punished

for any crime while he is in a state of idiocy, imbecility, insanity or

lunncy, so as to be incapable of understanding the proceedings or making
his defense.

\ 21. A person is not excused from criminal liability, as an idiot,

imbecile, lunatic or insane person, or of unsound mind, except upon proof

that at the time of committing the alleged criminal act he was laboring

under such a defect of reason, as either,

1. Not to know the nature of the quality of the act he was doing; or,

2. Not to know the act was wrong.

\ 22. No act committed by a person while in a state of voluntary

intoxication shall be deemed less criminal by reuson of his having been in

such condition. But wherever the actual existence of any particular pur-

pose, motive, or intent, is a necessary element to constitute a particular

species or degree of crime, the jury may take into consideration the fact

that tlie accused was intoxicated at the time in determining the purpose,

motive, or intent, with which he committed the act.

^ 23. A morbid propensity to commit prohibited acts existing in

the mind of a person who is not shown to have been incapable of knowing
the wrongfulness of such acts, forms no defense to a prosecution therefor.

\ 3343, Chap, xxii., of Code of Civil Procedure (Subdivision 15,)
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detiiH 8 lunacy as follows: "' The words 'lunacy' Mini •lunatic' embrace
every description of unsoundness of mind, except * idiocy.'

These two Sections, 20 and 21, must be construed to-

gether, as in some respects they apparently conflict.

The first part of Section 20 leaves lunacy undecided
and undefined. The latter part would seem to define it

to apply to the accused when in a state so as to be in-

capable of understanding the proceeding or making his

defense; but Section 21 is a re-statement of the rule in

the McNaughten case

:

" Laboring under such a defect of reason as either not

to know the nature or the quality of the act he was doing,

or not to know that the act was wrong."

It is a source of profound regret that Mr. David Dudley
Field and his coiifnres in framing and submitting the

Penal Code, did not meet this issue, rather than to have

re-stated their view of the existing English law.

The time has come when legislators must face this

question upon its merits. The able and miisterly manner
in which Sir James discusses the question, the decisions

in many of the American States recognizing a different

test for responsibility, call for a settled law both in Eng-
land and America, which would be in accord with the

principles of justice and commensurate with the civilization

of our age.

I think legislators, as well as judges, who administer

the law in both countries, must feel that the time has

come to carefully consider this question, and to state the

law of responsibility in this class of cases so clearly, as

to remove the very just criticisms everywhere made upon

the dicta of some of the judges.

There is no doubt whatever that the uncertainty of

verdicts, is largely due to the popular conviction of the

injustice of the law as it now exists, and as it is fre-

quently construed by the courts.

I am not unconscious of the fact that some judges

have decided against what may be called the views of the

English judges in the McNaughten case, as notably. Judge
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Ladd, of New Hampshire, in the case of Jones (State vs,

Jones, N. H., 388); Beardsly, in People vs. Freeman (H.

Denio, 27), and Judge Brewster, of the Phila. Common
Pleas, in 1868, who held that the true test lies in the

word "power."
" Has the defendant in a criminal case the power tO'

distinguish right from wrong, and the power to adhere to

the right and avoid the wrong?" (Wharton and Stille, §

159)-

Shaw, C. J., in Commonwealth vs. Rogers (Bennett and

Heard, leading criminal cases, 2 Ed., pp. 96, 97).

Robertson, J., in the Kentucky Court of Appeals

(Wharton and Stille, § 175).—There is a judicial tendency

in many of our States, to hold an accused irresponsible

who acts under an uncontrollable impulse based upon an

insane delusion, even though he fully understands the

nature and consequences of his act, and can discriminate

between right and wrong, but the rule in this country

and surely in England, is greatly affected and controlled

by the action of the English judges in 1843.

By far the ablest assault upon the existing law, from

the legal side, is that of the learned Sir James Stephen.

The admirable paper of Dr. John Charles Bucknill,

read before this Society and appearing in the September

number of the Medico-Legal Journal, is a masterly presen-

tation of the subject.

It is a legislative and not a judicial question, and

must receive public attention commensurate with its great

importance in the administration of criminal jurisprudence.
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Letter of Correction.—To the Editor of The Alienist

AND Neurologist.

New York, Aug. 5th, 1884.

Dear Sir:—The excellent article of Dr. Madigan con-
tains one inaccuracy which I should like to see corrected in

your v^aluable columns.
I never authorized any statement about a " relative of

Dr. Noble Young's " studying under myself. From what-
ever source the information reached Dr. Madigan, it became
much distorted in the transmission.

A relative of Dr. Noble Young's received some counsel
and guidance from me, as to his medical studies, a year or
two ago. Another relative, remonstrating with him on his

ambiguous position (after Dr. Young's death), that is,

studying under a physician who had accused "his maternal
grandfather (Dr. Noble Young) of giving false evidence,"
I quietly relieved the young gentleman from his embarrass-
ment.

Respectfully yours,

E. C. Spitzka.
Dr. C. H. Hughes.

The Conclusions of Moreau (de Tours) Objected to

BY A Medical Correspondent.

HiLLSBORO, Ills., Aug. 6th, 1884.

Dear Sir:—In the Alienist and Neurologist, July,

1884, in an extract from a work on the " Aberration of the
Genesic Sense," by Dr. P. Moreau, I wish to state my
reasons for the protest I feel constrained to make to the
conclusions arrived at by the author.

That his premises are false, if based upon the cases men-
tioned, I think that there can be no doubt.

That his conclusions, should they obtain the support of
the profession, would add to the already increased number
of outrages of this nature, I am fully convinced, for the rea-

son that this plea could be entered in palliation for the
offense committed, and the culprit go free, for you can

[722]
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never convict if you can convince the jury that the criminal

acted of necessity and was not volitioncilly free. But this

should not prevent the free expression of our views.

It appears to me that the cases he cites to sustain his

theory are not applicable. To prove my assertion, let us

look into the acts and doings of a few of the persons
mentioned by the author as afflicted with this peculiar aber-

ration. Tiberius, in his earlier life, distinguished himself in

various military commands ; was in every way for a time an
exemplary man; but, on attaining the empire, he soon gave
himself up to unrestrained and brutal sensuality. Caligula

received his surname from " caligar," a common shoe worn
by the soldiers, and which he wore to ingratiate himself
with them. By his popularity he succeeded to the throne. At
first he governed well, preserved the liberties of the people,

and had sufficient will-power to control (if he was so

afflicted) his " aberration of the genesic sense." To show
the craftiness of the man, we find that it was only after he
wdi's, firmly established in his high office that he threw aside

his disguise and proved himself to be a monster of cruelty,

intemperance and sensuality. Surely these vices must have
been innate (but, while necessary, kept in co7itrol), for his ele-

vation to the high office of supreme ruler would not induce
it. Nero murdered his mother and his wife. Tertullian,

when speaking of his persecutions, says : "That our trouble

began at such a source, we glory ; for whoever has studied

his nature knows well that nothing but what is good and
great was ever condemned by Nero." Here there would
seem to be an " aberration of all sense.'" Vitellius was a

glutton of the most extraordinary capacity, as well as cruel

and licentious. The other cases are but a repetition of

those I have briefly reviewed.

That this condition of affairs should have existed in an
age when ignorance and superstition, as well as brute force,

reigned supreme, is but a natural consequence. That our
present civilization is due to, and depends upon, the code
of morals established by the Christian church, and which
has been admired and followed by the brightest intellects

for over 1800 years, must, I think, be admitted by all fair-

minded men ; for, were the penalties attached for the

violation of the law, based on this code, removed, person and
property would be at the mercy of those who could, quite

as consistently, plead aberration of a special sense in pallia-

tion for the offense they committed, as those cited by our
author. Certainly the evidence clearly proves that they
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possessed the will-power to curb their unnatural desires,
and adapt themselves to their surroundings until they
gained the confidence which would warrant them in giving
their passions full sway without fear of the consequences.
These were not acts of insanity ; but the volitional free-

dom of intemperate, brutal and licentious men.. In this,

the nineteenth century, as in every other age, individual
instances are numerous, where, under the temporary insan-
ity induced by over-indulgence in intoxicating beverages,
a man, otherwise with an exceptionally good moral char-
acter, has been guilty of such licentiousness as would put
to shame the most debased of his fellow creatures. Upon
the proper exercise of our volitional power depends the
moral and intellectual safety of the world. With one in

sovereign power, accountable only to his God, we can easily
conceive how, under the influence produced by intemper-
ance, if not naturally so inclined, these passions could gain
such possession, by the abeyance of the will, that their
indulgence would lead one to believe that it could only
have been induced by the aberration of that special sense,,

when in fact it is due to the uncurbed animal passions
which makes the devil's machinations so successful. When
the sovereign is corrupt, intemperate and sensual, his court
will be the same, for he will place in power those most
congenial to himSelf ; and, with such an example, is it to be
wondered at that his subjects should follow the fashion,
until we have (according to Dr. Moreau's theory) a nation
partially insane ? One step downward leads to the other^
until the subject lies buried in the moral filth at the
bottom, be he sovereign, or be he serf.

If this theory of the aberration of a special sense is

correct, then we should not condemn defaulters, murderers,
thieves, et al., for surely the same plea woiild be as plausible
in the one case as in the other—that they merely act as
they are acted on ; though most of them will admit that
had they heeded that "monitory voice," that capacity, that
force, that something not matter that warns us when we
walk and rebukes us when we stray, they would not have
fallen. The tendency among scientific men at the present
day is to attribute every phenomenon of nature to laws and
actions of matter, when some of them are undoubtedly
induced by the actions and laws of something not matter—
spirit—call it by whatever name you please. The evidence
for this assertion can be adduced; and one among the
greatest is, that among all races of men we find that they
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acknowledge the existence of that inward spiritual speech
which alone greets the marvel of creative love (man), and
which prompts him to do good and shun evil, and out of the

wreck of every earthly hope bids him trust in that unseen
creative power, and believe in a home beyond the grave.

No ; with a belief in such a pernicious doctrine, this

earth would soon be a pandemonium indeed.

Yours truly,

Amos Sawyer.
To Prof. C. H. Hughes, M. D.,

St. Louis, Mo.
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Soiiietbiug Sensible and Fair Concerning Asy-
Innis for tbe Insane in a Daily Xewspaper.—So
much unreasonable and unjust prejudice is usually displayed

in the public press towards our public hospitals for the in-

sane, with reference to alleged abuses of patients, that we
take pleasure in recording the following evidence of a return

to common sense on the subject, by the New York Tribune.

It is not many years since an enterprising New York daily

newspaper sent a reporter to reside as an insane person in

one of the hospitals for the insane of that city. He went
there for a sensational item, and he found it, of course, and
with the usual reportorial ambition printed it in false and
flaming colors. It did not matter that in consequence, as

true a heart as ever beat for humanity was incapacitated

by prostrating illness for a long time thereafter, from
ministering there to those pitiable minds diseased, who
needed his oversight and care! It did not matter that

one of the most sensitive and refined of organisms among
men was crushed by the foul blow. The sensation that

sold the paper and the public, was found, and the paper
went on its way prospering, while the superintendent
went "nigh unto death" in his sorrowing over the injustice

done him and his.

The reporter too went on his way rejoicing
; but, strange

Nemesis, within a twelvemonth or thereabout, the head
of that paper (if we mistake not) received, with reason

dethroned, the kindly ministrations to a mind diseased, from
that same traduced and calumniated institution.

If the public press could only be persuaded that a

reasonable amount of humanity still abides in the hearts

of asylum superintendents and managers, and that generally

they are as eager to find out and punish abuses as the

average among the dear public, asylum wrongs might be
sooner righted, and with the cordial co-operation of asylum
officials.

Brutes and fiends in human form secure service in

asylums under false pretenses and guises of humanity,

and too much mechanical restraint exists in some hos-

[726]
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pitals for the insane. This latter evil is due, in some in-,

stances, to untrustworthiness of nurses and attendants in

certain parsimoniously managed institutions, where the

best nurses cannot be secured; in some instances an in-

adequate corps of nurses for the number of patients

necessitating the substitution of mechanical restraint for

personal surveillance, and sometimes to improper appre-
ciation of the importance of the least possible irritation

to patients on the part of newly appointed, rather politi-

cally than professionally qualified, superintendents, without
experience in the efficacy of the law of kindness in the

successful management of the insane. But, as a rule, the
medical staff of American hospitals for the insane, state,

corporate and private, are humane and enlightened and
worthy followers of Chiarugi, Pinel, Tuke and Conolly,

who would not place hand upon a lunatic save in kind-

ness, and who would not countenance harsh treatment of
his helpless patients by others.

He that would place hand upon a lunatic, save in

kindness, it were base flattery to call a coward. Such is

the sentiment of the American physicians to the insane

as we personally know them. Cruelty has but an ex-
ceptional place in American hospitals for the insane, and
if the press of the country would proceed on this principle

when abuses of patients are reported, the exact " whole
truth and nothing but the truth," which the law demands,
would be sought and elicited, the cause of humanity
would then be advanced by every asylum investigation,

and the real welfare of the insane and the peace of their

friends would be promoted. But flaming and inflammatory
sensationalism in the publication of asserted abuses in

asylums, based on statements of patients and discharged
nurses, proclaims more than the truth, breeds distrust

towards institutions entitled to confidence, and ought to

be discountenanced by the press. Following is the Tribune
article

:

A sensational story of abuses practiced upon the patients in tlie Utica

Insane Asylum was published recently, the author being a person who
had spent some time in the asylum as a patient. Reference to the institu-

tion shows that the narrative was a fiction, but one of a kind so common
that the public ought to be put on their guard against them. The fact is

that a large class of insane people labor under delusions to the effect that

they are being persecuted, or pursued, or that there is a conspiracy to

poison them, or that they are systematically drugged, or magnetized, or

electrified; and nothing is commoner among these unfortunates than the

idea that all who surround them are leagued against them. Insanity, in a
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large proportion of casps, takes tlie form of morbid egotism. No doubt it

often originates in a liabit of introspective brooding. The ego thereby

acquires exaggerated proportions, until presently the patient comes to

think that :dl the world are concerned with his affairs. The morbid sense,

too. seems to be extinct in many such instances, and the patient does not

hesitate to invent the most amazing and calumnious stories about those

who have, perhaps, been most beneticial to him. The circulation of what

may be claimed generally as asylum stories is one of the most usual forms

of this phase of insanity, and every alienist has had ample and often most
unpleasant experience of it.

'J"he public, naturally and properly sensitive where the insane are

concerned, and quick to resent imputed abuses upon such helpless crea-

tures, are apt to accept tliese asylum stories without allowance, and the

result is sometimes much injustice toward very worthy and conscientious

medical officers. Sometimes, no doubt, there are abuses in insane asylums,

for it is extremely difficult to obtain the right kind of people for nurses

and wardens in such institutions. The work needs intinite patience, a

certain refinement, much experience, good judgment, and withal, physi-

cal strength. Such a combination is hard to find, and the more so since

the pay is not particularly tempting. So black sheep occasionally find

their way in and abuses follow. But, as a rule, it is always safe to mistrust

charges against the management of an asylum which are preferred by a

patient. If such an one has been discharged, the presumption is that he

has had a relapse. If he is still an inmate, the stories may for the most

part be set down to the account of the brain disease from which he is

suffering. In any case asylum ^stories, proceeding either from patients or

ex-patients, should be carefidly tested before being received as worthy of

credence.

The Abuse of Massage.—Dr. J. Leonard Corning,

in his new book on " Brain Exhaustion," thus discusses

this much over-ridden and abused therapeutical hobby:

As at fiist employed, the system of " massage " proved itself valuable

in the treatment of certain defective systemic disorders, as well as in cases

invohing directly or indirectly more or less impairment of the motor

apparatus. From a legitimate use. however, the practice of manipulating

the muscles has degenerated into a therapeutic ''hobby,'' so that at the

present time the offices of the " masseur " or " inasseuse " have been brought

into requisition in every species of disorder from headache to prolapsus

uteri. In cases of defective brain nutrition it has also been employed to a

large extent in some quarters, as if over-nutrition of a muscular fiber

could in any way help an already impoverished brain-cell; or as If divert-

ing the insufficient blood-supply in a feeble subject from an inadequately

nourished brain to the muscles could in any way enhance the available

vital units of tlie central nervous system I I do not, iiowever, wish to

intimate that in some cases, owing to circulatory or other insufficiencies,

the amount of blood in the brain may not be abnormal and require special

therapeutic attention. What I wish to protest against is the assumption

that the particular development of the muscles can cure a defectively
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nourished brain any more than an illegitimate diversion of the vital fluid

to the nervous centers can conduce to the benefit of the muscular system.

The assumption that a diversion of energy from an organ will conduce to

the formation of tissue in that same organ is at direct variance with all

that we know of the correlation of forces. Moreover, the results of

practical experience are directly at variance with such an unphilosophical

hypothesis. Some of the worst cases of brain exliaustlon which have ever

come under my observation were among those in whom the muscular

system was artificially developed to a degree totally out of harmony with

the capacity of the assimilating apparatus. I have frequently remarked

that such individuals are remarkably small at the waist, while the chest

capacity may be good, or even above the average. This combination of

large "burning" power, with inadequate facilities for the preparation of

"fuel," constitutes an unfortunate equipment on the part of the individual

for maintaining his physiological integrity in the face of the attrition

which the external world is constantly exercising against living organisms.

Morbid Fear Automatism.—In functional neuro-

trophia, especially when it is prodromal of an approaching

insanity, groundless morbid fears are often exhibited, but

the phenomenon of fear automatism, in which the person

is struck with a sudden tremulousness and a feeling as if

he was scared half to death, in midday, and without

previous unconsciousness or exciting cause, and without

being absolutely frightened, is a condition the editor has

never before witnessed or seen described or named. But
such a condition lately presented in a boy, who, appar-

ently physically in good health, was a subject, a year or

two ago, of somnambulism, having two years previously

fallen upon his head from a ten-feet high building, on
rocky ground ; and having recently fallen from a lumber
pile while at play, both times having been rendered

so unconscious by the fall as to retain no remembrance of

what had happened to him.

Bromide of potassium was freely given for several

nights after the last accident, and the subsequent super-

vention of head symptoms was averted by ethereal lotions

and appropriate internal treatment. The only possible

exciting cause for the last attack appears to have been
a chill and fever the day previous.

End of Volume Fifth.—The present number com-
pletes the fifth volume of this Journal. We hope its

friends will make an effort between now and January prox-

imo to greatly enlarge our subscription list. The Alien-
ist AND Neurologist has established its right to live

among the family of medical journals. Five years in its
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history have passed pleasantly and profitably to both its

writers and readers. The editor would like a little more
collaboratorial assistance from its many collaborators. It

has required much more of the editor's personal attention
than the practical professional demands upon his time have
really allowed, without the risk of overwork. The edi-
torial work has not always been up to the editor's ideal

standard of what such work ought to be, and he has
been delinquent in some instances because of absolute
want of time for more perfect and painstaking labor.

But under the circumstances he has done the best he
could, while carrying the additional burden of a college
lectureship and a private practice.

Pathology of Diabetes.—Dr. F. C. Curtis contrib-
utes a very thoughtful and observant article to the Medical
Ajinals for September, on The Pathogeny of Diabetes
Mellitus. His conclusions as to its etiology, especially

these two propositions, have been confirmed in our observa-
tion, and these facts borne in mind will greatly aid the
physician in prescribing a successful plan of treatment and
in giving a more hopeful prognosis than is generally given.

Diabetes mellitus is a symptomatic expression of cerebro-
spinal exhaustion sometimes, which may be only neuro-
trophic, the restoration of which is followed by the

disappearance of the glycosuria. Two confirmatory cases

have come under our observation during the past two
years, without a sign of this symptom. One of them had
marked melancholia, and both had psychical depression

preceding the diabetes.

Our Newspapers.—According to Edwin Alden &
Bro.'s (Cincinnati, O.,) American Newspaper Catalogue

for 1884, there are 14,867 newspapers and magazines

pubhshed in the United States and the British Provinces.

Total in the United States, 14,176; in the British Provinces,

691; divided as follows: Dailies, 1,357; Tri-Weeklies,

71; Semi-Weeklies, 168; Sundays, 295 ;
Weeklies, 10,975;

Bi-Weeklies, 39 ; Monthlies, 2,502 ;
Bi-Monthlies, 26 ;

Quarterlies, 83 ; showing an increase over the publications

of 1883 of 1,594. The greatest increase has been among
the weekly newspapers of a political character (?) while it

has been least among the class publications. The book is

very handsomely gotten up and contains some 850 pages,

printed on heavy book paper, elegantly bound in cloth.

It will be sent to any address, prepaid, on receipt of $i.SO.
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The Missouri Pacific Hospital, St. Louis, under
the efficient management of Surgeon W. B. Outten, pre-

sents an attractive and homelike, as well as businesslike

appearance. The psychical essentials to favorable pro-

gress and speedy convalescence have been kept in mind
by the company in the selection of Surgeon Outten,
and the surgeon in charge has not himself overlooked the

other essentials besides surgical skill in the quiet, orderly

and systematic working, apparent in this establishment, and
in the cheerful aspect of the wards, and the improvements
he has made and is making in the grounds. When men
who work for such corporations know that they are to be
so well cared for when in affliction, a part of the victory

over disease is achieved through the favorable curative

influence mind exists over body.

St. liouis Medical and Surgical Journal.—
Special Offer.—To any one sending the names of four
NEW SUBSCRIBERS, With $\2.QO, they will be credited with one
year's subscription, or can have sent to them any book or

instrument costing not more than ^^3.00. New subscribers

will receive the November and December numbers gratis.

Club rates with this Journal, ;^7.oo. Contains 96 pages
each month. $3.00 per annum, in advance ; single copies,

30 cts. For further information, address Frank M. Rum-
bold, M. D., Publisher and Proprietor, 2622 Washington
Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

The Proceeding's of the Association of Superintend-
ents of American Hospitals for the Insane were crowded
out by matters entitled to precedence in our pages. For
the same reason the continuation of the subject of " Moral
Insanity," by the editor, is postponed. An epitome of the
proceedings of the Association of Superintendents has,

however, already appeared in our pages, and some essential

extracts may be made later.

Note Apologetic.—During our late change of resi-

dence to No. 3000 Chestnut Street, several valuable mono-
graphs sent us for review have been misplaced, among
these, three interesting papers, zve remember, by Santijii.

The press of original matter for space, too, has crowded
out the " Selection Department," which, however, is com-
pensated for in the valuable selected translations which
appear in this number.

Encyclopedia of Medical Wit, Humor and
Curiosities of Medicine.—Dr. Julius Wise, 806 Olive
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Street, St. Louis, Mo., proposes to publish a large volume
under the above or a similar title, and solicits witticisms

and anecdotes of a humorous or curious nature. Also
information regarding suitable literature—home and for-

eign, ancient and modern—will be gladly received and
highly appreciated.

"Madness and Crime,"—The paper by Clark Bell,

Esq., President of the New York Medico-Legal Society,

which appears in the present number, is an interesting

discussion of the subject from a legal standpoint, in that

it recognizes the facts of disease, and endeavors to approxi-

mate the legal standard of irresponsibility to that of the

medical, which is based upon research and not conjecture.

Dr. li, A. Merriam's Report on "Nervous
Diseases" is the first one of the kind ever made
before the Medical Society of Nebraska. It certainly in-

dicates appreciative progress in the right direction, and
shows, with other similar signs, what was predicted at the

inception of this Journal, that the neural pathology is

destined to reign paramount in medicine.

The Paper on "Insanity Defined" which appears
as having been read before the Mississippi Valley ]\Iedical

Association, was not read before that body, but before

the National Conference of Charities and Correctional In-

stitutions, Oct. 17th, 1884.

The American Public Health Association and
the Conference of Charities and Correction have just con-

cluded very profitable and entertaining sessions in St.

Louis, as we go to press.

Explanatory Correction.— The reference in the

last number to Dr. Evarts having been elected secretary

of the Association of Superintendents of American Hos-
pitals for the Insane, was gleaned from the public press.

Dr. Evarts was made vice-president.

Report on the Insane.— Dr. D. Hack Tuke's
report on the inadequate care of the insane in Montreal,

will probably result in a government investigation and
reform.

Reprints of articles furnished at cost of press-work,
paper and binding. Writers wishing them should not fail

to designate the number they desire on their manuscript.

Lindsay & Blakiston's Physician's Visiting List,
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for 1885, an indispensable pocket companion for every

busy practitioner, is received as we go to press.

The late Professor Colmheim discovered the

migration of the white blood corpuscles through the walls

of the capillary vessels.

The American Academy of Medicine meets in

Baltimore, on the 28th and 29th prox. A good list of

papers is announced.

Heredity Defined.—Dr. Mary Weeks Burnett form-
ulates heredity as the sum of all of the ancestral forces,

plus life.

Dr. Moreau (de Tours), the distinguished French
ahenist, has lately died at the age of eighty-one.



HOSPITAL NOTES.

Retirement of Dr. Chapin and Appointment of Dr.
Wise.—Dr. John B. Chapin has resigned his office as super-

intendent of Willard Asylum, and Dr. P. M. Wise, late

first assistant physician, is appointed superintendent. In

the retirement of Dr. Chapin clinical psychiatry misses a

laborious and successful "minister to mind diseased," but
in Dr. Wise the profession will find a worthy successor

to Dr. Chapin. Dr. Chapin has been elected to succeed
Dr. Kirkbride, deceased. Both excellent appointments.

Dr. J. G. Kiernan has taken charge as superintend-

ent and physician of Cook County (Illinois) Hospital for

the Insane, a well merited and strictly medical appoint-

ment. Dr. Kiernan is an industrious and competant
observer and writer in psychiatry, whose name is quite

famihar to the readers of this Journal.

Dr. H. R. Stedman, late of the Danver's Lunatic
Hospital, has lately taken charge of " Woodbourne," a

private home for the insane and nervous, at Rosendale
P. O., suburbs of Boston, Mass.

Dr. a. H. Witmer, of the Government Hospital for

the Insane, at Washington, D. C, is announced to marry
Miss Roberta K. Stone, of that city on the 30th courant.

Bon voyage.
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On Visceral Neuroses, beinw the Gustonian Lectures on Neuralgia of
the Stomach and Allied Disorders. By T. Cliflford Allbutt, M. A.,

M. 1). C^antab., F. R. S. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston, Son & Co., 1012
Walnut Stieet. 1884.

These Lectures are the best of their kind which have appeared. They
are worthy of an equal place with Fothergill's "Neurosal and Reflex Dis-

orders of the Heart," and Tilt's '• Physical Life of Woman." We commend
them especially to such mentally distorted o^ynecologists and general

practitioners as are accustomed to suspect, and in imagination find, physi-

cal uterine disease in all painful visceral conditions of tiie female sex.

The subject of Irritable Uterus will be found as interesting as Flint's

Irritable Heart, and quite as instructive.

The time is ripe for such books as the one before us. A spurious

gynecology has too long lorded it over medical thought, until, distorting

it and wrongly specializing patliology, to tlie damage of the sex and tiie

shame and ignominy of what is and ought to be a noble department of

medical endeavor, viz., the rectification of the real special ills of woman.
Gynecology^ in tlie minds of many wlio practice it, is only hysterology

and neurosal diseases, which are common to botli sexes, have been without

warrant, and are now too commonly referred to the uterus as the fms et

origo inali.

If gynecology is rescued from degradation it must be rescued from its

errors. It needs salvation from its professed friends, wliicli can best be

accomplished by those broad-minded and logically enlarged gynecological

thinkers and practitioners who can discern something more in the physical

ills of woman than what is revealed through the prima via of the speculum

and uterine sound.

The uterus is not all there is of woman, yet modern gynecology, as

taught by many of its votaries, maintains that the uterus is th.e woman.
As well say the testes, etc., is the man, for the nervous connections are

about as intimate with the whole of his organism and testes as with tiie

female uterus and ovaries.

It is questionable whether there is a legitimate field for gynecology as

a specialty, with the full significance of the term, any more than there

would be for anthropology as a branch of medicine, with its full signifi-

cance. Gynecology and anthropology respectedly, the whole study of

woman or the whole study of man, is all there is of medicine; but gyne-

cology, as practiced by many, appropriates all the diseases of woman, and
refers them to the uterus and its appendages. When gynecology be-

comes properly restrictive to hysterology, medical and surgical, as it

will with the light now being thrown upon once so called uterine

disease by neurology, it will indeed become a true science and art and
its votaries better worthj' of liberal professional confidence than they

[735]
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generally are to-day. Indeed, in gynecological practice, even now, among
the better-informed, the sober second-thought, tardy-in-coming, sways tlie

once narrowmind. Old heads and raaturer wisdom which comes of

experience now confess the errors of sanguine and narrow-minded youth,

and candidly concede that the uterus, from a pathological stand-point, is

not all there is of woman ; and with the spread of this awakening convic-

tion to the lesser lights that shine like ignis-fatui over the land, a bright

day dawns for woman—a day of disenthrallment from gynecological

blunders, when she is to be recognized as a woman, with a nervous and
physical system beyond the pelvis, just as man is, and her diseases are to

be treated with the same common sense survey of her whole organism as

man is when he goes to his medical adviser for advice.

Hasty conclusions, sealing her fate, will then not be jumped at as now,,

and true uterine disease will be separated from the spurious, the primary
from the secondary, by a cautions, discriminating, conservative and honest

gynecology; and even then there will still remain enough of real disease,

primarily or secondarily, located in the uterus, for the most ambitious and
industrious hystological therapeutist and surgeon.

The following excerpted passages will serve to show the drift of the

author's views

:

" Let us take as an instance a young lady coming of a family in which
great mental gifts had thrown into relief the many eccentricities and
humors which accompanied them; a family, too, of which no household

had been free from nervous disease. She po-sessed the gifts and the

attractions of the neurotic diathesis, and labored under its defects. It ia

possible also that she was in some degree under the stress of what Anstie

called the uncoiscious sexual impulse. She was restless, excitable and
suflering. Her pains were mostly pelvic and abdominal. She never put

her feet to the ground, partly because it intensitied her pain, partly

because she had been forbidden to do so. She had lain on her back for

months. Pessaries had often been introduced, but being intolerable to

her, were withdrawn. Her periods were agonizingly painful for the first

two days, and were profuse; and she had constant leucorrhea. Her
appetite was almost gone, her stomach queasy, her frame emaciated; but

she was full of courage, unselfish, and would have scorned the wiles and

exacting whims of hysteria. Her womb had been incessantly under spec-

ular and other examination for a year or two, and. like nearly all such

patients, she had uterus on the brain. I found the vagina tender, and the

womb exquisitely so ; its substance was soft, and its attachments lax.

Its position, therefore, was somewhat backwards and downwards. Acute

suffering was caused in the upper hypogastrium when the fundus of the

uterus was pressed upon per rectum. The rectum was full of faeces. By
the sjieculum I noted there was both uterine and vaginal catarrh, and that

the 08 uteri was excoriated— in the state, that is. of the upper lip of a

scrofulous and sniveling little boy. My most difficult task was to win

my patient over to the belief that her disease was not entirely uterine, but

mainly neuralgic; this once accomplished, our progress, though slow, was

sure. 1 declined to initiate any treatment whatever until she would get

her feet to the ground, and thenceforth cautiously regain the use of her
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legs. Meanwhile, I declined to 'cure the ulceration of the womb ' for the

twentieth time, but made her content with rectal and vaginal astringent

douches, first hot and afterwards cold. As soon as she could walk we
perched her upon horseback. She was treated with the phosphide and

valerianate of zinc, with bromide of ammonium, iron, quinine and like

remedies, with occasional sedative suppositories. In six months, I found

the uterus more compact, the ligaments braced, and the 03 clean and

sound ; the leucorrhea had ceased, and all the parts could be handled

without pain. Menstruation was still painful, but less so than formerly,

and there was some menorrhagia. She was mixing, however, in general

society, could ride gently to hounds, had regained appetite and looks, and,

although I then lost sight of her, I have every reason to suppose she is as

well as she is ever likely to become.
" Now, gentlemen, is not this case one which in their degrees could be

multiplied a hundredfold from our case-books or our memories? Yet

these are they who form a great part of the women who are caged up in

London back drawing-rooms and visited almost daily for uterine disease,

their brave and active spirits broken under a false belief in the presence of

a secret and overmastering local malady, and the best years of their lives

honored only by a distressful victory over pain.******
" I assert that, in such neurotic subjects, uterine laxaties, moderate

displacements and catarrhs owe their continuance, and often their very

initiation, to an atonic state of body, and to a special instability of nerve-

endowment, which may show themselves in failing function, and soon

after in local trophic changes and perverted secretions. Such changes of

function and such settlements of perverted action are often, no doubt,

called to this spot or the other by some local deviation from the normal,

as a consumption may take its beginning from some trivial and forgotten

catarrh ; but the essence of the malady is not there, and to try to cure such

a malady by local means is as wise as to try to cure a syphilis by antiseptic

dressing of its ulcers. Such subsidiary means are often needed, often

indeed necessary ; but in cases like those under discussion should be used

as little as possible, because of the tendency of such methods to arouse and
perpetuate a morbid possession of mind in the woman. All this our more
robust, more clear-sighted and more candid gynecologists know well

enough ; in the rest the fault may lie rather with modern fashion than

with themselves. Looking only to the uterine organs, their reason

bounded by the confines of the pelvis, they attempt to stem tlie tides of
general and diathetic maladies with little Partington-mops of cotton wool
on the ends of little sticks. That many of the cases we have discussed

need a judicious combination of local with general treatment is true, but

in most of them the patient and the doctor are fascinated by the local phe-

nomena, while Nature herself is performing on a far larger scale."

"How intimately this organ, or this system, is associated with the

nervous system is well known; but, unfortunately, the weight of our
knowledge all leans oneway—it leans toacuiious and busy search for

every local ill which may arise in the female pelvis, while blind obliviork

scatters the poppy over every outer evil which in its turn might hurt the
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uterus; nay, more, a resolute prejudice would deny that in the woman any

distress can arise which owes not its oriofin to these mischievous parts.

L"uterus e^est lafemtne is a proverb which has received a new development

in these days; for if by courtesy, rather than by conviction, woman be

granted the possession of a few subsidiary organs, these, at best, have uo

prerogative nor any order of their own.

''The uterus has its maladies of local causation, its maladies of nerv-

ous causation, and its maladies of mixed causation, as other organs have;

and to assume, as is constantly assumed, that all uterine neuroses, or even

all general neuroses in women, are due to coarse changes in the womb
itself, is as dull as to suppose that the stomach can never be the seat of

pain except it be the seat of some local affection, or that the face can never

be the seat of tic-douloureux unless there be decayed teeth in the jaw.

All mucous membranes, indeed, seem readily to betray nervous suffering

by relaxation or changed secretion ; and I make no doubt whatever that a

very large number of uterine disorders which are elevated to the place

and name of diseasts of the uterine system are but manifestations of

neurosis.******
'•A neuralgic woman seems to be peculiarly unfortunate. However

bitter and repeated may be her visceral neuralgias, she is either told she is

hysterical or that it is all uterus. In the first pli\ce she is comparatively

fortunate, for 8he is only slighted; in the second case she is entangled in

the net of the gynecologist, who finds her uterus, like her nose, is a little

on one side; or again, like that organ, is running a little, or it is as fl;ibby

as her biceps, so that the unhappy viscus is impaled upon a stem, or

perched upon a prop, or is painted with carbolic acid every week in the

year except during the long vacation when the gynecologist is grouse

shooting, or salmon catching, or leading the fashion in the Upper

Engadine. Her mind thus fastened to a more or less na^ty mystery

becomes newly apprehensive and physically introspective, and the morbid

chains are rivlted more strongly than ever. Arraign the uterus, and you

rfix in the woman the arrow of hypochondria, it may be for life.

* * * * * _ *

"If the gynecologists pelt us with stories of long pain and sickness

uncured by medical futilities, but rapidly cured under uterine medication,

we can mate their stories and check them by double the number of cases

received by the physician from the sofa, the manipulations and mental

abasements of narrow uterine specialism. To underrate our debt to gyne-

cologists, to forget the great work they have done in the past half-century,

were as foolish as ungracious; but, like all great movements in special

fields of inquiry, it must be subject to reaction, and its results must be

checked by those which have been obtained by other methods and in other

directions. The wisest and most disinterested of gynecologists now know
well how lamentable have been the exaggerations, how narrow the views,

and how deceptive the data of many opinions which have passed current

in their school, and they are ready to declare that if medicine is not wholly

to reclaim a great part of the field occupied by them, its culture must at

any rate be shared with the physician. The pliysician has been at least as
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much to blame, in that he has contemptuously thrown aside many cases

of genuine malady and of genuine suflFering as hysteria."

Ou the subject of dyspepsia, a disease which is more often cerebral

than gastric, as Amariah Bighara, as far bacli as 1S44, in this country, sat-

isfactorily showed, and as the prevalence of dyspepsia among the over-

brain-excited, over-brain-worried, has since proven, the author before us

thus presents a view worthy of consideration. After conceding the

existence of certain true dyspepsias the author says:

" A patient who suffers from many symptoms indicative of nervous
derangement, tells you that on the empty stomach, generally in the morn-
ing, before breaicfast, a dense yellow oily fluid gathers, and, lying there all

day, would vitiate the viscus, would act as an eccentric cause of headache,

and as a foul ferment upon the food in the course of digestion ; so that his

or her only hope of a comfortable day is to vomit or wash out these dregs

at the beginning. Now, such an exudation may be due to some chronic

distemper of the coats or glands of the stomach ; but I incline to believe

it is due rather to some perturbed innervation of a stomach otherwise

healthy, seeing that the symptoms is one which I have always found in

neurotics, and to be curable only by treatment planned mainly upon this

dingnosis. Disordered work and distempered secretions, then, may well

de due. and doubtless often are due to neuroses of the stomach ; and such

neuroses, lying between the more localized disorders and the purer neu-

ralgias, are difficult to classify."

The Students' Manual of Electro-Therapeutics. By R. W. Amidon,
A. M., M. D.. of New York. G. H. Putnam's Sons, 27 and 29 West
23rd Street, New York. 18S4.

This is a hand-book of ninety pages " presented to the medical public,

chiefly as a protest against the mysticism and charlatanry which have

ever hung around the literature and practice of electro-therapeutics."

The book is an honest protest against the unwarranted claims of

quackery, but over reaches its mark by a pedantic di^play of skepticism,

whose positiveness is evidently the result of a lack of patient personal

experience, especially as regards the value of galvanization on the brain.

In this regard the experience of Erb and Ahhaus, Latournian and Meyers,

and the deductions which may be made from Onimus.and Lyros' physi-

ological experimentations.

Our experience controverts the statement that " when electrodes are

applied to the head, the amount of electricty which really penetrates the

substance of the brain, and its effects in the brain, if it does reach it, are

matters of extreme uncertainty."

" Electricity as ordinarily applied to the head " may be " devoid of

any curative power in tangible cerebral lesions," but Althaus and the

reviewer have not found it so.

While too mucli has been claimed for electricity by certain electro-

therapeutists in differentiating psychical (hysterical) maladies from

organic and more permanent vaso-motional affections, the author under

discussion denies too 7nuch.

Nevertheless this little book has many good features about it. It is

plain, concise and practical, and its influence will be to make the student
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cautious rather than bold in electro-therapy, and it certainly does not
lead him to expect more of his batteries than they are likely to perform in

inexperienced hands. But we can tell the author there is more in the
painstaking and judicious use of electricity than is dreamed of in hi&
philosophy of its influence on the brain ; but to use it ariglit, something of
that tactua eraditus, which gives to surgery difl'erent results in different

hands, is required. An operating case does not make a surgeon, nor does
a battery make an electro-therapeutist.

In subsequent editions we shall confidently look to see the author's
skepticism, in certain directions, give way to conversions—and honest
skeptics make strong converts.

Text Book of Medical Jurisprudence and Toxicology. By Jno. J.
Keese, M. D,, Professor of Medical Jurisprudence and Toxicology in
the University of Pennsylvania, &c. P. Blakiston, Son & Co., Phila-
delphia. 1884.

This publication is a compact and meritorious volume worthy a place
in the library of every physician who expects to appear in court.

No student of Legal Medicine can well do without it. The sub-
ject of Toxicology, very properly occupies a prominent place in this-

volume. Idiocy and Insanity are sufficiently well treated for the general
practitioner, but, contrary to the author's expressed hope, all the essential

medico-legal points on the latter subject are not discussed by the author,
among them, especially, is the subject of Simulation of Insanity by the
Insane.

The discussion of insanity, though as extensive and thorough as the
limits of the book would permit, when we consider how many other
subjects are treated, is altogether too brief. Likewise the subject of
Idiocy. But the book is not intended to supplant special treatises on
special departments of medical jurisprudence, but is worthy to occupy a
convenient and acceptable place within the reach of the active but studi-

ous general physician, and as such we commend it to our readers.

Visions of Fancy,—

Is a small basketful of the flowers of poesy, poured into the lap of a
prosy profession, by a physician of Moberly, Missouri. The name of
the talented author Is ISI. M.Baskett, and the little volume is also dedi-

cated to the memory of the author's parents, to his wife and children, and
specially to Dr. H. E. Gore, of Paris, Mo.

The poems are smoothly written, and of general interest rather than
special, to the medical profession, save the lives on "The Medical Stu-
dent," a very good poem, except the opening eight lines, which are ques-
tionable In taste and fact.

The story of Orpheus and Eurydlce, is captlvatingly and briefly told,

and a vein of philosophy permeates the book in other parts, and runs
up to the heart. Tlie poems are all worth reading, but the author's cast

of mind, aa» betrayed in them, is a little over melancholy.

A Consideration of the Causes of Insanity, is the subject of a paper
on our table, by Walter Channing, M. D. Reprinted from the Fifth

Annual Report of the Massachusetts Board of Health, Lunacy and
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Charity. From a critical survey of tlie whole subject the author reaches

the following conclusions:

" 1. That so far as the causation of insanity is concerned, the statistics

of insane hospitals are unavoidably incomplete and unreliable.

"2. That the insanity of the present day is peculiarly the disease of

an imperfect civilization.

" 3. That the foreign population of America largely increases the

aggregate amount of insanity, and indirectly acts as a causal element in

producing insanity in the native population.

"4. That heredity, both in relation to mental, moral and physical con-

ditions, is of greater importance in the causation of insanity than is gen-

erally supposed. And, further, that environment tends to perpetuate

heredity.

"5. That bad education, lack of education and over-education, increase

the number of persons becoming insane ; while, on the other hand, a good
system of moral and school education is a powerful influence in prevent-

ing insanity.

" 6. That certain occupations are more favorable to the development of

insanity than others, while want of occupation is frequently a cause, some-

times an early indication of insanity.

"7. That ill-assorted marriages increase insanity ; but celibate men,

and probably celibate women, are more prone to insanity than the mar-

ried. And further, that consanguineous marriages are attended with too

much uncertainty to be entered on, except in rare cases."

Proceedings of the First Three Meetings of the Surgeons of the East-

ern Division, W., St. L. and P. R'y, held respectively at Decatur, Illinois,

January, 25, 1882; Fort Wayne, Indiana, June 4, 1883, and Springfield,

Illinois, April 30, 1884.

Explanation of the Pathology and Therapeutics of the Diseases of the

Nerve Centers, Especially Epilepsy. By J. McF. Gaston, M. D., Atlanta,

Ga. Advance sheets from Transactions of Georgia Medical Association.

Nervous and Mental Physics. By S. V. Clevenger, M. D. Reprinted

from' The American Journal of Neurology and Psychiatry, for August and

November, 1884.

Notes on The Opium Habit, by Asa P. Meylert, M. D., Member of the

Medical Society of the County of New York, etc. A sensible but incom-

plete paper.

Diagnosis of Spinal Disease, and Observations on Hip Disease, by
Thos. P. Grant, M. D., Louisville, Ky. Reprinted from the Louisville

Medical News. „.—-—-—-^.^^

Seventeenth Annual Session of the M^^i,eal Society of tbe State of

West Virginia. May 21 and 22, 1884. / •-
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